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ROBERT P. HARGITT

OCTOBER 4, 1924

. It is· sald "that the Englishman appears at his best in his
law courts; that in England trials, both civil and criminal,
·.will ~eveal the oomp~ete triumph of common sense." I am fully
aware· that. to some l~ym~n no. court trial was ever a triumph of
common sense, either in this country or'in England; but be that
as it may, as a lawyer I was raised on that doctrine.
On se~eral visits in the years past I had gone casually
into ~he law ool:ll'ts of London, as the delegation o.f American
lawyers did this past summer. I had looked with awe upon the
be-wigged judges, and .with something akin to amusement at the
be-wigged and be-gowned barristers, and I had ·noted with admirati~n the quiet, orderly and rapid disposal of legal business;
but not .until I had a case 1n England did I come into such in•
timate contact with her courts and the legal pr,ofession that I
could really under~tand and appraise their effective methods,
and I might say, feel their steam-roller-like qualities. Not
until then did I fully appreciate the fact that although we have
inherited moat of our legal institutions ·from England, including.
the common law .and procedure, ,there is a va~t difference· in our
metho~a, and we have of course acclima tiz.ed, as it were, the
common law, or in other words, adapted it to our peculiar needs
and 'changed conditi,ons.
·

'

'

(.-i

I.

Nevin M. Fenneman

503

1

!

It may not be amiss to say something as to the type of case
that involved me in the British courts, and by foll'owing some of·
i'ts rami flo a tiona I may be better able to bring before you some
of.my experiences, arid give you some information and insight
into the workings of the so-called model courts of the world.
r
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. Shortly·after the Great War there was built at Toronto,
Canada, at a cost of about a million dollars, a freight steamer
for a company organized in Canada b~t financed by New York shipping men. A part of the financing took the shape of an issue
of a large ainount of bonds secured by mbrtgage upon the boat.
Before, during, .and after the war such bonds were considered
high class investments, and these particular bonds were sold to
many.scattered investors. Insurance of every kind and description was taken out with English'companies to protect the interests
of the bondholders and the owner.
After having been run as an ocean freighter for a short
time she was purchased. by a Greek merchant, with headquarters at
Barcelona, Spain, a man who had supposedly made millions in war
profits, and d~sired a vessel to carry his own merchandise. He
assumed the mortgage bonds and the interest payments. Shortly
after he bought her the .value of shipping dropped to the lowest
point in the history of the business; the bottom dropped out of
the carrying trade; the Bank of Barcelona, the largest in Spain,
beoame financially involved, and with it the fortune of the new
owner of the st~amboat.
After his purchase of the boat he had displ~ced her former

2
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England is divided into two dis tinct branches,. solicitors and
barristers; but what their exact functions and prerogatives are
may not be so well known.

crew put her under the command of a Greek captain, who was a

nat~alized Englishman and the possessor of an English Master's
Certificate and a crew of Greek~. Roumanians, Spaniards, and
other natio~alities. She was• in the Black ~ea, about·forty

The solicitor is the first aid to one whose legal rights
have been invaded or transgressed; the one from whom all legal
a~vioe is sought upon business matters; the one who draws the
wills and contracts; th~ one who incorporates the companies·
and advises in reference to their fun9 tioning; the one who takes
care of estates, and acts as the family counsellor and legal
guide. When an Englishman refers to his lawyer he always means
his s olio i tor.

miles from shore, headed for Constantinople, when suddenly; one
morning, without warning~ at about two .A,M,, abe sank; all hands
taking to the life boats,

The captain reported that she had run into a derelict floating mine which had torn such a hole in her side that in spite
of all his efforts, with the pumps,and otherwise, she sank. The
owner and the bondholdert1 immediately made demand upon the insurance companies, but the companies r~fused to pay on the ground
that the boat had been scuttled by her crew, with the knowledge
and:connivance of the owner, in order to secure the insurance,
which was far in excess of the then value of the steamer, The
insurance companies were then facing claims upon similar losses
to the extent of about thirty million dollars, and acting as a
unit the~ took the position that they would pay no one wi·thout
a lawsuit.

I .

The bondholders, in any event, .were innocent, and immediately organized for· action. I was employed to represent them,
directed to go to London, and if no settlement could be made,
make the necessary arrangements to enter suit, Upon my arrival
at the British capital I found the insurance companies bent upon
legal warfare, and there was no alternative but to lock horns
in a triangular international fight involving a million dollars,
and to the insurance companies a potential thirty million, the
parties to which would be the Greek owner, living in Barcelona;
the innocent mortgage bondholders, living in America, and the
British. companies fighting on theil· native heath, in. their own
courts.

.'.

:

I

,(
'

:·

I

I

Now began my intimate study of the British law courts and
their vaU11ted superiority, fairness and common sense. Would
they·be fair under such circumstances, with their own nationals
in great financial jeopardy? Would there be any inclination to
wobble? Or could they keep in the background all sentiment and
merely apply the law to the facts, in a cold, intellectual,' impel·sonal manner? We must remember that when we speak of "courts,"
subconsciously we have in our minds something that is abstract
that is machine-like in its movements and functions· yet neveftheless we cannot get away from the fact that courts' are ' human
and we know how human it is to err.
'

J

''

Upon inquiry I found that there were two outstanding· firms
of solicitors in London specializing in maritime insurance
matters, one of which had already been retained by the underwritei'S.
As this was to be a fight to a finish, I had to have as ·
good as my opponents and I immediately retained the other firm.
Their offices occupied an entire building in the business heart
of London, with an army of partners and employees,
It is fairly well knoVIn that the legal profession in

3

'But the moment any court action is necessary, then recourse muat be had to the other branch of the profession, the
barrister, as the solicitor is not permitted, under any_circumstances, to speak or act in any formal court proceediiJ.gs. The
solicitor must then "instruct" some barrister, as it is called,
,:

As soon as we had collected the necessary information,
and had gotten our facts together, the question arose as to
what kind.of action should be brought. The leading solicitor
was a very able man, who knew the law, had had large experience,
and while he knew perfectly well what kind of an action should
be brought, who were the proper parties, et cetera, yet according
to the ethics of the profession he wou~d not presume to give an
opinion upon such matters. He had to consult a barrister and
get his written opinion upon the 'subject. r.L'he next question was
the drafting. of the pleadings, the barrister again had to be
retained for that specific duty.
Wh·en it became necessary to prepare for the actual trial,
the barrister again had to pe appealed to for an opinion upon
the evidence, as it is called; that is, he rendered an opinion
as to the character and extent of the evidence that would be
necessary to make our case before the court. It was then up
to the solicitor to get that evidence. For each specific service
of the barrister a certain number of guineas had to be paid as
a fee; and this fee was not based at al~ upon the importance of
the case or the amount involved.
As soon as· the suit was brought in Court an application
for the production of all letters, contracts, documents, or
writings of any sort or description, was filed in court. No
document that was not so produced before the trial could be
used in any manner whatsoever at the trial, and the failure to
produce it would seriously reflect upon the party failing to so
produce unless such failure war~ adequately explained, This
eliminates not only all elements of surprise, but all opportunity
to confront a dishonest witness with a forgo~ten letter or document. To an American lawyer it takes half the joy out of life,
In our case these papers had to be gathered fron• .all
quarters of Europe, Canada and the priit~d States. They were in
English, French, Italian, Spanish, Roumanian, Greek, ~urkish,
and othel' languages; and translators had to be employed to turn

AN AMElUcrAN LAWYER'S EXPERIENCES AND
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them into English. BY the time these orders on both .sides had
been complied with we had more than two thousand typewritten
pages of documents.
These included the original blue prints used in the construction of the vessel; the organization papers of the Canadian and American companies which had successively owned the
boat· the correspondence. of the canadian, New York, Paris, Barcelo~a and Euglish·lawyers, who had at different times represented the various parties; . every scrap of paper· which in any
way related or referred to the insurance; all correspondence
and contracts which hadsny relation to the employment of the
new crew· the affidavits and statements made by the Captain,
officers' and members of the crew, to the Harbor Master, the
British.Consul and the representatives of Lloyds, at the time
of the landing of the stranded crew at the Black Sea port in
Roumania. The workmen on the Tower of Babel had nothing.on
our ship's crew when it came to the question of language representation.

.i;

\

I was forcibly reminded by. these last named papers, of
that inquiry so graphically reo ounted by Joseph Conrad in "Lord
Jim," after the wreck of the Patna, in that tropical port in
the Indian Ocean.

\,

i '
,

'

In addition to these, every letter or communication between the owner ond his Captain, were called for and produced;
every contract for the c·arrying of freight, the provisioning
of the vessel and the manner of payment for the same; every
intimate detail of the business o·f the owner, including his
banking transactions, his arrangements with his creditors, and
a host of other details in all their ramifications, that had
been committed to paper in any manner.

'

, '
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This work was all engineered and attended to by the
solicitors, and they agreed between themselves as to the
genuineness of the documents submitted;· and they did not have
to be individually proved and introduced in evidence as they
do in the American courts. This system has many advantages· and
saves an immense amount of time in court, and is in effect, a
pre-digesting of the evidence. On the other hand, it involves
a large amount of work on the part of the solicitors and a
very great increase in the cost.of litigation.

:,

!'
l'
\
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·•'

OBSERVATIONS IN THE BRITISH

LAW COURTS
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tained .in the preliminary matters is not retained to try the
case; but a man of higher standing at the bar, who is called
a X. c., or King's Counsel. ~bis man is called the leader,
and the man who has attended to. the. preliminary matters is
called the junior, and assists at the trial. I~ would be unethical for a K.C., or a leader, to draft the pleadings or
give an opinion as to the evidence required, except in an
advisory capacity with his junior.
AS was the case with the selection of the solicitor, because of the quality of the men employed by our adversaries,
we were confronted with the necessity of retaining two leaders
of the bar, K. C's., specialists in marine insurance matters,
one for each case. It was· unethical the. t the same barrister
should or could represent the plaintiffs in both cases, although they were to be tried together,
Complete copies of all documents, briefs, etc., were
furnished to our leaders, and this was done but a few days before the trial. Up to this time they were completely ignorant
of the cases; they had not seen or talked with any of the parties
or witnesses; they merely had the matter thrust upon them at the
last minute as a cold, abstract p1·oposition, with non~ of the
human touch that the bmerican lawyer gets by growing up with the
case and a consultat'ion with the witnesses and the parties.
The ~olicitor, of course, had all this, but the ethics of the
situation. precluded him from taking any part in its presentation
to the court.
It is only fair to say that in our cases there were some
peculiar circumstances which prevented us from retaining our
barristers earlier· and then they were handicapped probably more
than usual because'of the shortness of time given them for preparation· but on the other hand, the leading barristers are generally ~o busy that the briefs do not come to their hands until
almost the last minute before they must go into court. These.
busy lawyers are very hard w~rking and are wonderf~lly diligent.
An9ther thing that seems peculiar and far fetched to an
American lawyer, is the fact that a barrister acting ~1der his
strict ethical code, not only does not talk with th~ w1tnesses,
but does not even see them, until they appear on the witness
stand, and he rises to examine them from the typewritten statement 'of the solioi tor.

The solicitor next reduced t·o writing the statements made
by all the witnesses that were necessary to be called; and on
top of this, he Wl'Ote a complete resume of the case, calling
attention to its salient features, and the most important letters
and documents. All these papers gathered together formed what
is ca~led the "brief." In our case anything but brief.

The only exception to this rule is that on occasions there
will be what is called a "conference" among the solicitor, the
barrister and the party to the suit; and possibly a professional or exp~rt witness will be present in order t~ explain some
intricate questions· but it would be entirely unethical for a
witness' to the ac tu~l facts of the cas·e to be examined. or talked
to by the barrister before the actual trial.

We were now ready to retain barristers for the actual t1·ial
of the case, or rather cases, because there were two cases ths t
were to be tried together, that of the owner and the .one of the
bondholdElrs. ·In important cases the barrister who has been re-

It is scarcely necessary to ~xplain that the reason for.
this is that the barrister .does not desire 'to be open even to
the alightest suspicion of having influenced t~e witness, either

6
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in what he says or does not say, when he gets into court.
On the other hand, the solicitor is a past' master at·
getting out what a witness knows, and he sees, so far as is
humanly possible, that the witness does not forget any import·
ant or necessary things.
All lawyers know that some times a witness thru ignorance
of what is important or from sheer forgetfulness, does.not
voluntarily tell all,he knows at the first sitting. The
English solicitor knows this, the barrister knows this, and
you can readily see that merely because the barrister is hemmed
about by certain ethical requirements, does not prevent having
conveyed to him what the witness actually knows, after he has
been expertly examined.
During the trial several questions came up which required
some investigation of the authorities, and our junior. barrister
casually reDWlrked to me that he would ha-ve one of his "devils"
do that during the adjournment. He meant by that one of the
younger barristers who assisted him in his office, and who had
not yet risen to the point of being an acceptable junior for
court work. "Devil" ·is the accepted designation for such an
assistant and his work is called "devilling."

~
.\
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'
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In this connection I might remark that a young· aolic it or
who does the same kind of assisting work in a solicitor's
office is called a "donkey" and his work"donkeying" for his
principal.
Another peculiar thing is that a leader will not appear
in the High Court of Justice without a junior, and he insists.
that his junior receive a fee of three-fifths to two-thirds of
his own. It is unethical for the leader to suggest to the
solicitor the name of a junior that he would like to have with
him. The same of unethical conduct would be a partnership, or
an arrangement, even of sharing fees, among barristers. Every
man is "upon his own." Even a father could not practice or ·
share fees with a son. Anything that even squints at commercializing the profession is anathema to a British barrister.
Officially there is no such thing in the English law
practice as the taking of a case upon a contingent fee basis.
You will notice that I said "officially." ·

I.

Aa an illumination of the intimation which I wish to convey,
I asked ·a barrister (not one connected with our own case) what
a poor man would do who could. not put up retainers, pay per
diem fees to the barristers, and the costs provided by law for
the a olio i tors, and he said: "If a person having no money, had
a good case, he would some how succeed in getting a very respectable solicitor, and when he got into court you would find
him represented by one of the lea ding barristers." He said it
with a quizzical look, which meant to intimate to me that "there
ar_e more ways than one of skinning a cat," to use a homely· but
forceful expression.

AN AMERICAN LAWYER'S EXPERIENCES AND
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Solicitors, as a usual thing, have tpeir offices in the
business districts; but all the barristers of London are gathered together in what are called the Inns of Court, a. collection of buildings between Fleet Street and the Thames Embankment, which have belonged to the Inns, or organization of
barristers, for many centuries, and constitute wonderfully
valuable property~ They are as much away from the general
bustle and noise of the city as a cloister in a monastery. If
a barrister were to have his office in the business district,
or near to a solicitor, he would be open to the suspicion., of
s.olici ting business.
Volumes could be and have been written upon the wonderfully
interesting history of the uni.que institutions known as the Inns
of Court. They ware originally organized for the same purpose
as the ancient London Trade Guilds, the protection of a particular occupation. They now have entire control of the education, admission and discipline of the bar.
When the secular courts gradually superseded those of the
Church the place of the clerical practitioners before these
courts was gradually taken by those o.utside the priestly class •
This began early in the fourteenth century when the lawyers came
into possession of the property of the Knights Templars, and
from this fact these organizations of lawyers became known as
the Inner and Middle Temples, and are so known to this day •
The buildings belonging t9 the Middle and Inner Temples
are exclusively rented to barristers, and it was with a peculiar
feeling of reverence and awe that I visited barristers in their
chambers in these ancient buildings that had been occupied by
long lines of distinguished lawyers; Lord Coke, Lord Mansfield,
Sir William Blackstone, and hosts of others whose names are
revered by iawyers everywhere. In these chambers the great
modern lawyers have had, and still have, their offices,--Herbert
Asquith, Sir William Simon, Lord Reading, Lord Birkenhead,
Lord Carson, and in fact all the others of whom you have ever
heard. Within these few acres of ground are concentrated practically every active barrister in England. It is truly a national
bar, which cannot be said of the bar of this country, which is
distributed among the states.
You may well imagine that in these ancient buildings few
modern conveniences are found;--low ceilings, rough uneven
floors, patched walls, small windows, antique doors and hardware,
small grate fires for warmth, and little cubby holes of rooms.
Those of you who remember the old time two story buil~ngs along
·Third and Fourth streets in this city where lawyers congregated
can form some idea of the chambars.of the world famous barristers
in London, when I tell you that those old time ·cincinnati l~w
offices were palaces in comparison.
You know that all England stops at four o'clock in the
afternoon for tea, so naturally every set of chambers in the
Temple has its facilities for tea making. Aft~r court adjournment one day I wanted an opportunity to discuss a matter with
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to him, as he does quite frequently. This clerk is a barrister
by profession and wears a wig. There is one tier of benches
immediately in front of the clerk, and on a·levelwith the floor,
which are occupied by the solicitors, who appear in ordinary
street clothes.

Another thing that strikes an American lawyer as peculiar
is the fact that a barrister may have several cases going on at
the same time in different courts. He retires from the trial of
one case to attend the other, leaving his junior or his "devil,"
to keep track of the case in·his absence. In my case there were
four leaders and four juniors employed on both sides, besides the
"devils," and I think that sometime during the two weeks' trial
each of them was absent, some of them whole days at a time. You
could not imagine such a state of affairs as a generai practice
in an American court; but it goes without comment and as a
matter of course in London.

. I was in court one morning sitting on the solicitor's
bench while one of the preliminary matters of our case was
being argued, when one of our barristers said something about
the presence of an American lawyer in the case. The court,
sitting solemnly on the bench raised above. all his surroundings,
casually remarked in the same tone of voice that he was using in
the discussion of the matters before him, that he hoped the
American lawyer was enjoying the weather. He said this without
glancing at me, or even the semblance of a smile, but it was an
ill~stration that even an English judge has a sense of humor
that was particularly appropriate at that time, as we were
having a season of the most atrocious weather that could possibly
be imagined even in London. There was one point of the joke
that probably the judge did not see or appreciate, but I was
acutely conscious of it myself, inasmuch as the heavens would
have fallen if I had attempted to make any reply to the judge's
remark concerning me.
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one of our barristers. Court· adjourned at four, and at four thirty
he had another engagement to appear at an arbitration some distance away. He asked me to walk with him to his chambers in Essex
Court in the Middle Temple in order that he might have tea, which
his clerk had ready for him when he arrived, and after drinking
it he ,rushed off to meet his other engagement. The point is
that an Englishman never lets any thing interfere with his four
o'clock tea. On several occasions when the court session was
carried past four o'clock the judge had tea served to him on the
bench.

In fact if you desired to secure the undivided attention of
your counsel during your trial, you would have to make very
specific arrangements with his chief clerk at the time of his
employment, and pay a very largely augmented fee.

!'. :.'.
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Our cases were brought in the King's Bench Division of the
High Court of Justice. This corresponds to the courts of original
jurisdicition in the United States, and has a number of divisions
such as ~hancery,·Admiralt~, Probate, Divorce, Criminal, at. cete;a.
The King a Bench D~v~sion 1s where the jury trials are held,
England still reta1n1ng that time honoted institution in its
pristine glory. While our case was one for a jury by consent of
~11 the parties the jury was waived, and we submitted it ·to the
JUdge.
.
These judges are rather unique institutions. They are appointed ostensibly by the King, but actually by the Lord Chancellor
the c~ief law officer of the Kingdom, and hold their positions'
~or l1fe. The salary from five to eight thousand pounds per annum
1s sufficiently substantial to attract the leading members of the '
bar. It is hardly necessary to ·state that only a barrister may
;become a judge.
·
The law courts are housed in a comparatively modern buildi
substantial and rambling, but wonderfully adapted to the purpos~'
The court rooms are so arranged that not a sound from the outside
world, that is rushing by on Fleet Street, is heard.
.

'

i~e judges bench is raised probably ten feet above· the floor
e w ness box on one side, and the jury box on the other at
•
the same laval. In front of the judge and immediately un~r his
bench is the clerk, who has to stand on a chair in order to talk

th

Back of the .solicitors' benches are rows of benches which
rise in tiers to the back of the room. On the first raised
bench the leading counsel sit, on the next the juniors, on the
next the 11 devils, 11 and back of them the spectators.

As before intimated the least informed parsons about the
case are the leading counsel who are to present it to the Court.
They are constantly in doubt about some item of evidence, some
angle of the case upon which certain documents bear, and the
solicitor who is full of his case and knows its every detail,
is constantly leaning back, whispering to the K.C., and instructing him in more ways than one.
As above intimated, I was by courtesw permitted to sit on
the bench with the solicitor. He and I had prepared the case
together; we had spent many days in threshing the wheat from
the chaff in the documents, in interviewing the witnesses, and
we knew the weak and the strong points of our case.
I am not casting aspersions upon the ability of the barristers,
because they were wonderfully able men. I constantly wondered
how they did so wall considering the handicaps of the system
under which they labored and struggled. But to an American
lawyer, who, when he gets· into Court is full of his case, and, if
he has prepared it at all adequately, knows the ins and outs
from beginning to end, one can imagine his feelings at the frequent floundering of his high priced and wle counsel,
The solicitors do not hesitate to criticize the system, and
they apeak with considerable warmth upon the subject of its
weakness, and some of the barristers with whom I have talked,half
heartedly admitted it, and yet so wedded are they to tradition,

.
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that the probabilities are that "as it was in the beginning"
so it ever shall be.
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name "weeper" comes down from the utilitarian purpose of the
cuffs before handkerchiefs were invented.

But to go back to the court room. The judge when he
enters from his chambers immediately back of his bench, is
preceded by his bailiff, who commands silence as he holds the
curtain aside for the entrance of his Lordship.

Another difference that I noticed in the costume was that
the white lawn cravat which hangs straight down, had three
lines of stitching instead of two. The difference in the
judge's gown because of the mourning, was that the gown that he
wore on that particular day had red sleeves instead of black.

He is curiously gowned in black silk, with a wide, bright
red sash, and: splotches of red here and there, -and on occasi one
with wide red sleeves. Upon his head is that mediaeval horse
wig, so characteristic of the English judges and barristers.

While possibly this has nothing directly to do with the
subject of my paper, yet to show how purely official the mourning ~or a royal personage is, the following incident may be of
interest.

There are several very curious survivals or ve-stigial
remains (speaking biologically) in the wig of the judge and the
gown of the barrister. In the days of the clerical courts the
judges always displayed a priestly tonsure; the wig of the
modern judge has around bole in the crown to represent that
priestly adornment. The old gowns of the barristers had a
pocket in the back at the waiste which was connected with two
straps that came up over the shoulder and hung down in front.
It not being good form for the barrister to openly take-money
for his services, the client sat back of him and drop~d the
fee into the pocket. The barrister would then pull the straps
and feel the weight of the coin deposited. If it did not
satisfy him he jerked the straps and jingled the coin, w·hich
was an indication to the client that if he wanted action he
would have to inr.rease the depoai t. To this de.y there is a
vestige of this pocket and the straps are still visible on the
barristers gowns.

T!le court officially went into mourning for thirty days,
but on the third or fourth day after the official mourning began,
the Ascot Races came on, and as it had bean the custom for
centurie.s for the Royal Family to come in regal state down the
course, in order not to disappoint the crowds, or interfere
with such a recognized social event, the Royal Court merely
stated that the official mourning would be laid aside for two
days until the Ascot Races were finished. The King, Queen and
all the royal family appeared in all their gay colore and
trappings as usual.

You will probably remember that after the American Revolution when the question came up as to the proper accouterments
of the Federal judiciary of the young republic, there was a
great difference of opinion as to whether they should cling to
the gown and the wig. Thomas Jefferson, who was then in France
as our Minister, wrote home, throwing the weight of his influence
against the retention of the wig. He said, "a judge with a ~ig
looked like a rat sticking its head ·thru Oakum," No one knows
how thankful our judiciary should be that Jefferson's advice
was taken.
While on the subject of wigs and gowns, it might be of
interest to state that during the trial of our case Princess
Christian, the aunt of the King, died and of course the court
and all the British nation went into ~ourning. The next day
after the death, when I went into court I was astounded to see
that the counsel and the judge had made'some change in their
costume. The usual costume of the barrister who is a. K c i
a silk gown,,but according to the etiquette of the prof~s;ions
and of the K1ngdom, when the Royal Court is in mourning· he
wears a cotton gown, but in order to still show his rank he
wears what are called "weepers," which really are cuffs ~bout
six inches deep, up over the sleeves of his gown. Of course
the learned antiquarians of this Club will appreciate that the

There is a very great difference in the manner of opening
a trial in the English Courts from the same operation in those
of·our own country. It is probably, however, mora in degree
than in form. The leading counsel for the plaintiff makes a
vary extensive statement of all the points relied upon, quoting
profusely from all the documentary evidence, outlining the case
in detail. .In his turn the leading counsel for the defence
performs a similar service for his side.
A complete copy of all the documents, which is liberally
numbered and indexed, has been given to the Judge, who follows
counsel very closely thru their extended openings. It isnot
a. perfunctory matter with him, but he enters into the discussion,
and there is a constant informal exchange of comments, questions
and answers. By the time the witnesses a·re introduced the Judge
has a very comprahens i ve and clear knowledge of the is s.ues m d
the points relied upon by each side.
These English judges are wonderfully able men. They are
constantly alive to every point of' law and evidence; and they
take constant part in the proceedings. They do not sit like
owls upon a pedestal, merely blinking their eyes because of
their fear of exposing their ignorance, or lack of penetration.
An American lawyer is struck with the very few objections
to questions as to the admission of testimony. No time is
wasted upon long arguments upon the few objections that there
are. Another thing that is very noticeable is the conversational
tone of all the counsel and the Judge. Thera is no orating,
and no ioud and impassioned speeches. It would seem very tame
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and disappointing to those habitueas of court rooms who are
looking for the sensational and the dramatic.

testimony as to the actual events surrounding the sinking
of the vessel.

The most dramatic incident in the whole two weeks trial
was when the Greek owner of the vessel was on the witness
stand. He spoke almost every European language except English,
and he gave hie testimony in French. When he was asl{S d as to
whether he had given orders for the scuttling of his ship, his
Latin nature was so wrought upon that he grabbed the Holy Bible
upon which he had taken oath to tell the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, and holding it in his outstretched
hand, he feelingly and paesionately.denied any wrong doing,
The phlegmatic Judge was not impressed, but merely directed the
bailiff to "take that book away from him," and in his opinion
later he referred to the histrionic action of the witness.

Suffice it to say that the Judge decided that the boat
was scuttled by the Captain and the chief engineer, with the
knowledge and connivance of the owner, and therefore refused
to permit him to recover any insurance whatsoever. However,
upon the authority of a certain case covering similar q~estions
ahd points that had bean decided in 1897 by the Court of Appeals,
the Judge decided that evan if the boat were scuttled with the
knowledge and connivance of the owner, such scu~tling was a
peril of the sea, and as such was fnsured against on behalf of
the bon~-holders, who ware innocent of wrong doing, and judgment was given for the equivalent of three hundred and tan
thousand dollars, which sum was paid into Court to await the
appeal of the underwriters to the House of Lords, the Supreme
Court of Great Brita in.

And now there may be some curiosity upon the question of
counsel fee a. Each barrister has his own scale of fees. It
has little relation to the amount involved, or the importance
of the case. It is almost entirely a question of time consumed,
When the brief is delivered to him by the solicitor there is
marked upon it the amount of the retainer th~t will be paid,
always in guineas, and the amount of the daily refresher. The
retainer. covers the reading of the brief, and the opening of the
case, and the refresher is a unique, but highly descriptive
name for the per diem fee that must be paid according to the
length of the trial. '.rhis word "refresher" had a very sinister
sound to one who had to guarantee the payment of three hundred
guineas a day to cover it, and knowing that if you lost your
case you would have to pay similar counsel fees for the other
side, which in England are taxed as part of the costs.
Barristers cannot collect fees by legal process, as they
are supposed to be merely honorariums; but I can testify· that
they must be well fortified before they go very far.
Every item of service rendered by the solicitor is elabminutely covered and provided for by law. Every
t1me he wr1tes a letter, confers with a witness serves a paper
enters an item of ~ccount, it is charged for in' pounds, shillings
and pence. There 1s a story to the effect that one solicitor
!.n render.~ng his itemized accoun~, had the following item:
To cross1ng the street to speak to you and finding it was
another man, 2 shillings, 6 pence."
,o~ately an~

But as this is not the history of the trial of a case but
merely a dissertation on methods, customs and comparisons 'r
shall not weary you with the ina and outs of the testimony to
prove o~ disprove the question of scuttling; the battling of
the officers and sailors of the lost vessel to save their honor
from such a charge, and the equally persistent efforts of the
underwriters to prove their culpability and venality· or the.
scientific efforts of the marine and mechanical expe~ts to prove
from a technical standpoint the truth or falsity of the oral

Kno~ing

,',.;

that I probably would not be present whep our
cases came before the uouse of Lords, I attended several sessions
of the House in· order that I might gain some insight into their
methods and operation. Technically, every member of the House
of Lords has a right to sit in the hearing of a law case, but
as a matter of practice, only thos a members of the Home who
have. been appointed becaus~ of their legal training and judicial
experience, ever do sit in such hearings. The cases are heard
in the morning, in the large legislative Assembly Room of the
House of Lords, which seems rather incongruous. There is an
elevated platform at one end of the room upon which the barristers s.tand while making their arguments to the Lords. As
a usual thing only four or five of the Law Lords sit at one
time at the hearing of a case •. Much to ·my surprise they wore
neither wigs nor gowns, but sat around on ordinary chairs in
their every day clothing. It looked like a committee of a
legislative body having a hearing. .The informal discussions
back and forth among the counsel and the Lords themselves, took
on.the ·same aspect as in the lower courts, but it was hard to
make yourself believe tha~ these four men aittin~ around ~n.
various postures, constituted the Supreme Court of the Br1t1sh
Empire.
It was difficult for me, as a lawyer, to make myself
believe that here in this very room, some of the greatest
lawyers of the world, had appeared as counsel and as ~u~ges,
and that decisions there rendered, interpreting and flXLng the
common law, had for centuries been recognized and followed as
precedents in all the English speaking countries of the world,
including our own.
. And now I regret that I cannot BB\V that tha~ money which
was paid into Court, was actually sent to the Un1ted States of
America because it was not. Sad to relate when the case came
before the House of Lords, they, in their wisdom, over-ruled
the case decided by the intermediate court fifteen years before,
and which had been the law of Great Britain for that length of
time, and found that scuttling was not a peril of the sea, and
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was not insured against, even in favor of those innocent of
wrong doing.
But there are two sides to avery question, and one side
must always lose in a law suit. It is this philosophy which
keeps a lawyer at his job.. Neither is it a part of the plan
of t·his article to criticize the courts, even of a foreign
country, and the limits and the scope of this article will not
' permit of a technical discussion of the issues involved; but
suffice it to say, that as a lavzyer, I have my own vary
decided opiuion.
Robert P. Hargitt
•
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It depends largely upon one's digestion as to whether
politically one is a pessimist or an optimist; as to whether
one really believes that our country is going to the damnation
bowwows, or whether he believes that the. present agitations in
our social and political life are nothing mora than a temporary
ailment, which runs its course of high favor and violent eruption
and then dies away leaving the patient one again normal. Possibly
due to the fact that I have always bean blessed with a strong
digestion, so that the world generally seams rosy and happy, I
cannot find in our present day politics anything at which to be
unduly alarmed, in light of what we have already gone through
in the last sixty years. Practically avery political agitation
that now occupies our newspapers and is baing "viewed with alarm "
or "pointed to with pride," has had its· counterpart mora than
'
once in the period since the :civil war. We have not only survivad,·but not satisfied with the experience of our forebears
we must try on our own ace ount the political nostrums of the '
past, whether proven successful or not,--until baing sickened
thereb?, we have thrown them up and coma back a~ain to the ways
of san1ty.
o
In my few pessimistic moods, I have sometimes felt that
possibly it was true that our present body politic was rotten
t? the cora. I than seek an easy chair and .taking one of the
h1storias of the United States ·of the last centuries read what
h~ppenad to previous generations.
It may be a curious method of
f1nding cons?lation, to read of someone who has strayed from the
paths of poll~ical rectitude, but after an hour or so of reading
my spirits ar1se, and I feel that our present conditions are no '
wor~a than the past, and that having successfully overcome them
we 1n like manner will live through our present disorders. · I '
pars~nally have de:ivad so much mental satisfaction fr6m .my
raad1ngs, that t·on1ght I feel that we all might possibly spend
a profitable half hour in reviewing soma of the most prominent
high lights of the last half century, and seeing how·thay compare
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with sim~lar problems of our present day and generation. If
by so do1ng I bring back to your memory soma of the nefarious
political events of this period, which although they at the
time shook the country to its foundation nevertheless ware
happily overcome, and if I ,can ancouraga'you to believe that
as we. have survi vad in the past, we shall survive the present·
and can inspire in you a feeling of optimism as to our politi~al
future. I feel that this half hour .will not have be.en entirely
in vain.
Closely following murder trials and sporting events the
unfailing source of present day news is the doings of the
Klu-Klux-Klan. Blamed rightly or wrongly for everything evil
from the high cost of living, to the ravages of the boll weevil
by their organized opponents; and rarely given credit for the '
good they accompli~h, nevertheless they have rapidly spread in
influe~ca and numbers to a political power, real or imaginary
accord1ng as to whether one favored Smith or McAdoo. Today the
burning question is what will be the ultimate outcome of the
Klan.
Sixty years takas us back to the beginnings of the famous
Ks. In the spring of 1866 in Pulaski, Tennessee a group
of young man founded the order of the Klu Klux Klan. Started
as a joke, and covered with deep mystery, the strangeness of
the nama aroused curiosity and helped the order spread rapidly
until in 1868 the various "dans" scattered over the South were'
said to have a membership of half a million. In its early
history it seems to have done soma really laudable work. In
the disturbed period following the war, thieving and burning
of'houses became common, while worse crimes of murder and rape
were commi ttaad by the negroes. The Klan at first restrained
such lawlessness and scared lazy negroes into keeping at work.
Gradually however the various dens became instruments of
political proscription and private vengeance, until ultimately
the general objects of the Klan were to keep the negro in his
place, and prevent him from baing politically active in the
interest of the "Radical Party ,n' as the southern Republicans
ware called. They were politically active in the presidential
campaign of 1868 and soma of their work did much to convince
Northern voters that the south could not be trusted to' deal
justly with the freedman, as the negro was fondly called.
Early in the following year, Feb, 20, 1869 to be exact, the
Klan was disbanded by proclamation of its Grand wizard. In
spite of this official disbanding, in the southern a leotions
of 1868-1870 the Klan played so active a part, that Republican
leaders realized that unless mora affective methods ware ·
evolved for protecting the nagroe in their politic& rights,
· most of the reconstructed states would be wrested from the
party. To maetfuis situation Congress passed; May 30, 1870,
the socallad enforcement act, providing heavy penalties for
infringing upon the rights conferra~ by the fourteenth and
fifteenth amendments, and gave Federal courts jurisdiction
over oases arising under the act. For spacial application on
the South, Congress passed what was commonly c&led the K.K.K.
act, giving greater power to the federal judiciary to deal
·
with secret conspiracies against the negroes rights; and
~hrae
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empowering the President to suspend the right habeas corpus
and suppress the Klan by military force. President Grant
under this act in October 1871 declared nine counties of South
Carolina to be in a state of rebellion and sent federal troops
who arre~ted several hundred persons. All in all in two years
more than a thousand persons wer.e convicted under this act,
which however the Supreme Court in 1882 declared to be unconstitutional. Congress also, then as now inspired with a
desire for investigation, appointed a committee to inves·tiga te
the Klan. It filled twelve thick volumns of testimony, added
another volumn of interpolations and interpretations of the
testimony; and then did nothing with the result of its feverish
activity.. Meanwhile the south came more and more into the
control of the Democrats who put the negro into his place by
various Jim Crow and Grandfather clause laws; and the Klan
faded away from the public view into oblivion. Will our present
Klan also disappear from the political arena in 1929?
Viewing with alarm has always been the prorogati ve ·of the
outs, so much so that without an opportunity to view with alarm
no party platform could be written. Today the outs are assuring the voters with frantic shouts, th8 t never in the history
of our counti·y has there been so much corruption in high office.
Let us take their statements at face value, and disregara. the
methods of obtaining the so called facts, which, as you all
remember, were mostly the hearsay evidence of men and women
with criminal records. From the mass of mistatements collected
by a chairman under indictment in his home state, and fresh from
a trip to the doviat, from which he had returned imbued with
beauties of the idea 1 conditions expounded by the Bolshevists;
came out the startling announcement that never in the history
of this country haa there been so much corruption and scandal.
Now let us go back for some years and see if ever before had
the fair nan1e of this country been smirched.
The
morality
from the
revenues

administration of Grant was a period when political
had fallen tl) a low ebb. Our nation had jw t emerged
civil war and the tremendous increase in government~~.
and expenditures had resulted in a vast amount of
~eculation.
It would have required a president with more skill
than Grant to save the country from the evil consequences of
such a situation and he unfortunately possessed no skill in
preventing administ:t·ati ve demorali~ation and political corruption.
Hevelations concerning what was known as the Sanborn contracts, so badly discredited Secretary of the Treasury ~ichardson
that he resigned. But this paled into insignificance by. the side
of the most famous scandals of the day namely the Credit Mobilier.
The Credit Mobilier was a company formed by a few contl:·olling
stockholders of the Union Pacific Railroad who as stockholders
of the road awarded to themselves the contract of constructing
tne greater part of the ro&d with the idea of realizing an immense profit--in which laudable idea they were emminently successful• Prominent among these financiers, was a member of·the House
of Representatives from N~ssachusetts named Oakes Ames. ·As the
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road has received an immense amom1t of assistance from the
federal government~ and hoped to get more, to prevent any
upsetting of their plans, Ames distl'ibuted among his colleagues
many shares of this stock; putting them, to use his own words,
where they would do the most good. There were a few upright
congressmen who refused these bribes, but, significant of the
state of public morality at the time, a number of prominent men
accepted what was offered and cried for more. Among them were
Schuyler Colfax then speaker of the House, and shortly afterwards vice president. This scandal stayed dark until 1872
when.a congressational investigation instigated by charges of
the leading Democratic newspapers, brought the facts of the
case to light. Ames and Brooks of the House were recommended
for expulsion by this committee but escaped with a formal
censure' their death in three months being hastened by the
publicity. Senator Patterson of New Hampshire was also found
guilty -but as his term expired five days after the publicity
of the report, no final action was taken and in fact nobody
was actually punished.
In 1878 the House of Representatives created what was
known as the "Potter Committee" to investigate the elections
in Louisana and Florida. Much testimony discreditable to the
Republican was collected. Long lists· of Republicans connected .
with the Southern elections who hadbeen given lucrative federal
offices were compiled and an attempt made to show that the
appointments had been maae as rewards for corrupt services. As
Ben F. Butler, one of the c omrni t tee, said of the appointments,
the most charitable construction was that "post hoc is not
always propter hoc."
The Democrats broadcasted this Potter report throughout
the country with the expectation of profiting politically. At
the height of the· excitement, the New York Tribune came into
possession of several hundred cipher dispatches sent out by
Democratic leaders. Two members of the· staff after much hard
labor worked out the key and translated them. The general
pu1·port was, that efforts had been made for the wholesale
purchase of southern electors and returning boards, enormous
sums being promised to them for accomplishment of the desires
of the Democratic leaders. The sensation thus aroused was
fanned the more when it was shown that the majority of these
code messages passed to and from Tilden's ·residence, being
signed by his nephew Col. W.T. Pelton. Republican pressure
forced the Potter committee to investigate the cipher dispatches.
Some of the Democrats concerned admitt~d their guilt, but all
tried to shield Tilden. Tilden personally issued a sweeping
denial that !1e had anything to do with these attempts at
bribery and testified that when the negotia tiona came to his
attenti~n he ordered them stopped. The cipher investigations
·counteracted the revelations of the Potter committee, and the
whole matter ended in a stale JIBte.
Shortly after the election of 1882, was published a letter
signed by w.w. Dudley, treasurer of the Republican Campaign
Committee.• · In ·this doc·ument occurred a slogan that might have
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originated in the brain of our present Cincinnati stateman, who
commands the destinies of the eighteenth ward; ''Divide the
floaters into blocks of five, and put a trusted man with the
necessar~l funds in charg~ of these five, and make hi~ re- "
sponsible that none get away and that all vote our t1cket.
The writer tried to find the price per block to see how it
compared with our present scale but unfortunatelY was unable
to get informat,ion that would be a basis of comparison,
The truth of' the rna tter was that in this period political
morality was at a very low ebb. Bribery of voters was common,
in fact so much so that nearly the only honest men were those
that stayed bribed and did not try to double cross their buyers.
Laws against corruption were weak, registration laws were deficient or non existent, so that repeating was made easy,
Each side did this dirty work under the specious plea that
if they did not they would be defeated by their opponents. The
spirit of the times was exemplified by Senator Ingalls of Kansas
when he exclaimed "The purifies tion of poli.tics is an iridescent
dream: the Decalogue and the Golden Rule have no place in a
political campaign."
\'"
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I doubt today if even our most hardened poli ticans would
give vent to such cynicisms, and although. this description
fitly described conditioris in certain wa'rds of our fair city,
yet the present movement bids fare to clean this up, while we
will all agree that today our National Elections are conducted
on 'a far higher plane than 1888.
.
In 1898 we had embalmed beef to fill our nostrils with its
stench, and although the investigating committee "whitewashed·"
everything and everybody; it did go so far as to admit that
Secretary .Alger had "failed to grasp situation," The report
did not· stop criticisms of the ~ecretary of War, and although
McKinley retained him in his cabinet for some time, he ultimately
asked for his resignation,
Our immortal Teddy, wielder of the big stick, also had
scandals. In the early part of his administration investigation of the post office department resulted in ceriain men
serving prison terms, while the secretary of the National Committee
escaped prosecution only through the statute of limitations. A
land ring eng~ged, in the spoilation of westen1 lands, ended sua ..
denly, when the wni te glare of publicity sent a U.s. Senator and
a Representative, together with a coterie of smaller thieves'to
the penitentiary,
These scandals of the past have been touched on not with
the idea.o~ condoning in any respect the evils of ou; present
body poll t1c, but to show that our present tDoubl es are nothing
unusual and when compared with the past are of a much lighter hue,
In spite of our pessimists, ouz: political world is progressing,
and although we are still far from the millenium, yet compared
to the past we need make ~o apologies.
Nor yet ag~in are our labor movements, our I .w.w .• s our
Herrins, and our La Folletea any indication that we are at the
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end of our Democratic form of government, and are on the point
of being plunged over the edge into the maelstrom of a soviet
government, whose merit is being so extolled by the leaders
of the present progressive party, 'Shades of Roosevelt,' Let
us rapidly and lightly review some of the outstandin~ labor
troubles of the last sixty years and see whether we ~re better
or wor.se. today,
.
.
For a decade after the Civil War a state of lawlessness
reigned in the Schuylkill and Shamokin minin~0 district of
Pennsylvania, These disorders were the work of a secret organization known as the "Molly Maguire a," who levied blackmail,
mobbed and murdered mine officials, and workman who would not
submit to their tyranny. In many places they were in collusion
with the police, a~d county officials, and so well organized
that fo,r years they defied all law and order, Finally as the
result of several years work on the part of the "under cover
man, •: the story of whos,e adventures as members· of the Molly
Magu1res, make the wildest detective stories pale by comparison
the gang was broken '\ip. l.lany of its leaders ware hung others '
received long penitentiary terms and the remaining members
scattered far and wide •
Of shorter duration, but far more wide spread was the
railroad strike in 1877, In July of' that year the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad lowered the wages of its employees for the
fourth time in seven years. This preciptated a strike which
beginning July 16th at Martinsburg, West Virginia, spread
rapidly to the other states and other lines, Transport~tion,
and in turn industry, ware paralizad. Pitched battles between
strikers ~nd the police and militia took place at Baltimore,
Pittsburg, and other cities.
At Pittsburg the mob completely controlled the city,
pillaged property at will, and destroyed 100 locomotives and
2000 cars. In many instances the police and militia proved
powerless to preserve the peace; and a condition developed
resembling civil war. To the frightened people it seemed as
if the very bases of the Republic ware crumbling, and the
newspapers were full of comparisons with Franca under the Red
Commune. Committees of safety organized special forces to
save the country from anarchy, while on request of governors
of_ several states, national troops were sent to quell the dis ..
turbances. Many railroads were in the hands of federal receivers and iri several casas federal judges enjoined the
strikers from interference with the operation of such roads,
In Missouri and Indiana the Democratic governors refused to
call for troops, but the United St~tes marshalls demanded and
obtained help from the government. The appearance of the
regular~ with orders to shoot to kill, quickly overdrawed the
strikers and in a few weeks the strike was over.
At Philadelphia in 1869 under the leadership of' one.
Uriah s. Stephens, a small group of garment workers formed the
Noble order of Knights of Labor. This society had an uncertain
wavering life of only four years, but not discouraged Stephens
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started again on an organization to include all branches of
labor. For the first five years the Knights of Labor were a
secret organization with mystic rituals, sign,and pass words;
but after the breaklng up of the Molly Maguires, who had
broughtdisoredit upon all organized labor, their policy of
secrecy was abandoned. The Knights rapidly grew until in
1886 their reputed membership was 730,000. With·an increase
in numbers came a desire for a trial of strength. The opportunity was given through the dismissal for cause of a
mechanic in the shops of the Texas and Pacific R.R. at Fort
Worth,Texas. This man was an official in the Knights of Labor,
and called on the organization to back him. The railroad very
properly refused to reinstate this man, and in answer all
Knights on the Gould system were called out tieing up 6000
miles of road. Disorders centered around st. Louis, where
under the leadership of Martin Irons trains were held up,
buildings wrecked, and loyal employees killed. For seven weeks
the strike continued and than petred out.
Not content with this defeat, the Knights of Labor decided
that the time was opportune to obtain the eight hour day.
May 1, 1886 the labor day of' the old world was chosen as the
utopian day. Unfortunately for the workers very few employees
acceded to the demand, and strikes broke out all over the country.
Chicago with. its large foreign population, furnished a fertile
field for the agitators. A small group of anarchists took the
leadership in fomenting disorders. Their papers, the Alarm and
the Arbeiter Zeitung;--(even then the Huns were leaders in
iniquity,)--contained inflamable articles praising the sublime
virtue of dynamite bombs as a means for elevating a humble
worker to his proper plane in the social system. May 4 a meeting was called in Haymarket Square to protect against the police
who in restoring order the day before at the McCormick Works
'
had wounded many of the strikers. Fiery speeches by the ana;ohists inflamed the mob, and at the moment of the highest tension
the police reserves swept into the square and arrested one of
the speakers. Some one fired a shot · and a second later a bomb
was hurled into the police ranks, kiiling eight and wounding
sixty or seventy. This murder aroused the country to the menace
of the Reds, and a nation wide demand arose for the suppres.sion
and expulsion of any one raising the Red Flag. Many of the
Chicago Reds were arrested. After a trial which has become
famous, seven were sentenced to death, (apparently having overlooked the.necessity of expert alienists); and one, to fifteen
~ears impr1sonment.
Of the condemned,one committed suicide, and
four were hung, while two were given life imprisonment. Eight
years later John P. Altgeld, then governor, pardoned these two
in spite of a storm of protest.
Shortly afterwards Altgeld had another opportunity to
show his sympathy. with the Radicals.· The strike of 1894 known
to history as the Pullman strike, started, due to a redu~tion
of.wages. Many of the strikers belonged to the American Railroad
Un1on, headed by Eugene v. Debs. Opposed to the union stood
the railroad managers association, representing over f~rty
corporations. The union refused.to handle Pullman cars; the
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managers association stood QY their contracts. The Union
called out the ii· men in tw~nty seven states and thE! fight was
on. .As usual the stoz·m centre was Chicago. Mobs tore up the
t1·acks, stopped the trains, and burned and looted all railroad
property. The local. police wez·e powerless but Altgeld who
symp~thized with the strikers refused to c~ll out the mllitia
•Hth such a powerful ally the strike might have succeeded had
they not started to interfere with the mail trains. On J~ly 2
at the request of the u.s. District ~ttorney, Federal Judge
Wooq.s issued a blanket injunction forbid(\ing Debs and his
associates, and all other persons whomsoever from interfering
with t~e transpo:tation of the mail. The mobs ·refused to obey
the Wl'lt, so aga1nst the protest of the governor, President
C,leveland sent in the Federal troops. Their vigorous enforcement, backed up by a little straight shooting quickly, broke
up the mobs and permitted the railroads with the help of
their loyal men, to start running again.' On July io Debs
an~ three associates were arrested on a charge of having been
gu1lty of conspiracy as defined the ciherman anti tz~st act.
They were released on bail, but promptly rearrested, charged
with contempt for having disobeyed Judge Woods injunction. In
Decemb~r Debs was sentenced to six months in jail for contempt
of court, his associates receiving three months each.
Again in 1902 a national str~ke filled the country's eye.
The antracite coal workers were being exploited by a combine
that owned both mines and railroads. .After vainly asking for
better terms, the men struck for higher wages, shorter hours
recognition of the union, and ratification of numerous other'
grievances. The strikers numbered 150,000 and under the leadership of John Mitchell ·succeeded in para lysing the anthracite
industry. The strike lasted all summer and by the time that
cold weather set in, a wide spread coal famine developed. In
the great eastern cities, coal could not be obtained at any
price, and a demand arose to settle the strike at BUY cost.
The union was willing to submit their case to arbitration, but
the monopoly refused to talk arbitration or accommodation of
any kind and even used insulting language to President .noosevelt
who was exerting all his influence for a settlement. Despairing of settling the strike, l\oosevelt prepared to appoint a
com111ission to look into the merits of the case, and obtained
ex-president Cleveland 1 a p1·omis e to serve as head. He also
prepared to send the troops into the mining district, and
have the military runthe mines as receiver until the commission
could report. However, it was not necessary to go to these
extremes, as the operators alarmed at the possibilities, agreed
to accept arbitration. Coal mining was immediately resumed,
and when the commission brought in its decision, its terms
were generally favorable to the strikers.
This problem of industrial peace had become of prime
importance. From 1881-1905 there occurred 36,757 strikes and
1546 lockouts involving almost 200,000 establishments and over
9,000,.000 employees. The total direct and indirect losses can
never be accurately oalcula te·d; but they probably exceeded the
cost of any war up to that time. ::>orne of these strikes were
peaceable; but hardly a month passed without, in some ptut of
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the country, destruction of property, beating and murdering of
non-union men, rioting and dynamiting, and other expressions
of the m1ions' annoyance with the orderly processes of law and
order combining to produce a condition, which if reported from
Centr~l America would.be called a revolution. Various solutions
we:r;e proposed then; and today we have all sorts of panaceas;
and the answer bas not been found yet.
I have only taken a few of the present day problems
principally of violence. But whether financia 1 or po~i tical,

tariff or coinage, corporations or courts, the la.st s1xty years
has seen the country discussing them all with more or less
bitterness. Each time more or leas successful solutions or
antidotes have been worked out and slowly we have moved forward.
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So today, although .once again we have the clans of the Reds
and their allies, gathering into the fold of their beloved Bob;
listening with flapping ears to his glowing appeals ·to turn this
fair countryof ours into another Soviet nussia; yet I feel sure
that the mass of our fellow country men who are level headed ·
and loyal will once again rise to the occasion and keep us going
ahead on an even keel. The things we worry about the most, are
those that never happen; and the things tba t do happen, ere not
half as bad as they might be. Once more I look over the experiences of the last few years, and say "why be pessimistic?"
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EXCERPTS FROM A YOUNG MAN'S DIARY
OR HIS EXPERIENCES IN THE PHILIPPINE AND B~XER REBELLIONS
OCTOBER 18, 1924
HENRYs. GREENLEIF
Of those lasting impressions which for no very good reason
enter ones mind to dominate or override myriads of vast-ly more
important ones, there recurs to me one--a mental picture which
never fades. It is that of a smooth faced, absurdly young.looking man pausing in deep meditation after reading rather significant news for exciting times to come, from the morning :Public
Ledger. He was on one of the Ehiladelphia suburban trains returning to his duties as an intern of the Presbyterian Hospital
serving his final tour of their· service at the Cathcart home fo;
incurables and convalescents at Devon. This service meant that
he was rapidly approaching the end of that most delightful experience in a medical man's career, his hospital internship, and
was le.tting or rather having his mind run ri.ot with the unknown
for his future.
Now here was a young man who had lived throucrh all torts of
experiences, being the son of Army people, who had kno~n and
lived the frontier d~ys, but he had never had an adventure worthy
of note; had never seen a ship larger than a river boat nor a
body of water larger than a river; and he was thoroughly tam~
,
and unsofisticated. From the nature of the news just·read, which
was showing the bristles of Uncle Sam over the insolence of Spain
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to us and her cruelty to Cuba, this young man was reflective
over the cast of the die that chance had taken for his career
for he had made his choice for private practice and no Army '
for him. Whatever was going to happen it had turned out that
he ~a~ to see it from the side lines. This had .been his
dec1s1on and he would abide by it. Any how he was not at all
~f an adventursome turn of mind and besides the idea of life
1n a permanent home, which he had never known and that of
a practicing physician had a great charm for him.
I

This was in the spring of 1897 and what seems so very odd
about the matter is that this same young man should have oo en
none. other than the recorder, still unadventursome though still
ausceptib~e to a thrill. He is now reading from one of those
numerous 1nstances of a "good intention" when as said young
man he started a diary. Diaries were often c~ntemplated but
we:e o~ly ever. started when he was about to enter upon somethlng 1nterest1ng or out of the ordinary and were never very
long lived. Entries in this document headed DIARY instead of
telling the thrill and joys of a new homesteader and of a
prospering practice note on the contrary t.ha t he, under the
star-lit heavens of the Antipodes, had just experienced his
first baptism of hostile fire and was about to be doused by
another. He had often. wondered what he would do when under
fire and now--HE KNEW. S011E of the things he did are here
recorded.
It was on the bank of the Calumpit River, about 30 miles
North of Manilla, by RR on the Island of Luzon the night of
November 25, 1899, that our little party, composing battalion
headquarters was trying to enj o-:l the soft balmy air and the
tranquil scene of the broad waters of the river in the subdued
light of the evening where the heaven is a veritable mantle
of sparkling stars. We prolonged our conversation ana· sipped
our Scotch and soda until a very late hour. In fact we were
DECOYS. Our little cluster of tents, located at some distance
from the command was separated from it by a railroad embankment. It was on a recently cleared bamboo and cogon grass
plot at a bend of the river, a place selected by reason of
its unusual beauty, where this specially favored few were
located. We had received information that the insurgents
planned an attack on this isolated group that very night, for
which reason it was decided that every one would remain, as
of usual, but outposts were secreted at points of vantage
after night fall. As often had been the case, nothing happened
.so finally we went to bed. I for my part removed only my pistol
belt and shoes, being careful to so place them that I could
find them quickly in the dark. If attacka d we were to use all
haste in rejoining the troops, a procedure at this late hour
that had seemed to me would have been logical without waiting
for an attack. However, this was not for me to decide. The
attack came. There was a good deal of shooting and my comrade
were urging my hurrying out to them, but as luck would have it
I could not find my shoes. On all fours I groped about in my
stocking feet. I found them under my arm where I had tucked
them in my haste to obey the retreat order. My,deliberation
in getting out of this dangerous situation was very much
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admired until it was enjoyed in the knowledge of the causa
of the delay.
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Matters had bean quiet for a long while in our section
and this attack, in its infantile form, was but a forerunner
to a period of some renewed activities. In consequence on
December 1st orders were received to prepare for a five day
scout, A provisional brigade was soon organized and under full
swing, a long column of stalwart good looking fighting men,
and as the memory of the occasion is recalled from my notes,
made on the ground, it was a not unpleasant affair. The
country is beautifully green and feathery with its bamboo
foliage and rica paddy fields; rivers of clear swift waters,
of no small dimensions, are frequently met with as they flow
from the mountains., which are always present to fringe soma
part of the horizon; or else the march leads through soma
picturesque nipa village; the sun is ei tht~r bright and cheerful or else the rains so torrential that in either event it
is a stimulant to good cheer, and such is the nature of our
soldiery. A brisk march brought us into Balauag where we were
to be entertained unti.l the wee small hours with renewal of old
friendships, news and rumors, and the unincumbered comvivialitiea
of unstintad hospitality; for here was the old 3rd Infantry, the
same with whom my early days had been spent on the frontier in
Montana. A skirmish was promised for the morrow, for the insurgents had mustered a force at San Illdefanso to oppose our
way to the quite considerable city and stronghold of San Maguel
which, it seems, was our objective. The natural defensive
features of San Illdefanso had cost our troops not a few
casualties in the past and we were to be accorded a lively
reception. While the Macababe scouts were thrown out to develop
the enemy I had spread me out on an inviting mound of straw,
laft from soma former expedition at the very spot where young
Keys had a short while before mat his death and I was anj eying
a bit of rest and shade when to my disgust a companion pointed
to an army of straw lice crawling up my boot and undoubtedly
invading my person. At this junctura Hall broke loose from
the other side.
My mount was a large white charger. I have often wondered
since how he happened to have been v1ished off' "Onto me. He was
tethered to a tree at the edge of a clearing on the crest of a
hill at a position where I was resting and could observe the
doings ahead. A valley with a swamp in the bottom of the ravine
separated us from another rounded knoll.some three hundred yards
beyond, where it was supposed· that the insurgents were intrenched.
Now I ~ound rn:rself in a position easily the most exposed of any
to be found vnth the opportunity to.display heroic composure or
conical dispatch--alone with the white horse, the lice and the
glorious view. The horse saved the day. He had to be untethared
and could not be hurried. T~~ reason that we ware not injured was
probably due to the fact that they mistook me for the commander
of our troops and I was, therefore, the target for their fire.
T~ey were soon dislodged and Sanilldefanso was our camping site
after a further demonstration to disperse their reserves whom
we located nearby. Our enemy had misjudged the marching ability
of our troops and had been surprised before they had had time
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to intrench--indeed many of them had left their supper (large
iron caldrons of rice) ~till cooking on the fire. Some
wounded were soon ready to be conveyed back to Balauag;
latrines and garbage pits located and sunk at a point over
the crest of the hill where they could not drain to pollute
the water supply ~nd I was soon ready to enjoy, with a selected
friend and fellow officer, the best of suppers prepared by an
artist in his line and an expert forager. (From m_).' notes-breaded pork chops from young wild boar killed the day before,
fried planton, baked sugared yam, mashed while potato, papaya,
co.ffee.) The night was spent on the slatted bamboo floor of
a ~ative shack with a head full of the days adventure to afford
something worth while in the way of dreams.
"Victory is its own reward." A cheerful command was soon
ready and ~ager to forge ahead for the ne~t big encounter. All
was re~d.y for a start when a courier arrived with a dispatch
from Manilla ordering a countermarch back to Ba lauag, and a three
days delay in order to cooperate with Colonel Kobbe and General
Lawton. This was joy to the Insurrecto. The American defeated
and in full retreat. While we tarried en route and sported our
naked selves in the cool clear waters of the 1~ssim River to
wash off the gloom of going back, the Filipinos were preparir~
a benefit party and precipitated a lively little engagement in
the form of an ambush so that we came into Balauag again with
trophies, good spirits, and something to talk about.
Of course, we had to tak~ San Ill~efans9 again a~d this
time against a larger force determined to exact a more costly
sacrifice. With camp fires left burning and enough man left
behind to keep up appearance of continued occupancy, the command
was moved out in the dead of night with never a sound uttered,
Evidently every one had caught the spirit of the affair for
there was not even a swear-word heard when one fell over a
stump in the blackness. Half of the troops were detacheQ. and
sent under Colonel Ward and Captain Beaumont Buck, a God gifted
scout, to find its way through rice paddies and jungle for a
surprise attack well around the enemy's left flank. We .took up
our position for a frontal attack and waited for daybreak and
action. It was cold or at any rate there were chatterings of
teeth as we waited the order to open fire. Short 1y afterward
signs of awakening became apparent in the cam9 acr.oss the way
and smouldering glows became the twinkling red of dancing flames.
We turned 'loose volleys and then a running fire on these unsuspecting natives in order to draw their attention to our force,
While thus engaged and in a very little ~hila, there sprang from
the tall c ogon grass hundreds of khake ~ l.ad .Americans, lads with
flashing bayonets and a mighty shout. ~he flanking party had
reached their position. They created a wonderful spectacle as
they charged across the field in~ waving line· with a roar that
petrified the. little brown man. then sent him scampering back into
the bosque sans tatum and the rice fields became everywhere
occupied by innocent and humble native toilers. of the soil. ,
"Mucha pobre, mucho picinini, no ey denero, no. ey insurrecto -In answer to a summons, I fom1d the brigade commander a~d his
staff reviewing the fie).d of this encounter. With c ons1derable
amusement he nointed out that such had been my choice in placing
my.latrines and garbage pits that the insurgents had found that
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their tactical advantages far outweighed all objectionable
features and that they had occupied them.
The march to San ~~guel was hot and tiresome for the
Filipinos had placed ~very possible obsticle in our way and
had destroyed bridges and sections of the road. The approach
to the city was made with the spectacular features of a military maneuver. After much time was lost by creeping into
uositions of advantage some more adventurous members of the
command maGe the discover that we were operating against an
entirely deserted city. The Filipinoes had been completely
demoralized by our charge at San Illdefanso and had evacuated.
We passed over defensive trenches and across a beautiful river
on a well constructed bridge and came swinging into town only
to be met by another command marching in from a different
direction surprised too, at meeting with no resistance. It
was General Kobbe's command with whom we were to cooperate.
General Lawton rode in in the morning and dispatched our
command to assllt the Cavalry in occupying Aguinaldo's stronghold at Biac Ua Ba tto (the cave of the bats) while he headed
the other troops against San l~teo where a few days later he
was killed,
The conditions of the insurrection called for considerable
variety of service and constant shifting of troops either for
municipal or field work, but my most interesting outlook· for
adventure to ones liking came in s.o. 84
HQ. Div. of the
11
Philippines, July 10, 1900. Par. 4. Upon the recommendation
of the Division Surgeon the following named Medical Officers
are relieved from duty at their present stations and will report
to the commanding officer of the organizbtions below indicated
for duty therewith on the expedi tiort to Taku, China."
Lewis and Schreiner to the Command Officer, 14th
Infantry.
Winn and myself to the
Artillery.

.o.o.

Light Battery F 5th Field ·

Battery F of the Fifth had already been made famous by its
part at the attack on Zapoti bridge and was better known as
.diley's battery. The air was full about turmoil in China from
the Boxer attacks on the Legations and rumors we:L·e rife. On the
strength of the rumors I had slipped away from my duties at the
Santa Mesa Hospital and hurried ahorseback into N~nilla to get
in a bid for this billet. I was soon to meet many of my friends
quietly slipping in also, each unbeknownst to the other and each
on the same mission bent.
On Thursday we were to sail. Four days to pack equip and
turn ?ver property responsibilities. Already the battery is a
bee h1ve of activity. Two live· wire Lieutenants Pilot Summerall
and Manus McCloskey, both fine fellows and both most enthusiastic
about their Captain. A. dinner together sealed the relationship
of fellow campaigners and I am now a confirmed member of Rileys
Battery and of the China Relief expedition.
I find in my diary many entries of a triviai nature, cover-
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ing these days of preparation for departure that bad to do
with visits on various young l~dies in an h~roic leave taking,
including the fair Antonia and her harp, whither with my'good
friend Dr. Benton of the NavJ we oft spent our evenings together recalling thus that the spirit of romance is ever with
us in our.youth •. Alas I find it recorded too that the same·
trivialit1es occupied a very considerable patt of my time in
the next port, for,. while t~e incidents had escaped rne, I
find among the entr1es of my impressions concerning the
fascinating emerald greeri of the picturesque Islands of Japan
and the silvery sheen of the moon reflected on the charming
waters of Nagasaki Bay that Miss Wood and Miss Mart in, etc.,
slip into the picture. But enough! I have not reached
Nagasaki Y:et.
Where was I'i We were to sail on a chartered English
c.attle steamer "'fhe Flintshire" with a sturdy stubborn
arbitrary ~kipper, who gave every indication ~f re'gardil~g us
as a very 1nferior, amateurish and only to be endured for the
money, ca1·go. do as a result we were delayed twenty -four
h?urs f~.om embarking and only succeeded in rais'ing anchor at
~1ght o clock, July 15t.h. The accommodations were nine builtln bru1ks with slat bottom~, in a cabin 11 ft. by 11 ft. on the
poop deck. To whet our appetite for the task in hand the ships
CO{il b:mkers got on fire in the compar-tment next to our high
explos1ves and was controlled only by employing continuous
relays of soldiers .at shifting coal. This delayed us in Japan
to receive the reports. of disasters in China. Diary reads:-" July 23, Nashville arrives in port; brings doleful news from
Taku; there has been a dreadful calamity to our troops·
Colonel Liscum, commanding the 9th Infantry killed; th~ transport Gran~ has been sunk." Such reports expedited our coaling
and we hurried away, sailing into l?I chi li Bay on the 29th
just in time to return ma.il on the Grant which had not been
sunk. And Oh! What a beautiful sight. The navies of ·the
World assembled and transports from the V8rious nations laying
~ t anchor while destroyers whisked in and out through the waters,
undoubtedly dispatch carrie:rs.
,
There had been a battle foi· Tien Tsin during which Colonel
Liscum had been killed. This was precipitated by the Chinamen
on the·troops in the foreign section of the city. The Chinamen
were driven back into the native walled city and the 9th
Americans, in making a frontal attack on this, were forced to
take shelter for a 11 dey in the broiling sun behind the little
mounds of Chinese graves, unable to advance or retreat until
under cover of darkness. But such had been the stubborn courage
and accurate marksmanship with the rifle of our men that when
they evacuated their position in the open so did the Chinamen
evacuate theirs in the walled city, falling bac~ .to their
trenches at Peit Tsang, and the ~llies awaited the arrival of
more forces. A Chinese courier had gotten through with the
word that if' the Legations were to be rescued the utmost haste
wa·s imperative. The one ann mast needed was our artillery. A
heavy sea was running and our sweet tempered ship's Captain
tpronounced it impossible to unload into lieters. On a demand
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that the risk be taken he refused nor could he run the monkey
engines. That ended the argument. Captain ~il~Y placed a
sentry over the hoisting ·machines, took possess1on of the ship
and the astonished skipper got a lesson in hovJ to unload a
ship. I am convinced that he is now a staunch believer. in the
enterprise and ingenuity of the American soldie~. By n1gh~
fall the battery was in camp and intact •. One l1eter contalning the guns and a little sailor man, enlisted into the battery
just prior to our departure from :M.anila, had its hawser part
and it was abandoned by the tug· nor did they make any effort
to recover it. The little sail;rman rigged up a sail from a
tarpaulin and succeeded in keeping her ~float until s~e was
picked up by a chance revenue ·cutter wlnch towed her 1n greatly
to the relief of an angr:l and exasperated organizati-on, for
this important cargo had plainly been abandoned.

'.I

"August 2. Went to Taku, visited the mud forts. A barren,
treeless, plan tless, country with nothing but sa~~ beds to vary
its monotony and warted all over with thousands 1f not millions
of Chinese graves. It is a large job to load the cavalry and
battery on flat cars. Troops are to hasten to Tien Tsin.
General advance set for tomorrow Aug. 3rd.
Sent fo·r on hurry
11
up call last night; start for ~·ien Tsin.

.: i :
I
I''
I

:·

t

Major Genera 1 Adna Chaffee whose grizzled forceful appearance lent color to this typical cavalryman and men of action
that he was, had been literally the last work in an international
military conference presided over by Lieut. General Lini vi tch
(Russian). The decision had been reached trBt the general advance would not be attempted until the arrival of the German·
contingent, because of the necessity for more troops and out
of deference to ]'ield Martial, Count Von Waldersee, who,
commanded them and whom it seems had been elected sort of
Commander-in-chief for all of us. It was now tr~t General
Chaffee arose and, in no uncertain terms emphasized·by a bang
on the table, announced that the American fore es were leaving
for Pekin promptly at 3 P.M. the following afternoon August 4th.
General Yamagutchi was the fir·st to·step up and offe; to have
his contingent ready to accompany. G~neral Gaselee wa.s quick
to fall in line and the Russians and ~ rench decided to ace ompany.
A ride full of interest on the railroad, under control of
the Russians and over a flat marshy country alive with wild
duck brought us into the station at Tien rl'sin. Here were the
marks of the conflict of a few days before. I picked up in
the street a discarded face and neck arm~r made of tin or some
such materia 1 which showed that whatever of modern warfare had
b?en acquired, the Chinaman had not been able to entirelY lift
h1mself from the ages of antiquity. Indeed we found later painted
gun muzzles on fal.se portholes ·and, behind these enormous base
dr~s which these ~illy ~uffoons would hit ·to make the boom of
art1llery fire • G1an t f1re crackers were found arid others to
augment the rattle and noise of battle and a vast array of bunting and flags was displayed, all to throw terror into the hearts
of their enemies. by an indication of force, valor, and fierceness,
of appearance. 1Vith all, however, they were equipped with
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artillery and Manlicher fifles and had been well trained
1n the use of them under German tutilage.

~odern

It was three-thirty in the afternoon August 4th that the
trumpeter sounded the forward-march. My equipment was in a
hand push-cart propelled by Chinese coolies. Transportation
for th~ conunand was reduced to the extent that only the barest
nao~ss1ties and ammunition could be carried.
The troops ware
rat1oned by es~ort-wagons operating daily, betw,een them and
Chin.o-sculled JUnks on the Piho River. Our march took us
over the battle field of the 9th Infantry where they fought for
the walled city of Tien Tsin and then we entered and passed
t~rough this curious labrynth of mud. houses constituting their
c1ty. It was completely deserted except for a few decrepit
very old Chinos and was to a l~rga extent in ruins, Some '
soldiers d~scovered a cache of silver bullion in ingots. It
was a~ybo.d1es fo: the taking but thi.s tempting treasure had to
be left because 1t could not be carried. Each ingot must have
waigh~d as much as twenty pounds.
It often happened that most
bea.ut1ful and valuable articles were come across left to be
kicked about in the streets or on the sidewalks ~nd yet could
not be carried evenif orders had not prohibited any looting.
We went for a long.while through such houses and filth finally
emerging suddenly 1nto a country planted in truck farms and
gaulion or broom corn. Here we were told that we were in the
neighborhood of the enemy. We want into camp at 7 1' .M.
bivouacing with orders to moya at 3 A.M. Quoting "Rumor has
it that there are 35,000 Chino~ occupying a line of trenches
from the River, across the m~ road, with its flan~ protected
by an arsenal. Our combined forces numbered 18,000. We have
suppe~ at ~ A.M. ~t 10 we turned in, sleeping ~n a cucumber
patch. Ra1ned dur1ng night. August 5. Got up at 2 A.M.,
very dark; start to march at 3;00. Had great difficulty in
getting the battery up a steep embankment. 4:15 the battle
opens with volley firing, probably from the Japs; soon the
heavy cannonade develops which we watch from the distance·
at about 5 A.M. we hear that the Japs have taken the arse~al
at the point of the bayonet. Every little while the musket
fire breaks out with immense volume and there is a tremendous
rattle of small arms. I think that the responsive fire of 'the
Ohino is greatly diminished; the great line is yet to be
tackled; time now 6:15, battle still raging more or less i~
spells, some times the firing by small arms is terrific•
'
6:30 we start forward, concealing the oa ttery he hind a raised
road; the arsenal taken, the Chino left flank is now t'o be
turned; scores of Japs wounded are now being born to the rear
and dressed at their aid stations; we swing to the right the
14th Infantry in the lead, the 9th in rear; as we cross ~n ·
old river-bed we experience a heavy schrapnel fire which tore
up the ground about us and schreeches overhead; after passing
the Chino entrenchments, strewn witp dead Japs and Chinamen
we suddenly emerge from a corn field to see a beautiful
panorama, the troops of the Allied armies drawn up in an
enormous arc of a circle, a bat~le line of full eight miles
dimensions, infantry, cavalry, lancers, etc. their muslr,etry .
. g.leaming in the early morning sun and their colors unfurled to
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distinguish their allegiance, and so was fought the battle of
Peit Tsang.
August 6th. The Americans took the advance with the
English following some liussian Cossacks thrown out as a
cavalry screen to'develop the enemy position. Our troops had
not impressed our allies favorably until no~. They did straggle
and were lacking in the strict submissive d1c~pl~ne observed in
the other armies, In action, as on this day 1t 1s another
story, They are alert, fearless, resourceful and effective.
They advanced over the prone bodies of other troops lurking
behind the welcome shelter of protecting Chino graves; they
would aim before they fired. On this day so effective was
their fire and rapid their advance that they drew the fire of
the English and Hussian artillery, mistaking them for the
enemy and we sustained a regrettable casualty until a heroic
run of Lieutenant Brambilla, in the face of their fire, brought
the unbelievable word o~ what they were doing and silenced
further action from this quarter.

j

I

I

.

•.

It was the 14th of· August before we arrived before the
wall· of Pekin. Nine days of hard marching in ·intense heat
through fields of broom-corn, the staple of this section af
China, the tops being ground into meal and the stalk used for
everything imaginable. This was on roads heavy with dust and
worn into deep gullies from ages of use. The roads lead
through towns of the Tien Tsin type, any one of which probably
housed a hundred thousand or more. From the behavior of some
of our allies, more especially the Russians, these towns showed
the horrors of wanton brutality. Dead bodies of' ravaged women
who had suicided, carrying with them to death their babies, were
found in the wells and under the city walls; the heads of
Chinamen hanging by their queues from poles, and the wake of the
Armies was marked by smoke hanging over the burning villages.
A custom of the Chinaman is to place his valuables, when
they are out of season, in pawn shops. Here they ·have the care
of experts until redeemed and are guaranteed by their loan
value. In Tong Chow, a weal thy city, these were looted and
their location known by the discarded articles strewn on the
street. Each of us young battery officers blamed our consciences
regarding the looting order, in considers tion of ·the certain ruin
of these articles, and picked up from the street pieces of
embroidery, but at that we took the precaution to tuck them under
our shirts where we wore them at the greatest inconvenience and
discomfort, and value them as do boys the melon from the melon
patch.
The immediate attack on Pekin was to be delayed until the
15th on the insistence of General Linivitch, who maintained that
his command required the rest. The heat had been intense the
dust choking and the men were badly exhausted but so lik~wise
was the probabl~ condition of the beleagured ~ith the additional
danger for them of their massacre, should a re~pite be given to
the .Boxers. The commends were to take their assigned positions
for the attack and made their necessary reconnaissance in the
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meantime, The Jape, north of the Tong Pien gate, the Americans
from the Tong .Pien to the Sha Who gate, the English, south
from here, and the Hussians, north of the Japs. With the guns
unlimbered a~d in a defensive pos.i tion we prepared for a two
days camp. ~t two o'clock on the morning of August 14th and
with a gentle rain falling there burst forth a vigorous but
dietant small-arm !ire. This meant to us an attack on the
Legations. Would we be too .late! The battery was ordered out
with the 14th Infantry and Gabel's troop of the 6th Cavalry.
A six.or eight mile march brought us suddenly in sight of Pekin.
Capta1n Riley took a position on a knoll and opened fire on a
large pagoda, first with .solid shot. On his third shot with a
. penetrat~ve bursting shell a great cloud rose from the pagoda,
a fair h1t. General Chaffee and Captain Crozier were standing
by as observers when, at this time word was brought that Cabal
was in trouble;. his troops surrounded and cut off. We were off!
A forced march for the Infantry under a withering sun produced
some. astonishing looking soldiers whom we passed as we hurried
the battery forward, dirty, unshaven and streaked with sweat
and grime; one corporal having discarded all clothing except
his hat, his shirt, and his shoes because of the chafing of
his clothes, but Oh~ what fighting those men did that day; each
one of them a veteran of the Philippine. campaigns, a sharp
shooter and an American. It was now learned that the Russians
deliberately made a false howl in order to deceive the other
forces of ~heir intention to take Pekin and reap the prestige.
It was their fire we had heard in the night. They had stormed
the Tong Pien gate, had lost a lot of men, and their nerve in
the bargain and had failed in their purpose. They took the
gate but were caught in the pagoda like rates in a trap; they
could neither go forward nor could they get back. In this
plight they must have been furnished some amusement by the
accuracy of Riley's fire earlier.in the day. Our battery took
position and maintained a fire on the Sha Huo and the Tong Pi en
gates (surmounted as they were by pagodas) while the 14th
Infantry advanced under the protection of this fire to the Wall.
This they succeeded in scaling, an exploit that at this day
needs no mention. Lead by musician Titus, the American colors
were soon waiving on the 'top of the wall of Pekin to the
consternation of the Chinaman and the amazement of the Allies.
The b~ttery now advanced to ~he Tong Pien gate but were unable
to pass the Hussians. Th~ gate was choked with them and they
insisted that to advance was impossible. In support of this
they pointe~ to their casualty and their artillery abandoned
on a bridge beyond and in the open. Captain liiley demanded,
however, that they either procead or. else make way for us to
pass. Instead of going over the bridge he solved this problem
by going un~er it and planting his guns where he could sweep
the walls toward the Chien Men. With virtually no infantry in
support Bummerall, commanding the section of the battery assigned to this duty, soon had this wall so raked that the p.est
of the battery, the 14th and 9th Infantri~s, and marines could
advance ·to their positions within the Chinese city. Our misfortune was that we did not know the. position of the water-gate,
controlled by the beleaguered legations, and were too busy at
fighting to search for them, so that it happened that the
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English contingent reached them unrumpled, in all of their
military beauty and with never having fired a shot, to receive
. the gratitude and adulations which were exhausted upon ,them
and withheld. from these men who, though happy, dis~e~eled and
begrimed had performed a glorious feat of arms. Th1s with the
innate g~llantry which characterized them •. With spontaneous
adroitness they had resented wanton bruta 11 ty, common in war
but foreign to the nature of our: men. I witnessed three
China.men with their queues tied 'together being driven to the
~pen by a squad of Hussian soldiers who were about to bayonet
them when our men in no uncertain way interfered and, while we
were passing through the Tong· Pien gate, a woman with her baby
was. chased from her place of hiding by a Hussian brute who was
about to fell her with the butt of his gun when a heavy American
fist landed squarely in his as.tonished countenance almost to
the precipitation of an international altercation.
We were bivouacing that night just out from the Chiem Men
(chief gate) and ours was the task on the morrow of entering
the Imperial city, This added another page to the history of
American accomplishments in China and removed any doubt that may
hav~ lingered in the minds ·of our Allies as to the fighting
qualities of the American.
The Allies had left for a later day their share of the
fighting for the Imperial city. They had not believed, indeed
they knew that the .Americans alone could not make any substantia 1 progress toward overpowez·ing this stronghold, in the
same way that Germany.knew that an American army could not be
made effective for the World War, but as the day (August 15th)
wore on and gate. after gate yielded before the onslaught of our
troops unbelief gave way to admiring wonder at the accomplishment of the seemingly impossible. Then at the instance of the
combined Continental contingents General Chaffee recalled our
troops from breaking down the last barrier to the Forbidden city.
The entering of this was reserved for a formal ceremony of
humiliation to the Chinese Government when detachments from each
national contingent should march through at a later date
August 29th.
In the las·t minutes of fighting, on the 15th of .August, our
Captain met his death. Always fearless, he stood on the front
of the wall over the Chien Men with his field glasses to· his
eyes in company with General Chaffee, equally exposed, when a
slug tram a two.man-gun plowed .under his tongue and brought to
an end the career of this man, from whose unique principles for
artillery fighting and other· military precepts, has been created.
our great soldier, Major General Charles P. Summerall a man
who, will go down in history as one of the most conspicuous '
generals of the World War.
We prepared to settle down now for a winter in Pekin our
location being .the gardens of the Temple of Agriculture i~ the
Ch.inese city. Across from us, in the Temple of Heaven · were
the English. Each contingent was given besides a s~ction of
the Tarter city to govern. Now we entered upon that most inter.
esting phase of this unique campaign, when armies of so many
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nations should function in close contact to bring int.o
evidence the.ir various social, military, and civic tra.i ts.
Interchanges of visits.for military observations as to organization and methods were frequent and most interesting;
dinners and banquets occupied many of our evenings or attendance upon some extensive National social function probably
embelished with the gorgeousness of Continental, or Oriental
taste and talent. In the German section, on Saturday afternoons criminals were executed in accordance with the Chinese
customs and method of beheading, a. ftmct ion which few if any
of our command ever attended and_ a. form of punishment that
we had not found it necessary to resort to. The English
Gymkahne meets were in the schedule of regular events; the
Japanese Jieu jitsu and wrestling; and then our own base ball
schedules. All served a.e a source for social interchange
for officers and enlisted men to bring about cordia.lities
and resulted in the formation of the international MILITARY
ORDER OF THE DRAGON.
;;

General Chaffee took the most stringent precautions to
protect the interests of the invaded; his life, his liberties
and his properties. Ours was the only sector where looting
was strictly prohibited .or prohibited at all. To enforce
this shooting even of those caught in the act was resort~d to.
This was necessary because the Chinaman who was a past master
of the art was the worst offender. The English prohibited
individual depredations but put looting on an official basis.
What they looted officially was listed and placed in godowns
for sale at nominal. prices and the proceeds used to defray the
expenses of the expedition. The final results were that much
of the most valuable booty came eventually to be most available
to the Americans. Because of the protection offered for property
and civic rights, all Chinamen with property in their possession
rightfully or wrongfully ~ot it into the American section.
Indeed the one half of the street marking the limit of American
jurisdiction was almost impassibly cor~ested while. the other or
distal half would be entirely deserted except for 1ts alien
patrol. ·When it was sensed that our troops would depart m~ch
that was most valuable was brought for sale at the most tr1fling
cost because by the laws of the Chinaman it was a. capital
offe~se for a commoner to hav~'in his possession the hallowed
articles constituting Emperial ware.
Such was the Government accorded our .enemy in keeping with
our accustomed institutions that upon the announcement at our
.
orders for withdrawal a. petition w~s received from:
"We the people and proprietors of two.thousand ~us1ness
houses in the American section beg you to 1nter.cede 1n our
behalf to secure the postponement of the withdrawal of the
United states Troops."
.
Dated the second month of the 27th year of Kuang Su,
March 1901.
A unique situation where the invaded petitions the
invader to remain.
Henry s. Greenleaf
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Tonight we celebrate by our presence, and commemorate by
the words of those who will address you, the Seventy-fifth
~nniversary of this Club's birth, and we do honor to the memory
of the twelve men who gave it life,
Though it has lived for seventy-five years, for three
ye'lrs it did not function as a Literary Club, because in 1861,
reaponding to Lincoln's call, fifty odd members laid down the
pen to take up the sword and became the "Burnet Hifles," named
after its drill-master, J.tobert W, Burnet, a member and a West
Pointer. The roll of honor shows that at the end of that war
the Club had one major-general, six brigadier-generals, eight
colonels, four lieutenant-colonels, eleven majors and thirtyone officers of the line.
I

I

I

i

r

,Those twelve men who met in that dingy lawyer's office
on Third Street, in October 1849, builded better than they
knew, but they felt the fire within them and they wanted the
light of others.. In almost any other community the fire would
have burned for a time; then would have flickered and gone out
but there then was, and always has been something about the '
mental fibre of the people of Cincinnati which fed.such flames
and I believe it will long keep our light burning. 1'here are '
many other evidences of that spirit in our people.
The Lancaster Institute of Cincinnati opened its doors
for pupils in 1814, to become the Cincinnati College in 1819
which, being made a part of our University now gives to it the
dignity of years which it bears· so well. '
The Mercantile Library was organized in 1835, and the
Law Library in 1845.
Therefore, I think we can predict another seventy-five
years and more for this organizE;;t~on.
.

On looking back oyer the' fifty odd years during which l

have kno\v.n the Club, I believe its literary vigor has increased,
The volumes containing the papers read here which have been
recorded now for over forty years confirm that opinion.
. Gentlemen, I condole with those of you who have not been
able to enjoy membership in this Club. We cordially welcome
our guests and extend to all of you aninvi ta tion to come to
one of our meetings when the Club is· functioning normally.

Of the twelve founders, seven were lawyers, but the total
membership has included only two hundred and thirty one of
that profession, it having been our good fortune to have had
more doctors and laymen, and a goodly leaven of teachers and
I oelieve now, that profession is almost the back-bone of the
Club. If not, 1t furnishes a good part of the vertebrae.

We have had for manj years a be~utiful punch bowl, which
used to be filled with good cheer and good fellowship. I
regret to say that it is riow, figuratively speaking, lined
with plush.
Chas. B. Wilby

Except during that period of military service, the Club
has met at nine o'~lock every Saturday niL•·ht,
o
;year after year,
! :

from September until June, and at every meeting some one has
come with a paper.

During those seventy-five years the Club has had seven
hundred and twenty-one members, of whom only two hundred and
thirty seven still survive, a majority in this city, the rest
scattered all over the world.

We have had ten meeting-plac ea, but the nomadic life
of our early years has ceased. We are no longer tenants but
for twenty eight years have owned this home of our own, ~nd
here we propose to stay, in spite of the waves of tempting
offers wh~ch beat upon us from time to time. I remember well
the soa~t1ly furnished and poorly lighted rooms on the third
fl)Or of the ~pollo Building at the northwest co 1ner of Fifth
awl Walnut dtreets, reached by two flights of dark stairwa
used during the day by the Commercial Colle e of 0
?•
meinbers' dwhere we met in 1870 and 71 • To reagch t·nose
ne rooms
of our
~e pass~ on the second floor the modest offices of th
utreet J.iailway Company, where J:~obt. Dunla the .,
e.
wau the only transfer agent, and a fifty ~~lla u~cretary'
stock was worth sixty-five dollars.
r s are of .
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Those of us who ha~ the good fortune to .be present at the
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Literary Club in 1899, may recall
the beautiful address of Ainsworth Hand Spofford, ·the spiritual
Father of this Club, seventy-five years ago.
After describing the early Club life, with its lively
but innocent recreations, including the visit oi'.Ralph Waldo
Emerson durin'g the first fiscal year of the Club's exis·tence,
he concluded with the following sentiment.
"The Cincinnati Literary· Club, ll8Y it flourish in inunortal
youth, oel~brating its centennials and semi-centennials 'to the
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last syllable of recorded. time.'"
~'hat was twenty-five years ago; we have, and we say it

with all humility, we have kept the faith committed unt~ us.
We have preserved or tried to preserve the honored tradltions
of the Club amid the kaleidoscopic changes of a world run ned
for wealth, for selfish ambition and false glory.
'l'hrough peace and through war we ba ve lived· for t~ree
quarters of a century attracting to our changing ranks those
whose hearts and mind~ were attuned to like ideals.

I
!
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Although a graduate of the Harvard Law School and admitted
to the Bar of Suffolk County, Massachusetts, ra. Fiske
apparently never practiced law;. it is probable, however,
that his legal training had material influence on all his
writings,
Moncure Daniel Conway--then of London--visited the Club
on October 2, 1880 •. Twenty-three years before (1857) he had
been elected a member of the Literary Club an~ this is how he
speaks of it in his autobiography,

The fame of the Literary Club has gone abroad and to our
foyer visitors have come from all quarters of the earth. ~'he
names of many of these visitors are inscribed on the pages of
this book. It is a modest volume, its leather binding now a
11 ttle foxed and its onetime virgin pages El little soiled by
the handlin~ of many years. Prior to the use of this register,
the names of visitors are mentioned only in the minutes of the
Club,

"Cincinnati was the most cultivated of the Western cities,
There was an admirable Literary Club, which met every week to
converse and regale itself with squibs, recitations, cigars
and catawba wine. To it belonged young men who afterwards
became prominent figures in the world: Rutherford Hayes,
President of the United States: Noyes, a d~stinguished
General and Minister to France: A.R. Spofford, Librarian of
Congress: Judge Stallo (Minister to Italy} Judge James,
Judge Manning Force, and others,"

Between the cover~ of this book we find the names of authors
in all lines of literary effort, statesmen, publishers, archaeologists, members of the bench and bar, actors, painteri:3, musicians,
educators, journalists, and men of affairs,

Apropos of the recent visit of the Prince of Wales to
New York and Chicago, we further quote a description of his
grandfather's visit to Cincinnati, ·many years before.

'

The first entry in the register is dated June 21, 1879;
it gives the name Howard c. Hollister, late Judge of the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Ohio.
Mr. Hollister was introduced to the ~lub bf William Howard 1l'aft,
later Nineteenth President of the United States and now Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court,

'
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Time permits of' a hasty resume only, of a few of the many
names recorded on the pages of the register. Our visitors
have come from all countries and climes, Bombay, ltome and
Calcutta touch elbows with Buenos Aires; London and Paris and
Berlin attain a har!llony on these pages which at present they
~re far from enjoying in actual life; l~ew York and Glasgow and
;:,t. Petersburg (Russia) and Dublin; New Castle in England and
New Orleans in America, Hartford, Connecticut and Zurich
Switzerland; Lubec and Chicago, dan Francisco and Dresde~ and
Montreal and Yeddo, Japan; why the pages of' our register carry
us round the world more swiftly than the enchanted carpet of
"The Thief of Bagdad,"
But here are some of the names which follow that of Judge
Hollister.
•

On March 13, 1880, came the greet author we know as
John Fiske, his name on the register large and round like th
man himself. It may serve to disturb our associatio~ of the e
man with his name, but in truth his name Ol'iginully was not·
Fiske, but Green--Edmund Fiske Green. vihen a boy of eleven
r,ears or so,,he took the name of his maternal great-grandfather
John Fiske, and so as a writer he has ever been known,

"Society in Cincinnati was gay, There were picnics,
dances, charade acting, tableaux. The masquerade balls were
as brilliant as those of Europe. The city was celebrated for
ita beautiful ladies and they knew how to dress well. V~en
the young prince, now King of England (Edward VII) was
visiting American cities, it was announced that he could
dance only with ladies selected for him, In Cincinnati the
committee decided that at the ball in Pike's Opera House,
partners for the prince should be selected with reference to
their beauty. This, of course, was fatal to the committee
men, who in a city of over 200,000, had to decide which were
the eight or ten most beautiful ladies. My bride and I
danced in one of the stage quadrilles near him, and· I remarked the pleasure with which he looked on the vast array of
beauties. He was affable and so were the gentlemen with him."
Archibald Forbes, the great War Correspondent of the
London Daily News came to us in 1881. Forbes was a cannie
Scotchman originally from Elginshire, who had been a close
observer of the Franco-Frussian War and had written several
books of which perhaps his best (written three years after
his visit to Cincinnati)·was "Chinese Gordon." His death in
1900 cut him off from a view of the great World War, by comparison with which all previous wars, including tne one with
which he was so intimately associated, became mere peaceful
parades,
Albion w. Tourgee visited our Club in the spring of' 1882.
He is said to have been born af Huguenot st.ock, in the little
town of Williamsburg in the adjoining county of Clermont, Ohio.
A soldier of' 'the Civil War and afta:r that a newspaper writer,
a judga in North Carolina during the Reconstruction Period and
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a writer of note in his day, Lir. Tourgee m9de many friends and
many bitter enemies. Hi.s judicial .district was a stronghold
for the. Ku-Klux-Klan of that day, which it was said plarmed
the assassins tion of the judge, I1·iany of us reca 11 the striking titles of some of his books bearing on the political situation in the South, among these were "Figs and Thistles,"
"Bricks without Jtraw" and "Hot Ploughshares. 11 About three
years before his visit to the Literary Club, Mr. Tour gee had
published what was, perhaps, his best seller, with the title
"A Fool's Errand by One of the Fools." Of this book 135,000
copies were soon sold,
In passing it may be observed, that while there had been
some difference of political opinion before the outbreak of
the Civil War, with the firing on Fort dumter the Literary
Club beoame 100 per cent patriotic. The tattered old flag
of the"Burnet lUfles," hanging over there on the wall, bears
mute testim.Jny on.that score,.
,

The sponsor of lil.r. 'l'ourgee was our dear blind Judge Moses
Nilson,
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Later in the same year (1882) came two authors whose works
offer most striking contrasts:. Justin 1iinsor--dcientifio
tVri ter and His tor ian, of Cambridge lflBssachusetts and Oscar
Wilde, :£oet and Playwright of Lond~n. Winsor uft~r study ut
Harvard and Heidelburg, won fame as a Librarian, first at .the
great ~os ton Library and later at Harvard, He wrote on
Evolut1on and kindred topics, but the readers and students of
the future will probably esteem the 11 llarrative and Critical
History" his most valuable contribution to careful research
work,
Oscar Wilde, a native of Ireland

had been a student at

~r~~ity College, Dublin, and later· wa~ graduated from Magdalen
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_o ege, Oxford • .At the time of h,is visit to the Literar c
Hilde was 26 years of age and had published his book of y lub,
a year before • While an undergraduate and after leavin poems
college he had posed as the apostle of aestheti i
· g
cost ·
d lit
c sm 1n manner
l.l.ll.e' an
e:':'a ture. The disgrace which overwhelmed" his '
later life, caused the death of Oscar ·,Hlde at the ag
f
44 yeors,
e o
Both Winsor and Wilde were introduced t th
late fellow member Alexander Hill Bookma 11 od Ce Club by our
.Autograph Letters.
'
an ollector of
George W&shingt~n Cable visited the Club at . t f. t
meeting in January 1885
Two ears
l s
lrs
the novel "Doctor Sevie; " a s~o
earlier he had written
beauty that it is likely' to live~ f~!r s~~~e~: tho.s ~hd unobtrusive
pictures have been perhaps forgot ten
I 1885 of lns pen .
o±' 44 and at the height of his pop;\ll~ritn
Cable was a man
reader of his own works
His e
Y as a lecturer and
one, with a Virginia father ana !s~~=l~tylwas a quasi double
early. life had been a hard one: --A boy ~l~~d m?ther, Hi-s
ate .Ar
o
ler ln the Confedermy' wounded in battle' an errand boy in rrew
1
Or 1 eans and
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a writer for the Picayune under the pseudonym of "Drop Shot,"
Mr. Cable's gifts were varied and he sometimes gave a
touch of vividness to his pictures of Creole life by singing
the wild yet plaintive melodies of the French speaking negroes
of Louisiana,
"Fr.om your 8incere Friends Mr. and l1lrs, Orion Clemens"
"Keokuk, Iowa, January 7,

187~,"

This is the inscription on the fly leaf of a copy of "Innocents
Abroad" given to the writer by the brother of "Mark Twain "
more than forty-five years· ago, and it was through this b;other
Orion, onetime ~erri torial decretary of Nevada, that we came to
have some intimate knowledge of the Clemens Family, while living for several years in their home. This home was not far
removed from the region portrayed in Tom dawyer and other of
Mark Twain's books,
rhe name " ~ ,r,. Clemens," Harford, Connecticut, is inscribed
in the Visitors Register in the year 1885, the year in which
"Huckleberry Finn" was given to the world, The Clemens family
had emigrated_from Tennessee to the little hamlet of Florida in
North-east Missouri where dam was born. ~he boy 1."3am attended
school in the Town of Hanibal,. Missouri. '.rhe famous cave
mentioned in "Tom Saw;er," was located in one of the hills
adjoining Hanibal, for it was a real, not a legendary cave.
~~rk Twain's ~chooling in Hanibal.ended when.he was a boy of
sixteen, for then it was that he became a "Cub Pilot" on the
Mississippi River, After this his life in Nevada, California
and the Hawaiian Islands served to develop. the quaint humor
natural to the Clemens family, and as marked in the person of
Orion as it was with his brother Sam. In describing the writ·ings of his brother Sam, Orion used to speak of various members
G:>f the Clemens family who had served as models for charactersin the "Gilded Age." ·"Colonel dellers," for instance, was .
drawn from real life--one of the family connections.
1

The eccentric humor of the Clemens family was not confined
to the generation of Sam and his brother Orion. Some few years
before the death of ~am Clemens, his wife and daughters, were
visiting at the home of Orion Clemens where the mother of Sam
and Orion was then living. The weather was torrid and the
family kept a hor,se and phaeton in front of the house with
which from time to time the girls drove up along the bluff to
cool off in the river breezes, As dam's daughters were starting out on one of these little drives, their mother mildly
observed to one of the girls that it would be well to take a
shawl. ~uick as a flash· the girl turned to her sister with the
remark 11 lf we were going to Hell I think mother would tell us
to take a shawl."
The Club entertained a musical genius in the same year
(188J5) in the person of vWalter Johannus Damrosch, .As an
interpreter of the difficult compositions of Nagner, Hubenstein,
Verdi and other composers, Damrosch had perhaps no superior, ·
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In the ear of his visit to the Literary Club he ~ad suc~eeded
his fat~er Leopold as the Conductor of the Orator1o~an: ~;:p~~~
docieties and the Metropolitan Opera of N~w ~olrkT
andp
he wrote The dcarlet Letter, Cyrano, The h~n1 a e
other lesser compositions.

n:um

In 1887 came to the Club Justin kcCarthy, Editor, ~uthor,
Traveller Lecturer and 1iember of the British Parliament. He
was then 57 years of age, was a man of the world in t~e wid~st
sense and a clo::.;e. observer o.f leg isla ti ve phenomena,., 1nc lud1ng
the working of earl,y prohibit ion laws in the United ::>ta tea •
Among the visitors to the Club in 1887 was Henry Howe,
Historian-·and antiquarian, whose name is written in mi~ro
scopic letters followed by the note in his ovm diminut1ve
handwriting:
, : i
'I

'!
I

I

'

~·

'

i .;

'I'.
'·· ~ , "

"I was born in New Haven, Corm, Oct, 11,1816, came to
Cine iiiDa ti in 1847, lived here thirty years and now residing
in Columbus und now write thi8 without glasses," "Long live
thi!:l Dear old. Club,"
Mr. Howe became a member of the Literary Club in 1857
and at the time he wrote the above was about 71 years of age,
In 1888 came the great editor,. traveller, lecturer and
author Charles Dudley Warner,
In 1888 Henry B. Blackwell, then of Dorchester, Massachusett~,
visited the Club. Mr. Blackwell was one of the members of the
Literary Club in its first year and at our Fiftieth ~nniversary
he was again our guetJ t, tal~ing part with lvlr. ~pofford as one of
the few survivor~ of the Club's earliest membership,

' I

!

••

In 1894 the Club had as visitor a me~1ber of the French nobility in the person of Gaston de Leon of the faubourg 8t, Germaine,
Paris, Count of Pictou, brtois and Flanders, Quriously enough
this our most.aristocratic visitor came as the guest of our
present very democratic Vice President Guy Ward Mallon, ;)hades
of the early Club members who sometimes had difficulty in securing the modest rye .bread and cheese and beer deemed necessary
for the proper refreshment of the inner man,
In the Aluturon of 1894 (liov, 3) liip Van Winkle came to the
Literary Club, in the per::~on of Joseph Jefferson, guest of
Doctor Cal~well. He has left in our Visitor's book the modest
autograph J. Jefferson, Buzzards Bay, Mass," This was before
the dark days of prohibition and a bottle of the very best
whiskey was especially procured for the entertainment of the
Club's distinguished guest. Prior to this time the liquid refreshments of the Club had been limited to beer and sour wi
"Facile decensus est,"
ne.
At the time of 1ir, Jefferson's first visit to us the
Literary Club was. occupying its old quarters on Fourth tit t
but some years. later, after we were installed in our pres!~~ •
home, Llr. Jeffer~on came to r..s again, This time, as we recall
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he gave us a pleasant informal talk on matters com1ected with
the stage and incidentally the mannerisms of actors, At the
time of his last visit Mr, Jefferson was one of the veterans
of the stage, for he began to become famous as Aaa Trenchard
in the American Cousin.as early as 1868, indeed Jefferson
made his stage debut as a three year old child in 1832.
While Mr. Jefferson would, perhaps, prefer to be associated
with the play of "The Rivals" or "Cricket on the Hearth," most
of the now old boys of the Literary Club will cherish his
memory as Rip Van Winkle, the amiable vagabond of the Catskills;
indeed this seams to have been somewhat the verdict of our
English cousins for this play ran in London for 160 nights.
In private life, as we saw him at the Literary Club,
''Joe Jefferson!' was a vary modest gentleman, who preferred to
talk of his painting and his angling adventures, rather than
discourse on the stage.
In 1898 came Israel Zangwill of London, teacher, author,
journalist and playwright. His ''Dream of the Ghetto" was
written in the year of his visit to the Literary Club.
A year after Zangwill we had a visit from Opie Read,
writer of many stories of Southern life, of which "A Kentucky
Colonel" was his first.
Three years before his appointment'as Ambassador to
England and only four years before the bursting of the War
cloud over Europe, Walter Hines Page made a modest visit to
the Literary Club. He was then a member of the publishing firm
of Doubleday, Page and Company of New York, and the editor of
the magazine "World's Work,'' As our representative at the
Court of' st. James during the great war, Mr. Page gained the
respect and admiration of avery patriotic American. With
infinite tact and patience, he endured a position which at
times was most galling to a man of high spirit. But Page was
rawarded for his long waiting, when his country at last girded
on the sword of righteous wrath, and the first handful of
United States soldiers marched through the streets of, London,
to be welcomed with enthusiastic applause. Before this even,
members of the Club which :Page had visited in Cincinnati in
1910, had entered the Army of the United States, or had sent
sons or grands.ons to represent them in the causa of right and
justice over seas.
But Page did not long survive his trying experiences
abroad, returning to his native land, broken in health and
soon to die, but happy in the feeling that he no longer needed
to apologize for the great ~lag which he represented,
"He laughs longest who laughs last," and so we close this
partial list of celebrities who have visited the Literary Club,
with the name of John Kendrick Bangs, Editor, and Humorist,
who has won many a chuckle from a humanity quite weary of the
solemn and useful and instructive writers of the world. Pos-

,.
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In the year of his visit to.the Literary Club he had suc~eeded
his father Leopold as the Conductor of the Oratorio and ~ymphony
.;ocieties and the Metropolitan Opera of New York. As a composer
he wrote The Scarlet Letter, Cyrano, The 1~nila Te Deum and
other lesser compositions.
In 1887 came to the Club Justin hlcCarthy, Editor, Author,
Traveller Lecturer and 1iember of the British Parliament. He
was then 57 years of age, was a man of the world in t~e widest
sense and a close. observer o.f legislative phenomena '.-,lncluding
the working of early prohibition laws in the United ~tates.
Among the visitors to the Club in 1887 was Henry Howe,
Historian and antiquarian, whose name is written in microscopic letters followed by the note in his own diminutive
handwriting:
"I was born in New Haven, Corm. Oct. 11, 1816, came to
Cine inna ti in 184 7, lived here thirty years and now residing
in Columbus and now write this without glasses, 11 "Long live
this Dear old. Club. 11
Mr. Howe became a member of the Literary Club in 1857
and at the time he wrote the above was about 71 years of age,
In 1888 came the great editor,, traveller, lecturer and
author Charles Dudley Warner.
In 1888 He1rry B. Blackwell, then of Dorchester, Massachusett~,
visited the Club. urr. Blackwell was one of the members of the
Literary Club in its first year and at our Fiftieth Anniversary
he was again our guest, taking part with lvlr. ::ipof'ford as one of
the few survivors of the Club's earliest membership.
In 1894 the Club had as visitor a member of the French nobility in the person of Gaston de Leon of the faubourg St. Germaine,
Paris, Count of Pictou, 4r~ois and Flanders. Quriously enough
this our most.aristocratic visitor came as the guest of our
present very democratic Vice President Guy Ward Mallon. Shaa.es
of the early Club members who sometimes had difficulty in securing the modest rye .bread and cheese and beer deemed necessary ·
for the proper refreshment of the . inner man

.

In the Autumn of 1894 (Uov. ~) Hip Van Winkle came to the
Literary Club, in the per::Jon of Joseph Jefferson, guest of
Doctor Cal~well. He has left in our Visitor's book the modest
autograph J. Jeffer::Jon, Buzzards Bay, Mass." This was before
the dark days of prohibition and a bottle of the very best
whiskey was especially procured for the entertainment of th
Club's distinguished guest. Prior to this time the li uid
freshments of the Club had been limited to beer and s q i
"Facile decensus est."
our w ne.
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At the time of 1ir. Jefferson's first visit to us the
Literary Club was. occupying its old qua rter::J on Fourth :3t t
but some years. later, after we were installed in our pres!~~ '
home, lwlr. Jefferson came to us again. This time, as we r·ecall
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he gave us a pleasant informal talk on matters connected with
the stage and incidentally the mannerisms of actors. At the
time of his last visit Mr. Jefferson was one of the veterans
of the stage, for he began to become famous as Asa Trenchard
in the American Cousin.as early as 1858, indeed Jefferson
made his stage debut as a three year old child in 1832.
While Mr. Jefferson would, perhaps, prefer to be associated
with the play of "The Rivals" or "Cricket on the Hearth," most
of the now old boys of the Literary Club will cherish hie
memory as Rip Van Winkle, the amiable vagabond of the Catskills;
indeed this seems to have been somewhat the verdict of our
English cousins for this play ran in London for 150 nights.
In private life, as we saw him at the Literary Club,
"Joe Jefferson!' was a vary modest gentleman, who preferred to
talk of his painting and his angling adventures, rather than
discourse on the stage.
In 1898 came Israel Zangwill of London, teacher, author,
journalist and playwright. His ''Dream of the Ghetto" was
written in the year of his visit to the Literary Club.
A year after Zangwill we had a visit from Opie Read,
writer of many stories of Southern life, of which "A Kentucky
Colonel" was his first.
Three years before his appointment'as Ambassador to
England and only four years before the bursting of the War
cloud over Europe, Walter Hines Page made a modest visit to
the Literary Club. He was than a member of the publishing firm
of Doubleday, Page and Company of New York, and the editor of
the magazine "World' a Work." As our representative at the
Court of st. James during the great war, Mr. Page gained the
respect and admiration of every patriotic American. 1.'11 th
infinite tact and patience, he endured a position which at
times was most galling to a man of high spirit. But Page was
re.warded for his long waiting, when his country at last girded
on the sword of righteous wrath, and the fi~st handful of
United States soldiers marched through the streets of, London,
to be welcomed with enthusiastic applause. Before this even,
members of the Club which Page had visited in Cincinnati in
1910, had entered the Army of the United States, or had sent
sons or grands.ons to represent them in the cause of right and
justice over seas.
But Page did not long survive his trying experiences
abroad, returning. to his native land, broken in health and
soon to die, ·but happy in the feeling that he no longer needed
to apologize for the great flag which he represented,
"He laughs longest who laughs last," and so we close this
partial list of celebrities who have visited the Literary Club,
with the name of John Kendrick Bangs, Editor, and Humorist,
who has won many a chuckle from a humanity quite weary of the
solemn and useful and instructive writers of the world. Pos-
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sibly John Kendrick Bangs, with his ingenious grotesque~ie ,,
might even fit the characters of his "Houseboat on the styx
to the dignified members o.f this Club. He might find some
Jonah with fish stories of Pelee Island or Georgian Bay; a
Sir Walter Raleigh of f~ultless courtesy; a Shakespeare
carelessly tossing a coin to decide whether he or Bacon
wrote the immortal plays; a Homer sighing for a Poet's corner,
since he cared not for things le~s immortal than poetry; a
Noah particularly interested in floods and mountains and
prehistoric monsters. As for a Charon, this Club possessed
.one in former days, a Charon growing old in his corner of the
Club; he was dark enough to have been a true son of Erebus
and Nox, and as jealous as Charon himself for the honor of
the Club he served.
Btit now as we lay the old "Visitors' Register" on its
shelf, to accumulate autographs for another quarter century,
we do it with the consciousness that for many of the present
Club members this is the last great anniversary.
. Now must we commit to our younger. members the honor and
hallowed traditions of our Club. 'Tis they who must "carry
on'' to the Centennial Anniversary. To them we bequeath this
solemn ~uty, with love for our past, faith in the present and
no misgivings for the years to come.
Robt. Ralston Jones
3.
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~fa well infor~ed stranger were asked to name the things.
by wh1ch Cincinnati lB distinguished abroad, he would no doubt
mention first .the Literary Club, Hie answer would be a proper
one even_tho he went no further, but it would be more adequate
if he adoed saver~l other institutions by way of showing the
kind of community in which such a society can grow and survive,
Exceptional as it is, our Club i~ no miracle; it has its roots
in t.he soil, and something may be known of that soil by observing what other pl~~ts thrive in the same habitat.

So our intelligent stranger might go on to name the Art
MUseum, and the musical organizations and the zoo and the ·
University. Several of these may see~ to be young' much
younger than our Club, but inquiry will show that they were
born here and that their fathers were here before them and that
these fathers were of the same blood and spirit, and that the
air which they breathed was the same that first quickened ·
the Literary.Club.
·
The Uni!ersity may h~ve been named in 1870, but it was
a growing ch1ld albeit sick sometimes and even naughty long
years ~afore its baptism. I. take from a little history by
w. Prentis* the account of the university's great-grand( Most of the older data in this account will be found in that
pamphlet entitled History of the University of Cincinnati
issued by the University,
--'

H;
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father-in-law, if institutions wi~h only spirits and not bodies
can be great.-grandfathers-in-law. It is on: record that the
General Assembly . of the State of Ohio in 1807 passed a law
authorizing a lottery to raise endowment for an institution of
learning in Cincinnati, then a mere village of 1500, the eighteen-year metropolis of a four-year old state.
The moral law _in the matter of lotteries has changed since
then and anyw~ it is borrowing trouble to look into the morals
of ancestors. If a man's forbears go back far enough it doesn't
matter ~uch what they did for a living. Some of the wealthy
boot-leggers now founding families may be greatly honored a
thousand years from now and commemorated in coats of arms with
a qua~t,in each quarter.
But lest any taint should attach to our municipal institution from this doubtful ancestar, I hasten to state that tho
many .tickets were sold, they were never redeemed, the lots were
never drawn and the institution was never started.* None the
lass we can proudly point to the fact that the real spirit which
still animates our university was here in those far off days.
(Even th.e wri tar is not quite sura what this sentence means.)
A soldier beginning was made in 1814 by starting the
Cincinnati-Lanc~ster Seminary which was expanded by act of the
General Assembly in January 1819 authorizing the incorporation
of "The President, Trustees and Faculty of the Cincinnati
College," Here was an actual body which lived and left an
heir, tho animation was suspended from 1826 to 1834, and again
from 1838 to 1841, and still again after the building was
burned in 1845. The Law faculty seems to ·have been the only
incombustib+e part of the organization •. They seem to have
come thru the fire, not only unsinged, but heir to the entire
income of some $10,000 a year. They have beah tried since in
the same way, but seem to have witches's blood. This School
has never suspended and is· now a part of the University of
Cincinnati; perhaps its parent, perhaps its adopted child; I
don't know; it's so hard these days to distinguish between
parents and adopted children. For ought I know the liberal
and comprehensive charter of Cincinnati Collage may still exist
in the keeping of the Law School, unless it was abrogated in
favor of the university when the Law School was finally incorporated into the latter in 1918. To whatever extent 'the old
college was the tather of the present university, such fatherhood was spiritual and not aftor the flesh.
At about the time when the Cincinnati College was starting,
the Medical Collage of Ohio a-lso came into being. Its faculty,
which was also its board of trustees, is said to have enjoyed
aom~ quarrels.
Far be it from me to give publicity to what
doctors do and say.when alone. The important thing is that the
new college was fathered by Daniel Drake, a man whom any city
*Goes states that the money raised by sale of tickets was used
to erect a small sc~ool which was destroyed by a windstorm
two years later.
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in the world might well honor, and that it grew and became
great. At the middle of the century when the Literary Club
was a squalling infant Cincinnati was the center of learning
in Law and Medicine of all that part of the United States which
lay inland beyond reach of sea breezes •

.

Lest someone should retort that Law and Medicine may be
pursued for other reasons than the love of knowledge I turn
to another institution Which could only grow in a soil of intellectual initiative. When all the cities of the world he.ve
paraded their recorda in Education, in Art, in research, in
work for public welfare, our own city will stand alone in her
early Btlpport of a science which to an inland community was
as nearly as possible without any practical application,-the Science of Astronomy,
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Here was a purely intellectual interest. Yet in 1843
under the leade.rship of Professor Ormsby McKnight Mitchell,
The Cincinnati Astronomical Society purchased for his frontier
community the largest telescope up to that time in the United
Sta~es and gave the first impulse to astronomical research in
the ~estern hemisphere. Ex-President John Quincy Adams, 77
years old, made the long journey from Massachusetts to this
remote center to lay the cornerstone of the observatory on the
picturesque hill called by hie name, Mount Adams. The significanc~ of this occasion may best be realized by remembering
that as ~resident of the United states, Adams had implored
Congress to establish just such an observatory and was m8t
with ridicul~. Such an event, 6 years before the birth of
The Literary Club, may help to make it clear tBat the Club
was not an exotic plant to be artificially nurtured in a
foreign soil, but rather, that of many similar seeds, dropped
here and there thruout the country, this one found the needed
fertility and sprang naturally into life.
I have said that the science of Astronomy gave no
promise of rna terial. retu~ns, but some years later the ·old
science took under 1ts w1ng a fledgelin~ which haQ since
grown to maturity and is laying golden ~ggs. In l868 came
Cleveland Abba, as directory of the observatory It
h
who beCJ'an
th
}·
f'
i
.
·
was
e
b
e wor. o sc entif1e weather forecasting and became
the father of the Weather Bureau. To commemorate his memor
the Government a few years ago. built on Lafayette Circle iny
ou~ cify the Cle~eland Abbe Memorial Observatory designed
no on Y for the routine work of the Weather Bur~au but also
f or research of such a character as to 1:1' •
'
•
tho tfhei. cti ty in which Cleveland Abbe con~~~~e~o~~d d!~!~~~~ion
t e rs weather service.
It is almost needless to state that so inter
.
so learned, so original and so public spirited estlng a man.
of the Literary Club It rna be
·
' was a member
that the Cincinnati Astronomlcal ~~~:~;~tn~ed~ess to state
of the University as it was ind
Oty lS now a part
memorable work, ft may not be kn~!~' ~han Abbe was doing his
the Legislature of Ohio passed a law'pe~~~vtte:, ththat in 1872
lng e city of
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Cincinnati to obligate itself for the permanent support of
this observatory by an annual tax of not less than three
hundredths of a mill nor more than five hundredths of a mill.
For many years our city ,remained absolutely unique in this
official support of pure science,
We are. not here interested in the present university which
was founded in 1870 and since enlarged by growth and conquest,
All the previously named institutions were taken in (the words
"taken in" are used without t.echnical significance. Many
good Citizens at one time feared that the city itself was being
taken in), What concerns us here is the manifest appreciation
·of scholarship expressed in constantly renewed efforts to build
up institutions of higher learning. It was this spirit, and
not a certain pody, that was present. whan the Literary Club
was drawing its first breath,
I am not quite sure how to connect this Club with the Zoo.
We are so justly proud of both that we feel th~t in some way
the two must have been related in origin. They say the latter
was not conceived till 1873 when the Club was already becoming
historic but, of course, the Zoo had parents and perhaps
grandparents, the Acclimatization Society for example. The
fact remains that while animals are kept in all cities, and
exotic animals in many, they rarely lead to zoological gardens,
So it is fair to assume that the tastes and impulses present
in this city for a generation prior to 1873 were of more intellectual and scientific kind than a mere liking for pets.
Our Zoo· is said to be the only one in the world which is
supported without state or municipal. aid, while our university
is the only one of its grade which is so supported, This shows
the originality of Cincinnati. and as originality was essential
to the Literary Club the desired connection is found. The .
one. great trait which gives distinction to men or cities is
initiative. Without it, cities have neither Zoo nor University
nor Lite~ary Club, With it, attainment is now in one line, now
in another; but life is varied and interesting and worthwhile.
Another interest and influence has been pervasive and
ennobling in our city, I refer to Music. W.e have one of the
well known Symphony Orchestras of the country, But before that
we had the May Festivals; and before them the Sangerfests. It
was in 1849, a year well known to us, the year we commemorate
tonight, that five choral societies of the country held a
Sangerfest in Cincinnati, the first great musical festival in
the United.States, and ~rganized the North American Sangerbund.
It was no mere chance that they met here either at that time
or in 1870 or again in 1879 and 1899 when the Jubilee Festival
was held in the city wh~re the Sangerbund.first came into
·being. Organized music· has flourished here, side by aide with
literary societies. M~sical societies were formed in Cincinnati
as early as 1823 and another in 1839 •. There were three vigorous
singing societies in 1846 and since that time scarcely a year
has passed without some kind of a musical festival.
The Conservatory of Music was founded in 1867,• In part
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it expressed the culture already current; in part it created
and spread such culture, affecting not only the city but the
entire country. It was· this and the Sangerfest of 1870 that
inspired the first rJay Festival in 1873. It was the May
Festival under Theodore Thomas which led to the building of
Music Hall in 1876 and the founding of the College of Music
in 1879 with Theodore Thomas as its musical director. By that
time he was already giving symphony concerts of worthy character,
as many as twelve in the season of 1878 - 9. The present
Symphony Orchestra dates from 1893.

':{'i
.;

Of the ancestry of Art in Cincinnati it is difficult to
write briefly and it would be still more difficult for me to
write fully; the theme is so large and has been treated so
masterfully by others (H. A. Rattermann at least). Art tends
toward centers of prosperity, at least toward those growing
communities which exist primarily for the making of new homes.
As long as Cincinnati was the center of the great empire west
of the Blue Ridge the city led in art as naturally as in commerce. It was here that patrons were found; and art must be
patronized and paid despite fiction to the contrary. It does
not follow that it will abandon a city which falls behind in
the commercial race, but a constant constituency is.as necessary
to the artist as to tha preacher or statesman. When an art
center once gats strong enough to appeal to a constituency
outside its own city, then the commercial prestige of the'
latter becomes a minor matter, This is the case with Florence
today.
Cincinnati was favored in art not only by her leadership
in other lines, but by the character of her immigrants. our
German element has enough to answer for; it is only fair to
acknowledge the debt that painting, sculpture and music owe
to it. To be sure, the name Hiram Powers is good Yankee and
the boy himself came here from Vermont in 1826· but the ~hift
less grocer's clark might never have carv.ed th~ Greek ·Slave had he. not been befriended and instructed by the German
Fre.derick Eckstein, who added to his own native talent ~ careful training in Berlin, mainly in sculpture but somewhat also
in painting. It was Eckstein who in 1826 established the first
Academy of Fine Arts. Ria own attainment in art and his reat
i~fluence as preceptor of others are recognized. Not onf
d1d Powers coma from his academy but Shobal Cl
Y
othera of less note.
.
'
avenger and
Of much the same character as Eckstein's
sculpture, were those of Frederick Franks
se~vi?es to
was likewise trained in Germany and he al~oi~6 ia~~~l~g. He
Academy and gallery in 1828 • Some a·
a sad an
tion were trained there Miner K K~l:ntersT~f lasting reputaw.H. Powell, whose "Burial of D~·soto"oggd ''Be Brothers Beard,
attle of Lake Erie"
are widely known and Thomas Buchanan an
of this Club,
th? it may be qu~stioned whether he sh~~~~·bmember
8 called a trained
pa1nter.

lustr!~~o~a~~s ~ere given are mentioned only by way of 11-

8 ve concreteness to the general s t at amant that
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the second quarter of the 19th century was a time of great
a.cti vi ty in art in Cincinnati. va th such later names as .
Mosler, Duveneck, Fa.rny, a member of' this Club, Barnhorn and
Sir Moses Ezekial, the public is familiar. I have not even
mentioned wood carving which has always 'been favored here since
the days when figureheads had to be made for the numerous river
boats. Many of these were the work of artisans., but here and
there the artisan became the artist. Frye's School of Wood
Carving was a notable institution.
Several years ago I contributed a budget paper entitled
"Some Bronze Horses In Washington." I did not know at the
time that one of the equestrian statues described in that
paper was by a Cincinnati artist. Fortunately the comment was
not unfavorable. If you will allow me to quote a paragraph-"The statue of General James B. McPherson in McPherson
Square, Vermont Avenue and K Street, is distinctly unobjectionable. Of c.ourse, I wish the General had a more martial nose,
but his benevolent, uncle-like face is no fault of the artist;
at least I suppose not. The artist has saved him from the
necessity of looking statuesque by giving him something to do.
He holds in his right band his field glasses just lowered from
his eyes (or waiting to be raised) while he takes a general
but rather searching view. For this purpose he is turned
sharply to the right, a position which is well matched by the
resting of more th~n half his weight on the left stirrup.
With his left hand he holds a tight rein on the usual pawing
horse; a fairly good horse too. The inscription on the pedestal,
"Erected by his comrades of the Society of the Army of the
Tennessee," goes wall with the genial unwarlike face, while the
sturdy Scotch nama carries a hint of qualities which are independant of a martial manner. On the whole the McPherson
family may congratulate itself on coming thru all the risks
of equestrian statues with so little that needs apology."
It has since come to my notice that this statue is perhaps
the best known work of Louis T. Rebisso who taught sculpture
many years in the old School of Design and its successor The
Art Academy. As the work was done in the 70's when the School
of Design was an intargral part of the University of Cincinnati
it may in fairness add another boast to the long catalogue of
things which present-day professors in that institution reel
off when talking to partisans of humbler institutions like
Harvard, Columbia, and Chicago.
If this brief and casual glimpse at the Cincinnati of the
past has ser.ved its purpose, it should be clear that insti tutions do not c.ome haphazard. Men do not gather grapes from
thorns or figs from thistles. Our honored Club did not grow
in a. vacuum. No more can it endure unless the atmosphere of
the city be wholesome. When pure science and le.tte'rs and art
and music flourish, we are apt to accept them as part of the
eternal order like our hills and our river. Nothing of the
kind is true. Nothing can take the place of continued
vigilance and unending effort, always looking at least one
generation ahead; or ten generations in the case of property
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interests. Money can do something. Vested interests are
strong. Especially can such means help to tide over a period
like the present .when the public head is dizzy .with less .sober
enjoyments. But evan money can not buy a policy to insure for
all time the life of the spirit. It takes some faith to see
that the finer human impulses are as real and lasting as those
that are coarser. But something is born into men beside ·
original sin.
The life of our ovm Club is a fire on a sacred altar.
Its flame has not always been equally bright, but it has been
kept alive by faithful hands for seventy-five years. May those
whose eyes now watch and whose hands now tend the sacred flame
be spared for many years and af.ter them may others come, inspired by us, and may they justly look back to us with somewhat
of the gratitude that we now feel to those whose finished work
we here commemorate.
Nevin M. Fenneman

MARIEMONT
NOVEMBER 1, 1924

--THE NEVI TOWN

CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD

"A National Exemplar"
TODAY AND TOMORROW
. Mariemont is an Interpretation of Modern City :Planning
Pr1nciplee applied to a Small Community to produce Iocal
Happiness.
·
j

It comprises 420 acres, largely high-lying slightly
rolling, naturally drained farmland overlooking'the little
Miami Valley, and lies nine miles .East from Cincinnati's
business center, just outside the corporation limits,
The site was selected for its nearness to the city in
;le~n, healthy locality, easy of access, with Norwood a~d th!
ac ory colony of Oakley only two miles distant to the west.
Mariemont is primarily a residential district intend
for wage earnerlil and salaried people of differe.nt
i ed
gfrades. It will be incorporated as a Village unde~c~~omlc
o Ohio, and be constructed by The M i
t
e awe
entire capital stock is held by Mrs.a~~~mo~ Company, whose
jector and sponsor. Lying just outside rh~.c~~erl! ~ts probe governed under a plan prepared after sug~estl lm~ts it will
Rockefeller Bureau of Municipal Research bo
ons Y the
and Board of Alderman, with a City Manag~r.Y an elected Mayor
The Public School District of Mari
t
.
under control of the County Superintend::~n ;illhbe. creat~d
engaged and school has begun in a temporar; bu~~~i:~so~a~~ebeen
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property until the Mariemont School, capacity four hundred
is finishe·d, which will be early in the Spring of 1925. This
school, Kindergarten and the eight grades will be operated
free by the Comp~ny for the present.
'
·
THE VERY FIRST SETTLERS ON THE SITE of Mariemont were,
of course, Indians. Indeed, there are maps extant showing
that a village, large for the times, occupied the South West
section near· Dogwood Park, as· is evidenced by a famous Indian
burial ground which still can ~e traced on the wooded property
known· as the Harvard C~llege or "Ferris" Tract on Wooster Pike.
But it is not known, even after a very comprehensive
study of over fourteen hundred skeletal remains excavated by
expe·rts from the Peabody Museum at Harvard University, just
who these first settlers were. Certain it is that they are
not the so-called 11 Mound Builders,'' nor the later Miami or
Shawnee tribes, who occupie4 the country for many years before
being driven out by the Algonquinian stock found here by the
white man in the middle of the 18th century when he first
passed down the Ohio.
Judging from the artifacts found and from the tell-tale
beads and bits of 'European iron and brass lying along-side
burials, thea~ "first settlers" were not pr~historic nor
even pre-Columbian. The size of the village,· which numbered
pe~~aps five hundred souls, and the varying types of burials
in the cemetery, which show that it ha.d been occupied for
about a hundred years, would seem to indicate that our
"aboriginees " were simply a tribe, as y'et unidentified, of
American Indians, who lived here continuously in peace and
plenty about four centuries ago. What became of ~base people
no one seems to know, but we, fortunately, have remaining
many proof~, soon· to be displayed in the Mariemont Indian
Museum, of the culture, prosperity and peaceful character
of these first inhabitants.
That they were true settlers and not'nomads depending
upon warfare, is shown by the large and well-constructed
fort which was still.recognizable, preserved by a heavy
forest, fifty years ago. It stood near our Concourse. From
this highest point on the embankment, the Indians could
command the entire valley as far East as Milford, miles d~s
tant, and West. even to the junction ~f their own river, the
Little Miami, ·with the.great tawny Ohio. Thus they could
see the enemy, whether he came by land suddenly from the
hills of Kentucky, "the clark and bloody battleground," or
by the historic waterway from the East or West. The North
was his own. Here he was born and hoped to be buried. Here
~as his permanent home.
For the advantages of this location were early seen
doubtles·s by the Red Man: a well-drained Pl.ateau where he
could hunt buffalo, deer and small ·game; rich alluvial soil
for corn in the 11 bottoms," the haunt of wild fowl; a small,
easily navigable rive·r that is still st,ocked with fish.· But
that he wandered far when food became scarce or crops f~iled
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is evidenced by the foreign, character of his personal adornments,
found in· his grave with him,· after the fashion of all Indian
burials, and from the· cachepits or undergrom1d storehouses which
he filled against his coming back empty handed.
LOC.AT ION .Alm PRESEHT .ADVilNT.A GES
1wriemont, Columbia Township, Hamilton County, Ohio, just
out~ide Cincinnati,lies on a broad, slightly undulating plain,
formerly rich farms and woodland, extending from the base of
the still-forested slopes of Indian Hill, which protects it
from the sweep of North winds, to the very edge of a wooded
bluff that overhangs the peaceful Little Miami and its broad,
level valley on~ hundred feet below. Across it may be seen
other Ohio hills; to the East, rise those of Plainville, Terrace
Park and the very old tovm of Milford; to the South, are the
steep Kentucky hills seen across the first sweep of the Ohio
as it begins to encircle Cincinnati. durrounded ·thus on all
sides by distant hillB, the streets of ~lariemont everywhere
end in vistas of green and sunny slopes with incomparably
lovely views between. ~/here the two rivers join, not many miles
away, lies the new City Water Works, one of the most modern in
the country, from which Mariemont is supplied. .At this point,
General Washington ~ocated a military claim to 10 000 acres
which, in his will, he instructs his executol's not to sell in
a hurry as "it will doubtless be the ::;ite of a great ci'ty."
This was before the importance of Cincima ti, slowly developing further down the Ohio, could have been known to that astute
operator in real estate.
The site of Mariemont was primarily selected for its
natural beauty, out in the country and away from factories
where there was sure to be plenty of fresh air, sunlight a~d
healthful surroundings on a good loam and gravel soil. Its
projectors appreciate that the inhabitants will not want to be
cut off by distance and inconvenience from Cincilmati's splendid
cultural opportunities, which have made it sought after as a
place of residence ever s inca it was named "The <J.ueen Cit "
Because of the hills about it and the river, Mariemont ca~ot
become a large city nor in any.way rival Cincinnati But it
people will enjoy what Cine innatians enjoy: the
Festive~
symphony concerts and music ,generally for which Cincinnati i '
famous, the city's municipally-owned university its Mechaniss
0
Institute; the .Art Museum and Art Acadenzy its zoo th t
National League ballgames and lastl but' s
'
ea res,
the General Hospital and t1edical ~ch~ol, a~lp~~i~~t~hi~~ortant,
would be impossible and indeed unnecessary to duplicate,
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Mariemont is but ten miles from Fountai "
, .
which centers Cincinnu ti' s business life ·an~ ~~~ar~' about
five miles from its vigorous' already important Yd rom two to
crowded suburbs, such as Oakley, Hyde Park Waln~~ Hnow overNorwood and Avondale, Communication with these , ills,
spots, almo8t wholly residential, with little "t~~lltop beauty
between them and Mariemont, is made easy· by ood is unsightly
1rolleys and two railroads. When Cincinnati'~ ~ubroad~ 8and
completed, one will be able to take a .rla Pid m~rans1t
v:ay car in

Oakley, only two miles away, and be at Fountain Square or
the Court House or the factory district of the Millcreek
V~lley, in less than twenty minutes. A direct route to
~ountain Square, not crossing any hills, is by Eastern
Avenue, which f_ollows the Ohio River, a continuation of the
State Highway that runs through Mariemont ·Town Center. There
are six boulevards through the village to avoid congestion
and facilitate conveni·ent circulation. One of these the
two-mile long Miami Bluff Drive, on the Southern edg~· of the
properties, will eventually connect with Observatory Road in
East Walnut .Hills. Thus this Drive will become a further
outpo~t of Cincinnati's splendid Park System, which now ·
terminates at Ault Park, a promontory viewpoint and playground, only a mile distant from Mariemont as the crow flies.
Indeed, from the heignts in Ault Park, the village can be
seen as on a relief map, the streets, concourse, lagoon and
houses even all plainly visible.
Mariemont, it should be noted, is on the line of
Cincinnati's present residential development. The great industrial movement that began with Norwood and Bond Hill to
the North is npw extending Ea~tward to the "factory colonies"
in Hyde Park and Oakley, all satellite cities employing many
thousands of operatives who have built homes for themselves
Following in their wake, in the endeavor to get out into th~
country, are the newer residential centers of Pleasant Ridge
Kennedy Heights, Silverton and Ma~isonville. In this latter'
suburb, which adjoins Mar~emont on the North, it is.said that
one-fourth of the carpenters of the Cincinnati district already have their homes. And just over Mariemont, on the
highest location in, Hamilton County, a new settlement known
as "Indian Hill" is rapidly coming into being. It embraces
thousands of acres in a gre~t Country Club district and will
bs the future home of the coming generations of Cincinnati's
successful citizens. "Eastward the course of Cincinnati's
empire takes its way."
Mariemont is intended primarily as a place of residence.
Ita projectors .believe that wage earners, for whom it is
principally intended, would prefer not to live "under the
shadow of the factory" so long as they are not too far from
their work. .Trolleys, the motor bus and private automob ilea
will enable the factory hand to reach Norwood and Oakley in
a very few minutes. It is believed, too, that many workers
in the city, railroad. and postal employees, clerks, stenographers, especially women who are supporting families, will
be willing to journey to Mariemont for the better air .and
happier environment of the country. F.or these reasons a site
was selected, althQugh at a high cost for the land, within
the metropolitan district.
MARIEMONT, ALSO FOR INDUSTRY
But Mariemont has itself two large Industrial Sections,
both of which will be provided w,i th all. the public utili ties
and conveniences, such as sewers, water, gas, elec,tric i ty and
telephones, as in the town proper and under the same control.
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Sites will be allotted to large enterprises, of suitable
character only and employing many hands. MARIEMONT S?UTH
is directly on the Pennsylvania and on the No!folk & We~tern,
in the "bottom lands" along the Little Miami River. WESTOVER,
the more important section, of forty-five acres, is on t.he same
level wi t·h the town though somewhat distant from it and separated
by a forest growth that will screen the residents from smoke
and noise •. It lies alongside these two railroads, while nearby
are the Baltimore and Ohio and .the Chicago Divis ion 'of the
Pennsylvania. Both Westover and 1~riemont ~outh are. level
tracts with sidings from the two former railroads, and have
aooess 'by good roads to the main arteries into Cincinnati,
When the proposed new railway terminals. for Cincinnati are
completed, it is hoped that rapid train service will be supplied
to commuters at low, monthly ticket rates. This will be.a
great boon to those who must continue to work downtown.
With the new Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad bridge built over
the river, connecting directly with the Pennsylvania.and the
"belt line" around· the city at Undercliffe nearby Mariemont,
goods can be shipped direct to all parts of the United states
from these two industrial centers. To the South, by the
Louisville &Nashville and clouthern (over Cincinnati's own
railroad to Chattanooga); to the North and North West, by the
Chicago Division of the Pennsylvania Bystem right at Westover;
to. the vVest, by the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern; and to the East, with coal fields-nearby on all
three roads, by the Norfolk & Western, the Pennsylvania and
the B. & 0.
MAHIEMONT - ' A

NATIOl~.AL

EXEMPLAR"

1~riemont is not an experiment, but the application of
the town-planning principles adapted to American methods that
were used in such successful "garden cities" as Port ;:lunlight
and Letchworth in England. It should be explained though that
these were essentially attempts to counteract the disastrously
rapid growth of large cities, and with varying results due to
local conditions. Mariemont was not so intended, and does not
have to combat those conditions. Ita projectors believe in a
Greater Cincinnati, being convinced that the tendency toward
life in cities still persists in the United States. .
I

'
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Nor is Mariemont to be .a lab ora tory for sociological
experiments in the pr.oblem of Housing. It therefore does
not follow the English plan of co-partnership building and
ownership, such as prevails at Harborne and was attempted in
certa~n place~ in America. The people of this country are still
indiv1dua11st1c in their attitude and action.
Neither should Mariemont be considered merel as "an
industrial village" nor a "Company" enterprise. Y
· Mariemont is not a philanthropy or in 8
fts apo1;1sor, Mrs, Msry M, Emery, herself 8 l~e~~: !:~~!!~tio'
n Cinc1nnati, is s.imply. showing in a very prac-tical wa h
interest in the proper development of home life a d h y er
n ome
s hi p by providi ng an id eal place for home building.
The owner-

Mariemont Company will do part of the building, and when all
the lots and buildings have been disposed of it will dissolve
so far as the village of Mariemont is conce~ed.
'
Through her personal representative, Charles J. Livingood,
Mrs. Emery found the location, and by slow degrees acquired
the necessary acreage for a complete town which had it not
been for the World War, would ·now be sta~ding a~ an illusti·ation of how well people. of moderate means can live. By
planning in advance, by tnoughtful attention to the installation of the public utilities so that they will last at least
a generation, by setting aside parks and beauty spots, and by
providing a business center, Mrs, Emery sets an example for
other individuals and other communities, that she may see and
·the residents may have at one e the benefits of a finished
place. of local happiness without waiting a life-time for them
to come in the usual course of events. :Mrs. Emery is convinced, being for IISny years interested in housing that
conges.tion, the result of bad city planning, cannot otherwise
be corrected without the tedious and often seemingly impossible
task of rebuilding an entire neighborhood.
.
Cincinnati is the third most congested city in the

u.s.

On January 1, 1924, some 28,000 families ••• one-third
the ent~re population --- were living in tenements.
The housing shortage, so far as the wage earner is
concerned, has not been relieved by the fev~rish building
activity noted e~e1·ywher.~. ~n recent years. During the
War,, the shortage had ·been very acute, for no homes for
the people were built for that period except "War
Emergency Houses," many of which were not of a permanent
character,
In 1920, the accumulated shortage of houses in the U. s.
was put at over a million and a ha.lf homes; in Cincinnati,
it was estiJOOted at four thousand.
Of the many houses built since the War, only lo% were
for the wage earner.
There had been no inducement to the builder to erect
homes for the people even before the War. There was no
money in it. The specula tor, the ''profiteer" who simply
remodelled old properties, has taken advantage of this
condition which· has not yet changed.
Municipal and Governmental "housing schemes" in this
country have seen their day. The coat is too staggering,
lvlariemo:ilt, ''a better place to 1 ive," was in the minds
of its projectors long before there was any housing shortage,
and today is not merely an undertaking to build more houses.
It is simply a real estate development, .on normal American
lines, except that there is a limit put on the profit to the
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t the maximum·of return
owner to give force to the idea tha who earnestly desires a
should not be extracted· from the ~a~tal way it is to furnish
home for his own use • In an in~;c: to li v~ 'than in the downto Cincinnati a more pleasant p
town crowded tenements.
.
th first "homes," built to
To accomplish thlB apeedll~, d-~n certain neighborhoods
show the type and character des~re but eventuallY following
in Mariemont,. will be rented ~· d the full development of
the building of homes oy others an ncy all the properties
the business center to insure per~~~ of \rariemont ·repeated
will be disposed of and tbhleiop~~~nl on the part of tenant or
lsewhere There is no o ga 1
~wner to iake stock in ~he enterprise, however.
.
d t be "A National Exemplar'"
Mariemont is thus inte~d~ 0 builders and the projectors
a study field for individua orne t cities not only by its
of towns and subdivisions near grea
. . '
but to ilplan of p~ocedure and city-planningt~~~~ct~l~~ilding, in
J.ustrate the advantagelof mf~d~~~u~ey b~th in placing and
cost-~aving and the va ua o
designing a home.
MARIEMON'r AS A PLACE TO LIVE

-

The. plan of. Mariemont was made by the well-known firm,
John Nolen, Philip w. Foster, Associate, Town Plann~rs, of
Cambridge Mass. who quic}~ly caught the ideas and a1ms o~h
its proje~tors a~d who have designed what is said to be a
most comprehensive scheme ever attempted for creating a
"garden city'' suburb •. To Fay, Spofford & Tho~ndike, Con- .
sulting and construction Engineers, of Boston, was entrusted
the first development work which has fully occupied mora than
two years. For the design and erection of typical hom~s and
the public buildings the services of some twenty-five
architects, all of n~tion-wide reputation, were enlisted by
the company. In 'this way, many man of many minds,yet all
being directed under a common purpose, will produce a pleasing variety with harmony, thus avoiding the monotonous
appearance that often ie noted in specially-planned housing
developments. An efficient corps of practical men, all
imbued with the spirit of the enterprise, has been engaged
fo~ the prosecution of the many operations involved in the
making of a complete town.
For Mariemont will start fully equipped, everything
new and up-to-date, yet with the advantages of a longsettled community. It will have its wooded Village Green,
its Sauarea and Public Gardens, its Town Center with every
kind of shop and a theatre, public buildings, recreation
hall, a Stadium and ball-fields, public markets even, all
within easy reach from eve~y residential neighborhood, and
a widely-scattered system of small playgrounds and a Park,
so that the dwellers will find at their doors the
opportunities for country life.-Mariemont Town Center, as the General Flan discloses,
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can be reached, by short cuts, through attractive streets, in
a few minutes from every direction. Here will be found the
throbbing, busy li.fe of the community as in a city, but on
a small, less sordid scale, with ample parking space, thus
avoiding the congestion th~t soon makes these centers
''hopeless" and una.ttract i ve when not properly planned. For
the tourist and those wishing to pass through the townquickly,
there ar~ roads avoiding this center. The center has been
planned principally for the inhabitants, its "theatre, inn,
shops (some .fifty in number), town hall and public buildings,
such as the library, postoffica, making it unnecessary to
journey to the city except for the unusual. It is anticipated
that even the department stores of Cincinnati will establish
b~anchas in Mariemont, as is being done in many sections of
the country. In view of the large developed territory around
about Mariemont, wholesale shops and a market have been· provided for on side streets near the Town Center, so that
business should thrive as in any well-to-do, aggreusive
American vill~ge. ·
·
Business and amusements over for theday, the citizens
can sit about the fountain in the Square and under the trees
in their Village Green, or passing down Center Way find further
rest or recreation on the Concours~ overlooking the valley.
DALE FARK DISTRICT, occupying about forty acres in the
North Wast section of Mariemont proper, has its own little
green, playgrounds and park system, clustering with a few
shops about the village church, the nucleus of one of the
many neighborhood centers designed to meat the vary~ng
economic condition of the inhabitants as in avery normal
American community. Hare ~he Company on April 1, 1924,
began its first practical demonstration by building "home~
for the people," _yet leaving about sixty lots for those who
wish to build for themselves in this particularly low-priced
section of Mariemont.
While the projectors of 1~riemont stand four-square for
home ownership, they appreciate that this. is not at once
within the rea'ch of everybody. So the sa f'i rst homes wi 11 be
rented, as cheaply as possible. The land was easily developed, It adjoins Madisonville, which enabled the Company
to secure city w~ter without excessive cost, as well-as gas,
electricity and telephone service at city rates.
To insure really cheap homes, many small flats, of one
room a.nd bath even, with "group housing," that is a number
of houses in a row, and duplex houses have been built for
immediate occupancy. But these "cheap homes" are not poorly
built homes. They were skillfully planned, well-constructed
of durable materials, mostly brick, everything absolutely
sanitary. There are to be no dark rooms in Mariemont.
There can be no slums:- EVery nome will have a bath. Every
home will have electric light and telephone, with natural
gas for cooking. All the work at 1~riemont has been done
under the control and rigid inspection of the State Building
authority, just as all the public utilities were installed

MARIEMONT
MARIEMONT
. State Board of Bealth, so
under the supervision of the Ohl~ nt can be assured that
that the humblest dweller in Mai e~~feguarded.
his every interest has been amp y
.
t
a place of residence,
To show its faith in Marlemon a~ to create other
the Mariemont Company is itself ~la~~t~g as Linden Place,
residential districts aio~nd sucia~ly designed groups of
Albert Flace, etc., tha s spec
the to establish
single· houses with large gr~und~t~o~~divi~~al home-builders
f lot will know in
standards of excellence up 0 w c
must measure. In this way, theib~~e~h~oda For the Company
advance the character of histnetgth~t a m~n's cherished
b
re _
believes it is just as imp or an
though modest home should not be overshadowed lh:tpthe
tentious inappropriate structure next door as
i t d by
builder ~f a fine house not have his values deprec a e
a building out of harmony. As in avery Americ~n Village
there are always neighborhoods, superior 1ocat1ons, more
elevated sites manifestly more valuable for homes, to those
who can afford'them than others, so Mariemont wil~ be seen
to have special beauty spots which will command h1gher( P~i~~s
for the land and be occupied by more co~tly hous~s. A u
description of the above "Places'' with 1llustrat 1ons, will
appear later in this brochure).
In· the laying out of these various sections .of Mariemont,
much thought has been given to fire hazard •. Three-s~ory flat
buildings brick and stone group-EOuses, all strateg1cally·
placed will act as a fire stop against the many frame houses
occupying the land to the North and West of Dale Park District.
Nearer the Parks and along broad highways will be placed the
frame houses of this cheapest section. And so in the Town
Canter the substantially-built mercantile structures will
prevent a fire from sweeping the entire village.

pense of his neighbor or in any way interfere with his
comfort and happiness. An investment in Mariemont is
thus a safe investment, if for this reason only, and
gives assurance of a permanent home.
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2.

But Mariemont will not be a "Toy Town " set prim and
precise as a .child's plaything, nor o~ the other hand
a pretentious "Subdivision" marked by elaborate gateways and a "Floral Garden," and nothing alae·. It will
have no elaborate winding roads and similar "frills "
planned solely for effect and often impractical. The
projectors of Mariemont have adopted the best ideas in
modern landscape architecture, but only such as can be
carried out. Unlike many real estate developments of
the type mentioned, it was designed for the permanent
well-being of ita inhabitants, with ample provis.ion for
ita proper care as a complete town.

3.

Indeed, one of the novelties of Mariemont will be a
Maintenance Organization, not merely to sweep streets
and remove garbage, with incinerators operated by the
Company, but to see that all things of a public
nature, such as the parks, gardens and planting strips,
is kept up. There will be full fire and police protection from the very outset.

::

I •

1. Because it is in the c~untry, and a countryside as
beautiful as any in America, where every care has been
taken to preserve the charm and inspiration of life out
of doors. To insure this, Mariemont was." planned·,"
city-planned by experts of long and varied experience.
As a village, it cannot be spoiled, as so often happens
in American home developments. For by "zoning" ita
property in advance, by fix.ing the business centers,
by certain reasonable restrictions, the Company has
given fair warning to the speculator that he cannot
make himself r1ch by real estate operations at the ex-

'<.

4•

Another uni'que feature of Mariemont .is that all wires,
electric light, telephone, telegraph (for fire and
police alarm) have been put underground. Even the
Lond Distance wires were so installed by the Telephone
Company where they pass through the village on their
way to New York and the East to show ita interest in
this model way of providing such service •. So there
will be no unsightly poles, no damage to trees and
houses, and no tearing up of streets. The wires
cannot be brougpt down by storms or tampered with by
burglars. All services from the property line must
be brought into the cellars by conduits. Each home
will have its own meters, for all services. The telephone, gas and electricity rates will be the same as
in Cincinnati. Water rates will be somewhat higher.
All these services, as well as the sewers have already
.
been brought to every lot in the village.'

5.

For the public buildings and those homes that are to
be steam-heated, that is, all East of Flainville Fike,
pipes from a Central Heating Plant, away from the village
ha~e been run at the back of lots, with accessible man- '
holes and properly insulated, steam to be supplied on
meter by those desiring this great convenience, It is
thus hoped to reduce the smoke and ash .removal nuisance
to the minimum in Mariemont. The "vapor system" of
steam-heating will be used.

Attention finally should be called to a further advantage
of living in Mariemont: the "Allotment Gardens" and small
farms where Mariemonters, even those who dwell in flats, may
raise crops and flowers. The soil about.Mariemont-, a sandy
loam, has been proven especially adapted to the raising of
vegetables and berries, while there have bean for years very
successful orchards under profitable cultivation. Some of
these still stand and will be for rant.
WHY Ol\'E SHOULD WANT TO LIVE IN MARIEMONT
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Houses West of Flainville Fika and apartments in
Dale Park District will be heated by hot air furnaces
. and by steam from individual plants operated by the
Company.

MARIEMONT
MARIEMONT
f Mariemont have bean
The streets, curbs and sidewal~~e~latast modern practice,
constructed in advancT, aft~r ·ty and inappropriateness
but not .with-rha daa~Y ~i 0 ~~:vision. ~here will be
of the usual "grand scale :u ~erials used for all of
a variation of charahctar a~it~tural and economic 1mthese according to t 9 arc
le about the
portance of the na ighborhood • F~r examhighest the
Town Center, where property values a~~a curb h~avy
street surfaces will be of ~~phal;; the street line
granite, with cement sidew~ u~
But in the
to meet the requirements ofib~~Yln~~sthe side streets
residential sections, espec a
d
theta will be wide planting strips and che~p:Id!~alk
more suitable materials used for strieet .~nthe New England
to secure the affect found so charm ng 1 . "
...
village Thera will be no "boulevard lightlng and
standardized lamp post imposed upon the whole o~
Mariemont but auiet, sui table light on the mos
scientifi~ principles designed to make sue~ na~ghbor
hoods pleasant places to live in. Everyth1ng 1n Mariiemont has been thought out for the comfort of the res dnets, nothing has been done by the rule of thumb or
in a hurry.
All these vital public conveniences having been provided the inhabitants of homes and purchasers of lots
can c~unt on their immediate us. Nor will their
neighborhood be upset by the arrival of every newcomer,
for there will be no tearing up of streets for any
purpose.
7. The streets of Mariemont will be lined with especially
selected trees, the parks and planting spaces filled
with shrubbery and plants from the Company's own
nurseries nearby where they have bean growing for
several years under the care of an expert. The builder
of a home or the lot buyer anticipating his needs can
thus secure in an hour, fresh from the ground, materials
known to be sui table for beautifying his property. 'rhe
Company intends to maintain these nurseries as an aid
to ~better homes.~

s.

The main advantages of Mariemont are apparent: its nearness to Cincinnati, yet with better air, more sunshine
and the absence of city noises and smoke. All these
appeal to those who va.lua home life in good surroundings. That such places a:re. ideal for children can be
illustr~ted by examples from other similar enterprises.
In Letchworth, England, the height of children has been
increased inches over the average of those brought up
in crowded centers, At Port Sunlight, near Liverpool,
closely resembling the environment of Mariemont, the
weights of children have been improved by removal to
this sunny spot in a. remarkable manner.
But certain portions of Mariemont possess other distinct
advantages especially for the aged as well as for children.
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In Dale Park District, for example, there are no trolleys
and no thoroughfare~, thus assuring safety whether in
go~ng alone to school or·shop or church.
About Mariemont
Public School and the Memorial Church there are parks and
pl~ygrounda directly at one's door.
Across the way lies
Dogwood P~rk, with its brook, ravines and safe picnicking
grounds, with opportunities for long walks on shaqy lanes
and through natural forests. .A,t its entrance, .right by
the roadside where parents can sit and watch from Dale
Park Garden, there is a Lagoon .for boating .and skating.
Jus~ beyond this on a great plateau ~re two ballfields,
with a Field House for minor sports and .club purposes.
.Diagonally opposite, al.l within e.asy walking distance, is
the Btadi~ for football and races, with a concrete grand
stand and grassy slopes· as ."bleachers," space enough for
thousands of spectators, and ample parking for automobiles.
F;ronting .it, directly opposite Dale Park Sect,ion, there
will stand a Recreation Hall for community service and
meetings. It will contain a large Assembly Hall for
theatricals, lectures, mus~c, and dancing, club rooms for
men and women,. with libraries, and headquarters for Boy
Scouts and Girl $couts. In the basement will be baths
and bowling alleys. ·Alongside, tennis courts and a
swimming pool.
9.

In other parts of Mariemont there are village greens for
outdoor entertainments, and floral gardens, parks and
public squares where people can sit in safety with their
children and feel that they are really out in the country
although in fact but a short distance from theirhomes.
There will be no need· to "go away for a vacation.'' Back
.of Mariemont on Indian Hill lies the great open country,
woods and farmlands, with growing settlements to which
one may walk in perfect safety. While below it is the
picturesque Miami with its camps and fishing, the
prettiest part of Hamilton County, where many now spend
their holidays.

10. Near Mariemont there will be hospitals, with maternity
wards and a branch hospital for the lighter contagious
diseases which assures prompt attention and close care
of the children in this entire section of the couqty,
with medical service and trained nurses for the prevention of sickness and control of epidemics.

.

11. Great care has bean taken that there shall not develop
any slum district in Mariemont, no matter how thickly
populated it may become. The long yards in the rear of
all habitat ions, the se.t backs, and the many parka,
public squares ,and "allotment gardens" ar,e warrants
of perpetual air and sunshine. The lots are large, ...
the space between buildings fixed. With but few exceptions, no building over two stories high will be
erected in Mariemont.

12. Lovely cottage homes, set each in its own large lot, with
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excu~sion?

t trees it is admitted
flowers and vegetables and frui t b~t the projectors
that the ideal suburban develop~~~ problems involved,
of Mariemont, studying clo~e ~ "living in the country"
have also provided a rnetho to fford the luxury or are
for those who frankly cann~i a after property, however
unequal to the task of loo ng comes home tired to
small. For the wage ea~n~~.~~~ household cares, flats
his wife' .who is weary r 11 the advantages of a
have been built that have ~he "Allotment Gardens"
private home. For th~~~'soil ready for cultivation,
have been laid out, w
n tend but "part of an
tool sheds even, where~ :~tc~s short blocks of homes,
acre." "Group Housing, 4 st fa.~ enough apart, with
on ample grounds, spa~e~i.Jus offers another solution
attractive broken roo ~ ne '
us they want to be
for this class. People a~edg~eyg~I~~ iovement, lights.
neighborly, to be aurroun e
' tr is to some
The dullness andT~~~ei;~~:sa~! ;~~s~~u~heyyoung couple,
people deadly.
th
ed the· lone worker without
· ~:~~~;ic:~~ !~~i!iiiinget~gmake sacrifices to ~~cape
th• hail bedroom and the boarding· house. For ese 1
this "Community living" has many advantages, ~special Y
if it can be obtained in the country. There ~~ ~
certain feeling of comradeshiP and safety in a
dwelling especially for the wife or mother left much
alone The homes in the flat buildings and group
house; of Dale Park Section are of various sizes, fr~m
one to six rooms. It is assumed that the young coup e
will become attached to their home, will want to stay
in their neighborhood, so they will not have to move
very far as the size of the family, increases or changes.
Mariemont then certainly will be "a better place to
live in."
Chaa. J. Livingood
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J. HARRY CONE

It is with some diffidence that the author of this·
paper approaches his task.

i

':.
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we have heard somewhat mo~e frequently about scientific
investigation in the Evolutionary field than upon any other
subject. lt might easily be presumed, therefore, that
another theme ·would, for the present at least, find kindlier
greetilll• ·
Then the layman phase of the situation will hardiy set
the mental nerves athrill. For unless our layman be somewhat,
at least; of a biologist, geologist, palaeontologist ~nd
several other kinds of ologist, which he is rather unlikely
to be, well, really, where's the why of this particular

An apologia might rest weakly upon the statement tre t
evolution is ever an intriguing theme, alike to the adept and
the adolescent. But we prefer to place an apology for the
audacity in the fact that this theory has crossed the pathway
of the common mind, and in the hope that ahistor~· of common
mind wanderings amid modern thought may not be wholly devoid
of interest.
Like most laymen, the au thor of the paper has read somewhat cursorily upon the subject and has witnessed the
establishment of the Theory of ~volution in the thoroughfares
of current thought. Also, he fra11kly admits, that he has
felt in earlier years that it held a palpable menace to
certain holdings of the fundamental traditional in religious
belief.
·
He has known, too, something of the mental difficulty
experienced in the effort to reconcile the findings of sc.ience
with the splendid tenets of Faith, wrought out in Judaism
through prophet and p~almist, and culminating in the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth.
r

Quite unquestionably the same painful path has been-is being, trod today, by .thousands of men who say nothing of
the mental travail through which they pass.
And so, since the personal problem refused to solve
itself, and somewhat because of his fellow psychopath, the
author donned his mental tramping togs and journeyed forth.
Naturally, .the first goal of the adventure was to run the
theory of evolution to earth; to discover as nearly as might
be what this theory really is. The second goal, was to
discover what reasons stood sponsor for it; thereafter, how
the theory worked out its results. Then he proposed to see
whether it was reducible to harmony with what a consensus
of opinion deems the essential in religious belief.
He has not always found the quest an easy one, but it
has never failed in interest--ever it has been splendidly
stimulative. For the trail has opened upon big vis.tas of
time--it has thrown into new and vaster perspective the
marvels of creative achievement--it has taken captive the
imagination in a silent vision ofmagnificent uni.ty of
design, in the history both of the inorganic and the organic
worlds,--it tells. a story of an unbroken continuity fr~m the
beginnings that have been, .to the realized world of life and
energy that cnallenge the mind as the ni am" at this present
hour,
· Bo in the midst of varied impressions demanding calm
review, and at last a synthesis, we cast about for some
statement which may with approximate satisfactoriness,
delineate the plan through which the past has emerged into
the present.
Perhaps we should make some shift at our own defining,
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d burglarious tendency,
but being naturally of an indolen an opl'iate the position of
we shall, with sc~nt compunction, appr This author thus
LeConte as sufficlently oomprehensive.ntinuous progressive
expresses himself: "Evoluiio~ is ~Y c~eans of ~es ident forces •"
cr~nge, according to certa n aws .
ic cellS of living
'1/hich means that, beginning with ml~r~sc~~ided by certain
matter--forces resident in thesefc~im:' have wrought gradual
laws, through age-loz_1g periods 0
~e culminating at
progressive changes Ul form and struc; ld such today is
last in those of the present organic wor •
tb d of
the universallY accepted working theory--the mei 8·~s
•
explanation of organic phenomena--of all biolog
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As an explanation of the securing ·Of the tremenduous
results of creation, such a theory will h~ve an immediate and
compelling attraction for the mind. For 1t presen~s a wor~d
of unbroken sequence, of orderly development, a un1ty.of
complete relation~hip, which ever marches onward to h1gher
and finer reaches in response to some great inner dire.ctive
control.
But for an understanding of the. theory, we ~eek fo~ more
than an attractive definition; we must do s~me v1sualiz1ng,
and be as~ured that the mind seeking to env1sage such cone eption must take a far look into the pas.t. It will take its
stand upon an earth still agitated with fiery irrupti~ns,
where steaming vapors . are but hardly cooled--an ~ar~h of
utter dearth. There in some fresh water pool an 1nf1nitesimal
vesicle appears, insignificant--yet a most comp~exly dynamic
form, perhaps the original of both plant and an1mal life •.
By self-division this vesicle becomes two, by repeated ·selfdivisions the two becomes the I!flny. And of these many, .some
eventually find their way to the moist shore, and after long
essay, develop the structure essential to plant life exposed
to air. Jtill hardly discernable, the slow march landward
persists; flat earth bound forms of moss and liverwort appear.
These struggling upward build water-carrying stems; develope
roots and leaves, acquire the forms of club mosses and fern
trees--but neither flower, seed nor fruit io there, though
the embryonic promise is. And last the self -perpetuating
plant and tree life as we know it, flowering, equipped with
seed and fruit, our world of vegetation--is the consummation.
~o, we have watched the unfolding of that dynamic potency--a
living cell--in a drama enacted through how many hundred
millions of years, no man may say •.
Meanwhile, from the same or 1-f not the same, from an
apparently identical bit of protoplasm, through the same first
processes of cell division, and slow differentiation, emerges
the fauna exhibit of the Proterozoic .Age. Here are registered
its ancient, humblest forms of trylobite, sea scorpian, coral,
mollusk, and worm. In succeeding periods the higher crustaceans
appear; the prolonged hazard of the passage from water to land
has been safely passed in the development of air-breathing
structure; the triumphant issuing of the vertebrate from the
invertebrate has been compassed. Co los sa 1 amphibians arise,
reach their zenith, and decline, before the monstrous products
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of the ~\eptilian era. Then the bird forms, some of them
gro~esque as that of. the pterodactyle and, lastly--the mammals.
Insignificantly small at first, y~t persisting, this final
accomplishment in animal life, gradually varies and lifts its
vertebrate and mammalian inheritance until it reaches the
apogee--in man. again, we have watched the enactment of the
tremendous drama from its unbelievable beginnin~0 to its climax
~nd this drama, as did the.first, has counted a million years •
but as an hour in the unfolding of its successive acts.
The layman has now mastered his first task. He knows
what the theory of evolution is as far as I!fly be, from the
external records of its operation. Still he has but reached
.the first milestone of his faring--the second question lmocks
at the d oor .of his mind •
What is the raison d '.etre of this theory? What were the
observations in the field of nature which gave it birth?
A man may be fortunate not only in his friends, he may
be happy in his acquaintances, also. There they stand a
dignified row, on the book shelf. A whimsical smile siips
over the face of .the mind as memory recalls how once we used
the men of science--and abused them as we used them--in days
when we needed passing grades. But now,--happily, the beginning of an ''Entente Cordial~" has come to pass. do we again
ask the scientist to a conference, in our search for the facts
that gave birth to the theory. He responds with generous
enthusiasm. He leads, and we. follow· as best we may.
Our guide begins the itinerary with the argument from
environment and tells the familiar story of notable physical
reactions on the part of flora and fauna to the influences of
natur~. And quite readily, even to the observer of but
limited information the marked reactions of both these divisions of life to hot or cold temperature, to wet or dzy local-.
iti~s, to high or low altitudes, evidences a.considerable
capacity for modification in all animate things, and as well
that nature is at work at the task.of modification.
He ad1erts to the intergrading of species--explains that
within the species boundary lines the individuals grade up to
each other, so that if, as a single illustration among many,
~he observer selects for investigati.on a field of asters, of
the widest range of variety--he will find that they may be
grouped into a series. Each plant will be so closely related
to its predecessor, that no serious gaps occur in the linear
ascent from the .first aster to the last. The signi·ficance .of
this linear ascent be.ing that since the plant form which begins
the series is directly related through the .intergrades to the
plant form which concludes it9 we have e visible history of
how a beginning form is gradually changed into quite a different fina 1 form.
But even more impressive transformations are thrown upon
the screen, the results secured by generations of artificial
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J.y into the cabbage, u
selection, has been modified no. on
abi brussel sprouts'
also into such differing form~ as k~~l~ugg~sted that we should
kale cauliflower and collards. d~t that ·accomplished changes
have'little difficult~ in conclu ~~seem to indicate that a
ln form so extensive as thesied ~~uite change of form resides
latent capacity for almost n e n
in plants.
n also is included in the
But, the scientist contin~~~s~is contributions to subscope of the theory; he, to~, Th instances from the vestigial
stantiate its reasonableneso..
e e author semi-humorously
remains are actduced, anent whlch on um of antiquities.~~ O:f the
remarks that, "Man is a walkin~ mu~~cs of the past the vermiform
fifty or more of these ~pp~re~ ~~e 1a tter possibiy, having
appendix, and the pines g an.'
e 9 ser~e him as well known
once performed the funct~~n ofi:~ a~k~ why these now useless
illustrations. And the 0 og
ut the human body, while
shrivelled remains scattered th~o:~o aninals these same organs
in the structure of many presen
. r functioning of
1
are fully developed and ~sse~~ialc;~ci~~ 9 ~ ~~:t there must have

1

11

~~:~r a P~~~·:s=~~~ t~:~e ~e~~ge~ 'were

normsl

~~~an~ha ~e~~~~m~~~

their necessary functions in ~he ~~a~i~~g~~e r~st of animal
speak an ancient closer re1at ons P
th h
family
life from which in the process of its history,
e uman
has been gradually differentiated.
'fhen he speaks of an arresting series of evanescent
resemblances to lower forms of life, in the earlier period of
development of the human embryo; as though it were reco'Wlting
in brief reoapi tulation the history of an emergence from
primary forms to highest.
The repetitive parallelism in the.developing embryonic,
vertebral column, nervous system, brain, heart, blood, and what
not, were tedious to relate; turn where we may the parallelism
is there. And again, as in the case of the vestigial remains,
the biologist asks the significance of these pre-natal manifests tions, and finds his answer in the conclusio~, th~t t~ey
are the fleeting memorials of man's distant rela honsh1p w1th
humbler types in the line of ascent,
The rehearsal of evidence now leads the way to the fossil
salvages of the a edimentary rock deposits. There lie the strata,
with their quiet witnes:;; ·of bygone epochs. The eye rests upon
the earlier formations; here entombed are the most primiti~e
of fossil remains. Following the path upward through successive
strata the fossil witnesses of each later period, show steady
a~vanc; in complexity of structure. Finally, we reach the
epoch, nearest our own, to discover a flora and fauna with a
general likeness to those of the present day; discovering also
with many of these ancient forms an almost unbroken connection
with those with which we are fami]ar,
Science has now given us its finul resumes of evidence.
We weigh them separately--we review them as a whole--their lines
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are converging. We believe we understand why the theory of
evolution had its birth.
During one of the evening sessions of instructions,. the
statement of our guest of science, that man himself was a
veri table warehouse of suggestions pointing towaz·d the
theory--had begotten a double barreled question in the mind
of his audience. It was this: How near to and how far from
his nearest animal relatives, the primates 'does evolution
'
place man? His answer to the question--Ho~ near to was a
quotation from Prof. Thompson, of Aberdeen University,
"Man is specifio--hiu1self and no other, and yet he is anatomically bound to the gorilla and orang.". Continuing
"Man hss distinctive amtomical features, such as a chtn and
regular teeth, but they. are unimportant compared with the
great mass of resemblances between him and the .anthrapoid
apes. Bone for bone, muscle for muscle, nerve for nerve,
there is an all preveding similitude of structure," .
Thompson, ill turn, then quotes liomanes "The close
resemblance that subsists between man and the
higher apes--every bone, muscle, nerve, vessel, eto., in the
enormously complex struoture of the one coinciding, each to
each, with the no less enormously o omplex st1·ucture of the
other--speaks so voluminously in favor of an uninterru1'ted
continuity of descel'.\t, that no one who is at all entitled to
speak upon the subject has ventured to dispute this continuity
. so :far as the corporal structure is conoerne.d. .All the few
naturalists who still withhold .their assent from the theory
of evolution in its reference to man expressly base their
opinion ori. the grounds of psychology:•
a~tomioal

'.rhen Prof. Thompson adds, "It was no small part of
liomanes life work to show that as regards mental processes man
differs :from the most intelligent animals in degree, but. not
in kind."
But, pe1·haps, ev.en more impressive because less familiar,
will be the~ blood test, to determine whether as veritable fact,
experiment can demonstrate a positive blood relationship
between man and the primates. Again, our author says-"Fruedenthal points out that ·when the blood of a horse is
transfused into that of an ass, that o:f a hare into a rabbit,
that of an orang intp a gibbon, or tbs t of a man into a
·chimpanzee, there is a harmonious mingling \1. the two. But
when human blood is transfused into eel, pigeon, horse, dog,
lemur, or non-anthropoi~ monkey ·there is no harmonious mingling.
On the contrary, the h~n blood serum behaves in a hostile
way to the other blood, causing great disturbance, marked for
instance by the dest~uction of the red blood corpuscles. Why
is there such a marked diff~rence between the two sets of
cases? In the first set the organisms are closely related,
in the second set they are not.
~nether form of the same experiment h~s been made by
Ullenhuth and Nuttall. duppose the blood serum o~ a rabbit,

which has had human blood injected into it, be added to the
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ate uow it forms a ].most as
human blood. It forms a precipit
•d to· the blood of the
much of a precipitate when it ist~~~:hip But take a step or
anthropoid ape • This sho~s ~,e ablood of • the lower Eastei·n
two more • "The reaction o ne stern monkeys weaker still;
monkeys is weaker, thut to the ~e ly a slight clouding after
indeed, in the last case there s o~eci itate. The blood of
a considerable time,and no ac~ual P e~ction or an extremely
the. lemur ida 1 (half monkey) gl ves l~o n~ne whatever • We have in
weak one, that of the other mamma al blood relationship
this wa~ not only proof,ofbt~et~!t~~gree of relationship with
be determined beyond
between man. and the apes' u
the different main groups of apes can
possibility of mistake."
This is the response to the question,--"How near is man
to the anthropoids •"
A d ow tP.e query '~How far is ~n removed from the
tn "n rooy b~ answer~d thus. Evolution does not pl.a ce man
pr 1ma es f direct descent from the anthropoids. His genealogy
1
~e: ~!~~h~r back to a generalized form or ~t~·uctural ancestor,
~rom which both man and anthropoids are der1v1 tives.
Let us use the well worn diagram of the candelabra to
illustrate this history. Near the base of the c~ntral
perpendicular stern is the structural ancestor. Starting from
this point the first lateral of our caudel.ab~a turns to the
right and theL upward, ~his i~ the p~thway fo~lowed by the
ana es try of the present day gibbon. Erom a po1nt a little
above the structural ancestor two later laterals branch, one
to the right, one to the left·; then turEing upward give us
on the right branch a split--one of the lines of the split
ending in the gorilla, the other in the chimpanzee. Its
companion lateral on the left traces the family route of
the orang. Meanwhile, the central stem travels straight upwards wi tr. further laterals, but now in the semi-hurretn types
such as the Java man, the Heidelberg ~n, the Piltdown man,
and last the Neanderthal man. None of these, though some of
thep1 made flints and used fire, are more than off shots;
surviving only in their skeleton remains.
Of the repre~en ta ti ves of Prehistoric roon only th.e Cro
Magnon man, referred to-- the comparatively recent period of
from twenty-five to thirty thousand years ago, is of the
family--Homo Sapiens. Jo biology completes the findings.
. Homo Sapiens has traveled far. Orang, gibbon, chimpanzee,
gorilla, issuing lite man from the structural ancestor chose
the life whose basic dependence lay in the muscular endown1ent.
do they specialized and having so specialized, the creature
has become the product of its election. imd since the
specialized creature never retraces its steps to start upon a
new journey of progress, to the end ·Of time musculature will
be the determinative endowment and the determinative limitation of the anthropoids. But homo sapiens sought for his
security in mind, He placed his dependence in his equally
strenuous struggle to persist-in the guidance and protection
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of intelligence. And that directive intelligence has not
alone permitted him to exist--but through the slow march of
ages it has led- him forth from the quagmire of animalism to
the dominant posit_ion among living things; it has made
possible to him the splendid achievement of coordinated
society; it has introduced him to the arts, it has stimulated
him to a brilliant scientific conquest with ever widening
avenues to further understanding and control of the great
forces of nature; it has allied him in thought and .in morality
with the. great master mind and maker of the universe. This is
the completed answer t'o the question "How far from the
anthropoids does evolution place man."
It were most interesting, did the limits of this paper
permit to review at length the contributions of the man whose
gifts of mind and indefatigable industry have disclosed in
part the methods, the ·mechanism, through which evolution
secures its results.
Three- of these men, however, we may not pass since they are
the originators of system, which partially at least, are the
accepted e~planations o! modern biology. There is Lamarck,
livi~g to the year 1829, an hero~c, but in his time an unhonored figure, whose syst~m, too, far anticipated the science
of the era..
To him is due t~e theory of the use and disuse of organa;
with use, a consequent constant increase of development in
organs, with disuse, their atrophy and final disappearance.
He completes his system with the assumption of the inherit
ability ~f acquired characteristics. Thus Lamarck supplied
principles which today survive in Neo Lamarckism.
There is Cha.s. Darwin, whose monumental work on the
"Origin of the Species" found·such instant acceptance by
biologists and whose explanation of evolution held. undisputed
sway over the minds of me.n for half a century. Here appear
his observation of the immense overproduction in plants and
a;nimals, the variation from every other of' its kind characteristics of each individual, the natural limitation of the
sustaining power of nature and the survival of' the limited
number of those whose advantageous variation furnishing a
superior adaptation to environment enables them to persist,
the gradual increase in size of the characteristics which
have conquered in the struggle, until the boundary line of
species is successfully crossed, and new forms of life evolve.
There is De-Vries of Amsterdam and his long experimentation
with the American primrose where he discovered that from every
few thousands of plants there sprang into being two or three
individuals of an unquestionably new species, thus establishing
the theory of mutation.
So the three systems stand forth-Lamarckism and Darwinism
utilizing small variations through long periods of time, .
achieve their new species, while De-Vries demonstrates that
with each generation a new species may be born. Meanwhile, in
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carries on.
1 bjective, namely the
As this paper reaches its rea o~ evolution with the beliefs
ouestion of harmonizing the ~he~rythe author's mind is gripped
of religion commonly entertalne ' by a vital memory of collegiate days.
t episode the face of
He sees' as though it were a bre~!~r a. face' of striking
a man crowned with almost snow whi e s th~ beatitudes, wrought
fineness and nobility, from whose ~Y~ng of lor~ and unstinted
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!~:;!~:nb!~~~~ogt:n~~ad:e~~sn~ye~ look~n~ a~ 1 inioc~~~~ ~~~

distance, the old clergyman slow y spo e.
me as Homer
believe every word of the Bible, it would be to.
. •
or Shakespear." Moved by that .memory, my hand 1nvol~ntar1 1 Y
slipped toward the Bible, opened the volurnn at the f1rst pa~es
of the Book of Genesis. The eye glanced over the two recor s d
of creation given there, lingering but a moment over th~ secon
of the narratives so ouickly evidencing an admixture of ancient
tradition with s;me auite extraneous matter. But the.first of
these recitals--this is different, These the extraord1nary words-"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth, and
the earth was without form and void." In the original the words
formless and void will arrest the attention--they are "Tohoo Wah
Vohoo." They vocalize the spaces of immensity--of nothingness.
Moving on, the recital gives to ea~h day its compl~ted.
accomplishment tells with a splendor of far-flung imag1nat1on
and amazingly ~omprehensive observation, t~e p:ogress of ~he
stage of creative achievement, concluded w1th 1ts apogee 1n man.
In such an account we look in vain for the trivial-traditions which encumber the primitive effort for the. childhood of the race to solve the riddle of the universe. The Book
of Genesis presents a superb accomplishment, the grandeur of whose
movement kindles the mind, that seriously reflects upon it, with
reverent wonder.
But what will evolution have to say to such a presentation?
To this ouestion the answer is quietly at hand. Relative to the
facts of.the inorganic world it will speak with a wider range
of knowledge, Unembarrassed with an earth-centered view, it will
give us the scientific reading of the formation of the worlds, and
the inner relationship of the spheres. In the organic field its
divergence will appear, in that it begins with life not as matured
product, but in the Aimplest unicellular form, that it utilizes
vast aeons of time for its progressive exhibits, that it insists
on an unbroken relationship from its primitive originals to the
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last word in complexity of form and structure. Obviously
the creational accounts of Genesis and evolution differ. Also
the problem of the clergyman of thirty years ago is still very
much with us. To him the Bible was the very word of God,
God spoke directly to man--man wrote exactly what God spoke,
and God could make no error. Therein he had his infallible
rule of faith and practise. For such a mind, brought up under
rigid tutelage in the theory that the Bible is the ipsissima
verba of Deity there is no reconciliation between the theory
of inspiration and that of evolution; the latter must be
classified but as ~n addition to the list of scientific heresies.
Yet he who, while asking that religion be based upon truly
scientific principles wherein its own immediate sphere does
n·ot ask for scientific reliability beyond that sphere, may
have his reconQiliation, with a new and unanticipated enrichment of both his holdings.
But the layman who stands with his new creed of evolution
in his hand. assuredly will find that he picks up his facts one
by one, and seeks to look through them to the face of God.
It will be quite curious if at first that face be not strangely
unfamiliar and distorted. We remember the grave solicitude of
a Disraeli.
We recall the words of Huxley to his friend Wallace. "One
thing which weighs with me against pessimism and tells for a
benevolent author of the universe is my enjoyment of scenery
and music." I do not see how they can have helped in the
struggle for existence. They are gratuitous gifts. Nevertheless as one probes the inwardness of the great naturalists'
thought, scenery, and music, admittedly essential accessories
to the mental outlook, seem to give but a slight inclination
in the balance' of his judgment to the belief in a benevolent
author of the universe.
We shall refer to Browning--in his "Caliban upon Setebos"
or "Natural Theology in the Island" where he uses the Brutish
Caliban sprawling in his gruesome mire, to illustrate a very
prevalent interpretation of the nature of the Deity as seen
through the findings of biology. Conjuring up a Setebos who
wantonly maims the creatur~of his fashioning, Caliban
thus reflects:
"Thinketh such shows nor right nor wrong in him
Nor kind--nor cruel--He is strong and Lord,
Am strong myself compared to yonder crabs,
That march now from the mountain to the sea,
Let twenty pass, then stone the twenty-first,
Loving not--hating not, just choosing so,
Say the first straggler that boasts purple spots,
Shall jQin the file one pincer twisted off,
Say this bruised fellow shall receive a worm
And two worms, he whose pincers end in red
As it like~ me each time I do--so he,"
so the portrait is limned; a world ruler destitute of the
common moralities, sans responsibility, sans interest, sans
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intelligent Control.
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me I do--so he •"
"AS it likes me, eac h ti

-

t

t of the Victorian era-Let us now turn to the grea poe th suffering of a
to his !'In Memoriam," the poemhwherei~iteecandor. When some
human soul is set forth in sutc exfuwhich he was part and
healing was sought in the na ure o
product--Tennyson appeals:
"Are God and Nature then at strife
That Nature lends such evil dreams?
So ca-reful of the type she seems'
so careless of the single life,
so careful of the type--but no,
From scarped rock and quarried stone
She cries, a thousand types are g~ne,
I care for nothing; all shall go,
And a little later he writes:
"That I considering everywhere
Her secret meaning in her deeds
And finding that of fifty seeds
She often brings but one to bear,
I falter where I firmly trod,
And falling with my weight of cares,
Upon the great world's altar stairs,
That slope through darkness up to God,
I stretch lame hands of faith that grope
And gather dust and chaff and call,
To what I feel is Lord of all,
And faintly trust the larger hope ,n

.'

And now our layman leans back in his swivel chair, and
holding these various utterances in the hand of the mind, lifts
and scans them. Lo--they are not several, but one. Their
trouble is identical; a benavolent Deity has disappeared-~they
find themselves looking upon the apparently relentless processes of biology. Hera death is the prevalent factor, not
life; failure, not success; a thousand efforts to live where
there is the possibility to but fifty to survive. Such wastage
of life in every form, forever wastage, which is integral in the
mechanics of development, which reaches to and includes man as
indifferently as it does all other forms of life. So betimes,
as in the shadow, one may recall the words of the Rubaiyat.

i

' i

"Than to the rolling heav'n itself I cried
Asking, "What lamp had destiny to guide
'Her little children stumbling in the dark?
And--"A blind understanding--Heav'n replied.
There was.the door to which I found no key
There was the veil thru which I might not see.
Earth could not answer, nor the seas that mourn
In flowing purple, of their Lord forlorn;
Nor rolling heaven with all his signs revealed
And hidden by the sleeve of night and morn."
And religion? Why its persistent effort has'been to
discover deity and to disclose his character. And in so doing
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it has dautlessly affirmed a personality dowered not only with
infinite power, and intelligence, but of ethical perfection-not ~ deity afar off, but imminent, whose characteristics are
first justice--then justice raised to mercy.
Not a sparrow falls Ultnoticed to the ground, and ever the
Divine draws nearer the hWI8n. It asserts that God is love
that His final relationship is expressed in fatherhood. We'
need not pause to emphasize the value to religion of the
achievemen~ of such a conception of the deity.
And how wonderfully this conception has caught the imagination of all the great contributors to religious faith, and
what a passion of response in the expression of the most
. exquisite emotion it has evoked from the soul of Prophet of
Psa~mist, and Apostle! Shall we take an instance or two' froin
a muriad of beautiful illustrations. Here is one: "I love
the Lord because He hath heard my voice and my supplications, '
He hath inclined His ear unto me; therefore·will I call upon
Him as long as I live."
. "Th.e sorrows of death compa seed me and the pains of hell
gat hold upon me. I found trouble and sorrow~ Then called I
upon the name of the 'Lo~d; 0 Lord, I beseech thee, deliver
my soul. Gracious is the Lord and righteous; yet our Lord
is merciful~ The Lord_preserveth the simple. I was brought
low and He helped·me~ rleturn unto thy rest, 9 my soul, for
the Lord hath dealt bountifully with thee. For thus hast
delivered my soul from death, mine eyes from tears, and my
~eet from falling." ·
·
Or that other epic of religious faith-- the song which
has lifted t.he spirits of failing men tlu· oughout the ages-"The Lord is my 1:3}\epherd, I shall not want
He maketh me to lie down ,in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside still waters,
He restoreth row soul.
He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for
His names' sake."
'
So these
Biblical utterances bear. the story of the human
reply to tp.e :Master of all Life, now heroic in their passionate
response, now in the spir'i t of utter security and ·quietness.
Again the swivel chair swings around--squeaking as it
swings--squeaking, I take it at the anti~hesis.
And can a man be an evolutionist and still hold to his
Truly those. facts of wastage are daunting facta. But,
however, they may daunt the mind, they remain as facts. Incidentally, of course, the theory of evolution is in no sense
responsible for them. They are s~mply the facts of nature;
the business of the Theory of Evolution is to account for them
as best it· may--to explain if possible--their significance in
the scheme bf creation.
faith~
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ifi statement they assume a
In the garb of exact ~cient c b t tbe facts· of the
certain alarming newness of mean~~;-a~ way; known about them.
wastage of life are not new; we a 0 f the constant sacrifice
From childhood we have been aware thical appraisal. So,
of life, but we gave it no serior ~ifficulty which is none
we have but resurrected an age-a n ,, of God to man.
other· than that of justifying the wa~s
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all time a
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multi~udea~ft~~m~~~!i ::~:i~hey

phenomena have knock~~ f ~i~~~~~~nof reconciliation with the
are with us still--s
uer for ~orne time to
theory of Providence. Shall we not q ~till bestially
come that virtue, trutht,da~d ~~~!~~sa~:il while God looks on?
despoiled and annihila e Y .
•
· have been from the begurrnng,
· ·
are we not still
As we
d f con.
fronted by the ruthless destruction of fire, of(fl~oof ~he two
famine of pes ti lenc e, of earth quake, of war' · an
. ') 8 11
latter' through what baptisms have we but r~cently passed
these disasters falling with impartia 1 ind1fferenc e upo~ t a 11
forms of life from the lowest to the highest? Yet d~sl t e
such experience--no, rather because of it and t~roug. -the race has const1·ucted its religious faith. Let us go
farther; without 1 t religion had not been.
There in that stark struggle for life, desperate, and
blind, and ·pitiless, as it often seems to be;.has risen a
GodwHrd reaching, born of the necessity of sp1ritual selfpreservation the analogue of the law of physical self- preservation which lifts its aegis of protection over all animate things,
Of the confli\l t of science and religion, in which at the
present time evolution is more than bearing the brunt, we believe
that in coming days we shall hear somewhat less; of the harmony
between science and religion more and.more. For the business
of science is to bring forth truth. Jind it hardly seems to be
an ur1reasonable hope to anticipate tba t from the ground of the
securely known tho t the mind of man wil!l take safe passage to
the unseen.
"You've seen the world, its wonder, and its beauty, and
its power,
Its lights, its shades, its cba nges, its su1·prises."
Then the mind of the poet takes its step-"And God made it all."
Concluding this paper, we may not omit an appreciation of
the invaluable service rendered by science and, particularly,
by biology in its splendid stimulus to all thinking, by the
substitution for the conception of a static world, of that of
a war ld · in n ever ending progress •
Of such a world--the laws, though they be no less inflexible,
seem less impersonal; the e:(pression rather.of a limitless
wisdom, whose objectives run beyond the mere maintenance of the
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universe t~at is, to the accomplishment of goals that lie
within the womb of distant days.
Here is an introduction of superb interest, to a master
mind--engaged not alone in the superintendence of age-old
repetitive activities, but one vastly busy, though unhurried,
with the great blue points of designs yet to be achieved.
To be a part of such a universe is an inestimable
privilege. To know it is to feel the thrill of a new life.
The plant that bourgeons in the spring, the flower t.hat from
some modest isolation catches the eye, the multitudinous life
that ~ives to strive, all speak with new voices and command
us to the birth of vi ta.l sympathy and understandir.g. In such
a world we may at last discover ourselves; we are part of all;
all of it is part of us. You remember the words of Lowell~
"Whether we look, or whether we listen,
We hear life murmur, or see it glisten,
Every clod feels a stir of might
An instinct with in, that reaches.and towers,
And groping blindly above it for light
Climbs to a soul, in grass and flowers,
The flash of life may well be seen
Thrilling back over hills and valleys."
And again-,
"Over our manhood bend the skies,
Against our fallen and traitor lives,
The great winds utter prophesies,
With our faint hearts the mountain strives,
Its arms out-stretched the druid wood,
Waits with its Benedicite."
We close with lines from Te.nnyson' s Ulysses-"'Tis not too late to seek a newer world-Push off, and sitting well in order smite
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset and the baths
Of all the western stars, until I die,
We are not now that strength which in old days
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we.are
One equal temper of heroic hearts
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To ~trive, to seek,.to find and not to yield."

.

J. Harry Cone
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~wo-Hornad

THE TWO-;R11]D ROOSTER THE DOUBLE S:PURRED HEN! AND
I

THE

MANY-HAMMED :PIG

CAN'T FOOL THEM YANKEES

Chinney Bill Smith
JOHN URI LLOYD
Introduction ·
i.

"MacWhirr is not an acquaintance of a few hours, or a few
weeks 1 or a few months. He ·is the product of ~wenty years ?f
life. My own life. Conscious invention had 11 ttla to do Wl th
him If it is true that Captain MacWhirr never walked and
bre~thed on this earth (which I find for my part extremely .
difficult to believe), I can also assure my readers that he 1 6
perfectly authentic. I may venture to assert the same of
avery aspect of the story.

I

'·

Rooster, the Double-Spurred Hen, and
The Manf-Hammad Fig.
Can*t Foo Them Yarikeea
by
Chinney Bill Smith

seated, next to him.

by
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"Indeed, the same remark applies to avery story in this
volume. None of them are stories of experience in the absolute
sense of the word. Experience in them is but the canvas of the
attempted picture. Each of them has its more than ona· intention.
With each the question is, what the writer had done with his
opportunity; and .each answers the question for itself in words
which, if I may say so without undue solemnity, were wri ttan
with a conscientious regard for the truth of my own sensations.
And each of these stories, to mean something, must justify itself
in its own way to the conscience of eaoh successive reader."
From the Introduction to TYPHOON, by Joseph Conrad, ·1924.

That evening, the Stringtovm circle met inside the grocery •
not because the weather compelled, but by force of habit, due
largely to the fact that the cannon stove about which they
gathered stood with its feat in a large box of sand,. a very
convenient receptacle for service to that group of tobacco
users. The visitor from the North came early, and took his
accustomed place. No one knew him, he never spoke. Whether
he was a spy of Burbridge or otherwise, no one knew.
For a time, not a word was spoken. Almost one might
imagine that the gradually formed assembly, drifting in, one
at a time, had lost the power of speech. But for their moving
jaws,.ona might have s~spacted the folks there gathered ware
wax f1gures, rapresent1ng rather primitive man. It was the
evening preceding the Fourth of July 1862. The battle of
Gettysburg was on.
Then it was that one member of the circle, sitting ~nan
empty, upturned nail keg, spoke in a low tone to the party

"Jim, when it's ovah, mabba yo' boy'll write you 'bout
this battle that's goin.' on. He fights with Gen'l Meade.
Guess !l boy won't hev a chance tar write. Et takes a long
time tar git a lettah through the lines."
There was a momentary ~ilance •. Then ha· continued:
"Yo' .see, Bill my boy fights with Lee. We hain' t heard from
him fa;- months. Mebba he kain't write no moah."
Again silence.
"Besides," he resumed, "I see in the papah 'bout that
cha.hga of Gen'l Fickett cross that meddah. My boy's undah
Pickett."
Every member of the circle heard e~ch low spoken word.
Ha1f of those present sided .with the North, half with the
South. Not one but was. reminded of some member of his own
family in the war, on one side or the other.
Than it was that Chinnay Bill Smith, who on just such
embarrassing occasions as this, like a good Samaritan, broke
the strain. Rising, he .took from his pocket a home-made
twist of tobacco. With his I. X. L. knife he cut that twist
into equal parts. Thrusting one-half into the right cheek
and the other half into the left, he than parted his mustache,
twisting the ends of each side around the adjoining ear.
Next he separated his long chin whiskers, wrapping the halves
in opposite directions about his neck, and tying the ends in
a knot under his chin. His eyebrows, drooping and long, he
brushed each to one side, making of himself a most.grotesque
figure. But yet he had not spoken a word. We knew from
experience, that Chinney Bill, who had.vowad never to cut
his beard, hair or whiskers until the South was free, was
intentionally breaking the monotony of that melancholy meeting.
With interest we awaited what would coma next in his insidiously
prepared, artfully covered progr&m.
"Fallarf#, '' said he, "Thar ain't no. usa in borrerin'
trouble 'bout what nobody knows no thin' 'bout. Them two .boy' 11
come back aftah t'he wah, an' sattin' heah side by side on nail
kaigs, '11 tell stories 'bout how on.e of 'em caught tan Yankees,
tied thar hands tergethah, an' drug 'em inter camp. The othah
·•11 tell how he caught a gang of rebels, lined 'em·up, an'
druv •.am interthe Yankee camp. Don't nevah distress yo'selves
mohnin'~ovah what might not happen. Fact is, Cap'n Sam Hill,
of old'Kaintuck, wah the emahtest man evah bohn in the state,
'ceptin' Henry Clay an' Andrew Jackson, who wah thrown down by
Clay when the 'lection went tar Congress, bekasa he wan't bohn
in Kaintuck."
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Chinnay Bill Smith

by

"Chinney '" asked Judge Elford' "was John Quincy Adams born
in Kentucky?"
h db n he wouldn't hav had
"No sah he wan't, t~f he a ae '
'1 t d him
the face ter'make tha.man whose vote in Congress ac a
President, Sec'etary of. State, sah,n
-:1
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Ubla s urred Hen And
The Two-Horned Rooster Tha D·0
.T e Many-Hammed Pig
Cant t Fo·ol Them Yankees

"Go on with the story, Chinney ." chimed in several, the
.
subject of Clay and Jackson being even yet unpleasant in Kentucky,
though many ye~rs had passed since the referred to avant,

tru;

Chinney continued. "I'd or tar 'splain the fact
t Cap' n
Sam Hill wah the pietist man in Kaintuck. He used tar ~and
meetin' ev're fou'th Sunday, an' sot~in the front ,paw o~ the
Clost communion Baptist Chu'ch, l'arnin' Bible wo~d~ an names
tar usa so he wouldn't nevah hav ter do no swear1n • Said he,
'Whatevah the preachah uses, kyant be cuss in' •" He writ 'em
down.aftah each meatin', an' when he ne~dad 'em! he u~ad 'am,
"Them pious wohds don't huht nobody, an they a1r pow ful
pacifyin' tar speak when they air needed."
"Now af yo' P~f-lo-!Q.P_-hers, statemen an' patriots '11
listen te; true his rY:, JTm goin' ter tell yo' 'bout Cap' Sam
Hill who nevah made a mistake in his life, an' how he parposed
tar teach them Yankees 'crost the rivah, all 'bout aigs an'
chickens an' soma othah thin~s that'll come out· as we passes
arlong,"
fust, at is propah tar 'splain tar soma of yo' fallers
needin' conunon sense ejucations, what a naig is."
"Bu~

Chinney picked an egg from a heaping basket on the counter,
Holding it up, he begnn in a soliloquizing tone, half speaking·
to himself, as was often his method of introducing one of~his,
to us, entrancing stories,
. "I ses that a naig is the biggest puzzle of all creation.
No fellah evah see one made, ner put one tergethat aftah et wah
broke. No fellah evah made one, no feller kin undahstan' how ·
a hen kin walk 'roun' keerless like, an' each day lay a naig in
a nest full of othah aigs, No.fell~r avah knew a hen ter lay a
bad aig, lessen' YQ' call the seasoned aigs bad, thet Sam's
aboluted hen laid, es yo' 11 1' arn befoah ·I'm through, an'. no
f,eller, aftah a naig got bad, evah cured et of' that trouble·,
Whethah the hen er the aig comeTust, puzzles statesman dabatahs .•
I ses neithah come fust, fer they wah both aboluted at the same
time, Cap 1r. Sam said God made fresh aigs like he did Eve,
'spepially fer man, which proves that Eden wah in Kaintuck, fer
God ~ew that ef 't warn't fer aigs, no Kaintuck man could .
make a nogg, Aigs air euah the puzzle of all that's orthodox,
Sam said,"
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"You mean all.creation, don't you?" interjected the
Springtown teacher. ·
"No sah, I means orthodox, They ain't no orthodox man
but what believes hisse 1f blggah'n Creation. Cap'n .Sam Hill,
sah, ~aid that the fuet hen had faults, an' that befoah the
parfec '. he.n could be. eboluted, aigs an' hens must both be
scienced, which means orthodoxed, He made a study of aigs
befoah he stahted out ter teach them Yankees fac's consarnin'
aige that nevah hed been knovvn befoah, ner hain't been diskivahed senoe.
·"One day., the Cap' n ses tar Melinda, who as yo' know.
wah the mothah of Cap'n Sam Hill's wife's sistah, ''Melinda,'
see he, 'some pe6ple talks 'bout. them Yankees up No'th as bein'
the smahtest people in all creation, I've a mind tar teach
'em a lesson in pedigreein' an ebolutionin' which I knows tar
perfection."
"Bettah be keerful, Sam," ses Melinda, "Bettah be
keerful,"
Then Sam riz right up an' says, says he, "Fer the fust
time I'm glad yo' ain't a man, fer I suah would make a dead one
of yo', They ain't no man livin' kin tell Cap' Sam Hill tar
be keerful," and he patted his gun pocket. "Yo' ve settled
this subjec', Melinda,"
Back Melinda talked, "Samuel," ses she, "yo' nevah had
no sense 'bout nothin' but whiskey an' guns, an' a pusson
outen' sense kain't teach nothin' tar nobody, Yo' bettah
look out I says. 'Them Yankees'll.lead yo' on, an' befoah
yo' gi~s"back, they'll hev teachad yo' some sense that yo'
needs, mightily,"
·
Sam walks out of the house. Turrible mad wah he at
Melinda fer the reflection she had mad.e on his powah of teachin' ,
but he didn't nevah give Melinda no back talk. "Any feller, no
mattah how brave he is, knows bettah then tar talk back tar
his own women folks."
He called fer old niggah Jupita.h., an' he ses tar Jupitah
"Go ter the smoke house an' bring some of that 'intment out er
that. hundard gallon bahbecue kittle •".
That wah a powahful 'intment, made by Sam, as I tol' you
all 'bout onQt befoah! Jupe brung et in a teacup.
'
'
"Go an' ketch me three of them old game roostahs an' one
young pullet," ~es Sam, an' Jupe brang ·'am tar him.
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i h long Sam· he tuk an'
Them roostahs hed spurs s 1x no,e~ 8 t k•the othah roostah
cut both spurs off'n one roostah, an
u
,
t
an' s lit the skin on the top of his haid comb, an he so ,
them ~purs deep down undah the skin, one pintin' forw~~d an
one backahd, an' he healed 'em in with the wondahf~l 1ntment,
an' wropped •em up in papaw leaves tar keep the fl1es off,
No inseot'll tech a papaw leaf, era coffee-tree leaf.

.

Then he cut the spurs off'n that othah roostah; six
inches long wah them spurs, an' he grafted 'em into,the laigs
of that pullet internin' 'em well, en' he wropped em in
papaw leaves. 'That wah a wondahful 'intment, fer nex' day,
when sam tuk them papaw leaves off'n them chickens, the spu~s
had growed tignt inter the haid of that roostah,,one pint~n
forwahd an' one pint in' backahd, an' them spurs 1n the la·1gs
of thet pullet wah as solid es pegs in a wall, both pintin'
out. Then Sam called ol' black Jupitah an' he ses tar Jupa:
"Git ready ter go No'th 'mong the Yankees."
Jupe looked et Sam, an' answahed, very perlite,
"Hatter be keerful, sah, they tells mighty bad tales
'bout'n them Yankees."
Then

sam

ses back ter Jupe.

"Them tales they tells 'bout'n them Yankees ain't half
es bad as fac's. Ef yo' don't do jest as I ses, when we gits
up No'th, I'll tuhn yo' loose 'mong 'em. They'll slit yo'
nose an' cut off yo' yeahs an' skin yo' 'live, an' while yo're
squirmin,' they'll nail yo' hide ter the bark of a tree~
That's what'll happen ef yo' don't do jest es I tells yo'.
Git ready ter go No'th termorrah mohnin' •"
Nex' mohnin' , Sam tuk Jupe an' them two fowls, wondahful lookin' birds they wah, an' stahted fer the No'th in a two
hoss coveered spring waggin, goin' through Cincinnati, whah he
bought a tent. He didn't take no previsions arlong, cep'in'
two cahpet sacks full of Bourbon whiskey, in quaht bottles.
He put the tent inter his wagon, an' druv ter one of the towns
up No'th back of Cincinnati.
"Please name thut town."· It was the stranger who spoke.
"Ef yo'll come out of the house aftah I'm through " said
Chinney, "I'll whispah that name in yo' eah, my fren. 'Et'll
keep."
Sam set the tent up by the road in thet town, an' he
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chalked a sign ter put in front of thet tent doah.
sign ·sald:

79
~nd

Thet

'"Wondahf'ul Kaintuc·k hohned roostah an' ·spurred hen.
Biggest show on airth.' Admission, fust fe11e1· two bits.
Fellers thet foller, one bit each. 11
The crowd begins ter gath~h, but nobody comes inter the
tent. Seems like all the peopl'e in the town sto'od thah, but
nobody come in. i:>am wah wai.tin'. Jupe set by the doah, ready
ter take in the money. Et wah a monumentous 'casion. Aftah
an' hou.ah er so hed passed an' nobody come in, Cap'n Sam
raised his han' an' he ses ter them people collected 'roun, 11
"Es that a school teachah heah?''
One feller stepped forwah an' sea,
"I'm the school teacha h."
"Tell me, wb.a t' s the rna tt~h with these people? This is
the greatest show on airth, an' nobody comes in."
The teachah answahed, "We people in the No' th es the
fairest people on airth. We don't take nothin' from a feller
moah'n he's got, an' we don't hev no partiality nowhah 'bout
derividin' et 'mong us. We treats everybody erlike when we
gi ts a chanct et 'em. We a ii· the hones test people thet evah
lived, an' we ain't ashamed ter tell et. But we believes thet
honesty begins in keerin' fer us Yankees fust, an' we ain't
afear~d ter act et. We won't stan' fer no treatment sech as
yo' air propos in' heah."
dam ses, "Whut 's the trouble?"
Teachah pinted ter the sign.
"Yo' ain't faih in yo' admission."
Sam looked at the sign.
sign?"

"What's the rna ttah with thet

Teachah ses, "Yo' say, fus t feller two bits, othah feller a
one bit. Yo' kain't git the fust feller inter thet tent."
clam tuk the t sign back inter the tent, an' he ~rossed out
what he done wl·ote, an' virote et ovah, ·this away:
.Admission, fust feller one bit, them thet fallers two
bits apiece."
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He puts the sign up, an' the crowd rushed.at the tent.
sam an' ol' Jupe hed ter fight with all thar m1ght ter let
thet fuat feller in, but aftah he got in, no ,moah follered.
They B!rrushed back, an' glowered at sam • The man wha ~ got
in' wa lk.'ed roun' them chickens· an' felt of the hohns an spurs
an' he ses.
"Wondahful, wondahful, show." Then he c orne out. Nobody
follered· him in. Cap'n Sam rised up his hand.
"Will thet teachah please ter come forwahd?"
'l'eachah come.
"What's the mattah?" ses 8arn.
git in, then nobody comes."

"Fu8t they all crowd tel'

"Didn't I tell yo'," say teachah, "thet we ah the taihest
people on airth? We eahns ouah money fair, an' we keeps et fa ih."
"What's the rnattah?" ses Sam,
"Don't yo' see thet sign, 'fust feller~ bit, them thet
fallers two bits apiece?'"

..

'

Et wah growin' late, an' Sam wah gittin' mad. He ses ter
the teachah, "Come in free, an' look at them fowls."
Teachah went in, an' Sam 'splained how he had foun' them
raih fowls up in the Ka in tuck mountains. "Wondahful birds, fus t
evah seen, hohned r oos ta h an' spurred hen."
Teachah 'greed with him.

Then ses ~am.

"How kin I reach yo' people?"
Say the teachah, "The;y needs ter be propah-ganderal-ized
consarnin' this great i;;)how."
"Who's the man ter ganderize 'em?" ses
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~am.

"I'm the man," say the teachah,
. "Wha t ' 11 e t c os t? 11
"Twenty-fiv:e dollahs," say teachah.
8am looked at hin, powahful hahd, an' the teacha'h he say,
"Et takes a pile ov money ter larn ter be a fust· rate
teachah. We hain't many big chances nowhah ter git money, an'
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"A what?" asks clam.
"Ca tastomti.s, 11 wah his answah.
Sam tuk out his pocket book an pays thet teachah twenty_
five dollahs down. "I gives et fer the honah yo' hev showed
me ~in the big wohd. Propiganderize this show ter these people.~
Teachah thanks :him an' goes .off~ 8am shut up the tent
an' opened a bottle. Nex' mohnin' the teachah comes ter dam
an' he takes thet sign an' writes et hisse'f.
II
".Admission four bits ·apiece.
grown people free."

Child ern 'companied by

.Cap' .dam looked at et an' he ses, "Finish the sign.
Yo' did n' t give rey name an' new title. 'rhen the teschah wrote,
"Cap' n clam Hill, Ua tastomus."
•
"I don't see why them c hilde:rn should come in free '' ses

,
Teachah answahs, "I'm the proper-gander-izer now. ' Yo'
ljam.
jest wait an' see 'the powah of la rnin' when et tuhns ter
business."

Then the teachah goes ter the school an' tells the childern
all 'bout thet wondahful show, 'bout'n the hohned roostah an'
the spurred hen from the mountains of Ka intuc k, the greatest
diskivery evah made. He tol' them chil'ern thet they could git
in free, ef a grovm pusson tuk 'em, an' he ses they shouldn't
miss seein' thet show. Thet'·night, ev're grown up pusson in
town, an' all the childern, hed been ter thet show. When ~am
Sl tS dOVffi tel' C bunt the IDOney he f'OUTI I a pil~ Of et t an I he SeS
ter Jupi tah,
"Them teachahs hes got moah sense, ef · they only gi t8 a
chanct ter use et, than bus'ness men thet thinks they knows et
all. The trouble is, they is caged up an' don't git the chances.
We suah by the teachah's help, hev fooled this town full of'
Yanlcees, an' we strikes now fe1· the nex' town. Ef Melinda wah
heah, I'd talk back ter her."
·
1'hen Sam meditated agin. "Ef ·et wan' t fer school teachahs,
this country would n't be wuth a dam. They teaches everybody
how ter do ev' ry thing, an' don't gi t no thanks from nobody.
Show me the IOOn ·who makes a fortune out en what he larned from
teaohahs an' gives 'em anything back. I says ef fa~'s wah
listened to, half of everything any man makes would be give
ter tne teachahs an' perfessahs of these schools, setch es
perfessah Drake air carryin' on fer foah dollahs a month each
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Chinney
childern."

Teaohah looked at them a iga an' he say ter

Then Ohinney resumed his story·

"I forgot ter say, n continued Chinney, "that the last rru:n in,
walkin' roun', had spied a naig thet the ·p~llet hed,.laid, an
he as' t what dam would take ferthet aig. t:Jam ses, Thet aig
is valuable fer at's pedigreed by the greatest breed of
chickens ev~h Jr..nown, One dollah buys et." The lllin paid the
dollah an' tuk the aig.
· Sam takes out his note book looked up a ·strong word, an'
sets dovm agin ter meditate, 11 I 1 il be dahmed, II he ses' "Yankees
suah air thinkahs.'' Jupe didn't say nothin'. "Ef I'd been
taught by a Yankee school teachah, I'd hev got two dollahs
fer thet aig." Then he ses, "Thet Yankee suah teached me a
trick. Mought es well go the hull hog! Buy a basket full of
aigs."
They got ter the nex' town thet night, an' put up the tent.
dam called fer the teachah fust thing nex' mohnin' , an' tol'
him 'bout the wondahful show, an' says te.r him~ "Mebb e yo' hev
§ chanct ter tell the childern some things they'd ought ter
know 'bout natural hist'ry. Heah's a present fer yo'r
sacrificin' yoah larnin'," en' he handed thet teachah a month's
salary. "I'm a strangeah heah, .dead thet sign." Thet was all
Sam sed.
::>arne thing happ'ned in thet town. .A settin' of aigs stood,
keerless like, on a box jest 'crost from the chickens. A man
asked what them aigs wah wuth. llam·answah, "Them air valuable
a igs,"

hen. n·

"Peeh's ter me like thet pile of aigs air ·biggah'n the

Sam an~wahed, "Most wondahful hen that evah grew!
in. all her spah time lay in' aigs,"
herse'f in one night," sea the teach8h,

·"The fao 's is easy ter 'splain ef yo.'ll pahdon me fer
teaohin' what !.knows, ter one who,knows everything else, but
~in'.t infohmed on hen pedigree an' aig agultertion,"
"All: right," say the t~aohSh, "Go on."
"Ef yo'll use yo' mind, yo'll see thet hens make aigs
outen what they eats •. some hens eats a lot, but don't make no
aigs, Othah ·hens eats n·o moah, 'an' lays a na ig ev' ry day.
Them last breed of'hens·air pedigreed an' ebolutio~ed up, This
spurred hen tuhna all she eats .inter aigs when she wants ter.
Put a bushel of feed befoah her at night, an' as fast as she.
eats, 'aigs air laid in the basket b~hind her. ·A bushel of feed
makes a bushel ·of aigs, befoah mohnin', That hohned roostah is
an old ·tough, but he has a tendah heart, He mohns ovah his wife
wearin' her delicate life out tendin' ter her business, I.hev
saw the'teaha droppin' from his eyes like rain. Jupe sets a
pan undeh his haid ,· a~' in one n~ght he ketches a te.acupful of
teahs,, oleah ·ea .the azuah slq.. 1\oostah teahs air a powahful
medicine,"
·
'

:Teachah 'I·ooked at Sa~, an' then he looke·d 6 t the a igs an'
he ask, "How much a settin' do ·yo' want fer th,em aigs?" ·

I asks."

"Five dollahs," ses Sam, "but take
othah man' 11 gi t 'em."

Puts

"I don't see· how she could lay a pile ov aigs biggah 'n

.

"What's a settin' wuth?

Sa~,

1

em quick, er some

.Aftah he went out, sam put anothah settin' of aigs on thet
box, an' he kep' et up tell the whole basket wah sold out,
rl'hen when the show wah ovah, :Jam ses ter Jupe, "St.:cike out an'
buy all the aigs yo' kin find in this town. Befoah yo' go
·
open up a bottle of pervisions. We ·makes fer the nex' to~
ternight. Guess Melinda'll find out thet Samuel kin teach the
Yankees some thin'. 11
When they reached the nex' town~ clam ses ter Jupe ''Git
the teachah," Thet teachah wah suah surprised et them' chickens,
When he saw thet great basket full of a igs he say, "Whah'd yo'
g1 t them a igs?"
"Them valuable aigs wah laid in thet basket last night, fer
thet basket wah empty yisterday, 11

Sam says, "Depen' s on the quality, dome air pighah than
othahs. Them laid earlies't air· the chic est • F~ve dollahs fer
the oommones' settin', laid late when she wah tiahed~ an' ten
dollahs feF the chic est, fust laid a igs ·,"
"Wondahf'ul, wondehfu~," says thet teachah. Then Sam he .
give the teaohah, as· a keepsake, a Noth'en Bank ~f Kaintuck bill,
an' he say ter the teeohah,
"I makes yo' a· present of this an' 6 dozen a igs besides,
fer the knowledge yo' hev, 'cordin' ter the intelligent ma~ah
yo' hev been list~nin' ter me."
"Wondahful, wondahful," say the teacha h. He went off ter
school, an' every pusson in town, old an' young, oome thet night
ter the show.
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Nex' day Cap'n 0am tol' Jupe thet befoah beginnin' the
show in each town he would faller the ad vice of thet fust
teachah who had l~rned him how ter do bus' ness with Yanke~~·
Ef he couldn't find a teachah, he would take a lawyah.
School
teach[lhs is es erlike es aigs, some roundan, some longah ~han
othahs some darkoh some whitah, an some air freshah. I m
a teachah myse'f no~, 11 he says, 1'es fre8h es a nold aig kin be,"
Nhen tte show opened in thet town, Sam tol' them peopl~
es how them wondahful fowls wah diski vahed in the Ka in tuck
mountains an' how he hed kep' breedh' 'om up an' ~volution'
'em ter nigh perfecshun. "I teaches," sa~~s he, "thet ebolution
reachahs backahds an' forrah~s •. es habits changes. Them hohns
an' apuhs wah pedigreed by the rnothahs an 1 fathahs of them fowls,
ter pretect 'em from wild anilffllS, Every crittah grows hohns
er wil!gs er laig~ er tails, es wanted. ~n' the~· drops 'em off
when they air not wanted, Ebolutionin' es pow'ful int'restin',
but the troubleof us tea chin 1 men is, thet we don't know
whethah a cri ttah hes. eboluted .~' or ~· Besides," he says, ·
·
"Sometimes a piec.l of a crittah1ives on alive, ter breed
othahs like et, te knows thet the fi~hin' wohn wah wons't
the tail of a crittah like a mouse, which got cut off in a
trap. Thet tai 1 fell on .good grour1' an' squirmed ets elf in,
an' tuhned ter a fishin' wohm. A thousan' legged wohm wah
onc't one of them fisl1in' wohms an' lived in the airth, but
when one of 'em crawled inter a bunch of leaves, et couldn't
s* irm. Laigs wah needed, an legs just growed. An' nex',
n
thousan' legged wohm got inter dry sa nO:, et couldn't
walk. Thet cri ttah just shuk off ets la igs, rna kin' a fishin'
wohm back agin, When ants hatches they hev wings like bees,
They swahms up, flies off, an' settles on the gro~', miles
away. They tnep unhooks thar wings an' bee 1omes ants. I've
seen piles of wings 'bout thar new nests. l'r1ar ain't nothin'
sprizin' 'bout this, ter the fellah thet hes seen a nest of.
nasty catapillahs tuhn ter butterflies, er a locuBt come up
outen the airth, split open on ets bact, shake out a ·pair of
wings an' fly away. The reason yo' kaint fin' piles of'
thousand legged wohm la igs, es beka se them croa tures don't
~wahm but wandahs erlone undah the bark of a rotten log.
~orne ebolutioned crittahs nevah gits back ter thar old selves
agin. Othahs ebolution back each season. Fer example
Cap'n James dmith, of Bourbon County, Kaintuck, larned' from
the Injuns thet wild geese tuhned ter beavahs when wintah
come, an' back agin ter wild geese nex' spring. In the
same.
tuhn ter coons·t an' nex'
spr 1·. ng ba Ckr 8 g ln
· t er
k way snakes
lATh
·
ana es. " o knows which of anything eboluted ~ an' whi 'h
~? '•1hi~h come fust, er which come last? Eooiutioniil ~uah
es a quest1on fer Kaintuck statesmen in the Legislature ter
make laws 'bout intelligently,
Whoevah undahstan' s ebolut in' , kin make what is needed

~row ~p~usin' his mind fer exper'~entin'.
Fer example, old
::iq~iah S~ickum, who 1~ ved down in the Eagle Hills, didn't hev

a foot of level groun , his fahm bein' all hills covahed with
blue grass thet the cattle couldn't get ter becase thar laig<•
wa~ all the. same length, which made 'em so top heavy when the;
tr1ed ter VtSlk along them hills, they tip~ed ovah, The Squish
put.a herd of' calves ter welkin' roun' an ro~on the bottom
of one of them hills. Each day they clim'ed up a leetle highah·
on til, when they wah grovm, they hed reached the top of the hili,
Thar two~ laigs, on the up side of the path, kep' gittin'
shortah an shortah, oein' only 'bout one foot long when they
reached the top of the hill. Thar two right laigs, on the down
siqe of the path, .kep' gittin' longah an' longah, tell they got
ter be six feet long er mo~h, them cattle standin' ·stright up
es they grazed on the steep hill-side path, When they got ter
the top an' stahted back on the slope, them fool beasts fergot
ter ~eep t~e short laigs qn the top side ·of the path, an' they
all tipped. ovah an' rolled te1·. the bottoll}, in a pile. Je.st
.
then, a ra1n come an' wa~hed sand an' mud ovah 'em, In a
million Y.eahs thar bones will be dug up by prospecters, an'
put in a museum ter show folks how cattle onct hed laigs of
diff'rent l~ngtht:~, fer special U:;Jes, .
Sech fac's es these dam teached them Yankees es he went
fr'm town ter town, but he hed ter think mighty quick ter
answah all tbar fool questions, es yo' feller citizens '11
soon diskivah.
·
"Chinney, 11 interjected Judge Elford, "do you not uiean
evolution when you say ., eboluti'on?.' 11
n' t

"No sah, f.er moah' n one reason I don't.
no thin' ter do with this his t' ry. 11

'l'het gearl hed

"What girl, Chinney?"
"Thet daughta·h of ol'' dquiah Lution, who livep. down neah
three' fork~ of Grassy Creek. But she didn't say Ev-a, fer
her name wah ~-vah, her full name be in' Miss E-va1. Lution,
L bein' snort fer Legg. II

me

"I never knew· a middle name 'Legg, '" remarked Professor
Drake, the village teac~er,
"An' I advises yo' not ter be too'inquisitorial,
Perfessah, 'bout' n this one," answered Chim1ey. "But this
is the last interruption I'll stan', statesmen of Stringtown,
Now I'll perceed. 11
•
·
"Wait a minute, Chinney, are you sure you have given'all
these episodes exactly as they happened?" asked the Village
Clerk.
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"I hain't give no

·

episod~s, an

' don't intend ter do so.''
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"No."
"Did yo' AVah
know a bu11 ca lf , b ohn with hohns?"
~"

"What is an episode, Chinney?''
"An episode, sah, is a disease thet hosses ketch. Chiokens
an' aigs is what we air a-talkin' 'bout ternight. Now, ef yo'
free citizens of this great Hepublic '11 stop bein' imperlite,
I'll go on."

."llo."

Three weeks aftah that fust aig wah sold, Jupe come rushin' ·
inter the tent whar Sam wah givin' a lesson.

":Yzy- friend, 11 say Sam, peaceful like 11 et seems tex· me
~het yo' spoke fust an' .thunk second. r'don't bar yo' no ill
will, an' ter prove et, I'll sell yo' a whole settin' of them
aigs fer five dollahs. Yo' see, I'm yo' friend, fer ef yo'
raise thet one chick, et won't be no use, ter yo', onless yo'
hev othahs ov the same breed,"

"Git yo' ~~ Massa ·Jam, git yo' gun ready,',' he whispahed,
That feller yo' sol' thet fust aig ter, is ridin this way
pow'ful fast."

. Them wah fac's, an' aftah the man had cooled down he
'poler.giz ed ter sam, who tol' him thar want no hahm done. They
went ter a bottle of pervisions, an' tuk a drink tergethah. ,,

Sam reached back an' felt his belt.
Don't chahge ·him no thin'·."

"Show him in, Jupe.

Then Cap'n held out his hand as perlite es could be,
"Glad ter see yo' agin. ·Yo' face seems familyah, but I
ka int place yo' name."
"Nevah mind the name!
hes hatched,"

Thet aig yo' sold me fer a dollah

"Jupe," .sea Sam a:ftah thet fellah rode away, "Sometimes
a smaht man teachin' fee's hes ter think tutok. Et's the dam
fools thet don't know nothin' thet we ebo u ionists hev ter
waste ouah valuable time on. Keep yo' eye on all them Ya.nkees
aftah t~is, thet buys aigs, an' I'll keep the durrinjahs handy,
fer trouble comes ter every fellah onexpected."
Two days aftah thet, Jupe rushed back.
ready, Massa."

"~uick,

gi t

"Fine, fine, say ~am. 11 I feahed somethin' mough a
happened tar addle et. ~hake agin, Friend," an' dam squeeged
his han' tell the bones cracked.

. Then a man stomped his way past Jupe, shuk his fist in
~am's faoe an' sputtaped,--too mad wah he ter talk wohds, so
the Cap'n let him go on. Aftah a time 8am say, "Easy, my·
friend, easy. What kin I do fer yo'?"

"That chicken hes·n't a sign ova holm er spuh. :Et's a
common bahnyahd fowl, wve people won't stan' fer no chea tin 1
er no ---"

"Yo 1 sol' me a set tin' of aigs day befoah yistidday,
guaranteein' they hed been laid the day befoah. 11

"Be keerful of yo' tongue," say 8arn, quiet-like. "Don't
speak thet wohd. Thar's a line of graves in Knowlton County,
Ka in tuck, becase of thet leetle wohd be in' rashly spoke.
Yo've. tol' yo' story, now lissen ter wohds of wisdom,"
"My friend, yo' air lik.e most people, fer yo' hev n't
thought of fac's that hev allers been befoah yo' eyes
Yo'
brain an' yo eyes aint allers disontangled. I leaves ·et ter
yo'se'f ter give the answah."

"Did yo' evah know a baby roostah ter be hatched with
spuhs! Answah me that."
"No."
"Did yo' evah know an 61' ram that hed hohns when et
wah bohn?"

"What ailed them a igs?"
"They hatched out nex' ·mohnin' , the commonest mixtuah
of all oolahed chicks no man evah seen."

.

.

"Wait a minute, friend, I wants ter study my note book
an.whispah in Jupe's eah." Then he say. ter Jupe, "Yo' damned
niggah, keep yo' eye skim1ed. Yo' mough hev sense 'nuff not
ter buy aigs ready fe1· hatchin', Yo' see how yo' makes me
. keep thinin 1 • "
Then Sam says ter the Yankee,
"Wondahful, wondahful. Shake, my friend," an' he
grabbed the man with both han's.
''Hev yo' sold them chicks?"
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Who'd want sech pips?"

110.
"I wants 'em
says
"Sold 'em?

-

Sam, an' I wants 'em~· Evah sense
chickens wah disklvahed, et hes ~ookenedt;~~e:h:~e~~ev~;~~:e
time of a hen ter do the hatchin ' no rna
. 1t 0 f
Thet spurred hen hes been eboluted up nigh ter the 11m
h t hi •
Shake my friend
Now we hev hopes of hen pe~
f:c~hu~ ' The aigs laid by them chickens, ef the nex' gen'ration
ebolute~ up, '11 suah hatch the minute they drop! il great
diski v' ry sah a most wondahful breed of chicks. No hen time
lost
Wiih go~d feedin' one of them perfected hens '11 lay
stri~gs of aigs, an' as ~as as they f~ll, th~ c~ic~e~s'll break
the shells an' jump outen the nest an begin gr?w1n • A
,
hunderd aigs laid, an' a hunderd chicks hatched 1n one.night.
I'll give yo' two dollahs apiece now fer them leetle b1rds,
Rev a drink friend. Ef yo' don't want ter sell, feed 'em
well an' k~ep this diski v' ry ter yo's e' f. When the Bpuhs an'
hohn~ grow come down ter Knowlton County, Kaintuck, an' we'll
propergand~ri~e the breed. I begs yo' ter accep' anothah
settin', with roy hopes that they'll batch termorrah."
II

Aftah the man lef' , Jupe slipped back an' whispahed, "We
bettah staht fer home, Massa dam,"
"Why?"
"Signs es pintin' thet way. A red band 'roun' the moon
las' night, an' Jupe heerd a houn' dawg talkin' ter the hants.
De air am full of noises peoples kaint heah, an ghosty crittahs
mavin' 'bou.t, lookin' at us an' talkin' 'bout us, thet we' kaint
see. De signs am bau."
"Damm yo' signs an' yo' hants an' crittahs an' soun's in
the air. Howes the pervisions hol'in' out?"
"Six bottles lef' , 11
''J3uy all the a igs in town, an' strike tent."
Jupe mum'led ter hisse'f, too low fer Sam ter heah. "Yo'
bettah stop dammin' the signs an' staht ter wa tchin' them
Yankees. ~uah 's. yo' live, yo' am breedi:n' trubble fer yo' se • f."
Hex I day' es Sam wah put tin I . up the tent I a peaceable
lookin' man rode up. Jupe caught sight of his face an' whispahed
"'11het' s the feller thet wus with the blue a ig rwn, them curyus
'
green-blue aigs yo' Bold fer two .dollahs apiece."
This fellah wus es quiet a man es evah wuz seeri. Befoah
he begun ter speak, he opened his .c cia t an' thar wah the brass
sea 1 of' a sheriff. .:3am tuk out his note-book of wohds an

The Two-Horned I\ooster, The Double 3purred Hen, i~nd
·
The Many-Hammed Pig
Can 1 t Fool 11'hem Yankees
by
Chinney Bill clmi th
studied et ovah, 1'hel;l, ta lkin' quiet-like ter .Jupe he say,
"Them Kaintuck ghostesses an' hanttl yo' brung erlong air
playin' the devil with my. teachin' of Yankees,· God only
knows what's c omin 1 nex' • Mebbe et' s f}~ht. 11 Then in a
peaceful voice Sam spoke ter thet dher
,
"Thet's a pretty medal yo' weahs on yo' chest, my friend."
· "I'm the sheriff of Ketchum Count?t, Ohio," wah all he
answahed, an' pintin' ter the emblem, '']hat's my 'thority,
an' that's my keard, 11 an' he laid a pasteboahd on the box.
'
.
"Glad ter meet yo', pard. I'm the sheriff of Knowlton
County, Kaintuck." Cap'n Sam Opened his coat an' pinted ter
the handle of a gun. "Thet' s my 'thori t~. My keard' s made
of lead, an' is inside et."
Jupe whispahed, "Fo' Gawd' s sake, Mar~e,

E!

keerful."

"Dam 1 et, Jupi tah, don't bot:Q.ah me when I'm thinkin' •
Ef I kaint rub him down, I'll pull the fust gun."
Payin' no 'tention ter ~am, thet sheriff talked on.
"Ketchum County, Coh't hes directed,hes directed meter
arrest yo' two men."
"Fer what?" ses Sam.
"Obtainin' money undah ~alse pert en~ ions.'' Th,e sheriff
beckoned ter a man thet stood outside.
Yo' sold t~et citizen
a settin' of aigs ter raise hohned roostahs an' .spurred hens.
Tell yo' story, witness."
"That hen set foah weeks instid of three, Es soon es them
aigs hatched, the whole brood broke fer the pond."
'n Jupe,

b1·ing a bottle of pervi.sions an'· thre.e tumblahs.
Yo' story tflkes my breath. •Vondahful, wondahful! The onexpected
hes happened, suahly. Set down, friends."
Jupe slipped behin' the Cap'n, as they siped the pervisions.
"Want anothah gl.Ul, Massa? Thar's two of 'em."
"No," answahed Sam, "My gun's got two barrels."
He jest walked ovah tel' the hen thet stood on the show
block. He patted her on the back, an' whispahed in her eah, so
thet the sheriff heard.
"Yo've nigh reached ebolutin' perfection, my speckled biddy.
A boss that's taken the blue ribbQn at the faih, kain't be
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Smi t~
ter the nex' town.

proudah than yo 1 • "

Shet.up yo' niggah signs."

"Did yo' examine them

"Bettah not cuss de signs, Massa. Dey .comes from whar
trubbles is plenty. De ahms of de hants an' ghostesses es full
ob debilmints, an' dey scattahs ~rubbles free ter folks thet
don't b 'lieve. Be keerful, Marse."

"Wah the bills flat?" Undah his breath Jam say ter Jupe,
"Yo 1 black niggah fool, yo' ought ter knOW 1 ~ aigs • I hev a
ntion ter let them Yankees skin yo' alive.

"Jupe, kaint yo' ~ee thet trubble es pi lin' on ter tr·ubble,
without'n yo' signs? Gawd only knows what 'll.we strike nex'
in this nest of Yankees. Keep yo 1 ni,ggah sig~s an' .ghosteses
shet up tell ~e gits back ter· Kaintuck. ~'ve got ter teach
these Yankees all 'bout aigs an' chickens, not ghostes an'
hants, an' et ta.kes a smaht man ter do et."

~hen

the Cap' n tuhned t er the man.
chickens' toes? Wah they webbed?"
"Puffeckly."

The witness answahed,

11

They wah puffeckly flat bills.

11

"Wah the bacl~s kivahed with fuzz?"

Befoah the tent wah up nex' day, a 'mighty dust wah seen ·•
back on the road. Jupe 'clumb a tree.

"Yes • "
"Fer Gawd's sake," ses Sam,"thet hen he:;; suah reached
ebolution limit, Ouah fortune's made, pahdnah." Sam tuhned
ter the people standin' 'roun', ·
"My friends of this town, lissen ter Kaintuck science.
i'lhenevah a cri t tah needs some thin' et ha int got, et beings ter

ebolute. Why fish don't walk is becase they don't need laigs,
else they'd grow 'em. Oystahs fust growed on trees ""like
wa'nuts, but a few hangin' on a tree neah the shoah dropped
inter the ocean, split in two on a rock, an' eboluted inter
the oystah. I've foun' the old bones ter prove et. Noah's
two chicl~ens hedn't no wings, A man built ahigh fence roun'
a chicken yahd aftah the ahk rested, an' in a week's time
wings growed ter help'em fly ovah thet fence. Thet's how they
got -ter Kaintuck. But no man nevah befoah breeded chicken
aigs thet hatched fowls thet hed webbed feet an' could git
thar food in the watah er on the land. Thet new breed hes
been ebo1uted by the spurred hen befoah yo', Take off yoah
hats ter tl:et venerated bird, Friends, ouah fortunes is made!
Wondahful, Ohio-Kaintuck web-footed flat-bill chicks ·swims
flies an' walks~ Mr. Sheriff, yo' su.ah hev m;y thank~ fer '
the glorious news yo' brung. Covah thet basket, Jupe.
Termorrer the price '11 be twe.nt~· dollahs a set tin I • n
Jupe slipped ter his sid,e. an' whispahed, "De signs
gittin' worsah, De wind blowed an' whistled l~s' night
no leaf stirred on de tree, Three times roun' dis tent
shedder ov de houn' dawg run, when dey want no dawg ter
no shadder,"
·

am
when
de
make

"I counts six of ··em, Marse.".
"Dam thet Yankee gun makah," ses Sam es he stuck three
double-barreled pistols in hfs belt.
"Marse Sain, them guns hev saved yo' life moah times ·'n
yo', hev fingahs an' toes, wYhy don't yo' ~peak kind of thet
Yankee gun makah?"
"Becase, Jupe, he ain't tendin' ter his biz'ness. We've
eboluted hosses, whiskey an' gearls in Kaintuck ter beat the
world, an' chickens nigh ter perfection, but them Yankees
stops at a two barreled gun. Thar otter be six shots in one
pistol, an' tnar will be, some day, fer· ets as-much a needoesaity
fer a Y.:aintuck gentl"iman es mint fer a julep ez· aigs fer a nogg,"
"Be ready, Marse, . dey's on us,"
An they suah wah. .,J.uickah'n nothin', they wah surrounded,
Ev'ry man hed a pistol pinted ~n' cocked, But ~am wah brave an'
nevah wilted, He didn't say no wohd 'ceptin' ter kick Jupe,
who wah mohnin' ovah the signs. Then, as them Yankees closed
in Sam ses, quiet-like.
"Want ter dispose of them guns?"
"What yo' mean by sellin' at a premi~ aig~ 'that hev
rotted?" hollah~d one.
"What's the trouble 'bout them aigs?''

"How's the pervisions, Jupe?"

"I bought a settin' fer ten dollahs.

"Three bottles."
"Buy up yo' basket of aigs,

la i,d the day
befoah."
,
Down with the tent an' drive

"Go on."

·

Yo' said they wah
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"One of • em brule befoah I got home. No skunk could hev
beat thet aig. I threw the othahs a gin a tree. They wah
11
wuss'n then the fust,
"Easy, my friend, 11 ses Sam• Air yo' suah yo' ~ wah
in condition ter jedge the freeness of a naig?"
"Think quicl:, Marse,'' Jupe whispahed.
"~mmit, Jupe, sh.et up. Doan' yo' see I'm killin' time?
I've gotta think quick, 11 Then he say, ver perlite,

Pahdnah, I mohens- ovah them aigs yo' broke. 'fhey
wus n't intended fo' yo'. I've lost a pile of money on 'count
of yo' uns be in' so quick in breakin' 'em. 'l'het hen hed been
eboluted up, hop in' some day she'd larn ter lay seasoned
aigs, ~n' she did, es yo' hev diskivahed, Yo' got thet
settin' by mistake, m;>' friend. '1 pract-ices patience, but
sometimes patience gits ter be a great disordah, an' this es
one of the times,"
11

"What 'count air sp'iled aigs?" the man asked.
"They wan' t sp' led, only seasoned; a wondahf'ul diski v' ry."
"What use is thar fer 'seasoned a igs' thet makes pole
cats 'shamed of tharse'ves?"
"Them Cincinnati Dutch pays a dollah a pound fer skunk.
flahahed cheese brung 'crost the ocean. One of them aigs
mixed with a hunderd poun's of fifteen cent Yankee cheese .
m&kes a hunderd poun's of Dutchmen's seasoned cheese wuth a
hunderd dollahs, I lost thirteen hunderd dollahs by'yo 1
hurriedness in breakin' them thirteen aigs. Ef yo' had set •em
yo' could hev made a million Dutchmen's cheese when yo' seasoned
aigs hatched chicks thet could lay setch aigs an' the new breed
of hens hed been proper-ganderized." Sam Vf8lked ovah an' put
his ahms 'r oun' the hen an' whispahed out loud
:

•

"Yo' did yo' duty, biddy.
man's blunder in' ignorance.".

The Two-Horned
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We mohns tergethah ovah thet

"Be keerful, Marse ~am, de feller nex' ter this one
bought them leetle aigs," whispahed Jupe ter Sam.
"Yo' mean th~t hat full of curyus soft-shell aigs 'bout
the size of the j 1nt of a fingah, the a igs a boy found ·in a
hold in the ground a,n' traded fer a ticket'?"
.
"Yes, Marse, yo' sold 'em ter thet man. ·liit ready, quick,"
"Easy, rey friend," :::>es Sam, es the rran, mafi.dah 'n a holmet,

shuk his fi~t in the Cap'n's face. "Cool yo'se 1 f down.
P'raps I kin holp yo' ef yo're in trubble."
·
"Them leetle a igs yo 1 sold me fer ten dollahs I sot
~dah my best mo thah hen • " ·
"Go on' _._,
mv frl' end.

Did some th'1n I onexpected happen?"

"Uex' mohnin 1 , when I opened the chicken house doah,
what yo' think I found?"
"Go on, my fr1' e11d.

I guesses some t11i n ' t er • sprise yo' • "

.
"Thet room wah .full of snakes. Baby black snakes, a
millyun of 'em. They swahmed out 1n the doah. Ugh! I kin
feel 'em yit, es they slipped ovah me."
·•
"Marse, Marse, de .signs am comin' true. 'Memberlect de
hants? Las' night I wakes up • . Eberyt';in wah dahk, couldn't
see no thin' , an' a shroud begins ter open up .es white es milk
an' es, big es a .coffin. Ho wussah sign could be. Lawd he'p
us, Marse, de Yan,kees done got us, suah," mumbled Jupe.
"Did they al~ git away?"

asked ~am. of the Yankee,

"Et·'s no us~, }.llassa, t!linkin'
Yo' kaint 'scape."

h~in't

no use now.

"Yes," said the Dlln, "not one left."
Blood wah in .:lam's eye.
whipcohds,

His mustache stood out like

"Yo're the biggest fool out'n the lunatic nasylum.
Them wahn' t snakes, they wah eels, the rahest breed of eel
thet evah hed Qeen eboluted. ~man evah found a neel aig.
No man evah raised a neel. nex' ter hants, ghostesses an'
sperets, they 1 s the ~st're of creation. Thet hen nevah
laid sech aigs befoah, an' mebb e she nevah will a gin."
Then Sam cooled down. "Friend," he.says, ''I pahdon yo'
fer yo' ignorance. The long hunted pedigree of eels wah
in yo' hands, an' 'yo' did.n't know et. il breed of eels fiired
by the great f~intuck hohned roostah, mothahed by the only
double spurred hen evah known. Biddy," an' Sam hugged the
hen ter his bosom, "et' s time fer us to go back tar Kaintuck,
No one kin teach Yankees nothin', ef they kaint tell the diffrence •twixt eels an' snakes.·"
"Marse',, whispahed Jupe' "keep yo I eye on that big man
nex' the roostah. He picked two aigs out'n the basket. He
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"These cu'yus Yankees air a kindly set"
"These cu 1yus Yankees air a kindly set 11

suah " Befoah the man could speak, a shrinktn'
te; sam. "Ef yo' please, I'd like ter make

~=:~~e ~n ~:c~o~ed

But et want no use.

a complaint."
"Yo're the only" perlite Yankee I've met.
ses Sam.
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Go on, my friend,"

"Yo' sold me a settin' of aigs guaranteein' of 'em ter be
ebulitioned ter the limit. I tuk the dictionary an' looked up
thet wohd. Fer feah the ebulitionin' hed n't been co~r,lete,
I b'lled 'em ten minutes longah. None of 'ern hatched.
"Fer Gawd's sake," ses dam, "yo' suah am unfort'nate.
Ef that sQttin' hed hatched ~o'd a been a great man of science.
Es et is yoah jest·a comma~ dam fool. I rnohns.ovah the world's
loss, Ef yo' d succeeded, the new breed of chickens ·' d a been
cooked ready ter eat fr'm the day they wah bohn, an' all the
aigs t~ey layed woril~ hev heen hard biled~ Cooked chickens
hatched out'n b'iled aigs~ Come, my friend," an' Sam gives
him anothah settin'. d'pose yo' bakes, these aigs befoah yo'
sets 'em. J\ strain of baked chickens alle\l.'S reaey ter eat,
would be a. godsend ter pionickahs an' preachahs, All yo' got
ter do is ter ketch 'em, pick 'em, slice 'ern an' sandwich 'em.
Ef yo'll bake them aigs in a pan roun' a possum, rnebbe yo'll
ebolution a new cri ttah, a cross 'twixt a chicken an' a
possum. ,tondahful diskiv'ry! Try et, my friend. Ef yo.'ll
stuff thet possum with sweet perta terl:l, thet cri ttah' 11 be
ebolutioned ter the eatin' limit, solid food cleah through.
Baked chicken, baked possum, baked sweet.pertaters, all·in one
crittah thet kin fly, creep into a holler log or hang by ets
tail fr'm a persimmon limb, er wild grape tangle, Et won't
cost yo' nothin' ter keep thet crittah, mistah, fer et kin'
live all summah on bugs an' grasshoppahs, an' all wintah on
wild grapes an persimmons, Ef yo' succeed, yo'll be the.
greatest scientific diskivahah 'n 'Medea. Eftn yo' fails
yo' won't be no biggah a dammed fool'n yo' air now,"
'
'

Throwin' his ahms 'roun' the roostah Sam rnohned an' .
'
grdhned. II Yo' wife hes failed ter honah yoah
chin comb an'
hes disgraced yo' haid hohns. · .3he didn't lay aigs thet:ll
hatch aftah bein' b'iled! In·the land of the Yankees she's
disrespected Kaintuck. I mohns fer yo', fer me an' fer
Ka in tuck. 11
'
The Cap'n suah wah ter be pitied, He th'owed hisself
into·a cheer.an' laid his face in his folded ahrns. "I'm all
ondone an' d1sco1mected, 11 he mohned. 11 Thar comes a time when
a man needs sornetnin' moah soothin' ·than whiskey. 'l'he' tia'hd
mind hes ter be treated," '~hen he said, ovah an' ovah, these
wohds:-

He got wussah an' wussah.

"Ef I could only· sweah and· cuss a leetle, I b 'lieve thet
my- constitution mought be holped, but fr'm princ'ple, I draws
the line on cuss wohds."
Then he thunk of them preachah' s wohds he'd writ in his
note book. He tuk et out an' selected two soothahs.
~

He put 'ern in thet beautiful motto in place of the two
wohds, an' commenced ter muhmuh ter hi,sse'f.

.

"These dev'lish Yankees air the hell of a set."
He felt bettah.
"These dev'lish Yankees air the hell of a set."

·-

He felt bettah.
Ea9h time he say them quietin' wohds ovah an' ovah, he
got bettah an' bettah. Aftah a bit he rised up, a well man.
"Whiskey air good fer the body an' the soul," he ses ter
hisse 'f, "but et ka int tech ailmint setch es the mind
kin cuah."
'l'hen he tuhned ter the man what hed picked up two a igs.
"Peahs ter me we haint been interduced," he ses,
"I'm aig inspectah of Ketchum County, Ohio, sa h. Heah' s
He th'owed back his coat~ an' put
his fingah on a brass medal pinned onter his vest.

my 'ficial certificate."

"Pleased ter meet yo', an' ter interduce ~se'f, se~ the
Cap'n. I'm gun, whiskey an' knife in~pectah or~owlton
County Kaintuck. Heah's my 'ficial certif'cate.
He
th'owed open his coat an' put his fingahs on a brace of
derinjahs an' a bowie knife in his ~elt.
"What 're yo' 'bout, yo' black niggah?'' ses Sam ter Jupe,
who wah spreadin' a sheet on the floah.
"Gi t tin' ready fer wha ~ am c OIJ!in' , li~rse Sam.
ter me de sign~ am wohkin' pow'ful plost.

'Pears

"Mr. Aig Inspectah, I'm suahly glad ter meet yo'. What
kin I do ter he'p yo' concernin' aigs?" ses t~e Cap'n, softlik~.
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"One of these two aigs es puah white, an' tothah es
brown."
"I sees that with my eyes. Yo' don't hev ter tell me"
says Sam.
"Ho one hen described in my books evah laid aigs of
dif'f'rent colahs. 11
"Who said they did?" ses

~Jam,

very soft.

"Yo' claims them two a igl:3 wah laid by thet pullet?"
"No sah, I don't, fer they ain't. :J.lhet pullet layed
the white oigs."
"What 'bout the brown ones?"

r:'_!
1 -rl
1
1'·.,

'.Jj·,

"Them two birds air the 'commoda tines t chickens on airth.
When the t pullet gi ts tiahed, the roostah takes his tuhn et
layin'. Them brownaigs es his'n, an' they hatches roostahs.
Niggah Jupe un'erstan's chicken talk, es well es he does
ghostes an' hants. One night he heard them birds a quahellin'
ovah thar rights. She scolded 'bout his treatment of her.
;)as she, 'Yo' fin·' s a nice fat grosshoppah, yo' calls me,
an' then yo' eats et yo'se'f!' Besides, she says, 'I hev
learned thet yo' air an old Morman an hev a harum down in
Ka in tuck.' Thet roustah couldn't say no thin' • Then she
swah et want faih ter her ter hev ter lay aigs ter hatch both
hens an' roostahs, an' he didn't say notbin' back. Thet was
the mistake of his life. Sense thet t irne, the old fool hes
hed ter lay the roosta h a igs, t er save roos tahs fr' m perish in'.
He suah acted the dunce, ter give inter thet hen. Don't put
this in yo' book, else ouah women folks '11 larn what thet
hen diskivahed; an' when they gits thor rights, who knows
what' 11 happen?"
"hlr. Inspectah of Aigs, don't, fer the sake of what
trubble mought come ter men, don't put inter yoah·book the
fac's 'bout them·white aigs an' them brown aigs.n
'l'hen Sam tuhned ter Jupe. · "Et haint no use try in' ter
teach Yankees not~in' , '.l.'he moah yo' tries, the lessa h yo •
teaches. The nex feller asks damfool questions. the fust
one didn' think of."
'
"Et 's time ter staht back, Marse," say Jupe, "de las •
bottle of pervisions es opened."
"Fe1· won.st, yo' talks sense, Jupitah.
ternight," ses dam.

1ie stahts nome

******** ~ * **
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A few days aftahwahd, Sam an' Jupe an! the menagerie an'
the cahpet sacks of money in the wagon, come drivin' down
Vine Street in Cincernatti. Sam he says te~ Jupe,
"Thi~ papah money we've got as on ev're bank in the
whole United States, an' thar's some gold, some silvah, an'
some coppah mixed in. Kain't half of et be passed down in
Knowlton County, Kaintuck. Ouah bank inspectah don't know
which as valuable, an' which ain't. I'll just find a bank
in this town an' change at fer new money on one bank. Guess
I'll' ask that perliceman whah kin I find a Cincernatti 'bank
a do in' b is ' ness •"

The perliceman wah standin' leanin' agin a lamp post.
Sam stopped his wagon an' says, "Kin yo' tell me whah kin I
find a good bo.nk?" The perliceman nevah answahed ner tuhned
his haid. Then Sam.cra?ked his whip in his eah.
"Wake up, my friend, wake up."
him agin.

When he waked, Sam asked

The perliceman p'inted down Vine St. on the left hand
side~ "Yo' wants tar put money in a bank?" ·asks he.
"Adzackly, 11 ses

~am.

"Jest nex' ter whah them three gold balls hangs out yo'll
find a bank that '11 'commodate yo' , " ses the perliceman.
Then he leaned back agin the lamp post.
Es Sam druv down Vine st., he says half tar hisse'f an'
ha'f medertatin' tar Jupe, "Talkin' 'bo';lt ebolutionin'. Any
one'd know thet perliceman hed n't evanationed fr'm a cow,
fer cows lias dovm when they sleeps. Perliceman suah evonated
fr'm a hoss, becase bosses kin stan' up an' sleep. The
question is, come tar think 'bout et, ·mabbe the ebol~tionin'
wah tothah way."
By this time he had come tar the bank. Sam told Jupe
tar take the cahpet sacks an' faller him. Jest inside the
doah a man sot befoah a little table. On that tabla he he~
two leathah cups an' beside the cups wah three leetle balls.
He wah movin' the cups roun' an' roun', an' puttin' 'em ovah
the ·balls an' takin' 'em off agin. He looked up at Sam, an'
Sam looked down 'at him. The man sed no thin' , but Sam ses,
"My friend, I takes at yo' air the doahkeepah fer this bank.
Whah kin I find a man tar do bis'ness changin' money fer me'"
The doahkeepah p 'inted upstaihs. Sam went up th·a steps w,i th
Jupe carryin' the cahpat sacks follerin' him. They found a
big room filled with green kiverad tables, an' men settin'
'roun the tables with curyus money made of dif''rent colahed

••
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Can t Foo Them Yankees ·
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be in' et' s yo'., my catosto-m-m"

bone piled up in f~ont of 'am. Sam see tar the man standin'
nex' te~ the doah, ''Be yo' an officah fer this bank?" The
man nodded his haid.

"Mus" see Sam.
"friend, I don't take the trouble tar count 'em."

"I wants tar change some old money fer new money."
"How much yo' got?"
Sam p'inted tar the two ·cahpet sacks an' ·ses, "Them sacks
air full." The man looks at Sam an' then calls anothah man.
That fellah asked Sam' a name an' he answah'ed, "Cap'n Sam
Hill, Cataatomua, of Knowlton County, Kaintuck,"
"Come inter my private office," ses the man, an' then he
shet the doah an' locked at, I'm the :Pres'dent of this bank
an' hev money 'special fer Catoatomouses. 11

'11

11

by

Chinney Bill Smith

Cbinney Bill Smith

"Ef yo' please," say Sam,· "I ain't no mouse.
mus. I've been in a mus 'bout all my life, an' I
or-friendship when I says thar
be the hell of
ef yo' calls me a mouse· agin. 11 Sam's coat kindah
accidental like, showin' the handles of a pair of
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That wohd' a
speaks wbhds
a mus here
flew open,
derinjahsi

When he had all. that new money weighed out, Jupe puts
at ·inter the cahpet sacks, stuffin 1 'em full. Then· he stropped
'em tight,
The Fres'dent ses tar Sam, "Hev yo' any spendin' money
in yo' pockets?" an Sam ses, "Not a bit,"
Pity," ses the man, 11 tar: spend them new bills befoah
yo' gits. home. Bettah take some ov this old traSh tar use tell
yo' gi ts thar," an' he hands Sam a handful of' the old money, ·•
11

"Don't tech that new money tell yo' gi ts back ter Kaintuck,"
ses he.
Sam thanks the man who wah so moughty kind, an' invites
him down tar Knowlton County. Then he an' Jupe stahts fer
the wagon.
That same feller wah settin' befoah the table movin'
them laatle balls a~' puttin' the two leathah cups ovah 'em.

Show me thet money, 11 answahs the man,

Jupe opens up the cahpat saclrs an' both wah full of gold,
silvah an' coppah and all kinds of bills,
"Yo' wants new money fer thet old stuff?"

Sam ees, "Mr. Doah~keepah fer this bank, "Why do yo' keep
movin' them balls an putt in' them cups ovah 'em?''
Sas the man, "Kin yo 1 tell which cup them balls is undah
when I puts the cup ovah 'em?"

"Adzackly," say Sam,
!he Pres'dent tuhned tar a pai~ of scales on the table
begun tar weigh that money, keepin 1 'count of the pounds he
weighed out, Then he adds 'em up.

an~

"I'll give yo' bran' new bills, my Catastomus fri~nd far
this trash that I don~t blame yo' none fer wantin' chan~eA
I woul~ n't do at fer no othah man, but bein' ats yo',
do at •
He tetched a button an' the side of' .the wall flew
open ·like two doahs, an' Sam sean shelf ovah shalf piled up
with bundles of new money.. The :Pres' dent begun tar weigh et
an' Sam looked at the packages as he weighed 'em,
'

!•1i

"Suah," .sea Sam.
"Bet yo' a. bit yo' kain't,"
He moved them balls 'roun' an' 'roun', puttin 1 the cups
ovah ·'em an' takin' 1 em off an' put tin 1 'em on, an' then he
ses, "Bat yof kain't tall which they're undah."
"Undah that cup," sea Sam.
tqar they wah.

The man rised the cup, an'

"Yo' win," sea the man, "Try agii}•"
''My friend, 'peahs ter me yo' air weiO'hin'
hunders
0

ten

an' dollah bills, withoutlookin' at 'em er countin' 'em'"
ses Sam.
•

so he moves 1 em 'roun' an 1 'roun', an' ses, "Two bits now
ef yo' kin tell."

Answahed the l'ras'dent, "Et don't cost no moah fer th'
bank tar print hunderd dollah bills, than one dollah bills~san'

"That cup," ae s Sam.
the balls.

He rised up the cup, an' tha~ wah
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"'Spes 'n we makes at some thin' wuth while • lf.o '11 gi t
tiahed standin' thar an' winnin' one biter two bits.''
"What yo' call wuth \.hile?" asked sam.
1

"I '11 put one hunderd dollahs, gold, erg in one hunderd
gold dolla.hs, ef yo've got et in yo' pocket."
Sam answahed "I ha.in't got no hunderd dollahs gold in
my pocket, but I've got two bosses an' a wagon an I a manager i e
at the doah, an' I'll put the whole caboodle of 'em agin yo'
hunderd dollahs gold."
t

"All right," ses the man, "I'll put my hunderd gold.
dollahs agin yo' whole caboodle," an' he counted et out,
A crowd wah standin' 'roun' by this time, watchin'. 'em.
The man put the cups an' balls befoah him an' begun movin'
'em 'roun' an' 'roun', same as befoah, an' right befoah Sam's
eyes he puts the cup ovah 'em.
"I hates ter take yo' money," says Sam. "I see yo' put
the cup ovah them balls. Et hain't fahr ter yo' •"
Ses the man, "I thanks yo' fer yo' kind considerfullness,
'Spos'n yo' jest rises the cup they're undah. Ef'n they're
undah et, yo' gits the gold, Ef'n they hain't undah et, I
gi ts the wagon, ho sses an' the menagerie,"
The Cap'n reached down an' r'ised up the cup an' ihey
wan't nothin 1 undah at. The doahkeepah r'ised th~ otha cup
an' thar wah the three balls.
'
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The Mant-Hammed Fig
Can't Foo Them Yankees
by
Chinney Bill Smith
"Hold on a minute, Chinney," It was Felix Moses, the
beloved Stringtown Jew. His little eyes twinkled, that ever
pre7ent smile played over his tace. "Can't you jest give me
a P inter as to where I can find that pair of birds? I know
the man to buy them for a circus."
"Yo'ah too late; Mose, that doah~keepah died without
givin' his new address,"

**********
When Sam an' Jupe come up the walk carryin' them two
cahpet sacks full of money, Melinda wah settin' on the front
poach crochettin' a nubia,
·•
Sam wah pow' ful proud .of the way he he d fooled them Yankees,
es I hev already tol' yo'. He sot down in his rockin' chaih
an' told Jupe tar go inter ~he cellah an' git him a pitchah ~f
the Life fr' m the furth.ah barrel in the cornah. Then he looked
at Melinda. Neithah of 'em said nothin' fer a leetle while
'
an' then Melinda see,
"Whah is yo' bosses an' wagon an' them chickens?"
Sam he answahed, "I made a. trade with a Yankee."
;'Tell 'bout yo' trade," say Melinda.
git fer that menagerie?"

'

"What did yo'

"The Yankee got the menagerie, an' I got 'sperience.
Et wah a fai~ trade, Melinda."
Then he sot a while, an' Melinda ses,
I

Sam he looks at Jupe, an' Jupe he looks et Sam. ·Then
Sam takes out his note book, studies et ovah shakes his haid
an' muttahs, "They aint no hard-shell Baptist preachah 1 s
wohd strong 'nuff ter covah this case. Yo'va ~ot the menagerie
an I I've got the, 'sperienc~. Jupe' bring thema cahpet sacks.
We've got tar foot et ter Knowlton County Kaintuck Goodby
my fti:and."
'
•
•
Aftah they bed walked a ~it, Sam ses tar Jupe "I fergot
~er te p that ~oah-keepah s~methin' , " an' he want back tar him,
My fr en, et would pain yo heart tar find some thin 1 in thet
wa~on that yo' aint airned, Thar's a tent inside ·an' I begs
yo tar accept at, with my complermints, Yo' •11 'suah need
et, an' bein' an honest man, yo' wouldn't keer tar use et
outen permission,"

******:f***·

"What'yo' got in them cyahpet bags?"
Sam answahe~, "Melinda, when yo' speaks tar me, remembah
I've got a new title that I wants yo' tar use fer parliteness
sake," ·

.

"What is yo' new title?" ses Melinda.
"Cap'n Sam Hill, Catostomue," he answahed,
"Catostomus?" says Melinda, "What does Catostomus mean?"
"Et's a high title conferred on me by a perfessah up No'th,"
Jupe by that tim·e had come in with the pi tchah of the
Essence of .Life. Melinda ses ter Jupe, "Git me thet dictionary
on my table up stairs," When she looked up thet wohd she didn't
say nothin' moah 'bout at, but asked anothah question.
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"All of 'em on one bank.

"'Spos'n yo' open at up," ses Melinda. Sam opened at an'
tuk out a bundle of bills. Melinda looked at one. Etread
this way:
SILICA BANK OF KETCHUM COUNTY, OHIO
Legal Tender fer

. "That story is the damdest lie that ever was told,"
All eyes turned on Chinney, but before he could reply,
up ·rose Peter Weaver, the Poet lo reat of Stringtown County.
"I've got et, I've got et," he cried,
"What?" Asked the grocery keeper.
take nothin' •"

"I hain't seen yo'

"Inspiration, Inspiration. Finest verse of po'try evah
poeted. Lisaen, men."
"

ADAM CATASTOMUS
Serial Number,

The Two Horned Rooster, The Double Spurred Hen, And
The Mant-Hammed Pig
Can't Foo Them Yankees
by
Chinney Bill Smith
"them Yankees." With suppressed emotion our guest spoke:

"What yo' got in them cya.hpet bags says."
"Money,"sas Sam, "new bills,"
Sua.h, I did beat them Yankees."
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Beautifully made wah them bills. Melinda. tuk the diction'ry
agin, an' she looked up that wohd SILICA, Then she tuhned ter
Sam an' she say, "Yo' old fool, didn't I tell yo' tar look out
fer them Yankees, that they would suah teach yo' s omet hin' ?"

"The damdest lie
By Chinney Bill
Ef Chinney Bill
He'll land in a

that evah wah told
Smith on Sam Hill so bold.
lives ontil he g~ts old,
Heaven that nevah was cold.

"No, wait:
He'll land in a Heaven that nevah'l

"What's the mattah?" ses Sam.
"Silica., in the diction' ry, means SAND; an' Catostomus
means SUCKAH, Thar ain't no sech county es Ketchum County Ohio.
4-11-44 es a niggah chahm numbah. All that money yo've got es
on a sand bank of Ketch-a.-fool County, issued fer A-dam Catostomus
jest anothah wohd fer a Dam Suckah!"
'
Melinda kap' on crockettin', not spea.kin' agin.
Sam swallered all.the Essence of Life in thet pitchah at
one drink, an' sent Jupe down cellah tar fill at agin. "Melinda "
he ses, "the faller thet don't take the advice of a woman when '
she es the mothah of his wife's sista.h as an ol' fool' But
I'll git even with them Cincernatti Ya~kees yit,"
•
"Be keerful, Sam-u-el, that city of Yankees does bis'ness
on the squah, 'outen covanin' nothin' up. ~t spells eta name
openly Sin-sin. Guess yo' ain't the only catostomus that's
traded old money fer new in that town of double sin ner yo'
·
'
won't be the last,''

*** * * * *¥ * ~

S!1

cold.

Take yoah ch' ice , men,"
Again our eyes turned to Chinney. How would he meet the
combined attacks of the visitor from the North and the poet
of Stringtown County? Rising, he took me by the hand.
"Come, Johnny," "Yo' see how they treats yo' friend
Chinney Bill. This es no place fer us! T'er think that
a fren' fr'm the land of truth-tellahS should question hist'ry.
that come straight fr'm Cap'n Sam Hill, through his bussom
friend, Chinney Bill~ Et makes me weep, Johnnie." He wiped
an eye with a lock of hair. "An' that reflectin quistion of
Felix Moses makes me sorrer." Chinney drew me by the hand
from that tobacco smoke-laden room. In silence we trod the
narrow flat stone walk to my home.
"Johnnie," said Chinnay as we parted, "I felt pow' ful
bad fer them two fathahs. Ef I didn't git thar minds off'n
Gett{sburg, I hev wasted a powah of think, ap' a deal of
brea hl"
John Uri Lloyd

Now occurred an innovation that to 0 u.,.. s·tr 1ng
· t own· c1rc
· 1e
was unprece dent ad, No one had ever directl h
with ~ntruthfulnass, other than by artfullyys~~~~~~~v~hinney
~ue~~~onst 1he visitor f~om the North made the break, Evidently
e . no perceive that Chinney's satires •struck every one in
the Clrcle ,. the state of Kentucky and himself' as wall as
L

0
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If land title histories of curious and intricate nature
are sought, Kentucky is surely the place in \:Jhich ~o dig them
out The common law of England applies to t1tles 1n that state,
and.the inhabitants, at least in the mountainous part, are of
pioneering English stock, v1hose ideas of government and
regulation of conduct are apparently grounded more on a litigious
spirit than on any innate respect of authority. Then again,
the mountainous Kentucky region has until very recent times
been .00 mparati vely inaccessible,. and families have become inbred
to an extent in some locations of producing a people of low moral
fibre, who can be relied upon to take part in any scheme.s for
getting holu of some one else's real estate, that may come to
their attention.
With the opening of the mountain territory to coal and oil
production the penetration of railroads and lock and darning
of rivers, 'titles have become more clear, primarily because
the mining and pipe line companies would not become involved
in title controversies, and again because the lands thems~lves
ceased to be unoccupied and could be guarded against wrongful
entry by persons·of substantial economic grade that have come
to live or work upon them.
A strong peculiarity of the early people of mountain
Kentucky, which has been carried down to the present date, is
a primitive tendency to regard an unoccupied piece of ground
as the property of whomsoever chooses to settle down upon it.
For a place in which the English law or real property applies
to land titles, this region exhibits the strongest tendency to
reliance on the old maxim of "Possession is nine points of
the Law," of any state in the Union.
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prize mixed-up title in Eastern Kentucky. I have disguised
names, and shifted about the order of events in my short
history that follows, having no desire that this paper be
used as an exhibit in.some law suit in the future.

Not long after Kentucky was admitted as a state to the
Union, a man named Black had a t,ract of land surveyed in
Breathitt County, Kent.ucky, and obtained a patent from the
United States ba~ed on the surveyor's reported boundary.
Shortly after th1s.a man named White hired another surveyor
to lay out an adjo1ning tract, and \Vhite obtained a patent
. for his tract also.
The land, the title of which is to be traced here is
invo~~ed between these the Black and the White survey.'
Blacks survey was in part described as follows:--beginning
at the north side of the Kentucky River at two sugar trees
and a Buckeye, standing at the mouth of the north or left
hand.fork of the tree forks as you go up the river;. thence
runn1ng·down the river and bounding on the meanders thereof
to a sugar tree and ash ~tanding on the right bank of a
stream at the end of 1620 poles from the place of beginning
when reduced to a straight line, thence north 9 degrees
east, etc."
_The thing to remember about this description is that it
ends at the south west corner, at a sugar tree and ash standing
at the right bank of a stream 1620 poles f~om the three forks.
White in his survey attempted to start at this corner
but his description'read "beginning at a·sugar tree Sycam~re
and Elm, at the north of a creek, the lower corner io the land
of John Black thence down the Kentucky River a distance of
one mile reduced to a straight line to an old tar kiln, standing on the north bank of the river." White also in his
description stated that his east line bounded on Black's
west line.

Also the original surveying and patenting of the lands
was done carelessly, and not on any regular plan, as was done
in the West, and the very English character of the people
served to complicate their attitude toward the law and hence
toward legal titl8 to lands, It is one of the fauits of a
legal system built up on a multitude of judicial precedents
that the people governed by it, but having no detailed
.
instruction in wha~ it amounts t~, come to regard it as
government by soph1stry with success -to the sharpest and most
u~scrupu~ous. The ignorant Kentucky mountaineer is strongly
f1lled w1th this idea.

The trouble with this description was that the old tar
kiln was two miles from Black's southwest corner, instead of
one mile, and the creek with the sugar tree, 8ycamore and Elm,
instead of baing at the same place as the Sugar tree and Ash
of Black's corner, was in fact ona mila down the river from it.

Legal land title holdings were on a large scale, that
is to say in large acreage, while actual use of lands was
limited to scattered, small tracts.

White thus left a gap of a mile frontage, between himself
and Black, but he still called for his east line as coinciding
with Black's west line.

All of these things hava led to some curious intricacies
i~ land titles in Eastern Kentucky, which are a singular part
o the local history of this portion of our country,

To state it in another way Black in his survey ended up
down the river at a creek later called Willow Shoals, and
White instead of calling for Willow Shoals, in his patent,
actually described a creek later called Crooked Shoals, which
was a mile away. This is quite clear, when it is recalled
that his patent called for only one mile front, and the Tar
Kiln on his down the river ~orner.was a mile front Crooked
Shoals.

With some h~sitancy as to the possibility of making· clear
at a single readlni, the ~any odd phases involved it is my
purpose to tell the story of what I have always c;nsidered the

,,
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It would appear that White, if he wanted to claim that
he bounded on Black's land would have to give up the id~a of
running dovm the river two miles to the old Tar Y.iln, s 1nce
he only had a one mile front on the river.

In Kentucky a use, open and free of interference for
fifteen years establishes full legal title and no one up
to this day, has used the entire boundary 'axcent for ;il
claims,
'
"'

The way the thing worked out, there v1as a triangular
gap left in a questionable position, having a mile front on
the Kentucky River, and bounded by Willow Shoals a~ one and
and Crooked Shoals on the other. This tract conta1ned roughly
5000 acres and with this the story begins.

Now if David Brats could have maintained himself as the
sole person, having a deed to the fully described boundary of
5000 acres, for a long period of years, even this might have
established good title by presumption,

Now if either Black or White had made a deed to this
particular triangle of land, thing·s would have been simplified
but iVhi te never made one because he lived and died with the
idea that Black bounded on Crooked Shoals (the up the river
terminus of the White survey calls) Black did not parcel
out this tract, because he did not think he owned it either.
Black did make some deeds, however. He conveyed to
four different men, each the undivided one quarter of his
whole survey. All this means is that each one owned an
interest in his whole survey, and none of the four had any
particular portion as his sole property.
It should be remarked that Black never lived on any part
of his land, although the triangle of 5000 acres was a·fairly
good p~ace to live, as it had some wide grassy valleys, fairly
free of trees, and two excellent springs for drinking water.
After Black died, one of the men who obtained a ouarter
interest in his whole survey went to live on the 5000-acres
and built a cabin there, His name was Davis,
Another man named David Brate, had been living in a
cabin he had set up without any rights whatever and he bought
a title from another of the four owners of a ou~rter in the
Black survey, He was smart enough to have the triangle
surveyed and the deed which he received from the quarter
owner, actually recited the description of the triangle of
5000 acres and stated that title to the same was derived by
deed from Black,
. Of course, Black had never made a deed to it in particular
at all, and his patent hardly covered it, even if he had,
Another man named Wallace lived on the 5000 acres ·and
for some years he had no elements of a claim of legal title.
David Brate, who in pickin~ up a fake
showed considerable enterprise,?soon moved ~!~eyr t~tle,t to
live in the then village of Irvine.
an wen

right~~·~~eD~;~:: !~~hm:nd~:~t~er

Wallacet wi~hout claim of
Black survey, aver used more th~no~~ quar er lnterest in the
acquired no rights by virtue of th 7fty acres each. They thus
lands, to more than a few acres, Slr possession and use of

But Wallace, the squatter, who as yet had no paper claim
of title to any part of the lands, nov1 prepared to put hinself
in a better position. By connivance he had a suit brought
against himself for a debt. Judgment was rendered and he
refused to pay it and so his supposed lands. were sa ized and
sold by the sheriff, His wife bought them. The sheriff in
his deed used the same identical description that David Brata
had used in his deed which he obtained from one of the
original quarter interest holders from Black.
In this way Mrs. Wallace became a paper claimant to the
whole boundary of 5000 acres,
·I

Thus it was that no one of the original patentees thought
he owned the 5000 acres, and neither of them made a deed to them.
Within a comparatively few years, however, there ware three
persons claiming them, all three with a fake title, at the
best, and two of them claiming as from Black, who certainly
did not have as much right as White to assert that the 5000
acres were in his patent,
With this state of affairs, the present owners of the
tract, or rather what is left of it, as we shall see, acquired
their rights. They bought of David Brate, The man's name who
started the present chain was John Heaton, who obtained his
deed in 1865.
Before he had held it two years he granted a mortgage upon
it to Eli Johnson of Cincinnati, Ohio, to secure certain debts.
This mortgage was made in the summer of 1867, but Johnson did
not have it recorded at Breathitt County, until February of
1868, ·In the meantime Heaton made a half dozen deed and
mortgages to others, all of which were recorded before Johnson
had his mortgage recorded, but only one of which had any
notary seal upon it,
Eli Johnson brought suit to foreclose his mortgage,
making all of these subseouent but earlier recorded ovmers
and mortgagees parties, The one who had a mortgage with a
seal upon it, was proven to have bean an out and out fraud.
Johnson was in a bad position, however. It is the law in
Kentucky that a mortgage to be good against subsequent purchasers who innocently pay something of value for the mortgaged
premises, thinking them unincumbered, must be recorded within
six months of its data. Johnson had failed to have this done.
Johnson's attorney also failed to serve mailing notices to
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his last known address on one Jim Payson, another fake owner'
and the owner of the fraudulent mortgage w~th a ~eal on it,
claimed that the entire suit was improper ror th1s reason,
Johnson began his foreclosure svit in May 1868, and
fou~ht
along from Court to Court, until ten years later he
0
got to the highest Court of the State. This C?u~t hald_that
the whole suit was bad for failure to serve ma1l1ng ~ot1ces on
Jim Payson, and Johnson had to start it all over aga1n.
Wallace and Davis, had in these years dona nothing, but
they had paid taxes on the whole tract. In fact for forty
years the sheriff of Breathitt County, took taxes fro~ three
separate owners of the triangle of 5000 acres whose h1story
is here being traced.
By this time one of 11/allace 's daughters had married and
her husband built a cabin on the property, and took a lease
from I1:rs. Wallace. This served to increase her possi'ble
rights by adverse possession on the premises. She also got
still another person to settle on the property and build a
cabin, this person also accepting a lease from her,
It might be well to note that both of these leases were
for the ~ntire tract,
Johnson did not own a single acre by right of possession
but he did have the oldest paper chain. He hired a man to go
to the land, and pay Mrs, Wallace 4~2500 for the entire tract,
thus acquiring her title and taking over her tenants, none
of whom paid any rent.
This step put Johnson in the position of owning the best
two titles to the land, and he then began his foreclosure
suit all over again.
To recapitulate, once more, the triangle of 5000 acres
was by errors in description either in White's survey, or w~s
not patente~ a~ all, whila the only two legal claims of title
were on the1: races stated to have started with Black, Neither
o~ these cha1ns of title included a proper deed from Black
s1nce in both cases Black's ~eeds were for undivided inter~st
in his survey, Johnson owned one of these chains of title
·
but only through a mor~gage which he had been tryin~ u~suc~ess
fully to foreclose aga1nst fraudulent owners for te~ years
Davis owned the other chain, but the sheriff's deed to Waliace
was the result of a fake piec~ of litigation, but the W~llace
interest owned by Johnson had at that time a fairly large
adverse possession well under way,
What happen~d next was this: Three men, two of them
lawyers from Irv1ne, v;ho knew of the legal tangle went to
Washington and got_a patent for the triangle of 56oo acres
on the basis that 1t had never been patented, V/ith this. atent
they brought suit to oust Johnson from his claims,
.
p
Johnson as owner of the original claims of Brate and
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Wallace, traced his title back to Black. He had a weak chain
but so far as it went it was based on the Black survey,
Johns on fought this suit against the new patentees for
six years through the various Courts, up to the Court·of
Appeals again. He contended that the Black survey included
the triangle, and tried to prove it, by the fact that White
·in ~is survey, located his east line as co-incident with Black's
wast line, The new patentees claimed that the error arose in
White saying his land bounded on Black's and that if this were
true, the White line along the river had a gap a mile along in
it, which was unreasonable to believe. Therefore, they said,
the land has never been patented until we got our patent,
The Court said 11 It seems to us that the theory of neither
party is correct, That the south west corner of Black Survey
is at the Sugar tree, and ash opposite the Crooked Shoals, is
susceptible of demonstrations, First those trees, though only
the stump of the ash is now there, stood 1620 poles from the
beginning corner, while the sugar tree, sycamore and elm
opposite the Willow Shoals, are about a mile down the river,
If the line claimed to have been Black's west line is as
·•
defendants say the Black survey,will contain about 41000 acres
more than the patent called for.
It seems clear to us, therefore, that the defendant, has
no title to the 5000 acres in question unless it be a possessory
one. However, we need not determine this. It is incumbent
upon the new patentees, plaintiffs in this case to show that
they have the legal title as well as possession of the 5000 acres
claimed.
We are of the opinion that the surveyor for White made a
mistake in the description of the '.Vhi te survey, but of the two
points which he gave as the starting point of the survey, we
are of the opinion that the reference to the boundary of Black,
as forming the east line of the White survey, should rule over
the reference to Willow Shoals, as the starting corner.
Hence if the lands in question here are actually in the
White survey, which we now decide, then it is obvious that the
new patents obtained by the plaintiffs are invalid and void,
as they cover lands already patented.
Since the plaintiffs have thus failedto establish their
suit will, be dismissed."

cas~,the

This curious result, left Johnoon with a title to the
premises which was no good, but which was better than any one
else possessed, s inca Davis had no deed that described the
property at all, White and his hairs had disappeared, but in
view of th.e fact that they had given deeds for lands two miles
away from the Black boundary, they could not, even if they had
beanon hand, have claimed the 5000 acres, without doing
violence to deeds which they had given which were inconsistent
with the claim.
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this litigation on the
Ten more years had elapsed e ore
oreclosure suit had
new 1 and patent, ~m~ co~~le te~ ' ~n~ h!h~e! controversy. It
dragged along awa1t1ng e en
was then 1898.

0

family had increased,
The Wallace family, and the Davis
that
there
were at least
d
and had spread over the lan , so
six small parcels in use.
Johnson then brought suit to oust th~ Wallace ten~ants,
and tried to get tenants of his own. He found a pecullar
situation.
Old Mrs. Wallace and her spouse had passed away, and
,
their sons and daughters pretended great surprise at ~ohnson s
claim that he had 8. deed from Urs. Wallace. 'l'hey cla1med that
the deed was a forgery, and that the consideration had never
been paid.
It seems that the man delegated to pay the :fp2500 ~hich

it will be recalled Johnson had paid for the Wallace t1tle,
had made a dicker with Mrs. Wallace. He was to giv~ her
instead of.~'~2500 the sum of :$500,00, two cows and f1 ve
barrels of'whisiey. The Wallace boys said the whiskey had
never been turned over.
Johnson was surprised by this but finally dug up proof
that the whiskey, cows, as well as the cash had been paid
to Mrs. wajlace. He found, however, that the notary that
took the acknowledgment to the deed from hlrs. Wallace, was
a notary from Lee County, who took the acknowledgment in
Breathitt County. This made the deed invalid so that if he
tried to ouet the Wallaces, he would again have to prove
himself without title.
He fought the case against the Wallaces for five years,
and finally paid thAm $1000 to clear out bag and baggage,
which they did, temporarily.
Johnson now thought that his troubles were over. He
was mistaken, how ever. He made a big mi;.:tal~e in not tearing
down the Wallace cabins. Within six months of the time the
Wallaces moved, he had two new sets of squatters.
The foreclosure uui t \'tas b;>r this time browht
to a close,
0
and in 1905 this feature of the case was over. ln 1906
Johnson died,
The Johnson heirs did not take much interest in the Kentucky
l~nd. They paid the taxes, and assumed that this gave them
r1ghts to the land, As a matter of fact the new sauatters had
ban~e~ together, and were paying taxes on the land.also,
cla1m1ng the whole boundary. The Davis family also paid taxes.
One of these squatters, the ringleader of the pack, was
the local bad man. He gave out ~ord that he was go~ng to
shoot any person who contested h1s rights. His original
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holding had been beyond the 5000 acre tract, but he had
planted an orchard which was mainly on the tract, thus
giving a start to his claim.
In 1916 oil was discovered near the 5000 acres, and
Johnson's heirs got a chance to lease some of' the property
for several hundred dollars an acre.
The pipe line company, to whom the leaseholders proposed
to dispose of any oil that they might obtain, refused to
make a contract to take the oil. They made an investigation
which developed the old Davis claim. The original Davis
house, was located on the tract where the proposed oil drillings
were to take place.
It had been there for forty five years.
It will be recalled ·that Davis was one of the original
holders of an undivided one auarter of Black's survey by deed
from Black. He had never received any deed which described
the 5000 acres specifically. Also the Courts had held that
Black had no interest in the 5000 acres.
Davis himself was dead, but left three sons who were all
living on the tract, near the original house. Their title
by adverse possession had long ago been established to about
300 acres, but they bad worked up a claim to the whole botndary.
Some enterprising title examiner had looked up the old
transaction where Eli Johnson had purchased the Wallace claims
for $2500, He had one further back and investigated the
sheriff sale which started the Wallace paper chain of title.
It appeared that the sheriff who had signed the deed to
Mrs, Wallace had done so after his successor had taken office,
so that no acting sheriff had ever made a .deed.
This title examiner persuaded one of the Davis men,
who had married a Wallace, to bring suit to quash the old
deed, and revive the case •. 'rhis was done, and a new .sal~
ordered, at which sale Dav1s purchased the property for ·JplOO,
and received a d~ed for the entire boundary of 5000 acres.
The pipe line company tpought sufficient of this title
of the Davis family and particularly of the 300 acres on
which they had lived, that it forced Johnson's heirs to
acauire the Davis title before it would make a contract with
the proposed tenants of oil rights.
Johnson's heirspaid the Davis' heirs the sum of
$10,000 and obtained a deed from the~ for t~e whole boundary.
They then found themselves involved 1n a su1t from several
men in Richmond Virginia. Before the Wallace heirs had
settled with Johnson on their claim that their mother's deed
had been a forgery, they had made an oil lease to these
Richmond men on the entire tract of 5000 acres. The demand
for settleme~t was too great for Johnson's heirs to meet
and with the assistance of the Wallace heirs, now turned
traitor to the Richmond· men, they were able to defeat this
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claim.
irst actual money from
The leases were then rna de an d the f
.
· 11 th e i r
the lands that Johnson or his heirs ever recelved ln a
generation of litigation, was forthcoming.
ft fter the Davis claims were
There was enough money 1 e a d'
·na just ~here
paid, to make some real attempt at lScoverlw~s em loyed to go
the lands were by a new survey. Atsurv:r~rfindina~ as to
over the boundary and make a repor on ~
o
property under use by squatters.
I
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The report was disappointing. Out of the originald
5000 acres only 3100 remained. Squatters, claimants ~n er
old law suits old sheriff sales, tax sales an~ the l1ke had
been cutting into the bo1mdary for two genorat1ons.
Johnson's heirs then began a policy of buying out adverse
claims which penetrated the boundary of the 3100 acres. They
would bring suits to cast doubt on squatters' ti~l~s, and th~na
buy them out as best they could. The usual cond1~1on of buy1no
was that the cabin and yard around it should rema1n the property
of the squatter.

playing about such a cabin, and ask him his name, he is likely
to reply "Davis Wallace."
Then perhaps you will see his Dad coming down the Valley
with his mule, his rifle carried loosely under his arm, and a
sack of provisions over the mule's back.
If you are wise you will prepare to move on. Davis might
not like your looks. He will be courteous enough to you, but
you can tell that he is wondering what you are doing hanging
around his place. If he gats a chance some foggy morning when
it is hard for him to tell your hat from a crow on a stump,
he. may take a notion to shoot that crow. He might just miss
you. Who knows but what he will be trying to just miss you.
But then again, he might accident&lly hit you, and anyhow,
no one wants to be a target for a Kentucky mountaineer.
Marston Allen

,,
BUDGET
NOVEMBER 29, 1924
1.

There is now in Breathiff County sweeping up in the
gracious hills from the Kentucky River, a tract of 3800 ~eras.
In the valleys and stretching up to the many hills are f1ne
forests of hard wood and pine. Around the property on three
sides are motor roads. The Kentucky River brings slack water
to the southern side and motor boats can navigate the lower
reaches of Crooked Forks Creek. Away from the river at the
north end, a. great circular bluff dropping 500 feet marks off
the limits of the land. Standing on the bluff one can see for
miles across the level plane, and count the pyramidal towers
of the oil drillers.
Seams of ooft coal crop out at several points, and the
gras~y valleys make excellent grazing for cattle.
But yet living in the small cleared places in the valleys
are families named Wallace and Davis. Only the year b·efore
last the "bad man'' squatter of whom mention has been made, was
disposed of. He had been moonshining and was confined in
prison for several months. During this period his wife and
two children had gone to live with his father. A few men tore
his cab in dovm while he was servine; his time.
The absentee landowner in Eastern Kentucky is up against ·
such propositions continually. Let a cabin become vacant and
not tear it down, and before long one will see smoke rising
from the chimney.and children in tatters playing on the bare,
sunbaked ground 1n the door yard.
.
On the 5000 acres, now dwindled so far as the Johnson
heirs are concerned to 3800, if you stop one of the children
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1.

Jim

The title is brief--but Jim isn't. Somehow back on the
farm where fifty and more ye~·~ rs ago Jim came into being, he
accumulated some six feE)t three of lath like muscular awkwardness.
~ruly the zodiacal influences which designed his
bodily structure must have been q~ite identical wi~h those
that determined the physical outllliliS of Abraham L1ncoln.
A good working apparatus--but falling a little short of the
decorative.
·
Then there is a head crowned with a shock of straw
colored hair and a rather homely face, with a pair of keen
blue eyes that look straight at you with frank friendliness.
And back of those eyes is the shrewd commonsense understanding brain upon whose functioning men may always count.
So it happens thr:.t none of us who know him would change Jim
in any least particular. We prefer him just as he is, as you
would if you had the privilege of knowing him.
And one does not have to have long touch with him to
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realize that hare is a man built to p~ay ~he game of life ,
cleanly and strongly; that with all h~s b1g robust soul he s
with you till the whistle blows. He,ls ever.that wonderful
haartener--a cooperator, when he isn t start1ng something on
his own initiative.
Jim was always so. In the dear lost years of the irresponsible collegiate days, was there ever ~ bit o~ deviltry
astir, in which, he was not a whimsically Joyous 1nstigator
and ardent participant? When the.calf was safely put.to aleap
and tucked in with the covers its innocent head rest1ng peacefully on the pillow of his ro~m-mata's couch--was it not
there by Jim's most casual suggestion? When no lamp could
be found and that room-mate compelled a strip in the dark
finally jumped into bed, to land fairly on the unconscious,
but not long so, calf, was not the missing illumination due
to his gentle forethought? And when the air was split with
an assortment of BAA's and sulphurous invective, whose indignation so honestly expressed and where such mild and ·
healin? sympathy as that of Jim?
Some of his classmates who took life and themselves .with
immense seriousnesG, seemed never to quite understand this
comra~e of theirs. Unweariedly, he poured them copious drafts
of perturbation and anticipation. They failed to appreciate
how perennially interesting he was.
·
Nor could they ouite reconcile his occasional activities
with his well known objective, For \'lhile these episodes of
a mildly facetious nature were being engineered, with a most
pleasant frequency to the rank and file of his fellow students,
down in Jim's deeper makeup was a more serious strain. And
·
this serious strain had Jim headed for the Gospel Ministry.
!inally it landed him in the halls of Theology. Perhaps
1t is an unnecessary parenthesis to remark in passing that
it was still the entire Jim who lived and moved and ~~d his
being within those sacred precincts.
True he wrestled manfully with the priestly characters
of the Hebrew text--he did his conscientious best with the
Ne~ Te~tam~nt ?reek--he induced wholesome streams of per~
Sp1rat1on.1n hlS arduous effort to collate the dogmatics of
an August1na and tne scholastic subtilities of a Thomas
Aquinas; he strove valiantly to assimilate the historic
utterances of a Polycarp, Tertullian and Epsebius, Diligently
also, hA sought to steep his soul in the ins-n 1·,..at· "' f
'
Homil et·1cs an d t'na practical wisdom of Pastoral
1:.' •
1oni:)
o
Theology.
A~so

Jim preached and wrought with a glad heart in
small vacant fields, throughout his seminary career
.~wasta pre~ty busy chap during those preparatory days. Y;t
1 mus not a forgotten that Jim had conveyed his entire
~ental anatomy ~o his ch~sen educational retreat. we remember
~!i~--well hlett.1t.pass w1thout further amplification --a
·
ow neap Y 1c Theologue with the class name of-- '
Orlando Sm~th, Not every man justifies his name--but Smith
did; certa1nly the Orlando p~rt of it. For Orlando was the
~ar1ous
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of a distinctly concave variety of nasal
mec~an1sm; he walked with a short mincing step like that of
a t1ght skirted girl. Nor did a turned up nose in conjunction with his gait and a temperament finely harmonized
with both these p~yeical excentricities seriously serve to
enhance Orlando's popularity. So it was not passing strange
that on one very warm night of a very warm Eay that as
Orlan~o lay ~pon his cou~h deep b~ried in restoring sleep,
the n1ght ra1l fal~en as1de, leav1ng his pure breast exposed,
that a full quart of well cooled aqua pura, expelled from a
huge syringe well pumped by honest hands and willing he~rts,
found that consecrated chest.
~assessor

It is a matter of well accredited tradition that Orlando's
automatic response tothis baptismal ministration brcru~ht
his hea~ into intimate contact with the ceiling. And:;)that
when at last· he reached the floor attaining the window in a
frenzied leap, ,he vociferated--fire--thieves--murder with a
sterterous energy that wakened a terrorized community within
full severa~ blocks of the home of sacred learning.
Jim's only remark, with that whimsical grin of his, was-"Well, he seemed to get it all, didn't he?'' Not always--but
sometimes, as I think it over, it seemed regretible that nona
of the loyal flock who waited on his spiritual ministries, ever
knew the inner-ecestasy incident to meeting a little more than
a fractional section of their trusted leader.
But what kind of a minister has Jim made?
Since those days of long ago, he has had, I believe but
three charges; none of them have been conspicuously large.
A casual contact with Jim would make but little if any appeal
to the parish whose earliest demand would be for the "Savoir
Faire" of the polished mind and manner. To gown him with
nice exactitude, to uniform his speech with the habit of
studied elegance~ to shackle him to the conventions which
another may carry with easy naturalness,--where then ware
that fine simplicity of he:_:.rt and mind.--that independent
ruggedness of soul, that quaint and homely phrase that gives
its flavor to the pith of sense?
So eventually he want bact to the fields and meadows
from which he came, by natural gravitation; back to the old
homestead which he loved and now owns. Thus he came to his
country pastorate.
Each Sunday sees him don his neatly brushed Prince
his wife taking her brief scrutiny before he leaves the
just to be sure that the black tie is properly in place
give a final touch or two with the whisk broom, for the
of dust which might be there, even if it isn't,

Albert,
study,
and
fleck

Then follows the wifely pat upon the shoulder, a moment's
auiet look of understanding between them and with a bevy of
smiling chattering boys and girls surrounding them, they walk
to the not distant church~
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What a pleasant thing it is to see.
And it is still a pleasant thing to see t~at modest church,
quite surrounded with the trees, the congregat,1on scattered
about in little groups, exchanging community gossip, while they
wait the coming of the Domine.
Jim meets them all, callin~ them with familia~ friendliness by their first names and in a moment JOU real1ze that he
knows pretty much everything that is to be knovm about all
of them.
Presently the entire group found its way to the accustomed
pew and the service opened. When the time for the.sermon
arrived the preacher announced his text; "Blessed 1s the man
that walketh not in the council of the ungodly, nor standeth
in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of ~he scornful.
But his delight is in the law of the Lord and in hlS law doth
he meditate day and night."
Then straightforthly flowed the truth from the lips of a
man who deeply meant every word he uttered. Not a shred of
time was lost to the cadences of aesthetic religious speculation, we caught no echoes of Modernist or Fundamentalist
controversy, Lh, it was very far away from all this. And
soon one became curiously aware that the preacher was aiming
straight at the heart and soul of every one of us. He told
us how right the right is and how wrong the wrong--how never
the twain may meet--and we knew he spoke for God. Psychoanalysis? !.!ental complexes? Atavistic fatalism? Inhibitions
of inheritance? Poor little mental waifs of nowhere--he
passed them by with never a glance.
Throughout it all there was a vivid sense of a communal
spiritual unity; which invaded the soul of every listener.
We were as a company of men and women who with unwearying feet
of youth were breasting·ascents, swept by clean winds of strength
from fart~er heights. Faith and the rewards of faith, were very
near, a r1ghteous character the one thing needful· this the
achievement which conferred upon all other accompiishment its
~alue and significance. Life had taken on large dimensions
1n that sermon, though it were cast in phraseology and illustration so simply, that the least of listeners mi~ht easily
understand it.
a
, After. the ~ervice cam~ the session meeting. "Of course
you re com1ng: w1 th us," s1.nd Jim, his friendly hand on my
shoulder pressing me in the direction of the open door of the
study. Going? Of course, I was going. For there are few
rarer privileges than that of attending a meeting of that
session. Going there your feet are treading the highway of
adventure. You are about to see and hear that of which the
common paths of life give little hint,
For, with but the exchange of the color of American life
for that of the.Scotch, you are walking straight into ~he.
midst of a meet1ng of the Drumtochry Elders.

Jim
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Jim called upon one of them to lead in prayer. It was a
simple prayer bearing no burden of elaborate speech but what
a.p~ayer ~t was. It voiced an earnest petition for'the
D1v1~e gu1dance an~--~hat they might not be unworthy stewards
of h1s grace. It 1nv1ted the presence of God and God was
there. And when it closed--they talked ~ravely of the welfare
of the small spiritual commonwealth over o v1hich they were the
overseers.
Quite plain men--all of them, who had known each other
from boyhood, One of them--a millwri~ht another a box
maker in the neighboring town, three ~f ihem farmers the
sixth a country doctor.
'
Next to Jim sat Bro. John--so they call him. It happened
that Brother John had just returned from the West where he
had gone to rid himself of a persistent throat tr~uble and
they must hear all that he had seen and done, It was good to
listen to. Brother John had been an old soldier whose soul
was an altar of' patriotism, and whose not infreo~ent advice
to the younger ones, who occasionally slipped over to listen .
to the"Ynew preacher
of some neighborin?a conareaation
always
,
o
o
was-- ou ga1n your honor by fighting with your own regiment"-had failed to find his Presbyterian regiment in the West, So
perforce, he had allied himself with the Methodists. And
splendid spirit that he is, he had thrown himself into th~
work with his whole heart. He told them the tale of his work
in the Sunday School and the chur~h, on a windswept plain.
They listened to the story with rapt interest. And11hen it
was finished--Uncle Tommy, whose eyes had. never for a moment
strayed from the narrator, Uncle To~ny with his mishapen leg
his cane resting on his knee, looked from his arm chair for '
a long moment into his old friends' face with the most wistful
look one might imagine in his blue eyes--and said, "Brother
John, I wish I might do something for the Lord, like you do."
That quaintly naive self revelation of Uncle Tommy caused no
slightest surprise; they were all wishing the same thing,
t

Thereafter, as one after the other was moved to speech,
possible only to men with the most intimate confidence in each
other, one felt as the traveller in some far country who finds
an oasis. Later, the memory of that hour led to the re-reading
of the Cottars' Saturday Night and to a thoughtful pause when
the following lines were reached.
"Compared with this--hoVJ poor religion's pride,
In all the pomp of method and of art,
When men, display to congregations wide
Devotion's every grace, except the heartt
The Fewer, incensed, the pageant will desert
The pompous strain, the sacerdotal stole:
But haply, in some cottage far apart
May hear, well placed the language of the soul."
The following morning, with one of the boys at the steering
wheel, the fliver waited to take me to the station.
There stood Jim in blue overalls, a pail in his left hand,
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(he was on his way to the barn) and my hand~~ ~is ri~ht.
We haven't finished that talk yet--he was saylno, you re
~oming back--let it be soon. When he spok~ it was.blossom
time; all the vagrant terlder beauty of spr1ng was 1n the. sky
and field. This spring when blossom time shall come aga1n, -I return to Arcadia.
J. Harry Cone

2.

A Later Day Acadian

My attention was first attracted to them as the boat from
Boston to Yarmouth left the harbor and pushed out into the open
sea. They Btood looking into the distance, a fine, clear
faced young man and a sweet, attractive young woman. Most of
the passengers left the deck soon after land began to drop away
behind us, but these two remained looking ahead, their arms on
the rail, soberly talking and occasionally turning to look·
into each other's eyes with a smile of understanding. The
September afternoon was cool even on shore and ooon the air
began to get under my overcoat and flap it about my legs and
I was minded to go below, but somehow I was drawn to this
young couple and began to wonder about them and imagine a
story about them--that they were on their honeymoon, or
possibly a brothor and sister, or sweethearts with the
chaperon somewhere about.
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After awhile one of the boat's officers came by and as they
turned he saluted and smiled and passed on. A little later
the young man glanced up to the bridge and the captain touched
his cap. Curiosity began to bother me-who could they be?
The longer I watched them the more I liked his face that invited acquaintance and her trusting, laughing eyes. I decided
that the next time one of the ship's men came by and spoke to
them I would follow him and find out. It was quite some time
before I got my chance and my chilly legs ~ave thanks when
the Second Officer came along, stopped to ~reat them and talk
a few minute~ and passed on. I followed him and began a conversation wh1ch ~ust have seemed to him to have been filled
with rather fool1sh questions until finally I asked about the
young people and who the young man might be,
"Oh," he replied, looking at me rather ouickly "just a
young man from Nova Scotia going home."
·
'
But I persisted, At length he told me that the young man

ha~ been employed by the steamsqip company and had been on
th1s same ,vessel as w~rele~s operator. He had left home

because of some row vn th h1s "old man" and had always talked
about how i~u~h he would like to go back home but couldn't.
All the sh1p s officers and men hadliked him and had been
glad when he got a better job with some man who had ~etten
acquainted.with h~m on the boat and had taken a great likinoo
to him. H1s new JOb was with some big radio concern and he o
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was making good.as one of its experts and the young woman was
his wife.
I thanked the man and decided that I would start an
acquaintance with the young folks on my own account. When
t?e c~l~ for dinner came I lingered until they had entered
tne A1n1ng room and a little later I followed and walking
directly to the tabla where they sat as thou~h I ~as one of
their party, I was followed by the steward who seated me with
all ceremony. It isn't hard to begin a conversation under such
circumstances. I told them that I had noticed them and even
that I had made inquiries as to who they were, He blushed
noticeably at this and looked at the young woman who merely
answered with a smile. We got on to the subject of his
business, how~ver, in which he was tremendously interested
and soon we were on good terms. We strolled on deck again
after· dinner and he and I went to the smoking salon for a
smok~ and a talk. When we separated we had become good friends
and I had most of his story and more of his confidence while
he had my promise of help if it could avail him.
'

And this was his story, .not as he told it nor all of it
from him but as I pieced it out from his telling and that of
others with whom I talked afterwards.
He came from old Acadian French stock. It will be
remembered that when the Acadians were dispossessed, the land
th~y left was opened to settlers from Now England and indeed
New Englanders moved into tha western shore of Nova Scotia
so thickly that to this day the old New England Yankee stock
can there be found in purer strain and tru~r type than in
New England itself. But naturally these Yankees took up the
choice land in beautiful Acadia itself, leavin~ the less
inviting land to the south until the last, so that, when
years after the English had forgotten this harsh edict and
the Acadians themselves, pulled by instinct toward their old
homes, began to drift back, they found only this less promising promised land in which to settle. So they secured large
holdings collectively, small holdings individually, and today
we have Mavillette, $igogne, Robicheau, Saulnierville,
Grosses Coques, Belliveau, and Doucetteville scattered along
between Yarmouth and Digby to attest to the presence of the
returned Acadians. Their impress is also on the whole· section
in the churches, schools and even the courts, where French is
heard quite like it is in Quebec. Small are the villages and
little morethan station, post-office, general store and a few
houses; but the farms are long and narrow and the far houses
close together resulting from tht3 same tendency to divide
between the sons the original farms of the fathers found
among the habitants in ~uebec. There are, too, stories of
some of the descendants of these returned settlers who never
have forgiven the English for their ruthless removal of the
Acadians. Of such was the father of the young man in whom l
became interested. He remembered as though he had lived then
himself the gloriously beautiful land and happy days of Acadia,
and he felt the hardships and the heartachesof the expatriated
French, as keenly as if he himself had $Uffered them. It was

,,
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Y~~~m~t~~ a~d was forced to build his nest in ~nether place.
Xnd so there was bitterness in his heart and w1th ?th~r: who
followed or had praceeded him, he talked ever of ~ne
e
when France again might come marching back an~ dr1ve out the
English as the English had driven out the Fre~ch. Much
talking'over the harsh dispossession, much hop1~g and preparin~-for the day to coma, knit them toget~er 1n a comm~n
expetancy and a common determination. In h1s sons and h1s
daughters he planted the seed of partisans~ip and.nurtured
it until'it became in them too a living th1ng. H1s son
after him and that son's son in turn, and then ha.who was
the father of the young man in whom I had become 1nterestad,
all seemed to inherit and cherish and increase in themselves
the spirit of h~tred of ~v$rythini English, while in most of
the other families the bitterness died out. They held to
their own tongue and their own ways, it is true, but what
quarrel di'd they have with a government, even though.it went
away back to London instead of to Paris, as long as 1t let
them proceed along their own way and caused them as little
bother as did this one? Only in the Comeaus family was the
old spirit kept truly alive and even intensified, so that in
the case of the present Comeau it became the 11 rulling passion."
He brooded over the wrong of the past; he adhered to the
French tongue in the present; and he dreamed of a return of
French sovere.ignty in the future. He frowned upon the introduction of new manners and fashions; he considered as treason
the mingling in marriage of the old Acadian blood with that of
outsiders; he permitted only the Montreal paper in French to
enter the home; he resented every word of Engliffi uttered in
his presence, and mindful of his storming., few tempted his
anger with any speech but the vernacular. It was told to me
that as a young man he had once nearly lost his life from a
quietly approaching cut of cars on a railroad because he
refused to heed a warning shouted in English.
b

Thera is little reason to wonder that his children
dutifully spoke French, at least within his hearing. They
grew strong and attractive and the oldest boy anpearad to
follow readily in ~he way of the farmer and ~he~apple raiser.
The father began to look forward to the time when the lon~ and
narrow farm might be worked by a stronger, younger hand than
his, while his daughters would become mothers of Frenchmen who
would continue the work of preparing the settlements for the
time when France would take her own again.
Such was the nuture that the son had had, He was of a
happy, friendly nature, and while in his early years he became
soaked through with prejudice of his father some of it early
beg~n to evaporate in the sunshine of friendly association
beyond the limits of the settlement which he indulged in quite
clandestinely to begin.with, but later more and more openly.
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Deep and expressive was the wrath and disappointment of
Father Comeau when he realized that his son was not following in the paths of his fathers, and Acadian French was
never drawn upon in those parts for stronger words and
phrases than when the interview at last took place in which
the older man accused and the younger man acknowledged that
he could see no reason for blaming present day Nova Scotians
for the acts of English governors and councils 175 years ago.
The end was that an old "telescope" was packed with a few
belongings and a scanty saving was drawn upon for a ticket
on the railroad to Yarmouth, It was a gloorriy .leave taking.
The older· Comeau did not interrupt the work in the field,
the mother and sisters restrained their grief as though the
unsmiling eyes of the father out there could see them.
Alone he left the nest from which he had been pushed as
if he were a fledgling of a strange and different· brood.
•
At Yarmouth he found work. Finally
he entered the
service of the steamship company that operatedbetwean
Yarmouth and Boston and made friends with every one, .
officers and crew. He had a natural turn for alectric~1
work and took up "wireless" as we called it just so short
time ago. Operating the outfit on the Prince George he
repeated a message to a passenger one day who turned into his
fairy god father, for he was attracted to him and offered him
employment at a salary that the young man thought he misunderstood when it was first mentioned to him. Th& godfather was
part and parcel and not a small parcel at that of one of the
largest radio concerns, and the young man was where of all
places he would rather have been. That was only three years
ago and he had gotten on and had married a young woman in
Boston who knew not a word of French and was only interested
in Acadia for the two reasons that she remembered Evangeline
and that the young man whom she loved had told her about his
family. In this time few letters had passed between the young
man and his mother and sisters and none between him and his
father. Appeals of mother and dnughtersto the father,
carefully timed and skillfully plam1ed, had brought no
relenting. A n~ighbor took up the task of trying to soften
his heart and in the spring sunshine in the apple orchard
thought he was making headway until he mentioned the daughterin-law when he found himself standing a1. one and answered only
by the bees humming amid the pink and v1hi te ~pple blossoms.

Finally, the young man himself determined on no half way
measure. He wrote a letter, the first one. he had aver dared
send back to his father, and told him that in about two weeks
he·was comin~ back home and bringing his wife with him. Other
letters he w~ote too, to mother and sisters. Not a sign came
back from the father that he had received the letter. Answers
from the others expressed joy, hope,.faar and disappointment.
They had themselves at last talked with the father and tria~
to break down his refusal to receive the son again. Abrupt
demands not to mention his name were followed by stolid·
silence when the matter was brought up again and again until
as the day approached for the return they ware compelled to
write that they had no hope that the heart of the father
would give any response.
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So under these circumstances the journey to the homeland wa~ begun. In spite of the discouraging letters hope
would still come to the young man and the young woman, he
that he might be taken back, she that she might be added to
the family circle. I wondered a great deal what her real
feelings were. Even if the parental door were opened and she
would pass within, how could she look forward to pleasure and
happine~s where were apparently only severity and harshness?
And yet she must have conjectured that in the older man there
must have been some latent or suppressed germ of gentleness
and affection from which had sprung that which she had found
so bountifully supplied in the younger.
We reached the dock at Yarmouth early in the morning with
a dense fog pressing down and obscuring even objects near at
hand. The train was due to leave in about two hours, but when
the boat docked they were the first two who stepped off. I
was struck with the expectant look on his face. He had confided
to me that he had a superstitious feeling that if the father
had forgiven he would be in Yarmouth and at the dock because
he did nothing by halves and his forgiveness would be complete
and compel him to go at least that far to meet them. As they
searched the small crowd I earnestly hoped that they might
catch a glimpse of his face, but as friends met friends, and
those waiting met those coming and gradually left together
there was none to greet these two save a few recognizing
nods or words from acquaintances here and there. They spent
the time until the train should leave walking back and forth
on t~e dock and station platform which were adjoining, or
sitt1ng for brief moments on boxes or bales. My destination
was Digby and my ticket called for space in the throu~h train
for Halifax, th&. t di·:l not stop where they were to get ~ff
but I had become too much interested to go off and leave'them
and so I waited a half hour and took the slow train with them.
By this time WfJ had become good friends and I saw that they
were ap~reciative of my interest and the serious look of
disappo1ntment was chased from his face for a brief moment by
a s~ila of pleasure when I told him of my change, At last the
tra1n pulled out; slowly it passed out of Yarmouth and soon
reached the country marked by few settlements and not a great
sign of cultivation, As we proceeded the fog began to thin and
ere long the su~ shone out and I called his attention to it
Sa;)ring, "A good sign." His face lighted up as did the
'
landscape and one of his contagious smiles shone briefly. And
so we rolled along never ata great speed and stopping at
little stations and occasional cross roads. As the time wore
away and we neared Belliveau his apparent uneasiness increased.
"If only he had come to Y~rmoutht"

he said.

had "But we got in so early' rt I replied' nand he would have
to come to ,Yarmouth yesterday to be there to meet you."
I kept my time table in my hand
t·
station. At last Belliveau was the ~e~~ ~~g off station after
;otget their things ready for leaving. 1 t~fda~~mt~~!tb~~a~is
a er was not at the station I would certainly come b~ck from
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Digby the next day and see him for I had a bold thought that
I, a stranger, and knowing no French rni5ht undertake to
break down a prejudice inherited and of' years of intensifyin"'
nursing. A whistle for the station and the train slowed
:;,
down and stopped. They were on the car platform and so was I.
He pushed past the trainmen, even forgetting his frightened
little wife for a moment. There were few people to be seen,
but he ran a few steps and before I knew what was happening
he had thrown his arms around a big man with a long moustache
whoo a arme likewise were thrown around him and I knew that th~
father's heart had opened wide enough to take them both in.
They.held each other tight and patted each other's backs and
tears rolled do~~ the face that I could see--the father's.
I think that the railroad men werea little longer than
usual unloading and loading some express packages, and some
way the word traveled quickly and nearly everyone on the train
was crowding to windows and platforms. The younger man
released one arm so as to reach out and pull his mother in
the encircling embrace and then turning to the waiting girl
who. had come with him from out in the world, he said some
word I could not hear and his mother's arms were about her
so that there they were all four embracing and crying and
laughing with a fullness of heart that no one of them had
even experienced before.
But even slow expressmen will handle all their packages
in the course of time and the ringing of the ball was followed
by the slow moving of the train. This brought the young man
back to a recollection of his chance acquaintance.
"Come back tomorrow anyway, 11 he shouted, and I waved my
hand and nodded an assent.
Yes, this is only a little story that partakes of melodrama, but even melodrama sometimes happens in real life. I
doubt very much if I would tell this story if it hadn't
"ended up right 1' as melodrama should. I am now going to confess that after going on to Digby and meeting ~ friend who
was waiting for me, I did go back to the little settlement
~nd found that the happy reunion was still being celebrated.
I met Father Comeau who underwent an introduction by his son
in English without flinching; I experienced Acadian hospitality,
I came to know of some honest, simple and kindly people, tempered
it is true by an austerity that was vaguely felt,~~
actually witnessed; and I cemented, I hope, into an enduring
friendship, the acquaintance I made on the Boston-Yarmouth
boat.
The next day he went with me to the station and his little
wife too.
"What, 11 I asked him, 11 would you have done if your father
had not received you?"
The smile left his face, his eyes •. A fierce look replaced
it and he replied:
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"All my life I would have hated the English like Hell'"
Walter A. Draper

MY Dear Mr. Editor:
Attached herewith please find, or perhaps bet~er, please
find enclosed, but no, neither of these introduc~ory phrases
show sufficient literary flavor, therefore I beg1n,--In re
your recent reouest for a contribution to your budget, be
pleased to be advised that you have successfully brow-beaten
me into furnishin~ you with what will perhaps prove to be the
best of your essays for the evening. Let it be the first to
be read if you please before your other contributors and
you hav~ put the membe;s into a sonmolent condition.
You will ·note thn.t in the treatment of my subject I have
not entirely complied with your scheme of having your budget
consist of a series of 11 thumb nail character sketches of chance
summer acquaintances,'' a sort of summer symposium as I would
call it. It is my thought that the fore-fathers of our club,
in fixing upon the monthly informal, hsd just the opposite in
mind. They evidently wanted to prevent such and any effort
toward standardization. In fact, if I understand the purpose
of tha budget, it is at least three -fold: (1) To encourage
the greatest individualism; (2) To throw out in relief,
against the heavy, long considered, much beworded thesis of
the other Saturdays, one reading a month of' a series of short
essays, whimsical, satirical, or philosophical in form, as a
sort of recuperative week in the month; (3) Ferhaps less
understood but nevertheless true, the clerk in selecting
certain individuals as editors thus consciously once a month
saves the club a heavy barrage from at least one of those .who
have proven themselves unable to hold the club's interest for
one hour's reading and who need the help of four or five
others to pad out a livable evening.
Without baing personal, let me say, en passant, that
I am for the budget evenings at our club. On the other
Saturday nights the one who "comes with a paper" usually
comes heavily laden, taking himself, the club, and his subjects,
all too seriously. In sharp contrast is the contributor to
the budget who usually amuses, as the brevity of his essay
forbids boredom.
I think I may modestly say that I have been asked to
contribute to more budgets than any other man in the club.
Therefore, I do not hesitate to say to you privately, though I
should not care to have it go further, that I believe my efforts have met with more than ordinary approval.
Having again given a good deal of my valuable time to
the prep~ration of this last essay, may I presume to ask you
·to read 1t so that it may be fully understood, with intelligence,
with intonation, and grace. Read it with some emphasis
enthusiasm and affection, just as if it were your own. '
Yours with all due modesty,
Otto P. Geier
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Dean Lewis, at our seventy-fifth Anniversary Celebration,
among other things said that to be lasting, tne poetry,
literature, music and painting of any age must reflect the
vital things and happenings of that age. Pennel recognized
this when, during the World War he produced those masterly
etchings of mill and ship-yard. All of which makes me bold
to say that the caddy is a vital link in the history of this
age, and that one need offer no apologies for attempting a
portrayal of this important personage and thus initiate him
into the historical red-bound volumes of the Literary Club.
Golf is a game for those along in years whose heart
muscles will not stand the strain of tennis or squash. It is
played much by those whose stature is so happily pictured by
Thackarey when he infers that at the age of 40 a man is apt
to develop a beautiful curvature under his waistcoat. This
slippage of the waist-line is not emphasized by Dr. Osler,
however, a good pathologist, in his famous referen·ce to the
age of forty.
Golf without caddies is no game at all, and yet with all
the ink and paper that the press devotes to golf events these
days, no mention is made of the caddy's contribution. However,
I am w~ong. The artist's pencil is at work in the lay press •
and golf magaz ina, chiefly, however, in caricaturing this
important adjunct to the game, Therefore, it pleases me to
protest against this most prevalent attitude thgt· seas in the
caddy only the snub-nosed, freckle-faced forlorn figure, dra.gging
along an over-sized bag containing more clubs than the owner
knows how to use, and upon all of which he heaps abuse, follow-·
ing some futile effort to send the ball in an apticipated,
hoped for direction. When you have added the knowing wink,
the missing tooth and sly grin to the caddy's face, it completes
the picture that most of us have of this worthy servitor.
For fear that the economic and social status of the
caddy may be under-estimated, let me challenge your attention
by saying that if it be true that ''a man is known by the
company he keeps,'' so equally a city or community may be known
by the caddies it keeps, We hear much these days of the level
of intelligence, but I know of no better way to study the
average intelligence-level of citizenship than to watch and
hear its so-called best citizens disporting themselves on the
fair-way, and to study their indispensable companions of play,
the caddy, The kind of caddies found on the golf courses of
a city, their depor~ment, as well as their treatment by the
players is what Babson would call an unmistakable index number
as to the cultural level of that cornmuni ty, --a good cross-section, a gauge of social development.
To begin ~ith, one should not attempt a portrayal of the
caddy without putting in the proper back-ground. The fact
that there are perhaps 300,000 to 500,000 of these sturdy
little burden-bearers serving the several millions or more
golfers in this country and Canada, only adds difficulty to
the task. The composite picture of this goodly sized army
of youth deserves a bolder brush than mine. Just to cartoon
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these potential presidents of the United States .for the, day's
amusement leaves out of account that caddy-fees help tne
family budget considerably in hundreds of thousands of ho~es
of our land; that this type of employment puts each.boy 1nto
close contact through the season with a long suc~ess1on of
temporary employers whose avery act and word reg1sters with
these impressionable receptive youths. To them these employers
at play represent success in life, golf being but one of the
leisure recreations secured through that success. They are a
group to reckon with.
The artist would probably find a more compelling pictur•
in the caddy than in his Master on the Green, of whoa e character
the caddy secures a very close-up view. Too oft, I fear, this
"close-up" reveals the man without his mask, minus the usual
inhibitions that obtain in his business and professional life.
Off duty and off guard9and exposed to the infernal vexations
of an uncontrollable whi~ sphere, many of us expose a rather
unfortunate picture of ourselv,es, in poor contrast to that
normal pose of our social, business, or professional life,
An unsuccessful, perspiring series of lunges at the
innocent white pill, lying in a foot-print of a sand trap,
will in some instances be accompanied by a collection· of
sulphurous adjectives and invectives rarely heard outside of
a lumber camp or the rigging of a ship in a tempest. It is
curious what a bad slice, a pull,or a topped ball will do
to the ordinary temper. How it upsets the calm of social
niceties. Under such circumstances it does not call for a
terrific stretch of imagination on the part of a caddy to
become familiar with the proverbial hot place and to get a
real smell of the brimstone. Sometimes he gets caught in
these verbal outbreaks and is blamed for lo~t balls: when in
truth he might properly have reminded the player-- 11 V/e have
left undone those things which we ought to have dona and
we have done those things which we ought not to hava'dona.
The loyalty of caddies and their interest in the ~arne
is usually exhibited where it is deserved, I am reminded of
one caddy whose whole soul was so wrapped up in the player
for whom he was.caddying th~t he quite outsteppad the usual
boundaries of h1s business relationships. The women's
State Championship of Ohio was on. He had caddied all week
for ~er who now had reached the f.inals. She was a stunning
look1ng girl, perhaps five foot eight, straight as an arrow
yet graceful as a doe. He was an under-sized red headed '
Irish lad with up-turned nose and freckled f'a~e, In the
~inal match she was only holding her own against the then
state champion~ She was not playing her best for she was
nervous! hurry1ng her shots and missing easy putts, He
~~o~g w1th the other local caddies, had their hopes and'perhaps
e1r money placed on her, She was easily the better player
~nd should be winning except for her over-speed. Finall he
could stand it no longer. He "eased her" away from the y<·ller
t~~t was following •. Momentarily with-holding the club f;;
y
wn1ch she was reach1ng, he looked up at her and in the most
woe-begone, appealing voice said "Sweetie, Sweetie, for the
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love of Jesus Christ, slow down.'' In telling of h~r
experience she said that she believed that he had called her
"Sw~etien once earlier in the weak when she was playing soma
dec1sive shot, but she did not then trust her ears.
It ~s curious what a poor psychologist the average
golfer is in relation to his caddy, Just a cheering word
at the start of the game to enlist his interest, the mere
asking o~ h.is name, makes a boy feel as if he belongs. '.ro
show an 1nterest in his school, his grades, to ask about his
sport~ or b~oks, or how he spends his caddy fees "puts him in
the p~cture , and better.caddy-sarvice results, That player
wh? m1ssas tne opportun1ty of observing the boy mind, is
falling to enrich many otherwise vacant-minded moments in
golf',
The psychiatrist and psychologist should here find room
for research with a resulting monograph entitled "How to be
Happy While Playing Golf," However, the psychiatrist will be
at wi~'s end, I fear, to properly classify the symptom-complex
of the golfer's mind. There are the periods of exaltation
the fits of depress ion, maniacE~l outbursts, verb igera tio:p, '
,,
the destructive and irritable attaclcs ideas of grandeur
introspection and retrospection, the iendency to hold po~t
mortems over his games, the reckless gambling spirit, along
with a disregard for social requirements in dress. Off' the
green, immaculately groomed, with carefully chosen speech;
on the green, slovenly in appearance, with outbreaks of
profanity and sometimes unclean language. Triese are but a
few of the symptoms to be observed by the scientist.in
classifying this disease. No wonder the warning "Don't let
the golf bug sting you, the disease is incurable."
How ~ida spread the disease, whether epidemic or
endemic, is partially answered in that it spread from st.
Andrews, in Scotland, where it was first recognized, to far
Australia; from the Engadine to Japan; from New York, where
it had its first outbreak in the United States in 1888 ' to
South America; from San Francisco to Hong Kong. There it
happens that the quick and the dead are in juxtaposition,
for in Hong Kong the links wind their way through an ancient
graveyard, But as the decaying .coffins are above the ground,
the erri}1g, devilish ball occasionally nestles itself alongside a bygone celestial. The player is not properly punished
for this irreverence for the dead, as the local ground rules
permit him to lift the ball to a less deadly lie. Golf
etiquette i~ a wonderfully flexible thing.
.

Exposed as he is to such complex environment, can one
oversta ta solici tud.e about the caddy. Do we not, on the
contrary, perhaps place too much dependance upon the Boy Scout
movement, Father and Son Week, and the Big Brother idea, when
the ravages of the golf bug, upon the moral health of the
youth of our land, go unchallenged. But we ~ave made soma
progress, for did we not, by constitutional amendment, forcibly
remove the nineteenth hole from every golf course of our land?
In that, at.laast, we are a "National Examplar" to the golfers
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of the world. t(fho knows what a series of dry courses will do
for the golf player.in the next few centuries? Perhaps it
will completely change his psychosis. Possibly t~e mental
aberrations above referred to are but the toxic effects of the
19th hole as it was, and that through a million arid years of
evolution, the golfer will acquire a normal sober mind.

If envirorunent plays any considerable part, the golfer
should be a super-man. His is exercise out of doors, with
the beneficent influence of helio-therapy at work all the
time. For the most part, the human form divine may stand or
walk erect. It treads on the soft carpet of the fairway
which stretches out undula tingly to P.lease the player's eye.
The bracing winds that sough through the skirting forests,
invade the chest of "the man with the iron," giving strength
to his thighs and whip to his biceps. It is a game which
calls for fine muscular balance and self-control, for endless
patience towards excellence, for perfect timing of every
motion. It is a game which requires no judges to pass upon
each play, as in tennis. The ball is the inexorable judge.
It tells the truth. It gives the verdict of good or bad
conduct. The slightest error in stroking the ball is
divulged and emphasized as the ball sails through the air,
curving to the left or right, depending upon whether the
stroke was pulled or sliced. And there, perhaps two
hundred yards away, and yet only one hundred yards towards
its goal, it lies hiding in the rough, grinning at its
culprit-master. Oh, it looks so easy, as Ajax stands on the
driving tee, threateningly swaying his club, while addressing the ball. But alas, too often he finds the truth of
the mixed maxim "There's many a slip between the tee and
the cup."
Golf is no longer merely a game of the well-to-do.
there are clubs where the stock or initiation fee is
$1,000 or more, the average dues are more nearly $100 in ·the
clubs of this country. Especially interesting are the everyincreasing number of municipally owned links where the playing fees are but a trifle. The privately owned "Daily Fee"
golf courses are also increasing rapidly, where for several
dollars one may play for the day. Golf is a great leveler
of the usual social restrictions. The competitive spi~it
and excellence of play makes strange matches if not bedfellows. It is interesting to study the groupings into
foursomes of men who in business or social life otherwise
rarely contact. Here one sees many a friendship ripen under
·
the sunshine, amid the comraderie of keen competition
surrounded by 1 beauty, out-stretching landscape and br~ad
horizon. One S· sense of honor will find refreshment for
instance, in the·seriousnass with which the rotund b~siness
man will bend his best effort to win each hold from his .
ies~hopulent opponent. With avidity he collects his button
nh , at golfiac version of that childhood O'ame "Button button
o
•
'
w o s got the button."
.
~hila

I fear that some may think I have
d
·
the colors to paint in the back-ground won ered afar to gather
for my subject, The
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Caddy. But nothing.! have noted escapes the caddy. It is
his environment. Every true artist that paints has his
moment of inspiration. I had mine on the coast of Maine at
Camden, in the .Penobscot Bay. Here, where mountain meets the
sea, on the small nine hold .golf course that threads its links
between granite boulders, pines and arbor vitae I found the
master caddies.
'
They were fine, sturdy little fellows from 10 to 16
alert, well-mannered, friendly, and of good speech. As~
~roup they were easily the best caddies I have ever seen
~n~elligent and keen on their jobs. One could not resist
be1ng interested in these boys. As day by day in turn we
~earned their names, we actually cocked our disbelieving
ears. My first caddy was Emerson Hansell, whose name might
not have been so impressive ex.cept that the next day I had
his brother Irving. I confess the mountains looked nobler
and the sea more blue in the presence of these poetic caddies
even though the ball behaved badly. To be served in successi~n
by Judson Lor~, Leroy Alley, 'Ellis Stahl, Rodney and Rover Smith,
Franklin Mann1ng, and Lewis Pendleton--added tone to the game.
Nor did the brothers, Austin and Clyde Joy, lessen my pleasure
in golf. Finally I was so struck by the given ru1d family names
of our caddies that I s~cured the complete list from the caddy
master. And then I read the history of Camden which I found
in the library at the lnn, It was not. surprising to fino. that
the names of the great-great-grand-fathers and other forebears
of two-thirds of these boys appeared in the chronicles of
Camden. Our little Samuel Dow was preceded by Captain George
Dow, and Abraham Dow who was a coast guard in 1863 and Charles
Lee Dow who sailed under Sigsbee and later took pa;t in the
Boxer Rebellion. There was Victor Hichards, who.3e ancestor
Roland Ri'chards, came to Camden in 1779, and whose descenda~t,
Henry B., fought at Fredericksburg and Gettysburg. Of the
Crockett boys there were five, Vera, Ernest, Maynard and
Langdon, whose forebear, Alfred Crockett, was in .the Navy in
the early Sixties. And lastly the caddies, Early Ogier and
Kenneth Ogier, had an unusual significance, because one Lewis
Ogier came from Quebec in 1772 and was tha first settler in
Camden.
The early story of this little hamlet gave me a new
appreciation of the struggles of the sturdy settlers of tlaine
who would turn in th~ir graves could they see their descendants
toting golf bags for the idle summer colonists.
.
By now the Camden caddy had completely captured me and I
set about to learn whether I had po8sibly been hypnotized by
these clever little chaps, their environs and family background. Let me sCJ.y that in motoring East I had played golf
for a few days in Cleveland and I remembered what ~ curious
polyglot group of caddies there obtained. I recalled that
these boys ware very unsatisfactory caddies--they jabbered
continuously to each other in foreign languages or in such
badly accented English that it was difficult to understand
them. Several months later my host of Cleveland golf days
secured for me a list of the caddies from his club. Of
the 156 names only about lO~b were pronounceable and sounded
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an ef~icient monotonist, wearily adding his bit to the very
effic1ent automobile that Mr, Ford turnsout. His is a
single track mind, not in Woodrow Wilson's sensa of one
track. at a time, but .in the Henry Ford sensa of one track
all of the time.
·

as if their owners belonged in this country. Th~ caddy master
had painstakingly printed these names in attract1va exact
characters, but I as·sure you that this car~f~lly columned
list had much the anpaaranca of Chinese wr1t1ngs. Let me
read the first ten n~mas on the list, typical of.thosa which
the Cleveland golfer has to struggle with if he cares to
be a Big Brother to his caddy:
Nick Dulka
Tabor Szabo
Fr.ank Sematko
Mike Drab ,
Julius Haderich .
Richard Vargo
Joe Sisak
James Toth
Eugene Bartko
John Olajnnik

Other men are doing the same thing not in a manufacturing: but in a cultural sense. They are'so afraid that they
won t get on in their chosen vocation that they refuse to have
anything to do with avocations. An intellectual hobby is
abhorrent. It might run a switch off the single track of a
specialty into the primrose fields of dalliance. The theory
apparently is that while all work and no intellectual play
may make John a dull fallow, it will make him a successful
professional or business man, If John plays. bridge, all is
wall. If he plays golf, it is all right. Neither game is
sufficiently intellectual to arouse mistrust, But let John
develop soma intellectual interest, and he immediately becomes
suspect by his fellow man, Ferforce he is a dilettante in
business,

This is the sort of thing that stirs one's anxiety
about a democracy like ours where the new-comer, although
technically begetting citizenship, may never become fully
Americanized. Reading one of the 800 or more· foreign language
newspapers and readily mislead oy the demagogue, he may fail
entirely to get a true perspective of America~ The same city
. that divulged a list of. caddy boys of whom ~0% were evidently
of. recant foreign extraction--this same city--recently gave
tho Party of Discontent a majority over Coolidge and Davis.
The substantial majority returned by Cincinnati against the
dissenters indicates, among other things, that our caddies
hera are in safe American homes and that they are, potentially
at least, "Master Caddies." One shoul<i be glad to live in a
city so slow-growing that it can ingest the foreigner as
rapidly as he comes. With us he usually loses his racial
entity soon after arrival. From these and other facts we
readily see that the premises were correct in that "you can
tell a city by the caddies it keeps."

The effort to eat but one kind of' fare of life's banou at
becomes apparent in going over the papers read in the past ·•
.few years at a certain literary club, Now a literary club is
a club that is, or should be, literary. It has one purpose,
and any act ~ot conducive to that purpose is ultra vires,
to usa a lawyer's phrase, But.you easily could compile a
list of subjects from the files of this literary club that
would prove it a railroad club, a doctor's club, or a lawyer's
club. We would not gi va verba4im the actual titles of papers
because of the risk of becoming pars onal. VIa shall 0i ve merely
the equivalent of titles, When a railroad man reads a paper
on the 11 History of the Air-Brake," he is not literary. He is
talking shop, and the suspicion is aroused that subsaouantly
he is going to read that paper befo~e soma fellow raifroad man,
who certainly will understand it and may consider it literary.
When a surgeon reads a paper on ''The Vermiform Appendix Operation" 'he does the literary club the honor of reg.arding it as an
Academy of Medicine. The laymen who hear him may feel uncomfortable ·for several days about the region where the vermiform
appendix has its habitat, and the surgeon may get a patient or
two from the more impressionable members. So great an affinity
exists between the lawyer who "comes with a paper" and the
lawyer who has a case that sometimes it is difficult to distinguish the paper from a brief, You have the feeling that
you are a judge before whom an argument is being made in a
moot case, You have all toe discomforts of a judge, with none
of the human satisfactions of hearing the othdr side and seeing
the clients and the witnesses. Of course, soma lawyers' papers
on legal subjects rise far above the dead level of immediate
litigation. They soar into the empyrean heights of Supreme
Court decisions or into the jurisdiction of the high courts of
Britain. Nevertheless, they remain legal documents. The man
who prepared them have remained within their profession.

The coffiposite caddy portrait is now complete so far as
my poor brush makes it possible. The picture has lost some
of its beauty through the predominance of the alien colors
just introduced, but the challenge to the. golfers of the .
country to befriend the caddy is all the str ongar.
Otto P. Geier
4,
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This is a plea for versatility in an a~e of specialism
Ours ~re becoming flivver brains, not in th~ sense that we '
ri~~ ln flivvers, but that ~a are manufacturing contemporary
cu ure ouite in.the same manner that Henry Ford manufactu~~~ ca~s in th7s ~in-Elizabethan period. Mr, Ford employs
no hlng ut speclallsts. One man fastens a nut or puts on·
~u~ ~elt and ~e does nothing all his eight or seven-hour day
f t as an nu s or put on wheels. He probably does not even
as ~n the nut or put on the wheel. He merely starts the
~~~hl~ery in motion that accomplishes the standardized task.
~ .ecomes to a Ford workman nothing but a procession of
unf1n1shed automobiles, that approach without a nut' or a
wheel and depar.t with a nut or a wheel • The man lS
· a spec i a1'lS t
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Professors continue to profess their deep and wide knowledge
on their particular subjects by permitting fellow members to
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.
th idths of their erudition in
plumb the depths or survey ketw0 1'nitiate you into their
an esoteric paper. They see
tran e noises.
secret orders, but all you he~r are ~orne s
g revealed
The door is never opened, the mysterleS are ~eversafa man-!
and you have the feeling that the professor lS a
he has kept his secret.

DECE1ffiER 6, 1924

The crying need for us Americans is
in our tastes and, sequantia~ly, greater
activities. Perhaps a good way to begin
literary clubs to become mora literary.
the surgical casas and the ledgers would
checked at the door.

greater diversity
versatility in our
would be for our
The green bags·and
than have to be
Russell Wilson

c.

WILLIAMS

To think of trees reminds one of the familiar lines of
Joyce Kilmer:
"I think that I shall never sea
A poem as lovely as a tree.

only one kind of member of a literary cl~b ~s not
permitted to remain within the prison walls o~ h1~ v~ca~ion.
That is the preacher. He must leave beh~nd h1m ~1s ex s
and his inverted barrel of sermons. He 1s supposed.to be.
entirely temporal in his literary excursions. ~e g1ves hlmseff a.nd his auditors a rest from the sorrows o~ the present
and the joys or tortures of the hareaft~r, and 1s expected
to become facetious, if not positively JOCUlar, in his outlook on the world. In a. sensa, a secular day becomes
sabbatical.
One does not have to be an Anglophile or a Gall?phile
to admire recreational 9-'Voidance. of workaday special1sm ·
amon~ cultured Englishmen and Frenchmen. The diversions
of a~ Englishman or a ~renchman a.~a quite as i~terasting as
his achievements in politics or science or bus1ness. But
we Americans demand that our specialists be whole hogs or
nothing. Recently a very successful business man, in addressing a. certain association on a public question, said
that he was always suspicious of the business man who was a
good speaker. In truth he made a good speech, so good that
the presiding officer declared that he feared for the solvency
of the business man's corporation, but the business man's
attitude toward public speaking doubtless was his attitude
toward other arts and graces. The ordinary successful
business man pushes a button and employes do the rest, and
his correspondence is handled by stenographers who can spell
better than he can or has to. He can afford to be almost
illiterate so far as the success of his business goes. But
how much he missest And he }:nows it. As the result of
unconscious e~vy, he probably would be suspicious of an
employ& that had real ability as a painter or an actor or a
pianist. He might not discharge the employe, but he wouid
think he recognized limitations that would prevent added
responsibilities and added salary.
·
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"A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowering breast;
"A tree that looks at God all day
And liftsher leafy arms to pray;
"A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
"Upo~ whose bosom snow has lain,
Who intimately lives with rain.

•I

"Rhymes are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree."

·~

f

1

It' is not as the nature lover that I write of trees this
eVening, but rather as one inquiring into the historical events
which they symbolize.
Two years ago last summer I made a pilgrimage over this
state and visited practically every county. Many things
impressed me, principal of which was that there were so many
things of interest in our State of which one hears so little,
if anything, about, even in the localities where they are
found. Yet a familiarity with these things gives an interesting and profitable intimacy with some of the principal .happenings of our history as a ~tate.

I well remember that as a student in the grammar grades
I ·memorized the famous "Logan Speech" delivered by the great
Mingo chief and warrior, and which was given to us by our·
teacher as an example of Indian eloquence •. If anything was
said to us at that time about the place where or the time when
this speech was delivered I had forgotten it until I arrived
in Fickaway County, and almost by chance learned that this
speech was delivered about seven miles east of C.ircleville,
the county seat, and beneath an elm tree at ill standing and
known as the Logan Elm.
The folklore of any country is a most. fascinating study,
and the·. American Indian furnishes us abundant rna terial here
at horne.

My first story is abo~t an illustrious Indian and this
now celebrated tree. I know there are those who think the
only good Indian is a dead. Indian. That might be considered
white propaganda. At apy rate, it is further along in my
narrative.
Tah-gah-jute was a good Indian until after the whiteman
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killed his women .and children and gave him fire water as
consolation, but this too is ahead of my story.

Logan for that is the name by which he is generally
kno~m was'born about 1725 near Lake Cayuga on the Seneca
River' in New York. His parents soon moved to the Indian town
of Shamokin on the Susouehanna River in Pennsylvania. He was
of the Indian nobility; the second son o~ Skikellimus of the
Cayuga nation, and chief of the· town. H1s father had become
a christian and he named this son Logan when he was baptized
by the Moravian missi. onaries. He was probably christened in
honol' of James Logan, secretary to William Penn, who was a.
great friend of the old chief and who acted as go~betwe~n 1n
many negotiations between Logan and the native tr1bes of that
section of the country.
In her early youth our Logan was thrown a great deal with
the whi ta man. It is related that a hunter was hunting in the
woods and knelt down by a spring for a drink. 1/fhile drinking
he saw the shadow of an Indian reflected in the water. Jumping up he grasped his rif.la and was about to shoot when the
.
Indian knocked it from his hand, and reached out his own hand
toward him. The men shook hands and become good friends.
This Indian was Logan. The friendship for the whites typified
by this incident continued until that love was turned to hatred
and the savage nature of the later chief of the Mingoes was
gluttonized in a saturnalian debauch of crime and murder indulged in for the admittedly base motive of revenge.
After Logan left his father's tepee he moved to Ohio and
his home with a small tribe of Mingoes near Steubenville,
Ohio, and was soon made their chief. One day.a party of Indians
was camping at the mouth of Yellow Creek. Some white men ware
camping on the other side of the river. The Indians, consisting of five men, a woman and a babe, crossed over to the white
camp. The whites gave the Indians rum, made them drunk, and
then killed them. The Indians on the other side of the stream
hearing the shooting, started over to see what was the matter '
and they too were shot. Among those killed were Logan's
relatives. hie father, brother and sister.
mad~

As if changed by s orne subtle alchemy this friend of the
white man now became the savage avenger of his. family. He put
on the war paint, dug up the hatchet and started on the warpath. During that summer he himself took thirty scalps. The
other Indians in Ohio followed his example· and soon no white
man in that region was safe. The Shawnees living on the Scioto
Rive:r near Circleville, Pickaway County, were the leaders, and
they were led by their great chief and warrior, Cornstalk.
The uprising and savage butcheries of the whites which
followed was one, if not the principal, cause of the Dunmore
War, the purpose of which was to exterminate the Indians of
this region.
This expedition was organized by Governor Dunmore of the

V~rginia colony and consisted of 2700 men divided into two

dlViSiCfls,the one under the personal command of the Governor
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was to go dovm the Ohio River from Fort Pitt at Pittsburg, the
other was put under command of General Andrew Lewis and ordered
to proc~ed by another route to ~oint Pleasarit, wast Virginia,
at the mouth of the Kanawha River and across from what is now
Gallipolis. The strategy was for the two divisions to meat
there and than proceed together .across the Ohio and into the
terri tory occupied by the Indians around. what is now Circleville,
Ohio.
General Lewis reached Point Pleasant with what is said to
have been the most remarkable body of men that had ever assembled
on the American frontier. They were not the King's regulars,
nor trained troopsi they were not knights in burnished steel on
prancing steads; they were not sons of cavaliers from baronial
halls· they were not drilled marinets; they were, hov1ever,
deter~ined dauntless men, sturdy and weather-beaten as the
mountain sldas from whence they came. Theodore Roosevelt s.aid
of these men:
"It may be doubted if a braver or physically finer set
of men aver will get together on thjs continent.~
These men many of whom had suffered with 1Nashingt.on at
Fort Necessity'and tasted defeat with Braddock in the Monongahela
campaign, wore their native hunting shirts, home-made breeches,
and leather leggings. Their caps were made from the skins of
wild animals. Their rifles were of the long flintlock variety.
It was October 6 1774 when this arrny reached Point Pleasant
and went into camp on'that triangular nose of land jutting out
on the north side of the Kanawaha where it empties into the Ohio.
Those of us who are familiar with this section of the state and
who have had a thrill from gazing upon tne beauty of the
scenery thereabouts can appreciate the feeling of the historian
who wrote:
"The site was one of awe-inspiring grandeur. Here were
seen hills valleys plains and promotories, all covered
with gigantic forests, the growth .of centuries, .standing
in their native majesty unsubdued by the hand of man,
ear in"' the li vary of the season and raising aloft in midair their venerable trunks and branches, as if to defy the
lightning of tpe sky and the fury of the whirlwind. The
broad reaches of' the Ohio cl,osely resembled 1i lake with
the mouth of the Kanawaha as an arm or estuary, and both
ware at that season of the year so placid as scarcely to
present motion to the eye. Over all nature reigned
suprema. There were no marks 9f in~ustry nor of .the
exerci-se of those arts which minister to the comforts and
convenience of man. Here nature had for ages held undisputed sway over an empire inhabited only by the
enemies of civilization.~
'
Hardly had General Lewis established camp th~n he received
a message from Lord Dunmore that he had changed h1s plan and
was not coming to Point Pleasant and ordering Lewis to cross
the Ohio and proceed 'to the Pickaway plains. But the unexpected
happened.
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While the palefaces were proceeding unmolested to their
object 1ve cornstalk, ·the cunning, crafty Indian warrior, through
his scouts who ware located on every peak along the entire route
as taken by each of these divisions, knew avery move of these
armies and when he saw the divisions separated and learned that
Dunmore was not coming to support Lewis' division--with the
. alertness and skill of a Napoleon, he immediately led his
warriors across the Ohio and launched an attack against Lew,is'
division. No more bitter or fierce contest in Indian warfare
is recorded. The lines at places were so close together that
it became a veritable hand to hand conflict, and the man fought,
tomahawked and stabbed each other to death at close range. The
battle continued throughout the day and at night the Indians,
realizing that they were outnumbered, took advantage of the
veil of darkness and retreated across the Ohio and started
for the Scioto tovms. The American losses ware heavy. Colonel
Lewis, a brother of General Lewis was killed and with him many
of his brave officers. The Indians, with their usual cunning,
disposed of their dead and hid the wounded so that their losses
ware not ascertained, It is known that they lost many of their
number, but only one prominent chief was killed in that battle.
That was Packinshenoah, the Shawnee chief and father of the
great Tecumseh,
It will be of interest to know that this battle was the
last battle fought by the colonists while subjects under
British rule, and to many it marked the beginnin~ of the
Revolutionary War. Some wri tars claim that Lord o Dunmore, who
was in sympathy with the British and one of the last of their
colonial governors really brought on this war to arouse the
.savages against the Americans so th.·~.t they would have them as
ferocious and formidable allies if the colonie ts made furthe·r
trouble for the British,
Whatever view we decide to take, 1 think we may safely
conclude that America has no more historic soil than the ground
on which this battle was fought and which was reddened on that
October day with the mingled blood of those savage warriors
and the frontier woodsman.
!

Cornstalk counseled against going to war a"'ainst the
pale~aces and.after this defeat he called a con~arenca of his
chiefs to dec1de what to do, He said to them. "We must fight
or be destroyed," He suggested, "Let us kill all our women and
children and go and fight until we die " but to this proposal
there was no second and finally the big chief arose from his
p~ace and striking his tomahawk in a post in the canter of
tne councilhouse he exclaimed ''I will "'O and make
"
To this the other warriors gr~nted thai~ approval a~~a~~ners
we~e dispatched to Dunmore to raauest a conferen
t t
br1ng about a cessation of hostiiities and ultim~~e h:ac:~uld
Dunmore received the emissary, but despite the reaue~t he
advanced.his army until his soldiers had reached th 1
in what 1s now Pickaway Townshi · Pick
e P ace
Dunmore named Fort Charlotte inphonor ~~a~i~o!~~~.w~i~hw~~rd
hera at his headqua:tars that Dunmore finally gave serious
audience to the Indlans and considered their request for
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peace. "It was here they met," as Mr, Lewis said, "to
consummate a treaty of peace after marching twenty-four
hundred me~ from the heart of Virginia to the center of the
than known American wilderne_ss."
. While the delegates to this, one of the earliest peace
conferences on record, ware assembled it was noticed that all
the eminent chiefs and warriors were present except one. The
absent one was Tah-gah-juta--Logan, the tinge chief sworn
implacable enemy of the white man. His influence a~ong. his
people was such that it ~as highly desirable that if any
peace were made that he oa party to it, so inguiry was made
as to why he was not on hand and one of his brother warriors
answered, "Logan is like a mad dog whose bristles were still
up. He warrior, not councillor and h\3 did not coma." Dunmore
learned that ~ogan was sulking in his cabin four miles from
Ft. Charlotte and he dispatched John Gibson who could speak
the Indian language to go to Logan and urge his attendance
at the conference. They found him alone in his cabin his
face in his hands.· It will be remembered that he did'not
taka part.~n the battle of Point Pleasant. He refused to go
to war aga1~st the paleface. His hatred was of a personal
nature and he sought the vengeance of one personally wronged
and aggrieved, He, therefore, was not reflecting upon the
battle which had made necessary their retreat. Perhaps he
was thinking of the days when he was a real friend of the
whi taman and maybe there passed before him in mentai review
the horrid tragedies of his life which had brought himto his
present hatred of the once trusted pale faces.
Brutal as he ·was, it is doubtful if his brutalities could
be said to equal those of some of the white people of his time.
1»e have all read histories of the Indian written by the ·white
man and have accepted the white man's estimate of the. Indian.
What would the pages of a history of those early days written
by an Indian disclose? Perhaps Logan realized the superiority
of the white man's weapons and knew as Cornstalk knew that
ultimately his lands would be taken any many of' his c;untrymen
killed in the struggle yet to come. Perhaps he saw with prophetic vision the extermination of his race as he saw the
bison, the deer and the bear disappear before the on marching
civilization of the white man.. At any rate, he refused to
attend the council with the white men and when the envoys came
he beckoned them to follow him to a small woods and there be- '
neath an elm tree, which is now the famous Logan elm of which
I write, he sent this massage to Lord Dunmore:
"I appeal to any white man to say if ever he entered
Logan's cabin hungry and he gave him not meat; if ever
he came cold and naked and he clothed him not? During
the course of the last long and bloody war, Logan
remained idle in his camp, an advocate for peace. Such
was my love for tria whites, that my countryman pointed
as I passed and said, 'Log~n is the friend of the white
man' • I had even thought to have lived with you .but for
the injuries· of one man. Colonel Cresap, the last
spring,· in cold blood and unprovoked, murdered all the
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paring my woman and chi:ldran.
relatione of Logan, not evenb·~ d in the veins of any
There rune not a· drop of my oo
van e I have
living creature. This called on me for re
g •
ht it I have kil~d many. I have fully glutted my
soug
• For my country I rejoice at the beams of peace;
vengeance.
.
. th · ; y of fear
but do not harbor a thought that m1ne lS a ~ 0
•
Logan never felt fear. He will not turn on his heel to
save his life. Who is there to mourn for Logan? Not
one."

This message is what is known in literature and history
as "Logan's Speech."
In the year 1781 Thomas Jefferson wrote his notes on.
Virginia. In his notes Mr. Jefferson says, aft~r describ1ng
many of the characteristics of the American Ind1an.

w,

"Hence eloquence in council, bravery and address in war,
became the foundation of all conquest with them. To
these acouirements all their faculties are directed. Of
their eminence in oratory, we have fewer examples,
because displayed chiefly in their own councils. Some,
however, we have of vary superior lustre. I may challenge
the whole orations of Demothenas and Cicero, and of any
more eminent orator, if Europe has furnished any more
eminent, to produce a single passage, superior to the
speech of Logan, a Mingo chief, to Lord Dunmore, when
governor of this state."
Roosevelt characterized the speech as one:
"Which will always retain its place as perhaps the
finest outburst of savage eloquence of which we have any
record."
Alfred Lee, Secretary to Governor Hayes and later counsel
general to Germany, makes this observation in paying a tribute
to Logan and his speech:
"Taken in connection with the circumstances which are
said to have inspired it, this is one of the most pathetic
deliverances in all literature• In brevity, simplicity
~nd directness of appeal, as well as in immortality of
1ts thoughts, it bears a striking resemblance to Abraham
Lincoln's dedicatory address at Gettysburg."
But how about the tree u~der whose spreading branches this
g~eat speech.wa~ delivered and which is the only living re-

mlnder of th1s 1nteresting and historical incident.

The tree is one hundred feet tall and is about one hundred
forty fe~t from tip to limb to tip of limb, It is estimated
that it 1s ffom three to four hundred years old. It must have
bean quite a tree in October 1774.· Through the kindness of
Mr. and Mrs. Hovm:d Jonas of Circleville and Mrs. Wallace of
Chillicothe and M1ss Elizabeth Ruggles of Circleville, considerable acreage has been purchased surrounding the tree and
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given by deed to the Ohio Archaelogical society. A park has
been established there known as Logan Park, and each year in
October thousands of people make a pilgrin~ge to this spot
in celebration of these events of history. A inarble shaft
has been erected near the tree and the speech of Logan has
been ·carved thereon in full. It is one of the really interesting spots of Ohio. There is a splendid drive from here up
through that section of the state, and if any of you are
motoring through that section, I know it will be of interest
to you as it was to me to stop for a moment and stand beneath
this elm in silent reflection upon what happened there now
more than one hundred fifty years ago. Mr. Galbreath in
October 1923 read the following poem beneath the shade of that
grand old elm:
HISTORIC ELM, child of the forest vast
And eldest of our sylvan pioneers,
Before your crest in grand review have passed
The mute procession of eventful years~
Here Logan came and shed his bitter tears,
In deathless eloquence poured forth his woes;
And Cornstalk passed; and victors raised their cheers,
When the Republic wrested from all foes,
Long years of peace made this valley blossom as the rose.
COURAGEOUS ELM. The warring elements
Have charged and.beat your lordly crest in vain
And wind and lightning shafts have torn the rents
Through which have poured the sunshine and the rain.
Your honored scars you wear in proud disdain.
Through frigid blasts and droughty breezes warm;
Refusing to be numbered with the slain,
In stately, venerated, warrior form,
You brest the bolts of heaven and buffet still the storm!
TRIUMPHANT ELM, Life purposeful and long,
With goal attained before your race is run;
Brave sentinel whose messages in song
And legend shall survive when life is done.
Crowned in the glory of October's sun
With boughs as green as this autunmal sodWith offspring elms you guard your triumph won
And rising from this earth that Logan trod,
Arraign'ingratitude be~ore the throne of Godt
It is of interest to note that as the elm tree has been
associated with one of the outstanding figures on the Indian
side the oak tree is associated with the memory of General
Andr~w Lewis hero on the white man's s~de of' his great
conflict and'who,·by the way, was Washington's military
trainer, and Washington at one time endeavored to have him
appointed commander-in-chief of the American Army. General
Lewis is buried at the foot of Marlin's Mountain, Marlington,
West Virginia, and a cluster of oaks, knovn as the "Corner
Oaks" mark the place of his burial.
There are at least eighteen other elms of historic
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interest.

I shall mention but a very few.

Near Avon, New York, stands a fine old elm of. the weeping
variety said and believed to have lived through s1x centuries.
It meas~res forty feet around, its height is in proportion, and
its shade covers an acre. The Indians of western New York held
it in great veneration, and during its lifetime has been enacted
all the events of American history. About fifty yea:s ago it
was accidently set on fire and damaged greatly. but 1t survived,
In 1893 the north side of the tree blew down. This portion
was sawed across and three hundred and seventy-five rings of
annual growth were counted·. An estimate of the age of that
part which had decayed near the center of the tree, together
with these rings justifies the placing of its age at six
hundred years. In the spring of 1920 after budding into leaf
it lost everyone of its leaves on account of the cankerworm.
However, it rallied and in a few weeks was again in full foliage. The great age and wonderful vitality of this tree inspired someone to pen these lines about it.
"What tales, if its old trunk could talk,
Would fall upon the listening ear,
Of the wildwolf upon his walk,
The red-man with his spear.
"It towered the giant of the wood,
In a rich robe of emerald drest,
When launched upon the ocean flood,
Columbus sought the west.
"It braved old winter's rudest shock
~hen the storm-friends their trumpets blew,
When on stern :Plymouth's hallowed rock
Landed the May-Flower's crew.
"It was the forest's pride, when carne
The Norsemen, borne grey ocean o'er,
And the Round Tower, long known to fame,
Built on New England's shore.
"Within its hollow trunk are seen
The smoky, blackened marks of .fire
Though in its top of loving green
'
The wind still tunes its lyra."
The great elm of West Virginia sixteen miles from
Clarksburg, West Virginia, where Ge~eral stonewall Jackson
was born and which stood until 1910 was the largest of its
kind in the United States, At the ground level including
the spread of roots, it measured forty-two feet'in circumference. Three feet above grom1d its trunk was twentyseven feet around. I~ was one hundred twenty feet high and
its branches made a c1rcle of one hundred fifty feet. The
tr~e ~s commemorated in Mr. Granville Davissen Hall's
st1rr1ng novel, "The Daughter of the Elm " a sto 01f events
that occurred just prior to the Civil wa;,
ry
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The Fort Howard elm marks the site of the first permanent
fortification in Wisconsin and symbolizes two hundred years
of history under French, British and American rule. The
first fort was probably built in 1718. In 1761 the British
occupied and rebuilt the fort, calling it Fort Edward Augustus,
but the fort was abandoned again after rontiac's Conspiracy
in 1763 and was not replaced until after the war of 1812. It
wasnot named Fort Howard until occupied by the United States
troops in August 1816. It was again abandoned in 1852 but the
elm tree which shadowed the commanding officer's quart~rs
which housed many notable military men of the time, among'them
Major Zachary Taylor, who afterwards became president of the
United States, still stands.
The Franklin Elm of Uew Haven was so named because it
was by chance planted on April 7, 1790, the day that Franklin
died. There was no eighteenth amendment in those days and
hence Jerry Allen who carried the young tree into Ne~ Haven
from Hampden, a village nearby was well within his rights
when he traded it to Thaddeus Beecher who kept a tavern where ·
the Exchange Building now stands, for a pint of rum. Beacher
planted the tree at once on the village green where it standi'
today.
The Washington Elm at Cambridge under whose branches
Washington took command of the Continental Army, July 3, 1775
is said to be a survivor of the original forest that once
covered that regiop. On November 30, 1864 the city council
passed a resolution as follows:
"The committee on public property causa a suitable
tablet of durable material, either granite, marble or iron
to be placed on the Washington Elm in Ward One. Said tablet
to commemorate in conspicuous letters the revolutionary
events which rendered said tree historical."
In 1872 a branch fell from the elm and wasused to make
a pulpit in a chapel nearby, During recent years the tree
became diseased and heroic efforts were made to save it. It
was fenced off from souv~nir hunters and others who might
do it damage. Despite all these efforts, the tree did die,
but ~arkers now mark the spot where it stood.
There is a tablet at the northwest corner of State and
Pearl Streets, in Albany, New York which bears this inscription:
"Old Elm Tree Corner, so named from a tree planted here
by Philip Livingstone 1735, removed 1877, also the site
on which were publish~d Webster's V/orks, Reader,
Spelli11g Book, and Almanac, and the first Albany
newspaper, 'The Albany Gazette, 1771.'"
A picture of this old elm hangs in the tlbany Institute
Historical and Art Society Building, and someone has written
these lines about it:
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"It
was
But
sat

don't appear that the Old Elm Tree
a slippery elm, you know;
nevertheless it will doubtless be
dovtn in· the records so.

"When the snow congeals on the slanting grade,
Where the Elm Tree went to rot,
And scores of broken heads have made
Their mark on the sacred spot,
"That place of broken skulls will be
By many a frantic mourner,
set down in the town geography,
As the 'Slippery Elm Tree Corner.'"
Way back in the middle of .the eighteenth century when
Daniel Boone and Richard Henderson were forming the
Transylvania Company, organized to purchase a large tract of
land in Kentucky and plant a colony there, Boone was selected
to cut a highway through the wilderness over which the emigration could pass, and on March 10, 1775 he set out with about
thirty men toward Cumberland Gap, marking his trail by many
trees, and following the course of what is known as "Warri·or' s
Path," the famous Indian trail between Virginia and Kentucky
which near the Gap joined the great warpath from the north
to the south. A-fter many thrilling experiences and disastrous
encounters with the Indians, Boone and Henderson reached their
destination and the future home of the colony. They camped
near a great elm which impressed Colonel Henderson very much
and about which tree he wrote as follows:
"The diameter of its branches from extreme end is one
hundred feet and every fair day it describes a semicircle on the heavenly green around it of upwards of
four hundred feet, and any time between the hours of
ten and two one hundred persons may commodiously seat
themselves under its branches. This divine tree is to
be our church, statehouse and council chamber.''
It is recorded that the "House of Delegates of the colony
of Tranysl vania did actually meet. under this elm on· the 23rd
of May 1775 was in session three days and passed nine bills.
"Speakin!S of Da~isl Boone, the following is taken from
the Historical Rev1ew of Missouri" about a tree known as
Daniel Boone's Judgment Tree.
· On June 11, 1800, Colonel Boone was appointed Commissioner
of the Femma Osage (Missour)" District.
"It was about this time. or perhaps a little earlier
that h~ built the cabin'near the spring in the Femme
Osage Valley and removes his family there. The duties
of ~i~ of~ice were both civil and military, and his
dec1~~on 1n all casas was final, excepting those inval v1ng land. titles, which v1ere referred to the crown
or its immed1ate representative. Punishment for crimes
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or misdeamor was of the most summary character. The
accused, if proven guilty, was tied up and whipped the
number of lashes being proportioned to the nature ~f
the offense. A hickory sapling that stood in the yard
near the spring served as a whipping post. That kind
of punishment mat the requirements of the a~e and no
thief or .breaker of the law was ever known to resent
a judgment rendered by Daniel Boone. He held his court
under the spreading branches of a large elm tree which
still stands on the bank a few feet above the spring and
is known as "Daniel Boone's Judgment Tree •"
The Morse Elm was among the first of all trees to be given
a place in the hall of fame for trees of the American Forestry
Association. This tree stands a't the corner of Pennsylvania
Avenue and Fourteenth Street in Washin~ton a wonderful location for viewing the many inaugural pa~ade~ had during its
life time. It was one of the city's land marks, having been
named for Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor of the telegraph.
There is in Tappan, New York, an elm called the Tappan
Elm which is celebrated because of its associations with
Revolutionary days. It stands near the ouaint little house ·•
that served as Washington's headquarters~and in 1783 when
· arrangements were made for the evacuation of New York by the
British and the exchange of prisoners agreed upon a small
tar ba:rel was placed on a limb of this tree and set on fire
as a signal of this event. It is written that the flames were
visible on Manhattan Island, twenty miles away.
Only a short distance from this elm is the Dewint House
where it is said the papers necessary to this transaction were
drawn up and only a little further away to the north of the
old tree stands what is known as the"76 House" where
Major Andre was imprisoned.prior to his execution.
As you will note, many of the older trees of historical
interest were associated in some way with Indian treaties.
Perhaps the most celebrated of all treaty ~rees, as they may
be called, is the Penn Treaty Elm which stood at Shackamaxon
on the Delaware a few miles north of Philadelphia. It was
under this tree that William Penn made his great treaty with
the Indians. This was intended by Penn to be a firm league
of peace. From a speech made by Governor Gordon o~ Pennsylvania,
we learnthat the chief heads of this treaty, the original of
which has not bean preserved were as follows:
"That all William Penn's people and the Indians should be
bretharn, showing each other hospitality; that they should
believe no false rumors about each other without axcertaining the truth, but should 'bury them as in a bottomless
· pit;' that they ~hould promptly acquaint each· other of any
tidings of danger; that neither should harm the other nor
his creatures; that where either injured the other,
satisfaction should be made and the wrong forgotten; and
that both Christians and Indians should acquaint their
children with this "league and firrn chain of friendship
made between them, and that it should always be made
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stronger and stronger, and be ke~t bright and cle~n, wi;hout rust or spot, between our ch1ldren and our c?1ldren s
children, while the creeks and rivers run, and wnile the
sun, moon and stars endure."

The oaks number more than the elms and perhaps the most
noted is the Charter.Oak of Hartford, Connecticut. When the
first settlers came there they found this beautiful white oak
which must have been even full of years. The tree had been a
valued land mark of the Indians and they begged the pioneers
not to destroy it saying "It has been the guide of our ancestors
for hundreds of years as to the time of planting our corn.
When the leaves are the size of a mouses's ears then is the time
to put the seed into the ground." They left the tree and were
well repaid for you all know that Governor Andros, a--ppointed
by King James as the governor of New England in 1687 attended
a meeting of the Colonial Assembly at Hartford and demanded
the charter, and you will recall the story of hoVT the lights
in the hall ware suddenly extinguished and when they were relit it was discovered that the charter had disappeared and so
had Captain Wadsworth, who carried it away and hid it in the
hollow trunk of this old oak. Shortly after this Andros was
recall&d and the king's court, when the question was presented
there as to whether or not, this charter was in force and effect,
decided that as the charter was never surrendered it was still
in force. It was, therefore, brought from its hiding place
and the colonial government continued under its provision.
A storm destroyed this tree in 1856 "and th~ bells of the
city were tolled and the band played funeral dirges over its
ruins.''
The Bartram Oaks are, of course associated with John
Bartram the father of American botany. In the southwestern
section of Philadelphia 6n the banks of the Schuylkill stands
a quai~t house built in 1731 by Bartram and surrounding the
house 1s the garden which was the favorite resort of Washington
Franklin and. other men of note, and which survives today as
'
one of the c1ty parks, Among the many interesting trees and
shrubs p~anted by. Bartram is the heterophyllus oak, so called
because 1t bears leaves of various shapes. Near this spot is
the ~reat oak rated as the largest in the State of Pennsylvania,
and 1n 1910 when it was taken dovm was estimated to be nearly
-700 years old. Upon examination it was found to be two t'rees
grown together, It is written that "its historical value
lies in the appropriate association of the first oak of
:Pennsylvania with the first botanist of that state ~ d f
an o
America."
There is a beautiful little legend associated with an old
~a~iin Ya~~t~n, South Dakota called "Struck~by-the-Rees Tree "
in lg~ ct ~h w~o bore the title Struck-by-the-Rees was born'
Virginiaaw e. ime Lewis and Clark, famous explorers of 'Nest
with them ~~e a l~r~!~~lnyepa~by • Thee trti.~e of ~ioux Indians met
h .
vmow. ap a1n Lew1s hearing that a
ti
papoose ad JUst been born in an Indian hut near th
pl~ce had the child wrapped in an American flag andep;~;he~fed
th~t the boy would become a leader of the people and a friend
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of. the whi ~e man. It all be came true, He not only be came a
ch1e~ of ~1s tribe, but proud of having been wrapped in an
Amer1.can flag at birth, be became a partisan of the white man
and saved many of them in the massacre of 1863. It is further
related that this chief, grown to manhood fell deeply in love
with a beautiful Indian girl. Together they often sat be~
neath an oak talking happily of the future when one day the
terrible warwhoop of the Rees was heard, a;d a fierce battle
foll~wed. It was during this encounter that this young warrior
rece1ved a wound that earned for him his odd title, though not
until after he had suffered a greater misfortm1e which some
poet has described as follows:
"A youthful form was seen
To hover at his side
Wherever in the dawn
The Chief could be descried.
Our warrior's horse was killed
At breaking of the day.
On foot he fought, the youth
But one arm's length away.
"When from a thicket near
An arrow-findish dartWas sent from sinew string
Straight at my lover's heart.
The youth like lightning sprang
From beneath a bending tree,
Receiving deep in the breast
The arrow of the Rea.
"Thou has saved my life, brave youth
Thy breast has been my shield;
The Sio~ are saved a Chief
Upon this bloody field.
They name~--Speak quickly~--Alas~
My love~ 0 maiden mine!
The arrow for my heart
Hath entered into thine!"
Struck-by-the-Bees recovered from his wound and lived
for a number of years, returning often to the old oak to sit
under its shade and mourn for his murdered sweetheart.
Of the poplars, the Liberty Tree of Annapolis which
stands on the campus of st. John's College in the quaint town
of Annapolis'· lv~ryland ·is perhaps the most celebrated. History
tells us that in 1652 a treaty was made under its branches
between the whites and the Susquehannock Indians. During
those stirring days just prior to the American Revolution
patriotic meetings were held beneath this tree and it is
clai~ed the gre&t General LaFayette was. entertained beneath
its shade when he visited Annapolis in 1824. The whole territory round about this tree is filled with historical inter~
est and the tree itself was associated with many of the.
time-honored and highly revered events of th~ time. There is
an inpident in its personal· history which should be mentioned.
The tree began to show some .signs of decay in 1840, and some
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mischievous boys who were ·playing with gunpowder placed a
auantity of it in the hollow trunk and set fire to it. The
iree easily caught fire and was soon in flames, but was extinguished by the citizens who at the time expected the tree
to be fatally injured. The prank of the· boys proved a blessing
in disguise for the fire had destroyed the worms that had been
feedin~ on the tissues of the tree and the next spring it burst
into 1:af more hale and hearty than it had been for sometime.
In 1907 the tree was again requiring attention, having become
so hollovl that eight or ten persons could stand in the center.
Instead of fire, modern tree surgeons filled the cavity with
concrete of which it took over fifty tons. The branches were
strenghtened with iron rods and the tree preserved, as we
hope, for many, many years to come. The tree bears the following inscription:
"This tablet placed upon the Liberty Tree by the
Peggy stewart Tea Party Chapter Daughters of the
American Revolution of Annapolis, 1Iaryland,
October 19, 1907 to commemorate the first treaty
made here with the Susquehannocks in 1652, and that
George Washington in 1791 and General LaFayette in
1824 visited st. John's College. Through the munificence of James T. Woodward of New York City, this
tree, estimated to be over six hundred years old,
has been preserved from decay."
The story of abolition and the sugar maple trees is of
more than passing interest for the Abolitionists at one
time believed, as it did yield so easily and naturally vast
quantities of sugar, there seemed no further need of importing the article from the Wast Indies where it was produced
from cane by the hard labor of slaves, nor for allowing
such a condition to exist in the United States.
Monsieur J. P. Brissot published in 1788 an account of
his tra~els in America. and he was. evidently much impressed
with th1s idea for he wrote as follows:
"Providence, my friend, seems to have placed in the
bosom of the continent that slavery has sullied and
tormented most cruelly, two great means which ought
inevitably, to work its destruction, that, is the '
~ociety of which I have spoken to you, and the Sugar
l11aple •... The settlers established in the middle of
forests in America, limit themselves hitherto to
a very slight manipulation to get this sugar,.:but
since the 9uakers have perceived in this tree a means
of destroy1ng the slave trade, since to replace the
cane sug~r they have felt the necessity of perfectioni,ng the ~ugar Maple, more attention has been given to
the manipulatio~, and success has crowned their efforts.
You know, my fr1end, all the conditions that are necessary to be un~ted for the cultivation of the sugar
(ane ••• the enem1as and accidents that that plant fears
is subject to}, the labor, its cultivation, its preparation, and its fabric costs to the unfortunate Africans.
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Welll Compare these inconveniences with the advantages
that the Sugar Maple presents, and you will again,
once more, be convinced what great pains we often take
to be uselessly criminal •••• I wish there were formed
from north to south a holy coalition to accumulate the
produce of that Divine Tree, if above all, it were
looked upon as an impiety to destroy so useful a tree
either for burning or clearing lands; America might n~t
only furnish for its own use, but might also inundate
the markets of Europe ,with a sugar whose cheapness would,
in time, annihilate that sugar which is sprinkled with
the tears and blood of slaves, for the :Maple Sugar does
not cost but three-pence the pound."
In Princeton, New Jersey on Nassau Street and in front
of the old house now occupied by the dean of Princeton College,
there stands today two of the sycamore trees which in 1765
the year preceding the stamp act repeal, were planted in '
front of the then residence of the president of the university.
These trees have always been associated vii th the stamp act
and are considered splendid specimens, being about ninety feet
tall and about three feet in diameter.
·
Alexander Hamilton, following the Continental Convention'
in 1787 planted thirteen white gum trees on the grounds of
his home in New York City to commemorate the entrance of the
thirteen original states into the federal union. The trees
survived him .Dlafl1 years, and a few remained as late as 1911
when they were removed to make way for building improvements.
The same fate befell the~ree tall sycamo~es at 140th Street·
and Hamilton Place, said to be the trees under which the
seconds met just before the duel between Hamilton and Burr.
The·oldest trees of which there is any record is the
age-old'cypress of Louisiana, scientists having placed the
age of the giant cypress tree of Louisiana as twenty-five
hundred years, it is known as the Edenborn Brake, in Winn
Parish, near New Orlean~. It contains ~proximately
23,000 feet of lumber and is the fifth oldest known living
thing on earth.
It is exceeded in longevity only by the Santa Maria Del
Tille cypress, near Oaxaca, Mexico, .5000 to 6000 ,years old;
the Dragop tree at Orotava, Island of Teneriffe, 4500 years
old; the Redwood tree, California, 4000 years old and the
Baoab tree, Senegal, 4000 years old.
The tree was six hundred year.s old when Christ was born
in Bethlehem; and it was more than 2000 years old when
Columbus sailed into the Atlantic to begin his voyage of
discovery.
In contemplating what this old tree could relate I am
reminded of a few lines dedicated to an ancient oak.
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"What a noble old tree is this sturdy tall'oak, ·
What a tale to relate could it speak~
Of the camps and the fires, with their blue 'curling smoke
Which ascend from the wigwams peak,
Of the storms and the blasts, of the heat and the cold,
Of the going and corning of men;
·Let it stand for a record of days that are old
And much plainer than words from my pan."
Floyd

c.

Williams

CAPTAIN MARRYAT IN CINCINNATI
A Non-original Compilation
DECEMBER 13, 1924

SIMEON M. JOHNSON

Of Captain Frederick Marrayat and his works, the present
generation, at least in America, knows almost nothing. Who,
of those present, of our one hundred "Immortals" can name even
one of his novels; and if that test is met, can say that he
has read that novel? Failure to read Marryat today may not be
a reproach, for time tries all literary reputations and some
are entirely blotted out with the passing years. An author
may well deserve· the oblivion into which he has fallen.
However, Captain Marryat was a real literary celebrity in his
day,--one of the first rank. Both the old world and the new
so acclaimed him at the time of his visit to Cincinnati in
1838.
Frederick.Marryat was born in Westminster, England,
July 10, 1792, and died August 9, 1848, in his 57th year. He
was one of fifteen children. His father Joseph Marryat was a
man of substantial property, of fine reputation, and a Member
of Parliament. In 1790 he married Charlotte Von Gayer, the
third daughter of Frederick Von Geyer, a Hessian of good descent
who had settled at Boston. This last named gentleman was
·
distinguished as an American Loyalist, who not only suffered
severly from his attachment to the cause of Great Britain
during ~he War for Independence, but sustained large pecuniary
losses 1n consequence thereof •.
Frederick Marryat had little schooling and little is
recorded of his boyhood, save the fact of his humerous and
rollicking nature, which led perhaps to his discontent with
his school masters and parents. He was constantly running
away to sea. Finally when fourteen years of age he was
allowed to enter the Navy and started for his first voyage
on board H.M.S. the "Imperieuse," under Lord cochrane. ·
Coc~ran~, a man of daring gallantry and cool judgment, was
an 1nsp1ring leader of men. There were cruisers to capture
privatee~s to·be.cut off, and convoys to be taken. Marryat'
wrot~:
The cru1ses of the Imperieusa were periods of
cont1nual excitement from the hour in which she hove up her
anchor, till she dropped it again in port. The day that
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being fired in anger, was with us

During 1~rryat's two and a half years of service under
Cochrane, the young midshipman VIi tnessed more than fifty
engagements, many of them extremely brilliant, and had
experiences of every description of service, fighting duels
with ships of war, storming ports and capturing merchantmen.
The bravery and intrepidity of Frederick r..:arryat were of the
highest. During the time he served in the Navy he was
presented with twenty-seven certificates, recommendations and
votes of thanks for saving the lives of many others at the
risk of his own, besides receiving a gold medal from the
Humane Society.
In October 1814 (during our second war with Great
Britain), while serving as Lieutenant on the Newcastle,
under Captain Lord George Steward, he assisted at the
capture of the American Privateer Ida, east of the Grand
Bank of Newfoundland, and in making prisoners of its
commander Joseph Pierce, its officers, and crew. He met
~aptain Pierce almost twenty four years later, while visiting Cincinnati.
It is not the purpose of this paper to give in any detail
the events of Marryat's life. S~ffice it to say that after a
most active career in the service, he retired with the rank
of "Captain" in 1830 and commenced his literary labors about
the same time; although prior thereto while cruising in the
We stern Isles he wrote his first novel ''Frank Mildmay; or
The Naval Officer " which was published in 1829. Then followed in rapid su~cession the "King's Own" ( 1830), "Newton
Forster" ( 1832) "Jacob~ Faithful" ( 1834), the latter two
appear in the M~tropolitan Magazine, a periodical which for
four years owned Captain Marryat as editor, and in the pages
of ~hich several others of his works were first produced.
Other works with dates of publication are as follows:
"Peter Simple," (1834), "Facha of Many Tales," (1836),
.
"Midshipman Easy" (Metropolitan Magazine 1836), "Japhet 1n
Search of a Fath~'I' " (Metropolitan Magazine 1836), "Pirate
and Three Cutter•"'(l836), "A code of Signals" (1837),
"Snarley Yo"!, of the Dog Fiend,'' (1837) •
It will be noted that all the aforegoing were written
prior to the author's visit to Arner~ca. . On his return to
England he wrote: "A Diary in Amer1ca w1 th Remarks on its
Institutions." He recei vad for the same 1600 pounds,.\ than
about $8000 in our money, the equivalent now of over j30!000.
In addition the publishers Cary and Hart, of Philadalph1a,
gave him for the proof she~ts of this "Diary" and ano.th~r
work, both of which were furnished to them for publicat1on
prior 'to their London appearance, the sum of .:p2250 • The
publication of the "Diary" was made. in England in 1839 •.
Captain 1~rryat's remaining works w1th dates of Fublicat1on,
were as follows: In 1839 "The Phantom ~hip" and "Far~ival
Keene " In 1840 "Poor Jack" and ·n Olla Podrida," ( art1cles
from the Metropolitan Magazine). In 1841 "The Poacher" and
"Masterman Ready." In 1843 "Travels of Monsieur Violet •"
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In 1845 "The Mission" and ''The :Pri vateersma.n." In 1846 "Children
of The New Forest". and "The Little savage." His last effort
"Valerie" written in 1848 was never completed in consequence of
his death. A number of the above were juvenile tales, very
popular in their day. Financial success is not always·the test
of a writer's merit. However it is some evidence of it.
Capt a in Marryat did make larg~ sums by his writings and by the
more popular of the same he realized a fortune of over 20,000
pounds. The following figures show what he received for his
more popular works on first publishing the manuscripts, retaining in ao.di tion the copy rights. 11 Peter Simple," "Jacob Faithful " "Japhet " "Pacha " each 1100 pounds. "Midshipmen Easy,"
- and
' "Snarley
' Yow," 1300 pounds.
1200' pounds,
In his own time Ma.rryat was rated a great novelist, comparing most favorably with Smollet and Fielding. It was written
of him that he was never surpassed as a writer to tales of
Nautical adventure. Washington Irving wrote to him after
''The Kings Own" was published, that he had entered upon "A new
region of fiction and romance, and to my taste one of the most
captivating that could be explorad,--the chivalry of the ocean."
Another distinguished critic wrote that he had never been
surpassed, "In story telling, art, humorous portraiture and
richness of incident. Thackeray in his "Round About Papers"
writes: So is the author who excites and interests you, worthy
of your thanks and benediction. I am troubled with fever and
ague that seizes me at odd intervals, and prostrates me for
a day •. Thera is a cold fit for which I am thankful to say hot
brandy and water is prescribed, and this induces a hot fit,
and so on. In one or two of these fits I have read novels
with the most petfect contentment of mind, once on the Mississippi,
it was my dearly beloved "Jacob Fai thful. 11 * * *
The writer of this paper recalls with joy the thrill that
came to him, when as a youth exploring the fields of fiction
he fi~st discovered Marryat. Golden days forever past,
'
Capta1n ~~rryat visited Cincinnati in 1838, arriving here the
morning of Wednesday, July 8th, on board the steamer Ben Franklin
He took lodgings at the Exchange Hotel, which was situated on
•
the Public Landing just wast of Sycamore Street.
Cincinnati was then·a thriving Town of about 40 000 inhabitants, of whom not less than 14,000 were Germans.
~
The city was then bounded on the north by the Townships
of Fulton and Mill Creek. The Ohio River formed its southern
and part of its eastern boundary and Mill Creek its western
~frth~fn Row or present Liberty Street, was the north corpo;aL ~n .ne.ll Beyond was what was than calJad the "Northern
F~ ~~tles, in which were streets and highways then known as
Wi~hiayt'Map~e, Fop~ar, Greene, Mulberry and Hamilton Road.'
n ne Clty limlts as delineated on a contemporane~us
~~P~o~~h!!~~at~t~~~e~~=d ;t the extreme northwest, middle west

~~~:=~~·a~~~~!~~·u~~~r~~· ~:~~:~~C~~~~~~e~v:~~t~t~~~ ~i~~~;;·

as Western Row. The stre ~ap. kentral Avenue was then known
called Center St
ae now nown as Opera Pla.ce' was
reet from Vine to Western Row. Was(lington street
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was the extreme eastern boundary of the City and on the
northeast Orchard Street. Court Street ended at what is
now Central Avenue, then Western Row, and beyond western
Row it was known as Catherine Street. The City was divided
into seven wards. There was a City Council composed of
three members from each ward who were elected annually.
Many prominent citizens thought it an honor to serve in
Council, among these at one time no less a distinguished
individual than Salmon P. Chase, afterwards twiceGovernor
of Ohio, Senator of the u. s., Secratary of the ~reasury
and Chief Justice of the u. s. At the time in question
Mr, Chase was thirty years of age, and a member of the
Board of Examiners and Inspectors of the Common Schools.
The :President of the Council was E. Hinman. The Mayor was
Samuel w. Davies who was first elected to the office in
1833 and held the same for ten consecutive years until his
death in 1843. Mr. l}reve in his "History of Cincinnati"
writes of Mr. Davies that: 11 He was throughout his life one
of the most prominent citizens of Cincim1ati and had occupied
many offices. He had been President of the Council, Recorder
of the Town, and· to whom the City was indebted for its water
works system. He was a man of graat intelligence and strict
integrity. In appearance he was nearly six feet in height,
with a smooth shaven face and wearing an old-fashioned queue,
and was a most striking.figure. He was a Whig and an
Episcopalian, and most zealous in religion and politics. He
was an Englishman by birth."
Cincinnati was then part of the First Congressional
District and was represented in the Congress of the u. s. by
a Democrat, Alexander Duncan who sat in the House of nepresentatives. Mr. Duncan had been elected in the Fall of 1837
to succeed Bellamy Storer the elder.
The Governor of Ohio was Joseph Vaned, a V/hig. The U. s.
Senators were Thos. Morrow of Clermont County !:l-nd Willia111 Allen
of Ross County. '.rhe latter was then known as "Petticoatn
Alleri. Perhaps some of my auditors will recall reading that
he retired from the u. s. Senate in 184~ after twelve years
of service. Mr. Allan spent almost twenty-five years in
political retirement on I:1is farm in Hoss County. In 1873
when he was over seventy years of age he was recalled from
his political seclusion and nominated by the .Democrats as
Governor of Ohio against Edward F.Noyes, our11 own Townsman.
Durin~ the campaign l1:r. Allen was knovm as Risa-Up'' William
Allen~ He was el~ctad after a very close contest by 717
votes. However, after serving two ye:-r~ he was defeated for
re-election by Rutherford B. Hayes. Th1s contest wns almost
as close as the former one, Hayes winning by only 5544 votes
and became ~overnor of Ohio for the third time. It was this
victory that lad to his nomination and election to the
.Presidency in 1876. Both Edward F•. Noyes and Ruther~·ord B.
Hayes we~e honored members of this Club. In fact wh~le
President, Mr. Hayes invited the Club to hold a meet1ng at
the '7hite House, which was done.
Vla

must not pride .oursel vas on having been the first
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tv in. Cincinnati. There was another knm'm by
Literary Socie "
.
S . ty ,, in 1838. Regu1ar
the name "Cincinnv.tl Li tera:y . ocle .. ~
e e on Walnut Street
meetings were held at the C!ncl~natl ~olllg D Wheeler the
avery Friday evening • The .rre Sldent vias • r •
f 'the
Secretary P.. 1. Reeder and ':tm. S. Groesbeck \/B.S one 0
directors.
The Mercantile Library was in exi~tenc~. It ~ti~l flourishes
like a ,, green bay tree." It VJas organ1zed 1n the upr1ng of
1Bi5 but when t~rryat visited Cincinnati had rooms on Fo~rth
Stre~t on north side between Main and Sycamore • It conta1ned
about 1000 volumes and had 300 members. Doubtless soma of
Narryai;'s novels ware on its shelves, for it calmot be doub~ad.
that the Captain's works were well known, most popular in C1nc1nnati and widely read.
I bring with me tonight an adi tion of "Japhet in Search of
a Father," published by Harper & Br~s. in 18~~! and bo~ht at
that time by T. Cleneay, then a res1dent of fn1ladelph1a,
afterwards a citizen of this City for many years. The book is
in excellent state of preservation and was picked up.from an
old book stand.
As further evidence of the vogue of Marryat I quote from
a letter of a young Cincinnatian aged 19, to his mother in
this City. The letter bears date "Benton, Miss., Aug. 11,
1835."
"1 dreamed the other night I was home and that it was
winter, the snow was falling~very fast, the wind was Whistling
like the Devil throu.,~h the passa~e in tr.e basement story. We
were all sitting around the fire, myself inthe corner, father
and you were sitting fronting the fire and you were reading
some new work by Capt. Marr;yat t. I never fe 1 t happier. I
was at home. How mad I was when Mr. Baal's little negro girl
came thumping at the door and bawling out * * * 'Coma to
breakfast.' I got up, ate my breakfast and had the "Blue
Devils' all day. Wasn't it enough to give any one the blues,"
The postmaster was William Burke and the post office was
on Third Street between 1Valnut and Vine. "Cincinnati in 1841"
which I have with me this evening, has at page 156 a picture
of this post office.
There was a Port Warden. I assume from this nama that
the warden must have been the Municipal Wharf Master, having
charge of all marine matters, particularly as to the dockage
of steamboats and their arrivals and departures. The office
was held by the same Joseph Pierce of .whom we have previously
written herein.
There were at least two theatres in Cincinnati at the time.
The National Theatre and the Pavilion Theatre. Mr. Greve in
his Centennial History of Cincinnati states that: .~In 1837
a number of citizens became intenested in a plan to erect a
building which should surpass all its predecessors. * * *
Finally John Bates, the owner, of the Exchange Bank, took the
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matter in his own hands and erected on the east side of
Sycamore Street between Third and Fourth the structure which
still stands there, and which for many years was known as
"The National Theatre," * * * The first managers on its
opening July 3, 1837, were Scott and Thorne. The lot upon
which the theatre was built had a frontage of 100 feet and a
depth of 206 feet which made it possible to erect a stage of
unusually large size, * * * The present beautiful stone front
was added to the house in 1856," So far as the exterior of
the theatre is concerned it has remained unchanged from said
date. The interior, however, has been entirely torn out and
destroyed save the bare walls and part of the old dressing
·rooms fur the"Stars." It is now occunied as a tobacco
warehouse.
•
Cincinnati in 1838 seems to have been blessed with many
newspapers, more in number than we now have. There were the
following dailies: "The Cine inna ti Daily Gazette and IJiberty
Hall," "The Cincinnati Hepublican," ''The Daily Express,"
"The Daily Whig and Commercial Intelligencer," "The Evening
Post," "T~e Cincinnatian" and "The News,"
Of the above "The Evening Fast" and "The Whig and
Advertiser" were evening journals. No edition of any of the
above papers was published on Sunday. Each issue was of four
pages only. The advertisements constitu~ad the main feature
of the paper and were vary numerous. The reading matter at
best would not occupy more than one page of six columns and
hardly that. All papers were violently partisan and generally
abusive of one another. Little attention was paid to local
news. Far more attention was paid to the doings of Congress
and to extracts from other newspapers. Mart in Va n Buren was
then President of the United States, having been elected in
the Fall of 1836, and assmned office March 4, 1837, Richard
M. Johnson, said to be the slayer of Tecumseh, was the Vice
Ptesident. The President seemed extremely unpopular in
Cincinnati if we were to judge by the newspaper comments.
The panic of 1837 was over, but its effects ware still felt in
the community.
We ouote an editorial from "The Daily Whig" of July 2,
1838, to show how Martin Van Buren was reviled and his
appointment reviewed.
4

APPOINTMENT OF ltECEI1f,ri;R
"Thos. Henderson of this City has been appointed by the,
President, Receiver of Public Moneys for this District in the
place of J. C. Avery, who dool.ined the office.
This is a most extraordinary and exceptional and exceptional appointment. The President is sure to select those
for office, who have been rejected by the people as unworthy
of public favor. Mr •. Hfmderson was during the past winter, a
candidate before the Legislature, for re-election to the
office of Associate Judge for this County, and was defeated
by a majority of near~y two to one.
He originally obtained the office entirely from party
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consideration~, from a violent party

1

· 1 ture

egl~ a

was a red hot partisan of General Jackson

8•

' because he

Since his defeat in the Legislature, he was a candida~e
in th~s township for the office of Township.Clerk a~~ rece1ved
only 15~ votes, while his successful compet1tor recvlVed 1242.
Thus does the Administration insult the people by.appointing to important offices those whom the people reject 1n the
most signal manner.
Mr. Henderson is unfit for the appointment i~ other
respects. He is old, infirm and ill-tempera~, ana.therefore
but ill 0 ualified for discharging properly tne dut1es of the
office. 'Besides all this, he~ is a Forei;sner. Could no native
citizen be found, worthy of filling the office?"
The full name of the above paper as it appeared on its
title page was "The Cincinnati Daily Whig and Commercial Intelligencer." The editor was one James F. Conover, a lawyer, who
had at that time compiled an index of the decisions of the
Supreme Courts of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. The title o~
the paper indicates its politics. If a newspaper of oppos1te
politics a spoused any cause, or praised any person, the ''Whig"
was led from pure partisanship to take the other side irrespec·tive of the merits of the matter.
In every issue of the Whig printed during the month of
July 1838, there appeared in full the Ordinance of 1787, and
the Constitution of the u. s. with its then 1~ amendments.
These contributions ware prominently displayed abd filled
more than a pa~e of each issue of the paper, which never
exceeded four pages in size. Perhaps the Whig regarded the
same as news. In any event they testified to its devotion
to Constitutional principles.
Captain Marryat at the time of his visit to Cincinnati
had been in the United States for more than a year. He came
to this country almo ~t on the impulse of the moment. In the
latter part of 1836 while visiting Switzerland he wrote in
one of his contributions to the Metropolitan Magazine: "Do
the faults of these people (The Swiss), arise fro~ the
peculiarity of their constitution or the nature of their
government. To ascertain this, one rnui;it compare them with
thooe that live under similar instit"Wtions. I must go to
America, that is decided." He sailed for America April 3,
1837, and landed in New York May 4, 1837. In the life of
her father written by his daughter Florance Marryat Church,
she states (Vol. a, p. 3): "\'vhen he iirst landed in the
country he had a great deal of prejudice to contend against;
the Americans not waiting to judge him on his own merits
but suspicioning from the conduct of some of his predece~sors
that he had crossed the Atlantic solely as a spy,.and with
'
the object of making a book that would sell, naturally enough
set up their backs at the supposed intruder, and received him
with more animas i ty than kindness." However, this was t 0 a
great extent soon dissipated and would have entirely disap-
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peared but for an unfortunate incident which occurred at
Toronto, Canada.
V/hile at ~roronto, Canada, and without premeditation, he
fell into hot water. At a dinner given on st. George's Day
in honor of his arrival, he proposed the toast "Captain Drew
and his brave comrades who cut out the Caroline," a sentiment
that caused so much offense, that the newspapers of this country
were filled with personal abuse of its originator, asserting
that he intended to insult the people of the United States.
He was thereupon included in "that class of Englishmen who
glory in any meanness and call it bravery." On April 3, 1838,
he was burnt in effigy at Lewistovm, New York and a number of
his works tossed into the flames.
It is vary hard after the lapse of almost ninety years
to obtain the true facts about "Captain Drew and his brave
comrades who cut out the Caroline." It would seem, a rebellion
broke out in Canada. The Rebels calling themselves Patriots,
took up a strong position on Navy Island which was then under
the jurisdiction of the British Government. A steamboat, the
Caroline, claimed on one side to belong to a citizen of the
United States, and on the other to belong to the rebels, carried
provisions. and arms to these rebels, and then returned to a
port in the United States. Captain Drew of the British forces,
with a large body of men, proceeded to this port with a view to
taking the vessel out ot the port. The vessel at the time was
manned and armed by the rebels, according to his claim. He
further assarted that the rebels. fired f'i rst upon his boat,
whereupon a fight ensued, the rebels defending the Caroline to
the best of their ability. There was a loss of life on both
sides. The British boarded and captured the Caroline, cut her
loose, set her on fire and set her adrift over the Falls.
These claims of Captain Drewt were vigorously denied by those
who sympathized with the so-called Patriots or l\ebels. Among
these sympathizers were many Americana.
The question as to CaptainMarryat 's intended insult to
the Americans by his toast at Toronto, was still at itsheight
·when he reached Cincinnati on July 18, 1838. On the dey prior
to his arrival The Daily Whig in an editorial said: "Captain
Marryat arrived in Louisville Sunday last and his presence in
the City created, we understand, considerable excitement. But
few of the respectable citizens, would call to see him and some
even went so far as to t.a lk of· lynching. His scandalous toast
given in Canada respecting the infamous burning of the steamer
Caroline, is the cause of the hostile feelings of Americans
toward him, and they never will forgive him for the savage
insult."
Captain Marryat was in Cincinnati for considerably more
than a week. Whom did he meet and how did he occupy his time?
Among other things he found and recorded t nis fact--Cincinnati
is the ''pork shop of the Union," and further that pork eaten
with molasses was not any more unusual, or less palatable than
English mutton eatenwith currant jelly.
No ubiquitous reporter followed him or chronicled his
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movements. The papers from day to day, save on the occas~on
of a banouet which he at tended, paid little if ~ny atte~t1on
to his actions or experiences. He must have.me many 0 ?ur
prominent citizens. Did he come inc?n~act w1th General W1lliam
Henry Harrison, who was then the pol1t1cal id?l.of the W~iga
of the Nation·and who regarded himself as a c1t1~en of Clnc innat i, i.lr, Harrison had been defeated for the Presidency at
the election held in 1836, by Martin Van Buren, Mr. H~rrison
being the Whig candidate,--Mr. Van Buren the Democrat1c one.
At the time of this contest Mr. Harrison held the most lucrative
office in Hamilton county, that of Clerk o~ the Court of Common
Please to which position he had been appo1nted at the August
Term u334 for a term of seven years. An amusing history
relating to this appointment and a contest inst~tuted to
obtain possession of the same by one s. H. Good1n appears in.
a decision of the Supreme Court of Ohio found in the 7th Oh10
Reports page 134. Mr. Harrison continued to hold this office,
at the time of his election to the Presidency. That election
occurred in the late Fall of 1840, Mr. Harrison again representing the Whigs and Martin Van Buren the Democrats.
·
·
We may assume that our visitor loved the theatre and the
player folks. we do know that at the banquet referred to, the
latter were honored visitors. If the gallant Captain sought
amusement at the theatre, he could only have obtained it at the
Pavilion during the early days of his stay. The National Theatre
had in effect closed its season save for a benefit hereafter
chronicled. At the former theatre such delectable entertainment was provided from night to night as the Melodrama of the
Lady of the Lake, the Musical Burletta, The Deep, Deep Sea,
The Drama of The Indian Girl, The Fairy Play, The Mountin
Sylph, The Opera, The Devil's Bridge. And such farces as The
Young Widow, The Loan of a Lover, The Maid and the Magpie,
Fortune's Frolic, Hunting a Turtle, The Bath Road, The Turnpike Gate, No Song, No Supper, and The Olympic Devil.
Captain Marryat was much impressed with Cincinnati. He
wrote of it in his diary as "A beautiful, well built, clean
town, reminding you more of Philadelphia than any other City
in the Union; situated on a. hill on the banks of the Ohio it
is surrounded by a circular phalanx of other hills, so th~t
look up and down the streets whichever way you will, your eye
reposes on verdure and forest trees in the distance. The
streets have a row of trees on eachsida near the curbstone
and most of the houses have a. small frontage filled with '
luxuriant flowering shrub~·.*** I~ is properly speaking a
Yankee City, .a majority of 1ts inhab1tants coining from the
East. There are, however, a large number of Dutch and Garman
settlers, they say 10,000. They are not much liked by
Americans, but have great influence as may be conceived when
it is stated that upon a motion being brought forward in the
Municipal Council for the City Regulations to be printed in
German as well as in English, it was lost by one vote· only,"
While in Cincinnati Captainl1farryat visited the building
then known as "Mrs. Trollops's Bazaar," It was situated on
the south side of Third Street one door east of Broadway.
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A flat building of the Emery's now occupies a portion of the
site. The building was an architectural monstrosity.
Harriet Martineau who visited Cincinnati in 1835, said:
'~Th~s Bazaar is the gre~t deformit;y of the City.
Happily
1t 1s not very conspicuous, being squatted down among houses
nearly as lofty as the summit of its dome. • * * It is built
of brick and has Gothic windows, Grecian pillars and a
Turkish dome and was originally ornamented with Egyptian
devices which have, however, disappeared under the brush of
the whitewashar."
Captain Marryat regarded the building in an equally
unfavorable manner. He wrote in his diary: "Mrs. Trollops's
bazaar raises its head in a very imposing manner. It is composed of many varieties of architecture, but I think the order
under which it may be. classed is the preposterous. 1'hey call
it 'Trollops's Folly,' and it is remarkable how a shrewd
woman like Mrs. Trollops should have committed such an error.
A Bazaar like an English Bazaar is one to be supported in a ·•
city which has arrived at the acme of luxury; where there are
hundreds of' peopJ.e willing to be employed for a trifle, hundreds
who will work for a trifle for want of better employment, and
thousands who will spend money on trifles merel;y· to pass away
their time. Now, in America, in the first place,there is no
one who makes trifles, no one who will devote their time as
sellers of articles unless well compensated; and no one who
will be induced either by fashion or idleness to give a halfpenny more for a thing than it is worth. In consequence nothing
was sent to Mrs, Trollops's Bazaar. She had to furnish it from
the shops, and had to pay very high salaries to the young people
who attended; and the people of Cincinnati aware that the
articles were to be purchased at the stores for less money,
preferred going to the stores. No wonder, then, that it was a
failure. It is now used as a dancing academy and occasion ally
as an assembly room."
A portion of the "Trollops Folly" was still standing in the
early 80's. It was then but one story high, all the balance
having been destroyed, It consisted of but a single room and
wasthen ~sad occasionally for political me~tings. It was old
and dilapidated, The writer recalls having made his first
political speech there in the Fall of 1080. There was not then
the slightest vestige of its former usa of glory.
It was extremely hot during all thd time of' the Captain's
stay in Cincinnati. The heat was oppressive. Thermometers
registered on some of these July days over 100 degrees in the
shade,--the highest up to that time aver known in the history
of Cincinnati. The nights, so the paper records, were extremely distressing. On July 27, 1838, the papers state, there
ware two deaths, one from the heat and the other from drinking
cold water. 1~rryat was a seasoned warrior. He had seen
service in India's hottest climes. The weather did not seem
to affect him at all. In his diary he argues thrit women are
affected by climate, but concludesthe argument with these
words:
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~Take a healthy situation with an intermediate climate

like Cincinnati and you will there find not only good·
teeth, but as deep bosomed maids as you will find in
England."
So we mayconclude th~:.t the gallant Captain paid some
attention to the ~antler sex while in the Queen City. Certainly
he was not a carefess observer of the buxom maids of the Town.
He speaks of a young lady who had permitted him to copy the
terms of a diploma awarded her by the Cincinnati Female
Institute and thou~ht it of sufficient importance to copy
it as :follows: "I~ testimony of the zeal and industrywi th
which Miss M---t, has prosecuted the prescribed course of
studies in THE CINCINNATI FEMALE INSTITUTE, and the hon~rable
proficiency which she has attained in penmanship, arithmetic,
English ~ramrnar, Rhetoric, Belles Letters, Composition,Anciant
and r.lodern Geography, Ancient and Modern History, Natural
Philosophy, Astronomy, etc. etc., of which she has given
proofs by examination, and also as a mark of her amiable
deportment, intellectual acquirements and our affectionate
regard, we have granted her this letter, the highest honor
bestowed in this Institution."
In the same diary the visitor writes: "I had two good
specimens of democracy during my stay in this City. I sent
for a tailor to take my measure for a coat, and he returned
for answer that such a procedure was not republican and that I
must go to him."
On Tuesday evening July 24th, 1838, the Daily Whig contained an editorial article of a column and a half in length
reflecting upon Captain Marryat. It is headed "Captain
Marryat's Toast," and in part is as follows:
"A short time since we took occasion to mention the
excitement in Louisville against Captain Marryat on account of
h~s celebrated toast given in Canada, namely, 'Captain Drew and
h1s Brave Comrades who cut out the Caroline.' In the course of
the few o~servations we made upon the subject, we remarked that
'The Amer1cans never will forgive him for the savage insult.'
In consequence of this article the Editor of the Louisville
tierald h~s taken us severely to task and has elaborated an
extraord1nary editorial on the subject, in which he attempts to
prove that the toast w~s not only justifiable, but patriotic.
Under these circumstances we fe~l called upon to say a few wo~ds
more in relation to the matter and to place all the facts before
the public, that they may be able to jud~e whet~r the toast
was just and patriotic, or whethar it wa~ ~avagely insulting
to th~ American people." (The writer then procee~s to ~tate
certa1n alleged facts). The article then concludes as follows:
"Such an atrocious ottrage ·Osceola and h ·
·
would have shrunk from committin * * *
lS sav~ge follow~rs
Marryat toas~ing the authors of ~~is cow:~~l~e~u;:·fi~d C~p~:~n
the editor of the Louisville Herald a ~
.
age! an
lS
: P~~rio~ic han~ justifiable toast. 'If n(}~~e~~~:rv~! ~~~t~;rc~~i:
en 1men , e 1s truly a fortunate man. Vie canno.t trust our-
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selves to speak of it as we think it deserves. '!Ia have no
disposition to excite prejudices against Captain Marryat but
o~ the contrary woul~willingly if we could, consistentl~
w1th what we esteem tne duty of an American editor extenuate
what we cannot but think 'rhe savage insult.' Ant~rior to
~he ~ppearance of ~his toast all our feelings were enlisted
1n h1s favor and d1d we not know that he still justifies
the toast, we should cheerfully put it down to tht3 account of
wine and other stimulants of the festive board."
.
On the eve~ing of. July 26, 1838, another article apneared
;tn the Daily Wh1g commenting upon the censure of the Cincinnati
Republican of.the ~arne date, of the aforegoing editorial. The
article is fa1rly lllustrativeof the style and manners of the
then political editorial writers. It reads as follows:
.

. "Thera is nothing more detestable than the fawning super-

Cl~iousness, the obsequious deference, the courting sycophancy,
wh1c~ many 0 ~ our countrymen exhibit towards a distinguished·
fore1gner. je are by no means opposed to treatin~0 rneritorio~s

1

foreigners of distinction with attention and high respect. * *
The Republic~n says ~ha ~ American papers justified the outrage
on the Carol1ne. Th1s 1s another great mistake. Not a single
American newspaper * * * had the hardihood even to excuse much
less to justify that infamous affair. We hope that our ·
neighbor hereafter when he attempts to whi~wash the indiscretion and insults of foreigners, will feel the necessity of
adhering a little more to- the facts than he did this mor11ing."

It is strange but true that no one of the daily papers
published in Cincinnati at the time in question gave any account
whatever of the happenings at the banquet at which Captain
Marryat spoke, earlier than an issue of Saturday evening
July 28, 1838. However, a banquet was held at Sportsman's Hall
at 4:30 o'clock of the afternoon of July 26. Sportsman's Hall
was some little outside the City limits and in the Town of
Fulton. Thera some seventy-five gentlemen assembled for
social enjoyment. Some of them afterwards claimed that the
dinner was given to Captain Marryat. Others asserted that the
reception was not intended for him, but was a regular meeting
of the Hunting and Fishing Club to which the distinguished
author was invited as a guest. Be this as it may, the company
sat clown to dinner at half past four to a repast prepared in
Corberi's best style. Jacob Strader, Esq., presided at the
table, assisted by Robert Punshon as Vice-Fresident. On the
right of the President, Captain Marryat was seated, and on the
left Joseph Pierce, the Port Warden.
The Cincinnati Daily gazette published no account of the
dinner until Monday morning July30, 1838. It then stated:
"Our favored Queen City has never crowded a single room with a
fairer and better delegation of her mo,·t estimable citizens
than was present upon this occasion. It was not only a high
and deserved compliment to the gallant Captain, but a lasting
credit to the manliness, independence and moral courage of our
leading citizens. we.noticed at the table the great majority
of the most talented and worthy members of the community. After
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the removal of the cloth, the following Toast was given by the "
iresident of the day. ''Navigation--Free from Snags and Sawyers.
F. w. Thomas being loudly called for from all parts of the room,
gave the following Toast:
"Captain I~ra.rryat the Wizard of the Sea. ~1/e respect .him
for his independence of his character, as much a~ we admire
him for the brilliance of his genius; though he 1s not a
citizen of our Republic, we welcome him to our city, and
acknowledge with pleasure his station in .the Republic of Let tars."
After the tumultuous cheering with which this sentiment
was received had in some degree subsided, Captain Marryat arose
and addressing the company, said:
"Gentlemen, I can assure you that of all the compliments
which have been paid to me since my arrival in this country,
1 feel moat deeply the one whi·ch has bi3en offered to me on
this day."
The Captain then spoke of having refused public demonstrations, because if he gave to the public remarks upon the
country, he did not wish to be taxed as some of those who
preceded him had been, and with justice, for returning ingratitude for kindness received; that he wished to remain
unbiased and under no obligation, and if he should prove so
unfortunate as to give offense b;·;r any observations he might
make, he should not be accused by the Americans of having
violated their hospitality or treating them with ingratitude.
He then proceeded:·
"I mention this, gentlemen, because the cry of ingratitude
has alreayd been raised against rnA by many of the public
journals and I wish at all events to disprove so odious a
charge, at the same time as to avail myself ofthis public
opportunity, which you have so kindly offered me, of defending myself from the arbitrary decision which has been passed
against me and which I pronounce cruel, tyranical and unjust.
I trust gentlemen, that I shall be able to convince all here
that I am the injured party, and that it is 1 who have a right
to complain, and that the offense given to a port ion of the
American ~eople was as unintentional on my part as it .was in
them capt1ous to suppose that any was intended. Gentlemen,
you know well to what I refer,--To the Toast I gave at
Toronto,--little imagining when I drank to the health of an
old.ship~ate, that I was going to create a whirlwind of
·
i~d1gnat1on.over ~ ~ast ?ontinent,--to rouse up the choler
of its mill1ons of 1nhab1tants, and find myself pursued as I
travelled along with fire and fagot, or hemp,--every inJignity
poured upon my head, and every invective poured out upon my
nama. Yes, gentlemen, as you are aware, I have latterly had
the honor of being burnt in effigy and hung at every town
through which I passed, and reviled by almost every paper in
the Union,--and gentlemen, for what? Because in my own country
at the fe~tival o~ our Patron Saint, when 1 returned thanks for'
the compl1ment pa1d to the 1avy of Great Britain· 1 toasted the
last naval achievement Vlhich had occurred but a ~hort distance
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from where we then stood. It was not for me to enter into the
doubtful question how far v1e were justified in taking the
vessel out of an American Port. Sailors have nothing to do
with such QUest ions, --they obe~r orders, and Captain Drew received his, and as far as he was concerned, the merit of the
execution of these orders was all the same, whether the orders
were just or not. But, gentlemen, it is the ignorance of the
truth, so studiously circulated, which has causad this excitement. I read an- article of a column long in the Cincinnati
Whig of yesterday, avery line of whichis a tissue of misrepresentation. I do not think, were the facts as there stated,
I should merit the odium which has been cast upon me. (The
speaker then proceeded to recite the facts and cant inued as
follows):
I presume that the editor of the paper considers that he
has only been promulgating a fact, whereas he has been deceived
and is deceived by the grossest misrepresentation. Gentleman,
it is from a real knowledge of facts that I have ever considered,
·and do now consider, that the act was justifiable. It is true,
that we may differ on that point, but if we are to burn all
those who differ with. us in opinion, consider what a glorious
bonfire would. be made of many in the United States. Gentlemen
there is an old adage derived from Scripture 'Do as you would
be done by'; but Icannot say as far as I am concerned, that
the Americans have borne this in mind."
Captain Marryat then gave his experience of the Fourth
of July dinner 1837 at New York to celebrate that day. He was
prese~t and Bunker Hill and the Battle of Now Orleans were
drunk as Toasts. At the time no expressions of exultation
were suppressed. Indeed, on the second toast Recorder Ricker
spoke against the speaker's country and against his countrymen,
although he knew that an English officer was present. The
Captain further said he would consider himself unjust not to
permit another Nation an expression of feelings similar to
those which wo1;ld swell the breast of those of his own
countrymen on anniversary celebrations. Yet notwithstanding
he was paraded in effigy round the Town of st. Louis with a
halter around his neck, because he had paid a deserved compliment to the gallantry of one of his own country and profession.
However, it was the duty, to bear in mind the kindness and
marks of approbation which he had received in this country
from those whose opinions and good wishes were more than
equivalent, so the injustice of any other portion of the
community would never have the effect of indue ing him, but on
just grounds, to find fault or to censure.
The speaker then concluded as follows:
"Gentlemen, at the c omrnencement of my address I stated
that I felt most deeply the compliment paid me on this day.
Flattering as it is to me, it is more honorable to yourselves.
You have been the first of all the cities through which I have
passed who have ventured to decide and think for yourselves,
and have shown the moral courage so deficient in a portion
of your countrymen."
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By these last few.words the Captain again made ~imself a
target of much censure and abuse by many. of the Amer~can
newspapers. They resented it as reflect1ng upon ~he1r several
conununi ties. The Cincinnati lffhig was the leader 1n the villification and snarled and barked at the Captain for many, many
days thereafter. In fact it was a veritable marplot among the
members of the "Third Estate •" In closing Captain Marryat
said: "You mve set an example which J have no doubt will be
followed and that upon reflection others will agree with you,
that it is much more reasonable to read my books than to burn
them; and even though those most opposed to me must acknowledge,
that allo~ing my Toast to have been offensive, at all events
I have by this. time been sufficiently "toasted" in return.
Gentlemen when the storm first rose against me I was in the
confines ~f your country; now I am in the very heart of it.
I did not allow the progress of my tour to be checked by these
temporary ebullitions of feeling. I had too much confidence
in the Americans not to feel assured that the tide would soon
. turn, and honor and justice eventually gain the day. The
proper time for explanation on my part, has at length arrived,
and feeling that I am before a conscientious jury I now ask
of you your verdict--guilty, or not guilt;y."
A uni ver.sal and deafening shout of "Not Guilty" was the
irrur:ediate response to this c oncl ud ing a ppaal. The Captain
was then called upon for a sentiment, or toast, Thereupon he
remarked, "That he ought to bear in mind the old adage "A
burnt child dreads the fire,' and of all men be very circumspect, in reference to toasts. He therefore would propose a
sentiment which the most captious could not find fault with
and which would not be likely to create any great indignati~n.
He gave,--'The Ladies of Cincinnati.'"
It must be born in mind that Captain Marryat as heretofore states, was a Second Lieutenant of the British Frigate
"New castle" which cantured the American Privateer "Ida"
commanded by Captain J. Pierce. So small was the world than
that Capta~n J, Pierce was present at the banquet. The Vice'
President lvtr, Punshon, gave as a Toast ''The Second Lieutenant
of the ~ewcastle •" This Toast called out Captain Pierce, who
rose ana remarked that he would with the permission of .the
c~mpany,. state a few facts with regard to his first acquaintance
Wltn the1r guest Captain Marryat. He then gave the facts to
the eff~ct that after the capture, himself, officers and crew,
wera- sh1fte~ to the Newcastle and that during the forty days
he was a. pr1soner there, he was treated by her commander Lord
George S~ewart with indignity, harshness and severity and
wholly w1thout cause, further, there was an order to all of.
the of~icers of the Hewcastle to hold no communication with
.the pr1soners. He. also, told his audience that their guest,
Captain Marryat, tnen auout 20 years of age, was the Junior
Lieutenant of the Newcastle, that he and he alone broke the
abov~ order and ameliorated not only his situatio~, but that
of h1s fellow pris?ners, On their arrival at Halifax they were
sent t? prison • L1eutenant Marryat was the first man that
took hlm ~Y the hand ~s he went over that ship's side on his
w~y to pr1son, and sa1d "Pierce, be of good cheer." .From that
tlme to the present time he had never met him, He was proud
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to taka ~im by the hand at this time and greet hilll, While on
boatd the Frigate he had abundant proofs of the bravery and
humanity of Lieutenant Frederick fr!arryat, and that as long
as life should last he should with pleasure reflect on the
good conduct of this gentleman. He offered as a Toast:
"Health and long life to Captain Frederick Uarryat, the man
who under the dictates of humanity dared to break through the
rules of a tyrant, and be what every seaman should be,--generous and noble."
The banquateers must have had a pleasant time. A fine
band of music under the direction of Mr. ~;1ueller the leader of
the Orchestra of the National Theatre, gave several popular
National Airs. Some thirt,y-one toasts in all were drunk,
Remembering that
the festivities di0 not be;;in
until 4:30P.M. '
.
it may be inquired
at what hour did they close.
The Toasts
ware fraternal, patriotic and some literary. A few sentimental.
Honorable John c. Wright proposed the "Navy of Great Britain
and the United States." Timothy Walker: ·''Our nelations with
the People of' Great Britain, Social, Literary, and Political." ·•
Josiah Drake: "Great Britain :J.nd the United .3tatas,"
Mr. Greene of New York: "The Virgin r..;;ueen, Victoria the First •''
J. Stretch: "American 1£others,'' l.Ir, Floord: "The Memory of
Lord Byron," and finally the Chairman L:r. Strader having regard
to the beautiful new theatre in Cincinnati, proposed "The
National Theatre and its Managers." This sentiment was received with prolonged cheering and Mr. rhorne, 6ne of the
managers of this Temple of the Drama, in behalf of himself
and associate, made an·appropriata and facetious reply. The
Shades of Night must have fallen when the company doubtless
wended their way to the theatre toasted. That very night a
benefit was given hlr. Thorne at his theatre on Sycamore Street
wherein was given "The Bronze norse." This animal seems to be
unrecardad in the early history of the American Drama.
Theatri~al works do give this title as one of the Operas of
Auber. I have heard the Overture and it is a striking and
brilliant piece of music, I do not believe presentation of
"The Bronze Horse," eithAr as play or opera, has been given
in Cincinnati for many, many years past. The actors in that
Drama with the actors in the dramatic episodes herein given
of Captain Marryat's visit to Cincinnati have long since passed
away. To one who loves his native City it has been of interest
to recall and re-record them, perhaps at too great a length.
May he, therefore, be pardoned for inviting slumber,
One other fact remains to be recited: Captain Marryat
left Cincinnati, possibly July 27th or 28th, 1838. He writes
in his diary"! left Cincinnati in a very small boat for
Guayandotte" (than a point in Cabell C~mnty, Old Virginia)
"on my way to Virginia Springs."
Simeon M. Johnson
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DECEW3ER 20, ·1'324

FRANK B. DYER

van Dyke ir. discussing the art and liter~~ur:do~h!he
future says there are four Voices that have s lrr
imagin~tion of mankind beyond all others: ~ythology,
f the
Religion, Chivalry and Democracy--but the supreme urge o
coming age is to be the Voice of Democracy.
The first law of nature is said to be. self-preservation,
but when the mind is on fire with.a gre~t 1de~~ even selfpreservation becomes a minor cons1derat1on. He are toldd
that the causes of war are only four: bre~d, ~eed, gree
or creed. The first three arise from the 1nst1nct ?f self
or race preservation but the fiercest wars have ar1sen from
creed, far more impeiing than any animal impulse is a potent
idea.
Ideas go boomin"' thru the world louder than cannon, and
~hen men are obsesse~ by them, the drive is irresistible until
the ideas lose their virus. For ideas,.like.disease~, run
their course. They become conventional1zed 1nto a r1tual
gradually losin~ their virulence and becoming at last but a
respected formula or abacadabra.
Our ideas of Democracy are still in the nascent, formative,
detonating stage, not yet fully ritualized and so by no means
devitalized. As an objective reality, Democracy scarcely yet
exists, and the essential principles, or complex of ideas,
which make up the general notion, are still in dispute.
To examine some of these constituent ideas and how they
have been modified by experience, is the purpose· of this paper.
We were brought up to believe that our country is a .
democracy and to sing "My country--sweet land of liberty •"
Naturally, therefore, many of us regard Liberty as the vital
principle or ,urpose of Democracy.
Our school histories read about as follows: Washington
was the greatest man the world has produced because he gave
adequate expression to the most essential need of mankind, which
is Liberty. The slogan of the Revolution was "Give me Liberty
or death."
The war of '12 was fought for an extension of the idea
to give us the liberty of the seas. The Mexican War was fought
to extend liberty to brethren of our own race who·had migrated
to the Mexican domain of Texas and who had endeavored to free
themselves from oppression.
With the Civil War came the extension of liberty to all
races of men in our country, Lin~oln said he could not
interpret the Declaration that all are endowed by the Creator
with the unalienable right to liberty as excludirtg the negro.
The slogan of :Patrick Henry was "Give me, my class, liberty
or death" but the slogan of the Civil War was in the Battle
Hymn of the Republic, "As He died to make men holy, let ~
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die to make men free."
In 1898 we conceived it our duty to go to the rescue of a
neighbor outside of our bounds, and to help Cuba become free.
At the same time we took over the remote Phillipinos with the
avowed intent of preparirtg them for freedom.
·
And last of all our soldiers went to the World War in the
belief that they were going to make the whole world "Safe for
Democracy." That was the slogan and if Wilson had succeeded
in enforcing his 14 points upon the world, he would have become the greatest man of all time, according to the orator
at the Wilson Memorial last Monday.
Thus according to our schools, all our wars were fought
around the great central idea of liberty.
Real historians may question our motives and our glory
in some of our holy wars, but any wide variation from the
foregoing in our school books would meet with a storm of
·•
protest from our many patrotic societies. Hence the expansive
idea of Liberty as the central principle of Democracy is
commonly acce~ted, tho we are a little vague about what
liberty really is, not having had much experience with it.
rrhere are probably few or no countrie~ in the civilized
world where there is s.o much interference with perSOllal
liberty as we have. Our Congress, legislatures, and councils
are busy grinding out restrictions on our conduct, v1hile our
innumerable religious orders, including the l~. K., set up our
standards for us, and Public O~inion deno-qnces any unconventional word or thought. A CincinnatiDaily a few days ago
called for the removal of the 200 College Professors who
announced that they would sup~ort La Fellate--and probably
most of its readers approved.
If this is a Democracy, individual liberty does not seem
to be an essential principle, unless liberty means freedom
to do what others think we ought to. If democracy is a compact
to abide by the will of the majority,· liberty, at its best,
must mean nothing more than voluntary obedience to law in which
we had a voice so Abbot defines it. Whether we wanted the
law or not must not affect our obedience. If we don't like it
we have recourse to free speech and a free press to change
public opinion. This peaceable method of changing law and
conditions is not understood by illiterate people, who resort
to Revolutions. Democracy is, therefore, a questionable
method of governing volatile peoples.
With any people who misconceive that liberty is a natural
right, restrictions may become so numerous and petty that even
the worm turns. This is a law-full age, and the more laws .we
have the more lawless we become:--Again, the so-called majority rule is usually but a
minority, for it is rare that any doubt~u~ measure has t~e
express approval of a majority of the c1t1zens. In Russ1a
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200,000 people call themseives a majority a~d.rule 150 million.
Here 30% of our citizenship is usually suff1c1ent to put over
a measu~e and, therefore, the others do not feel intensely
any moral obligation to obey if they ca~_evade. I a~ not
excusing them. I know that Lincoln and rtoosevelt sa1d that
the first duty of a citizen in a democracy is to vote, and
his second duty is to obey the law wheth~r he votedfor it
or not. If in the last election only 55~ of our electorate
performed their first duty, how many may we expect will evade
the second? It is a condition that confronts us. We are
not taY.ing seriously our obli ~a tiona to democracy, tho we
may be exercising our liberty as we conceive it. Our ideas
of liberty do not harmonize w1th those of democracy.

In the next place, what if the majority is ignorant and
bigoted? Has the minority than no rights? John Adams in a
letter to Jefferson said "despotism or absolute power is the
sarne in a majority, an oligarchy and an emperor,--equally
arbitrary, cruel, bloody and in every respect diabolical."
If ignorant, unscrupulous, and bigoted, a majority may be
worse, as it is in Russia. Jefferson appreciated this danger
and recognized that education and religion are absolutely
essential in a democracy in order that the electorate may
be intelligent and humane. l}armany, however, with all her
culture has demonstrated that these (education and religion)
may not bring "Peace on earth, good will to man." She
sedulously gave both in her state systems of schools.
Bertrand Russel in the December Century Observer "State
education teaches the young to respect existing institutions,
revere the powers that be, and regard foreign nations with
suspicion and contempt." Its aim is to mal{e docile citizens
"Who will do what thai r leaders wish under the impression
they are doing what they themselves wish." The purpose of
both state and religious education, as he sees it, is not so
much individual development and intelligence as docility and
respect for authority. And it is doubtful whether it has bean
more helpful or hurtful to the progress of the race. For the
gr~a~est obstacle to progress is intellect trained to accept
op1n1ons ready made and skilled in rationalizinO' in the
defense of such opinions. Neither is a hiO'h id;alism necessarily conducive to humane consideration f~r others--rather
it is prone to bigotry and intolerance and to imposing
restrictions on the liberties of others.
In his brilliant and ironic brochure entitled "Icarusll
Russell .says he sees no way out for our r~d civilization
except. for the world to be governed by s orne .benevolent
daspot1sm such as America, unless civilization be allowed to
collapse and return to the Dark Ages, which, he intimates
would probably be preferable.
~nough has been said to sho~ that the individual liberty
conce1ved by our independent pioneer fathers as the summum
bonum, is not a ~roc.uct of democracy. Liberty in a democracy
boils down to th1s. It is freedom from the tyranny of a
recognized hereditary ~--plutocracy not being "recognized."
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. I am not discussing whether individual liberty is
des1ra~le or.not. It is evidently not so considered in those
countr1as wh1ch are supposed most nearly to approach democracies.
I next wish to show that the Apostles of J iberty in their
struggles for freedom did not have a democracy in mind.
1

. When 1 was a boy I was fond of repeatinO' Byron's Ode
to L1berty:
~
Eternal spirit of the Chainless ~ind,
Brightest in dungeons, Liberty, thou art-For there thy habitation is the heart
The heart which none but love of thee ~an bind-And when thy sons to fetters are confined
Sweet Freedom's fame finds wings on every wind.
I was fond of ~he last alliteration and admired Byron.
He meant what he sa1d for did he not blithely give his life
that.Greeca might have liberty? Judge of my confusion when,
in h1s letters, I found he as ardently detested Democracy as'
he loved Liberty.

the
was
and
was

"Democracy? That is gov'mt by the masses, that is, by
asses, by ignorance, prejudice and vulgarity. The devil
the first democrat, for he opposed gov'mt by righteousness
intelligence •" "The devil was the first democrat~" ·Pha t
too much. I was shocked.

I was ~fte:rwards shocked again, when I found that my ideal
statesmen, 1/ashington and Hamilton held about the same sentiments. Hamilton wanted a Preside1rt selected for life, who should
appoint all the state governors, who in turn should have absolute veto power over all legislation. At the time the Constitution.w~s f!amed 8 of ~he 13 states had property ownership as a
qual1f1cat1on for vot1ng. In South Carolina, only those white
male persons could vote who believed in Heaven and Hell, and
owned 50 acres of ground or a town lot. The Constitution itself
wit~ its checks and balances and Bill of ~ight, was astutely
das1gn~d to t~wart the will of democracy which was then rising
in a m1ghty t1da, and except for the coolness and strength of
John I<:Iarshall, it could hardly have withstood the asoaul t s for
its fir~t quarter of a century. We can hardly appreciate now
the. vehement enthusiasm f'or popular sovereignty which existed
dur1ng that period. Instead of our Constitution baing the
bulwark of our liberties to preserve a rash populace from
self destTuction, it was regarded as a stumbling block to
progress, and is still so considered apparently by many.
Popular sovereignty was, by a confusion of' thought; supposed
to insure personal libBrty, altho, as Adams pointed out long
ago, absolute sovereignty of any kind results in ruthless
tyranny, and a majority may be just as ruthless as a czar.
John Stuart Mill seventy five years ago proposed, as a partial
remedy, roportional retresentation of minorities, to secure
discussion at eas • I is a method of whi9h we shall learn
more next year.
We come 'now to the keystone of the Arch of Democracy--
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the notion of Equality. Jefferson in the Declaration postulates
as self evident, that all men are created aqua~. There may ~e
some doubt whether he meant this to be ta}:en 11 terally, for 1n
his inaugural he says that all are entitled to equal and exact
justice, as you· have seen inscribed o~ our.new Court.House,
but the doctrine has bean accepted qu1te l1terall~ t1ll well
within my time. I was called before the Ohio leg1slature s orne
years ago, because I o~posed uniform text b~oks and c~urse of
study for county and c1ty schools alike, wh1ch the leoislature
was contemplating. 1 said that a course should be adapted to
needs and conditions which differed in city and country. Not
one word was being said in the country school to interest
children in nature und agriculture and the weather vane on
the little red school pointed only ci tyward. ''What?" said
they "wouldn't you treat 'em all alH~e and give 'em al~ the
same? Would you repudiate the Declaration, the pallad1um
of our liberties and the pandemonium of our civilization?"
At least there was pandemonium for a time, and in disgrace,
1 was glad to escape without physical violence.
But if this was the belief of our solons, what shall be
said of our rank and file--For instance, our good Health
Officer, Dr. Landis, began·a campaign against pediculosis.
An indignant mother complained to me that her Jenny was sent
homewi th a bottle of fish oil, not to return till her head
was clean and the other girls were not required to do that.
''But," said I, "maybe they don't need it." ''What has that to
do with it?" exclaimed she, "Don't you treat 'em all alike?
Aren't they all equal in our schools?"
Only a few years ago but one course of study was provided
for all. If one should study algebra allshould be required
to. There was some sacred as occult essence in Latin that was
essential to all. All should be reouired to take the same
course. Anything else was undemocratic.
I made an effort to carol the bright lads~ the inte 1lectual Rolls-Roycas, in our schools who were being stupefied
and demoralized in our lock-step system and put them thru
their paces, energizing them for leadership. The experiment
was reluctantly consented to with the provision that they
should be put thru exactly the same routine as the others.
But it was finally repudiated because it was undemocratic and
anyhow Democracy doesn't want leaders, at least not inteliigent
and wise ones. It wants delegates whose function is to express
its will--vox populi-, vox ~ei.
I wonder how many voted for Davis for President because
he ~as reputed to be a real gentleman of the old sch~ol a
profound student of politics and probably the ablest st~tasman
in America. The opposition didn't deem it necessary even·to
challenge the statement. They simply said he was ouite a
doctrinaire • (We are loth to acknowledge there are men
SUJ;B r ~o~ to ourselves. They are simply doctrinaires.)
The
oppos1t1on devoted itself to scaring the people with Charlie
Bryan--adopting thE: tactics of the Astute Mark Hanna.
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"Scare 'em" t A life long democrat told me he would dearly
love to vote for Davis but he was afraid of Bryan.
Jefferson owned slaves and carne in touch with the poor
whites of the south. He had superior ability and must have
recognized the mental unequalities of men--so what is the
meaning of his "self evident" proposition?
To understand this, we must consider for a moment the
teachings of R~usseau whose propaganda was just then setting
the world on fire. Lord Acton says that Rousseau produced
more effect with his pen than any other man who ever lived,
. not excepting Aristotle.
Against the doctrine of the divine right of Kings was
opposed the doctrine of the natural rights of the people.
This had begun about the time of the Renaissance and had
gathered momentum in the 18th Century, but it was Rousseau,
who, as one inspired, gave it adequate expression. "Men are
born free and yet are everywhere in chains.'' He conceived
of a State of Nature, in which the human race began, and in,
which man lived for ages in an idyllic state. Here he had
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, as was altogether good.
Vice and error are strangers to man's constitution and ha~
been introduced from without, thru his institutions. The
cause of this fall was the invention of private property,
especially property in land. Equality disappeared and work~ and
slavery, was introduced. So the created equal, unfortunate
men contributed to the luxury of' the few. These luxurious
few were sodden in iniquity, having gotten farthest from the
state of natura. While the plain people who were nearest to
nature were still virtuous and far superior. "The rich," he
says "are ravening wolves, who, once having tasted human
flesh, devour only men." "Love I have found only in huts
.where poor men dwell." "The honest man tho ear so poor is
king of men for all that~ Proud, virtuous, common man, revolt!
Down with the institutions that have enslaved you. You are
the victim of a gigantic conspiracy."
Rousseau was not to be daunted by showing that there was
not the slightest evidence that the idyllic state of man ever
existed, or that the natural rights were othAr than a popular
myth. r.n his Apoctalyptic vision he arose superior to mere
facts. He audaciously opened his Second Discourse thus: "Let
us begin by setting aside all the facts." '.rhe heart rises
superior to reason--out of it are the issues of life. The
man who coldly thinks is a depraved animal. The impulses
of the common man to justice, sympathy and humanity are rather
to be trusted. This last doctrine was accepted by Jefferson
who in espousing the cause of the people, said there is a
sense of justice in the heart of common men that can be trusted.
Tho Rousseau's gospel may seem grotesque to us now, to a
down trodden world it was a new evangel. It is easy to see
whence Karl Marx.derivad his economic ideas, and wheEce his
son derived "the right of man to a life of idleness." If they
had spoken with the~same vellement enthusiasm as did Rousseau
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and if the masses of mankind had been in the condition they
are in Russia, they would have stoned the world as they did
her.
That pitiable country has presented us an.object.lasson
of what happens when the idea of literal ~qual~t~ dom1natea,
tho even there we understand that the nat1onal1Z1ng of women an~
children has not made headway on account, I. suppose, ?fa certa1n
obstinacy natural to the sex. Also concess1ons to ~r1vate
ownership of certain forms of property and other pr1vileges are
spasmodically granted and with drawn. However, the experiment
has been sufficient to show us that while liberty stands for
freedom of opportunity and reward according to merit, eguality
is a dead leveling trocess, and a levelin~ downward at· that.
Liber't'YSncoura?,es hrift and rewards gen1u~ and. ~kill-Eauality reduces all to a morass of madiocr1ty. strangest of
ail, we sea that the outcome of equality is class rule, and
lowest class at that. The rule of the proletariat. To be sure
when Russia emerges from her sea of sophisms and builds a new
civilization she may avoid some of the evils that beset our
occidental countries, but as yet she is a shining example of
the perils of equality.
This is not to say that there are not many inequalities in
America that should he removed.
1. Between the upper millstone of capital and the lower millstone of labor, the public is being ground exceeding fine.
Each has acquired privileges that will not ulways be conceded.
Wealth without the spirit of' noblesse obli~e becomes ruthless
and frivolous while labor without a stimulus of competiton
becomes arrogant and slothful.
2.
Again, while we would recognize ability, even merit has
some limit to the rewards and privileges to which it is entitled.
3, Anoth~r thing, our national wealth in power and resources
is not to be squandered wastefully and the perpetual right to
its use on the part of a few will eventually be questioned, no
matter what the concession has bean--unless the privilege is
exercised judiciously.
It seems strange that a nation founded on the doctrine of
equality should,· after 150 years in which it has had a clear
·field to develop, present· as many social and economic inequalities
as exist in most other civilized countries. This of itself would
indicate that inequalities are inherent in the nature of men and
cannot be eradiacted by feat or formula.
'
A.wholesale demonstration of this was made by psychologists
in the1r army tests, which were conducted at about the same time
as the Russian debacle. It was shown that one third of our
young men are physicruly and mentally deficient-~25% having
me~tality below a normal 12 year old child and not mora than
lO?'o having the mentality required for leadership. Biologists
have ~em?nstrated like differences in other forms of life. so
that 1t 1s now postulated scientifically that all are created
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unequal, as the inequalities are inherent and not to any
~arga extent remediable by education and environment. This
lS an unpleasant fact but we shall ha~e to fa~e it.
Further it is held by sociologists that the increase in
populat~on on the par~ of deficients is altogether out of
proport~on, and ~spec1ally so since huinane agencies are
consarv1ng the, l1ves of their children. As like usually
jeg~ts like, tne tendency of the race is definitely downward
t lS held by psychologists that not more than 1/3 of our
'
youth have the mentality to complete a conventional high
s?h?ol co~rsa or to exe~cise int~lligently the privileges of
c1t1~ensh1p. Yet at th1s very t1me there are many well
meF3-n1ng peopla endeavoring to amend the Constitution to force
these b?rn shorts to stay in our schools tho no one knows what
~o do w1th·or .for. them when they are there. The proposition
1s for the nation to direct and control all children to th~
age of 18--some task. The national police force that would
be n~c~ssary to patrol our school districts and enforce tha
proVlSlons of the law would duplicate our postal service and
make the Volstead staff look like a body guard. Will our
Equalitarians stop before they have draft~d us all into the
public ser~ice? or b~fore they have relieved us of any
exercise of our own 1ndependent judgment? or responsibility
even for our children?
I believe they will have to. I think I can detect a
marked change in recent years and not simply in a spirit of
revolt and lawlessness which may simply be the aftermath of
war. People ~re bec~ming tolerant of the findings of biologists
and psycholog1sts. ~van Kentucky didn't prohibit the teaching
of evolution last year (lacked one vote) tho woe to the teacher
there that tria~ it. Intelligence tests are tolerated here in
?ur own.schools. People are beginning to recognize the mental
1ne9u~l1tias of yo~th ~nd the desirability of adapting the
tra1n1ng to the ch1ld 1nstaad of forcing all thru the same
~roo.ve • A distinguished professor tells me he has bean giving
for. s~veral years courses in eugenics in our University·without
exc1t1ng scandal. At our last election our people showed their
~illingness to .try a scientific method of runnin:s our city
1n the place of the spail..s method, and to allow minorities
a voice.
.

In our national government many hopeful signs could be
POl~ted out--really intelligent commissions are studying
agr1culture, labor, transportation and the tariff, and may
reach cone lus ions by examining the facts instead of by pre judice.
There is a r~pidly growing indepent vote showing that more
people are thinking for themselves and not accepting their
opinions ready made. You can remember well when to be an
independent was to be a mugwump--a term of derision. I
visited the bedside o~ an aged friend not long ago. I told
him truly that I couldn ~ t think of any other man who had lived
so long and done so little to regret. "Oh," replied he in a
broken voice "You don't }:now. I voted for a democrat once.
I can never forgive myself', for I knew better." That was a
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characteristic attitude thirty years ago. More people are
becoming independent and thoughtful, and more are harkening
to the teachin~s of science. Extreme notions of equality are
being modified: tho the pleasure of restricting. the lib~rties
of others is still frequently irresistible, as 1t.was w1th the
ruritans who are said to have forbidden bear-bat1ng not because
it gave pain to the beasts but because it gave pleasure to the
spe eta tors.
we have become indifferent to the "Created Equal" theory
and the "Natural Rights" pretensions--but we do still insist
on two things--

1.

Eouality before the law--The law shall play no favorites.
All are entitled to equal and exact justice, tho we are
a little vague as to just what ~ustice is, and as to who
is disinterested enough to administer it. Themistocles
once said: God forbid that 1 should sit upon a bench of
justice where my friends found no more favor than strangers.
This may be considered good politics yet.

2,

,'fe insist that there shall be no permanent stratification
of society into fixed classes. The tendency to class
formation is universal and can not be prevented but thru
the solvent of universal education we can prevent crystallization. Such education must offer each an opportunity
according to his gifts, so that he may find his place in
society according to his merit and not because of an
inherited rank,
1

If my diagnosis is correct there is a growing repugnance
in America to any dead leveling type of equality and a growing
restlessness under the restrictions on individual liberty
~ho a friend of mi~e ~n Kansas assures me quite to the co~trary
1n regard to restr1ct1ons. There is a growing recognition, also,
that a l~rge proletariat is dangerous and its rule is invariably
accumpan1ed by an orgy of loose thinking and tuthless action.
It must not be allowed to accumulate momentum either thru
immi~r~tion or thA multiplying of defectives, Industrial
cond1t1ons and wages must be made so tolerable as not to
necessitate it, and opportunities and incentives to thrift
must be ?ffered to children which will nw.ktJ the number of people
a neglig1ble quantity,
There ~re ot~er ~~anging notions of democracy that are
worthy of ~1scus~1on 1f timA permitted--especially the idea
of Fratern1ty wh1ch took such strong hold on the imagination
of France and lat~r on labor unions, It gave the emotional
drive to Rousseau s Evangel and has had a strange history--It
~~came a class bond and obligation not at all humanitarian in
. e broad sense, but rather a gospel of hate. In our D~mocracy
lt has' however, been sublimated into the ''Gospel of Service"
a~d :eso~~ds on.every commencement platform, as the hi~hest
a1r 1n l1fe--wh1ch ma~ ~ ~ questioned,
o
0

f

Ami~ all t~e changes in our notions of democracy most
us Stlll bel1eve that it is the one and only road' ~f progress
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to the far off divine evant of which Tennyson speaks.
Whether it really is a progressive movement per se
or whether civilization because of scientific investigation
is progressing in spite of it is not so certain--In fact
there is a question whether civilization has moved forward
or backward in the 20th century, Wallace in his Passing of
Politics demonstrates historically, at least to his own
satisfaction, that democracy means decadence, instead of u
striving for the higher things of life thru the intellectual
leadership of the best and wisest, it is a continual surrender to the lower elements of society thru the emotional
leadership of fanatics. It becomes engrossed with the
distribution of the material things for the satisfaction of
·the appetities and neglects the weightier needs of the higher
nature. It is collectivistic in its tendencies, considering
social duties as of first importance and educating chiefly
with this end in view while the deeper needs of man are individual, and the improvement of his own character is his
first duty. ''A democratic age," he says, "invariably
accompanies the decay of institutions and vistues, and is
the identifying mark of such d~cay."
Such· statements are to be accepted, of course, cum rano
sal is. Lecky, our profounO.e st student of politics, acknow e ges
that the democratic conceptionof government will dominate the
world for a considerable period, and says that the practical
question for thoughtful people is how to mitigate its characteristic evils. The tendency of' democracy, Lecky says, is: ''To
throw irito high relief social and economic inequalities, to
awaken class antagonisms and promote a feeling of self'-coscious
Olass solidarity, to destroy the balance of opinions and
interests on which liberty depends, and, especially, to impair
the personnel and the efficiency of parliaments and the authority
of constitutions, which have hitherto proved the chief organs of
political liberty,"
It is easy to see how personnel is affected when the chief
question asked is not whether our proposed representative is an
honest and sagacious statesman, but whether he is a dirt farmer,
It is also easy to understand the difference between a
body of men chosen because character and independent judgment,
and a body made up of instructed delegates sent to register
the opinions of their constituents.
Garfield made the proud boast that during all his service
in Congress his constituents had never once dictated his vote,
and he had exercised his free and independent judgment on every
auestion. If we will choose leaders of this type and advise
~ith them but not dictate to them, our democracy will be safe.
Fortunately the thrift of this country, due to our boundless
resources and_ the uneoualled energy and varied gifts of our
people, has prevented.the growth of a formidably and dictational
proletariat so that our chief concern is with groups or blocs,
who, while deserving special consideration are composed in
large part of reasonable men.
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~specially

such as this--disinterested, but active and thoroughly alive
to the weaknesses of democracy, or perhaps I should say
thoroughly conscious of the defects of our virtues the'
Republic will take no harm, for I sincerely believ~ with
Jefferson that there is an element of justice in the heart
of man, and all that it needs is wise leadership.

fortunate is the nature and composition of our
political parties. For tho they are merely bottles with different labels blovm in the glass, but the contents the same,
yet they are not class groups or blocs as in other coun~ries.
Our parties make a vertical cleavage thru all cla8ses of .
society. No one group dominates a party and the rea~onable
claims of no considerable bloc can be neglected by e1ther
party. As all classes are repres~nted in each, a pl~titudin
ous platform is inevitable but fa1r and free discuss1on within the party and considerate action is probable. No one class
is likely to put anything over without a full understanding
of all and the loosening hold of party ties, enables an increasing number of citizens to judge cases on their merits.

Snch citizens should be able to separate the chaff from
the wheat in the cardinal doctrines of democracy and they must
be persistent--To paraphrase Lowell:
'
· ·
We needn't think Millenium
Will come by next express tomorrow
Alas we've seen to many on'um-That have miscarried, to our sorrow
Men ain't made angels in a day
No matter how we labor 'em
And angels nowadays don't stay
With us as they did with Abrahum,

Lord Bryce, America's most indulgent critic, says "America
marks the highest level not only of material well-being, but
of intelligence and happiness which the human race has ever
attained," He attributes· this, however, not to our form of
government,qut to_the character of our people and our opportunities. As to the democratic theory, he says "It rests
on tw D uncertain pillars. 1. 'Pha t the gift of suffrage
creates the will to use it, and 2. That the gift of knowledge
creates the capacity to use it aright," "In many ways, he
says,"democracy has been a disappointment. Efficiency is not
in its program at least it has usually been extravagant and
wasteful. It has not extinguished· corruption or the malign
influence of wealth on government. It has not enlisted enough
honest and capable ci tizensin the service of the state. It
has not mitigated the dislike for men of different color, or
diminished class selfishness, or improved international
relations. Finally," he says, "free government cannot but be,
and has in reality always been an obligarchy within a
democracy."
It so happens that that is practically what America is.
We have a writtAn constitution with checks and balances that
prevent the popular will frdm hasty action and a bill of
rights ~hat insures a degree of protection in our liberties.
These r1ghts are in the supplement called the first tan
amendments, which were assumed by the framers as a matter of
course, but ~hich were wisely insisted unon by the states
I
say wisely, for without them who could siy what restricti;ns
to our freedom would be imposed! The most imnortant nrovision
in the ?onstitution is for a co1;rt of .Justice~ removed . . as far
as poss1ble.from popular domination, And the next most
important, 1t seem~ to me, is tht3 provision which makes it
P?ssi~le to amend 1t, but not till after much discussion and
t1me for sober second thoug~t. I have read that there have
been over 3000 ~ormal attempts to change the constitution,
onl~ nine of wh1ch have succeeded and most of these during the
exc1tement and confusion that followed war~.
Enthusiasts say that the cure for democracy is more
democracy, bu~ the re~l cure is the active participation of
a wise, watchful and 1ntelligent citizenship,--for there is
no.sounder maxim than that eternal vigilance is the.price
of good government. If there are numerous groups of citizens
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The failures of our civilization are not due to forms of
government but to weaknesses in human nature.
What is Liberty?

Happiness?

Justice?

Service?

Liberty is the supremacy of the higher nature of man,
When our appetites are under the control of our judgment,
when our impulses are governed by our reason, whenour
lower nature is subject to our higher, when an energized
will directs our actions, and we are not slaves to our
desires, we are free and not till then. 'rhis condition is
to be attained not by statute but by ethical instruction and
self development, That is the freedom that is of first
considerations. Are we attending to it?
Happiness, '!!hat is it? Many confuse it with pleasure,
which is the satisfying of the appetites. Happiness is a
condition of the higher nature. It is not an end in itself.
Not enjoyment and not sorrow is our destined end--Happiness is
a by-product. It is the feeling that accompanies successful
achievement. It is the satisfaction we have when we set ourselves a worthy undertaking and accomplish it.

''

What is Justice? We want justice. Well, we can have it.
It isn't what we obtain from others, but how we deal with others.
It begins with doing one's own work, minding one's own business,
subducing one's own lower mot.i vas, governing ones self.
Aristotle says when a sufficient number of individuals impose
these conditions (which he calls the law of measure) upon
themselves, it will be reflected in an ethical state and in
true justice.
What is Service? Not sentimental charity. It is putting
others in the way of achieving liberty, justice and h~ppiness
for themselves. Self-subjugation comes first and then social
service and justice will follow.
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The aim of democracy' socializing manki~d so we canli ve
toO"ether with a due regard one for another' lS a w~r!h~r~~~'
bu~ it will reouire many great ethical leaders, ani
of
many ethical citizens who apprec~ate.the true mean ng o
Liberty, Justice, Happiness and Serv1ce.
~e

have come out of the Middle Ages and are now in the
Meddle and Muddle Age--We hope we are headed toward the
Mod.el Age.
Frank B. Dyer

AN AFTERNOON AT THE CLUB
JANUARY 3, 1925

FRANK H. SHAFFER

The sketch I am about to read is entirely imaginary-Its characters have no counterparts in life--One of them may
be a composite representation of ml:iny good fellows I ha~a
known.-But you will remember that he speaks under artif1cial
stimulation' and must not take him seriously. It is a rather
intimate temperance story but has no moral.

We four sat at the corner tabla at the club, the Autocrat,
the business man, myself, and the fourth, a vis.i tor, all of us
well along in years. The visitor had come to my office that
morning unannounced as usual. He had stood in the doorway
silent, and as I raised my ayes and caught his glance, my
heart leaped. An old friend, and classmate--A lawyer from a
neighboring state. Once in a long while his professional
duties brought him hare to argue soma case before the courts
or to hold consultations with associate counsel. Without fail,
after his work had bean completed, he would seek me out, and
when this occurred such days were ·ambrosial. He was mora than
a friend. To me he represented the golden past, four years of
unalloyed happiness--youth. Always when he appeared, I left
the burdens of the day upon the shoulders of my associates.
All serious work was abandoned, My office saw me no more.
So this day after a hearty handclasp I reached for my
·COat and hat, and after announcing to my stenographer that
important business would teep me from returning to rny office,
I grasped ·his arm and led him forth. "And where do we go from
hera?" he asked as we came out of the elevator.
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Those confidential pourings from heart to heart as we lay full
length under the oid trees on summer afternoons and dreamed our
dreams--Such memories now are almost poignant. Well Holly
made qne of his periodic pilgrimages to the old home town of
his forefathers in Vermont and at the same time came also a
former resident of the town who many years before had left
it to seek his fortune out in the world, and Fortune had
smiled upon him. .This former resident had return~d, it may
be to display his wealth, it may be to renew old friendships.
However, dressed in his best he sallied forth. He wore a
frock coat, a stove pipe hat, a flashy neck tie, a rather large
jewel in his scarf and another on his finger; and last but not
least a pair of white spats. He came across an old villager
sitting upon a box engaged in mending his scythe. The stranger
strode befor,a him, throwing back his shoulders, "Hello Jim,
Don't you remember me? I lived here v1hen a boy many years ago."
The old man did not cease his work upon his scythe. He glanced
slowly at the visitor apd then spat vigorously. "I don't seem
to know you and furthermore I don't give a d--."
"Well, we used to call our club "The Don't give a d-club •" Our members are few in numbers. You Ir..now them all.
All of them a little idealistic,. hardly practical and now
,,
somewhat pessimistic at seeing the world disregard their views
and roll up immense majorities. Knowing the futility of
further efforts to change the world they just sit back in
their chairs and with an attempt at philosophy just naturally
"Don't give a d---." At least so they say.
But this was our name only for a time, for a friend who
has for years prospered mightily from a highly protective
tariff which some of our members do I).ot consider entirely
ethical, approached us the other day and said he had just
heard a story which he ~magined would do us good to hear.
This was his story. A man purchased a mule from a darky who
warranted her ·sound in wind, and limb. The purchaser paid the
consideration and started to drive home. Turning into a wood
and letting the mule follow the wall marked road, he was
startled to sea her walk headlong into a tree. ·rhe mula was
blind. The outra~ed
purchaser turned back and hunted the
0
darky, and having found him, told his story and claimed that
the mule was not sound but blind. The darky smiled patiantly-"Bli'nd! Why she ain't blind. She jutlt natural~Y. don't give
a d--- " "Do you see the point?" our ironical fr lend asked.
On the'same day we changed our. name to "The Furthermore Club"
and yet honestly the old name was rather mora appropriate.
My friend and I reached the club at last •. !wo members

"We are going to lunch with 'The Furthermore Club.'" He
looked at me suspiciously. ''All right" said he ''I'll bite-What is The Furthermore Club?"

of The Furthermore Club were already seated at tne old corner
tabla. They ~·1alcomed our visitor with genuine warmth. He
was not unknown to them. A simple, kindly, loveable.man, wall
along in years, yat young in his enthusiasms and warm in his
sympathies.

"Wall, that requires a story. You remember Old Holly
(Peace to his ashes). How his very name brinO's back the
memories of that enchanted age. Those moonli~ht nights upon
the campus fence. Those songs beneath the spreading alms--

The business man rosa to the.occasion. With uncanny
he had brought with him the base of a certain
synthetic beverage which we term the "Kinsey Foundation" in
foresi~ht
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honor of its discoverer. Billy, the barkeep, was the
administrator. Soon there came a prevading sense of mellowness--A spirit of cameraderie--l.Iy old friend and I hummed over
the old songs and smiled at each other with friendly eyes. The
Autocrat and the business man were earnestly discussing some
phase of the unhappy drama of life, the intemperance of the
present enforced condition of temperance. ~Ly friend and I
talked in low voices and delved into the past.
"Don't you remember that bright spring morning when
Bill Barnes was reciting in the old Althanaeum in Logic.
Tutor Phelps asked him to give an illustration of an undivided
middle (I am probably mistaken in the term; it hns been fifty
years since I've had occasion to refer to the science) and
with manifest satisfaction Billy answered: "A door. It
cannot be open and closed at one, and the same time." "Very
good" said Tutor Phelps. "Give another illustration." I
remember as wall as if it were yesterday, Billy's look of
doubt which finaLLy became despair. After a moment of agony
he answered "Take another door," How the class room roared~
D~ ?o~.remember the congratulations showered upon him·by
aum1rJ.ng classmates. I really believe most of us thought
he had perfor1ned a clever stunt.~·
"And .don't you recall Billy Barnes's retort to Tom Smith
at our fifty anniversary? Tom Smith as you remember, was the
most unpromising man in the class, Someway or another he
P~blishad ~ little pamphlet on the organization of corpora~1ons in h1s state. At that time the big trusts were organizlng under the laws of .New Jersey. One day one of the financial
magnates of that period wanted some work dona in a hurry and
needed a corporation lawyer. One of the party h~d seen a
copy of Tom's pamphlet--Tom was employed by telegraph--He
reported and did his wo~k satisfactorily• After that no trust
could be incorporated w1thout his legal assistance. They say
he has accumulated an iwnense fortune,
d "Well, at our banquet Billy Barnes acted as toast master
an par~ of the ceremony was to call up each man and ask for '
a repor on what he had done in the past five years after
ihraduatio~. Billy Barnes finally called up Tom Smith
Among
e quest1ons asl:ed was this. "Have
.
•
how many?" Tom replied ra th~r sni . you ~ny chlldren' if so'
thank you'' -·''Don't thank "
ppily! I have two children,
couldn't sea why the crow~e ch::~e~~~ qulck reply • And Tom-

Engla:~~h~~ :~~~n;ore Hrar~h th::m the days and nights in !Jew

night called us f;om ~~e he sun in the daytime and the moon at
acquiring of knowledge 1'~~:: ·~e oughtt to have devoted to the
to ''fest Rock when we ~hould.;Jh. ~pbpy s rolls out :Prospect Avenue,
'
ave aen preparinO' f
·t t'
an d th ose wonderful V!elch Rab b.1t
. th
.b · or reel a 1on
when, tired but happy we retu sdwfl a mug of ale at Moriartys'
'
rna rom our excursions."
My friend cant inued musing
"A I 1
antagonistic we were to
•
s
ook back 1 recall how
their efforts to impart ~~e u!a~uhl~y an~ how difficult we made
~nr wisdom. And yet there were
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exceptions, some of those simple, God fearing, self sacrificing,
old gentlemen really commanded our affection. Frofessor \'/right
in ?hysi cs, for instance. Don'~ ;{ou remember him in one of his
lecture~ r~ferring to a new invention which might possibly
re~ol~t1on1ze our means of co~nunication? Th~ Telephone.
Just
th1nk. we were sophomores and considered ourselves wise
educated men before the telephone was even dreamed of. Aquiet
cultured gentleman, he assumed that v1e had the same enthusiasti~
interest in his subject as he had himself and s~mehow we ware
ashamed to disappoint. him.
'
'
'
, He paused a moment for our friend Billy, the bar-keep, was
replenishing our empty glasses. It was not an unpleasant
interruption. In a moment, in a sort of reverie he continued:
"Who can weigh the influence of those fine clean gentle
souls upon our after life. More than once it had happened that
in moments of doubt when the. line betweenthe ethical and the
unethical was not certain and we might have taken the easie.r
path, yet something impalpable, it may be the spirit of those ·
lives, di.rected us otherwise. Sur.ely, as some one has said .,
it is not bricl:s and mortar that make a college. It is the
character of the instructors, the as~ociations of the institution
the manhood of th.ose it sends forth, the spirit of service it
'
inspires.. Old Brick Rowt with your dilapidated wind bleached
shutters, your walls cracked from a hundred years of exposure
to storm ~nd sunshine, what stories you could tell of hope and
disappointment, sacrifice, ambition, friendship, wisdom and
folly. Countless the men you have sent from ypur footworn
halls, in their souls implanted your spirit of service. Hail
and farewell, for you exist no longer except in our mE;Jmories.
May the splendid structures th~t have risen on your hallowed
site fail not to hold aloft the torch of your ideals and
traditions." He was deeply moved, probably a little ashamed.
I thrilled and felt no shame. And yet even at that moment,
strive as I might to combat it, I could not but think how much
the world will lose in imagination and sentiment when the
Kinsey Foundations finally drop out of life •.
Our luncheon was finished. The little dining room v.ras
emptied of its hurrying busy crowd. The white aproned waiters
had remqved the cloth and had departed for the day. Only Billy
th~ barkeep, remained seated in an opposite corner, watchful
and alert. My friend and I were interrupted in our reminiscences. We woke to hear the kindly voice of the Autocrat
addressing my friend "We were discussing the recent Muniaipal
election, and congratulating ourselves upon the result. In a
national election,. while Mr. Coolidge carried the c.ity by an
immense majority, the thinking people changed our municipal
charter so that in the future we shall have a small council
elected at large. "Is that all?" asked my friend. "Well we
shall also have proportional representation but what that
really is I am not entirely certain--Anyway any change must
be an improvement on the old conditions, do you not think so?"
"I am not so sure," my friend replied. "Good government does
not dep~nd upon its form. It depends upon something very
different. It is the community spirit that controlls. If the
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tone is high the government will be good in spite of its form.
As some philosopher has said, that form of administration is
best which is best administered.
"To be frank, I have decided views upon the subject of
Municipal government or rather I shou1d say Municipal failure.
.My views are not popular as I have found many times to my
embarrassment, So I shrink from imposing them on my friends.·
They simply arouse an·attitude of resentment and encourage
opposition. I have given mora thought to the question than
I could well afford and have spent more time upon it than was
profitable. At the same time I have lost friends and clients."
"My ~toung friend" said the autocrat "this is Liberty Hall.
Every man is entitled and is expected to express his views on
any subject under discussion. Here we discuss and settle the
important questions of the day. To our own satisfaction'' he
added. "We belong to the minority and the minority as you
know,. is always right."
"Oh go on," we all urged.

"We can stand anything,"

"VIall you know that Mr. Brice in his American Common
Wealth praises highly most of our institutions. He characterizes our Municipal Government as our one signal failure.
Probably what I have to say will not apply to your city. It
may be that a finer municipal spirit prevails with you. But
it applies to most of our cities." "Oh we have our troubles
too" one remarked,"
"Well, I think that I have discovered the principal
cause of bad municipal government. I also think that I have
discovered a possibl~ remedy. But it is not popular and has
its drawbacks," "You do not mean to suggest socialism as
this remedy?" asked the Autocrat gently,
The v~ry mention of such a thought aroused the irritability
of our bus1ness man.· He bridled in his chair--his face flushed.
He was about to speak when I broke in, "Let our visitor alone-Let him explain in his own way"--llQld Man, remember this. is
Liberty Hall. By the way there is nothing like a good base ·
~n which to start the building of a house or an argument,
,fuat could be .batter than another of those Kinsey foun~ations."
" Now Billy, the bar-keep is not a slow worker. · It was not
long before peace and a spirit of resignation settled upon our
little pa~ty, The flush upon the brow of our business man did
not disappear, But it was not caused by wrath,
Our guest continued:
""If you can stand the musing of an old man I should like
Let me start at the
~eoiD~lng--Afte~ graduation from a great University(whose name
f ne~h not ~entlon but whose great eleven has not been defeated
forl e pas two years), after a course at the Law School I
oo ishly allowed myself to run for the office of City At~orney
to"oiv~ you some of my observations.
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in a small city. 1~ opponent was well and not favorably
known in the commu~ity. I was a dark horse. By a fluke I
was ~lected--the only republican office holder in a democratic
town. I knew little law and less politics, But I had ~reat
faith in my fellow man, in h~s inherent goodness and natural
honesty,· How simple life seemed in those early days and how
deligh~ful.
My awakening came quickly. The council was
composed of men of mediocre ability. The office of councilman
paid little but the pay was more than ample for the service.
The members seemed to be bri.ght enough to be able to distinguish
right from wrong, To me at that time such a decision seemed
simple. But with that council no question was seitled on
ethical principals, nor even on political grounds. I soon fom1d
t~at the councilmen were mere puppets of a political organizatlon, and that the strongest element in the organization was a
public service corporation which served the town fairly well
but about whose franchise there was some legal doubt, On this
account the company felt compelled to t~ke an important part
in politics in order to protect its interests. Before the end
of my term I blamed many of the evils of the town upon this
company, for without its bacl:ing, it is doubtful if the
political organization could have carried on with such a high
hand, I was glad when my term came to an end, I .came out of
that office a changed man. I doubted the honesty of all men-even. the goodnes~ of God. It took me years to arrive at a
sane estimate of the world, namely the t. all men are honest e.t
heart and are only swayed from an honest course by conditions
beyond their control or by influences which they aro too weak
to resist. My later life has been ~pent in a large city in a
neighboring state. I have never since sought political office.
One was.enough., But I have never lost my interest in public
affairs, The result of my study of the conditions of the
larger cities of the country at the present time seems to be
as follows:
.
In avery city there is a dominant organization either
Republican or Democratic. Back of the dominant organization
are certain influences good.and bad, but all in favorm the
organization. In the city in which I live there are several
public service corporations privately owned whose stock is
widely distributed among the people of the city. 1.'fe are a
democratic city and we have a democratic boss, head of a
democratic organization. Supporting this organization are
the public service corporations and their stockholders. These
latter compose what is termed the best element of society, the
wealthy, the cultured, the successfu,l. These men must protect
their securities for they know that if a reform party gains
control the value of these investments will suffer. They cannot dare 'to be independent as they cannot afford it. Therefore,
they support the dominant party and the dominant boss. The
stock of these cor.porations is widely distributed and. much of it
is held as collateral in the local banks. Therefore, the
officers of the banks in order to safeguard their investments,
also support the dominapt organization and its boss, not
because they want to but because they have to. Thus the best
element of our city is not free, They cam,ot afford to be-Instead of being leaders of society they must. subject themselves
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to their interests and you cannot blame them. Back of the
boss, too, is protected vice; the hand books, public gambling,
petty graft, houses of ill fame, the boot leggers and every
form of evil that could not exist unless overlooked or
tolerated by the police department. Then too the army of
office holders and their families and friends. Thus we ·have
a combination of our best and our worst back of the boss, with
numbers and influence sufficient to control the elections and
to maintain the boss. The result of' boss rule is incompetent
government, waste, and extravagance, a lowered moral tone in
the community.
Its most ·evil effect is its discouragement of our young
mAn from taking an active part in politics. A political
organization brooks no insubordination; it allows no independent thinking or action.. Unless a young man is willing to
submerge himself in absolute submission, he had better not
start a political career. Otherwise he will soon be broken,
From these conditions result~ the failure of municipal
government. What I have described as the condition of mw city
does not apply to her alone. In avery large city like conditions exist, the boss being with democrats or republicans·
as the case may be. The successful boss must have the support
of the best and worst elements in the community. There may
of course, be exceptions. It may be that your city is one '
of these exceptions. I know that you have recently modified
your charter in such a way as to make the domination of the
boss at least m~re difficult. It may be that you have gone
far toward solv1ng the problem. The business man seemed to
arouse himself. Evidently he was somewhat bored.--"Well
·
what is your solution?" "I have no solution" said our ~
visitor. "Some improvement, however, might result from the
public ownership of our utilities. Thi::; would release a
great number of our best citizens from their slavery. Instead
of bein~ subservient to theboss, they would be free to advocate.
and str1ve for good government. Thus they would be restored
to their proper sphere of leadership."
"But,'' said the business man "your suggest ion cannot be
carried into affect. To change trom private to public ownership.requires v~st sums of money. Few cities exist that have
suff1cient cred1~ or sufficient leeway in their debt limitations. Besides 1f we have public ownership we shall·have a
loafrtgher adrmyi of public employees who will flock to the support
e om nant organization."
';I ~dmi t that I have no· solution" said our visitor
"Wher·e
a mans. reasure is, there is his heart also Unt'l h •
nature
from se lfi s hness to altruism,
• present
1 uman
di t ions lS c·han~ed
o
•
conf . will contlnue and municipal government will still be
1
~f .~~e u~~ • Ju~~~ ~~~l~:f' s~id the business man "that reminds me
one of his days devotede~osN=~~~!~~;at~he Judge was engaged in
foreigners who
d
.
1on. Among the many
fine looking, c~~~~~r~ri~~io~: ~;~nthatdday was a y~ung Italian,
for his examination, The J d
•.an splendidly prepared
u ge was 1mpressad by his appearance
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and bearing and wishing to know his attitude toward the secret
socie~ies which are said to flourish in Italy, asked him this
quest1on: 'Do you belong to any organization whose objects·
are op~osed to Democratic principals?' You may imagine the
surprise of the Judge when the young fellow smilingly and
eagerly replied: "Yes, your Honor" "Perhaps " said tha Judge
"you do not understand my question. Do you b~long to any
'
organization whose purpose is to bring about the downfall of
Democratic Institutions?" "Yes, your Honor," The Judge
settled back in his chair and pondered for a moment. "What
is the name of this organization of v1hich you admit you are
a member?" The young Italian smiled ingratiatingly. He
glanced proudly about the crowded courtroom and then answered:
"The Norman G. Keenan Italian Republican Club,'' "One moment
my good friends," :interrupted the Autocrat quietly. "Thera '
are. two sides to every question. Sometimes ~n our advocacy
we close _our eyes to the other side and are not fair to ourselves. ~he dividing line between pessimism and optimism is
shadowy, just as is the line between love and hate, hope and
despair. We know that wrong cannot persist, Gradually but
surely "with slow and toilful footsteps we cla;Hbar to the
light." When conditions become extremely bad they right
themselves. Always is there progress upward. Priva~e owner. ship is established and is here to stay. I do not find.the
public utilities to be entirely bad. On the contrary in most
cases their service is reliable and satisfactory. That they
interest themselves in politics may be tbe re~ult and not the
cause of the boss system--If they were s·ure of just and fair ·
treatment from the city authorities and ~rom the public, there
would be no reason for their political interference. lt seems
to me that present conditions are simply a phase or step in
the evolution to a better stateof affairs. Up to this time,
we have all been so busy making mqney that v;e have had no
time to devote to public affairs. We now have many men and
women of wealth and culture and ability who have the leisure
and the inclination to serve their fellow men. Up to this
time they have given theirespecial attention to cha~ities and
the public schools, the church and similar activities •. A new
field is now opening to them. Boss government is becoming
unpopular. Even ·the bosses are becoming ashamed. The better
element of our community are devoting mora and more of their
time to public s~rvice, Instead of a bo;~s we ard about to
have in each community an unselfish leader who will assume the
position of leadership, not because he strives for it, but
because his fitness, his character, his vision, his s~anding
among his people compel him to answer to this call. Suppor.ting this leader will rally an ever increasing number of unselfish men and women devoted to community service. By civil
service the army of public employes will be. removed from .
politics. Municipal management will be divorced from political
interference. Our public utilities will gladly welcome good
government because they will receive fair treatment without
recourse to politics, Our men of wealth, our. bankers, our
professional men will be unafr~id and will resent the present
tyranny. Our press will rally to the aid of the movement and
will help withconstructiva suggestion. Love of city will be
a fervent influence becoming more and mora prevalent. And
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pride will come and a wider sympathy for those who ne~d our
care. our young men will leave their frivolous pursu~ts and
attach themselves to some branch of local public serv1ce.
Character and service will be the criteria of man and women's
standing in the community. Life will be a school for the
development of character; politicians will have to t':::n to
honest work, and character fitness and ability will f1ll our
public offices.''
The business man was the first to speak:
"Now you're shouting, as old Judge .Kumler used to say when
he listened to the argument of some lawyer who happened to
please him." "Mr. Autocrat," said our visitor," almost thou
persuadist me· to be an optimist. You have painted a delightful
and flowery pictu~a. And even the outcast loves the flowers.
I congratulate the Furthermore Club on its worthy presiding
officer."
I myself felt called upon to make a few appropriate remarks.
"Boys, there are just the makings left for four Kinsey
Foundations." Billy, the fast worker, did his duty with his
usual expedition, and we arose and drank a toast to our Autocrat.
The Autocrat rosa slowly from his chair and smiled upon
the friendly faces. "My good friends you have d::me well today.
And among my good friends I include Billy, the bar-keep, who
has done well and often. So far today we have enjoyed the
synthetic. Now let me suggest that this evening we all adjourn
to my house 'Nhera we shall continue our discuss ions. I admit
that the r:insey Foundations have their proper place in the
present economy of social life. But the genuine nearly always
surpasses the synthetic. So if you will come I can promise
yo~ a glass of liquid sunshine which was laid in my cellar long
before the coming of these evil days. In the me~ntime it is
grov:ing late. Evening approaches. Hegretfu1ly I anpounce
that the Furthermore Club is adjourned for the day.' .
Billy, the ·barkeep, helped us on with our coats and somewhat.reluctantly received his tips, for the rules of'the house
comm1ttee in most ~ositive terms forbid tipping. But we are
o~d offenders a~d 1n many respects lead criminal and furtive
11 vas. ·~?Ur· bus1ness man charges all this and most of our evils
to the l!.i7ghteenth Amendment. The Autocrat entered his limousine
taking \nth him.the business man. My friend and I walked down
the ~tr~et arr? 111 arr~. "I guess 1 made an ass of myself ex~r:s<Jin\, my v~ews. th1s afternoon?" my friend remarked auestion1n~ly.
W~ll sa1d I, consolingly, "if some of my friends
had b~en w1th us, one would have said that you were a muck.ra~er, another, that you were a parlor sociaJist while a
th1:d wo~ld have suggested that you were sufferi~g from an
ant1-SOc1al complex. And these friends are fine fellows and
represent the prevailing sentiment •" "Yes and th t
· d
me of another story" said my friend. "Sur~ly you ! 11 Ie~~~a~l
our thoughtless cruelty that spring afternoon when old
Professor Strong wasdelivering one of his now priceless
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lec.tur es on M.edis eval English. lie had pored along for nearly
an hour and we were becoming restless--Our interest was
flagging. The closing bell had rung. Out::> ide the classroom
the sunshine. was calling us. Then suddenly some thoughtless
one rustled nis fee.t upon the floor--Then another and another
added to the noise until it became an uproar. The old gentleman ceased reading and raising his flushed face from his manuscript lookedsilently at us. The room became at once as still
as the grave. 1'hen he spolce "One moment young gentlemen I
still have one or two pearls to cast." f looked for ~r '
friend's application. But he made none. "How foolish one is"
he continued "ever to hope to chane:e c ondi ti.ons. 1'he effort
uon::>umel:l nervous energy witnout result. 1is out autocrat said
"when thingl:l become so bad that our good people are put to
shame, condition::> right themselves automatically. Ne must be
patient, yet sometimes I am not unhappy to feel that old age
is approaching.'' He hesitated a moment. "Well, I honestly
believe that on the whole, this afternoon, probably due to
Billy, the barkeep's kindly adminiatra t ion, I to:) don't give
a d-- ... "

"Good, ol,i man" said I, "Hemember that, after all, we
have the past and its memories."
II

Frank H. Shaffer

GLIMPSES OF THE WORLD IN CINCINNATI
JANUARY 10, 1925

JOHN D. SAGE

During the last six months of the World War our Government conceived the idea of stimulating patriotic interest,
possibly in anticipation of a forthcoming Liberty Loan, by
holding a War Exposition in various sections of the country.
As some may remember, Cincinnati was one of' the first cities
selected, because of the admirable adaptibility of our Music
Hall for such an affair. Before the date set for the opening,
in December 1~18, the armistice was signed but nevertheless
the Exposition took place.

My first knowledge of the proposed Exposition was the
receipt of a notice that I had been appointed Chairman of the
Foreign Nationalities Committee. In those days we had learned
to do whatever we were told, in the line of war activities,
and accordingly to invent an excuse to decline the appointment
was out of the auestion. On the contrary I was somewhat
flattered to be ·named the chairman of a committee having such
a mysterious name. Foreign Nationalities suggested the
visits to Cincinnati of European generals or princes or
diplomats meetings at the station, addresses of welcome and
attempts ~n the part of the chairman to converse in a foreign
language.
But I soon found that it was expected that the Foreign
Nationalities Committee would seek out people of various
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. C. . ti arouse their interest in
nationalities living 1n lnclnna '
i fact induce
•
the Exposition, secure their attendance, and, n
them to take some active part.
·
As is usually the case, the chairman ~f the commit~ee
assumed most of the responsibility ~nd star~ed out ~o f1~d.
what people there were in Cin~innatl of varlous n~tlonallt~est
If any one of you were on such a quest, how would yo~ go a ou
it? I. learned that we had then .and still have here.1n
Cincinnati what is called the i.merican House • It ~s .located
on the cor~er of Central.Avenua and Bank street, a~to. 1s the
first of its kind in America; a social settlement 1n the
heart of the section populated by the foreign speakin~ peoples,
established for the purpos~ of teaching them the Amer1c~n
language and American ideals, of preparing them for citlzenship and of affording them a place where they could meet
with their ovm countrymen.
I found there a director, who, like the present director,
was enthusiastic and tireless in his work, and through hi~, I
discovered a new world in Cincinnati. We have heard about the
foreigner~ in New York but how much qo we know.ofrthe foreigners
who have come to make their homes in our own c1ty? How many
are there and where do they live? What are their occupations?
Long before the exposition opened as part of my education
on the subject, I visited the one held in Cleveland, and secured there some information about the foreign born in that
city which was most interesting and surprising. I learned
that, whereas less than twenty par cent of the people of our
city are of ~oreign birth, the foreign-born of Cleveland
comprise eighty per cent of its population. If Cincinnati is
regarded as a foreign city what shall we say of our one-time
rival? We can console ourselves over losing our position as
first city of Ohio by showing that Cleveland has surpassed us
only by adding im:iligrants. It may be interesting to learn that
in Cleveland., with an estimated population of one million and
twenty-five thousand, the vote case for President in 1924 was
only 189,731, whereas in Cincinnati, with a present estimated
population of 407,835, those who voted for Presi~ent number~d
16fi,800. Only thirty-fou~ thousand more voters in Cleveland
than in Cincinnati. Evidently, it will be some time before
Cleveland will assimilate its foreign-born.
This reminds me of the comments of an editor from. one of
our western stat•es who had made a visit to Cincinnati. He
wrote: "Cincinnati is much les.s an American city than Chicago,
Cleveland, or Detroit. It has a certain ripeness about it; a
charm going with maturity that impresses you, especially, as
you ride through its suburbs and along the bluff boulevards
and catch interesting views of the Ohio River and its. valley.
"It cultivates the arts because it enjoys and appr~ciates
them, not because it has heard that .it is the proper thing to
do. It prefers on the whole, to live, rather than to get rich
to cultivate the amenities of life rather than to kill'all the'
pigs, smal t all the ore or make all the automobiles in the world."
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But to come back to where I digressed, it stimulates
the imagination to·know that within our own corporate
limits, are foreign-born people from Russia, Germany, Hungary,
Poland, Austria, Czecho-Slavia, Greece, Italy, Roums.nia,
Bulgaria, Lithuania, Holland, Denmark, Armenia, Bohemia,
Jugo-Slavia, Iceland, Belgium, Switzerland, China, Japan,
and from Asi~, Africa, South America and the islands of the
sea, in all, 70,000 of them. And where do they live?
Principally in and around the vicinity of the American House-north of Clark Street, wast of Central Avenue east of
Freeman and south of the old C~nal bed. VIa find the Serbians
on Central Avenue, near Logan Street; the Roumanians near
the American House; and the Russian. Jews in the vicinity of
the.Jewish Settlement on Clinton Street. A little further
away is the Syrian settlement near Third and Lawrence; the
Greeks are around Sixth Street and Central Avenue and the
Hugarians cluster around Elm and Race Streets, near Liberty
and Findlay. Most of these na.tionalfties have some point
of contact with the American House, and so it was there that
I want in my effort to get the new Americans to taka part in
the War Exposition.
To the director I said: "Are there not interesting people
of various nationalities who can take part in this war exposition?" "Oh, yes" said he, "we have many different groups
meeting here who can help you very well and who will be only·
too glad to dance and sing the songs of their home-lands for
you. But," he said, "they can take part only on sunday, On
any oth~r day they could not get away from their work in
time to prepare for the entertainment." I assented to this
vary readily, and a burden fell from my shoulders as I discovered that I had found an interested and competent ally and
assistant for my work, but little realizing that I was to be
impressario for a Sunday show that might appear to be highly
improper as a Sunday amusement to many of my friends, who
would look askance at a Church Deacon and a director of the
Y.M.C.A. acting as Stage Manager for a Sunday evening song
and dance entertainment.
I ~hen started out to visit parts of Cincinnati never
before known to me, in my endeavor to interest the leader of
each group of foreigners. My steps led me first to what was
formerly one of Cincinnati's finest homes on Dayton street,
1 found a stately old stone-front mansion which dates back
to the sixties or seventies or perhaps an evan earlier period,
with·tall bow windows and a spacious door-way. As I saw the
curving driveway for carriages leading up to the side entrance,
I had visions of prancing horses, drawing the glittering
coaches of a by-gone day, with men in livery assisting
dignified ladies and their escorts to alight, I triad to
gain entrance, and at last was able to do so, through a side
door, after attrac~ing the attention of a janitor. I found
myself standing in a spacious hall with a grand stair-case
winding its stately way upward for three stories. To the
right and left were large roomy old-fashioned parlors with
frescoed ceilings and carved mantel-pieces. At one time,
the house was the home of a man named Smith. This may suggest
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dd the name Hickenlooper and say that
nothing to you unti th: grandfather of Judge smith Hickenlooper.
i~~e;o~~:rh~~:rb=~~nged to Dr. Dunha~ and more recently to the
Bechtol family. In this substan.tial old home I found a Greek
orthodox church, the place of worship of the Roumanians. It
was a surprise to walk into this large room, made by ~hrowing
together one or two rooms and part of the hall-way, w1th its
altar adorned with strange and bizarre ornam~nt~tion. It was
a rather pathetic attempt to reproduce the f1tt1ngs of a church
of Eastern grandeur but its tawdriness at once presented itself
a cheap makeshift, ~s of a people financially unab~e to provide
anything better, but anxious to preserve their rel1gious
tradi tiona.
I had been told that the pastor had an apartment ~n the
top floor and it took no little stair-climbing and exploring
to go up and up through this roomy old mansion until my knock
at the third floor front was answered by a poorly dressed man,
who received me with true old-world courtesy. He explained
that his wife had been an invalid for soma time and. that he
had to care for his family as well as attend ·to his priestly
duties. I was much surprised to learn from him upon inquiry
that the Greek Catholic priest is not a celibate, with the
exception of the Bishops, who must be single, and are therefore chosen from among the monks. There are other instances
in which the customs of the Greek church differ from those of
the Roman Catholic. For instance, the men and woman are
required to worship separately on opposite sides of the church.
There is no confessional, and no indulgences are granted.
Icons of the saints are found in the churches but no graven
images 1:1>art from the Crucifix. In the services there is
singing, but no instrumental music. Prayer is offered with
the congregation standing facing the east, and kneeling only
at Pentecost. No seats are in the church, as there is no
sitting down at any time during the services.
Other customs characteristic of the worship of these
Roumanians in their fatherland are also practiced here. One
of the most curious and interesting of these is a ceremony
which takes place at the close of their funeral services.
Upon leaving the church, the relatives and friends of the
dead person gather outside the door on Dayton street. The
coffin lid is removed, the end of the coffin is elevated, the
body of the deceased exposed to view and a photograph is
taken of the occasion.
My visit to the Greek orthodox Roumanians was fruitful
of results which I will describe later.

Next I went after the Poles and found a Polish catholic
Church, st • Stanislaus, at the corner of Liberty and cutter
StreHts. The pastor who is now there, the Rev. Boleslaw
Strzelczok, has not yet anglicized his name. My efforts with
him or, it may have been his predecessor, were unavailing;
the Poles would not perform.
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Next I found an old priest of the Roman Catholic faith,
with a congregation of Syrians. His name was Father Dahdah
~nd he lived.in an old home on west Third street. Long and'
broad of beard a~d benevolent of mien, Father Dahdah received
me politely, and responded favorably to my request for
participation in the entertainment.
The Syrian Maronite Church is now on the south of Third
Street near Lawrence in an old home,' the facade of which
has ~een built up in imitation of a mora pretentious house of
worship. The name of this church is st. Anthony de Padua.
The buil~ing is only thirty feet or so wide, but two or three
rooms thrown together form a hall large enough for a real
church, seating more than one hundred people.
· The director of the American House says that the Syrians
ar$ more unapproachable than any other people with whom he
tries to work. They will accept invitations to social affairs
to a limited extent.but will not join the educational cla~ses.
!'then got in toucp with Serbians and Hungarians, finding
always either the priest or the natural leader. The Serbians
had a club room on Central Avenue and the President of the
club I located in an apartment house, a block or so east of the
Canal near Findlay Street. I also visited a leader of the
Greeks in his pool.room in the basement of a one time saloon
at Fifth ahd Elm Streets.
At last, as the time for the exposition approached, I
had promises of assistance from Eoumanians, Syrians, Serbians,
Italians, Hungarians and Scotch Highlanders, who invited
themselves to take part, and, faithful to Scottish traditions,
rendered a bill afterward for their services.
The day came, and while thousands passed through the
north and south wings of Music Hall, studying machine guns
and submarine bombs, gas masks, and camouflaged howitzers,
other thousands took their seats in Music Hall proper to see
our show. I went to the American House early in the afternoon,
and found there the Roumanians and Serbians, gorgeously·
attired for the .occasion in their native dress, and all in .
a state of great excitement. Tr!e customes of the women were
especially beautiful, with their elaborate patterns of
intricate needle work, dona in the flaming reds and oranges
and blues of a more or less barbaric taste. The aprons,
especially, which were worn over the peasant bodice of black
velvet and full skirt of soma gay color, were really works
of art. Many of them had bean woven and fashioned generations
before by grandmothers and great grand mothers of the girls
who own them today, and had l~in for years in curiously carved
chests, and were brought out only for just such state occasions
as the one about to tak~ place. For it was a state occasion
to these simple, happy foreigners. In their own lands, feast
days came much oftener'with their att~ndant dancing and singing
than they do in this work-a-day country, and any excuse whatever for getting out their festal garments and their violins
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or other musical instruments brought about real happiness.
When I entered the .small auditorium of the American l:iouse'
I found the men and woman gathered in a circle, hol~ing hands
executi the fantastic and, to me, rather mono onous .
~~~cas of t~ir native lands.. After explaining to them aga1n
in detail the time for the performance, the place and the
cause for'the entertainment, I finally managed t~ g~t them
sobered down enough to start for Music Hall. I .1nv1 ted
several of them to ride with my wife and I in my automobile,
and was much surprised t·o find that the acceptances were rather
slow in coming. The reason was soon apparent, h~we~er, when
we saw them gather in a long line outside the bu1ld1ng, two
by two "a maid for a man and a man for a maid," and start off
down the street in the direction of Music Hall, dancing and
singing just as they do on their feast days in "the old.
country:" Off they went, happy and gay, swinging along to the
music of an old violin played by their leader who wore a black
velvet suit and a hat with a feather cockade, applauded and
cheered all down the street by groups of thai r countryman,
gathered in doorways to watch them go by.
Yes off they want, happily and immediately afterward,
off I we~t, j~st as happily. Come weal or woe, this affair
for which I had worked so long and tirelessly, was about to
take place, But ever~rthing looked favorable and I was in high
spirits when I walked on to the stage at Music Hall.and fo~nd
everything in readiness behind the curtain, and a f1ne aud1ence
waiting out in front to be entertained, I say the audience was
waiting, which was, alas, only too true. For the day was there,
the audience was there, I was there, but the performers ·ware
not. After spending soma time sanding out searching par.tias
for them to the numerous entrances of Music Hall, of which
there seamed to be millions that day, my wife drove up the
street after them. To her great relief, she found them
gathered in a group a block away from Music Hall near the
Canal and what do you think they were doing?--having their
pictures takent Tha~e they ware, faces wreathed in smiles,
and each standing beside his best girl, posing, while an
American audience of hundreds was waiting for them in Music
Hall. When the photographer had finished, they resumed their
happy procession and ware soon trouping on to the stage,
jabbering and gestic~lating and the show began.
The Roumanians came first on the program, and, wha.n the
curtain rosa, the audience, good-natured as are all American
audiences, forgave the delay and applauded loud and long when
the picturesque groups stood before them. With happy smiles
the boys and girls began the Baputa, the native dance of
Rouma.nia. In and out of the circle, back and forth now
joi~ing hands in the air, now curtesying low and bo~ing with
nat1va grace, the dancers seemed tireless, And accompanying
them, while he, himself bowed and swayed to the music which
he drew from his old violin, the velvet-coated leader played
over and over one strain. When it first floated out in a
melody which was at once strangely vivacious and yet somehow
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hauntingly pathetic, it was most entertaining. But when it
had been repeated perhaps ten times, it began to grow a
trifle monotonous. And, when the steps of the dancers which
at first had been sprightly and interesting to an American
audience were executed over and over, their sameness began
to pall.a little. But not to the dancers, themselves,
for the1r enthusiasm remained unflagging, as did their
tripping f~et and their resounding stamps on the stage floor.
Finally, after perhaps twenty minutes of repetition both of
music and the steps, the impresario ordered the curtain run~
down. Do not be mislead by my description of this performa~ce
into t~inking that the audience was bored, It was not--merely
mystiflad •. The people proved their enjoyment by prolonged
hand .clapp1ng, and if it were intermingled with good natured
laughter so much the better it seamed to this bunch of merry
foreigners, who laugh and sing at work or play in their own
sunny lands.
From the Roumanian group, we ware scheduled to uass to
the Syrians. But, when the time carne, where were the 0yriansrr
It is a recorded fact that they passed through the gates in ·
plenty of time to appear when their call came, but alas, for
my show, the big cannons, the gas masks and the trench helmets
must have bean too enticing, for the·Syrians never showed up
at all. They had been· admitted to the wrong gate, and had
been allowed to wander among the other thousands of sightseers and how could any group expect to hold its identity
under such circumstances?
By this time, you are perhaps wondering if our performance
was a failure, or perhaps if we had any at all. I can assur~
yo~, here and now, that it was a great success, not only to
my de light, but to the manifest enjoyment of the audience
which stayed until the last note of music died fWJay, and ~lso
to the great approval of the powers that inaugurated the
Exposition. For we·had many beautiful and entertaining numbe~s
on our program beside the first two. One in particular, that
of the Italian school children, especially p]!ll.sad everyone,
and was encored repeat~dly,
On the whole , I look back at my experience as stage
manager with a great deal of pleasure, and to my first
acquaintanca'with these new Americans with much interest.
And you, too, may be interested sufficiently to permit me
to proceed with other glimpses of the world iri Cincinnati.
Some of the experiences our new visitors pass through in
coming to and residing in our city may be worth recording here.
Let us listen for a few moments to excerpts from letters
of a Garman immigrant who has recently arrived in Cincinnati:
"Dear Heinri'ch--I am ·in Cincinnati and have found a
position in a milling machine factory. I am happy and I am
sure that I shall be rich soon. Everyone in this business is
oh~
so rich, The foremen and even the workmen ride around. in
motor cars which are called Fords but everyone makes money .
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and after a while owns a factory himself and then he buys an
expensive car called Buick!
"I will not tell you of our voyage acro~s, Our train was
late in arriving at Cincinnati and brother ~ll~iam was not o~
hand to meet us But a lady came up and sa1d ·How do you do.
I am Travelers' ·Aid. I heard from our society in New York t~at
caminO' ~'!here will you live'?' She took our names and
~~~r=:~!s and the ~ames of our relati~es and just then Brother
William came up. He had good clothes and was fat and looked
so different from v1hat he did when he left Germany twelve years
ago. Now he is not afraid of anybody and I thought he must
be the Mayor or maybe a judge but I found that he owns a
grocery store and is rich.
"The next day after we arrived at William's home which is
in a solid block of houses near Elm Street a doctor came to see
us from the Board of Health and examined Rosa and me and the
children and a few days later a lady called and said, 'How do
you do'? I am from t ne Better Housing League. We know you are
here a~d we want to be sure that you find a good place to live
in but we have very few houses for rent in Cincinnati, We will
do'all we can to help you,' And such a time we had~ Rosa
searched and searched and searched. After a week we rented
three rooms on Liberty Street in the third story rear, overlooking an allay. We are comfortable and will live hare until
we get rich,
"I like my work in the Milling Machine Company. It is so
large; it is almost a city in itself. The day I started
Brother William went with me. We called at the office where a
kind man took my name and address and asked me ·many questions.
Then I was examined from head to foot by a doctor--even my
teeth, as if I were a horse, The doctor said, 'You are in
good health and we want you to keep in good health. Come here
whenever you feel sick and we will tell you what to do, Let
us know if your wife or children are sick and we will give you
advice and help you all we can,' At lunch we can buy good food
at low prices while a band plays to entertain us,
"I find working there expert mechanics who have come over
here and. are willing to work at ordinary jobs to make a living.
We have fine opportlinities to learn, a branch of the public
library where we can get all kinds of books and those that
teach us the trade. We have motion nictures to instruct us
and educational classes. We must pass the physical examination on entering because everyone must be a member of the
Mutual Aid Society, to which ·we must contribute and which cares
for us in case of sickness and for our families in case of
death."
A week or two later the wife, Rosa, wrote to her friend,
Bertha, telling of the many wonderful things in the new country.
"Bertha," she said, "we had not been here ten days when a lady
~arne to see me and said, 'I am from the American House.'
What hotel is that?' I said: 'We cannot afford to·1i ve in a ·
hotel.' 'Oh, no,' sh~ said, 'The American House is a meeting
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place for Germans and Hungarians and Polish and Bulgarians
and all other foreigners. We want you to come and see what
a fine club house we have for you and for all new Americans,'"
"An d so August and I and Rudolph and Clara
.
went over one

Sunday and they were so glad to see ust They told us where
August and I could go to the public school in the eveninO's
to learn English and to study other things, Tbey persuaded
Rudolph to come over and join their troop of Boy Scouts
~~i th Serbi~n and Greek and Roumanian Boys. TheJr took ciara
1nto tba G1rl Scouts' troop and they made us promise to come
over there on Saturday evenings when they have Motion pictures.
. "We saw so many people from different European cou~tries
at·the American House. They work in shoe factories machine
shops, soap factories, tailoring shops, restaurants' bakeries
watch factories, in the building trades and in the ~tock yard~.
"Th.e Jews do a great deal for their people for they have
a fine settlement house on Clinton Street, with lots of clubs
and classes and a big gymnasium,"
Leaving Rosa's letter now, let us interview the present
director of. the American House, Dr, John L. McLeish. He tells
us t!lat most of the foreigners coming to Cincinnati are of the
more intelligent classes, trained workers--not the poor
ignorant, people who used to come years ago.
'
The new law may have something to do with this, As most
of us know, it limits the number of immigrants to two per cent
per year of the total number of persons of the various
nationalities r.esident in the United States, as determined by
the census o~ 1890, with a minimum quota of 100. The result
is that for the most part the Scandinavians, Germans Poles
British, French and Swiss are favored and the Easter~
'
Southern and Southeastern European peoples are shut o~t.
Some of us have heard of bootlegged whisky. The. new law
stimulates the bottleggirlg of' immigrants through Canada and
Mexico and elsewhere. Recently forty immigrants were caught
who had been landed on Long Isla11d without passports. It is
rumored that steamship companies accept passengers with the
guarantee that they will effect their entrance in this way,
Not long ago a skiff in the Detroit River was run down and
sunk with what were said to be bootlegged immigrants from
Canada on board,
The Board of Education conducts evening classes for
foreigners at the Dyer, Rothenberg, Guilford, Bloom, Windsor,
Avondale and Carson schools, They attend for two hours, four
nights in the week, s~udying first English and later lessons
in Americanization. The children are taken care of at a
special school for foreign children but it is said that they
stay there only a short time, as they very soon learn to speak
English and then go to the regular schools. At the American
House there are daytime classes for foreign mothers who cannot
attend night school.
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one of the best informed men on the subject of fore~gners
in Cincinnati is Mr, George H. Davis, Principal of the Hlghlands
School and for many years a teacher of ni~ht.classes for
foreigners. He has interesting tales of llllilllgrants he has
known.
Because of his love for his mother country, a Scotchman
living in Cincinnati had not taken out_h~~ ~~tura~ization
papers. One day, on returning home ana f1nu1ng h1s .young son
in tears and more or less battered up, he learned that he had
been fight in.)'. ''What is the trouble, I.Ialcolm," he asked •
"Those guys beat up on rna. They called me 'Scottie.' I'm no
Scottie, Dad can be a Scottie. I'm an American." "And that
set me to thinking,'' said the father, "and I concluded that I
should not consider my own wishes any further but for the
benefit of my children I should become an American citizen.
The changing attitude of many of our immigrants in
Cincinnati is illustrated by the story of a jung dealer.
He entered one of the classes and it was found that he had
bean over here eighteen years. He said, "Can I sit until I
get it?" meaning could he stay in the class ur.til he was able
to understand the lessons in Americanization sufficiently well
to pass the examinationB. "I came here," he went on, "to make
money. Now I see that money is not all. I have been wrong.
I have children and they come home from school and they say,
'Papa, for what is the money we pay for taxes used?' They
say, 'Papa, are you going to vote for the extra tax levy for
schools?' What can I reply--that I can~ot vote; that I am
not Lln American? I will be naturalized at once," This man was
a Russian Jew.
I am reminded of a day at the close of the war when with
rny wife and children, I was waiting to view a parad~ of o~e
of our returned regiments. Our car in which we were sitting
was decorated for the occasion with six or ei~ht small fla~s
of the allied nations, strung along the hood ~f the engine:
A somewhat elderly man and woman, of unmistakably foreign
a~pea~ance, who were.passing, stopped and examined the flags
w1th 1nterest, poi~t1ng at this one and that, and jabbering
together in a fore1gn tongue. I was interested and said to
the wo~an: "Wbich is Y?ur flag?" thinking that possibly she
might 1nd~cate t~e Ital1an. Without hesitation, she quickly
touched tne Amer1can flag and replied with a flashing smile
"This is my flag."
'
.
So~etimes we wonder ~·;hy these foreigners select our city
for the1r homes and occas1or:ally the reasons are extraordinary.
An. A~abian who learned to speak EL?;lish in Jerusalem while the
Br1 t7s~ army was there said that he came to Cincinnati because
a Br1t1sh To~ny had told him aoout the city.
We a:e. anxious for the immigrc.nts to become Americans and
to be ~ss1~1lated bu~ usually we prefer to leave it to others
to ass1s~ 1~ accompl1shing this task. It is more or less the
same as 1t lS with the negroes--when they move onto our streets
we move out.
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. There is anotha: section of the world in Cincinnati
whlch.represents a d1fferent class, the student class. Boys
and ~1rl~ come here from China, Japan, The Fhilippines,
Russ1a, ]ranee, I~aly, Spain, Java, Columbia, Chili, and
ma~y other countr1e s.
Tne International Club, with a membarshlp o~ one hundred, brings together the foreign students and
other foreigners of the more intelli~ent classes twentys~x na~ions in all bein~ represented: Among their number you
Wlll f1nd students at tne University, the Medical College,
and at the eonservatoryof Music, consuls, nurses at the
hospital, and others. Some are here with their expenses paid
from the Russian Friendship Fund or the Chinese Boxer
·
I~dernnity fund.
Imagine a meating of the International Club
w1 th ~ group of boys and girls, including Susamago from
Hawai1, Liu from China, the French girl !.rdme. Le ·rendre
tha'Chinese girl, Hanna Hu, who, as soon as she landed '
hustled off to have her hair bobbed; Joseph Frank who first
heard of Cincinnati in Holland, the Micelli sisters from
Italy, Hernando de la Torre from Columbia and Daniel Fuentes
from Chili. These young people gather around a piano to sin~
"0, Sole Mio" and the rroreador song. Can you imagine it?
o'
Not long. ago they produced a comedy, the scenery being· painted.
by one of their number, a ;,;:ussianartist.
Then there is the Cosmopolitan Club at the University an
organization similar to the International Club. Recently ~t
the adjournment of a meeting of this Club, addressed by a
special speaker, it was noticed that everyone of the twenty
five foreign students present remained and personally thanked
the spe~ker. Have you ever seen this done by a group of'
American students?
·
I have me't a number of these students on V~trious occasions.
On New Years' Day, two years ago, there were three or four
Chinese boys and one girl invited with us to my sisters' home
for dinner. The tallest one, probably a i'.'lanchurian, led in the
conversation and was perfectly at ease. In the afternoon they
gave a sample of Chinese wrestling, an exhibition in which
each posture or movement takes place according to a set order
and with clock-like accuracy. They told us that Chinese
wrestlers surpass the Japanese and that the Chinese can kill
the most skillful Japanese wrestler.
What other glimpses might we have of' the world as it has
come to Cincinnati? Thera is the class in English every
Sunday afternoon at a downtown church for Chinamen, with six
teachers and twenty or more Chinamen in attendance. There is
the Japanese. artist at itookwood, the Chilean music student
at the Conservatory of Music. I recall the high caste Brahmin
who studied hare for some time and charmed us with his manners,
the Phillipino who was.graduated at the College of Medicine
after having been graduated at law and admitted to the bar in
Indiana, and there was Kiku Ishahara San, a· dainty little
Japanese lady who attended our church and Sunday School while
studying at the University and at the kindergar~en Training
School and now is at the head of kindergarten work among
Japanese children for all Japan conducted by a protestant
denomination.
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~h the fellowship of the
Some one has said that.throuo
becomes familiar with
International Club the ~o~~~~n
st~~e~~dition
to the Public
1
~~~ng might be said of the
the interiors of a few u
.
Schools as
Library. Very much the same . 1
work of the American Ho~sa a~d ~~~ep~~!~c in our midst and yet
~~~l~~dt~~mt~:v!~~~r~~P~;tu~~ty of learni~g ofhAmarica and
American ideals from the inside of an Amarlcan orne.
John D. Sage
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Switzerland
Switzerland has no boosters clubs, no land booms! no sea
coast, no navy league, no republican party! no.prohibltion, no
national langua~e no colonies, no Switzer1zat1on ho~se. It
nevertheless ~e~s'along pretty wall. With a populat1on of three
and a half million it manages somehow to ba bowed to, looked
up to·and to carry a salf-resp~ct a~together denied its so
much envied richer and unhapp1er s1stars, brothers, and
abortions of' the European map. \'fi th all the nations of
Europe seeking their bit it is out of the Swiss that the
president of the League of Nations is chosen and from them
that the chief of the judges of the Hague Tribunal comes.
The reasons for all this, are perhaps, not far to seek. The
politically and militarily powerful must of necassi~y ~e for~ver
justifying th~ir arrogance,--in the weak arrogance 1s, ~mposs1bla,
and if they stand above the common level of men sometn1ng else
must hold them in their position. Among the Swiss it seems
to be a sensa of justice--the kind of justice that children
know--and brains.
Except for justice how could sixty percent Germans, thirty
percent French and tan percent Italians consti tuta a "nation?"
Hare is made a unit of what is supposed to be unamalgamatable.
I asked one of my friends how they managed it.
"It is easy," was the reply. ",In Federal appointments
the Germans are entitled to over half; they alwa;ys ge't less.
The French are entitled to three-tenths; they always get more.
The Italians are entitled to one-tenth and they usually get a
quarter. If anyone thinks thnt he is being cheated, we give
him command,--and he breaks his own neck."

,
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election. We are used to elections. We have them almost
every Sunday and we vote on all manner of things. Last
Sunday we voted on vivisection. Voting with us is simple
you know. Every citizen carries his voting certificate 1~
his pocket. Every railroad station is a voting booth. You
don't have to spoil your Sunday trip to vote. You just stop
in at soma railway station in the course of your ramble long
enough to show your certificate and drop your ballot •.
"The Mussolini incident involving only the Italian
Cantons, the vote expressive of their political aspirations
was limited to them. They voted. ~he count ran something
like ninety in favor of remaining Swiss to one in favor of
becoming Italians. We didn't answer Mussolini directly but
just sent him the official ballots. There's been no further
word from him."
On all sides there is this playing with fire and without
fear. The day I visited Zurich another friend found me
reading the announcements of the Swiss universities.
"Don't read those,'' he asked, "they are old."
Switzerland has four universities of the cantonal type
and since the cantons are small, these are not unlike our
American city universities. It has in addition one so-called
technical high school. In spite of its name this institution
is in men, aims and ideals a university but its government is
Federal. Within twelve years, between government appropriations and privata gifts, this institution has come to rival
in material aquipmt3nt anything I know in the university line.
Single buildings like those for the classics, for architecture,
for zoology, for mineralogy have cost four million dollars.
The universities are coeducational and more than a third of
the students who frequent these spacious halls are foreigners-and foreigners from every quarter of the globe.
"We used to charge the foreigners half as much more.
tuition as our Swiss subjects."
I had read this in the announcements and found it fair.
"Now they all pay the same and next year, if we get our
way, the foreigners will pay nothing. You see they give us a
lot which we appreciate, and when they return to their
countries we notice that every foreigner takas an average
of two Swiss along with him. Things at homfl are crowded and
we feel that we have brains to spare to the world."
I asked about the courses.

"What did you do when Mussolini demanded the Italian
cantons for his new Italy?"

"Every man lectures in the language of his choice. The
language of the lecture room is that in which the course is
announced in the catalog."

"Mussolini told us that our Italians ware for the Roman
government to a man; you would have sent soldiers to the
border I suppose, but we did what we always do, held an

The native students, of course, talk German, French and
Italian interchangeably. In the army every order is given in
the three languages. In social intercourse the language

/
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requirement is etapped down to the level of the visitor.
"How may one enter?" I asked, "and what does one do to
get a degree?"
"The doors are open to anyone. If you are under eighteen
you have advisers. If you are over eighteen you take care of
yourself •.. It's easy to get in but harder to stay. You choose
your own courses, your own teachers and apply yoursel~ to the
ideas you think most modern or bast. You work intens1vely.and
may work indefinitely, if you satisfy him, with the.professor
of your choice. When you.think that you know your ground.you
ask for a general examination by the faculty and they dec1de
whether your scholarship entitles you to a degree or not."
"What a bout the Faculty?"
"A third, maybe more, are foreigners.

11

They are not even naturalized citizens of Switzerland.
or such as have declared such intent.
"I myself came from 'iermany twelve years ago as head of my
dep&.rtment. The professor of' chemistry whom we are going to
visit is a Frenchman and the botanist an Italian. I went into
the war on the German side in 1914 and was gone until they
returned me a cripple in 1917. They took my going for granted
and also my return. Except for the dust everything was as I
left it. The Italian was a food commissioner in Italy all
through the war and for months afterwards, Our Yrench friend
was sent to Russia to supervise explosives manufacture. When
the French joined with Karensky he told them that the
Bolsheviks were the better bet. This cost him his place in the
Sorbonne so we were able to get him. It's what we do in the
university that counts. What we do and think outside no one
seems to care about."
One would think that so much weight, so much cry for
justice, so much interest in the defense of brains would make
a dour people. It is quite the reverse. There seems to be
no po.verty, the people carry a constant smile and of their
courtesy there seems to be no end.
I saw a tourist asked by one of two Swiss travelers to
take his window seat in the coupe of a railway train. It
separated the friends and one remonstrated, The answer in a
patois which only the initiated could· comprehend was this·
"He is a foreigner, you know, and he might musunderstand.';
They tolerate their tourists with a patience overwhelming. Of course it pays, but no one else seems bent on
making money this way. On the summit of Ri~i
I saw an
0
arteriosclerotic demand fish for his Friday lunch. His
Cook's ticket which obviously "included everything" must
have been free from food specifications for those of high
blood pressure or the true religion for the two floor waiters
did not know what to do. They summoned the headwaiter who in
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turn called the chief of the hotel. Ther~ was much loud
talking but only from the tourist to whom in due season was
brought not a fish, since they do not grow easily on Rigi's
granite slopes, but eggs.
A little later when sitting in the terminus of the
mountain's funicular an American who proclaimed himse.lf a
scout for eighteen thousand of his kind was explaining to
the engineer, conductor and superintendent of the line how
the road ought to have been built and· how at this late date
it might still .be brought up to American ~tandards. One
'
American was wishing his bearer of' light in hell but the
~wi~s were li~tenin~ quietly and without laughter even though
1t 1s on Rigi s fun1cular that all subseauent ones have been
patterned.
·
·
The wines one drinks in Swit2erland are French, German,
Austrian or Italian. There are 8wiss wines but one does not
get them often out of bottles, rrhe Switzer drinks "Sauser
im Stadium." The season begins when the first Swiss grapes
show sugar and the first cask of their juice in the local win~
shop begins to bubble. I do not know how better to describe
this somewhat murky drink than as grape juice with a half
· compliment of alcohol and a full complement of headache.
While any wine shop will offer you Sauser, the Swiss know
where it is "right" and there they congregate and stay unt.il
the supply is exhausted be the location and time what you.will.
The stock gone a new wine shop is hunted and when the last
has been found and its casks emptied the ''season" is over.
Also there is no local wine left to be worried into bottles.
Filled with such juice I remember· some of my friends
me adieu.

bi~ding

"We are a small nation and cannot force our will upon
others. We ask that others will not try to force theirs
upo? us--above all not when they live less joyfully than
we--and, we t·hink, less intelligently •"

.

Anatole France

France is magnificient in her contrasts. What could
diffep more violently from her Louiss than her Revolution,
from it than Napoleon and from Napoleon the aftermath? But
such contrast need not require a century for its fu-lfillment-a moment may do as when Anatole France was laid.away.
In no minute of Anatole France's life was his country
unaware of him and he lived seventy years. Up to his final
illness his pointed pen tortured his country and his people
and they answered him. For the few days that life was killing
him he was silent and so were they. And then his deatht
Anatole France left two wills. In an earlier one(but a
recant one nevertheless) he asked that hi~ burial be unostentatious, private and in a country cemetery. His second will did
not mention burial wherefore it was made of state dimensions •
•
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public and in Neuilly.
If a single sentence can cover a life's activities then
Anatole France spent his in condemnation of the church, the
political state nationalism militarism and the modern .
economic system:· Yet in Fra~ce it was these that buried him
with honor.
Th'e day before his final ffourney from the .left bank of
the Seine, where he played as a· boy, across the bridge to the
Place de la C·oncorde and under the Arc de Triomphe to Neuilly
he lay under a purple coverlet before the doors of the French
Academy. It was well eo, because the Academy had lost her
distinguished son. And smiling down upon his head stood
Voltaire, smiling quite naturally as the master of one· century
would in the viQtory of the master of a succeeding one.
Paris kept vigil all night. Only, as daybreak came, it
hesitated in longer and longer moments in the haze of the
burning torches. At ten walking was still possible but all
traffic ceased for kilometres beyond the spot where Anatole
France lay. 1.·'/hen noon came all movement ceased as the largest
crowd that Paris has ever seen, save on the day of the armistice,
choked every avenue of approach.
At two those bidden to the funeral came. First Madame
France. Almost immediately thereafter, Caillaaux, traitor to
Franca, exile, but given for this occasion his liberty, Than
Herriot, the President, who greeted Cailleaux as warmly as
Madame France and the ministers of the Republic. Then the
Army and Navy and the high dignitaries of the Church and with
them the members of the Academy and the representatives of
Anatole Franca's own dream of a batter future--the Socialists.
There are some words and the cortege begins to move. First
muffled drums then flowers from all the world and. than the· bier,
Madame Franca follows with Cailleaux, then come the President,
and the ministers of state,. and the Army and Navy with France's
tricolor. The Academy follGV a and the carriao-es cease. The
next is a badly marching crowd that seams une~ding and yet
these are but the representatives of Paris's student world.
There is a space and the double line of France's Foilus steps
back to. widen the lane through which the cortege is passing.
They are making way for a solid bank of eight red flags, There
is another space and a second crowd approaches which makes the
former look small. It is the group which believes with
Anatole Franca that a better world is possible and that red
flags mean not only danger but succor. Cavalry follows the
Po~ius in full kit fall in, the crowd dons its hats and'some
cross themselves, the land fills up and Faris goes home
silently.
Thus did it pay homage that day to him of whom it was
written: "When Anatole France·diad the intellectual level of
France fall perceptibly."
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desire roses or daisies or, maybe, brussels sprouts,but the
bouquet must be of the style and of a kind. There are those
who like their bouquets mixed and the French are.of this
number.

-Home

It is a most unfortunate illustration of the slow
development of the human race that while now able to shave
itself without large danger, a self inflicted hair-cut is
still in the experimental stage, To get a hair-cut one must
still enter a 1925 replica of Pompeii's temples of licentiousness and order one of the white-coated unwashed to go to it.
I usually take me a book or gather up.an armful of the
b.a:rbershop li teratura knowing that the fight is going to be
long and bitter. I never provoke attack. I even omit my
second nature "good morning" last its import be misunderstood.
Nevertheless I always get licked. I have been in avery barber
shop in town run by clean Nordics and in one or two Ethiopian
palaces of undress--all in an effort to esc&pe notice as a
regular patron. It can't be done.
"Didn't I use to serve you in the Sinton, mister?"
You refuse to acknowledge your shame. There is a moment
ofa silence; you think that you have won but you are wrong.
"Excuse me--not wanting to butt in, but ain't you a
doctor?"
He has you cold and you hum a sort of "Hm."
"Where's your office Doc?"
For a month you have felt that if you could ever get a
quiet half hour you could straighten out a snarl in some
scientific wires and this morning was to furnish the half hour.
"I asked you, Doc, where your office was.''
When again met by silence he names the newest Temple of
Aesculapius himself.
"Doctors' .Building?"
"No," you say, "got no office."
"Are you in a drug-store?"
You would gladly accept this .insult if peace were to come,
but your subconscious being all that controls you and thinking
you may yet get him off your track you murmur: "General
Hospital."
"On the ambulance there?"

·Bouquets are .of many kinds. ·We ourselves seam .always to
You debate whether the new insult is not more than paid

I
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for by the compli'ment to your. youth.
"Say' Doc I have had a lot of trouble • I lost my baby
. here di sease, pulling a soiled
six months ago ' from thls
. t d elip
ith
of paper out of his pocket upon which has been pr1n e w
effort "Pemphigus neonatorum.''
"Know what that is, Doc?"
You feeling that you have been unkind to a piece of
suffering humanity.
"Yes, very sad," you answer.
"It r s vary rare only about one in a million, the doctors
said and we had spe~ialists. The kid was born all right and
a fa~ days later little water blisters came and then they got
b~gger. water came out of them looked just like ordinar~
water, you know, like hydrant water, just clear like ord1nary
water what you drink. I asked the doctors where it.came from
and they said 'Dirt.' I said that's a hell of a th1ng to say
see in' the kid has never been .outside this hospital. And what
do you think, Doc, my wife would hardly speak to me for a
week. She said I had some turrible disease •"
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barber the boss had a jar full of 'am. He called them
leeches. 'Why,' I sez, 'them's turtle lice.' Turtle lice
and snails is about the same thing, ain't they, Doc?"
"Say, Doc, a face massage would do you good."
You summon your dying energies for a last counter and get
away with it. "Put the Bichloride tonic on my hair •"
"What you want is the DeLuxe."
It's what you do not want, but you can protect no more.
. "It' a what they call the liquid head balm. Them's more
of that sold in Cincinnati than any other kind of tonic."
Yo~ don't give a damn but it does not cut short the
lecture. When life seems endurable no longer a full lipped
daughter of Pharaoh approaches your chair. You wonder how
you are going to protect your hands from the professional
clean-up and yourself from being put in the real gentlemen's
class of the tout, the pimp and the traveling salesman-wholesale of course--with a sweetheart in every river town. ,
Fate saves you. She's not looking for you but for a whispered
conversation with the barber.

You comment on the injustices of God, man and bacteria
and try to find something funny in your stack of funny papers.
You do not succeed and shortly you are reminded of your bad
play when you gave the name of a political institution as
your address.

"Say' Joe' this one has got me stumped. VThat Is a four
latter word begiru1ing with L which means 'a-morris passion?'
A-m-o-r-o-u-s. What's a-morris?''

"Say, our health officer certainly throws it into the
oysters in the papers this morrdng."

You struggle to your feet, fiEd your hat and coat, recall
that in old Greece and Home there, too, were baths, rubbers,
peripatetic philosophers and Hypat1as, conclude that mankind
does not change much, and once in the air again, thank Heaven
that you are back in God's country.

You never read the papers so you are silent.
"He says oysters is responsible for the typhoid what you
have at the General. Saturday night I got me an oyster stew
and sunday I had cramps. 0 mamma but they was bad. Do you
think it was the oysters, Doc? I had a stew, over on Sixth
Street--supposed to be the best place in town. I was sick
Saturday ni~ht and Sunday I had cramps. I had cramps when I
waked up and at eleven when I went to a movie.
''Oysters is a kind of snail, ain't they, Doc. People
eats snails. Ugh. I couldn't. The French eat 'em. Did you
ever eat snails, Doc? I don't. suppose you have. We used to
catch 'em in Price Hill--three inches long.
"Say, Doc, what's oysters anyway. They're slimy.
about the same as barley gruel, ain't they?"

They're

"No," you answer, "more like meat," and try to be silent.
"When we was boys we used to go swimming and our legs would
get covered with slimy things. I never knew what they was until
my brother told me, they was turtle lice. Whe.n I got to be a

The barber is licked, too.

Martin H. Fischer

LONDON nnEh VI ENd
JJiNU.AHY 24, 1925

A London business· IIB11 does not go ''dovm town;" he goes
to ''the city;" that older section traditionally set apa7t
from the "West End " with its parks and squares, splend1d
residences privat~ hotels clubs, museums, galleries and
play-grounds for society a~d sport. F~om the I.liddle . .cig~s
the section around the Bank has grown from small beg1nn1ngs
until it reached its apex perhaps ju;;;t before tn? Great. •lar,
as the center· of' war ld c omrnerc e in the great e::J t 1ndus tr·1a 1
era. ~t the time of the London fire in 1666, there were
450 acres of buildings within the city walls but only
75 acres were left with buildingo,standiug on them after
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the fire. iiS in New York a few squares would ~ake. in a .very
important part of tho business and finano ia 1 d1 str 10 t o:f London.
,le mny talk

~f the romance and in_terest

?f

Europe~n art

galleries ~nd his torica 1 museums bu~ t11e .rlra,erlcan tour1~t
· t !" ,, :.Jtill rnor·e to interei:it lnm were ne to poke aoout
mi gn
111u
· ·)._, 1 d ,. ci the .r-oyal
the i'evl acres slll·rounding the Banl: of :~Ilg.an. an,
. . .
Exchange and trace the traditions and begu1n1nf:s of 1ndustr1al
life w .iuh we would find there. 111he history of modern world
trade could almost be written -around the city of.London. The
l\oyul ~xchanf.e, the tJyrabol of British commerce, 1~ .no longer
used as a meetinf-place for· London rnercha~1ts and trade~s,. but
is occupied ,jointly by one of tite oldest uwura~Jceeompm11es,
to which it !wo {d ven it::: name, and the famous ~ondon Llo~ds.
11her e have been several buildings 011 the same En t e, each 1n
turn de8 troyed b·· fire. But even the fi1· s t .:·:oyal Exchange,
while ito organi~ation 'in the time of :~ueen ~lizabeth marked
a wonderful ad vunce fur British trade, was by no ~eans the .
fir~t exchange or business men's rneetinf place; 1n London 1t
is repreoentative of quite a late period. It was dedicated in
the presence of .~ucen Elizabeth herself in lb'll at a gra.nd
dinner ai ven by itt> founder·, ~Hr Thomos Gresham, whose famous
gilt gr~ sshopper i's still perc~ed on the top, of ~~e .~.. ?yal
~xchan€!e tov1er. the Mercers 1 Gompun,y, of Winch :Jlr Tnomas
WBl:i n prorninen t member, one of the earlier organizations of
BritiBh merchant::;, WEl>:.J established in 1172.
1'he 1\oyEll ExcilElllp:e wr.8 the f'irot rnove of the London
traders for independence from pernicious foreign competition.
The;;,· wisiled to tihDl:o off the dominution of the Lombards, who 11
had settled in Lornbord :)treet, which is still the 11 Wall dtreet
of London. l 1hero we1·o also the :')till~·ard8, that tJtrunge,
serni-rnona8tic or€!anization which for severul centuries
during the kiddle nges kept a strangle-hold upon British
trade; their name c·ominr- from the ware-house in which they
stor·ed their goods. '11hese and the 1ornbards had Brititih trade
in puwn much 88 t!w Br·itish today control tho business of
sor11e of the backward coul!tries. r.rheJ were the representatives
in Eh1€!land of tne famous Hanseatic League of G-erman c.:i ties
con trollinf. wool und other Eng liuh exports. It was said
that England in the fourteenth century kept t!~e whole wo:rld
warm with it::J wool.
Seven yea1·s after· the building of the •. oyal T!bcchange the
·.~ueen declared all the privileges of the .Hillyard merchants
null und void and tile next yer.r forbode them to export wool.
ihe 3tillyard mercrwnts appealed to the Han~e&tic League,
which threatened that unless the ::ltillyard watJ restor·ed its
privilegea and. :rigr;t::) the English companies and merchant
adventurers would be expelled from ever~ town in German;y.
11he am1wer to thi8 wo.s a proclamation by tllo <(.Ueen which
ordered every German merchant to leave england before the last
dai of Februar·y, 159?.
In the firG t l\oy!:ll Exc1H.lllg·e building tho organi ~a ti on of·
Bri tiuh truders flourished greatly for VO ;;·ears until the
great fire destroyed it in 1666. I quote a few sentences from
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a little book on the Hoyal Exchange written by A E y liaso 11
speaking of the yeDr 1571: "11he ::>ocial barriers:-v~~1 ic~ at '
a later date were to divide the city from ti1e court for the
?est part of a coupl~ of. ce~tur,ies- .. had not ,yet been erected.
N~rs and the. a:t of sold1er1~~ ~ave been from time immemorial
tne great or1g1ns of social d1v1sions, and these were times
o~ p~ace. lvwre~ver, there was no 1dest End. Ureat nobles
l1 ved ch7ek by ~owl w~ th the great merchants, und the latter
held the1r own 1n so~1a1 esteem much as they have done in
~he last __, 5~ years. .:Jir Thomas Greshum meant, while destro;}'1ng. the :Jtll~yard, to graft upon Enp.lish cormnerce the
?us1neoG metnods by_ which the Hanseatic Leao-ue had achieved
1ts pre-eminence. 'l,~e Exchange," continuesbLr. MElson, "at
. ·once,bec~me th~ ~eet1ng-p~a?e of merchants who engaged in
transact1ons.w1t~ outland1sn Reople from all the then
known countr1es 1n the world. '
(.Icing out to the ii embley Exposition oi' the colonies
of the British Empire I wondered how many oi' these outlandish c.:ountries had been drawn together· as a reoult of' the.
p~oneering ~~one t.~· the ~arl~' tr~clers of the Loyal 3:xc1wnge.
~ifter the Ilr8t 1u·e,--1t declined in popularity. Uoffee·-'
nouses oprung up und the merchants drifted to these tor the
interchange of business; tne Exchange b ecarw vir tuully
deserted except for small vendori:i, uayo 1.. r. I.iaGon: 11 Fashion
had moved to the west--chiefl;y because fatJl·:ion had been in
banii:ihrnen t upon tne continent during the Cornmomveal th--u nd
when it returned with Charles II into Englalld it found its
houses already ocuupied~ Pall l1lall V/Bo laid out in rreat
mansions; nob los moved westward. 1l guli' came between tl:e
gentry and the city. l 1he great wars of the eiphteenth
.century dug the trench deeper. Joldiering became the
occupation of the sons of the nobles and they were transformed into a class apart; they lost their touch with the
business side of London. 'l1he dow11full of lJapoleon for a
time pla c erl the whole power of government in the hands of
the middle clatJs and tho pro8perity of which steam power
was ~he source began in the reign of .).ueen Victoria to
break down that yery real thoue;hintangible bnr between the
city .and the 'Nest End. 11
The third 1.-i.oyal Exchange wa8 built and was opened by
~ueen Victoria.
This is the ancient and dilapidated building
which stands today, now near·ly a hundred years old, deserted
by the mer chant8 and about to be vacated by the London Lloyds.
It wos in tJ::is London that I spent :t'i ve o1· six weeks
last summer, armed with letters of introduction, and
privileged 'to observe and, to discuss the questions of the day
with men more o:r less in close touch with En;l hlh and. world
corm11erce and finance. The changes since the war, the
uncertain future--it wa·s. during the f.Overnment of .~..amsay
MacDonald £mel the labor part;y, juclt before the adoption of
the Dawes reparation plan--to me lent a specia 1 ~n ~erest to
my interviews with these men.. '.l.,he. 11 e~nbley exp?~7 t1on wa~ on,
the Bar .Association was in town ana tne .Advert1o1ng Club ...
of the World coming. I got there ahead of the crowd and
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viewed the "American invasion" somewhat through British eyes.
r.iding down to the "Ci ty 11 on ~he top of. a Lond?n bus that
first morning in June gave me rny f1rst real 1mpress1on of
London. I had carne down early on the undergr?und from ~Y, hotel
in the ·,'/est .l!;nd to Picadilly Circus, where I,i,n~d establ1S11ed
headquarters with the manager of the London ~d1~on Company.
J1~ounting the bus at tho Circus I rode down the wtrand and
Fleet 3treet to the city. j.J.1he absence of skyscrapers and
automobiles /Jlone would make a great clifference, but to see
bicycles trundling leisurely along the main street of Eur?pe' s
greatest city wa::J more than enough to show I was in an al1en
land. Being accustomed to New York and t;incinnati policemen
IJnd conductors I could never have identified the soft-spoken
replie.s to my inquiries and attentions I received with the
thundArous orders to "halt!" or "move up front," with which we
are greeted in tiw rnorninr. ace ordinp: as we go down by ourselves
or as Lir. )choepi'' u or Lr. Dr a per's p,uest. It was hard to get
used to the instinctive courtesy and politeness of policemen,
guards, ticket-sellers, fellow passengers and citizens generully. 1l 1he London polio eman especially is the pride of the
whole city ami he is likely to reiiBill the exclusive possession
of London; transplanted elsewhere he would wilt lite a lily in
ti1e hot summer's sun. '.J.1he story is told that the citizens of
PariJ, bein~ enviou::J and wi~hing to emulate London, sent over
for n lnrge fine opecimen of policeman and stationed him at a
prominent corner as an example to the Pa:ds police and the
populace; out his rnangolecl remains were shipped back to London
nnd the experiment was never tried again,
It evidently meano somethinr to a city if its people are
uport-lovers and followers of the outdoors'
life as the Snglish are. 'l1his spirit cam:Jes the Londoner to
object to skyscrapers or congestion of any kind; and the Enrlish
have leus of it in their tight little island of forty millions
th8n we have ir~ our vast 8paces. 11he skyscrapers and subways
of 1Jev1 York should be unendurable to the Londoner because they
interfere with the order, system and freedom which he loves.
'rhe men cornint; dovm town ne8rly all smoke pipes. I put my
expen::;ive cig8r--all ci~ar8 in Europe are expensive--away when
I recogni~.::ed that I was being rep,arded as one who makes a
t;eodless d~8 pl~y of' wen 1 th. Jince ti1e war dis play is unpopular;
for one th1ng 1t maj' ;::rueges t that ,you were possibly a war
profiteer • .dlthough I had given my straw hat away to the porter
in the hotel before leaving New York and had adopted the black
derby, it was not sufficient to conceal the fact that I was an
Aruer.ican. I w~s neither dressed in extremely quiet fashion nor
in tne convent1onal day dress of uutaway, wing collar, with
spats, cane, etc. I found a little later that when I went
into the "City" and wore my black suit vii th a modest tie and
,
'
d1. d no~... t ry to carry pnpers in my pockettl
I stood a better
chance of being invited out for luncheon.' ·
thorouRt-~oing

I did not present the letters of introduction with which
I had. provided mj·self the first da;y,. but decided to spend it
knoclnng about the down-town section "on my own " to see what
would happen if I went about in the same unconv~~tional way in
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which I naturally would visit offices in New York
I .
t
a t~ste. of Engli8h conservatism. I saw a , .
•
soon go
sta1rs lnto a large off'1
.
S1gn, went up the
.,
. ce' presented my card to the cashier
a~1d stated my purpose 1n coming to London. I asked him if
tn~ m:nager could see me for a few moments. He took the
ca:r d 1~ but .returned shortly w,i th the s ta temen t that the
monag::r . reg:r. ,etted tho t he was ous~r, and thu t all in formation
c01:~errnng tne company. would have to be o:iven out at t'
1· · d
off 1 c e vr1 . 1
. I. ,
t
n e 1 eu
•
,
•L 1c 1 v:a8 r ~~
11a~cne~ter •. I von turecl to suggeB t thu t
I could t~lk a::J ea::nly to tne BG81Stant r.~Bnagor, but f,Ot
nowhere vnth ~ha,t. I ~hen asked, f'eelinr. him out a little,
wh~ ~ br~nch o~ _t~e bus1neos his company was engaged in, as
,~~~t~ wu~ ~ot 111d1eated by th~ name on trw door. Pur 8 ing
r.1l:l lips severely, no doubt JUSt like hio manuaer •;..: he
s a1.,
. d ''Y.ou.vn'11 have to get that information from
t.'
.... '
the
head
off1ce 1n L!anchester."
. ~fot di ~c our aged, I wondered down the street to a large
?u1ld1ng ~h1ch"was the ~ondon office of a company well known
1n ~h? Un1ted.wtates •. .lifter being turned down by several
offlclal::>, be1ng pers1stent, I was adwitted to the office of
. a minor official who was busy .at hi::J desk writinF:" a letter
long hand--apparently he had no s ten og1·a pher. He was clearly'
irrituted at the intrusion. "You hnve made a rnL:;take in com:Lna
to London," he 8aid. "We do not do busines::; or p,ive interview~
~he waY ~ro~ -·~o. Bes ide8, you could have p,ot ten a 11 y au wan ted
from our ofr 1c e on the other side. You must excuse me." '.J.1he
fact ~hat I fina l~y bl'Oke t1u·o Ufh ti:e ice with this chap and
got Llin to talk d1d not alter my impre88 ion that the London
office is li.!.e granite to the casual unintrod uc.: ed caller
I
.
d
'
•
t r1 e one more place. But this t iwe I did not venture to
approau h one of the clerks; I made friends with the uniformed
man" at the door. He was an unusuully br·ight fellow and in
fact was ambitious to breal~ tlll'our:h to a clerical po~ition ·
wf:ioh might pay him as much as 'tlilOO a month. But he said,'
"'.rhey will never let me be1lind that counter. You ::;eo rny father
was onl~~ a policeman. I know the business better· than any of
them, but there io no chance for a c OTfii110n man here. It is
true," he added, "I have been nere ::;eventeen 'J'ear::J and have
become the chief 'uniformed man'; there are two ot!wr· men
under me and I suppo8e I ought to be satisfied."
Just then the secr·etar,y' 'o chi ei· clerk came in the door, a
little super-armuated individual, dresc;ed, however, correctly
accordirw to the EnglL:Jh stiJndard. (I am told that before the
war it was customar;:/ fo:r the manager· of an office and his whole
staff to appear in conventiow.:.tl dr·estJ of itigh hat, frock coat,
etc.) He was probably makin{! t::b out ;~1500 a year. "'11here i~ a
m~n ;you might see," said m~; fr·iend.
I appr·of..iChed him and
afte~· stating my errand referred jokingl~~ to the somev.Jhat
lengthy proceedure which I had oeen told it was necessary to
~ollow in gaining admittance to the offices of men of importance.
He stiffened up at once· his pride ancl dignity were hurt. "I
ohould not be talking tb you here myself," he ::Jaid, "and if
you wish .to see me I. ;:;uggest that J au follovl ti'e usual p~an and
wr·i te me a letter from your hotel; if I can include you 1r1 my
engagements I will have ~~ou informed as to what time it will be
convenient for me to talk to you."
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no doubt tr.iG man felt that he was paid in part by the
cash represented in his salary and the rem~ind.er i~ the dignity
which went with his position. I than..K:ed 1nm ef~us1 vely for the
favor he was granting, v1ith the mental reservatlon that I was
gazirw upon his rnagn.if'icancc for the first and last time • . As
for tile "uniformed ·man," who in 1~ngland was held down by h1 s
class, he might in America reasonably have expected to rise to
be president of the institution.
·
.l r1e regular proceed ure in securing an interview and which
I was. told vws prevalent much more before the war than it is
now was as follows: If I wished to see one of' the more importont o±'fic ia ls of a London bank or immranc e company, and had a
letter sta ti11g the purpose of my interview and enclouing the
letter of introduction. In a day or two I would receive a
repl~/ from the gentleman• s :::Jecretar~ appointing a day and hour
when t1e would see r,1e. lippearinf: u t the appointed time and
presenting In;;' card I would be conducted to one of the severa 1
little waitillf roomG attached to the private office and there be
perrni tted to cool m;y heelo or read the mol'11ing paper Ull til the
manager wao read.)' for me. One of the secretaries would appear
and conduct 11:e to tte inner shrine.
11

.:Jen ted in state bei1ind an impooinr d.esk I v1ould find the
manafel·; next to l~iw on his right, tile assistant manager, whoue
chief business it was to keep in close touch with everything
done uw.l oDid b,y the manager, so th&t in'cuse of the sudden
takinv off of tne latter there wouJ.d oe n man rea(iy to step
into his shoes; next to him, a private secreta:£'~', and finally
u 8tenop·apher. I would be asked to state my business as briefly
as posuible. I would answer any questions asked me. 1l'D.e stenographer would. take down rnj; statenients. I vvould then be ushered
out • •~ day or so luter, I would receive u tram~eript of the
stenoi~r.apher•::: notes of m,y remarks and be asi:ed to initial and
return them if I had been correctly reported. This item taken
care of I would then receive a letter informing me whether the
maJ18for would pursue t'i~e rr~a tter further himself or if not
import::lYlt enou~:h for his aur-ust attention, I would be referred
to one of the department heads or some other official for the
conclusion of the business. Imugine t.L'~'ing- to p;ot ·an intimate
clo::Je-up of BritLJh buoiness under these conditions!

Needless to l::!O;_y', I did not follow tili8 n~ethod, except in
a very few instonces. I proceeded upon the UdUEll plan of inter~~~v~s. ~n ..:ir:le:ica, n~d. being ·an .Americon wus allowed to r-et away
N1 tl. 1 t.
./hen I got 111 to dee my man I :Jometin:es broke the ice
by telling him the s tor~~ of' my dismay when 1 first learned what
I thought I w?uld have to ~o. He would ::;mile apologetically but
I ~auld s~e tnere wss still that lingering love of the old form.
I 1o~nd tne Londoner a delightful person to do business with
cord1al a~d f'riondl;/ and interested i11 whn t I had to say. O~c.e
properl.) 1ntrodueed, he did not hesitate to tell me what I
want~d to know. I'r1e men to v1hom I had letterl:l called up other
men for we whom I wonted to meet, and secured interviews for me.
Once the bars w~re down, I found London an altogether more
pleasant place for seeing und meeting people than Now York or
other ~merican cities.
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.
1'he English may be gradually ad ti
.
.
and .timerican roethod of doin t! 1. , op ng the n~ore dlrect
8
up their sys tern and order· g I ~ ~ ' ~ut th~y wi ~1 not ~i ve
E 1 · ··· '·,
.
•
u a d 1s cus s1 on w1 th one
1 defended
n~ ~oi.man W10
his method aguinst the .American way
an
e made out a pretty good ca0e for t'
1
0
~nter~iews b~· ap~oint~ent. l'he ~llflishrr~\~ lo~~s ~ o~·~:~ly
.own ~n the rnornuw Wl th his appointwent tablet f"ll d
fo::c tile day' like a dance progrum.
1 . e up

0

~. r~~en~ cartoon in l'~e Bystander,'' London, rnve first
t •. e ~r1 t1oh 1dea of an ~mer10on bu::Jiness ofi'ice tr' 11 th
iim~r1ca1? ide~. of a British of fico, In the first th! rnan:oer
wao h?v1np.: h1? shoes shined, hair cut vws smoking a cir.:u~
had tne telepnone to hio ear, at tr.e ~ 811, 8 time di~tuti'l~ t~
u ~~~nog~·apher, while a boy stood by wai tin,r! to hand hi~ a
d::.1nl..! and two ~r ~hree other clerks were tr~· inr to get 8 t
~;~m vVl.tfl. bu:1dle~ o~ papers • 11 On the wull were auch placards as
eep :Vn1~Z1np.:,
.A ttaboy,
ar.!d. "Put uome Pep In It."
-,,

1

111

i'he other si1owed the EnvliuhJnEHi a sleep iu : i;· cl,a ir
propped up with pillows and foot rests, cobwebs ·o;er ·the'
desk ~nd. telepho?.1e, tea-table beside !:i.m, golf clubu j 11 t!'~e
corner, and on tne wa11· a pictur·e of a horse l'[lCO and the
sigu, "Kindly Close ,l'he Door -<.uietl~·. ''
.

,

' ~ · of' t'"'1: e L ondon
· Ed1son
·
, T'n e r.:t·a llc.l~:.er
Compuny wns nn Sngli:3hrnan,

wn~.,r;ad ~et.w1th many.. ob::;tac~e3_ in introducing his cliGtatiug
rnac~.1n~ to London ~f'f1~es. he ltud onl~ ju::;t made a be(ilming;

m~.:1Y ~~ th~. ol~er fa~ n~ ~ned offices w~~·e not even using t~rpe~
~.Llters,'
ilft_er I had dlctated some ku·tJ· five cylinders I
foun~ ~r1at I nad really been dh:tati~lf in two forei~ lan~ua?es,
tl:e 1nsurance language, and the l1moncan dialect. One girl
after anothe1· tried my stui'f and ga1:e it up in de~~pair. · 11'he
manager f'inall;y loaned me his own tjrpist und trte dietBtion was
at last transcribed with care and accura<.!~'· Ee sElid that his
greatest difficulty i11 introducin{! the macn.ine wos with the
oi'fic e girls themselves. I had no reEHion to doubt his statement
that the girls are opposed to the dictuting rnu<.!iline becuuse
every firl who goes in to nn off ice does so- in the hope of
becomirw acquainted with the men in tne ploce and p,etting
married to one of' them; the dictating n;uc.:hine is irlmeroonal
Eind the girl seldom sees the man whose letters she vn·ites.
Possibly this manager had had some unpleasant experience with
the opposite sex and had become soured. 1l1 he ei .. ·ls who v1ork in
offices in London are certainly not up to the standard of the
1.\m.erican office girl und l;a v e little o:t' ·:er independence,
intelligence and nerve. 1l'he manager snid thn t the office {!irl' s
one ambition is to rise out of her class, to appear to be of a
better station than she really is.

The salesman of dictating rrnchi::es has a hard time of it.
'l'ile Engli~3h sj:stem does not perrni t of the salesman going into
an office and soliciting- businet:Js. .hbout the only chnnce he
has is to write short personal letters--circular letters or
long letters of this nature a1·e not read--Bsl~ing for ~;n intervi ew. :.l'he Englishman has an ins t inc ti ve d isliLe for ;:wlesmanship and advertising of all kinds. Business promotion is by
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the direct method,
In dcotlnnd, at Edinburg\~ I said to one of my new found
friends: "In London I was surprised to find the English class
lines still l:IO rigid. but here in Edinburgh I don 1 t see much
difference, You ~~ople are just as aristocratic as the English
are und I th·JU[.!'ht the dcotch were demo::.:ratic. dha t is the real
difference?" He said, "I will tell you. In 0cotland if a
blacksmith were to study cl11d iJl,prove himself by becoming a
Greek schol£Jr and un educated man, we would point to him with
pride as a n~n who had been aula to rise ~uperior to his
environment; we would look upon it l:.lS natura 1 and proper and
a fine thing. In Rngland they would say, 1 What a pity; can 1 t
we do something for tho poor chap? Let UG fet him into some
other lina of work 8Tld lift him out of his oUl'roundings SO
that he will not be unhappy and a misfit.'"
It wns expected thut the dorld ';iar would make a great
chnnge in breDking dom1 the Bnt:lish class lines, and that
England would never be the suwe again after· a set of laboring
men hau. one e been trca ted as equals in high places as was the
labor cab i11et, 'J.1he W8r ·does 8pp eur to h8ve broken lines down
to some extent, but I was told. recently that' the tendency 'is
once more buck to the old idem-l now that the labor party is
disc1·edi tell nnd Jtanley Bnldwin ~:~nd the conservatives are in
powe:r·.
de who look upon the British system as aristocratic-811d it is from our· standpoint--are litol,y to forget that the
Britlcih themselves do not so repard it. Je thin~ we are in
the period of t!1e "great iH;lerican exoeriment" ancl the .iiussians
~hink the;y· are in tiie midst of the "f:re8t l{us::;ian experiment, 11
111 clemocrEJu,:;. It gives one rather an odd feeling when he comes
up aguinst the Gtilted, old fa.silioned claus n:Jtions of the
EnglL.Jh to find t!wt t1~o present age in Sngland is regarded as
"'fhe urea t Engli8h Experiment in repre8811 tative government "
ns Pi:ilip Gilbert Hamerton called it in his book. "French ~11d
Engli::lt1." Hotwi ths tan eli ng the impreso ions of' ilm~ ricans the
EngliGh feel that they are the leaders in the movement towards
democracy and Enr.land rnaintuins the claim of priority over both
Frunce and 1\mericn. ..:uoting Hamer ton: ''I need onl· remind the .
reader· tr.u t ~11f!'lDrtti preceded ~,ranc e by at least 100" years in
tne rnovernen~ from abuoluti8m to liberty. The English have all
nlong r~d tne advantage of'a much riper political experience,
~n;d . ~hey.resemble a wature man who has forgotten the mistakes
,of ens own youth and the violence of his boyish temper while
n? sees the8e defects in one who is 15 J·ear;:; younger than
lnmself',"
'

Englund tllerefo1·e doeG not tate verJ seriously the idea
of' .:n11ericanization of lireat 'Britain and Europe. We are crude
newco~e~s i1_1 th,e. experiraen t of populu r governwent and we have
no cr~t1us 1n trns connt1·J· of our· institutions so keen and
caustw as ici the aver·a~e Bllf'lishroon. He s tudiei:l us constantly
and punc tm·es our pretenses much more readil~ than we do oursalves. He scorns the suggestion that Americn has anything to
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offer England worth while. ils Hamer ton 38 id regarding
Prenchu and, Enp:lish, . "Each country clings des per~ te lY to it 8
1
~~d wa., s WLen
a better way has been shown by the other and
1! one of them f~els compelled to f'ollov1 the other 1 s e~ample
~ne utmost.cure 1s taken to disguiGe the iwitation, so that '
r~;t. ~ay 1:ot. se~m ~o ~,e a~ ~cknovlledf!emont of dU periori ts , 11
In1s descr1be8 tne ~ngl1snman's attitude toward .iimerica at
th~ rresent time, and pos8ibl~ our uttitude towards the
B1·1 t 1sh. He. adrni ttl ou1· ovenvile h:ing· 'llea 1 th a 11 d s tre:nr- th.
This he attr1butes to our natural resources but not to U"'
l(hen he ~eel~ t~~ encroachm~n~s of Ii?nr·y Fo;d, movin@: pic t~·es,
,)a~z mus1c, -mer1can advert1s1n~ r.·1etnou:;;, .American salesmanShlp, ma so 9roduct ion, stundardiza tion or even the Af,;erican
rod~o ~ t the ifemble,)' expoBi t ion, it 18 e~tourh for hin; that. they
huye tne ~lmer1can stamp and he tske8 steps to exclude t1 1 em so
far as possible •. The rodeo was i'irolly excluded on some old
womanish plea when it became too popular. l.:ennwhile he ml.ii;:es
wlm t progress he can on his own lines. 'l1lle Bnr::-li8hman Els
hus been said, i8 the only citizen of a nation' v1ho c:.:m;tot be
a~s~rnilated by. oth~~·s; ,wherever he goes, ancl he g-oes everywner.~, he can·1es tus l!.,nglish standardtJ, his conviction trwt
the Bnglishman i::J the best that can be pro due ed, with him,
r1

··"

lhe ~r;lishman ca1mot condone the waste and di80l'der
which come from bringing ti1e inetficient to the top; heregards his custe 8y~tern as inclispe11Sable to the s~·stematic and
orderl~,r regulation of social and business econorn~'.
Enr,land is, of course, mo:ce o1· l es8 uncertain atJ to her·
cornrnereinl future, Particularly vtith u socialistic lubor party
in power, as was the case last surri!JJel·, this apprehension WEli:l
very much in evidence, It is a question whether Enr.land hus
more cause to fem· her domestic o1· her foreip.-n situation,
Both are serious, PerhapG the .prevailin{!' opirrion i.J that
conservative Enf:land will win the da,> [Jll0. tilb t she will retain
a· large pn1·t of her prestige abro8d and improve on her situation at horne. But the petJsiwistic note L:l often strucl:. lin
J~nglishrnan said to me:
''~1 his fu tur· e ia 1 or America; you al·e on
the up, we are on the down p:rade. Civilizations come and go;
we have seen our best [leriod.'' Pos:;;j_bly he would not feel
tf.is wa~', now thut the conservativeo 8r·o back in power,
1

tne Englishman feels hio importance in the world, 8nd
cannot bear to think of givin,v. it up. His :t'in.Jt menuce was
the Germsn, who threatened to take awa~ his viorJ.d trade. He
id too good an all-around man and sportsman to lU:e the
German efficienc;; type; he likes tl~e .AJ::el'icl:.ln better, but not
::;o well as he lili:es t!1e l!;ngliohman. ':/118 t won·ies him at 11ome
is t1~e lower clauses. England i·~as developed a fine type above
a certain cla::;;;;, but tnere m·e 110t e11ough of' ther;1 and they
coot too much to produce, 'Hha t shall E11glnud do with the
trlirty millions or so of the poor·ly paid, ignorant and undeveloped? He can have no idea of how little has been done for
the lllasses in Ene-:land, as compm·ed with .America. I rer.1ember
the remark of an Englishman vii:iitirl,f!' Cincirmati 8 fevt months
ago who looked around at the luxurious i'urn i~h ingo of 01r
Business l~len' s Club snd said, "E11glm1cl is a very lt ttle and a
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ver·y old fashioned c oun tr;;,·. '' , Hidin~'7 tnr ouv1_l Y~rk~~i~~ ~ r t~=y
··· · · I wao told that farm laoor stlll rece1ves tr •
P
t nn
11
·
. t! ., v en c h i 1 dr en wb o was
'-'nd one in:;;tunce
VIBS cited of a nmn W1 1 oe
u
.
t
,.,, people ,_are s t'1 ··J 1. old rr·a intaininc: l:i family on that arnoun • lne · .
fuaid.oned,' ·;it;il t 1le old-fashioned vi~·tue~ of pru~e~c~~ ~conomy
. 11 1'de"""
r1
·'he·r
a.espa1r of tr1e new forward looku n d· SlfiD
u..,.
• J ar·e ti~e
•
in~ 1 ea d er s •
0

1

l'he dUb,ject of udvertiuiug Emu sulesman;:;hip i~ ~f the
greu Lest significance in showine· t;:e_ fundarnentul d1ff,erenc~s.,
between ~ngland and America. I Ghould.almo::Jt b~ ready to ,s~~
ti1at con.:lervutive Englancl L:i b:ceaking Ltown. to tne .e~te11~ ~~1~h
ohe accepts the adverti::;ing and salesmans~:lp prograi11. ,/hu>kleS
beers, w~nes, patent medicines and. a few othe~· prod~ ts are .
advertised widely but this fact need not dece1ve us 1nto. b?lleving tnat the countr·y hm:J ucc~pte~ the princ.iple. lidvertHnng ~
and salesrnnnsilip vtidel;;,' apnl1ed 111 ~ngland ,vould n~ doubt relea~e
those inhibition::; of ~nr,lish chElracte:r vvr~ich make for conservat1sm,
caution clae>::J and tile tracli tional r~nglish character. T1le sense
of prop~rtion system and order is still n~intained. The.f~oth
cloes not nece~sarily riue to the top. 'l'lle "get there" sp1r1t
does not Dlwa~·s vlin.
I wac; in London several weebJ before the conference of the
ns:.:>ociated lldvertiJill{,. Clubo at llernllle;y and took pain:.:; to inve~-1tigato trle attitude oi' rne averaf!e BJ.itioL bu.-:iines.::> man on
t::e c:ub,ject of advertio:inf,. 1l'he advertLJillf': club::J no doubt
ti1ou.t-z-ht theJ iwu mCJde a bitt dent in the BritL:ih consciousness,
but ul thoup.h every courteay was dhovm to the llmerican8, it cannot lJG said that rr.uch was ac ~ieved. '1'11e London. newspapers are
very clever, and called it t~e great bu~iness rodeo--a take-off
on the rodoo at the i/ernbley ~xpotlition wtich was then the big
:~it of London.
'l'r1e :~np:lishmun hao a ne:roonul E~ven:lion to advertising, us he haa to personal salesuanship. ~is one paper
out it: "Having- boon reurod on a code of perdorwl behavior
~J{lich corru.iends a modest bearirw as the l'irtlt of virtues' we
tuJ:e j.atm'IJlly to :.mch u maxim as tlJ.&t, 1 oelf praise. is no
recomr:~enda ti on' • "
I wao to lcl one of tr:e ilErerican advertising
men went to the publioher of oJ,e of t!lG LJnd.on duil~' pElpers
and proposed a plan whiuh ·would have b:.cougr1t him at onue a
l'ull p<H:e daily of new adverth;i11g Emd wr:iuh would have reoulted
in considerable more space being us.ed. l'l;e London pubJ.isher
refused. on the g:counu tna t "I fll'~ould :r.u ve to buy another press. 11
1

lldvertL:ing iG looted upon first ac: a violation of the
personal code of modei:>t,y; and second, t!wt it is chiefly used
to delude the public.: in puruhuaing bod or worthles::; al'ticles.
·l'here is a third rensou \Vhich I mi?ht ;:ive, anu. that is that
the ~Iwli:.Jh
haven't the sli~=:ntest
idea how to aclvel'tise. Some
'
'
of ti1ei.r: adverti..:;i 11[': is ~1e1·fectly ludicrous. I tElll ucrosB this
~rea t cloth SL'n over a newlJ -opened el oth in:-: store un d tailoring establis.hmen t on one oi' the less imp or ~ant bm;in ess streets:
"The onl;,' 1l'ailor on T!;iu >Jtreet 'Jho ~arned 2u Pounds a iJeek as
i\ Foreman Cutter.'' 111;le idea of advertiseme11t seems to be
restricted in most cuse:3 to the desire to be uble ·to display
the 8L:n indicating royal .putronage. il'homwnds of these signs
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are hanging up all over London. Here is one: "1'he Dus trno
Corporation, Limited, Sweeping Powder Lanuf'ac tm·ers to His
Majesty, the King." The range of this royal patronage in
advertiQing is wide, through ever,y kintl of article used in
clothing, toilet, household, in rid.i11g and sports. The
true significance of the English attitude on advertising is
that if the principle i8 accepted the great mass of people
.
must be given enough to enable them to purchus e the ad.vertis ed
goods, since advertising creates det~ire. Once created, the
means must be found for sat isf;;·ing it. I'his means social
reorganization, the .Americanization of England. The objection
to personal salesmanship follows the sar:1e line of argur:tent
.as advertising. If the right to t~olicit is recognbed, and
the door is throvm open to tho sulesmun, then a new force is
injected which will, like advertising, help overturn the
ex istinp.: order, destroy tra di ti ons, pull, influence and all
the re::;t of it. The "uniformed man'' will steo into the
shoes.of the dandified secretary's clerk, or ~ise to be
president of the banl:, if he puts sufficient punch into his
,job.
.And yet, if I had r.J;)' wa~·, I should have ni,, surm~·~er nome:
at least, in England; where the best still ri~os to the top;
where the vulgar are kept i11 their place; where nerve and
brass when unaccompanied by better qualities do not get there;
where the waiter at your hotel h£ld tho face of a scholar
and the manners of a gentleman; where the clerks in bunts
and insurance companies have the old-tiJ:1e loyalty, dip.nity,
reverence for form and respect for othero and self born of
genera tiontl of the best English blood; where tne love of
~port, of outdoor life, of-gardens, of the little amenities
of life has not become eli 8 torted, .)hould you sc:e t;1is England
you would tha11k the fates that the Genwn::; did not overrun
Europe, reorganize it on an eff'ic.:ienc,y ~;~n:L ma:::s p1·oduct~on
basis, destroying in the procesG the things that mate l1ie
really worth living, so finely flowered in the Englidh people.
In a les8er degree we sJ'mpa thize with the fenr that E!Ven
..!imericon methods, brought· over wholesale, might destroy "what
makes England, England," ;/e s!wulu lL: e to see theti take, care
of. their ~?0 ,000,000 in the way tht1 t we have tnt en care of
ours but we almost hate to l:lee ti:em pa~ the price. j/e knov1
that tf+eir price will be much higher tha11 our·s has been.
Nhy arouse and encom·age the instinct ~or '1?15 silk
, .
shirts, for automobiles 'for everyone in a l1ttle country ~n1ch
already has perfect roDds adapted to pre.s ent n.e~ds and wh1c h
wend their peaceful and quiet VIDJ throufn the 111lls and
valleys and r.1eadows of the finest countryside on eerth?
E. Jay 'Hohlgemuth
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Tendencies In Modern Education

one of the most remarkable conditions which hav~ arisen in
our country since the World War has b~en ~he tremendou~ increase
in the number of students in our inst1tut1ons of learn1~g. The
causes for this increase have not been altogether axpla1ned.
The principal reasons are probably the growth of individual
wealth and the greater consciousness of a necessity for more
preparation to succeed in the competition of life now ex~sting.
Whatever tho explanation may be, it has resulted in forc1ng
certain of our collages and universities to meet the situation
confronting them according to their respective ideas of
educational needs.
Yale University has decided that it is better for it to
increase the quali.ty rather than the quantity of its output.
While other universities have been attempting to accommodate
the extra thousands of scholars thronging to their doors.for
admission, she has fixed a limit of 850 men f'orher freshman
class, including both the academic and scientific schools. In
the opinion of most persons, the step has been·a wise one, as
a smaller institution possesses many advantages including the
important one af' more intimate personal contact between teacher
and student. But the ouestion has arisen in some minds as to
the best method of selecting the 850 boys privileged to enter.
The number of applicants so greatly exceeds the limit that it
is necessary to adopt the correct method of eliminating the
surplus, if such a plan is going to prove desirable.
In two conversations during the past year with Mr. Robart
N. Hutchins, the exceedingly able and energetic young Secretary
of Yale, (he graduated in 1921 and is probably·the most youthful man who has ever filled a similar position in so large an
institution), he told me that it had been decided to lay more
stress upon the scholarship of applicants than upon any other
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qualification, In fact, if I understood him correctly, he
stated that the time is coming, if not already at hand, when
eligibility will be determined entirely by the grades attained
in the entrance examinations. For instance, if there are
2000 applicants able to pass, or who actually pass those
examinations, the.SfiO will be chosen who receive the highest
marks, irrespective apparently of other considerations, In
other words, the character of a boy, his antecedents, his
past record, the recommendations of others, the time of his
application, will cut no figure, if some other boy is able
to answer the questions framed by the College Entrance
Examination Board with more glibness.
These conversations brou5ht back to my mind the words of
another officer of Yale uttered when I myself was an undergraduate. Timothy Dwight, the younger, was then its president,
and it was customary for him on various occasions to address
the student body in chapel and elsewhere. On one such
occasion, he ut tere·d the words: --"The we 11-rounded man should
be developed on four sides, morally, mentally, physicallf and
socially. We do not believe that any one side should be
neglected, Such is the idea we wish to promote in our
students,"
Having th.e remarks of two such distinguished sons and
officers of Yale in my-mind, last June I attended the
thirtieth anniversary of my class, It was a gathering to
which· any one might be proud to belong. Distinguished
publicists, statesmen, writers, divines, lawyers, doctors,
bankers and business men! Many of them foremost in their
respective professions, some known internationally, a large
number nationally known. Still others of the class who had
failed to return were reported as having achieved prominence
along various lines.
Without attempting to be strictly accurate, I hastily
made a calculation as to what proportion of the more successful men came from those who had hi.gh 'stands in college or
from those who did not rank ~o well in scholarship. My conclusion was that at least seventy-five per cent were from
what was generally regarded as about the average of the class.
I hesitate to guess how many of them could today pass the
examinations conducted by the College Board, but my suspicions
are that, if compelled to go through such an ordeal, with
present standards of marking, many would be conditioned.
On the other hand the group of '94 classmates assembled
in New Haven last June' and many others doubtless from classes
'
'
d
graduated within the period
covered
by "Prexy''Di't'
w gn. s.aministration, are living evidence of th~ fact that h1s. 1deals
have borne rich fruit. And the fear wh1ch I now have 1s that
a radical departure from a policy proven to be wise by its
results, may be regretted. Should ~e begin to lay .so much
stress on scholarship to the exclus1on, P3 rhaps, of other
considerations? Of course all good scholars are not na:row;
many o·f them are moral many are athletic, many are soc1ally
inclined. Yet, if we ~dopt a standard of the kind indicated
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by Mr. Hutchins, it will necessarily mean that more and more
applicants entering Yale will conf~rm to the sc~ola~tic.type.
This will be disastrous in the end both to the 1nst1~Utlo~
and its graduates. More than that; however, Yale Un1vers7ty
will not be performing that duty which it owes to the nat1on
and to the world.
The true object of education is not the perf~ction of
scholarship, but the ·development of character. L1 terar?
talents and accomplishments may elevate the min~ b?·thelr
refining and stimulating influence and thereby 1nd1ractly .
influence the character, but they do not mould it. Intellect
neither ra~ulates nor controls the morals. The capacity to
serve may be increased by study, but the desi~e to serve is
not thns created. People with the most dazzl1ng mental
gifts are frequently lack-ing in the capaci ~Y to discer.n
between right and wrong. They are often w1thout any
principles of honor or integrity. It is will power which
raises man above the beast and which·distinguishes the
forceful individual from his fellow beings. By it also the
sense of duty is engendered; also the stability upon which the
integrity of our human institutions must depend.
Thera has never bean in the history of civilization a
greater need for people of character than at the present. time.
The reaction following the emotions and strain of the great
war has done much to loosen the strings of our moral fibre.
The sudden and vast increase in our wealth,:the placing of
many luxuries within easy grasp, the foolish attempt; ·of
so-called reformers to impose conventional ideas upon all
men so as to make them conform through legislation to
selected types, the granting of suffrage to a vast multitude
of women, who have seized the opportunity to enjoy other
liberties heretofore denied to them-~these, and other causes
have brought about a situation which demands that the coming
generation should have self'~control, which is the concomitant
of character, Without it no amount of education will avail.
With it we may yet be able to surmount the difficulties which
beset us as individuals and as a nation.
Self~control

has been well said to be "the root of all
the virtues." It is a form of moral coura~a which we should
inculcate in our sons-~"the courage to seek and to speak the
truth; the cou~age to be just; the courage to be honest;· the ·
couraga to res1st temptation; the courage to do one·' s duty."·
. Let not o~r institutions of learning do.those things
wh1ch may sacr1fice the attributes of strong manhood in their
striving after scholarshipt Let them rather continue to
produce the "well-itounded mant"
Harry B. Mackay
2.

Tantalus; Or The Future Of Man
A book of this title by

F.c.s.

Schiller of Oxford has

Tantalus; Or The Future of Man
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just coma into my hands, Like its predecessors: Icarus,
or The Future of Science, by Bertram rtussel· and Dedalus
or The Future and Science, by J. B.s. Hald~ne, it takes'
a pessimistic view of the prospects of the human race.
The author of Dedalus was not hopelessly pessimistic
He
suggested a remedy, basad on the progress of science' which
should yet save humanity from its impending fate. starvation
was to be avoided by the discovery of new kinds of plants
capable of refertilizing the soil and filling the sea with
life. And we were to be rescued from voluntary suicide
thr~ugh.birth control by the ectoganeti~ method. of raising
bab1es 1n serum from ovaries of selected woman. The writer
of Tantalus has no such definite hopes of salvation· altho
!Jiaking the same diagnosis he has another prescript i~n. "our.
civilizat~on, therefore," he says, "carries within it the
seeds of 1ts own decay and destruction and it does not
require high prophetic gifts to predict the future of a race
which goa~ th~ wa? marked out for it by such perversely
suicidal lPStltUtlons.'' (Dr. Schiller is speaking of our
humane but fatal efforts to save the children of the poor )
"It cannot improve, but must degenerate, and the only
'
ouestion would seem to be whether the decadence of' Man will
leave him viable as a biological species~" The way out would
be simple,.according to the author,. were we capable of taking
it. E:xtrc1se the "paleolithic Yahoo" in our nature by the
practice of real Christianity. This, however, he perceivris
is to~ much to be hoped f?r• Christianity and avery other '
relig1on has tried and fa1led to do this for severul thousand
years~ There remains then but the one way:
that is by
eugen1cs, We must stop committing suicide and breed from the
intelligent classes only and stop breeding from the poorer
classes. Thus the paleolithic Yahoo will gradually be bred
out • ".Man will then recover somehow his plasticity and the
progressiveness he·once possessed and will be able to evolve
furth~r." "But: as time presses and destruction may overcome
us before eugenics has made much difference it would be
highly desirable if means were found to accelerate the
process." He is not hopeful of the discovery of new and
accelerating drugs, for new drugs have usually brought new
vices. He rather dubiously suggests that perhaps a little
dose of psychology may help the acceleration. After this
gloomy setting forth the author concludes that the doom of
Tantalus is not after all unconditional and that he can save
himself if he chooses, by the method which Dr. Schiller has
so complacently and rather patronizingly pointed out,
Dr. Schiller and his predecessors have the great gift
of self confidence. If only their advice is followed all
will be wall. It is needless to say that like all of his
kind he takas his whole tribe very seriously. If only he
and his equally learned brother physician, Dr. Kaynes,.had
been called in at Versailles, laboring humanity would not
~ave bean delivered of that crippled and sickly child, the
peace treaty. The baby seems indeed to be growing stronger
with years, altho Dr. Keynes predicted its immediate demise.
But this erroneous prognosis has not weakened Dr. Schiller's
respect for that othe~ towering sage, Dr. Keynes. It is this
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which shakes our confidence in the probable virtue of
nr. Schiller's prognosis and prescription.
There is one small thing which Dr. Schiller unfortunately
ne~lects to tell us and which is necessary in order that we may
ta~e his medicine. Who are to be the eugenists ~o pike out
proper humans for parenthood? This li ttl a overs1ght is most
inconside.,.ate. l'le want to know who is the man who will be
able to pick a Belgian band master and a German
cook to produce
1
the next Beethoven· the tanner and the farmer s daughter to
produce the next P~steur; Nancy Hanks and Lincoln to make our
new Lincoln; and the carpenter and his wife to make the next
Jesus. If Dr. Schiller can do this for us we ~hall. be grateful. He who can do this must have the power of see1ng not
only the obvious, ~hat which happened to come to the surface,
the Belgian band master and the cook, but he must see the
infinite number of possible men of all kinds who are present
in the band master, who might have come to the surface but
whose appearance circumstance did not this time favor. To
see that which is hidden in man or woman requires a divine
insight into the depths of the human soul. Does Dr. Schiller
really believe that any eugenist has this power?
If no one hasthis power, what becomes of his prescription
that we find such people and follow their advice?
But after all is there such great need for worry over
the future. Is the outlook so bad as painted?
The human race is in the course of a long voyage. ·Neither
its place of departure nor arrival is known to any man. Our
individual li vas ·on this voyage are like momentary glimpses
of scenery obtained on a railroad train on coming from one
tunnel, before plunging into another equally black. The train
is following a road, we believe, but whither the road tends we
know not. It changes its direction with every obstacle it
passes ar"und. The passengers avoid the ennui of the journey
each in his own way. Some pre fer to pass their time in the
dinin~ car, alternately eating and playing cards; others,
immersed in books, take little heed of whether the scenery is
beautiful or not; others look out of the window admirin~ the
swift change from mountain to valley and plain; some de~ote
themselves to their fallow passengers; a very few, by observing
the sun and stars and the ground passed over seek to discover
the destination of the train; some, altho as'ignorant as the
rest, pretend to have knowledge of the character of the inns
along the route and of the destination of the train; they warn
each fellow passenger of the highly disagreeable hotel to be
found at his or her place of alighting; or they promise that
he shall find some pleasant hostlery where the charges are next
to nothing, the beds comfortable and clean, the food excellent,
the orchestra good.and the company of the highest class; still
others, as the tra1n begins to curve back onits path as it
enters a spiral tunnel, excitedly shriek to their feilow
travel~rs that they have started. to retrace their steps and
are go1ng back where they came from. Such are theae authors•
such are the I~eyne s; such are the eugenists.
·
'
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Th~ wise traveler lifts his head from his book or his
meditat.1ons or.other duties~ and regards with toleration
these ~oisy ch1ldre~; often somewhat overgrown it is true;
if h~ lS one of the1r parents he may even spank them· or if
~ Phllosopher.he may endeavor to point out the erron~ous

nature of the1r conclusions.

. Or we may regard ourselves as on a boat caminO'0 from no
port .we know, bound to an unknown destiw.1tion; all the
passengers h~ve. been born on board and the log: has been kept
by the Capta1n 1n hieroglyphics hard to decipher but open to
the passengers to read. About all they can gather is that
the~voyage h~s already lasted a long time. The passage is
r.ou~h.and tr1es the sea lags and stomach of even the most
exper1enced travelers. The ship is under the guidance of a
c~p~a.in vyho holds himself aloof from the passengers, seldom
d1n1ng w1th them. They do not know his name. The different
cla~ses of passengers give him different names, and often
str1fe breaks out over this silly question, strife which has
led to most cruel blood-shed. Who appointed the Captain we
. know as little as his name. We only know that under his
·
guid~nce our ship.ha~ hit~erto ~urvived all the dangers it has
encountered, for 1t 1s st1ll dr1ving on. What attention shall
we pay to those noisy passengers, voluntary candidates for
the job of skipper, who tell us that the present skipper can
never pull us through the next hurricane of which the pre·sent
low glass heralds the approach?
The wise tourist enjoys such part of the trip as he may·
as far as possible keeps his bowels open and his conscience '
olea:; talks with his neighbor occasionally of their possible
dest1n~tion; bears the rough days with such grim humor as he
posse~ses. And he would regard the suggestion that he act
as sk1pper as the most .side splitting joke of the ages.
Albert P. Mathews

3.

A Scientific Experiment

The adoption of a new city charter for Cincinnati was
a notable event •. Whether it will lead to a change in the
behavior of the body politic or only to a change in the cloak
wherewith the body politic covers itself depends upon that
body's mind. Has a city body politic got a mind? If it has
can it make up its mind to give the new form of government a'
fair trial, patiently allowing the experiment to develop
what virtues it may contain?
It is quite easy to dismiss the entire matter by taking
empirically the position that the form of' municipal government is of little consequence, that results depend upon the
general.ability and fidelity of the man who administer government. This is but a half truth and denies that there is or
can be a science of municipal government. This is the ege of
science. Scientists claim that progress has been made only
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along those lines of human endeavor where science has shown
the way by scientific methods of research and experiment.
The scientific method consists of gathering data, from
such data deducing principles, and then by constant experimentation learning how fBr oboerved facts can be accounted
for by such pl·inciples. By this process of trial and error
the principles are constantly varied and sometimes discarded.
It has been said that the life of a scientific fact· is three
years. Hevertheless, a great mass of useable, if not final
truth, is built up.
Nithin the laat century the material sciences have completely revolutionized our methods of living. It is only
fifty year::3 SfrO tr.Lit modern medicine had. its birth in the
discovery of. the germ theory of disease by Pasteur, the chemist,
who was not a physician. The scientific method more recently
has been adopted in industry. 1'he chemical laboratory of the
Tanner's Council of .America, reo en tly erected at the Cir1c irmati
University is a good example.
We hear also of the sciences of biology, of psychology,
of sociology, of economics, of education, of law, of.politics
and of t!Overnment.
jJhere tlle physical sciences have been. the guides progress
has been prodigious, but the so called sciences which deal
with the minds or l'elations of men have not as ·yet produced
cor~esponding results.
dcience has given us control over the
forces of nature, has increased our comfort and our wealth
but that it has developed superior intellects or better ·'
.
{rOvernments or 1ncreased
general happines~ may' be doubted,
Before modern science was considered the constitution
of. the United .Jtates was drafted. The me1; who journeyed to
Phlladelphia for this purpose had no better method of transportation nor of reporting their deliberations to their
c onsti tue~ts than did the .r1omans or the l.lreeks or more ancient
c i vi liza tlo:n.s. 1'he,y wel·e not the intellectual superiors of
the learned men of Home or of .Athens, but would it be possible ·
today to assemble a group of men as well fit ted to perform that
task~ Could theif· have had a vision of present day transportation a~d comm~ication they would have marveled. ·We narvel
at the1r intelligence and wisdom and reverence the. document
they produced.
The scientific study o'f government ma;r not have developed
much ~nowledge which can be applied practically. Obviously
exper1ments ~annat be t~ied at the will of the scientists as
in the mater1~l or phys1ca1 sciences, nor can the methods of
biology and k1ndred sciences be applied to .many municipal
problems! for groups of men are not as docile subjects of
vivisect1on as guinea pigs, nor would their mental or social
reactions respond to natural laws like the nerves and viscera
of rats and dogs. This enhances the value of each'practical·
experiment tried by a municipality.
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Cincin~ati, for several years, has applied scientific
methods to 1ts social problems. The experiment of the
Community. Chest has added to the knowledge of local s ocia 1
needs, and suggested relief or remedy for social ills. Should
we n~t ~ie~ the new charter as an important scientific experim~n~. Sim1lar experiments are being conducted in many other
ci t1es. From such data collated and classified certain
general principles may be deduced, and ultimately a science
of m1micipal government evolved.
·

Guy W. 1Iallon

4.

Byron

1824-1~24

~ One h~dred years ago the news of the death of Byron at
~~issolonghl cast a gloom over England and. over all Europe.

,

]or a. decade Byron had been the most widely read poet and
the most talked-of man in Europe. He was now however not
mer~~Y the romantic poet of liberty; with swo;d in hand ready
to. f7ght .the battle of oppressed Ureece he had become the very
op1r1 t of romance and liberty incarnate. Even the critics of
his poetry and of his morals felt impelled to overlook his
faults in his greater virtues and to join in the almost
universal praise of this supreme apostle of revolt against
tyranny.
It is a little difficult for us of the present generation
to realize the extent of Byron's popularity a hundred years
ago. Indeed for a time his fame eclipsed that of' all his
great European contemporaries and he became the dominant
influence in continental literatures. To us Byron seems to
be ~ queer mixture of sincerity and pose, and much of' his
literary out-put seems to deserve the name.or rhetorical
eloquence rather than that of enduring poetry. But in order
to understand the attitude of Byron's contemporaries toward
him, we must recall the state of' mind of Europe during the
first decades of the nineteenth century. 11he French hevolution, which represented ·the most serious and determined
effort of mankind to establish an ideal state on the basis
of liberty, equality, and fraternity, had failed. Napoleon
himself had bee orne an emperor, and following his overthrow
the other rulers of Europe had fallen back into the old ways
of tyranny and oppression. But the spirit of rebellion was
not crushed by this failure of the dream of a free. society;
it .merely .became individual and anti-social; men now turned
from society a11d sought freedom for th.emsel ves in the development, of theii' own persona li t,y· and in the c ontempla.ti on of the.
grand, the sublime, in no ture and in history. 'l'o a humanity
. thus fallen into a mood of disillusionment Byron was a veri table
god. In order to understand the strength of the appeal which
he made we need only recall the spirit of revolt that dominates
a 11 of his principal works, each of which seemed to be a perfect
expresoion of what the great majority of the men of his time
were thinking and feeling and longing for. ~,urthermore, in all
of his poems the principal character· is strongly suggestive of
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the poet him~elf, or at least of the poet as he would ~ike
to be thought of, a sort of vill~in-hero, ~~nd~o~e, stro~g,
and brave a man more Qinned aga1nst than i:nnn1ng, but Wl th
a mys te:ri;m.J pa::Jt thot renders him both melancholy. and
defiant: Childe Ha·rold, turning his back upo~ soc~ety and
seeking consolation in the exalted contemplat1on of the
romontlc beauties of the i:ihine, the sublime grandeur of the
.lilps, and the glorious achievem.ents of ancien~ .L~om~~. the
.
heroes of the oriental tales, proud and lonely soulo,
.
mysterious strong self-suf'fic ient, struggling fiercely aga1nst
cruel and unjust' fate; Manfred, strongly reminiscent of Faust,
8
si ttinD' alone· in his gloomy castle in the high .Alps, c?rnmuning
with s~pernatural powers, and moving defiantly ~n to h1s doom;
Cain a rebel with a Lucifer-like spirit, visit1ng hell and
finding justification for the deep hatred.tha~ fills h~s soul;
and lastly, Don Juan, who instead of turn1ng from rnank1nd to
gaze in meloncholy awe upon mountain gra?deur, as~ ends t.he
height~~ places himself, as it were, bes1de Jove nimself, and
from this paint of vo ntape s eeinB the frsi 1 ties of' mankind in
their true proportions, hurlB mocking laughter at the world's
cant and hypocrisy.
illthout,rh Byron's fame has declined steadily during the
past hundred years about in proportion to the gradual improvement in noli tical and economic conditions, yet it would be
unjust to deny him a place am one: the greo t Brit ish poets. His
popularity did not depend entirely on the prevailing mood. of
discontent that followed the failure of the French Revolution;
for in addition to gi vinr. voice to the sentiments of revolt
of those who f'el t keenly the unsatisfactoriness of life, Byron
did at times rise to the heights of genuine poetry, especially
in the lyric and descriptive passages of the later cantos of
Childe Harold, in the apostrophes to the ocean and the mountain3, to Home and Venice, and to the apostles of liberty,
and in the short poems, the Uream, and Uarkness. It is safe
to say that hi~ more abiding fame rests upon these gems of
poetry, rather than upon the more noisy tales and dramas, which
at best give us a sense of turbulent and irresistible mot ion
and satisfy our cruder feelings of pleasure in successful
rebellion against tyrann;l and unjust fate.
A century ha.s passed since Byron first pleased a d,isillusioned and cynical humanity. And yet at the present time
the public temper is to some extent not unlike that which prevailed in ~urope during the period of ,reaction following the
napoleonic wars. We have fought the ~xrea t V/ar, wb, ich was to
be a war to end wars, and to usher in an age of freedom, peace,
and international good will. But national ambition, self~sh
ness, suspicion, and fear have not disappeared from the earth,
and if it become:J increasingly apparent that our dreams are .
not yet to be realized, can we not expect a twentieth century
revival of Byronism?
Claude

w.

Lotspeich
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In the village of St. Moritz in 3wi tzerland there stands
on a prominence above the lake a monument which the people of
the 3ngadine have erected to the me~ory of their ertistcountryman Giovanni degantini. The monument consists of a
large block of white marble out of which the beeutiful form
of a woman seems to be striving to emerge, '.rhis incomplete
form ~epresents the sculptor's conception of the guiding
princlple in the life of' his brother artist the painter
d~gantini,--a continual strivin? beyond the'power of realizatlon.
. d~gantini was a c~ild ~f. the Engadine; he grew up amidst
the 1ncomparable beaut1es oJ; 1ts green lakes· its tall f'o:.rests
its mass~ ve glaciers, and its snow-capped pe~ks. and he loved '
~t a~l w1th a passion that onlj' a native of thol=ie mountains
. can feel. Da,y. by day he :eveled in tile myriad tints of green
and blue and Vlolet and p111k and gold, and r1e dreamed his
dream, that some day he would succeed in putting on to canvas
those color·s that so delighted his eye. But the chief
cnaracteristic of Alpine scenery consists not so much in its
manifold delicate tints as in a brilliancy, a transparency
a suffused light that seems to be beneath the colors and t~ .
be shining in and through them. i'he colors are merely the
outer manifestations of the soul of nature, and this soul is'
bright light. cio it seemed, at least, to the soul of ~egantini,
and it was this inner light, this spirit of nature, that he
strove to put on to canvas; but his performance was never a
complete realization of his vision and his dream. To many
it would seem that ;)egantini did meet with a faii· degree of
success, for not a few of the galleries of Europe contain one
or wore of his works; but to him it was otherwise, and he died
with his supreme longing unsatisfied,
In his· three last paintings, Wn icl1 depict typical .Alpine
scenes and bear the allegoricaltitles, Birth, Life, Death,
he came nearest to a realization of his ideal; and with a true
sense of fitness the people of the Engadine have brought back
to 8t. Moritz these tnree canvad8es and have placed them in a
beautiful little stone building which was erected especially
as a .3egantini Museum.
i3triving -beyond hi~ power of l'ealization--this was t::e
principle of degantini's life. And, indeed, the very accident
of the place of his death is symbolica 1 of his upward l~each.
During hi8 whole life he had loved to roam aoout on tr~e
mountains, always seeking points from whic~ the l1n1dscape
would appear in some new light. It was wh1le he wus on one
of these wanderings on the top of the Jch~fberg, i:!500 f'eet
above the laked of the Engadine valley, ttu; t he was overtaken
by his siokneso, and there in a shepherd's hut ne laid down
forever nis palette and. his brush.
.As I
works and
on toward
be, there

stood by the building which contains his· gr·ea test
gazed out over tr.at incomplete white tiBrble form
the mountain top wher·e segantini the Mm ceased to
came to me with renewed meaning the familitn· words
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of Browning:

"A Illan's reach should exceed his grasp,
" or wha t·• s a heaven for."
Claude W. Lotspeich
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~
Needless to say, my breakfast companions did not miss
~~ ex~ell~nt.an opportu~ity to tease me, but I soon silenced
~ ~m Y s a t1ng ~h~ t th1s man should answer to me for thus
Usl~g my wo:ds w1tnout ~· permission, os I intended to
.cha tlle~ge tum to a duel, I retired to The Cosmos ~lub ard
1
l:len h1m immediately the following letter.

"lVtY dear ·o i1: 'fhis morning we had the unc on sci ous
pleasure of breakfasting together.

6.

"Coffee Or Pistols For 'l'wo"

'l'hose who may have cherished any lingering illusions to the
effect that The Congressional Heoord is a useful journal devoted
to some higher purpose than tr~t of persuading increasingly
doubtful constituents that the words "prolonged applause" really
represent the truth; have only to listen to my story,
Several years ago, I was in Washington with a number of my
associates on a business rrB·tter. Becoming tired of the cuisine
at the 3horeharn, we adjourned one morning in a body to the
neurest Child's Hestaurant, seating ourl:lelves in a ·row at one
of the extremely sanitary looking white tables,
To relieve the tedium of business discussion, we ta'lked
of the activities of the government. I finally stated that in
my opinion, one must be either a criminal or a farmer in order
to receiYe any favornble attention from Uncle clam and mentioned
the fact. that the annual appropriation for the Department of
Agriculture was 25 millions, We became so engrossed in these
dio tribes the t we scarcely noticed a respectable looking couple
who sat opposite us at the narrow breakfast table.
Finding ourselves at leisure later in the morning, we
decided by the toss of a coin that we were to visit the Capitol
instead of 'l'he National Museum. On arrival, the same method
of decision sent us into the gallery of Congress instead of
the Senate Chamber. Within five seconds of om· arrival t the
man who had sat immediately opposite rue at breakfast and who
had seemed ~o indifferent to our badinage, rose to his feet and
addressed the speaker, in part as follows: ·
"Mr. S,peaker--This m~rning at breakfast I sat opposite
one or those two by rour know-it-a lls who are. unfortunately so prevalent throughout the counti'Y.
"This man was well dressed and appeared very intelligent
but his abysmal ignorance about the farmers of this
'
country appalled me.
"He made the astounding statement that the fa1·mers of
this counti·y receive 25 millions of dollars annually
from the U. 3. Government whereas only 21 millions were
appropriated durinp: the previous year, etc. etc,"
It was representative Lever of .3. Carolina making his annual
plea for the Department of Agriculture and using my joeular
remarks as a fulcrum,

cl~on afterwards, on strayin~ casually into the halls
of Congress I heard your voice resounding throuph its
corridors, using words of mine without nw permission.
I compliment you on your ability to rate my exact
size as being 2 x 4; but I wish to assure you that
while this is not a huge dimension thereare neYerthele~s, myriads of us 2 x 4's throughout the ~ountry who,
wlule we .ma.y n~t know, the exact sum represented by the
ar~nual g1a±t of your .Department, nevertheless, do }~now
of the deliberate waste of millions of the public funds
who know th~~ free seeds are distributed to irnndgrants '
in New York Uity who feed them to canaries and who know
that Congress does not hesitate in some cases to frank
by mail the family cow to the home pasture if she should
happen to go dry. I can assure you that the 2 x 4's are
becoming restive in spite of our lack of accurate
acknowledge,

IVl1ile thanking you for your 8Urrnnary of my intellect' and
personal appearance, I must advise you thE.t I cannot
t~lerate the fact that you so grossly took advtmtaf.e
of my words thoughtlessly spoken. I, therefore,
c~allenge ~ou ~o a duel which can be fought with vintage
w1nes at ·J:he ::3horeham, or elsewhere, with any other
weapons you may select."
Next da~· at noon I met by a cc iden t a friend who hEld just
arrived at tlasilington, He wanted to relate, he said a
peculiar and amusing incident thbt had occurred in the House
that morning. He said that one of the Congressmen had asked
leave to l:lpeak and on being given permia3ion had read a letter
which caused a roar of laughter throuf;h the House. The
identity of the writer, however, was not disclosed. I immediately assured· m.Y friend thB t it must have been a very good letter
because I had written it myself andshowed him a c OP.Y' which
I had retained.
I told him, also, that I was awaiting a communication from
the CongresslllEm as to the time he desired to fight or drink
the duel with me but as yet I was in doubts as to his choice
of weapons--solid o1· liquid--but felt that I would probably
be able to hold my own in either case.
By this time the Washington papers were
prospective duel, so wrusual in these times,
gentleman from 3outh Carolina and an untnown
Probably the most interesting feE. ture of all

filled about a
between the
man from Ohio,
being the question
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as to the probable choice of weapons.
Unfortunately after being forced to rEIJlain in washington
three or four days on business matters I was compelled to
return home without having heard from my prospective antagonist.
On the evening of rr~' arri va 1 at home, I found that the papers
in my own town had been well besprinkled with the racey news of
the duel which one of the Cincinnati Citizens was to fight with
the "chief seed distributor" from South Carolina, and there
seemed to be considerable local disappointment that neither
blood nor booze had been spilled •.
As a further coincidence I had as a gueat the t evening a
@:en tleman from New York who on being told .of the incident

exclaimed, "I am on my way to Washington to see Mr. Lever, who
is a life-long friend, and I will explain to him that you were
forc.ed to leave ;/aohington without having had the plea-sure of
meeting him."
r.rhis gentleman must have performed his midsion for in a
few days I received a very cordial note from Mr. Lever stating
he had called up The dhoreham Hotel four times to advise me
that he would much rather encounter me on the other side of a
ta ole than in any other fashion and thot he had sought to make
what amends he could for using my words without permission by
reading the letter I had wt1tten him in Congress the next daf
thus putting the joke upon himself as a penance. He expressed
the hope that the next time I came to 'Nacihington I would call
upon him and we would then carry out the ''affair of honor."
I regret to say that since that time I have not been
called either ~y pleaciure or businecis to the Capitol Uity and,
inasmuch ao ne l ther l..:r. Lever nor John Barley Corn s ti 11 rel:lide
there, I am afraid that rey ultimate visit will be long deferred.
Alexander '.l'homson

'I •

The Pr inca .And The Hightingal e

Uransla tion of one of Baumbach's Fairy Jtori es for Grovm
People.)
There was once a prin~e whom nothing pleased so much as the
song of the nightingale. ~o he kept a flock of them in a golden
cage, and cared f'o1· them and fed them with his own hands.
One ~ontinf- he rode i'ort~ in search of birds, followed by a
servan ~ vn th. net and decoy. .During tile preo eding night the
b~ds o~ ~he ?eech t~ees had opened and, in the bright light of
t11e moln1ng ciun, gl1stened 1He green silk
b
the a 11 e
i
'
• I n th e ear ,;;
..L.J
reezes
h manes gent Y s~ay~d arnonf. ·the brown leaves which covered
ti ~tground! and out of tne gra CJS the pretty yellow buttercups
l f ed the1r heads. It was a joyous ride,
In the depths of the forest was a spring at which the birds

The Prine e .And The Nir.h tingale
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came to drink. 1,he~e the prince and his attendant dismounted
led their horses as1de and Bet their traps. soon the birds '
in the branches began to cha.tter; gaily colored finches, red
breasted robins and blue ~irds ~arne fluttering by, and, in
the .distance, the call of the 111ghtingale was heard.
duddenly the sound of a human voice echoed throuR:h the
woods. 1'he birds flew frightened into the thicket' and the
hunt was at an end. .joan there came walting toward the. spring
a dai~ ty. maiden, with rosy cheeks and long brown eye-lashes,
and d 1ng 1ng a cheery Bong with a clear, bell-like voice. In
her hand she carried an earthen jar. '..l.'ne prince listened
with delight and forgave the child for having interrupted his
sport. He came forward from the bushes which thus far had
concealed him,· and greeted the maiden pleasantly.
.
dhe shrank back when the boy unexpectedly appeared before
her, and wanted to turn and flee into th~ forest. But· he
begged her t9 stay and favor him with a draught of water from
her jar. dhe. stooped and filled the jar at the spring and
gave ~im to drink. ~s he took long draught~J, she lifted her
eyelids and gazed intently at the handsome youth. He thanked
her and was ready to move on. Jeated in his saddle
he
.
leaned over to the
pale child, pressed his soft hand' caressing~
ly to her ~orehead, then rode away.
.
,
Her eyes continued to follow him until he disappeared
behind the trees. Then she sat down upon a log and gazed
steadily into.the water. ihe sun rose in the heavens and the
genial warmth of its rays burst open thousands of buds.
"Ah, would that I were a nightingale" cried the
"I would allow him to capture me and carry me to his
There I would behold him every day." "A nightingale
would be?" asked a voice; ~nd before the child stood
old woman, with a staff in her wrinkled right hand.

maiden.
castle.
you
a ver"j'

"So you would be a nightingale~" said the old woman
again. "Well, that is easily arranged. My magic shall do
it. By day you ~hall be a nightingale, and at night a little
girl. Do you so wish it?" "Yel3, dear mother, with all rey
heart," the child replied. "But, as a rewar.d," said the
woman, "you muut give me ten years oi' your life. .Uo you
consent't"
"Yes, and gladly," was the response. "Then follow me to
There I will give you a majic
pot ion;" and they. walked together into tpe deep wood.

my hut; it is close at hand.

Next day, when the prince again came that way to quench
his thirst, a nightingale was singlng in the hedge, more
sweetly than any-he had ever heard. He set his trap, and the
little bird came fluttering toward it, but, instead of touching it, flew directly upon the prince's hand and so was his.
He carried the bird to, his home, placed it in a beautiful
cage and rejoiced in its sweet song. He set free.all the
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other birds for their warbling seemed like the chatter of
starlings 'doon he came so to love the nightingale that he
could n~t 'take himself away from it. It sang. ~onstantly fr?m
morn till evening. But· a't night, while ~~e pr1nce slept, sne
resumed her human form, sat at his bed ana watched over him.
With the dawn she again became a bird and woke the prince
wi tn her song.
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In s orro.w the princess drove away. The queen mother,
greatly anger.ed, directed that the body of the maiden, whose
witchery had subjected her son to the arts of the devil, be
given ov.er to the fla mea.
As she directed, so it was done. But, from the ashes
there grew a beautiful rose bush with fragrant blossoms.
And thus the people knew .that the maiden was not a witch, but
had been lifted up to heaven, to dwell with the blessed.

One day the queen mother said to the pri_nce, "Nzy- d?Br
son, next mont11 you will be eighteen years of age and Wlll be
crowned king. .A king should have a queen. Therefore I have
chosen for you a princess who is beau tifu~ and wise above all
others with a dowry of half a kingdom. ~he arrives tomorrow
and. in' three days the nuptials wi 11 be celebrated. .Are you
agreed?"

:b'rom ·that day forward the. prince lo::>t all spirit and joy
of life. From dawn till twilight he sat beside the rose bush
and gradually wasted away. One evening they found him there
dead. Three days later the rose bush withered and died.

"Yes my dear mother," answered the prince, as he moved
over to the nightingale. doon the princess came, and was· met
by the queen mother, the prince and the whole court. In the
great hall a sumptuous feast was spread, The prince sat next
to his princess and rejoiced in her beauty and wit.

a.

That night, as he returned to his apartment, fear seized
him. For the first time he had forgotten to care for the
nightingale, which sat mute and sorrowful in its cage, ita
wings droopin?. But, at the approach of the prince, it sang
more sweetly than ever, The prince fell asleep and dreamt of
his bride, During the night he awoke. He thought a tear had
fallen upon his forehead, Once more sleep closed his eye~ and
again he dreamt.
.Next day, as the court assembled for a renewal of festivities, the princess said to her betrothed, "I am told you have
a precious nightingale, May I not hear it sing?" The bird
was brought over, but it sat mute in its cage and covered its
head with its wing.
·jfhen the door was opened:, it perched upon the prince's
hand and began to ::~ing.
Those present held their breath and marvelled. Such song
they had never known. ~he;y heard the breezes of spring in the
treetops, the murmur of the brook, and withal the most heartrending message of love. Alas, poor nightingale!
'l'he princess approached and placed her hand upon the arm
~f th~,prin~.~ saying, ''J.t~ love, give me the nightingale.
This 1s my !J.rst request." 'rhe prince assented
'.rhe bird·
again poured fortrl its melody. ·But it seemed like the sorrow
of a broken heart. A moment later it was dumb and fell from
the prince's hand to the floor.
.

"It~ heart is broken" said one, as the court attendants
pressed forward, .A deathly fear overcame those present.
Before the bridal pair lay, not a bird, but the form of a
beautiful maiden. On her pallid lip~, like a pure ruby stood
a drop of blood.
·'

George H. Kattenhorn

Heverie
(Writ ten at Sky lands, in the nama po

1~oun ta ins)

And is it solitude to be alone
· v~here Nature softly breathes
A message of infinitude
And murmurs thoughts· of peace?
.Ah, no!
Where· hills of God's own handiwork,
~nd liquid mir~ors of the sky,
And trees that prou~ly lift their heads,
And flowers that curtsey to the passerby,
All hold communion with the soul attuned,
There is no solitude.

~now

I dreamt I saw narcissus blooms
Wave gently to and fro,
.
.lind on the blue expanse of heaven,
Lik~ sparkling tapers glow.
I dreamt I saw the flowers drop
With not a bit of sound,
.And spread a downy blanket white
Upon the frosty ground.
But when my little dream was o'er,
For dreams must end, you know,
~he stars of sweet narcissus blooms
Had all been turned to snow.

Embers
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How soft and quiet, in the calm of night,
.The glowing embers on my hearthstone lie,
Iii th now and then a momentary gleam
To tell of life, and then th.eir light is.gone;
Like spirit beings which have closed the1r eyes
And laid themselves to rest.
·
Where are the flames which yesterday .
Did sing so cheerily?
Into the gre~::t blue sky has sped their song,
Uor will it e'er return.
~'hus day by day a friend doth waft
His spirit unto heaven
.
His clay, like embers which have lost their flame,
ltests silent in the tomb.

George H. Kattenhorn

STONE MOUNTAIN, THE
FEBRUARY 7 I 1925

~IGHTH

WONDER
l.OREN G. GATCH

Sixteen miles East of Atlanta, Georgia in the op~n plain,
lies the largest single exposed deposit of granite in the
world. It is one large block, a huge monolith of living rock,
to which there is nothing similar on any c ontinant. ·What
gigantic act of nature has caused this mighty s?litaire to
stand alone in solemn grandeur cannot be determ1ned, but the
fact remains--that STONE MOUNTAIN, unique both in fame and
position for centuries has kept silent watch over the surrounding.' country, unequalled alike in quality or quantity •
"Gra.r ministrel of the past, but monarch too,
Of all the country-side, for many a league-Unmated, in thy Jovian gianthood,
A solitary pile, whose shadow vast,
Falls like a benediction on the plain."
STONE MOUNTAil( is one solid block of pure plum gray
granite, with a slight rose tone, and out of comparatively
leva 1 country reaches an altitude of over eight hmd:red feet
at its highest point, and an· elevation of sixteen hundred and
eighty six feet above sea level. It is a detached spu~ of
the Blue Ridge Mountains and rises in sheer isolation above
all surrounding objects; as one ·wri tar has said, "It is a
knot in the end of' the Blue Ridge whip which sprawls Northeastward through the Carolinas and Virginia to his handle in
Pennsylvania."
It is over five thousand feat long and seven miles around
the base; the sides are of smooth rock and devoid of trees or
foliage of any kind and present an unbroken surface; on the
steep side of the mountain, facing northward, this imposing
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and absolutely solid wall, rises perpendicularly from the
valley to a height of seven hundred feet ·and then more
gradually ascends to the highest point. The slope measures
over a mile from base to summit. The whole shape is something like that of a large whale--the ascent starting
gradually from the tail, than rising towards the head with
sheer perpendicular sides and then descending more ab;uptly
at the far end.
.
Upon approaching this tremendous creation of nature's
handi-work, one is almost overwhelmed at the size of it; ·
standing by the mountain, one cannot help but feel the
insignificance of man as compared with nature; the earth
seems quite a solid place when you rest your hand on this
mig~ty pile and r~alize that there is a distance of probably
two miles pf solid rock to the other side.
I shall never forget the feeling I had when I first came
up to the mountain; it was in the Spring and the first green
was appearing in the country; we approached it from the
Northern side; it was a bright sun-sh~ny day, but although
only mid-afternoon, already the mighty mountain cast a long
shadow about its base; and as I walked up to the sheer granite
wall, I felt as if I were in a dimly lighted cathedral; there
was not a sound, not a bird was heard; everything seemed to
be oppressed by this mighty presence; it rose straight up in
one shear sweep, unb~oken by cracks or fissures, until the
top was lost in the curve of the wall. we seemed no larger
than ants before this lofty pile, and the immovableness and
the irresistibleness and the solidity of this towering
Gibraltar of the West, was simply overwhelming. I think an
agnostic, standing in the shadow of this great creation of
nature would have his lack of faith shaken, and he could not
help but feel there must be some Divine Force which should
produce such a result.
"In all our Maker's grand designs,
Omnipotence, .with wisdom shines;
His works; through all this wondrous frame,
Declare the glory of' his name."
One can easily imagine the feelings of the Indian upon
first viewing this huge sentinel from afar and his firm conviction of the presence of the ~reat Spirit.
Now the ouestion comes to our Twentieth Century minds;
"Of what' practical usa is STONE MOUNTAIN outside of something
at which to look?" Much of the City of Atlanta has been built
from granite taken from this place~ but there is enough left
to build many Atlantas without touching the main portion.
Up to a few years ago, it has remaineu one of the natural
wonders of the world but rather unheralded and unsung.
'

'

The Daughters of the Confederacy had long wished to erect
a monument to the memory of General Robert E. Lee, and were
trying to decide on a suitable setting in which to place t~air
beloved hero. They took their idea from the famous Lion of
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Lucerne by Thorwaldsen, carved from,the rocks of the Alps, and
in commemoration of the heroism of the Swiss Guard. Stone
Mountain was at last chosen and the original plan was t? cut a
bas relief of the head of Lee in the base of the mounta1n. A
group of sculptors were asked to consult with ~hem, among them
baing Gutzon Borglum. One day in the Summer of 1915 several
automobiles stopped at the foot of Stone Mountain, and one man
and a dozen women alighted. The woman pointed to tha.she~r
rock wall and explained the memorial tablet they had 1n m1nd,
but Borglum--for it was he--did not hear; he had never sean a
mountain before such as this~ Finally he said, "A tablet on
that rock would look like a postage stamp on the side of a
house, It must be something grander than that.
!I

"If you take our idea away from us, you must replace it
with something better," challenged the Southern women.
In relatin"' this, Borglum said, "There was nothing to do
but try; I had had in mind a design that would depict the whole
South, that would be a portrayal of the mobilization of its
mental and physical energy, and there, as I thought it out in
the sunset, I could almost sea the thing alive, crossing the
face of the mountain.
"I made a design to illustrate my idea. It was immediately
adopted, and we have not departed a great de~l fr9m the original.
The design includes all branches of the Confederate Army on the
March, with a central group of such leaders as Lea, Davis,
Jackson, Johnson, Forrest and Stuart. The March flows in an
undulating line across the mountain from Southwest to Northeast.
At this angle, light from the setting sun leaves the lower groups
and with its last lingering rays touches the central and most
elevated figures,"
Gutzon Borglum
inspiration and the
a work the size and
background, against

was chosen as a result of this flash of
plans ~or this great work were drawn up,
scope .of which was on a plane with the
which it was to be placed,

Gutzon Borglum is a man well fitted for such a task. He
was born on the shores of Bear Lake, Idaho, in 1867. Despite
his foreign sounding nama he is American tothe cora, though
his father was a Danish pioneer.
As a boy, Gutzon showed an aptitude for modeling and drawing; he loved paints, but one can easily imagine the limited
resources of a little frontier town in regard to the finer arts;
Gutzon and his brother had to rely on their own efforts, and he
has been doing th~t ever since.
.
h1s

Gutzon's bent toward modeling and carving was natural, as
a wood-~arver in his youth. The latter
sympath1~ed w1th h1s son's 1nclination and wished to give him
any poss1ble help which was then to be found in the West.
fat~er ha~ bee~

He sent him to a Catholic School--St. Mary's College--in
Kansas; here he was set to work copying Madonnas,. Saints and
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Cherubs, and it can easily be imagined how congenial this
work was. However, in his art he mixed up Paganism with
Christianity in that he covered his sketch book with Indians
a~d wild horses; the monks could not appreciate this and gave
h1m a double portion of the saints to do, but there .was no next
lesson. He tur.ned up missing and was next heard of out in the
Far West.
This running away seemed to be somewhat of a habit as he
had run away when he was seven years old. He said he c~uldn't
unders~and why he did it, but there was something in him that
made h1m wish to run away from the restraint of traditional
convention.
·
He describes this formulative period as follows:--" I was
born in the Golden West, rea~ed in the arms of the Church
deluged with Saints to draw from, aud suckled on Italian Art,
My slates ware covered from end to end with portraits of
Savonarola, Fra Angelico, Wild Bill and Sitting Bull. I knew.
all equally well and ~dmired the~ about alike. Dante, Angelo
and ~etrarch were my 1ntimate fr1ands, with Crow and Sioux
'
raid1ng all about. Into this were injected the legends of the
Danes, poured into my ears by a Danish mother, while a father
talked Socrates till the candles went out, I grew into manhood with this variety of ideals and of life from all the·
corners of the Old and New Worlds."
In the early eighties, he went to San Francisco to the
Artists Colony there; he still liked to experiment and he
had not yet decided whether to go in for painting ~r for
sculpture; he worked a great deal out of doors and absorbed
the Western atmosphere; by the time he was twenty-one his Art
had .been grounded on native American traditions.
He sent two pieces of his Art to the Paris Salons and
neither .was a copy of any classic subject; they were s~bjects
which he knaw--one was a picture of a mare guarding her colt,
and the other a horse standing over a dead Indian; he himself
was so unimpressed with his. subjects that when he received
notification of his election to the Societe Nationals des
Beaux Arts, he was so sure that it was a mistake ths.t he did
not acknowledge the receipt of it.
He then went to Paris, but did not care much for the
life there, and after a few years returned to America and the
West; his European travels improved his technique, but did
not in any way change his ideals •. He hunted up hio brother,
Solon, and they packed up and,went on an extensive camping
trip to study wild life at close range. As a result of this
wandering in the wilderness, Borglum had a modest lot of
canvases and a few pieces of sculpture.
He then decided to go back to Europe, but to London this
time where he put his western work on Exhibition; from now on
he was" made •" He became popular over night. He could scareely
believe himself. Queen Victoria sent for him; the Duchess of
York; now Queen of England, bought a picture, and the present
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Quean of Norway bought another.
In 1901, Borglum returned to America, but it was ~ot" until
Mares
of Diomedes." The name was given to the group later~ which he
said t "Is a convenience--the motive of the group, ma1nly .intense
controlled action."

1905 that he became fa·mous at home, when he produced h1s

While horses were his specialty, he by no means restricted
himself ·to them· he brought back from England a commission to
paint a large m~ral decoration; it was to. be a single canvas,
thirteen by twenty-six feet, and twelve narrow panels; the
subject of tht1 large canvas was "The Corning of Guinev.ere" and
for the panel, scenes from "Midsummer Hight's Dream."
Opposed to these in style and ·opposed to each other were
his twelve Apostles and angels for st. John's Cathedral in
New York, and the gargoyles for Princeton University. His
angels arou~ed great admiration and incidentally caused a very
warm side discussion as to the sex of the angels--whether an
artist had any right to assume that they were either male or
female.
His gargoyles are a masterpiece of ugliness; I can vouch
for this from first hand information, as I saw them every day
for four years; they are on the largest recitation hall at
Princeton, and there was always a great discussion among the
students as to what they represented; it was decided that some
of them bora ~triking resemblances to certain of the professors,
but I doubt whether the Sculptor, had this in mind when he
fashioned them.
Next came his opportunity to make the Sheridan monument.
A few years ago in \'/ashington a famous gant3ral was standing
looking at the statue of another famous general who was seated
on a placid horse, evidently suffering from over-feeding.
"Whatever you do after I am gone, don't put me on a horse like
that." It was Sheridan who spoke, and Dr. Fe nne man knows who
the sculptured general is, together with several others like
him.
After Sheridan diad, the t~ashington .t.rt Commies ion tried
in fact to put the Statue of Sheridan on just such a horse •
Mrs. Sheridan refused absolutely to allow it. Yinally Fre~ident
Rooseve~t, who also knew horses, intervened; he persuaded the
Commiss1on to start over; the models and sketches coverin~ a
W?rk of seven years were junked, and he called in a new m;n,
w1th a queer name, who "knew horses;" in nina months the
completed monum~nt was unveiled. The prediction of Mrs. Fremont,
Gener~l Fremont a wife, made many years before on th\3 western
front1ner, that "That boy will surely ride to fame on horseback"
was coming true, A writer in World's Work says, "If Phil Sheridan
could see that colossal image of himself he would rest content
for he is.riding down to posterity on a real horse, his own '
horse, wh1ch brought him from twenty miles away to turn defeat
into victory at Cedar Creek. As one looks at 'this'.spiri ted
horse and rider, both so vibrant with life, one seems to heat
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again the leader.shouting to his men 'Turn boys' We're
going back r • "
'
•
Throughout Borglum's work, he emphasizes the fact that
it.is America~ Art; and he has had many a tilt with the
cr1 tics on th_1s subject. He says ·"Why it is--and 1 alwa 6
come back to that--that we do not think about our own st~r ~ .
Thera was never a batter one lived. we have had all the Y·
emotions a:r1:y people on the e.arth ever had. we have made
sacrifices that the world outside of America knows nothing
of, and which have no.t yet found their way into our Art or
Crafts at al~. There is practically no Art produced in
.relation to 1t, and ~at for subject matter there is nothing
better. Art in Amer1ca should be American, drawn from American
sources, memorializing American achievement."
.
He d~scusses two of his subjects particularly in this
regard--h1s two studies of Lincoln--the seated figure in the
Court House Grounds, at Newark~ New Jersey, and his head of
Lincoln, in the Capitol at Washington.
For these two studies, Borglum accumulated a great mass
He studied not only portraits, but also the personal
wr1t1ngs of Lincoln in order to understand his character· he
ma~e a special trip to the neighborhood of Lincoln's eariier
days in ~he Middle West, and is probably one of the lead·ing
authorit1es on our mar.tyred President. It was during this
preparation that he said Lincoln was tbe greatest Northern
General of the Civil War. ''I have found private memoranda
belonging to the President, sue~ as plans .of campaign sc.ribblad
on the backs of envelopes, and 1n his handwritin~. They prove
that ~e was the guiding genius of' the 'Nar, and if he had not
been 1n the President's chair, he would have been a brilliant
commander in the field."
of.d~ta.

It will thus be seen why Gutzon Borglum was so peculiarly
fitted and adapted for the task thut he has undertaken, and
upon which he is now at work.
He has had the practical experience and his subject is
A~erican and for Americans; it commemorates a period of our
h1story which was caused by no foreign invader and which was
saved by no for~ign aid; it is purely a domestic situation.
It can easily be imagined that this work will mark the ideal
towards which Borglum has been striving, and will teach
America ·what he means when he wrote an essay on "Art that is
Real and American."
. The STONE MOUNTAIN plan as outlined by Borglum was
immediately received with great enthusiasm; it fired the
romantic feelings of tha whole South; hare would be an eternal
and everlasting monument to their dearly cherished memories
of the Lost Cause, for which they made the Great Sacrifice
from '61 :Vo '65.; here would be something at which they could
point and say, ''We were wrong and time has shO\m we were wrong,
but we fought for what we thought was right and on that mighty
tablet is inscribed an indelible record of the undying spirit,
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which carried us through those four long years."
After the original design was accepted, a careful estimate
was made covering the whole work ·as nearly as possible; the
first figure was placed at $2,000,000, but was later raised to
$4,000,000. Thera ware no available funds at .the s~art, but no
Southerner was mora enthusiastic than Borglum; he w1shed the
South to see the vision as he saw it, and made no lass than
two hundred speeches on the subject. It must be admitted that
he met with a great deal of skepticism, not on the idea, but
the practic~l difficulty of making it work. The general.
opinion was "The mountain can't be carved," but he conv1ncad
them that it could be done, and he is doing it right before
their eyes.
Mrs. Helen M. Plane, who was the President of the Atlanta
Chapter, United Daughters of Confederacy, was an ardent advocate
from the inception; though ninety years old, she wrote hundreds
of letters in her own handwriting. Finally THE STONE MOUNTAIN
Memorial Associa. tion was formed and the site dedicated in 1916;
Samuel Venable, whose family ownstha mountain deeded the face
of the rock to the Association; Southern States are appropriating
money through their legislatures, and individuals thro1~h the
Daughters of the Confederacy, are raising money by popular subscription. Some subscriptions are even coming from the North;
the National Alum1i Association of Princeton University held
its meeting in 1924 in Atlanta and presented the STONE MOUNTAIN
Association with $1000.00. The United States Government is to
coin five million ''STONE MOUNTAIN" half dollars to be sold for
a dollar, as souvenirs.
Work on the Mountain was stopped during the War, but was
resumed in 1922; it is now estimated that the memorial will
take at least ten mora years to complete.
The final dimensions of the completed panorama will be
200 by 1300 feet--nearly a quarter of a mile of marching figures;
the troops will pass in review before Lee, Davis, Jacks on and
other leaders of the Confederacy; every branch of the Service
will be represented; the central figures will be the reviewing
generals,
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would eat away about an inch in evary 100 000 years which
was deemed a sufficient answer.
'
'
It was ev:ident that the work 1nust be aoproa.chad from above
not below. The first thing was to send~down workmen in
sl1ngs over the face of the cliff, who drilled holes and fixed
i~on bars, up~n which was built a wooden stairway from the top
of the mounta1n. From here the sculpturing is done by men
suspended in special steel chairs on steal cables. It is
interesting to note that due to the great care exercised by
Borglum, there has not been a single accident to any of his
men, though it is plain much of the work is hazardous.
an~

In starting the actual work o1 carving, the first question
was how the design would be outlined on the mountain at the
proper place; a large projector was built and on the first
clear dark night, a slide of the central ~roup of gendrals was
P:"ojected onto the side of the mountain; the picture stood out
w1th great distinctness and workmen were let down to paint the
picture; after reaching it, they telephoned that what was sean
so clearly from the ground was only indeterminable shading'~o
them, and they then could not paint in what they saw; Mr. Eorglum
then made aline drawing of the picture, which when projected was
distinct enough to be painted in. This picture was thrown a'
distance of 1300.feat and covered a space of 50,000 sauare feet.
Thus each se~tion of the frieze is first made in smali.modals,
and then proJected according to scale on the side of the mountain,
Each day the drillers are let down to carve what the painters
have provided for them during the night.
Blasting is impossible for fear of damaging needed material
and work already finished. The cutting out of the rock is no
small job; the work is ·being done by drilling holes in rows,
which are about six inches apart, ~nd the lines about four inches
apart; after the drilling, the holes are connected v:i th a cutting
tool and the stone wedged out.
The great amount of excavation seems to be beyond measure;
in the main group which is three hundred and thirty feet long,
soma 300,000 cubic feet of rock will be taken out,

In addition to the mighty tableaux which will be unveiled
on the side of the mountain, it is planned to have a ~emorial
Hall carved out of the solid granite below the central group.
This Hall will be One Hundred and Sixty Feet wide sixty feat
deep and forty feet high. The ceilin~ sides and,floor will be
sheer granite, while the front will b~'solid ~ranite with
thirteen windows representing the thirteen co~fedarata states.
The approach will be by a flight of granit~ steps leading up
nearly one.hundred feet from the plain below. This hall is to
be a Memor1al to the Confederate women and will contain Confederate
records and be used for various patriotic meetings.

The depth of the Talief at the most extreme point is
twenty one fea.t, back of Lee's horse, but the. average depth is
about four feet. The delicate tracing and under-cutting is to
be dona by a system of five pantographs, which will be supported
from trusses fastened into the side of the mou11tain. These
pantographs each ~onsist principally of a turntable running on
rails, to the under side of which is attached an inverted steel
tower something over a hundred feat in lepgth; at the lower end
of the tower will be pivoted the tracing arm of the pantograph;
the whole thing can be raised or lowered by cables around a drum
at the top of the inverted tower; the tower can be swung around,
thus drawing the working platform away from or towards the face
of the rock.

Apparently insurmountable· difficulties have met the sculptor
at ever;v turn. Someone suggested tht:tt erosion would wear away the
carv.ed figures. The State Geologist estimated that the weather

This platform carries the electrical equipment which enables
one man to move the pantograph to the desired position, and each
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·

a with

a battery of 12 pneumatic drills; the
plat~orm its equtl~panot dropped but is lowered by derricks, and
Qran1te cu ou lS
'
t ~1 000 000 worth of
it is estimated that by this method, tha ~ ,
'
granite will be obtained.
The plan now is to wall up in the Memorial Hall ~elow the
tools motors and some of the machinery, and perhaps 1n two
or th;ee thousand years, the curiosity of the world will be as
much aroused as it has been by the opening of the tombs of
Pharaohs.
The first figure to be carved was the head of Lee, which was
unveiled on January 19, 1924, his birthday, amid ap~ropria.te
ceremonies. Mrs. Plane, now ninety-four gave the s1gnal to
withdraw the flag draped over the head; many noted Southern
dignitaries were present, and all saw that what had been merely
a dream was now actually being accomplished •. A luncheon was
gi van in connection with the occasion, and th1rty people sat
down on Lee's shoulder where the table was placed. To reach
this the people had to first ascend the mountain by road from
one ~nd, and then descend four hundred feet from the top. It
is estimated that it will taka two years more to complete the
central group.
My visit to.the mountain was in March 1924, shortly after
the unveiling of Lee's head; the whole setting was so large that
it was at first hard to adjust one 1 s perceptions. We had trouble
locating the exact position of the bas relief, as it was so small
in comparison with the rest of the mountain; Borglum spoke the
truth when he said it would look insignificant by itself. The
outlines of other figures were painted in in white and from the
ground we could not tell whether they were carved or painted.
The sculptor has a studio near the base of the mountain in
which the models are fashioned from which the lantern slides are
made. It was very interesting to observe the methods which were
used. Borglum gave us an informal talk on the work; it is the
first time I have ever been in close contact with a real live
sculptor and I was somewhat at a loss as what to expect. I was
not disappointed but rather surprised. Mr. Borglum is a very
unassuming looking man, --I think the ·word "comfortable" describes
him, he was very approachable and talked to us as friends rather
than as an audience. He described his plans and what he expected
to accomplish and left us with the thought that he was no different from ordinary mortals, but simply engaged in. this as his
regular business. He is quite bald, rather stockily built and
gives you the impression·of being a rather wall-to-do modern
land owner. He has none of the attributes of the traditional
artist, and we left him, well satisfied that ~one Mountain was
in capable hands,
The size of the figures can well be compared with objects
which are familiar; this will give an idea of their relative
proportions. The distance from the knee of Lee's horse to the
brim of his hat is one hundred and twenty feet· ·the Sphinx of
Egypt would be hidden behind his head; the largest pyramid if
placed at the foot of mountain, would be one hundred feet short
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of reaching his horse; any of the horses 1 heads in the central
group w~ll measure fifty f?et from the ears to the nose; the
whole f1gure of Lee is equ1valent to the size of a sixteen
story building; think of a statue just the size of' our Union
:!.'rust Building. The central group io not yet finished but the
figures of Lee, Jackson and uavls are shown as the;;· wiil appear
when the work is completed.
·
Borglum has been criticized by some of his Northern
admirers for awakening something that should be forgotten·
his reply is best given in his own words: "'l'hat is a nat~al
thought, but as I came to know the 3outh .I do not agree with it.
In the first place, the South will not forget the war between the
· Sta tea. If it has some real opportunity to remember properly
the six or seven hundred thousand men who gave their lives for
the Southern cause; it wi 11 feel as the world agrees it should
feel,. that the struggle was for a principle held and maintained
by a great body of the founders of the ~1 ederation, and that the
battle for States' rights can in no sense be considered rebellion,
The struggle resulted, by the character, of its conclusion,.in
the building and completion of our nation.
\Ne must help them to honor the principles and sentiments of
Lee and his associates, and I want to suf!ges t this-- that when the
:3outh has built the Confederate IJ~ernor iu 1 of dTONE luOUU:.r.A IN and
has had a chance to e:xpreso i tfj reE:ll feelings toward that great
leader, the last page will have been written of that great
tragedy.

'rhe nature of this Memorial hfHl awakened the interest not
only of' the North, but o±' the world. The South cannot be insensible to that, and you will find that the North no less than
the South will claim this MemoriE1l as an American creation
honoring great Americans."
Living in the Uorth as I do and having a grandfather who
fought throue<h the Civil War on the Union side, I can well
appreciate the extremest view of any Northerner on this subject
but from much contact with Southerners I can well understand
their feelings. To the average .)outherner of this genel·a ti on,
I do not think this memorial will be a tribute to the War; it
will not recall to their minds tl:e victor~' of the north or
reopen old sores; they will not look.at i~ with a feeling of
bitterness toward the North, or cons 1d er 1 t as a monument of
defeat but rather look at it aG a tribute to the spirit of
the wh~l e South during its trouble; it does not consecrate or
immortalize the reasons and causes of the Civil •jar a¥ainst
which the North fought· it in no part holds up the p:t1nciples
of secession but is si~ply an everlasting reminder of the men
who sacrificed everything in wb.a t they thought at the time was
a just cause.•
no
it
at
of

on the other hand a Hortherner should look at this with
feeling of triumph because the North was victorious; rather
should be a portrayal of the spirit which imbued the South
that time; the picture shows no connection with any on7 part
the war; no battle is referred to and in no sense can 1t be
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construed as a tribute to the success o±' the North. It should
cause no feeling of division of any part of the country and be
no subject for controversy. It is a·memorial to the men rather
than the war.
Not only the South, but the whole countr?, will have
occasion to be proud of this Memorial when completed; not only
of the Memorial, but of the man whose brain cone eived the
vision whose mechanical genius was great enough to make it
po8sibie of accomplishment, and whose artistic skill was such
tho t the tapes try is now being unrolled before the eyes of an
audience, once skeptical, but now enthusiastic. It is a .
gigantic moving pictm·e, shovm scene by scene, and when the
fiim is completed, the world will have the Eighth Wonder
added to its list, the greatest undertalcing of its kind known
to the history of mankind. It wi 11 surpass the famous Lion
of Lucerne, make small by compal' ison the Acropolis at .Athens,.
put into relative insignificance the Colossus of l\hodes, and
tower above the highest pyramids of Egypt.
To the world, Borglum will be one of the greatest of his
.Art, but to the United ;·3tates he will be remembered as a
living example ''of America, by .America and for .America."
Loren G. Gatch
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CLARK B. FIRESTONE

Not long ago,I read that authoritative and vivacious book,
"Joseph Fuli tzar: His Life and Letters" by Don c. Seitz, business
manager of the Hew York World, in order to review it for. the TimesStar •. Naturally I was interested to find the followin~ in the
chapter on the last .years of the great blind editor: o
"Clark B. Fireston~ a new writer, had joined the editorial
staff. Mr. Pulitzer, on seeing him for the first (and last)
time, found hiffi reserved and unresponsive. He spoke rather sharply
about his lack of responsiveness, but on further examination of
his work, wrote in quick repentance:
I

Private

.J(ug. 30, 1911

My dear Cobb:
Please expunge my foolish and unjust remark
ab?ut Fire~tone not having read anything or whatever I
sa1d. I f1nd, on the contrary, that he has read some
var? good books, although also some queer ones. Still,
I w1sh he could have read mora. Nevertheless whatever
my remark, I consider it unjust and you must ~ot mention
it to him or anybody.
In great haste - J.P."
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What I want to say in this paper is not in the nature of
an alibi. Stacking up what I didn't know about books with
what Joseph Pulitzer did know, I cannot take exception even
to the "expunged" memorandum noted above, while the second
me~orandum is a~ least generous. In fact the word "repentance,"
wh1ch p:eced~s 1t, occurs nowhere else in that record of a
man, qu1te Wlthout regrets, was wont to let the thunderbolts
fall alike on his own force and on others. r ha~e wondersd
about the word. Another one, ''unresponsive," would hurt if
I. thought rn~ old chief really found me so. 1 content myself
w1th restat1ng a line in a note I wrote to his biographer:
"Doggone J.P. he knew better~"
. · There is a story behind those two memorandums to Frank
Cobb--dead like his chief--which is necessarily so personal
that I would not tell it here, except that anytt1inR which
concerns a man of Joseph Pulitzer's quality may be~worth the
h~aring • 1t may best take. its place in a recital of my contacts
Wlth him and my experience upon his newspaper.
Th~

story begins when I was writing editorials on the New
York Ma11. Something about the ior1d editorial page used to
puzzle me. 1'here were times when I seemed to be sayinO'0 the
same thing~ that it did, and in much the same way. It certainly
~as not im1 tat ion. on the 1•1lorld' s side, and I could not ·see how
1t was on my side,,for ~bo~t half the time that th~re was ~ny
parallelism the Ma1l sa1d 1n the afternoon what the 1f/orld said
the next morning. These coincidences, of course, were not
numerous, but they kept up. .From time to time during 1910 and
1911, discreet inquiries reached our office as to th~ authorship
of certain editorials in the Mail, and these I learned came from
the World. Somebody over there was curious. lt was Joseph
Pulitzer.
11

With the beginning of July, 1911, I joined the World
editorial page on his invitation--an honor above all others
that in that period could come to a newspaper writer, or so I
thought. After several weeks service I undertook the pilgrimage
which every man who worked on the page had made with trepidation.
I went up to Bar Harbor to meet .the blind, formidable recluse
who was master of the New York World--a figure about whom, even
then, legend had been busy. Intellectual hazing is a tradition
under the big gilt dome that houses that newspaper, and maybe
my associates were indulging in it when they sketched the
terrors of the trip, and drew vivid pictures of the return of
prior pilgrims in a state of physical collapse. But they did
seem solicitous as to what might happen and coached me with
evident good will. Among others who volunteered helpful sugguestions were Don Seitz, who was to become rr. Pulitzer's
biographer; Frank Cobb, his brilliant and forceful editor-inchief, and Ralph Pulitzer, his eldest son, the present head
of the newspaper.·
These things they told me: In my conversations with
Joseph Pulitzer I must .never hesitate for a word, must not
hem nor haw, must never· talk loudly; I must speak with precis ion
and candor, and maintain silence unless I had something to say
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worth hearina.
on the other hand, they said that anything
0
p
as we all called him except calculat~d
wen t with J • .,
' d
t a special
insolence or senility. They even poste me ~s. ~
.
topic on ·which I would be quizzed: "What cr1t1C1Sm had I 1!0
make of the World's editorial page?"
There was a final statement of an arresting ~art: Being
both blind, and acutely sensitive to sound,,my ch1e~ wo~ld
judge me largely by my voice. If he liked 1ts qu~l1ty 1t
might be well with me. If he disliked it, good n1ght! I
pondered all this counsel, humorously recalling ~o myself .
that I had had a littJ.e so-called "vocal cu~ ture years bef~re,
and concluded that the cards were stacked e1ther for or aga1nst
me at the start. So, in a cheerfully fatalistic mood I dropped
into Don Seitz's office, to say goodby on my way to the train.
Ralph Pulitzer was there.
"Well, what's your state of mind, and have you any last
messages?" was lir. Seitz's greeting. 1 tried to meet his mood
and likened my status to the title of many graduation addresses
of the time: "My boat is launched, but where's the shore?"
"We know where the shore is all right," said the World's
publisher, "but we are in some doubt about ~he boat." All
three laughed, the other two the more heart1ly.
The next morning I was in Bar Harbor at a beach hotel as
the guest of Joseph Pulitzer. After breakfast I called at
Chatwold, his country estate, to present my respects and
await his co~nands. I was ushered into the presence of a tall,
stately looking man, well over six feet, with a face that bore
the grave serenity of a philosopher and with a bearing ·of
princely courtesy. Dark glasses hid his eyes, but the auburn
contended with the gray in his beard, there were lines of
power in his figure, his voice was deep and agreeable, and
despite the numerous physical afflictions of which I had heard,
this man of sixty-four lool:ed as strong as a horse. ~"ras I
comfortable at the hotel? I was. After the briefest of interviews my host said I was to go back to the hotel, and wait for
him at its dock.
An hour or so later a launch put in ther·e and I stepped·
aboard. The familiar co~aand to the skipper which all World
editors ha~:e heard--''Find a breeze" --was gi van, and we headed
toward lass land-locked waters. ~hen a stiff wind was blowing
and his boat was driving into the teeth of it, Joseph Pulitzer
thought, or thought he thought, to most advantage; and when his
craft was fighting a hurricane in the open sea, some obscure
viking strain in his blood took command offuis sightless
'
nervous invalid, and he was . again the vital dominating
leader
riding the storms in which his life was pit~hed. But as host '
of the launch, in a gray coat and blue yachtina0 cap he seemed
an easeful although a potent figure. With him were'his son,
Joseph Pulitzer, Jr.-~'Young Joe," the office called him--now
proprietor of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and one of the elder
man's platoon of secretaries. Though of partly Jewish blood,
Mr. Pulitzer usually picked his secretaries from t~e sons of
Christian ministers.
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The first question he asked was what I thou~ht of the
Sunday World's editorial page which had just com~ in from New
York, an~ which, as it happened, was given over to a single
art~cle that carried a head three colunms wide. r knew the
art1cle had been produced on a sudden telearaphed order from
Mr. Pulitzer and I told him what I thouaht:-that
it was an
0
admirable t~ing under any circumstances and remarkable under
those exist1ng. The proprietor of the World listened behind
his best poker countenance, and then suddenly propounded one
,~f those trick questions which his force was always fearing:
By the way, Firestone, what was the exact title of that
editorial?"
Because the title was of the length of a sentence rather
than a mere label, I could not remember, and my mouth was
·opening for a crestfallen admission, when something happened.
Joseph Pulitzer, Jr. silently passed to me the World editorial
page, and from it as from a "pony" I read aloud the title of
th editorial. As you will note, my chief's son and I were
putting something over on a man who could not sea. I may add
that on other occasions during my stay the younger Pulitzer or
some one of the secretaries gave rne clandestine assistance when
need was urgent. You may wonder why. The answer is, that
althoughthe proprietor of the World was blind and frequently
had, or professed to have, headaches which made him averse--if
you took him entirely at his word--to mental trials of strength,
he was so much more than a match for other men in intelloct
and in subtlety, that common humanity induced his entourage
to bring up the reserves behind the man on whom he turned his
batteries.
To make tbis custom of defensive team play stand out a
little more, I am going to leave the launch for a moment and
take you aboard Mr. :Puli tzar's yacht, the Liberty, repeating
here a story which Frank Cobb liked to tell. One of J. P's
idiosyncrasies was the theory that he was the only man in his
circle who had the right to be an invalid. It angered him
when anybody around him was indisposed, and it was ~a humorous
tradition that if an editor or staff-writer died, he was
furious; such an act of nature seemed to him disloyalty to
himself. It happened, however, that one of his secretaries did
fall sick and for a fortnight was confined to his stateroom.
At the first meal which he ate afterward with the general mess
in the cabin of the yacht, it was his ill-f~te to say that
du~ing his convalescence he had read all the writings of
Shakespeare. The remark was confided to the man next him,
while his chief sat at the other end of a long table. But J. P.
overheard what he was not intended to hear--he always did--and
raising his voice, he exclaimed:
"You say, lilr. A that during your unfortunate illnesf:l, you
read all the writings of Shakespeare?"
''Yes sir," was the reply in a tone of vague foreboding.
"Then " said his inexorable host, "as we have plenty of
time, and the gentlemen here will be as much interested as I am,
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suppose you begin now, and tall us the plots and principal
characters of all the Shakasperegn dramas. It will be an
agreeable interlude while we are digesting an excellent meal~"
This was a large order and it set the stage for one of
those characteristic incide~ts of the cat playing with the
mouse, with which the inner story of Joseph Pulitzer's career
is annotated. But the secretary set bravely to work and
struggled through "Hamlet,'' "Romeo and Juliet," "Macbeth"
and "The Taming of the Shrew"--the things he knew best because
he had sean them on the stage. Meanwhile the other ·secretaries,
an editor or so and the Pulitzer sons organized a relief movement of the sort possible when a blind man is the inquisitor.
They brought copies of the plays to t·he table and ha.stity
sketched little outlines. of them which they passed to the man
und.er fire. A mean trick, perhaps, but necessary. Thus supported, the victim stood up under a remorseless examination.
Everything has an end, and at last with a sigh of relief, ·he
said, "Well, Mr. Pulitzer, that'a all of the plays."
But J. P., who may have vaguely divined what was g>ing on
around him and ignored it, had a thrust in reserve.
"Yes," he said, "But it is not all of ·Shakespeare."
"Nor1 l.~r. A. you may give me the substance of each of the
Sonnets~"
None of the diners had been posting up on them and
the unhappy secretary had to take the count.
I come back from the yacht and its circle of amiable but
futile conspirators to the launch at Bar Harbor and the smaller
group upon it. In the course of the first of my daily voyages
and c?nferences with Jose ph Puli tzar he as}.ed me an important
quest1on, the one already noted: "What criticism have you to
make of the rtor.ld editorial page?" Don Seitz and .t~alph Puli tzar
possibly with inward chuckles, had told me to answer this frankly
and fully when it was put. Possibly there was an element of
folly in my taking their advice as literally as I did. Looking
back now, my Qwn sense of humor is stirred, It was perhaps· an
un~sua~ beginning of a career as a writer on Mr. Pulitzer's
ed1 tor1al p&.ge, o~e of his ''gentlemen" as he liked to call us,
J. P. handed me h1s watch, an immense gold repeater which struck
the hours and their quarters with a faint chiming sound so that
despite his affliction he could always tell about what time it
was • "Now, Fire atone," he said, ''you have ten minutes. Shoot t"
I did • By way of preliminary, I said--and I believed-that the World had the most. powerful and pungent editorial page
of any American newspaper with which I was then acquainted,
Usually, I added, I found myself in agreement with its policies
and even when l was not, I could appreciate the energy with whi~h
it advocated them. But I said I did have fault to find with its
tone. It seemed to.me deficient in geniality. It did not
sufficiently recogn1ze the service and motives of honorable and
useful men. A jeering or a grudging note was too often in
evidence. I con?eded that lack of geniality was a·defect not
to be compared w1th lack of purpose or consistent policy and
ih purpose and policy the World was conspicuously strong: Perhaps, for its own sake it was not necessary that· a page should
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genial quality; but why should it seem mad all of the
Its advocacy would be more effective if it ocqasionally
to be in entire good humor over something. In journalin music there could be no true fortissimo passages,
there were a little soft music in between~

As you see, this was not a major criticism, but it was a
rather broad one, and Joseph Pulitzer pointedly interrupted:
"Glittering generalities, young man~ Suppose you condescend
to particulars~" Following the caution of his eldest son
t~at I w~s not to be taken unawares, 1 had them in mind. ~he
f,l:st th1ng I mentioned wa.s a matter of the preceding week in
·Wn1ch. 1 knew J. P. ~ad a personal interest. Pierpont Horgan
had ~1ven a collec~1on of.art objects to the Berlin 1~seum,
an~ the Kaiser--th1s was 1n 1911--had given I.:r • .Morgan, 1
th1nk, the. order of the Frussian eagle of the second class.
~he World alleged that the American mil1ionaire made this gift
1n.. o::der to secure the decoration. I told J. P. that in my
op1n1~n Mr. Morgan was an art collector ::.nd 11ot a collector·
of decorations, and the editorial was both ungenerous and
unreasonable. "Go on," said J. P. "I already knew that was'
your opinion~" I went on. For years I had read the world
editorial page daily, and I was able to round out the 10 minutes
with various instances that seemed to support my case.
The episode did not seem to me important at the time nor
my criticism, while pertinent, a vital one. Other editorlal
wri tars, I supposed, had gone through the same ex·oerience with
Mr. Fulitzer and provided him with material of higher value.
But, there were circumstances of which I was unaware that ~ave
my words a significance beyond their weight. At the end of my
talk, however, J, P. instead of manifesting any irritation
said something in quite another strain. It was a recognition
of the occasional coincidences between two editorial pages of
which I have already spoken, and which I had sometimes dismissed as a baseless fancy on my pELrt. "My attention has been
attracted to your work," he remarked, ''by what seemed to me a
similitude between your mental operations and my own." He
must have sensed my natural reaction, for he added, "But don't
let that set you up, young man; there is a difference in
caliber~"

Thus ended my first day's voyaging with the proprietor of
the World, Each morning thereafter his launch puffed up to
the dock of my hotel, I stepped aboard, and a little drama
·of what might be called serious make-believe was enacted
between hlr. Pulitzer and myself, with his son or a secretary
present, as we navigated the crisping waters of the harbor.
For the purposes of the interviews I was assumed to be the
chief of his newspaper. ~Vhat was my comment on the editorial
page of the day before? In what respects had other newspapers
excelled it in the choice or treatment of topics? What hints
for editorial articles or special features were there in the
news of the day? Thus the interviews began, and I was glad
when they drifted, as always they did, to other phases in
which I was hearing things, rather than trying, somewhat
lamely, to tell them. J. P. talk~d of his policies and methods,
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f them seemed trivial, yet it was more important
quest1ons.
ne
o
than the one I have noted-·important but no t to me • "Did I ever
lunch with politicians?"
"Very rarely,"

I replied.

"It's a bad habit,'' declared my chief •. "Sometime I'll.tell
you a good story of the calamities that befell when a politlcian
took lunch with an editor. I don't want to hear that such men
are hanging around the World building."
I never got the story, but however good it was, I have, I
think, a related and better one to tell farther on.
The first thing my chief impressed upon me was that I should
never write a word where my own convictions were not enlisted,
even if it was the word which, most of all, he wanted said •.
Probably there would be some other writer who thought as he did,
and therefore could phrase the point to the best advantage. If
not, J. P. said, he would write it himself; and if no oppo~tunity
came for him to do so the word would remain unsaid. The lnstruction was pertinent in'my case, for I was a Republican writing on
an independent Democratic newspaper--or, to put the matter exactly,
an independent newspaper conducted by Democrats. When Frank Cobb
had invited me in his chief's name a little while before to join
the World forces, I had raised the question of this difference
in politics, and his reply was ''The World prints about as
Republican editorials as it does Democratic, and you shall have a
hand at them." The reduction of this primdple to practice had
its auaint incidents. Mr. Pulitzer would send Cobb instructions
to print a sarcastic article on some Republican politician; and
as this was technically a Republican topic it might be turned
over to me. Assumin~ th~t sarcasm and humor were akin, and
applying my own contention ~hat editorial geniality was not a
crime, I would endeavor to concoct something that would get by
with J. P. without taking the hide off the victim; and Cobb
sometimes professed amusement over the results.
The second thing ~r. Pulitzer emphasized was the power of
sarcasm. No American journalist has given it so high a place
in the editorial armory, and in the private memorandums to his
office which see the light of day in the Seitz biography, the
injunetion to treat certain matters in wh~t he called "a sardonic,
sarcastic, smile-raising way" is threaded through the record like
a fine steel wire. In pursuance of this policy J. p, sent to
London for a special copy of the "Letters of Junius" and presented it to me. The spell of his faith in sarcasm came back
to me when recently I reviewed the story of his life for the
Times Star; and the editorial I wrote that afternoon on the
popular demonstration when Hussia's ambassador came to Paris,
was as I thought J. P. would ~ave had it. If successful sarcasm is something that gets under the other fellow's skin the
spirit of my departed chief was more or less vin~icated i~
Cincinnati, for a~ entirely abusive message, written with a.
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crayqn pencil all across the page on which the editorial
was printed, carne to the oi'ficei and it be:~an with these
words, "Listen, fool!"
J.P. also stressed the value of parsi~tence, of
reiteration--the cumulative effect of continuous hammering,
whether with sledge or tack hammer.
His fourth editorial tenant as communicated to me at
Bar Harbor had relation to form and substance. He would not
ex.cuse any .misstatement of fact, or any inadequacy of information on the part of the writer of an editorial. He had
enough men working on the page, so that nobody need write
hurriedly or too much. An ample reference library with a
vast system of newspaper clippings, or "morgue" was installed
iri the World building. Editors must get the facts and get
them right before they said anything. As an example of the
process, Cobb asked me one day to prepare one of those
sarca~tic editorials on the late Mayor Gaynor, a singularly
able official, but sometimes intemperate and even violent of
speech. I was to commend him as the most soft-spoken man 'in
public life, and cite the most vicious things he had said in
proof~ So I sent downstairs to our morgue for the envelopes
containing newspaper clipping~ about r.:r. Sayner's acts and
utterances. Two full bushel baskets were brought to my office!
When you had arrayed your material, how treat the subject
on which it bore? Mr. Pulitzer's answer was in the first place
treat it differently from anybody else. Frank Cobb, whom the
newspaper fraternity generally considered the able~political
writer of his tim~, exemplified this principle completely; and
his fidelity to it may account for half of his effectiveness.
When he died early last year, a Southern newspaper said that if
fifty newspapers printed a discussion of a topic, there would
be something in Cobb's article that th~ other forty.nine had
not thought of. One phrase of J • .F.'s I h~.;.d typed nnd pasted
on my desk-·" Take the other slant.'' For an editorial wr i t~r,
I believ'e these four words carry more guns than any other 1n
the language.
In the· second place said r.:r • .Pulitzer, you must make all
that you write utterly l~cid and simple in structure. Every
editorial he declared should be understandable by a boy of
twelve, a~d yet commanJ the intellectual respect of a supreme
court justice. Then it must be brief; J. P. constantly
inveighed against'long editorials. It must be pungently
phrased, in the best English of whi~h. the wr.~ tar was capable,~
even if this involved rep~ated rewr1t1ngs. ·I would rather,
said my chief ''that you would turn out only twelve lines a
day, and make'them memorable, than indite a column of merely,
good comment." Applying his maxims, I remarked one day at t ne
corner table in the Worid resturant where all the editorial
writers met daily for lunch--we called it the Piffle Club-that I had at last achieved a definition and formula for a.
typical World editorial. The other men wanted to hear it.
"Write an editorial," I said, "just as if it were for an~ other
newspaper; then strike otit all the unnecessary words, ana most
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of the necessary ones, and the result is a World editorial."
That was to my colleagues. To other men I would say that
the metal plate which the editorial page sent to the press
room each day seemed made of a special alloy--the steel of
sarcasm, the gold of novel treatment, the bronze of persistent
policy.
While at Bar Harbor I had a practical illustration of the
exacting l~terary requirements of the proprietor of the World.
J. P. was perpetually at war v1i th Tammany and had no love for
its chief, the late Charles F. Murphy. At his instance I
wrote a brief attack on the Tammany boss. As a matter of fact,
I wrote it every day that I was there, for I could not get it
right. J. F.'s first objection was that it was too rhetorical.
I wrote it over. Then he said it was unjust to Murphyt I
wrote it again in a milder strain, and J. P. ruled this draft
out as lacking in punch. Finally it seemed to satisfy him,
but when 1 took it back with me to New York, a telegram was
waitin~ there, embodying some new suggestions of my host, a
telegram about as long as the editorial itself. As finally
printed, it was perhaps my injured amour propre which let me
assert--entirely to myself--that l':r.. Pulitzer's draft was ·
suspiciously like my first version.
.This discussion of the editorial creed of my chief, which
was 1mparted to me piecemeal, morning after morning while we
plowed through the waters off Mount Desert· has led me into
digressions that, I am conscious, have ext~nded not only to
New York's Park Row but to Sixth & Walnut Sts., in Cincinnati.
But you must conceive of me as still at Bar Harbor, The afternoons there brought me periods of leisure, after I had completed
my daily d~aft. of that luckless Murphy editorial; and I found
time to cl1mb the hills and bring an appetite to the satisfying
meals served at the hotel. So the days went, and the culminating
~ocial event for ~a was a.luncheon at Chatwold. My host was
Indisposed, but h1s beaut1ful and gracious wife presided·.
J~seph Pulitzer, Jr. was there and sever3.l of the secretaries
of his father. One incident may impress you as unusual but
it would not seem so to any member of the World force. 'The
conversation as was often the case , I suspect turned on our
absent host.· As he dallied with the radishes' Alleyne Ireland
one of the secre~arial force, casually remark~d that Joseph
'
Pulit~er had a s1ngularly interesting face, The play of ex~
press,~ on ~as so varied; indeed it ran the gamut, "At one
time, Bald Mr. Ireland, "J. P.·makes you think of some ~reat
benign sage! Moses the inspired lawgiver, or Socrates th~ alm~st
,7nspired phlloso~her, At another time," continued the s eaker
he makes you th1nk of nothing so much as the prince of ~he
'
powers of darkness."
.·

A lively.discussion ensued. Did anybody challenge the
What happened was that different
members of the party gave instances in which J. p. figured in
each role~ You see the man was an institution even to those
nea.rest __ ,~lm, whose de~otion was absolute, and ·h~ could be discussed th the same 1mpersonal candor w1'th wh·1c
· h one· comment s
on a bronze .statue.
character~zat 1on? Not one~
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Beside rewriting the l\!urphy editorial and climbing the
hills, my afternoons had two other ocC.!upations. one was to
go through the scrapbooks which I had been instructed to
bring with me and mark the editorials which I had written
fo: the Mail that I liked best; these a secretary read to the
ch1ef of the World. There were two that I thou~ht were ouite
good, and I had the folly to ask the secretary :hat t~. iulitzer
had. said of them. nNothing, 11 was the reply, ;,except that they
were much too long.
My se9ond task was to fill out a quastionnaire. J. P.
·wanted to know who were my parents, and whether my father had
ever dope anything. Particularly he w·:mted to know what books
I had read, and which ones I thought had bG en of most value to
me. I submitted a decently defensible list in the matter of
history, political science, and American biograohy· but it was
weak in the matter of belles lettres and contempor~ry fiction, ·
and there were two horrible gaps in it, At that time I had not ,
read the ~ederalist, and I hadnot read the History of the
United States by James Ford Bhodes. Mr. Pulitzer undertook
later to correct some of my deficiencies, making me a present
not only of the Letters of Junius, but of the Federalist
Buckles History of Civilization and Lowl Acton's studies'of
the French Revolution--the latter a remurkable book, as my
chief thought, and as I do,
In compi,ling my list I had provided material for the general charge of ignorance pre~erred in the expunged Pulitzer
memorandum, I am not inclined to dispute the charge, but I
think t.he provocation for it is elsewhere, and is in my first
conversation with the proprietor of the Vforld in which I put
my crit~cisrn of its tone on record. Without guessing it, I
had touched a raw spot. Others, whose opinion J. P, valued,
had been saying the same thing. Two days after th~t interview his secretary showed me a private memorandum which had been
dictated to Frank Cobb. J. P, said that the newspaper was
lacking in geniality. He had always objected to this fault
of tone, and no•.'! it must cease~ "By speaking at the time and
in the way you did,'t said the secretary, "you have apparently
effected a change on the ~orld editorial page before you have
fairly become a part of it. The funny thing is that for the
tone to which you objected and which J. P. now reprehends,
he is himself responsible~ It is not all of him, but it is
one side of him."
The probable sequence of events is that my chief made my
criticism his own in one memorandum, and followed it about the
next day with another intimatii~:S that I had the mental horizon
of ·a Digger Indian. rthenever anybody convinced J. P. that he
was wrong, it was taken out on him later~ But that is not the
thing which has puzzled me. Why did my chief make amends?
His biographer calls it "repentance,n but I never could see any
tepentance· in tpe constitution of the man. He would make up
for any injustice he had done, but this never took the form of
a recantation •. In reading_his biography I believe I have
found the explanation--an~ it lies in another instance of that
little twist of mental parallelism between the proprietor of
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the world and its youngest editorial writer, whic~ ~~thh~;e
us had noted--a resemblance which J. P. would P:"O a ~
likened to that between a siege gun and sma~l f~eld p~e~~
turned out from the same foundry. What I d1~ w en. 1 . o
Joseph Pulitzer that his page was deficient 1~ gen1al1ty was
to repeat in substance and practically verbat1m a private
memorandum of his o\vn to Frank Cobb five years before, and
which I read for the first time when I read D?n Seitz's book.
My thoug~ is that when J.P. heard his own cr1tic~sm of. the
world repeated by an earnest but misguided editor1al wr1ter,
he heard himself and not me. By some trick o~ cha~oe, my
ten minute talk was bec'ome merely a corridor 1n wh1ch Joseph
Pulitzer, walking one way, met himself walking the ~th~r.
on reflection he would not have me suffer for funot1on1ng
on one occasion as a two-way thoroughfaret He was really in ·
very gracious mood when I bade him farewell and turned my
face toward New York. His biographer recites that he had
one Napoleonic trick; when he was pleased with a man, he
pulled his ear. As I thanked him fo~ all his ~indness~ he
reached dovm from his horse--he was JUSt start1ng out for a
·ride --and seized my ear. "Young man," he said, "I have let
you off easy; I scarcely know why."
But I promised to tell you a story about an editor's
dining with a politic ian which I alleged was better than the
sto~y J. P. never got to tell.
You know most of it already,
for it is part of the political history of the time. On my
ride from Maine back to Uew York, a tall man with hawklike
profile entered the car, a profile with which the walls of
New York's Madison Souare Garden were plastered la·st June.
It was William 'J. McAdoo, manager of the political fortunes
of a governor of Hew Jersey by the name of Woodrow Wilson.
We were well acauainted and spent the evening together in
his stateroom. -Mr. McAdoo was concerned because the World
was hammering Woodrow Wilson for his charge that there was a
"credit conspiracy" in the land. Wouldn't it conduce to a
better understanding if some representative of the newspaper
should meet 1~. Wilson at luncheon? I repeated J.P.'s
vague statement of the c~amitous consequences of a luncheon
between an editor and a politician and said 1 did not advise
it. Again the words were weightier than 1 thought. Mr. McAdoo
undertook nevertheless to arrange such a luncheon, and by a
sequence of events which need not be recited here three men
sat down to it--Editor Henry 1'fatterson, Editor George B. Harvey,
and Governor Woodrow \Vilson. At the end of the luncheon things
had been said which caused Editor Harvey to take down the name
of Wilson from the masthead of Harper's Weekly and which brought
him later into the Republican-camp.
'
When I reached the World office in New York the first man
I met was Ralph Pulitzer.
"How did you get along with father?" he asked.
"I can answer that with statistics," I replied.· "I was in
Bar Harbor five days, and gained four pounds in weight."
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Ralph laughed.
''For heaven's sake, never tell father that," he exclaimed.
"He' 11 think he wasn't in good form~"
This is, I think, the one World record I broke.
My career on the newspaper, as thus begun, lasted but
seven months. About midway in that period Joseph Pulitzer died
suddenly while cruising in southern water, and at the end of
the seven months I gave up my position and returned to my ·
ancestral home in an Ohio village, there to take charge of a
bank which bore the family name--a step made necessary by deaths
among its managers. So my service with the World, as 1 look
bac·k on it, has to me the quality of an interlude.
It was a happy period. l had the room and desk formerly
occupied by the novelist David Graham Phillips whom a lunatic
had killed a year so before. My colleagues were exceptional
men, persistent students and omnivorous readers, all of·them.
We had our own floor in the dome of the Fulitzer building--a
number of small compact offices surrounding a central hall and
in each office an editorial writer; and fifteen stories below •
were the streets of' downtown r.:anhattan. At the lunch hour we
descended one flight to the World restaurant where we had our
own table.

.. '

'

J. P. set great store on what he called the daily editorial
conference at luncheon. It was his thought that his wri tars
discussed affairs of state and matters of editorial policy over
their food, exchanging views and information to the benefit of
the paper. As a matter of fact we discussed about everything
elsa, and newspaper policy ~as seldom if ever in the picture.
Much of the talk was about books, but perhaps more of it was
what is called kidmng--unconscious exercise of those sarcastic
and sardonic qualities which the proprietor of the World so
highly valued. At the head of' the table as a sort of Lonarch
of Misrule, sat ~rank Cobb, a broad-shouldered six-footer and
about the most charming fellow that ever was. All my colleagues,
indeed were powerfully built men, and they used humorously to
figure 'on how many members of the news staff they could put out
of the way in a scrimmage. When Henry Watterson had a little
scrap on ~ith the World he declared that if the wits of ~he
young men in the Tall Tower were as long as their legs, 1nstead
of shorter than the average, it would be a good deal of a
newspaper~

After a while my duties were shifted, though not my habitat.
I had been working under :·rank Cobb on the Lorning V/orld adi torial
page. By Mr. Pulitzer's direction I was put in charge of the
Evening World Editorial Page. The latter.newspa~er was the
progeny of the former. It had an equal c1rculat1on, close to
300,000 copies as I remember; but it·s field was r~ore local and
it was not supposed to contradict its parent, wh1le naturally .
I was determined that it shou1d not parrot its parent. Don Seltz
was my mentor and we held frequent conferences, for J. P. was
not yet ready to let a new man have his own way altogether.
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· ang 1a of t rea trrent
the editorial
choice of subjects and 1n
1
•
n which we put out had points of resemblance to th~ Tlmespage
t th t there was less detailed comment on national
Star, exce P
a.
· t th morning
·
olitics; we left that to our revered paren , e
.
p
It had been a. sort of pose of Joseph Pul1tzet never
ntewspa.pder. at least to profess never to read, the editorial .
o rea , or .
t h
· t read to
a e of the Evening World--that is, never o ave 1.
~i~--and this attitude had continued through the ed1torships
of several distinguished men, It was with a glow o~ pride th~t
I heard an office rumor; at last J.P. was rea~i~g 1ts editor1al
paget Looking back from the vantage of' later 1nformati~n I am
bound at least to admit the possib[ity that h~ was read1ng it
in order to see how little its conductor knew.

I
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Not once in a century is such a man as Joseph Pulitzer
born into the World, Has this random record left you in
doubt as to what I thought of him? There is an old song-the words by Heinie, the air by Schumann--which is so well
known that I need not nama it; and in it you may hear what
I would like to say of the man. It is what all would say·
who strove to work his will on the page in which his life
was hound up, In spirit we were, and though the winters
have heaped their snows over his grave, in spirit still wa
are,. grenadiers of the guard,
Clark B. Firestone

I have said that the. Evening World was not supposed to

reverse its parent on important matters, and have noted the
high pl~ce that sarcasm held with Joseph ~ulitzer. As a.final
incident I want to tell of the one occas1on when Don Se1tz
and I br~ke over the traces, and used J. P.'s own method in
doing so. The Morning World had printed an editorial tha~
was almost an indorsement of Governor Wilson for the pres1dency;
'but Woodrow Wilson had had his falling out with George Harvey
and at the time in ouestion had just had a violent scene with
Ex-Senator Smith; and both those men had been his friends •
We concluded that the Evening World should pay its respects
to the Morning World's candidate for President, as it happened,
the very day after the Morning World's committ~l, Josep~
Pulitzer was no more, but we knew that his pol1cy evan w1th
political friends, was to slam any specific act of theirs which
~earned to him to raauire it.
In complete conviction that, if
living, he would have approved, we decided on a. course of
action and I wrote the editorial. In further compliance with
his predilection, it was dona in what was intended to be a
vain of sarcasm. Its avowed theme was that in politics a
man's friends were his enamines because they made improper
demands on him, whiJ.e his enemies ware really his friends,
because their vigilance held him up to a hi3h standard of duty;
and that therefore, speaking politically, gratitude was the
cardinal sin and ingratitude a major virtue. No names were
mentioned; none needed be, Quo~ing from Machiavelli and others
like him, I pretty nearly proved the point, and I remember the
last citation, which was from Shakespeare's "Henry IV"--the
scene where Falstaff stepped out from the spectators to salute
his boon companion of yesterday, Prince Hal, become England's
sovereign overnight. "I know thee not, old man" was the
crushing rejoinder of the king, This the editorial declared,
was the noblest line in all Shakespearet
How did the article sit with the Morning World! That was
the amusing part of it. One after another its editorial writers
dropped into my office wearing the cheerfulast of grins. "You
got away with it," was all they said, Such incidents were
really in the World tradition, Nor was this excursion of min~
really inconsistent with the deep admiration I had than ahd have
never yielded up for Woodrow Wilson,

EMERSON'S PHILOSOPHY
FEBRUARY 21, 1925

GUY A TAVINEY

Any romantic monism, such as Emerson's ~octrine of the
Over-Soul, logically implies certain propositions that seem
to be at variance with the common sense of mankind. It assumes,
~or example that the world of the senses is not real, that the
many things'of eye and ear are only the shado~s! show~ and
symbols of being, not being itself. Emerson wr.1tas tnat
"words are signs of natural facts.'' "Particular natural facts
are signs of particular spirituaJ. facts." "Natura is the
symbol of Spirit,'' (Complete workds, I, 25). 11 All loss, all
pain, is particular; the universe remains to the ha~rt unhurt.''
"For it is only the finite that has wrought and suffered; the
infini ta lias stretched in smiling repose •'' (Spiritual Laws)
"We see the world piece by piece as the sun, the moon, th~
animal the·tree; but the whole of which these are the shlning pa;ts is the soul,'' (The Over-.:3oul)
Again the romantic monist implies that evil is not real,
that evil is the mere absence of positive being. Evil ~s
merely privative and possesses no positive ch~ractar~ fhe
man on a gallows is on his way to a throne. Thera. 1s. no
crime to the intellect. 'It is worse than a crim~, 1t ~s a
blunder,' said Napoleon, speaking the language of the lntallect-Sin seen from the thought is diminutive or less; seen from the
conscience or will it is pravity or bad, 'rhilntellact names
it shade, absence of light, and no esse~ce • T~e ~onscianc?
must feel it as-essence essentially ev11. Th1s 1t is not,
it has an objective exi~tence, but no subject,~va •" . ( Compl~te
works III 79) Similarly Proclus held that evil 1s ~oth1ng
~lse than'a greater or le~a decli~ati?n, departure, ~efect and
privation from the good itself wh1ch 1s good alone, 1n the.
same manner as darkness from the sun." IOn the Theology of
Plato, II, 600)
· once more this type of philosophy holds that er~or is .
t that he who thints at all think~ truth. Emerson
:~i{e:Pr::~~ "We are all wis~. The differen~e between persons
is not in wisdom but in art." (Intellect) Tr~th is our.
element of life, yet if a man fasten his attent1on on a s1ngle
1
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aspect of truth, and ~pply himself to that.alone for a long
,,
time, the truth becomes distorted and not 1tse~f, but falsehood.
Thi idea that falsehood is only the abstract1on and exaggeratio~ of a~ element that but for this one-sidedness would be .
truth is the only idea of error to be found in Emerson; and
it is'an idea of error that would compel us to regard avery
special science as just so much falsehood, for every science
deals with some special aspect of the world. Indeed, from the
standpoint of Emerson's conception of er:or, ev~ry judgment
is false in so far as it abstracts from 1t~ sUbJect a character
that is returned to it in the predicate. ~o one ever attends
to an object as a whole: no one could do so: knowledge is
always concerned with some special phase or aspect of its
object.
Philosophy of this kind denies that the relations of things
to one another in causation and generation are real: change in
general is for it unreal. Hence Emerson teaches that the real
is one. that the manifold natural world is not real, and that
ralati~ns of time, space and causation,. are not real. "The
same, the Same: friend and foe are one stuff; the plowman and
the plow and the furrow are of one stuff; and the stuff is such,
and so much, that the variations of form are unimportant."
And then he quotes, from the Upanishads, "'Men contemplate
distinctions because they are stupefied with ignorance.'"
"'The words I and mine constitute ignorance.'" It is true that
in this connection-zmirson goes on to speak of the world of
action as though it too, in all its mani.foldness and relations;
ware necessary, and as though the question, which is real, the
world of thought or the world of action, were settled for each
by his temperament alone; but you have only to read between
the lines of' the essay on "Plato; or, the Philoso phar," or to
read the "Over-Soul;'' to seH that for Emerson, as for practically
all other mystical metaphysicians, the world of action is a
world of illusionand ignorance. Thus he writes that Plato came
into the world to join the unity of Asia, "the infinitude of the
Asiatic soul," with "the defining, result-loving, machine-making,
surface-seeking, opera-going Europe." "The excellence of Europa
and Asia are in his brain. Metaphysics· and natural philosophy
expressed the genius of Europe; he substructs the religion of
Asia as the base." Historical critics would agree that this is
a plain misrepresentation of Plato. The romantic mystical
philosophy of India with its pessimism and pantheism is not in
Plato. But the interesting fact is that it suited Emerson to
say that Plato's world-view is a syncretism of Asia and Europe
with Asiatic pantheism at its base. Ferhaus it is a bit facetious
to remark that to ~oin the Asia of the ·sixth century before Christ
with the Europa of the eighteenth or nineteenth century after
Christ was something of a feat of prophecy for a man living in
the fourth century before Christ; but then, what is a difference
of two thousand years among friends who do not believe ·in the
reality of time at all? "Before the great revelations of the
soul, Time, Space and .Nature shrink away ••• The things we now
esteem fixed shall, one by one, detach themselves, like ripe
fruit, from our experience and fall, The. wind shall blow them
none knows whither. The landscapes, the figures, Boston, London,
are facts as fugitive as any institution past, or any whiff of
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mist ·or smoke, and so is society, and so is the world,"
wrote Emerson.
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Once more, th~ soul of the individual person is, as
lndividual and personal, unreal to this philosophy. Immortality
"is not length of life, but depth of life." Immortality is
"not duration ~ut a state of' abandonment to the Highest, and
so is the shar1ng of His perfection." "It is not duration,
but a taking of the soul out of time, as all high action of
the mind does •" (Complete Works, VIII, 347, 34~) ·"Man ask
of the immortality of the soul, and_the employments of heaven,
and the state of the sinn~r, and so forth •••• Never a moment
did. that sublime genius (Jesus) speak in their patois." "These
questions which we lust to ask about the future are a confession
of sin," (The Over-Soul) Emerson's attitude toward the belief
in immortality is simply a part of his attitude toward the
manifold world of things that act and change, a _part of his
emphasis on the oneness of all that can be said to be real. In
his poem, ·u The Brahmin,"
"They reckon ill who leave me out,
When me they fly, I am the wings.
1 am the doubter and the doubt,
I am the song the Brahmin sings •.
The traveller and the road seem one
With the errand to be dona •"
Another aspect of this romantic monism appears in the
teaching that all genuine knowle~ge is intuitive, not infel·red,
and that in all ~enuin~ knowing the knower becomes idential with
the object of.·hi~ knowledge. Emerson frequently used the word
revelation as a synonym of knowledge, and in many passages he
accredits discursive thinking as l"ittle as did l}aut!3-ma or the
Alexandrian mystics of the second century A. D.. Plato's strong
emphasis in the seventh book of the Republic on the values of
arithmetic, geometry, astronomy ~nd dialectic as forms of
knowledge is not to be found in Plotinus, Plutarch, Porphyry
or Proclus~ and neither is it to be found in Emerson, except
as an inad~artance and an inconsistency. "We distinguish the
announcements of the Soul~ its manif'estati9ns of its own
natura by the term Revelation." "This communication is an
influx'of the Divine mind into our mind." "A certain enthusiasm
attends the individual's consciousness of that divine presence,"
"the shudder of awe a1td delight with which the individual soul
always min""les with the universal soul." "The soul is the
perceiver ~d revealar of truth. We know truth when:we see it."
"We know truth when we see it, from opinion, as we know when
we are awake that we are awake." "Always our thinking is a
pious reception." (Intellect)
There are no real chaises in this philosophy. Choisa
belongs to the world of change which is a world of appearance.
The Hindu mime for this world is illusion, Maia, and the Hin~u
regarded it as the source and seat of all the ills and misar1es
of mankind. we believe in the reality of the things we desire
because we are ignorant. To get rid of ignorance, Avidya, and
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acquire in place of it knowledge, Vidya, is the whole Hindu plan
of salvation. The wise man does not desire anything he does
not have or rather, he does not desire anything he is not.
Envy is ignorance, says Emerson: for better, for worse -;-fhe
wise man takes himself for his portion. The chief end of man
is a thought, not an act. Be still, be receptive, and the
Soul's revelation will come to you. "Our moral nature is
vitiated by an intarference·of our will. People represent virtue
as a struggle, and take to themselves great airs upon their
attainments ••• But there is no merit in the matteri Either God
is there or He is not there. We ·love characters in proportion
as they are impulsive and spontaneous •" (Spiritual Laws)
·
The real world is a universal immediacy, an abstract allpervading being or Soul that the individual intuitively knows
and in knowing identifies himself with. In the writings of
st. Mark and st. Paul, on the other hand, God is a Father who
loves and pities and saves. In the language of logic, Emerson's
God is an abstract universal while St. Mark's God is a ·concrete
singular universal like Abraham Lincoln, or any personal object
of love, hope and fear. Abstract universals are objects of
contemplation only, concrete singular universals are officers
in command, judges in courts, priests in churches, fathers,
brothers, friendsi Those who conceive God as abstract universal
Soul know no approach to Him but a self-obliterating meditation:
those who conceive Rim as a concrete, singular universal find
Him approachable through reverence and service. Those who
conceive reality as abstract universal immediacy find in it no
practical character whatever. Look not for God on far frontiers,
except Him not in the vanguard of battles, await Him not either
in the midst of thy toil or at the weary end of it. God is
within you: be still and know that thou thyself art God. Fut
out of your mind all though·ts of many things, all thoughts of
your own ego, all thoughts of your immediate environment;
concentrate upon that which is One and the Same in all things
and all thoughts: and the Universal Presence will reveal
Himse~f to you in a throb of ecstacy. Defined in terms of
pure 1ntellect God is just this universal abstraction, and
possesses no positive character whatever. Plotinus refers to Him
as the Over-Thought, the·Ovar-Activity, the Over-Good, the OverBeauty, the Over-Soul. Hence it is that Emerson's the over-Soul
is the completest single expression of his philosophy.
If you conceive God in terms of will, the universe of which
man is a part becomes thoroughly practical in character, God
b~ing the s?urc~ an~ substance of all values. Your religious
rltual and 1nst1tut7on become an ·organized conservation of values,
prayer being.commun7on, reverential conversation with God. Your
~o~untarist 1s conv1nced that reality is not an abstract universal
ul a concre~e value and abo~e all that creator and conserver of
va ues, the 1ndi~idua1 person. Plato, .3t. Augustine, .3t. Thomas
and some ~odern lnst:umentalists assure us that anything that
can be sa1d to ~e :e,:.l possesses practical character, and that
is to say that 1t J.S concrete and individual as well as universal.
Once more, (and this is the last of this wearisome catalogue),
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;~Yi: ~hilosoph~ denial:\ the reality of progress.

"Society,"
. ~me~son,. never advances." "It recedes as fast on one
side as 1t ga+ns on the other. Its progress is only apparent
like the worke~s of a tread-mill." (Self-Reliance) Plato's '
coura~aous bel1ef tha~ the state of man can be improved
t~rou~h the heroic ~fforts of loyal souls working in cooperat1on to realize an 1deal, is flatly denied by Emerson and
other exponents of romantic monism •. 3ince the industrial
:evolution of the last century and a half, and since the advent
1n.recent decades of belief in universal evolution we have
become &mazingly optimistic, most people seem to think of
themselves as happily participant in ~ sort of cosmic up-rush
of progress that goes on of itself by natural law. To all
such people of easy and superficial optimism this Emersonian
assertion that "society never advances 11 .may ~ome as a salu_tary shock, But Emerson means that progress is individual
and that in the individual it consists simply in increasin;ly
successful meditations of t.he mystical sort. Emerson beli;ved
tha~ the whole realm within which progress as ordinarily
env1saged falls is a realm of fi.ctions and symbols not a realm
of ,reality. The Hindu and Alexandrian mystics said the same .
thing, and practiced it. Inventions, science reform the ·
creation of wealth, and the devout promotion ;f education so'
characteristic of' this age of ours are ju~t so much dupery
and stupidity. For the same reas01; that India has· always been
adamant to the inroads of western civilization Emerson was
convinced that all real achievement is individ~al.

.

This is the oldest and most naive of metaphysical systems.
It is older than Gautama, the foun~er Buddhism, who taught that
there is no ego and that the ireffable One, Buddha, is neither
intelligent nor intelligible, neither active nor loving.
Monism of t~is type is pantheistic, mystical.and transcendental.
A succession of childlike·geniuses represent it,~-Kirahna,
Gautama, Parmenides, Plutarch, Plotinus, Porphyry, Proclus,
Iamblicus, the :Pseudo-Dionysius, Bruno, Schelling, Emerson,
Blavats~i,--great people, all, if greatness is to be measured
b~ the length o~ the shadow it casts.
It is the earliest, and
so the most youthful of philosophies, or one of them, a
philosophy for adolescent youths, for our hours of weariness,
for psychaestheniacs and sentimentalists of all ages. It lends
itself readily to metaphorical exposition. It sounds through
the Victorian literature like the diapason of a great organ,
Robert Browning's. poetry baing an outstanding exception. It is
Romanticism in metaphysics. When couched in beautiful phases
and illustrated brightly, one may weJ.l find it charming reading.
It celebrates the Beauty of beautiful things, the Truth of true
propositions, the Holiness of holy persons and places. It is
egoistical, lyrical, often rhapsodical. It is the universal
huma~ impulse for security and peace naively exhibited on a
prodigeous scale in poetic metaphor and metaphysical abstraction.
After so much abstr~seness, one hesitates to prolong it;
and· ye.t, Emerson's theory of knowledge promises so much light
on his philosophy that I find the temptation irresistible.
I refer to the distinction running through his writi,ngs between
the world oi the senses and the world of the sou~, between
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opinion and knowledge. The former is ~he.world of circumstance
and experience: the latter the warld 1f 1ntuition and realityfee ling, the world of eternal and ·immutable "Soul,'' whcs e
"dwelling is the light of setting suns," etc. and whose being
is directly beheld; not inferred. With the sense we perceive
many objects and abstract their common characters. Thus we
form classes and arrive at general laws such as, that heat
radiates in sttaight lines, and that all bodies attract one
another with a force that varies directly as their masses and
inversely as the squares of their distances from one another.
Such results are called opinions rather than knowledges,
because, th'ey are neither necessary nor certain. The evidence
on which they rest is never conclusive; it is, as they say in
the court-rooms, circumstantial; it creates probablity,
perhaps, not certainity. Opinions are tentatively and experimentally held, sub~ect to revision at any time in the light
of further experience. Foetic metaphor and allegory, reasonings
based on mere analogy and similitude, are often of equal value
for expressing truth. Indeed, one great logician (F.H. Bradley)
maintains that the poet's world, the world as depicted by the
poet, covers more of reality than the world of the physicist.
And so it comes about that thinkers like· Emerson, interested
but slightly and remotely in the processes of scientific
investigation, prefer, in their portrayal of opinion, the
easier and more picturesque methods of the poetic -imagination.
Their representations of natural phenomena and historical
events are never necessary; at best they are probable in
greater or lesser degree; and the convincing quality of their
writings is directly commensvrate with the degree of probability
of the analogies they portray. ·
Quite otherwise is it with the pure knowledge of fixed
and immutable Truth. This the soul directly beholds,--so
Emerson teaches •. The Good, the True and the Beautiful are
not ab~tractions or generalizations lrom experience. They are
transcendental.Reality that the soul in its divinely spiritual
capacity directly beholds, Their certainty is immediate. In
this trinity of values,--the True, the Beautiful and the Good-each in its.turn comprehends the othe~ two. Heaiity is now
'
Truth, now Beauty and now the 0ood. Always it is the OverSoul. Truth, Beauty, and the Good, althou~h abstract universals
when taken in their severalty, are aspects~of the One which is
All, which is Soul. The soul of the individual knows itself to
be part of an all-comprehending Whole from which it derives
being, upon which. it depends, and in which it finds security
and peace. Of th1s absolute Whole, all particular thin~s and
events are shadows, .Sifrnbols., and manifestations. IT is o
irnma~ent in them, but IT transcends them. In some degree each
part1cular man, star, and cloud is a fraction of the larger
Who~e, but IT is supremely, ·absolutely, real, while they derive
.the1r reality from IT. They are real only in so far as they
share its eternal and immutable Being. "Ineffable is the union
of man a~d ~od in. every act of the Soul. The simplest person,
who in h1s 1ntagr1ty wors~ips God, becomes God; yet forever
and ever the influx of th1s better and universal is new and
unsearcha~le. Ever it inspires awe and astonishment. How dear,
how: sooth1ng to man·, arises the idea of God, peo!)ling the lonely
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place, effacing the scars of our miotakes and disappointments.
It inspires in man an infallible trust. He has not the conviction, b~t the.sight that the best is the true, and may in
that thougnt eas1ly dismiss all particular uncertainties and
fears, and adjourn to the sure revelation of time the solution
of his private riddles, He is sure that his welf~re is dear .
to the heart of being." (The Over-Soul) "0 believe, as thou
livest, that every sound that is spoken over the round world
which 'thou oughtest to hear, will vibrate on thine ear. Eve;y
proverb, every book, every by-word that belongs to thee for
aid or comfort shall surely come home through open or winding
passages. Every friend whom not thy fantastic will, but the
great and tender heart in thee craveth, shall look thee in
his embrace. And this, be cause the heart in thee is the heart
of all; not a valve, not a wall, not un intersection is there
.anywhere in nature, but one blood rolls uninterruptedly, an
endless circulation through all men, as the water of the globe
is all one sea, and, truly seen, its tide is one. 11 Emerson is
the American prophet of the ineffable One.
Such is his distinction between opinion and knowledge.
Between the two, says Emerson, exists a correlation. The
laws of nature are also laws of soul; t!~e phenomena of nature
are to the soul's reality as shadow to substance, as sJrrnbol '
.to meaning, ~s image to prototype. From thi~ point of view it
is by no accident or caprice that the phenomena of n~J.ture and
the events of hi~tory body forth spiritu~l meanings. Light
symbolizes truth, beEJ.uty is reflected in the sky, in roses,
and in the faces of happy children, the great Rock of 0ibralter
suggests the moral qualities of strength and loyalty by an
inevitab.le analogy. Every aspect and element of' nature is
vibrant with spiritual meaning; and in a philosophy like
Emerson's the truth about nature is not tha literal stupid fact
but its spiritual me&ning. For one &nd the same Soul s~eaks
in the phenomena of' the outer world and in the thought of man.
That Sou, let us remind ourselves once mora, is not a ganeralization from experience or an abstraction from things, it io
the heart's immediate certainty and !'!hole of Being. He who
will not trust this deeper affirm~ttion of his own heart will
find nowhere among the multitudinous phantasmagoria of affairs
anything to which to pin hi~ hope. Driven from one disappointment to another, from disillusionment to disillusionment, such
a soul seeks its highest good in vain. The true Shekinah is
the soul t for in the soul is the correlate and counterpart of
all that really ·is. Even God is there within thai. "Know
thyself" is not only a wise maxim for adolescent boys and girls;
it ia the wisdom of all mankind; for it is only through selfknowledge that we know anything and he who does not know himself,
simply is not i'ntalligent and does not know at all. Intuitive
self-knowledge is the background, the foundation, and the inner
substance of all knowledge. All nature hDd history is but the
analogue and parable of the soul.. A~l ~o:;ledga ?f na tur~ and
history is but a projection of this 1nt111tlve knowledge of the
soul.
Emerson's distinction between knowledge and opinion is in
some respects like Kant's distinction between Haas on and the

.
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Understanding. It resembles still more closely John Locke's
distinction between knowledge and judgment. But the true
historical antecedent of it is in the writings of Proclus,
Iamblicus, Porphyry; Plotinus, and the Neo-Flantonists
generally. Nee-Platonism was a more or less eclect~c thee- ·
sophical development of' the third and fourth centur1es. of the
Christian era. Its teachings are related ·to the teach1ngs of
the ancient Plato, who died in the year 347 Before Christ, very
much as the teachings of Emerson are related to Plato. In the
latter part of the sixth and the first part of the seventh book
of the Republic of Plato, you will find the historical origin
of the distinction referred to. Plato there contrasts the
visible and the intelligible worlds, the sphere of shadows and
imagines with the sphere of ideas. The first is the world of
generation, the second, the world of being. The first is the
sphere of scientific abstractions and poetic analogies, the
second is the sphere of a r.riori intuitions such as are presupposed in all knowing. ~nowledge of the world of the senses
is hl21, opinion: knowledge of the intelligible world is
_iWd~isdom. The lover of the first is a philodozer:
the
~f the second, a philosopher. Plato also teaches that
"The world of the senses is a world of shows;" that "it does
not exist for itself, but has a symbolic character,n
(Emerson's Prudence,) "The whole soul," says Plato, must be
turned from the world of generation into that of baing, and
become able to endure the sight of being, and of the brightest
and best of baing,--that is to say, of the Good." (Republic
Bk. VII, :P 519)· "And this is conversion." "The process 1s
not the spinning round of an oy~ter shell, but the conversion
of a soul out of darkness visible to the real ascent of true
being, which is true philosophy." (:P 521)

Thera exists, however, a profound difference batwef~n the
teachings of Elate and those of b:merson as to the nature of'
the real world and the conditions under which a man can know
it. In paragraph 5u0 of the sixth book of the Republic Plato
wrote that "he whose mind is fixed· upon true baing has ;1o time
to look dow~ on the affairs of men or to be filled with jealousy
and enmity 1n the struggle against them; his eye is aver directed
towards fixed and immutable principles, which he seas neither
injuring nor injured by one another, but all in order moving
according to reason; these he imitates, and to these he would
as far as he can conform himself. Can a man help imitating
that with which he holds reverential converse? Impossible.
And the philosopher also, conversing with the divine and
immutable, becomes a part of that divine and immutable order
as far as natur~ allows; but all things are liable to detraction.
And if a nacess1ty be laid.upon him of fashioning, not only himself but hum~n· natura generally, whether in States or individuals,
into that wh1ch he there beholds·, think you that he will be an
unskillful artificer of justice, temperance,. and avery civil
virtue? Anything but unskillful·."
There are many such passages in the Philebus the symposium
the Gorgias, and elsewhere; and nowhere is Plato iuilty of the '
extravaga~ce of Emerson, "The simplest soul, who in his integrity
worships :rod, becomes God," Indeed, upon reflection, the dif-
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ferences between Plato and Emerson are so great in this crucial
matter that it would be a mistake to call Emerson a Platonist
at all. Monist, Mystic, and l~eo-I'latonist --yes but not
Platonist. For Plato through all his writings i~ a dualist,
not a monist, and Plato is always a practicalist not a rationalist or believer in the exclusive reality of abst~act universals.
By this I mean that ~Plato never identifies the soul of man
with the divine forms. The best of man, the philosopher, only
imitates the fixed and immutable principles which Plato regarded
as ultimate reality, The philosopher is the lover of wisdom
not one who possesses or is wisdom, as Emerson says.
'
Plato never forgot the reality of evil, or the fact that
the Good, that which is ultimately real, is a value to be won
t~rough self-devotion, self-denial, and much painful effort.
No greater practical optimist ever wrote or thou~ht but Plato
was guite incapable of the superficiality that a;il'is only a
lesser good, that evil is merely privative, a good in the
making. "Did you never observe,'' wrote Fla to,~'' the narrow intelligence flashing from the keen aye of. a clever rogue--how
eagar he is, how clearly his paltry soul sees the way to his
end; he is the reverse of blind, but his keen eyesight is taken
into the service of evil, and he is dangerous in propottion to
his intaJ.ligence?" (Republic, P 51~) Evil, in :Flato'.s conc1;1ption
of it, is as positive as a mad dog, the tubercular bacillus, or
the dogs of war. It is as dangerous as a plRgue, or an earthquake. It is as inevitable, where the will to conquer it is
absent, as are death and deterioration. rlato could never have
said, "Character is natura in the highest form;'' ha woul6. rather
have said, Character is the heroic loyalty of a divinely converted
soul to the tasks of life, Plato would never have oohoed Emerson's
"I am God in nature •" To him man is esser:tially a moral being,
involved in a mortal struggle to save the world,
The Good, the True, and the Beautiful celebrated in both
of these philosophies can be taken in either of two ways, namely,
they can be taken either as abstract universal concepts, theoretically definable and mystically known, or as classes of concrete
ends to be courageously pursued. ~:marson, following the NaoPlatonists, took them in the former sense, Plato, in the latter.
To Emerson they are theoretical absolutes, limits of intelligence:
to Plato they are practical absolutes that mankind at their best
courageously will and deliberately worsnip. There is throughout
Plato's philosophy an atmosphere of practical resolution and
effort· whereas·Emerson's thought moves in a world of sublime selfsufficiency amounting at times- to anarchy. ~mer son's great 'uord
is Beauty; Plato's,tha Good. Plato is like a soldier, his head
bloody from the bludgeoning of the foe; Emerson is like soma
sensitive and opulent youth amusing himself with beautiful
phrases •••• with more or less beautiful reiterations.
Perhaps the difference I wish to point out will be clearer
if I propound a question: Is t~e unive:se of.real~~Y practi~al
in its nature or is it aesthet1c? Is 1ts un1ty l1ka the un1ty
of any social 'plan of action, like (e.g.) the plan of the Allies
to defeat Germany in the recent war, or is it like the unity of
Salisbury cathedral or any other great work of art. Is the chief
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end of man an action, or a thought? Is the wo~ld a battle-·
O'~ound or a resplendent temple v1here f'ri~nds ~eet as though
they h~d not parted, and part to meet aga1n? ~lato h~d :sen
the. Athenian demos administe~ the cup of hemltockfto ~·lSt'?reatf
friend and teacher: he had witnessed the ut e~ rus ra lon o.
. his most cherished plans for political ref?rm by. the g~eed of
tyrants: he had sean the f~ee cities.of h1s.nat1ve land
fi~htiw~ among themselves and exhaust1ng the1r, resou~ces in
futile and f~atracidal wa~. he had seen the kacedonlan triumph
over the p~oud and exouisit~ civilization of Hallas: he had
himself expe~ienced f6~ a time the humiliation of s~avery:
he had learned the lesson of all history that ~ecur1ty and.the
love of wisdom can only be enjoyed in a commun1ty of worsh1pers
who serve one another instinctively becaus~ a~l alika.serve ~he
r.ood
-:rmerson
wrote • "Society everywhere 1sb 1n consplt•acy
:r
•
w
ld
against the manhood of every one of its mem ars ••• ~"~h
~ oso.wou
be a man must be a non-conformist ••• ".'hat have I to do Wl th the
sacredness of traditions if I live wholly from within?". "Insist
on yourself; never imitate." "As me~'s pray~rs ar~ a d1seas~
of the will so are their creeds a d1sease of the 1ntellect.
' '.Ve must go' alone ••• 1 like the silent church before. tne service
begins, better than any preaching. How far off, how cool, how
chaste the persons look, begirt each one with a precinct or
sanctuary. So let us always sit.·· ''The power men possess to
annoy me I give them by a weak curiosity. No man can come near
me but throu.~h .my act."
If anyone charges that I do not do justice to many fine
passages in Emerson where he teaches the law of love and the
supremacy of Will, the reality of nature and the importance of
social reforms, such (e.g.) as the abolition of slavery, let
him take notice that here and now I acknowledge that Emerson
said many things that are inconsistent with the philosopJ;iy we
have here culled from hi~ writings. But the fine passages I
refer to do not constitute a philoso·phy. Either his philosophy
is somewhat as above described, or he had none. The truth is,
I suppose, that Emers ·)n was escentially a preacher, not a
philosopher. I refer to the peculiar quality of mind induced
by the necessity of presenting from time to time some great
truth or other •. By illustration and metaphor, by definition
and argument, by lyrical eloquence and heroic example, your
preacher must speak out the thought thnt is uppermost in his
mind and dearest to his heart at the time when he speaks. Thus
it comes about that your preacher, month by month and year by
year, sets forth many truths taken f~om many systems, themselves
constituting no system or consistency whatever. Emerson had,
throughout his life, this preacher's intelligence, in the light
of which his fine contempt for consistency is no ver;y• graceful
apology for his lack of it. Searching throu~h the serious
literature·of the,world, he uses philosophical doctrines· just
as he uses poetic metaphors, to illustrate and enforce the
particular thought that he is at present concerned to set before
his hearers. The metaphysical doctrine of the Over-soul and the
ethics of Self-Reliance run through all that he ever wrote, and
both are brilliant recapitulations of the writings of such men
as Proclus and Iamblicus, Plotinus and Porphyry.
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But in the long run, Emerson will probably be remembered
for a.certain journalistic Ben-Franklin-like power of phrasing
aphor1sms rather than for any philosophical system he might
be said to teach. They lie scattered through his assays and
lectures like nuggets of gold in the sandy beds of streams •
Thus, "Our theism is the purification of the human mind. r~:an
can paint or make or think nothing but man,!' "The cheapness
of man is every day's tragedy." "There are no common men,
All men are at last of a size." "Plato is philosophy and
philosophy Plato." "Plato, like every great man consumed
h.is time.'' ''Every book is a quotation.'' "Grettt 'believers
are always reckoned infid~ls." "Belief consists in accepting
the affirmations of the soul." Quotin.:r Emerson "'The market ..
place is the Louvre of common people.'~ "To be iieve your own
thought! to believe that what is true for you in your privata
heart,. 1s true for all man--that is genius." "A man cannot
speak but he judges himself." "You cannot do wrong without ·
suffering wrong." "Each man has his own vocation." "What
a man does, that he has.'' "A good man is contented." "The
soul can be trusted to the end." "There is ~lways time to be
courteous." A thousand such aphorismic utterances could be
picked out of his books simply by leafing through them. It
is the art of the preacher and prophet rather than that of
the philosopher.
Guy A. Tawney
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The Armored Turret--Another Turn

The discussion wande~ed to the compa~ative me~its of the
smoking compartment and the club car as the real social center
of American life., In times past the old smoking room at the
end of each car held undisputed supremacy despite its cramped
quarters, its warnings to preserve quiet for the benefit of
those that have retired and its inhibition of smoking in the
morning when the variou~ processes of shaving and hasty toilet-making are in evidence in all directions.
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(Stranga·what danger lurks in the misnamed safety razor
at such timest I never use one myself; if I am going to
guillotine myself 1 want to do it with a real blade,)
There are those that see greater advantages in the overheated palatial club car, fourteen ahead, with its sumptuous
stiff-backed chairs arranged all in a row with their backs to
the soenery, the ever-present soft drink dispenser, reminder
of better days, and little groups ·Of bridge players. (I saw
one party on a first trip through the Canadian Rockies play
all day without apparently once looking out of the window).
Than too the fact that on very rare occasions one of the fairer
sax with a penchant for an after dinner cigarette ventures into
the club car may or may not be an advantage. 1Ni thin moderate
limits it is a distinct advantage, but the possibilities of
the future when the aver increasing militant demand for greater
frasdom with all the privileges of f~eadom and nona of its
obligations shall have made itself more distinctly felt, the
club car may become an Adamlass Eden.
Than the advanced female may discuss to her heart·' s content
politics and constitutional rights from the standpoint of a
beginner 1 s course of f.eur lectures in parliamentary law.
What a curious result, by the way, has followed this
extension of the franchise--already the football of too great
a body of ignorant man--to an equally great body of untrained
women quickly sensitive to impressions but impervious to mental
discipline~ As is so often the case, the means has been mistaken
for the end, and apparently the chief result is to prove that
the power to govern does not necessarily imply capacity, a
lesson already wall learned from man.
But alack and aday~ Woman, woman, whate 1 er your faults, ·
we love you still,--when you keep out of politics. Why is it,
Mr. Editor, that the pretty women do not go in so much for
suffrage, reform and the like?
Somewhat terrifying this dominating quality of the modern
young women • It seems that man's weakness is at fault, Says ·
Mr. Arthur Ponsonby, "When virility is at its heiooht
the female
0
s~ak~ defence in her draperies. When virility is at'a low ebb,·
tne female exposes herself to attract the reluctant male."
The outwa~d and visi blCJ sign of man 1 s virility was ''bushy
whiskers, We have been so seduced by the alluring advertisements of the shaving soaps that ooften each hair to its base
that we have sacrificed our beards our side-burns our
'
Dundraarys, our Hancock g·oataas, ail our cave man ~dornments
so far as to lead to the gloomy doubt as to whether tha young
men of today could grow whiskers, if they triad,· The hair
missing from the heads of the modern youn~ women should be
transferred to the blooming smooth-shaven-cheeks and chins of
our man to restore the hairline laval! In the lan~uaga of
our modern.laureate Lucio
c
'
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"Let us turn once again, 0 my brothers
To modas that may frighten the fair,
To the fashion that buries and smothers
Our features in hair. ****
"So hare 1 s to the days that will 1 feature'
All hairy and hearty and hale,
The resolute, conquering creature,
The fuzzy and furious male;
tVhen woman, beneath his tuition
Will sit very still in the house
'
Aware of her proper position,
And meek as a mouse."
•

Do you suppose it would work?
But let us pursue our jerky, lurchy way back to the club
car. It's very luxuries condemn it to the lev~l of an unsociable drawing room. It's long line of chairs dividing.
the groups into pairs, the over-heated atmoophere demanding
a constant deluge of soft drinks, its solemn whist partie~ in
the end-compartments, so destructive of intelligent conversation
all f'avor th<~ more sociable, if someti:nes disagreeable, smoking '
compartment. Hare there is no possioility of games, The
grouping of the seats brings all into closer contact, ~nd conversation, mora or lass interesting if altogether unimportant,
is bound to ensue ••• one seldom st~rts a conversation with any
oth6r than his neighbor in the club car; in the smoking car all
join in.
Politics has lost_ its interest; leave it to the women's
clubs. Foreign affairs, --well, many were '' ovtH there'' and
know all Europe from the point of vhnv of a muddy trench.
Businass,--the real drummer has disappearad,--but an anecdote
of salesmanship is acceptable such as that of the man who sold
a widow in search of a burial suit for the dear departed, an
extra "fine bargain with two pairs of pants." Corruption and
indiscriminate charges,--nobody believes the stories any more;
all agree on the unparalleled stupidity ot· our congressmen and
senators as a starting point. Bootlegging tales have lost their
piquancy; .sentiment crystallized in opposition to control of the
daily habits ef men, seems strong for law observance (within
reasonable limits, the limits to be deterillinad for himself by
each individual), "~ust have a drop before you turn in, won't
you?"
Not much radicalism; t.ha proponents of such ideas do not
usually ride in Fullman curs. J:o parlor socialists need apply.
Too much centralization of power; back to the constitution;
good enough for a century and a quarter; just see what popular
election of senators has brought us.
In lighter moments the crossword puzzle and the limerick
are assured a clientele. An anecdote of a wedding announcement
or. a death notice in the form of cross-words is always successful. Of course, placecards at dinners must be either in such
form or in that of a. limerick. ~o with the menu in the dining

...
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car. A dictionary, Roget' s Thesaurus and V!alker' s Rhyming
Dictionary soon will be parts of the equipment pf all
firatclass cars, just as in England no bar or restaurant is
complete without. them.

The lady who goes to a fancy dress party with a crossword costume has a distinct advantage over all competitors;
the determination as to whether the puzzle shall be on her
stockings or her chest depending upon the.paramount excellence
of her le~s or her bust. Under such cond1tions the matter of
dress is ~f no consequence; attention is distracted to matters
more interesting.
Here is one, (the fifth line varied to suit the taste:)
There was a young lady a guest,
She bore a cross-word on her chest;
To solve it all tried
And persistently pried,
Both "down" and "across" her fair breast."
Other suggested lines were:
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She speeds to the town,
To park till sundown,
And no one kicks,--'cause she's pretty.
She drives .like mad thru the zone;
She knocks all rules quite prone;
She takes the right or the left
As if of ·reason bereft,
And all the cop does is,--groan.
She'll pull up in front of a plug
As careless as any fire bug;
She never sees signa
Nor fears any fines,
She cares not a rap for the jug.
Across traffic she swings with a wink,
A beauteous vision in pint,
Or green, red or blue,
What matters the hue;
·She's got the whole force on the blink.

"To sol~e the puzzle all pressed," or
"And all thought bar blushes a jest," or
"And no one saw she was dressed" ••••••••••

But some day she'll meet an old bach
Whose eye her charms cannot catch
She'll offend once too often,
d~s wrath she'll not soften,
In a crusty peeler, meet her match.

You can choose for yourself which is best.

( Slow I!tusi c)

Another lyric that seams to meet approval is

At last she will wand her slow way
To Court where justice holds sway,
Justiceblind to all beauty,
Knowing naught but its duty,
And then a stiff fine she will pay.

"There was a young girl whose clocks
Made crosswoDd puzzles on her socks,
Which just seamed to stop
With the keyword on top
Where good young girls end their frocks."
This same young girl with her bobbed hair, short tubular
skirts, rolled stockings and bare knees, with manners not over
refined and general irreverence, discredits both the laws of
heredity and environment according to the smoking room. One
feels tempted to quote Sir Owen Seaman's lines,
"Boys may approve you shaved and shorn,
But ere they are real men, Fashion's tale
Will turn and you will be left forlorn
Waiting for time to bring escape."
Of course, the movies· and the reckless speedster take their
turn. The uptodate maid, the daredevil driver, seem to fit in
with the limerick which compr-ises a picture to a narrow compass
with a sort of explosive cracker at the end. Hera they are in
combination.

PERHAPS
There's a young girl of our city
Fears no cop,--ah! more's the pity;
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That is to say--she may!
Speaking of guests there is an interesting reference to a
recent club guest in Horace Vachell 's Fellow Travellers: "During
this spring and summer (1882)" he says, "I met (in Brittany)
Blanche Willis Howard, a woman of distinction who was writing a
novel 'One Summer ' a subseauent success in England and America.
She wrote in the ~tudio of Edward Simmons, the American pa.inter,
and nephew of Emera on the ph~losopher. Simmons painted, la tar
on the frescoes of the Muses in the Congres~ional Library in
Wa~hington. At that time he wore ·a gold~n·baard and looked l~ke
the stereotyped pictures of Christ; so much so that little ma1ds
crossed themselves furtively as he passed them by. This annoyed
him and was rio subject for chaff. ***Miss Howard portrayed Simmons
in her novel, a notable presentment. ¥** He preached the gospel
of work.***"
"1 mat him afterwards in New York,:' continues Vachell.
"He had shaved off his beard and bore a striking resemblance to
his illustrious uncle. '~**(Simmons) happened to be an accomplished phrase-maker. Many years afterwards in the Players' C~ub of
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New York*** there was a sign upon a side doo: 'Escape. in case
of Simmons.' We didn't want to escape from h1s arrest1ng tongue."
I understand that· Mr. Simmons' relationship to our earlier
guest Mr Emerson is not quite so close; Mr. Vachell is also
in ar;or ~s to the 'book in which he is portrayed it is "Guenn,"
a charming little tale with attractive sketches, perhaps by
Simmons.
Mr. Simmons' anecdote of running steamboats on the Ohio
River with a chain wrapped about a revolving drum which so taxed
the credulity of some of us seems however to have a basis of fact.
Mayor Carrel, who is the final authority on all river mat~ers,
both by inheritance and personal experience, recalls the fact
that in times of low wate·r it was the custom to run a cable or
perhaps a chain to the banl~s below and above the boat, which
cable was wrapped around the capstan and with the aid of this
the boat would be joggled back and forth and warped over a too
ambitious sand bar which came too near the surface. The device
is a familiar one to those acquainted with shallow waters.. It
was this in all probability that was seen and painted by
Mr. Simmons some fifty years ago.
Sad indeed is the news from Bordeaux, the city to which the
French fled for consolation when the ~ermans pressed too closely
upon Paris, so long renowned for its delicious vintages. The
vineyards are becoming· too valuable and are rapidly baing converted into building lots because of housing conditions in the
growing city. If population is growing so rapidly as to squeeze
out the magic of Madoc, Margaux, Sauterne and the like, why
have population?

-· -

In Vienna's magnificent Burg-theater, surpassing in size
and equipment any theatre in this country, the democratic
audiences fill the boxes and best seats at nominal prices to
witness a magnificent production of ''Antony and Cleopatra."
At Prague "A Midsummer Night's Dream" is given a sumptuous
production with a few slavonic touches such as· Bottom in the
trousers of the modern workshop instaad of a conventional
Athenian costume, and the same play is being presented in
London by Basil Dean with· all the gorgeous scenery, flying
ballet and exquisite music of the days before Gordon Craig. In
eincinnati we have "Simon Called Peter" with no breeks at all!
The ·theory of this melange, Mr. ·Editor, if you have not
already discovered it, is that, while it is ground out like
''a sausage from Bologna," 1t has the advantages of a sausage
in that you can cut off just as. much as you want o!' perhaps
like the traditional angleworm without head or t~il it can be
cut at any pla~e without marring its beautiful symm~try. It
is said of Lew1s Carroll that he sent his manuscript to his
illustrator, John Tanniel, with the pages all mixed up so as
not to confuse him on his drawings. It did not seem to make
the text any less coherent, and Tenniel could work without
prejudice. In the minds of many, Tenniel's presentation was
the greater triumph. In this case the victory is with the
reader.
Chas. T. Greve

2.
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In view of many.well-known remarks on the subject it is
suprising that, on this occasion or, indeed, on any other, one
professor should fall back on .another professor. Yet so it is,
and I am so flattered by the occurrenca that I cannot help
straightway advertising it. And I might as wall for a member
of the club several months ago addressed to us a'complaint
that nona of us, alas! is really literary. The physician
he said, comas to us and tells us about thrombosis of the '
cerebral sinuses or about chronic parenchymatous nephritis,
and leaves us where we were. The lawyer within these walls
discusses stillicide or emphyteusis before us, involuntary
gentlemen of the jury. And the professor lectures learnedly,
so learnedly that nothing transpires save the fact that he is
a safe man, determined to keep the secret of his subject locked
within him. I .suspect that this member of the club must. have
bean himself a professor, for, although he piped his elegiac
note with a certain pensive charm, he quite neglected to tell
us what one must do to be literary. Hence, though with infinite
and shrinking regret, I shall have to be merely professorial.
At least, however, I shall try to tell my secret, which I have
thoughtfully made the easier by selecting a very small one.
It has often been said that a group of writers, of whom
Samuel ~utlar, the author of Erewhon and The Way of All Flesh,
Bernard Shaw; Oscar Wilde, Max Beerbohm, and G.K:-cJiiBterton
are perhaps the chief, could hardly have been produced in ariy
age save our own. They are, we are told, peculiarly modern
and contemporary, because no generation lass emancipated than
ours, both morally and intellectually, could have brought
forth minds capable of handling their subjects with the detachment necessary for the free use of startling paradox which
specially distinguishes these writers. Only a man who was freed
whom the ~hackles of convention and was willing to entertain any
possibility could have said, as did Oscar Wilda: "The ma.jori ty
of people spoil their lives by an unhealthy and exaggerated
altruism. They try to solve the problem of poverty, for
instance, by keeping the poor alive; or, in the case of a· very
advanced school, by amusing the poor. The people who do most
harm are the people who try to do most good; charity degrades
and demoralizes; charity creates a multitude of sins. It is
immoral to usa private property in order to alleviate the
horrible evils that result from the institution of private
property. It is both immoral and unfair." Obviously thase
sayings of Samuel Butler's proceed from the same type of mind.
Said Burter: "Any fool can tell the truth, but it requires a
man of sense to know how to lie wall. I do not mind lying, but
I hate inaccuracy." "If virtue had a;v:erything her own way she
would be as insufferable as dominant factions generally are.
It is the func.tion of vice to keep virtue within reasonable
bounds." "God's merits are so transcendent that it is not
surprising his faults should be in reasonable proportion. For
God is not so white as he is painted, and he gets on better
with the Devil than people think. The Devil is too useful for
him to wish him ill and, in like manner, half the Devil's trade
would be at an end should any great mishap bring God well down
in the world." Yet "The course of true God never did run
smooth. God to be of any use must be made manifest, and he can
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only be made manifest in and through flesh. And flesh to be
of any use (except for eating) must be alive, and. it can only
be alive by baing inspired of God. The trouble.lleS in the
getting the flesh and.the God together in the r1ght proportions.
There is lots of God and lots of flesh, but the flesh has always
got too much God or too little, and the God has always too
little flesh or too much."
•
.These are doubtless peculiarly modern sentiments, I
should not wish to dispute that. I merely wish to observe that
the modern a~e to which they belong had its b~nning in Englishspeaking cou~tries at least as early as the end of the sixteenth
century and that no one can ever hope to understand it who does
not study the period as a. whole and learn something of its
origins. To prova the first point is, I take it, equivalent
to proving the second also, which makes. the task fortunately
easy. For in the late 15~0's a young Englishman, John Donne,
was engaged in writing a series of trifles wh~ch were later
published under the title of Juvenilia. and wh1ch clearly belong
to the genre made familiar in our own day by Wilde and Shaw and
Chesterton. Donne asks himself why none dies for love nowadays,
and answers: ''Because women are become easier. Or because these
later times have provided mankind of more new means for the
destrot.ing of themselves and one another, Fox, Gunpowder, Young.
Marriages, and Controversies in Religion. Or is there in true
history no precedent or example of it? Or.perchance some die
so, but are not therefore· worthy the remembering or speaking of?"
Again he asks why Puritans make long sermons, and replies:
"It needs not perspicuousness, for God knows they are plain.
enough: nor do all of them use semi-brief accents, for some of
them have crotchets enough. It may be they intend not to rise
like glorious tapers and torches, but like thin-wretched-sickwatching-candles, which languish and are in a divine consumption
from the first minute, yea in their snuff and stink when others
are in their more profitable glory. I have thought, sometimes,
that out of conscience they allow long measure to coars<i ware.
And somati:nas, that usurping in that place a liberty to speak
freely of kings, they would reign as long as they could. But
now I think they do it out of a zealous imagination that it is
their duty to preach on till their auditory wake,"
Donne also defends a number of propositions such as these:
That the gifts of the body are better than those of the .mind;
That only cowards dare die; That nature ).~ our worse guide; That
it is possible to find some virtue in some woman; That good is
more c.ommon than evil: and, That women ought to paint. In 1894
Max Beerbohm published in The Yellow Book "A Da.fence of Cosmetics,"
an essay which immediataly-o9come notorious as one of the most
grievous signs of the decadence of that sad period, It is,
however, a mild effort, neither ·as daring nor as witty as .Donne's
treatment of the same theme, and with the latter I shall rest
my case,
"Foulness," says Donna, "is loathsome; can that be so which
helps it~ Who forbids his beloved to gird in her waist? to mend
by shoeing her uneven lameness? to burnish her teeth? or tb
perfume her breath? Yet that the face be more precisely regarded,
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it concerns more. For, as open confessing sinners are always
punished, bu~ ~he wary.and concealing offenders without witness
do it also w1tnout pun1shment, so the secret parts need the
less respeQt, But of the face, discovered to all examinations
.and surveys, there is not too nice a jealousy. Nor doth it
only draw the bus;y eyes, but it is subject to the divinest
touch of all, to kissing, the strange and mystical union of souls.
If she should prostitute herself to a more unworthy man than
thyself, how earnestly and justly wouldst thou exclaim! That
for want of this easier and ready way of repairing, to betray
her body to ruin and deformity (the tyrannous ravishers and
sud~en deflowerers of all woman) what a heinous adultery is it~
What thou lovest in her face is colour, and painting gives
·
that, but thou hatest it, not because it is but because thou
lorowest it. Fool, whom ignorance makes happy! The stars the
sun, the sky, whom thou admirest, alas haveno colour but
ate fair because they seem to be colou;ed, If this s~eming
will not satisfy thee in her, thou hast good assurance of her
colour, when thou seest her lay it on. If her face be painted
on a. board or wall, t~ou wilt love it, and the board, and the·
wall:--canst thou loathe it then when it speaks, smiles, and ,
kisses, because it is painted? Are we not more delighted with
seeing birds, fruits, and beasts painted than we are-with
naturals? And do we not with pleasure behold the painted shape
of monsters and devils whom, true, we durst not regard? we
repair the ruins of our houses, but first cold tempests warn
us of them, and bite us through them; we mend the wrack and
stains ·Of our apparel, but first our eyes, and other bodies,
are offended; but by this providence of women, this is prevented,
If in kissing, or breathing upon her, the painting fall off,
thou are angry. Wilt thou be so if it stick on? Thou didst
love her; if thou beginnest.to hate her, then 'tis became she
is not painted, If.thou wilt say now, thou didst hate her
before, thou didst hate her and love her together, be constant
in something, an~ love her who showest her great love to thea
in taking this pains to seem lovely to thee."
Robart Shafer

The Devil
I· scarcely know where to begin. The subject is not often
discussed. · To be sure the devil is often mentioned; but
casually; thoughtlessly; almost as thoughtlessly as God.
Writing this last name reminds me that I should perhaps have
begun the Devil with a capital. His standing in modern society
is so poorly defined that writers should probably differ. It
is like writing about kings, Kings used to begin with capitals
too. When a man says "The King" it is not necessary to assume
that there is only one. Some people think there is more than
one devil; they say the world could not be otherwise accounted
for.
There is a widespread fallacy which asswmes that the Devil
is genera]W disliked, or at least disapproved. The evidence
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does not bear this out. The truth seems to be that he is
not a little admired. and rather sincerely liked; th~t he
embodies certain traits that most.men admir~ and wh1ch are not
otherwise adequately symbolized. True, he 1s feared, but so
is God, Even the·Bible tells us to fear both; so there you are.
Some evidence of appreciation of the Devil's good qualities
was afforded during the recent war. The proudest man in the
service was the man who called himself a devil dog. The name
may have bet3n used first by the enemy; but Jackie almost loved
his enemy for the compliment. Thenceforth no other name would
do. The folks at home fell in and spit the word ~ut fondly~
like a boy learning to spit for "self ex~)ression. Even officers
took on the style when not on dress parade. The famous Scottish
Highlanders in kilts were always the "Ladies from Hell" since
the first men thought of that happy designation. It seems ·
they did not even wait· for the enemy to invent the term, but
brought it forth themselves and gave God thanks in good Scotch
fashion, There were many ·regiments of "blue devils" and ,"red
devils" and. all the colors. of the rainbow, and dare-devils and
go-devils and devil-may-cares. One would think that the Devil
had been the most popular god-father in two continents; or call
him patron saint if you like, State it as you please; say anything; except to tell me that the original of all these fond
names was disliked or disapproved,
No thoughtful man will· fail to see that the words "devil"
and "hell" and their kind are used on purpose to carry a sug. gestion of ferocity, and with. it probably strength and cunning.
The words are not used by accident. No other words in the
language have the· same connotation, No other words embody the
ideal with which the marine or the Gordon Highlander tries to
identify himself in the minds of his enemies, and·even of his
friends when considered as a soldier. If we must have ferocious
men, we must set before them ideals of ferocity, When ~you must
murder fifty men, trapped in a trench and begging to surrender,
it needs some fierce ideal to keep your blood up and your gorge
down till the dirty work is over. It was easy enough 3000 years
ago, when God looked down from Heaven and laughed. There was
not much need of a Devil then, Vlhen your brave warrior could
swing an infant around by the heels before flattening its head
against a rock, and this in the presence of the babe's mother ·
and his own God, amid the shrieks of one and the laugh of the
other, I say, there was not much need of a Devil then.
But ·work is getting specialized these days, and functions
once assigned to God are not. allotted to others. Acts of
ferocity and unpitying hate are no longer symbolized by the
Divine. ~·Ui te apart from their moral quality, and. even assuming
that they have their proper place, the Devil is theaptest if
not the only symbol. I am distinctly not affirmin,. that these
qualities are bad, but merely pointing out that am~ng modern
Jews and Christians they are almost wholly without a-symbol
except the Devil, I say modern, for the need of s orne being
other than God to symbolize these fierce ideals has all come in
the last 3000 years.
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The prophet Samuel was a grand old man. ··.re know little
of Agag except that he was a helpless prisoner. Yet samuel
hewed Agag to pieces before the Lord, The narrator leaves us
to infer that the Lord took it all right; perhaps looked down
from Heaven and laughed, But can anyone imagine samuel hewing
Agag to pieces before Jesus of Nazareth? It is said that one
dark night Peter started out to do a little hewilv of his own·
but somehow he did not get far; the atmosphere wa~ not favor-'
able, and the company was not appreciative, That of course
was an isolated instance long ago, but the change'has been '
going on ever since, and perhaps more rapidly today than ever.
The world was never more in need of n good honest devil

~han no:v •. Evan among the Puritans, the line be two en divine

and dev1l1sh attributes was not so sharp as mi~ht be desired
If the Devil had died when o'ur country vras you~g, the ideals'
of fiarce hatred, vengeance, (;.nd even craftiness would still
have been adequately symbolized in Divinity, 1'hese trLd ts
are gr~dually disappearing from the Divine character, leaving
the Devil in sole possession. If they are not to be left wholly
without embodiment, it becomes the world to guard its Devil
carefully, To allay possible alarm I hasten to assure you that
the dangt~r of his extinction seems not to be immediate,
But it is not alone in men's fiercer moods that they think
fondly of the :J)evil. Why should a traveler or explorer baneath
the grandest skies of earth look up to a mountain range of
impressive beauty and call it Sierra Diablo? Perhaps he may
call its neighbor on one side Santa Maria, and on the other El
Paradia6 or Sacr~mento (the sacrament) or Tr~nidad (the Trinity)
or Sangre de Christo (blood of Christ) or something else of
"El Diablo" takes his place among the other
pious association.
things of sacrad imagery, but no other.hero is given so large
a· place, He keeps company with the twelve apostles, the
Blessed Virgin, the Trinity, the holy sacrament and all the
saints, and is the most popular of all. In only two cases to
my knowledge is his name or thc. t of his abode used with apparent
disapproval. These are the Dirty Devil River in Utah and Hellfor-sure Canyon in Wyoming. The former is now known in polite
society as Soiled Satan, thus preserving the alliteration.

. '.
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These last, you will observe, were n~med by good AngloSaxons. Indeed the AnglO-Saxon has outdone the wicked but
pious Spaniard in dedicating memorials to the Devil. The
Spanish adventurer at least kept something of a balance between
the two worlds outside our own; but the American frontiersman
seems not to have been acquainted ~ith saints and angels, None
of his mountains speak of God, and none of his rivers run with
holy water, You might as well hunt fqr a platoon of "angels''
among the marines or of "saints" among the fierce kilted Scotch,
Think for a moment of the names on the landscape. Thereare
Devil' s Lakes· how many? And as often as not th·3 most l.Jeautiful
in the region: Guides will point out the Devil'~ Gateway in
every cave and ~orge. In its ubiquity it is n~tched only by
Fat I:fan' s Misery and Lover's Leap, Sometimes it is his Doorway,
sometimes his stairway, sometimes hi~ Chair, his Kitchen, his
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Chimney, his Woodpile, his Jug, or his Backbone • The most .
beautiful pool in the stream is allotted to the Devil for h1s
bathtub. The Greeks at least would have given tha Naiads a
chance. Why should the Devil bathe anyway? I never heard of
a Saints' Bathtub.
The truth would surely be missed if we think of all this
use of the Devil's name as the mere blustering bravado of rough
men. The reason is no doubt deeper. Rough men on the frontier
spend much time alone. We are apt to underestimate their
religious sense; or at least their tacit acceptance of forces
outside themselves. Some of them are oldtime literalists.
Often they are fatalists. Their superstitions are often subconscious. Generally they are unscientific. When confronted
with strange forms in the landscape, the reaction of their minds
is primitive. Thoughts of the supernatural are apt to rise
vaguely 0ut of the subconscious. If Anglo-Saxon, they ·are not
apt to clothe these thoughts in language too sacred or serious;
it might seem unbecoming, But the Devil is a hale fallow, who
can be named without embarrassment, and to attach his name to
a form that is arresting or a feature that is odd or freakish
is an easy way of confessing an unknown force.
The temptation is strong to inquire just who and what this
Devil is. Most people have heard of the old Scotch preacher
who announced his text "The Devil goeth about like a roaring · ·
lion;'' than added "The exposition of this theme falls naturally
into three di vions, First, Who, the Devil, he is; second,
where, the Devil he is·a'going, and third, what, the Devil, he
is a 'roaring about,'' I should lik~ to add to these a fourth,
"Where, the Devil he came from." He appears suddenly in the
Garden of Eden, uncreated. For aught th~;:t Genesis, or any
other Scripture tells us ha may be co-eternal vii th God himself.
This is an old old ~ontroversy, waged for ages, If I ever find
out the true answer I promise to tell the Literary Club first.
It is easier to postulate two things (1) that he symbolizes
all that is ppposad to God and good; and (2) that in·order to
give this opposition any significance at all, it is necassary
to clothe the Devil with certain attributes which are in thamselv~s desirable, such as keen intelligence, great energy, and
pers1stance of purpose. The first of these postulates is necessary to Theology; but the number of theologians is always small.
The second appeals to the common man; and the world is just
full of common men; men who give little thought to Jude's account
of how the Devil contended with Michael, the archangel, over the
body of Moses; never even stop to ask who got the body; much less
concern themselves with abstract ouestions over the Devil's
opposition to God and good. It is doubtful if most of them even
think of him as their personal' enemy. True he may sometimes
tempt them to do wh.!:~.t they'd like to do any;ay· and would do
andhav~ a good time if God didn't sp,oil it f'or' reasons that '
most of them do not understand. The Devil always does what he
wants to do, and does it with skill and energy, unhampered by
the Ten Corrunandments; and he makes a fine ideal for men with
vengeance in their hearts who get a chance at their enemies and
mean to make the most of it.
·
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The end of it all is that the second postulate, namely
that the Devil has certain attributes which are not in themselves bad, has gona_a long way toward obscuring the first,
namely, hie opposition to God and good, It almost makes us
wonder sometimes wh~ther theology has not paid too dearly for
its Devil. On the other hand, if hatred ~nd revenge and
deception and remorseless ferocity must ba symbolized, it is
better that they be segregated and thus removed from the Divine
character.
Nevin 1.1, Fanneman

4 •.

What's the Use

The time was~ and that not so very far in the past, when
the American citizen of average intelligence, passable education, fair reputation, reasonable industry, and moderate income,
by the favor of his friends and the tolerance of his acquaintances
might become a member of this ~noient and honorable Club.
on Saturday evening about the usual hour for the average
man to put out the oat, lock his doors and retire for the night,
this same individual perhaps could and usually did put on a
fresh collar, brush his hair, tell his wife thut ha would not
be out late, and secure in the feeling that all was wall, hie
himself in peace and safety to the Club, He indulged in the
pleasant anticipation of meeting his friends, old and new, of
hearing the reading of a paper upon soma interesting subject,
prepared with more or less research by a member of the Club.
After the reading of the paper he spent the remainder of the
evening in agreeable conversation with gentleman of his own kind,
with moderate and innocent· indulgence in those liquids which bast
suited his taste. It might be that in the course of the evening
he would be invited to contribute to the Budget a month ahead;
naturally he would accept with misgiving as to his ability to
produce something worth while--but with the true spirit of
sportsmanship, resolving to do the best that was in him and
trust to luck for results~
This pleasing but commonplace picture truly represented
the conditions of that day, which now in our somewhat blurred
memories seems to. have bean the Golden Age •
This is the twenty-eighth of ~abruary, 1 ;26 • About ~he
first day of last January, or even earlier, tni~ same cit1zen
received through the mail a formidable looking enveloP.e bearing
the official stamp of the Treasury Department of the united
states Government, enclosing a. blanket sized document.which
might vary well have been the detailed plans of a foreign
military campaign, but whic~ his.startled senses disclosed to
him to be the blank upon which, 1f he did not become insane
in the meantime--and if he did be~ome insane his guardian was
required under all the pains and penalties of the law to complete,
he was required to make his income tax return.
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Upon the four to eight pages of this document are set
out before him in large print, medium sized print and small
print references to the Laws of 193, 1914, 1922, 1924, Title
IX, s~ction 3, subsection 7, Treasury Ruling, 437,869, modified
by the decision of the Supreme Court of oct. 13, 1917, in the
case of Smith vs. Collector--and repealed by Congress; Statutes
at Large, Chapter 432--section 7, subsection 2 par a a a a~-
and reenacted by Congress, Statues at Large Chapter 962,
Section 17, subsection 3 par, z z z, set aside by Treasury
Ruling 9,746,832--modifiad and changed by Treasury Ruling
10,687,247 •.
The involved and wholly incomprehensible directions are
interspersed with warnings and threats that if he does not do
thus and so, he will be fined from five to ten thousand dollars
or imprisoned from three months to five years, or both fined
and imprisoned--and if he does do thus and so; he will be
fined or imprisoned orfibe!and imprisoned or both or ~ither.
After partially recovering from the paralysis of fear, and
with a deep sense of humiliation, and the feeling that he is a
marked man and under suspicion, he sets to work. The more he
pores over the instructions, the more confused his condition.
He cannot sleep; he has lost his appetite, and altogether he is
so distraught that he cannot attend to his ordinary business.
After much labor with his checkbook, memoranda ·and account
books, he finds that a large part of his income has been extorted
from him during the course of the year in the ·natura of so called
voluntary donations for every causa under heaven fr.om maintaining a Home for Old and Indigent Women to providing a fund with
which to purchase hickory poles for the· benefit of red-headed
wood peekers in the·Island of Porto Rico.
Upon the balance, which he has already spent, the Government, the State, the county and the City have claims for taxes.
For which claims, he is warned, each of these taxing authorities
has a lien, and if not promptly paid when due, he will be
penalized from six to one hundred percent, and his goods will
be seized and sold.
Just at this time hie erstwhile loving wife has become
interested in the feminist movement, and has become inbued with
the prevalent idea of the sex that man are wholly incompetent.
She has attended several public meetings, and is now fired with
the ambition to be elacted to Congress so that she can father
or rather mother legislation for which there is a crying need,
to provide for the protection of scarlet-hued parrots in the
Philippine Possessions; and seeondary to this aha desires
legislation making it unlawful for any corpor~tion association
or individual to permit any male or female child u~der twentyone years of age to engage in any useful occupation, and fixing
the minimum wage of any.female person over twenty one years of
age, and under sixty, at forty dollars per weak--and still other
legislation fixing tha hours of labor for such parsons to three
hours per day and ·five days per weak. There are many other
regulations and laws which she has in mind--but these. are the
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more important--and she will take up the others later on.
In the frame of mind thus produced, on saturday evening
he starts to the Club.
If he drives his own car, he is fortunate if he escapes
by a traffic officer for driving on a street, the use
of wh1ch he does not know has been prohibited. If not arrested
he he.s been cursed, humiliated and insulted at least three tillle~.
If he travels on a Street Car, the chances are he will be run
over by an automobile while he is making a desperate effort to
cross the Street. It is not necessarily essential thut he go
out into the Street to meet this fate, for the sidewalk not
infrequently furnishes the proper setting. However, .give him
the benefit of' the doubt .and assume that he reaches the Club
without being robbed by a foot pad, arrested by a Policeman or
run over by an automobile. He sits down vii th a sigh of relief
for an e~ening of relaxation.
arras~

A tired and care worn member of the Club begins the reading
of a paper which in odd. moments snatched from the hurly burly of
life, he has prepared for the pleasure of his fellows~ At thi~
juncture, the Club will probably be raided by a squad of prohibition officers who have information that the innocuous
beverages wlith which the members now beguile themselves contain
the shadow of a shade of alcohol. These officers, by the way,
upon receiving their appointment, have given no bond as a
guarantee of responsibility for their acts. They may, but most
probably do not, have a search warrant--but certainly all have
fire arms--ru1d are in no wise responsible to the law for what
they do. The tired member, if he escapes being 8hot or carted
off to jail in this raid, may cheerfully, if he is able, return
to his own fireside, re~oicing in the thought that he is a
citizen of the greatest and freest Government in the world, which
is ever zealous in the protection of his liberties and the
promotion of his welfare.
Under these conditions, with these inspirations and these
surroundings, exaggerated only in degree, how can the average
member write anything of interest for the Budget?
Shelley D. Rouse

5.

The Lady Of The Lamp
"A pe.rfect woman nobly planned
To warn, to comfort, and commar1d."

So wrote Wordsworth of his wife, and so might he more
appropriately have written of Florence. Nightingale. She was a
curious mixture of feminine tenderness and masculine strength.
A compassionate friend of the sick, she was also an organizer
and a manager. A s,oft-hearted humanitarian, she was also ~ new
woman and the creator of a great profession. It was her aoility
to warn and to command·, as well as to .comfort, that made her the
Britomart of the nineteenth century--a champion of woman's free-
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dom and woman's work. Longfellow painted a sentimental picture
of her as the Lady of the Lamp going by night on her round of
duty in the hospital at.Scutari, her shadow kissed by grateful
sufferers. Yet she herself was never sentimental. She burned
with enthusiasm but tempered it with humor and common sensa.
She was eminently practical. She fought ignorance and prejudice,
as she fought disee.se, with reason. She saw that the world
needed cleaning up, and she set about to do it in a businesslike and scientific way,
Florence Nightingale was born in 1820 in the beautiful
Italian city vthose name she bora. Her parents ware we 11-to-do
English folk domiciled abr:oad, but returning within the year
to England •. It was at thai!' estate in Derbyshire that Florance
grew up, together with an elder sister. Her father was a man
of intellectual attainment, ambitious to have his daughters
become blue-stockings; so they travelled extensively, and·
Florence in particular learned to floor evan the learned with
her Greek and Latin. Early, however, she showed a bent toward
matters medical, nursing her dolls, her dog, and sick cottagers,
seeking out physicians wjth whom to talk, and inspecting
hospi tala.. So st!'ong was this interest that she twice visi.ted
the deaconess nursing home of a good German pastor at Kaiserwerth on the lower Rhine. In France she watched the work of
the Catholic sisters of charity and that of the surgeons in
the hospitals. When she proposed to her parents to do nursing ·
among the London poor, they objected on the ground that "It
would never do for a young woman of her station to go out in
London without a servant." In her discouragement she wrote
to a cousin: "I shall never do anything. I am worse than
.
dust and nothing."
In time, however, the parents of Florence Nightingale
per~eiving ~h~t her life would be wrecked if they persisteJ in
~~e1r oppos1t1on, agreed to support her wishes and allowed her
f1ve hundred pounds a year with which to realize her desires
She had dreamt of founding a Protestant sisterhood but inst~ad
she secured appointment as superintendent of a pri ;ate hospital
in London, bearing the exquisite Name of "The Establishment
for Gentlewoman during Illness,n Here she overcame the narrow
preju~ices of her Board, resisted their objections to her
treat1ng patients whose religious faith differed from their own,
and herself performed every sort of menial labor, Having
succeeded adm~ra.bly, she was expecting to be transferred to
a larger hosp1tal when reports from the Near East of conditions
among the wounded in the Crimean War directed her attention
thither,
·
England in that war was· allied with Turkey France and
Italy against Russia. The medical system of th~ British army
had broken down. There had been a criminal neglect of preiar~dn~ss for the campaign. France had her sisters of charity·
ng.an had no one to care for the sick and dying except un- '
!~a~~ad male orderlies. Florence Nightingale, having written
a Secretary of War offering her services found that by
the same ~est he had wri ttan requesting them,' "If the work
succeeds' he said, "an enormous amount of good will be don'e
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now; and a prejudice will have been broken through which will
multiply the good to all times," Within a. few days she t
together thirty-~ight nurses, and embarked for the Dardan~~les
At .Scutari across the straits from Constantinople she assumed•
charge of the Barrack Hospital where beds of stra~ were laid
on low trestles eighteen inches apart through four miles of
corridors and rooms, Hera lay thousands of wounded in th i
blood-encrusted uniforms without linen soap knives and ~o~ks
or prop~r food. In a month only six s~irts ~ad been washed
'
and in four months only one hundred and thirty-two towels·
yet the officer in command sc.offed at the idea that a lau~dry
was necessary. Vermin infested the place, and suppurating
wounds added to the foulness. Hospital stores were wanting
even the most eleme~ta:y necessities for operations, yet th~
o~tuse authorities 1ns1sted that nothing more was needed.
Into this scrambling chaos Florence Nightingale plunged,
and .out of ~t wrought order. She met opposition with firmness
but tact. She cut red tape right and left, taking what was
needful where she could find it, di.spensing her pri va. te funds
rather than wait for the slow workings of clerical routine
At first the ~fficer~ la~ghed at 'the :.ightingale,' as the; ..
called per. Women 1mag1ne that war can be made without wounds·
th~y will be teaching us how to fight next; and, as for their' '
ideas of nursing, why some of the ladies actually took to
scrubbing floors," said one. Lord Melbourne exclaimed: "I
would rather have men about me when I a.m ill: I think it
requi!'es vary strong health to put up with women,"
Florence Nightingale admitted that in the case of the
clumsy old-~tyle nurse this was true; but she determined to
show that a nurse properly trained was abird of a different
feather. So she set the example by doing herself what she
expected others to do. She nursed as well as superintended.
She presided in the operating rooms. She broke a carpenter's
strike. She opened a laundry and a diet kitchen, procured
supplies, ordered drainage and sewage works to be undertaken
at once, and within a few months had reduced the death rata
to two percent from forty-two. But everything that was accomplished had to be done against the delays and incompetency
of the authorities, Her objections ware often futile. She
said, "An infringement of military discipline is worse than
.letting twenty men die of neglect •"
. The incompetency harked back, also, to the government
at home. A commission sent out to investigate did nothing
but whitewash distressing facts. "It's a joke here," wrote
the Lady-in-Chief, "to offer a prize for the discovery of any
one willing to take responsibility." Of new n~rses from
England, some proved unfit, 8Ild s orne could not resist the
lure of romance evan amid hospital horrors, six of tho best
appearing on one day with bashful orderlies asking leave. to
be married.
Aside from her sanitary work, Miss Nightingale threw
he!'self into improving the soldiers' morale and comfort,
providing reading and recreation rooms, a coffee house as a
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substitute for the canteen, classes of instructio~ and letter-·
writinO' facilities. "My son," wPote one mother, you will
know by my description; he is a nice, strai~ht, clean-looking
li ht-complexioned lad." so the Lady-in;..Chlef served as Y.M.C.A.,
Re£ cross, and A.E.F. University in one, and as hospital visitor
divided her time between Scutari and Balaclave. Though once
near to death from fever, she refused to leave her pos~, lest
the example lead others to retreat, and after the sign1ng ···of
peace she remained four months to complete h~r task amonJ the
wounded who were left. Then, instead of·ava1ling herself of
the warship placed at her disposal, she slipped ~uietly home
by way of France to avoid the reception planned for her in
London.
Thereafter, the name of Florence Nightingale was one to
conjure with. Her achievements in the Near East had fired
popular imagination, and her triumph was recognized as more
than personal, as a triumph indeed for the cause of hygiene,
nursing, and sanitation. In every good work of th~ kind, she
was potent to move mountains. A large fund subscr1bed by
admirers she utilized to found, at st. Thomas' Hospital, the
first scientific school of nursing. She secured from the Queen
the appointment of a royal commission on sanitary reform, and
through this commission reorganized the army's health program,
declaring of the fact that mortality in barracks had long been
double that in civil lifa,"This is as criminal as to take
these men out upon the plain and shoot them down." Although
ill health prevent·ed her investigating at first hand the
problem of disease in India, she studied reports and statistics
and interviewed natives and specialists until she understood
fully the whole complicated system of castes, creeds, and
customs. She harangued potentates and premiers, and kept the
viceroys of India apologizing for their inability to move as
fast.as she desired. Her work at home she carried on through
personal conferences with thG>se in 'POwer and through writings
of wide circulation. Her "Notes .on Nursing" sold fifteen
thousand copies within a month, and helped to establish nursing
as a worthy calling and to enlighten the nation generally on
the importance and means of health conservation.
From one defect of character this fine WC!lman suffered;
she was too intense for her own good. Like other reformers, she
believed that "Moderation is fatal;.nothing succeeds like excess."
Her exertions in the Crimean War, her refusal to rest after it,
and her disdain for relaxing hobbies, tended to induce a physical
collapse from which she never recovered. She who knew how to
nurse others could not nurse herself. Accordingly, she was
unable to taka personal part in the enterprises concerning which
she was constantly consulted. For long years, indeed, she
remained confined to her room, forced .to harbor her resources
with care, to admit only the m·ost important visi tore upon urgent
business. In this loss there was a ce·rtain compenaa t ion. The
Lady-in-Chief continued to be a mental dynamo, but was saved
from meddling with a thousand patty details. In spite of her
invalidism, she achieved in her. English retirement far mora
than she bad in her activity in the East. At the age of seventythree she was still writing, composing for the World's Fair at
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.Chicago a brilliant essay to expound her phi~osophy of hygiene.
Honors came to her after that, but imperial orders and the
freedom of cities could mean little to one who had helped
toward winning the freedom of the world, She died in 1910
at the age of ninety, six sergeants of the army she loved
bearing her to .her grave in a country churchyard.
The personality of Florence Nightingale is more interesting even than her performance. A alight, blond woman reserved
and modest in manner, she was magnetic in her ability'to inspire
confidence. The best man felt her power. Queen Victoria
exclaimed: "Oh, that she were at the War Office!" She was
dominated by a sense of being called to her vocation. She
admitted that the only man she had loved answered her intellectual and emotional needs but not the needs of her moral and
a~t i ve nature. So she sent him away, and at thirty she wrote
in her diary a birthday resolution: "No more childish things,
vain things, lov.e or marriage. Lord, let me think only of
Thy Will." She had resolved to make nursing a 'calling,' not
merely a profession, something done, not for hire, but fror!l a
sensa of ,consecration. "Nursing is nn art," she said, ''and an
art requiring an organized', practical, scientific training.
For nursing is the skilled service of medicine, surgery, and
hygiene." Of nursing she asks, "Ca.n there be a higher work
than this? Can any woman wish for a more womanly work? Can
any man think it unworthy for the best of women?"
Contrast Florence Nightingale's conception of the nurSe's
calling with that held by others. Since the seventeenth century,
secular nurses had been those who could filld nothing else to do.
They were often rowdy, ill-mannered hussies, or incompetent
old women. Dickens' Sairey Gamp depicts a. type not uncommon
at the time. With her imaginary authority, Mrs, Harris, and her
bottle, she is delightful to read about, but must have been less
edifying in reality. "Leave the bottle on the chillilay," she
would say, 11 and when I am so dispoged, I will put my lips to it."
Physicians then objected to communicating technical medical
knowledge to nurses. "A nurse,'' said one, ''is a confidential
servant; but still only a servant. She should be middle-aged
when she begins nursing, and if somewhat tamed by marri<.ige and
the troubles of a family, so much the better."
Clearly a reform was necessary, and Florence Nightingale
was a reformer. Hence her disdain for that which seamed merely
decorative and ent~rtaining. When asked why she did not write,
she retorted that she had much rather live. ''The artist-like
way of lookinJ' upon life 11 she said, "reduces most inward
spiritual feafings into ~ sort of magic lantern with which ~~
make play for the amusement of the company • • • I think o~a· s
faalin~s waste themselves in words; they ought all to be dlS·
tilled0into actions a.nd into actions that bring results."
This disdain for art extended to a disdain for recreation
which ultimately ruined her health. 3he said, "I. had just as
soon wear out in two months as in two years, so tna work be
done." Intolerant as she was in this respect, ~he was broadly
tolerant because sympathetic in fundament~ls •. ~he under~tood
Tommy Atkins in his weakness, saying of tne Br1tish sold1er,
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d h
ts drunk in the evenings with no place to go.~
"Small won er,, a hge ote "we must study Him as much in the pagan
"To know God, s a wr
'as the Christian.n When those in
and Jew~sht~~sae~~a~!~~sher exclude patients and nurses of this
auththor it Y ctle she exciaimed "From committees' charity' schism'
or all
a se
'
and
other• deadly· sins, good
Lor d , deli ver us"'
•
Tact humor and common sense were her long suits. Tact
she found'essential in administration. She admitted that she
1· triaued · She would let a government committee suppose that
n s~ e;tion she made came from the medical staff. Than she
theld f~spire the medical staff to adopt her suggestions as their
wou Humor was native to her. She jested with her sick soldiers;
~:·jested at her own predicaments, signing herself "~id o:;,
11 (dirty) work• or the Nuisances Removal Act --that s me.
~he boasted n I take rank in the British army as a. brigadier .
general fo;ty British fama!e I have with me are more difficult
to manage than four thousand men. 11 • She reports, for the fun
of it the protest of one of them who objectadthat a nurse's
cap w~s unbecoming to her. "I came out, Ma'am, prepared to
submit to everything,. but there are some things, Ma'am, one
can't submit to. I refer to caps, Ma'am, that suits one face
and not another. If I'd known about the caps, Ma'am, ~reat .
as was my desire to come to Scutari to nurse, I couldn t. have
c orne , Ma ' am •"
But it was common sense that was Florence Nightingale's
greatest asset. She never lost her grip upon reality. Of
some helpers at Scutari she remarked: "They are excellent
gentlewomen, more fit for Heaven than a hospital. They flit
about like anaels without hands, and soothe souls while they
leave bodies .dirty and neglected, 11 "The Kingdom of Heaven,"
she said, ''is within,. but no one labored like Christ to make
it without," "Look for the ideal," she exclaimed, "but put it
into the actual~" She reflected that "Public opinion is a
higher average standard than individual opinion." Why? Because
each of us will be mol's rigorous in making somebody else mind
his business than he will be in minding his own.
Florence Nightingale has been hailed as one of the
emancipators of woman. She believed in.aqual suffrage. "I am
convinced," she wrote, "that political power is the greatest
that it is possible to wield for human happiness, and I can
neither approve of women who decline the responsibility of it
nor of men who would shut them out from it." At the same
time, she denounced the jargon of women's rights, which would
urge all women to do what men do, merely because men do it,
"Oh, leave these jargons, and go your way straight to God's
workl" she cried, ".in simplicity and singleness of heart •"
Common sense certainly determined Florence Nightingale's
principles of sanitation, nursing, and hospital managemant.
In these things, she wrote, "Common sense is the same as moral
sense." So she laughs d at superstitious dread of the night air,
at the notion that every child must suffer all children's
d.ieeases, and the sooner the better; she showed the importance
of ventilation in schools and workshops, declarin$ that health
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is the worker's only capital, and that they should strike if
shop conditions menace it. She denounced the 'maxim that
"What can't be cured must be endured," declaring that patience
and re~ignation ar~ but other terms for carelessness or indifference. She lamented lack of foresight, saying: "We wait
to see hqw many children playing around infested houses shall
be striken down. We wait to see whether the filth will really
trickle in~o the well, and whether the foul water will really
poison the family, and how many will die of it ••• To some of
us, the greatest miracle, repeated every day, is that we can
live at .all in the surroundings which our ignorance and
neglect create."
·
Educationally, also, Miss Nightingale proved a refo.rmer.
She emphasized the laboratory method, and the need of cul ti vatiilg
our powers of observation. She distinguished between what she
called the simple observation of facts and a c.ompound ob.servation
made up of facts distorted by imagination. She denounced the
heresy that everything can be taught by lectures and tested by
examinations. "In all departments of life," she said, "there
is no apprenticeship except in the workshop ••• The only word
that sticks is the word that follows work. 11 As for the aim of
training, she held it to be the power of independent thought. ·
"Training is to teach, not only what is to be done, but how t~
do it~ not only how to do it, but why it is to be done." Hence
her nurses, she maintained, could show no true loyalty to orders
without exercising some independent judgment and responsibility,
Finaliy she emphasized discipline, affirming that fre~dom is
not doing as we like, it is self-control plus a command of
our sub jact. Said she: "A person who has no control over any
subject and no right use of any faculties cannot have ft•eedom,"
The sentimental have loved to picture Florence Nightingale,
lamp in hand, making her nightly rounds through dark hospital
aisles. So Longfellow described her:
"Lo, in that house of mi sa ry
A Lady with a lamp, 1 see,
Pass th1'ough the glimmering gloom
And flit from room to room.
And slow, as in a dream of bliss
speechless sufferer turns to kiss
Her shadow as it falls
Upon .the darkening walls."

~he

But the real Florence was human as well as humane. She
could swear in righteous wrath as well as caress. She was
hard-headed as well as soft-hearted. That is why her influence
still reaches the world around. Jowett, the master of .
Baliol College called her humorously: 11 Florence the F1rst,
Empress of Sca;engers ,' Queen .of Nurses, Reverend Mother Supe~ior
of the British Army, and Governess of the Go!ernor of India.
Henri Dunant confessed that it was she who f1rst inspired him
to his splendid work in founding the Red Cross. What a contrast is a life like hers to that of the self-seeking many,
typified in the story of an unpopular citizen. The unpopular
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citizen lay dying.
last hours.

~he

village pastor came to console his

"Are you ready to go?" asked the pastor.
"Yes, yes,--1 ~m ready to go,'' he answered _weakly.
"Good~"

makes it

exclaimed the pastor, rubbing his hands, "that

unanimous~"

Great souls, however, never go. Iri the rac~nt war, on
every battlefield of Europe, in every camp, hosp.1·tal, and
barrack the spirit of Florence Nightingale wrought miracles
of ·mercy, constructive and creative, amid the tumult of
destruction. So the Lady with the Lamp sti~l lights the way,
a modern Joan of Arc in our long battle aga1nst ignorance,
disease, and evil.
Frank

w.

Chandler

SAMUEL ELLSWORTH ALLEN
1864-.. 1925
.
Dr. Samuel Ellsworth Allen was born at Glendale, Ohio,
Au"'ust 6th 1964 1 son of Samuel Badger Allen and Bertha Nye Allen.
Hecwas graduated from Hughes High School in:l882, after which he
attended the School of ~rines at Columbia for two years and
subsequently Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University for
one year. He attended the Medical School of Ohio during 18851886 and the hliami Medical College for two years, from which
he was graduated in 1886. The next year he served as int~rne
in the old Cincim1ati General Hospital. He then engaged 1n the
general practice for two years, spending part of the time at
Delaware, Ohio.
On June 18, 1890 he was married to Harriet Clinton Collins,
daughter of Judge Isaac 1.1. Collins, a charter melllber of this
club. Immediately following his marriage he, accompanied by
his wife, went abroad and spent two years in the study of
Laryngology and otology in Vienna, Halla, Berlin and London.
He returned to Cincinnati in 1892 and entered at once upori the
practice of his chosen specialty. He became professor of
Laryngology and otology in the Miami Medical College and when
that was merged as a part of the University he retained a
similar position in the latter institution.
He was laryngologist. and otologist to the Presbyterian,
Christ and the JewiShand General Hospitals. He was a member
of the American Lledical Association, the Ohio State Medical
Assoc.iation and of the Cincinnati Academy of Medicine, of which
latter organization he was at one time president.
He was health officer of the City of Cinuinnati during the
years 1906 and 1907- and during 1912-1914 a member of the Board
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of Health. He gave most active and.constant attention to the
duties of his office, devoting himself 'IIi th especial interest
to the improvement of the milk supply of the city and the
fight against slop-feeding, out of which ~rew our present
non partisan Board of Health control of t~e institution
largely his personal achievement.
He became a member of the Literary Club in 1892 and
remained such until the date of his de~th which occurred
January 14th, 1~25. In the club he at one time held the
office of trustee. He was quite regular in his attendance
during the greater part of his membership and took a most
active part in all the club deliberations and social activities
and wrote many papers.

,,
·~

i
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The foregoing bald narrative suggests in brief the
chronological and professional details of a very well spent life,
a life that meant happiness to his family, advancement to his
profession,, comfort to his patients, charm to his friends, and
service to the public to a degree greater than most men can
give •' . If it be possibre to express Sam Allen in one word,
that word should be "character,'' which covers sincerity of
purpase, devotion to ideals and courage. In a sense it would·
seam that he sacrificed himself many times in his devotion to,
others, his consideration for those that sought his aid, his
determinution to achieve an ideal despite serious obstacles
except that these thin~s involved no sacrifice from his point
of view.
They were the things thEJ. t made life worth living and.
without them existence would have been impossible. He asked
little of the material things except to make possible the fulfillment of the obligations that he felt insistent, the
obligation in every walk of life to serve.
As to his family relations and how generously he gave of
himself it is not for us to lift the veil; we do not need to do
so, for we know.
As to his achievements in his profesl::lion and the help he
"'aVe to those that carne to him for "alief; his associates and
his patients, speak in unrnistal:'.able terms of a deep sense of
loss. To those that had the privilege of his friendship (and
that applies to all the members of thi~ club), he ~ms a very.
real and very important and very dear 1nfluenca ana inspirat1on.
The public, who perhaps owe him the greatest debt, are the
least conscious of the courage that supported him in his
determination to work their welfare.
As a. club memper, those that have ~at with ~im around the
table year after year realize that it lS imposs1ble to speak
in measured terms. His geniality, his originality of thought
and clarity of expression and saving ~ense of humor ?oth in
conversation and in written presentation were except1on~1.
He differed with many on many subjec~s b~t th?se t?~~ d1~fered
with him the most admired the most h1s B1ncer1ty, n1s falrness
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and his forcefulness and loved him the mora for the difference.
His papers in the club cover many topics but all were
distinctly of a quality both in consideration and delivery that
made them notable.
He was one whose place can never be filled but his memory
will ever remain a vital part of this body and of the community
that knew him and that he served.
(Chas. Thea. Greve
Committee (G. s. Sykes
(Otto :P. Geier
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Why does.not the U~iversity do more toward developing civic
leadersh1p in Cinc1nnati? Back of this thoughtful question,
lik~ t~e background of the Uona Lisa against which the enigmatlc face· of the immorta~.w~man stands out, is the comple~ of
disturbed, tumultuous cono.1 t1ons everyv;here evident throughout
the United States and, indeed, the whole world. The demand is
not new, b~t.the.phraseology.o~ it is new and suggestive. The
phr~ses, ~1v1c m1ndedness, c1v1c leadership, and education for
cit1zensh1p are new, but the idea is old. ~ducators have been
taught for ages that character, rather than learn in~ or skill
is the chief end of education, that to make a. youth~manly and'
courteous and public-spirited is better than to make a. fine
scholar ?r technical expert out of him. The new phrases, however, br1ng the demand down out of the c1ouds and ;;iva it concre~e content and Practical meaning. L:any colleges state in
tbe1r catalogues that character trainin~ rather than,technical
achievement is their chief aim; it is good talkill~ point
because it appeals to many parents who have a deep-s;ated conviction that it is better to be good than to be good for something in particular. 1\Iany Americans,--and other people as
well, no doubt, --still define being 500d in transcendental
terms, such as faith, hope, and love, without bothering their
heads about the matter-of-fact content of' these fine notions,
The new emphasis on civic virtue is a gain in so far as it
gives concrete content and working day substance to older ideas
that·were associated with the salvation of' the soul and the
glor~es of Heaven,
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The crime-wave is still high. Burglaries, robberies, .
and murders are common occurrences. Divorces are so frequent
that it becomes a matter.for wonder that any court can dissolve so many bonds, Strikes are so numerous and so unprincipled that nearly all large manufacturers live in some uncertainty as to how long they can continue to fill orders. Moreover, strik·ers are not passive when their places are filled;
they fight and plead; they invent ugly names to fling at.their
successors; they resort to bitter arguments; in the end, they
often fall to destroying the property of their erstwhile employers and use violence upon their fellows. Then are threats
of revoltuion accompanied by organized mass movements to overturn the structure of civilization. Those who have not, seem
to be growing in class .consciousness and to be making common
cause against those who have. Moreover, the intellectuals are
more than sympathetic; they actively support and encourage
the proletariat by novel theories of government. In France
and Englr-nd and Italy a social revolution is slowly proceed- .
ing to redistribute wealth and the fruits of industry. There
is little open violence in the methods of the workers in these
countries now,--they have advanced beyond that; they have
discovered that concerted passive action and publici.ty are far
more effective than force in compelling consideration for their
demands. Their demands reach beyond such obvious goods as
higher wages and shorter hours; they reach up into the managerial office and to profits; we, too, they say, would like an
opport~nity to exercise our powers of business organization and
management.
Now comes a strong committee of the Civic and Vocational
League of Cincinnati, knocking at the doors of the University
and demanding that education for citizenship be given preference to all other aims in education, that civic. mindedness
com~ ~irst and that science, professional training, vocational
tra1n1ng, literature and all other ends come second in importance. They count the number of c curses given in ci vies,
history, and methods of teaching civics and history, they have
counted the numbers of students in each subject, aRd they ask,
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Nevertheless, let it be frankly recorded that most university instructors·, --and probably high school instructors
as well,--are bored beyond the possibility of coherent speech
by the suggestion that it is their chief duty to build characters rather than teach French or Physics or Political Science
or whatever their specialty may be. Following the drift of
the time, we have lost interest in the salvation of the soul;
very likely we have but the vague.st idea of the meaning of that
ancient phrase; very likely it is associated in our minds with
'SUch persons as Billy Sunday, and such experiences as hitting
the sawdust trail; and very likely it has naver occurred to us
that .the old idea· has or could have any work-a-day mean:lng
whatever. The. instructor knows .this subject which he has entered into a contract to teach: he has spent years in perfecting a technique of teaching it: and now comesone demanding
that he teach not his subject but sometning else the nature of
which he does not .understand. Civic mindedness, self-respect,
soul-salvation character-building,--a university is not a
nursery, and aithough the instructor. is accustomed to being
impressed into all sorts of odd jobs now and then, he'll be
hanged if he wants to be a nurse.
One of the most effective teachers of the University of
Chicago, Professor Salisbury of the department of Geology, once
argued in my hearing that character develop~ent com~s.a~ a byproduct of the work and the manifold, organ1zed act1v1t1eS of
any honest student's life in such an institution as Chicago
University. "Let me have a student ~n my lab orator~," said he,
"and I will teach him nothing but sc1ence;--but I w1ll turn
him out a man," It is a pleasure to report that Professor
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salisbury has dona that vary thing for many a youth who came
under his influence as a teacher: he has taught youth intel·
lectual integrity and industry, self-control, and concentration;
he has by exampl~ rather than precept instilled into the hearts
of youths and maidens respect for things that are just. and pure
and of good report; he has shown them rather than taught them
how to be courageous and royal and helpful in all human relations while by his ovm will and skill concentrating their
attention upon the problems of the emth-science of which he is
conspicuously a master. To one who knows him only a little
there is something impious about the suggestion that he ought
to direct his great abilities to the teaching of civic mindedness rather than earth-science. A master workman in his craft,
his great virile personality builds character where characterbuilding homilies would only dissipate the force of his example
and tuition.
Nevertheless, let it be acknowledged that the attitude of
instructors who consider their subjects the only thing of.importance, those who are either indifferent to the problem of character-building and civic mindedness or are sceptical of its
reality and importance, are sophists in the ancient meaning of
the.word. They are trainers of human skill and excellence who
deny that there is any standard of excellence or any norm of
humanity. Man is the measure of all things, said old Protagoras,
of the good that it is good and nf the evil that it is evil;
of the true that it is true and of the false that it :La false.
That is to say, the good and the true are just what you desire
and make them, and it is perfectly possible that propositions
that contradict each other should both be true at one and the
same time for different persons or at different times for. the
same pars on. There is no universal truth: truth is simply
that thOughtful control of action that·· prevails; truth is the
thought and will of trained and organized strength imposed upon
untrained and unorganized weakness; and as the wills of the
strong change from time to time, truth changes. Values are
relative to human strangth and purpose. The only difference
between the values called truth and goodness and the values
called error and evil is that the strong desire the former and
get away with it, while the weak desire the latter and fail.
Let us teach and train the youth, say the sophists for only
by training can a man become strong and skillful, ~ble to win·
in the games and to triumph over his foes. The sophists fairly
worship skill and expertness: they were professional trainers
of virtue, but they defined virtue by the law of the jungle, that
They may take who have the power
And they may keep who can.
The world is a den of thieves: those that grab and make a
successful get-away thereby establish truth and goodness, for
they. achieve what they want.. And again, the world is a pitcher
of v1pers, each struggling to get his head higher than the
others. The snake that succeeds establishes the trmand good
for truth and goodness are just that arrangement of the popu-'
lation of the pitcher that continues him in the enjoyment of
sunlight and air.
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It is Armistice Day. School is out and all the boys of
the neighborhood are gathered in my back'yard for a match
game of kick-ball between their two camps. ·rhe ir screams and
yells have bee~ c?ming round the house and into the window as
I write. Now 1t 1s eleven o'clock, whistles are blowing, bells
are tolli~g, and suddenly tears blur this page and my heart
leaps up 1n prayer to God for the success of the Armaments
Conference that convenes in Washington tomorrow. A sweet
maternal voice that I shall know as long as I have ears to hear
calls out of an upper window, "Boys, stop playing t stop playing,!o~ .two minutest Don't you hear the bells? It's Armi'stice
Day.
Frederick, the oldest boy, solemnly removes his cap and
stands at ~ttention. Others follow his example. neorge and
Leslie don t intend to do anything foolish: they keep their
caps on. "Well, what are we supposed to do?" asks James. "I
guess we are supposed to pray,'' answers Stanley. And they all
giggle. 'rhen they solemnly resume their game for ''It must be
t.wo minutes now." It was only about three ou~rters of a minute
as a matter of fact, but that didn't matter:
'
And that reminds me of the fact that of all the moral and
mental foundations.of the community, an historical consciousness is the·most fundamental. It both stabilizes and inspires:
it saves the community :from undertaking impossible novelties,
and from the degeneration that always begins when progress .
ceases. That two-minute recess in the kick-ball match contributes to such a consciousness by teaching the children that
Today is made up of all our Yesterdays, and Tomorrow of all
our Todays. Let the bells ring and the whistles blow! Especially Americans are liable to become infantile with each new
generation, because they have so few visible monuments and
memorials to remind them of the Past. The' first pre-requisite
of affective citizenship ~s a vital consciousness that history
is here and now in process of being made, a consciousness of
the Past as here and now adding another moment to its long
continuous story, a consciousness of the Future with its joys
and sorrow~, its victories and defeats as just now in process
of being determined. A community without a consciousness of
its own Past is an organism without habits: it goes veering
and wabbling on its crooked way, tending steadily to disintegrate. Such a community is one vast hulking jelly fish, completely at the mercy of t·he forces of natura. China is such
a community today. Cut loose from the ancestor worship and
the unreflective regime of custom that ware her salvation for
four thousand years, she is now helpless with internal strifes
an! dissensions, while foreign powers help themselves to her vast
resources. Histpry with its descrintive analyses of civilizations and lanoouages its fascinating narratives of the growth
of institutio~s, lays the foundations ~f civic mindedness.
"That depends on what you mean by history," some one says.
Positivists insist that history should be rigoroualy objective,
that it should be a plain record of facts uncolored by opinions, passions, or prejudices,--as if any record of facts
ever was written or ever could be written, without selecting
the materials of'it. Selection always enters into the determination of fact: it enters into a record of micrometer read-
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i s just as truly as into a man's indulgence of his taste for
~~t wine. Many teachers of civics seem to ima~ine that a
~nowledge of the objective structure and operat1ons of government is all-potent; but here as everywhere the latter killeth
while t.he spirit giveth life.. It is the spiritual. meanings
of the structures and functions of ?overnmen~, the 11'. cost in
bl'ood and treasure in the past, thel!' value 1n the associated
life of today, that are educative,--and the~e meanings .are
history. I cannot imagine successful teach1ng of the JUry
system of trial, for example, without mentioning Runnymede and
grim 6ld Simon de Montfort and that luminoua date, 1215. More
important than an accurate knowledge of governmental stru'ctures
and functions, although that also has its great value, is an
interest in, a love for, the associated life of mankind. Educatin~ citizens is first of all a matter of implanting in
the h;arts of boys and girls a passionate interest in the civic
process an admiration for its achievements, a love of its
great r~ugh ways like a child's instincti va love. of engines
and all smoothly operating powerful things. The most important
gains from the study of history are, a lambent passion for
justice and liberty in the relations of people to one another,
information as to the tragic.meanings of dirt, disease, and
ignorance, and information as to where to apply for expert aid
in eolving civic problems. One of the great lessons of history
is the fact that tha individual alone is ignorant, and weak,
that wisdom comes with common counsel, that sudden and violent
revolution is a besom of destruction that renders man's last
estate worse than the first. Above all, educating citizens
means dispelling from the hea~ the two chief fo~s of democratic
government, namely, the common American distrust of government
as an instrument for mediating social progress and the widely
prevalent indifference to public affairs.
Driving subjectivity out of history in order to obtain
objectivity ought not to mean driving away thought in order to
obtain fact: but driving away false thought, or passion that
usurps the place of thought, in order that thoughts that are
rigorous and complete can guide us in· the selection of materials. Selection must .not be motived by this or that practical
aim tainted with merely local or ,partisan interest. The
historian should mount to the standpoint of our common humanity, to the altitude of' the pure concept. No narrative of fact
is complete that is not also philosophy, and no philosophy is
complete that is not also history. The intuition of fact is
inarticulate and dumb until it is illuminated and enthused by
the knowledge of truth and value. A knowledge of. Americanism,
of what the life of' this country deeply and truly means., is a
pre-requisite of !its history: indeed, it is a summary consciousness of h~T history. Historic fact and its meanings are
as inseparable as the subject and predicate of any individual
judgment. Americanism is to American history what sunlight is
to a landscape, what atmosph~ra is to life. Dates. names,
phrases, and formulas a~e indispensable mnemonic devices, but
:their value lies in the human life that flows through them,
shines about them and gives them meaning. Americanism is seeing the problem of today in the light of all our yesterdays:
American history is one elaborate definition of the problem
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of the hour. The Americanism of most Americans is .puerile for
lack of historical perspectives. ~e live almost exclusively
in a land of heart's desire, naively i~norant the while of
our. own impuissance. The story-telling faculty, that fine
capacity of taking delight in incidents and personalities of
the past, is almost non-existent among us: in its place we
indulge in a sort of national boastfulness, a swaggering exaggeration, that often degenerates into mere personal braggadocio. In 1906, H. G•. Walls reported that the average American
was "state-blind." The crowning glory of an educated mind
is an historical consciousness.
It follows that you cannot devote the moral and financial
resources of this great city's schools and colleges to the
development of industrial and profass:i. onal efficiency alone
and have schools and colleges that do very much in the way of
e.ducating citizens. It is often said that engineering and
med'icine can be taught in such a way as to bring out and emphasize their human significance. Doubtless this is true,
but it is a most difficult thing to do, a thing that simply
cannot be done in the time usually allotted to preparation for
engineering and medical degrees. Much can be said for the
thesis that no engineer or doctor is fully educated in engineering or medicine who has not learned to look at his science
from the social point of view; and for that very reason, among
others, no doubt, Harvard University requires a four-years'
course of liberal study as a pre-requisite for entering her
medical department for a &agree. It is possible to teach
bread-making so as to inclucle physics, chemistry, biology,
and the theory of Chinese music, if you like; but not wi tl~out
straying·much farther from your subject than most students
and teachers of domestic science have time and patience for.
The civic leadership that has made the history of Great Britain
a course of training in statesmanship was not produced in
universities like Manchester with their great scientific and
technical departments: it was developed in Oxford, Cambridge,
London Edinbur~h and Dublin, universities in which the
classi~ languag;s'and literatures, law, philosophy, the mathematics and pure science have always been, as they are today,
the chief subjects of study. The civic leadership of Grea~ ·
Britain was born and nurtured in institutions in which. civllizations .and their prod~cts are studied with passionate interest The life-bloodr of the nation flows through these classic
co~u.ni ties: the atmosphere of the nat ion's .history broods over
them and wraps them round: so that you cannot.enter t~em and
open your heart :to the influences that are nat1ve to t~eir
courts and cloisters, without dreaming the dream that 1s the
greatness of England. Fermit me to repeat, you cannot go on
starving the departments. of your great high schools and colleges
that are devoted to pure science, mere literature, philosophy,
and history, the departments in w~ich civilizations and their
monuments are studied, and have h1gh schools ~nd colleges that
do very much in the way of developing civic m1ndedness.
Last year, although there were over seven hund~ed s~ud
ents in the College of Liberal Arts (of the Univers1ty of Cin·
cinnat1) there ware only seventy-two underclassmen who looked
.
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forward to taking a complete course leading to the E~chelor of
Arts degree; and of these, about one half were sp~nd1ng between twenty and sixty hours each week in ~ctivit1es not connected with their college work, much of thla.time being devoted
to earnin~ money to support themselves. Agaln,,the College
of Liberal Arts is and for years has been much 1n need .of a
library building at least five times the size of the one now
in use, and better adapted to the read~ng work that ought to
make up the greater part of liberal study. What. is true of
the local institution is more or less true of nearly all the
colleges of liberal arts west of the Alleghenies •. Liberal
studies have been discredited until colleges of l1beral arts
have begun casting about for some practical apology f?r their
existence. In the true sense of the word they are em1nently
practical but the technique of civilized community life is
not ordin~rily regarded as a practical matter. In the light
of what the Great War has taught us, is there. anything more
practical than this, that the educated portion of the population should know the institutions of the community? Such
knowledge alone can save this country from steady deterioration
as a result of the disintegrating forces resident in our heterogeneous, polyglot population. Here in the Literary Club it was
recently proposed by one of' our oldest members that the Club
offer a scholarship in the College of Liberal Arts to enable
some des~rving high school graduate to complete a liberal
course of study, but his motion received no second. I~ m~~y
a home of would-be culture and comfort, liberal educat1on lS
regarded as a species of "high-browism." America is the only
land on earth in which scholarship and intelligence in matters
pertaining to the organized life of humanity are ridiculed as
badges of inferiority in the world of practical affairs.
Mr. Henry Ford of Elizabethan fame avers that "History is bunk;"
and Mr. Henry Ford is not far from baing a typical American
of this year 1921. He is in fact the idol of a very large
part of our citizens. Is it any wonder that civic leadership
is not the mof)t common product of the colleges of liberal
arts in this country? Is it any wonder that d~votion to the
technique of the trades a~d prqfessions has largely displaced
interest in the affairs of communities in all our universities~ The patronizing air with which especially men students
elect liberal studies and meet their instructors, the slovenly
way in which they expect to lounge through their studies, are
significant phenomena in the life of America. The. gentleman '.s
grade is not A orB, but C, in most of our liberal colleges.
Permit me hare to record the solemn conviction that the fault
lies not in the colleges themselves, but rather in the homes
and the neighborhoods of the average Amaricap corwnunity. History
is bunk: let us live in the Present and make life peppy: the
man who studies civilizations is ·a fraat, like one who collects
coins or bottle.s or mediaeval he;I.mets. The poor devils who want
to study history haven't any. money. Is it so? Is it. not
rather the case that the poor devils who haven't any money are
face to face with the realities of life and therefore want to
study history?
" But why study pure science, dead languages, and ancient
history? Why study the mathematics? "I haven't a mathematical
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mind," ~ays the st~dant with a smile of self-appreciation. I
have tr1ed to.conv1~ce students that there is no such thing
as a mathemat1cal m1nd or a non-mathematical mind. There is a
fact, however, that avery student should consider when making
out his schedule of electives. He should consider that if
the mathematics and mathematical reasoning were ~ impossible
suddenly extracted root and branch from the modern w-or~r~""'~ar---
c~vilization would collapse like a soap bubble and as suJdanly
d1sappear. I noticed one day that certain enginearinO' students were carrying about under their arms pads of' writing
paper on the outer cover of which were conveniently printed all
the formulas they ~rdinarily use in solving probla~s. I spoke
to a small group of them about it and asLed whether their instructors knew they were using those pads. "Know it?~ One of
them invented that pad and holds a patent on it •" "Well ., said
I, ''could you fellows·derive those formulas for yourselv~s if
you should happen to forget them and then be placed where you
needed them?" The answer I received was full of astonishment.
"Derive. them?~ Who do you think we are? You must think we are
a bunch of Sir Isaacs!" Now I ask, Is it possible that a man
should be a thorough-engineer who does not know the communities
and the conversations that produced his formulas? It may seam
absurd to talk about teaching Civics while ti:laching ihysics
and the Mathematics, but there are no sciences that lift.the
student to the point of view and the technioue of the univers&l
life of humanity as these pure sciences do.· It is e~sy to ·
comqmnicate to students the essential facts concerning their
local institutions, but it is difficult to give them a sense
of the dignity, the justice and the honesty of social inst~tu
tions in general; and my belief is that the study of so-called
pure science gives the student a sense of cqmmunal values that
nothing else will. Pure science is the only universal language
of mankind; it is simply knowledge freed from every merely
local and personal reference; it is knowledge stripped of 60SSip.
In mastering the mathematics in &11 their historical and hwnan
significance, one becomes ·acquainted with the nature of man
and society. In pure science and philosophy the best life of
the world is s ummarizad. The science of physics is rich with
human life to any one who studies it by the historical method,
and practically the whole of modern industry rests upon it.
To teach it or any other pure science as a merely technical
matter is to debase and falsify it. No one who has not mastered
at le~st one pure science can possibly know in all its simplicity
and power what COJI1Il1Uni ty life is·. No one who has not become
thorouoohly acouainted with other civilizations than his own
can p'o~sibly know. in all its richness and variety his own, and
that .is to say, himself. In teaching youths. and maidens to use
the universal language of pure philosophy, you are revealing
them to themselves, you are making them acquainted ~i~h a life
thus intimat~ly and profoundly their own, you are ~1v1ng them
wide outlooks over the life of mankind and a certa1n community
of interest with the men and women of all ages.
But why study dead languages and ancie11t history? It
would be amusing if it were not so pitiful, to notethe regularity with which students avoid dead languages. They cannot
see beyond the ~emantary stages of language study, the mamor-
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izing ·of paradigms, the parsing and conjuga~ions and feeb~e.
translatings; they rarely see the civilizatl?n expressed 1n
the lanP"ua;;e · ·and as for English, why, what 1s the use of
atud.ying Latin and (}reek in order to learn English? They prefer webster to Liddell and Scott as a text-book of English.
Perhaps it is too much to expect the student at the beginning
of his course to realize that nothing that ever truly lives
ever dies: one of the things to be learned from the study of
history is the indubitable fact that our whole civilization is
more Greek than our language and li tara ture are. "Nothing
moves in modern life," says :Sir Henry Main, ''that is not Greek
in its origin." It is too much to expect a student to have
discovered these things for himself; but what amazes, is the
fact that in his home and neighborhood no one seems ever to
have said such things in his hearing. He has no faculty for
conceiving the values of classical studies; to reason with
him on the subject is as impossible as to reason with a horse.
You point eastward to a beautiful prospect, but he is steadily
gazing westward and respectfully trying to visualize the values
you indicate in terms of his own advantage.
Even historians in many instances seem to avoid what they
themselves have named ancient history. What a misnamar the
term is~ Mankind has existed on the earth for something like
480,000 years, and the period of recorded history dovers not
more than 7,000 years. One would naturally expect the term
ancient history to refer to the Paleolithic Age; but instead,
it refers to things that transpired only yesterday, and to
events that we are still in the midst of! If we assume that
the long day of man's life on earth began at six o'clock this
morning and that it is now twelve o'clock noon, the period of
so-called recorded history began just four minutes and thirtysix seconds ago. Matthew·Arnold pointed out that most every.thing of permanent value in modern civilization is a product
of either Hebraism or Hellenism. The bast citizenship in the
world today is rooted in the prophecies of' Israel and the
dialogues of Greece; I mean the citizenship of men like
Washington and Jefferson and Lincoln, like Lloyd George and
Art.hur Balfour and Clemenceau and Elihu Root and Secret~ry
Hughes. The entire period of human lite that is known to
mankind historically is modern, very modern. The most modern
period, that in which we life,· began ~ith the time of Moses
say 1300 B. C• , while among the founders of our cue toms and'
institutions must be counted Gantama and Isaiah Ezekie 1 and
Pericles, Heraclitus and Democritus, Aeschylus ~nd Socrates.
Zeno the Stoic moulded the moral attitudes of most of the
members of this Club, and the sayings of Jesus furnish much
of the table-talk of the whole western world. The unsolved
social problems of our western civilization today are the
problems of Israel in the time of Amos (say. 760 B. c.), and
the Ass~ian invasion that destroyed the northern kingdom of
Israel was no more certain to the world he looked upon than is
the wreck of our civilization unless we speedily eat about
·
solving those same problems of our time.
Many of the papers of the Literary Club have in them a
familiar and intimate note like the councils of a family circle.
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They are.often confessions. And so the present writer
fesaes his agreement with the Committee of the Civic an~on
Vocational League that instead of teaching engineering and medicine and making civics incidental, we ought to teach civics
and mak~ engineer~ng and medicine incidental. Only let us
~nderste.nd two th1nga. In the first pla.ce, teaching civic 8
and developing civic leadership are not one and the srune There
is no civic leadership worthy of the name but such as is.
grounded in ~n historic consciousness, and that by your leave
is made up of points of view and perspectives that come only
with breeding and culture, v~ewpoints and perspectives that
cannot be taught as you would teach tbe constitution of the
United States. In the second place, let it be understood that
times have .changed since you and I were students in college·
the population of the country has grown enormously in heter~
geneity and instability; the numbers of burglaries robberies
and murders in New York City alone annually equal the numbers'
o·f these crimes in the whole of England and Wales; the country
is engaged, as it WEts n9t then engaged, in a mad scramble f'or
purchasing power, for ability to buy things, .:Public spirit,
and civic mindedneee, are defined by t!le great mass of our
people as ability to benefit the community financially and on
a fabulous scale; the typical American is not the student in·
frayed coat reliving in his own soul the civiliza.tions of the ,
past as a method of understanding the civilization of today;
the typical American is rather the restless, tremendous personal
energy that create~ new sources of wealth and grows rich while
scatteringblesstngs with apparently prodigal hand on everv
side. As a people Americans are no longer united by a common
consciousness of the foundation principles of civil polity.
we are no longer united in purpose or ideal;·as a people we
all seek the same tt.ing, but that thing happens to be of a
nature such that only a few can possess or enjoy it, and as
a result no man agrees with his neighbor save temporarily
and as if by inadvertence .. The divided councils of our
colleges only reflect the discordant life of the country. Tbe
colleges are about as competent to control the confusion of
voices through the world as a ship's compass is competent to
remain aloof from thelife of the world; it is inevitably in
it though it need not be of it; freed from excitement and partisan strife, 1ts atmosphere can be and ought to be as pure and
ascetic as a nun, but its windows open straight upon tte street
where many pass along; moved by a will to look right into the
heart of affairs, it is privileged to contemplate principles
rather than policies, history rather than action, and above all
to illuminate the ·struggle and conflict of the hour with
history and ever more history.
Guy A. Ta?mey
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Life is at most a meeting and a parting.
A glimpse into the world of might-have-bean:
And, standing rapt on some new-trodden height,
We long to build a tabernacle there.
Gerald Massey
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tradition far behind him. ~hat back-~round had its provinces
which sub~equ?ntly.became the princip~lities of united E~ nt
Prior to l.en~ s re1gn the Crown of Egypt was elective andY. •
became hered1tary with his re1'gn. (Bunsen's , "Egypt's Place
in History." Vol. I p. 20).
The ancient Egyptians are more and more generally admitted
to have possessed a large knowledge of the principles of science
in proportion as the facts are more and more carefully investigated.

This feeling comes to one who has had the good fortuna to
find, that, some things are forever new. Things are not true
because they are old; rather they are old because they are true.
The nearer we approach to some things the more remote they seem.
The more we study them the more we have yet to learn. Time does
not tarnish them.

What m?dern architect would undertake to erect a building
covering th1rteen acres, towering upwards more than four
hund~ed feet, containing chambers of intricate designs, and
naed1ng no repairs for thousands of years?

These reflections apply to mora than one ancient mode of
thought, but to none more truly than to the Egyptian. Renewed
interest in Egypt was a natural re-action to the wonderful
disclosures following the discovery of Tut-Tank-Amen's tomb.

What nation other than ancient ~gypt, not only discovered
.the super-eminent relation between radius and circumference-the foundation of all curvilinear measurement--but made use of
it as a principle in architectural construction?

Forty years have passed since the Egyptian Exploration Fund
was started. The French in upper and the English in lower
Egypt have labored to bring to light the buried treasurers of
this most ancient land. Old truths have been unexpectedly
verified, old history has been checked by the light of a new
knowledge. We hopefully expect new wonders to reveal themselves
where ever the directed spade may strike.

Here,,also, we find a calendar basad upon a correct knowledge
of the mot1on of the earth. For the ancient Egyptians, as
Burgsch, Maspera, and Lockyear, the astronomer state knew the
'
'
proper motion of th~ Sun in space.

·Modern Egypt by ordinary methods of travel is hardly three
weeks away. Air plane service from the south of France shortens
the time, but ancient Egypt is infinitely more distant.
One who would really see Egypt must journey by years and not
by miles. He must sa e with the Eye of the I\iind, the Eye of Horus,
and not alone with the physical organ of vision. This mE1ans,
that, to see Egypt one must travel by the aid of the Magic Carpet
of the imagination to some seven thousand years ago. In such a
journey the unlearning process begins and it continues unto the
journey's end. Vfithout such an unlearning process the wisdom of
Hermes is not to be apprehended.
The days of Plato and Pericles ~ra modern compared with the
ancient days of ~gypt. When Moses received his education at the
court of Rameses II, Egypt had passed beyond the middle point of
her hist~ry. The 0reat Pyramid, miscalled a tomb, symbolically
monume~t1ng the ancient lore of the old dark land, was hoary with
antiqu1ty when Abraham journeyed down into Egypt.
Where then shall we fix the starting point of Egyptian
History?
Who ca.n tell?
The fiery opal of its dawn was lono past when we glimpse the
far distant reign of Mana, the founder ~f the first monarchy
over six thousand years ago. Even Mana had a back-ground of'

.
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To the Egyptians credit and honor are due for devising the
9ycle o~ Sothis, the herald star, which measured whole age~ by
1ts risrng light as, for a moment, it touched the Eastern
horizon, once in 1460 years, coin9idental with the rising of
the sun.
From every porti'on of Egypt the past has yielded up invaluable records. IJord Carnovan and Ur. Howard Carter have
given the ~atest magic touch, Egypt again has suddenly risen
from the dead, and once more sounds the message of the East.
Let us, for a moment, conjure up the ancient glad tidings.
Some years ago our studies in archaeology led us to consider the diverse symbols used in the remote past by widely
separated peoples to express quite similar ideas.
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By way of illustraiion we may mention the Lotus, as a
universal symbol. It is just one of many, and, there are none
without a deep and philosophical meaning attarihed to the~.
The Lotus is a flower sacred to nature and her Gods. It
represents the abstract and the concrete universes, and is a
symbol of the productive powers of both spiritual and physical
nature.
The Lotus is sacred to the Hindus, Egyptians and Buddhists,
and is revered in China and Japan, and it has been adopted by
the ~reek and Latin churches as the lily.
The Lotus has its roots in the material mud from which it
springs, passes up through a more tenuous medium, the water,
and flowers in the higher vibratory medium, the air. Here are
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the physical and spiritual worlds symbolized in a way to reach
the common mind.
Its seed mature in the matrix of the mother plant and are
of virgin born purity ere they drop into the water to carry on
life, and thus the Lotus symbolizes endless life or immortal! ty •
In every picture of the Annunication, Gabriel the Archa~ge~,
is depicted holding a spray of lilies as he appears. to the V1rg1n
Mary. This spray typifying fire and water, or the 1dea of
creation and generation. It symbolizes precisely the same idea
as the Lotus in the hand of the Bodhisat who announces to
Maha-Maya, Guatama's mother, the coming birth of the world's
saviour Buddha. So also Osiris and Horus were represented by
the Egyptians constantly in association with the lotus-flower,
the two being sun-Gods or fires of intelligence. The Holy
Ghost being still symbolized by 11 tongues of fire" in our own
sacred writings.
From the foregoing illustration it will appear that we
ware mora interested in the meaning of symbols than in the problems to which they gave rise. Our greatest pleasure was in the
reverent ·or spiritual atmosphere they created. Later, critical
considerations imposed themsel vas·, as we endeavored to formulate,
more and more, the ancient idea of symbolism.
Thus we came to the study of Egyptian thought, realizing
its direct relation to the religious ideas of our early training and associations. In our mind the Hermetic teachings were
auite similar to the Christian. We had stunililed upon things
which ware of supreme interest, but we made no reckoning of
their critical value, because many of the ancient Egyptian
records are lost. Among those which remain are:
The Poimanders, a collection of Fourteen Sermons, and The
Definitions of A~clepius of Memphis, together called ~he
Corpus Harmeticum.
In 1904 rteitzenstein published his "Studies in Greek,
Egyptian and l!}arly Christian Literature." There is also the
''Perfect Sermon," an Aasclapian dialogue, translated from the
only version in old Latin by G.R.S. Mead.
John Stobaeus, an old Fagan scholar at the and of the fifth
century, made a valuable collection of extracts from Greek
authors, especially from, . "The Virgin of the World," otherwise
these would have been lost to us.
The Church Fathers made many references to these old preChristian and Hermetic writings and they quota them in support
of the main general position of Christianity. rrhis attitude
of the Fathers underwent a change during the last two centuries
and these pre~Christian authorities were lablad Nee-Platonic
forgeries.
Three pertinent questions are broached by the learned, Mead,
in his three valuable volumes on the Hermetic writings:
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F~rst--~h~ did the early Chur~h Fathers accept the preChristlan wr1t1ngs! kn~vm as Trismegistic, as exceedingly
an?ient and author1tat1ve, and quote them in support of the
ma1n impersonal dogmas of Christianity?
1

. Secondly--'. /hy, in the revival of learning, and for upwards
of a century and a half, did all the Humanists welcome 'rrismegistic vyri t~ngs as a m?st .valuable adjunct to Christianity,
and as be1ng 1n accord w1th its main doctrines?
Thirdly--lhy, in the last two centuries has a body of
op~nion.b~en gradually evo~v~d well nigh shutting out every
otner .v1ew, that, these wr1t1ngs are Nee-Platonic forgeries?
The answer to these questions is simple: 1he Church
Fathers appealed to the authority of antiquity and to a tradition that had never bean called in ouestion in order to show
. that, they taught nothing fundamant~lly new: that in brief, '
they taught on the main points, what Hermes taught.
This was because the Church Fatners lived in days too
close to the traditions to have dared a charge of plagerism and
forgery against Trismegistic teachings, without inviting an
unanswerable reply from men who "were still hearers of its
living voice and possessors of its written word.'' (Mead,
Thrice Greatest Hermes. Vol. I, P. 44).
The scholars of the Hanaissance naturally followed the
unchallenged tradition of antiquity as confirmed by the Fathers
of the Church.
Gradually it was perceived that if tha world old traditions
ware accepted, the fundamental originality of general Christian
dogmas could no longer be maintained. Interpretation and
argument had usurped the p1ace of evidence and history.
Records compiled many years after the more personal dogmas
of the Churc:h were promulgated, ushered in the era of discrediting the old traditions. These old traditions were, in many
instances, the record of the living of a life according to -an .
age old formula for the development of the inner natur·e and
when developed such an one was called, Chrestos, or the annointed
of the Divine Spirit. The Egyptian word is "Karast," the
embalmed and annointad.
This is the ideal of thd ·raoists of China, the Shintoists
of Japan, they ~re paralleled in Buddha and Krishna in India;
Balder the giver
of all 0~ood in Norse Mythology; Prometheus the
-Greek logos; and Sosiosh, the Mazdaan Savi.or. 'l1hase are al~
pre-Christian in origin and in the light of a. symbolic raad1ng
of the legends surrounding them much of raal interest and value
is disclosed.
With the publication of' .deitzenstein's book, these subjects
are brought into clearer light in so far as Greek, Egyptian and
early Christian thought are concerned. His researches are
critical as he is in no way obligated to any pre-conceived
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theological concepti9n.
The Trismegistic writings form a part of a large number
of Greek texts the remains of a once extensive Hellenistic
theological literature; and by which theology is meant the
blending of Greek and Oriental religious thought and experience. This theology was most strongly influenced by
Egyptian conceptions and traditions. The Egyptian thought,
including its religion, spread itself over the Greek world, and
every student will recall how many Greek writers have treated
expressly of the Egyptian religion, and how many passages in
Greek literature refer to Egyptian beliefs as compared with
the very few which treat of Babylonian, Fersian or Syrian.
Rei tzenstein says: "Unfortunately modern the ologiaris
have disregarded this field of research, and Egyptian thought
has been despised as. springing from the lowest depths of superstition. However, as the Egypt of' early days had a probably
dominant position in Hellenistic literature, so also she must
have had a corresponding strong influence in Greek culture and
the development of' religious thought. This evidence is found
in the early Christian literature."
Resuming our own narrative, in the ~gyptian records we
find many familiar ideas, more or less, elaborated, in a way
to lead to a different interpretation than is current with us.
Some of' these ideas, which we shall briefly comment upon,
refer to ~od; Rebirth, the Way to the Higher Life or the
Resurrection; Evolution; the Alone Begotten or the Virgin Birth;
the At-one-ment which we call Atonement; Baptism; the On-J)'oing
life or Immortality; the Secret Sermon on the Mountain; the
Shepherd of men, who leads the lower mind to develop the Higher
Mind and so to reach to Deathlessness.
The Egyptian Idea of God
First let us take the Egyptian idea of God as given by
Sir E. Wallis Budge in his "Godsof the Egyptians," Vol. I,
p.l44; He says: "In the picture which M. Maspero has given of
the Egyptians' conception of the universe and of the orio-in of
the Gods and things, he has only dwelt upon the mytholo"'lcal
side of the question and has not set forth all the pass:"'es
upon which other Egyptologists have based their views ab~ut
Egyptian monotheism. Moreover no allowance appears to have bean
made for the peculiar religious and mental characteristics of
the race. But when all is said against the Egyptian religion
which can.be said, the fact remains that it is not the religion
itself wh1ch has cruel, ridiculous and indecent dogmas but the
myths .wherewith generations of fooiish priests obscured 'the pure
beliefs in monotheism and immortality which seems to have existed
in Egypt from the earliest. times, If modern oriental relLdons
were judged in the adverse manner in which the reli"'ion ofancient Egypt has been judged, none would escape si~ilar condemnation; the same thing may be said of' seine relio-ions of the
Western nations,"
o
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B~dge says further (Vol. I, Gods p. 57) "It is, of' c curse,
imposs1ble .t~ asclume that the educated classes of Bgypt held
(crude) op1n1ons. The learned understood the meani~~s of
symbols, and paid their adoration throu.::h them t 0 the truths
of which they were coverino-s
•"
·'='

Being Born Again
Another inte~esting topic is that of re-birth or "being
bor~ again,"
Rem1nding us of 3t, John's saying; "Verily,
Ver1ly, I say unto you, unless a man be born ao-ain he cannot
see the Kingdom of' (}od." ''fa may quota two. bri~f passao-es from
Hermes', "Sermon on the Mountain."
o
Tat, a naohpyte or disciple asks Hermes:
"Now in the general sermon thou didst speak
most unclear (while) conversing on Divinity; and
didst say no man could be saved before re-birth
thou didst hide?" (Thrice Greatest Hermes, Vol:

in riddles
when thou
thy meaning
II, P. 21Y).

••

To which Hermes replies:
"U.y son, re-birth is no more to look at things from the
body's view point." (Thrice GreateBt Hermes, Vol II, Pa. 227).
Three Degrees of Egyptian Mysteries

:,
,;

This is in harmony with the teachin5s imparted to the
student in the three degrees of the Egyptian Mysteries. These
grades according to Pietschman, are Mortals, Intelligen~:.~es,
and Sons of Light.

1. Mortals or probationary pupils were instructed in the
doctrine. They knew the letter of the law, but had not, by
the living of a life in accord with the teachings, sensed the
real~ty of spiritual things.
2. Intelligences were those who had received the "mind,"
therefore becoming "men,'' They had come to a realization of
spiritual things. This was achieved by following the "Law
of' Maat," which is knowing the truth by becoming the.truth
and doing the right because it is the right. This leads to
the development of the "Higher l1Iind."
3. Sons of' Light or those who had become clothed with

power and crowned with light. 7his mealls a more recepti va
consciousness.· In the 11 Sa cret .:Jerman on the Llountain'' it is
eipressed by the aspirant in the words: "I see the All, I
see myself in Mind," Hermes enlarges upon this idea m:~lled
by him "Ae onic Consciousness.'' It answers to the t:3ame idea
as that of "Nirvanic Consciousness" of the Vedas •
According to Hermes the Aeonic Consciousness is gained
"by a purging out of the tendencies of the lower nature and
replacing them by the anergies of the Divine :Powers. It is
the will of man alone that can turn the powers of the soul

''
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'downwards' or 'up .'lards' ." (Sa crat .Sermon on the l\lountain,
Mead's Thrice l}reatest Harmes, Vol. II :P. 245).

303

The Baptism

1

This bri~s us to the ancient Egyptian idea of Baptism.
~he text.explalns: ."The O~e Only One filled a mighty Cup with

r

It would seem that it was recognized, ages, ago, that
every where but in man consciousness has had to come to a stand.
For instance, the Bhagavad-Gita, which may be called the
essence of the Vadas, touches avery phase of human activity,
from the simplest of daily tasks to the most exalted state of
spiritual consciousness; to use the words of Paramananda, nat
every step of the Soul's evolution one may turn to this sacred
book for instructions.~~
In our own times we may refer to Bergson as touching upon
this particular matter, he made a study based upon his own
experience, in his own life and consciousness. There are many
analogies among the various teachings from "The Path of Devotion
of Krishna;" "The Way of the Inner Life" or the "Tao of the
Chinese;" "The Teachings of Harmes" or "The Way to Deathlessness," and "The Duration of Consciousness" by Bergson.
The oriental teachings concerned themselves with 11 the how
and the wht' of the experience, Bergson, it seems to me, is
concerned with ''what" that experience is.
Evolution
Among other Hermetic teachings that of Evolution is not
without interest.
To quote from the Corpus Hermeticum, the section called
"The Key."
"Thus some that were once creeping things change into things
that in the water dwell, the Souls of water things change to
earth dwellers, those that live on the earth change into things
with wings, and Souls that live in air change into men, while
human Souls reach the first steps of Deathlessness."
The Hesurrection
Through these transformations of the Soul, the state of
deathlessness or immortality is reached. The teaching is called
the "ladder of being •" To reach a higher state of dave lopment
and to become conscious of one's self identity independent ·of
the physical body, is to be "resurrected from the daad" and
~h@rafore it is the first step towar.d immortality. It is an
experience while still living in the body.
Therefore we understand from this that the Egyptian resurrection was non-corporeal. Because they retained the muwny as
a type of personality.
The aim and the and of all spiritualizing processes was to
become non7corporeal in the earthly sense. Osiris in Amenta
received h1s Sahu, that is, the Divine Mummy or Spiritual body.

~;.n!~n:~lning a Herald to 1t to make proclamation to the hearts

The p~oclamation states; "Baptize thyself in the cup to
know for wnat thou didst come into being;." ·
The titl~ of the text in which this occurs is called
"The Cup or Monad." The double title gives us a choice of
names. The Cup is the Monad or Oneness. rhis Monad is the
in;ellegible ~osmos, that is God's Irnage, or "His Alone
Beootten Son, as stated in the Corpus Hermeticum.
.· T~e Cup or all c~ntainer in which all the elements are
m1xed 1s the Cosmic s1de. ·rhe human side ~s the application
. to man or the plunging of the whole human nature into the
Great Ocean of Spirit or Uind, so that ~he higher life
illurnnes the Higher lo.lind.
~his enables us to sea t'hat the J!:gyptian Herseshta or
Masters of Wisdom considered that all men have in them ''reason "
but "Mind" is an achievement. This higher or SP.i ritual side '
of Mind is the Son of l.:ind. Here the play is upon the word ·
Mind in its lower and higher aspects. The "prize set up fo:tt
Souls to win'' is true Self-Consciousness, it is the crown·of
Humanity. It is virgin-born in the sense that the 1o·,·1er Nature
is the matrix from which the Son of l.lind is born.

In "The Magical Message of Ioannas" by James M. Pyrse,. a
literal translation of the Greek Gospel of St. John, we read:
"Amen, Amen, I say unto you,, if any one be not born from above,
he cannot sea th~ realm of.God."
Born From Above
This baing '~born from above" deserves a brief commentary.
It is an old phrase and refers to the old mystic birth of the
sideral body being born from the brain centres; the physical
body being born from below. ·rhe ancient immortals were ''those
above" (hoi ano); as distinguished from the I.iortals "those
balown (hoi kato}; t)1ose dead (hoi nekroi)were those living in
the physical body and in a purely physical manner.
Now how shall we interpret the statement to the "sideral
bodY:' ·as being porn from above, that is from the brain centres.
It will convey our idea briefly, but to the point, to
state that here and now we have the same grades of minds or
probationers to deal with as did ancient ~gypt. Morons or
those whose mental age is fifteen years or thereabouts have
Reason but little Mind. AO'ain humans with some Mind endowment
do not do things dictated by neason, but they do that which
~heir desires and emotions impell them to do independent of
reason and past experience.
'

0
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So we may say the intellect does not control the mind.
The mind is controlled by emotions and desires below the plane
of the Mind, unless there has been developed a will power to
control the emotions and direct the desires.
Heru - netch
It will doubtless be
a short dissertation upon
netch-tef-Ra. Heru means
means, "protector of Ra,"

-

tef -

Ra

of interest to introduce at this point
one of the forms of Horus or Heruthat "which is above" and the full name
supporter of the Divine.

The hawk head is a ·symbol of the Soul. The hawk flies
nearest the sun and lives on but little food,
The Red Crovm of the North inside of which rests the White
Crown of' the South, symbolizes the physical and the spiritual.
Red is of the earth, earthy.
the Had Sand" says Budge.

11

Egpyt and the deserts are

Whi t.e is the emblem of purity. ~,raser in "The Golden Bough"
says, "Even among savages the white man is the perfect man."
The Spirit, called Khu in Egyptian, is symbolized by the
white bird.
mind,
mind.

The Red Crown also symbolizes the lower world and the lower
The White Crown symbolizes the upper world and the higher

, In Revelations Chapter II, V. 10, we read: "Be thou faithful
unto death and I will give thee a crown of Life."
The White is the symbol of Spiritual Life.
Heru-netch-tef-Ra is one of the symbolic forms of Horus as
protector of Ra, is Master of the Laws of' Maat epitomized in the
words, truth and right, and therefore master of the physical and
spiritual bodies,
"Baptize thyself with the cup's baptism." ·
"As many t~en as understood the Harald's tidings and doused
themselves in MJ.nd, became partakers in the Gnosis and when they
had 'received the l;:ind' they were made 'perfect men' •" (The Cup
or Monad, P• ~1. "The Divine Pymander," - Everhard),
Philo's comment in this regard is interesting he says:
"And for the Happy. Soul that stretches forth its O\~n reasoning
as a most holy drinkirlg vessel to become the Cup-bearer of God."
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Vol, I, p. 245),

Those who have received the Baptism
know why they have come into being, they
life. They become consciously immortal
deathless, their immortality is a matte;
upon a growth in consciousness.

in the Egyptian sense
know the purpose of
they know they are
of knowledge based

The journey backward by the Magic Carpet of Imagination
bids us sum up the ideas of a by-gone age.
It is difficult to speak of these matters because· the
words used are liable to misconstruction. The higher evolution
of man is not high in space or place but high in the sense of
more intense than the usual condition,
Spirit is not superior to mind in the Egyptian sense,
neither is Mind superior to Soul or Soul, to Body, Each and
all must work in harmony according to their nature and come
t.o an equilibrium in the perfect man. Therefore Hermes speaks
of' this teaching as a "doctrine fit for Men."
The meaning of Life has engaged the thoughts of some of
the highest minds of' all ages. The search for the causes and
the effect of the changes man has undergone, has been a means
of establishing man's religion, science, and philosophy. This'
trinity of religion, science, and philosophy is difficult to •
follow in the mythology of ancient races, but it is there just
the same.
The last few decades have
horizon and we have advantages
day. 11he time has now arrived
be made of the achievements of

greatly extended our intellectual
compared to those of an earlier
when a more detailed.study may
the human rae~.

The unending turmoil of the thousands of years, the
constant striving, the successes and failures, do they reveal·
any structure underlying it all? V/ha t principles may be
gleaned from the past and what of the future?

vre have touched just the rim of the cup containing the
essence of Wisdom of the Ancier"t .l!Jgyptians, and we may perhaps
~ain the idea that the world old thoughts are best studied
from the inside ·and not from without, If we ourselves have
faith in spiritual life and spiritual law, we shall have
gained some certainty of our immortality . just as we must
,
conclude the ancients did, . We may the ref ore say the faith here
referred to means an intuitive conviction in the truth of that
which both reason and conscience approve. As Bergson says:
"We r~cognize the unity of spiritual life o~ly ~hen we place
ourselves in intuition in order to go from 1ntu1tion to the
intellect, for from. the intellect we shalL never pass to
intuition.'' (The (uest, by G. 3. Mead, P. 242)
Many of the curious reach high in the realm of reason
but gain little in the Kingdom of Uind.
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Others have "fought ·the good fight" as it is stated in
our Gospel of Timothy and "have laid hold on Eternal Life."
To such the many religions are just so many chap~ers of the
world's one religion. "Relig-ion is one, Men call it by many
names" is a teaching of the Vedas of India.
Having received the instruct.ions and having lived the
life to know the doctrine, what was the initiate to do?
The Wisdom--Religion was no one's own. He who possessed
it held it in trust for those who were duly and truly prepared
to receive.
As the Hermetic teachings put it, "And such power can be
possessed by no one else than him alone who taketh naught."
"The good is he who gives all things and naught received,"
The possessor of the knowledge finds it difficult to
pass the teaching on. He must wait until he finds the attentive
ear to receive the sound from the instructive tongue, until than
it is safely lodged in the repository of the faithful breast of
its custodian. That is the meaning of its secrecy. The
neophyte must come of his own free will and accord and he
receives instruction relative to his capacity to apprehend the
ethical value of the teaching, to comprehend the maru1er of its
application, and last but not least to prove each problem by
working it out in his daily life.
This can be shown to be true of the wisdom teachings of all
climes and all times.
The Way, is Old.

The Truth, is One. The Life, aver on-going.

The wisdom of Hermes is part of the ancient Wisdom passed
through the alembic of the Egyptian J'.Und, and this brief summary
may enable us to glimpse its range and its relation to modern
thought. Hermes Trismegistus is the subject of a poem written
by He~ry Wadsworth Longfellow, in the year before his death in
part 1t is as follows:
'
Who shall call his dreams fallacious~
Who has searched or sought
·
All the unexplored and spacious
Universe of thought?
Who, in his own- skill confiding
Shall with rule and line
Mark the borderland, dividing
Human and Divine?
Trismegistua~

Three times greatest!
How thy name sublime
Has descended, to the latest
Frogeny of time!

MARCH 14, 1925
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HOBERT SHAFER

In the eighteen-nineties_ Mr. Hardy was sub jacted to much
abusive criticism.* He was called, in effect, a scavenger of
the lower reaches of life, one who delighted to exhibit human
baseness and depr.a:vity simply for the perverse pleasure which
he and othe~prasumably derived from the spectacle How far
from the truth this was I suppose everybody now kn~ws, but
even today soma readers_ may be surprised upon finding the
clos).ng piece in Mr. Hardy's latest volume of versa. 'Phare
lo.oking ba?k over t~a years as he sits before a wood-fire, he
imagines h.1s own vo1ce speaking from it 1 on how he had walked
when his sun was higher, his heart in its arrogancy 1 :
"'You held not to whatsoever was true 1
Said my own voice talking to me·'
'Whatsoever was ~ust you were slack'to ~ee·
Kept not things ovely and pure in view,' '
Said my own voice talking to me.
"'You slighted her that endurath all, 1
Said my own voice talkinf~ to me;
, 'Vaunteth not, trusteth hopefully;
That suffereth long and is kind \'Ji thal,'
Said my own voice talking to me.
"'You tau_ht not that which you set about,'
Sa d my own voice talking o me;
~rrhat the greatest of things is Charity • • • '"
In general it would be disastrous to argue that people
must mean exactly what they say, but the case is different
with poets. And when we take it in that t~~ Hardy actually sat
out to teach that charity is the greatest of' things~ we find a
far-stretching light cast upon some of his best known work.
Tess of the D'Urbervilles is the most obvious instance. It is
the story of a "pure woma~ faithfully presented." Tess is no
Pamela Andrews, able successfully to calculate her cours~ with
a~ew to worldly advantage, ~killfully playing upon and using
Alec D'Ubarvilla's passion as a· means to obtain wealth and
social position alon~ with honourable marriage, She is at
orice better and wors~ than this~ more honest and finer _in
grain, while less intelligent. Her feelings are instinctively
pure and right, but she has a soft nature which conspires with
chance to bring about the calamitous stages in her life, .
culminatin,O' in her final. desperate murder of Alec D'Urberv1lla
and her ow~ d~ath upon the gallows. As. a girl emerging into
womanhood she had· yielded herself to Alec, and had borne his
child. The episode leads Mr. Hardy into contradiction~, bu~,
still, by ommeans if not by another, he makes his point
co~vincingly. Tess did not give hersel~ t~ Alec because of
moral obliquity, and so after the exper1ence she kept he~
*Examples may easily be found-in the periodica~s of the.tima.

A readily accessible instanc~ in a vol~me pu~~1she~ dur1ng the

Thomas M. stewart

period is the chapter on Mr. Hardy in ~. L. N1lson s
Theology of Modern Literature (1899).
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purity of soul. Hera than this, the experience actually aided
her development. As its result she changed, a~most at a leap,
"from simple girl to complex woman. Symbols of r.efla~tiveness
. passed into her face, and a note of tragedy at ti~es 1nto her
voice. Her eyes grew larger and more eloquent. >Jha became
what would have been called a fine creature; her aspect was
fair and arre·sting; her soul that of a woman whom the turbulent
experiences of the last year or two had quite failed to
demoralize •" Hence she was, if anything, the more fit to make
a true wife ·and it would have been not charity so much as
elementary justice had Angel Clara been able to see this when,
just after he had married her, she told him her story. He was
not capable of it. Both temperament and· his Christian upbringing united to blind him to the truth and to make him.
inflexibly hard in judgement. And thence ensued the tragic
climax of the tala.
·
Despite the personal irresponsibility of the characters,
this is by general consent one of the few great English
novels. It is so because of Its high measure of truth, i~s
tragic insight, and its intense, moving power. And in ~ore
than one incidental episode as wall as in its central theme
it is obviously a plea for charity, for a larger tolerance,
for a repudiation of narrow, traditional applications of moral
principles which sacrifice truth and reality for appearances.
It is a plea against arrogance howsoever concealed or san9tified,
a plea for the understanding heart, for the right hand of holy
love extended freely to all suffering fellow-creatures. ~11
of us alike are caught and twsitad by circumstances which we
vatiy attempt to control, all of us are subject to the freaks
and unconscious cruelties of chance, none of us is pure enough
to cast the first stone, and this should teach us forbearance
and sympathy, Many of the evils of life are inherent· in the
nature of things, but at least man's inhumanity to man is
remediable, through the increase of charity, and hera indeed
lies the one open path of human progress.
·
Such would seem to be, briefly, I.:r. Hardy's reasoning,
exemplified mora or less completely in many of his books and
poems besides Tass of the D'Urbarvilles. Jude the Obscure is
explicable in this li~ht as in no other. One, though only one,
reason for the abuse with which the book was greeted. on its
first appearance was its attack upon the institution of marriage. It was said to be a powerful and d.eliberate incitement
to sexual im~orality, the mora d.angarous because of the d.eap
feeling and mature skill with which it was written. And. it may
vary fairly be urged. that si::1ply as an attack upon marriage
the book is extremely unjust. But, of course, it is not simply
this. Mr. Hardr obviously was moved byprofound indignation at
the ~uffer1Dg· .caused to many individuals by the institution
in its present English form, and this suffering is undeniable,
hideous, and. often grossly immoral in its results, Jude is
really a plea for a truer morality, for a more ganerous-understand.ing and. sympathy in our social judgements and in the
enforcement of our social sanctions. It tells us, mora, it
shows us what we wall know yet fail to realize in action-that we are not all cast in'one mould, nor set amidst identical
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circumstances, and that our neighbour's life may markedly
diverge from our own without being therefore damnable. It
is, indeed; a modern homily upon a venerable the~ showing
how the lettet of the law killath, whereas the spirit giveth
life. 1.Vas man ·maa.e for the Sabbath, or the Sabbath for man?
That Mr. Hard.y coricei vad. himself to be persevering in the
same lesson even in writing The Dynasts is indicated mora than
once in the unfolding of that gigantic human scene, and perhaps
accounts for his giving the last word in it to the Chorus of the
Pities as well as for th~ note of hope which they utter. His
consistent and.eavour to embody this meaning in his work, consequently, explains his statement in the Preface to Late Lyrics
and. Earlier that .he regards himself as an exponent of evolutionary meliorisni. He has always repud.iated the common charge-if it be a ch~e--of pessimism, and we can read.ily see why.
If the only hope of human betterment lies in greater charity,
and. in the changes which that implies, we rnus t at once be
forced. not only to recognize, but to feel, existing evils as
e·vils, Accordingly the true lovar of mankind, seeking to
'increase the worth 'of life, is he who feelingly bares its wrongs
and forces them into the common consciousness.
. Many of trr. Hardy's pieces, whether in prose or verse, are
in appearance simply pictures of the injustice to which· we are
sub jact or of the malign elements in human nature itself. They
are open to grave misunderstanding--and the more so be?~use ·of
the irony ha frequently and effectively uses--unless tnay are,
raaa as fulfilments of a deeply serious purpose, as instances
of plain spaakin~ und.ertaken as a d.uty because of our sins, A
fair example is The Ruined. Maid.:
"'O 'Melia, my dear, this d.oes everything crown!
Who could. have supposed I should meet .you in Tow~?
And whence such fair garments, such prosperi-ty? -'0 did.n't you know I'd. been ruined.?' said she.
"--'You left us in tatters, without shoes or socks,
Tired. of d.ig~ing potatoes, and· spudding up d.ocks;
,,
And now you've gay bracelets and bright feathers three. -'Yes: that's how we d.ress when we're ruined,' said she.
"--'At home in the barton you said "thea" and "thou,"
And "thik oon," and "thaas oon," and ''t'other';; but now
Your talking oui ta fits 'ee for high compa-ny • -'some polish is gained. with one's ruin,' said she.
~~~-'Your hands were like paws then, your face blue and. bleak,
But now I'm bewitched by your d.elicate che~~· .
And your little gloves fit as on any,la-~Y· --

'We never d.o work When we're ruined,

sa1d she.

"--'You used. to 6all home-life a hag-rid.den draam,
And you'd sigh, and you'd. sock; but a~,present you seem
To know not of megrims or melancho-ly. ·;
'True • One's pretty lively when ruined' said. she •

.. /
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wish I had feathers, a fine sweeping gown,
And a delicate face, and could strut about Town!'-'My dear•-a raw country girl, such as you be, '
Cannot quite expect that• You ain't ruined,' said she.
One further example, The Fink Frock, must be quoted, out
of many that almost equally deserve it:"' 0 my prett;v pink frock,
I sha'n't be able to wear it!
Why is he dying just now?
I hardly can bear it~
"'He might have contrived to live on;:
But they say there's no hope whateve·r:
And must I shut myself up,
And go out never?
"'0 my pretty pink frock?
Puff-sleeved and accordion-pleated!
He might have passed in July,
And not so chaa ted!'"
Yet, complains l:r, Hardy, not even all his disclaimers and
explanations suffice to prevent him from still baing called a
pessimist, And indeed, considering the looseness of popular
language, this should probably be expected by one who writes and
publishes many pieces in prose and verse comparable to The Pink
Frock; but there· is a further and more legitimate reason. For
Mr. RSrdy's ~ark contains elements which his explanation by no
means covers, and in fact he has·himself also warned his readers
not to expect from him a systematic or consistent illustration
of any one general view of the world, On the contrary, he hns
insisted that his works constitute a series of fugitive impressions set down as they have come, with no attempt at co-ordination. This contention has an obvious ground which will directly
appear. Meanwhile, however, it should be said that J1.Ir, Hardy
has been singularly faithful, sincere, and courageous in his
attempt to follow experience whithersoever it might lead him,
and that thi~ in itself merits, as it has increasingly received,
high·praise, But it can scarcely be allowed that thisis alone
sufficient to give him out of hand the supreme place in modern
literature v;hich some in recent years have claimed for him.
The claim is not unnatural in an age of specialism which has
dri van perplexed c·ri tics back into the narrower recesses of
their field where they may talk with some assurance of literature as a problem in craftsmanship, but neither is it legitimate.
For an artist's greatness still depends in the end, and always
must depend, upon the quality of his experience as well as upon
his honesty and skill in dealing with it.
And this question of quality is in Mr. Hardy's case perplexed by·the fact that his effort to follow impressions wherever
they might lead has submerged him in a fundamental contradiction,
strange in its character though familiar enough .in the present
age. For he began his career in mid-Victorian days, living in
an atmosphere charged by a militant and wonderfully confident
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system of thought which was supposed to have behind it all
the authority of exact science, and he was no.more able than
were ot~ers to r~sist the seeming attractions of the •mechanical ph1losop~y.
Cons~quently his observation of the very
aspects of ex1stence wh1ch roused his humanitarian fervour and
caused him to make deeply moving pleas for the increase of
charity also helped to convince him that human bqings ware
capable of no responsible acts whatever, The two things, of
course, completely cancel each other, since unless we have some
real freedom it is useless to talk to us about charitable acts
or. any other responsible deeds, Yet this is just wh~t Mr. Hardy
did; persisting in his humanitarian intention, he nevertheless
came increasingly to interpret life as an exemplification of
a determinist~c monism.
This is to be sean clearly in many of his novels and poems,
and it culminated in The D~asts, where the great pageant of the
.Napoleonic wars is presents wholly as an example of human
irre~ponsibility ~nd helplessness under the constraining pressure
of blind cosmic forces.
This is foreshadowed in the opening scene, where the
supernatural intelligences--" contrivances of the fancy merely,"
as Mr. Hardy telmus--speak to each other concerning the universe
and approa9hing events upon the earth, We are informed that the
universe can only be conceiv~d as something fashioned and carltrolled by a blind sense or will, working unconsciously, which
no force can swerve from applying its clock-like laws. Says
the Spirit of the Years:
"In the Foreti~e, even to the germ of Being,
Nothing aopears of shape to indicate ·
That cognizance has marshalled things t~rrene,
Or will (such is my thinking) in my span.
Rather they show that, like a knitter drowsed,
Whose fingers play in skilled unmindfulness,
The Will has woven with an absent heed
Since life first was; and ever will so weave."
Among the ~ill's productions are, of course, ourselves,
'flesh-hinged m~nnikins wound up to. click-clack off' laws' .
designed without ~agard to our happ1ness or suffering, life or
death. we are puppets whose self-consciousness gives us merely
the illusion of responstble and intelligent action. In reality
we act we know not why, because we must, and all our fears and
hopes and scruples and calculations and moral standards are
alike meaningless vanities. This The D~asts illustrates in a
long succession of scenes, many of whic taken ~ingly a~e uninterestin~ enou~h in many of which the .verse lS undistinguished
or distres~inglyo p~destrian but which in their cunmlat i ve. effect
are unpara~leled in English,literature, perhaps in any literature,
for their immense sweep and sombre _grandeur. Yet al~ the
European peoples and their leaders who enter into th1s great
' page~t only unite to exhibit the unmeaning emptiness and
immitigable futility of life.
· Not even the bare possibility that human beings have any
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measure of control over their lives and fortunes is to be
treated seriously. And of all the thousands who play their
parts in the drama only two or three have the slightest inkling
of their real situation, while of those Napoleon is the only
one who distinctly voices his occasional realization of it.

Mr. Hardy, then, pictures the universe as a self-sufficient mechanism, or as a single huge organism. Its phenomena
are all controlled by an unknowable force imrr~nent in them or,
in other words, an integral part of the whole. We may call this,
if we ·like, an impulse or will towards ceaseless ordered movement, but we really know nothing about it. We only knov1 tha't
all phenomena, including ourselves, are basically identical parts
of one whole which is moving along its own course. This course
has nothing in common vvi th our conscious purposes, desires, or
.feelings, so that we cannot conceive of it as either conscious
or purposive. At the same time., however, we must conceive of
our ovm distinctive traits, such as conscience or remorse,
implying as they do responsibility on our part, as delusive.
Not only are we really helpless, but all our necessitated
actions are, from any human point of view, entirely futile. We
are the mere creatures of what, judging by its workings, we can
only term blind accident.
In Mat, a sonnet written as long ago as 1866, Mr. Hardy
expresse he essence of his belief, which he has since in
various ways elaborated but has hardly changed:
"If but some vengeful god would call to me
From up the sky, and laugh: 'Thou suffering thing,
Know that thy sorrow is my ecstasy,
That thy love's loss is my hate's profitlng1'
"Then would I·bear it, clench myself, and die,
Steeled by the sense of ire unmerited;
Half-aased.in that a Powarf'uller than I
Had willed and meted me the tears I shed.
"But not so. How arrives it joy lies slain,
.And why unblooms the best hope ever sown?
--Crass Casualty obstructs the sun and rain
And dicing Time for gladness casts a moan. : ••
These purblind Doomsters had as readily strewn
Blisses about my pilgrimage as pain."
While this sonnet on the one hand indicates the hopelessne.ss
and bitterness of our situation as the playthings of "crass
casualty," on the other it indicates that this is by no means
the whole of our misery. For although we are .the puppets of
chance, our feelings and desires are real and intense. This it
is which gi vas intolerable. poignancy to our situation. ·our
feelings and desires .are real, yet life pays no heed to them, or
rather is bound to frustrate our desires and violate our feelings.
And the quality of either makes no difference in the result. It
is all one whether a man be a saint ~r a sinner· these are mere
conventional differences with no root in the nature of things.
It would be a folly to set up such distinctions could we help
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it, because, e.ven were we able to determine our courses there
would be really no choice to be made. The feeli~gs of ~aint
and sinner are alike irrelevant to the. nature of thin·J's and
the desires of both are equally vain and impotent. ~ '
.~ad we been fashioned unconscious mannikin~, the processes
of wn1ch we form a part would have beon as meaningless as now
they are, but at least there could have been no complaint;-there would, indee.d, then hav.e been no one to complain. But
actually we do have the capacity both to enjoy and to suffer
while only the latter is. genuinely satisfied. ·This is the final,
insoluble enigma which confronts tr, Hardy, Why we should exist,
even were we blessedly unconscious of the fact he cannot see
whereas consciousness simply adds tragedy to what was before '
incomprehensible. This. conviction is voiced in The D~asts
and in many of his poem~, as well as in 'ress of the D rbervilles
and Jude the Obscure •.

In The Dynasts the Chorus of the Pities asks,
"Why make Life debtor when it did not buy?
Why wound so keenly Right that it would die?"

~

To such questions 1T. Hardy has no answer. He only says
that existence is a mockery or curse, and that it would be be~ter
for us to be dead than alive--a proposition laid down and fully
illustrated in Jude the Obscure and in some of his poems. To
the Moon is a fairly light-hearted instance:
"'What have you looked at, r.:oon,
In your time,
Now long past your prime?'
'0, I have looked at, often looked at
Sweet, sublime,
Sore things, shudderful, night and noon
In my time.' ·
"'What have you mused on, ::oon,
In your day,
So aloof, so far away?'
'0, I have mused on, often rmsed on
Growth, decay,
Nations alive, dead, m~d, ~.~woon,
In my day!'
" 'Have you much wond.ere d, I'.~oon,
On your ·('ounds,
Self-wrapt, beyond Barth's bounds?'
'Yea, I have wondered, often wondered
.At the sounds
Beaching me of the human tune
On my rounds, '
"'What do you think of it, Moon,
As you go?
Is Life much, or no?'
'0, I think of it, often think of it
As a show
God ought surely to shut up soon,
As I
"'

,.
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Meanwhile, sirlce the show is not yet shut up, we cannot
help asking why, nor can we help conplaining bitterly against
the nature of' things. Mr. Hardy has written a number of poems
in which he te1ls us what must be the character of any deity
we can imagine as the creator of ourselves and the world we
inhabit. They are not flattering. New Year's Eve may serve
as an example:
I have finished another year,' said God,
'In grey, green, white, and brown;
I have strewn the leaf upon the sod,
Sealed up the worm within the clod,
And lad the last sun down.'
11 ' 1

"'And what's the good of it?' I said,
'What reasons made you call
From formless void this earth we tread,.
When nine-and-ninety can be read
Why nought should be at all?
"'Yea, Sire; why shaped you us, "who in
This tabernacle groan~-If ever a joy be found herein,
Such joy no man had wished to win
If he had never known!'
"Then he: 'My labours--logicless-You may explain; not I:
Sense-sealed I have wrought, without a guess
That I evolved a Consciousness
To ask for reasons why.
"'Strange that ephemeral creatures who
By my own ordering are,
Should sea the shortness of my view,
Use ethic tests I never knew,
Or made provision for~'
"He sank to raptness as of yore,
And opening New Year's Day
Wove it by rote as theretofore,
And went on working evermore
In his unweeting way •"
The burden of Mr. Hardy's indictment against life or against
the natura of things, then, comas down to this: that since
everything in our lives is necessitated by something outside of
our own sense of purpose and beyond our control and since this
entails upon us real but meaningless suffering 'the source of our
being must be something unconscious and purpos~less. It follows
also that there is unescapabla injustice in our having consciousness of all and, much more, intolerable injustice in our being
endowed with "the disease of feeling." No one can fathom any
reason for our existence and·.no one can deny its bitter futility.
Mr. Hardy tells us that he began life as.a believer in
Christianity. His works do not indicate clearly the path which
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led nim far from the orthodox fold, but, nevertheless, his
general c?urse can be traced with a degree of certainty. The.
dates afflxed to soma of his poems show that such Christian
be.liefs as he once had must have become impossible for him
about the time he reached manhood or very shortly thereafter.
He did not relinquish these beliefs gladly, but with sorrow
and with at least some tendency to condemn himself for his .
inability to find in Christian faith the reality or solace
which others found there. At the same time however he felt
a certainty of ~eing in the right of it whi~h soon o;ertopped
his mood of hum1li ty, though it perhaps did. not so ouickly
drown his regret at what he had lost.
4

What caused this initial change? It was apparently a
combination of experience and philosophy, each seeming to reinforce the other. He doubtless had been taught that Christianity
was a miraculously revealed body of truths and, for tha rest, his
belief seems largely to have consisted in the propositions that
everything had been providentially arranged for man's convenience
. and that justice was the fundamental law of life. Unfortunately
it is not at all incredible that this should have been so. But
of course, it topk only the slightest raflexion upon experience'
to show that there were fundamental difficulties in such beliefs.
Man's life was in reality an unceasing struggle against both his
natuTal and his human environments, and a struggle conditioned
by many factors--such, for instance, as heredity, parentage·, ·
social customs--for which he was in no way responsible and y~t
which always influenced and sometif!les predetermined the outcome.
There were factors both of personal circumstances and of
temperament which greatly facilitated such disillusioning discoveries. And, as has already been said, l'.!r. Hardy, who was
born in 1840, reacbed manhood at a time when naturalistid
thought was undergoing an immense revival of prestige through
the progress of the exact sciences and particularly through
Darwin's seeming proof of the evolution-hypothesis. To one
who could not be indifferent to philosophical and religious
questions, naturalism at this ti:He appear~d to oifer with all
the authority of exact science an unifying conception embracing
the whole round of ~eality and likewise completely accounting
for the very facts of experience which had unsettled a comfortable theistic faith. And the result was Mr. Hardy's conversion
to a deterministic monism,
The change however, opened up new difficulties in place of
those it had ra~olved. For their understanding something must
first be said about naturalism. The naturv.list ic point of view
has always had the implicit support of common sense and has
always had a strong attraction for men of secular, sensuous
temperament. There has been from the beginning, as far as can
ba known a practical· dualism in human naturd, exemplified by
standard~ of conduct, based on religious sanctions, v;hich have
been hard to live up to. There has ever been a war within
ourselves· impulses have pulled us in contrary directions, and
we have v~ntured to ascribe a divine origin to some of the~e,
while others we have. stigmatized as base , wro~g, or sinful. In
general these evil impulses are strong and un1versal, their
satisfaction gives an unmistakable, immediate pleasure, and we
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share a number of them with the rest of the animal kingdom.
Good impulses, on the other hand, are generally weaker and
may be almost absent from manymen, their satisfaction usually
does not result in immediate pleasure and may even be painful,
an~ they are almost exclusively peculiar to humanity.
It may
be said that what is ·good tends on the whole to promote human
life;--that is, it is either advantageous to the community of
which we are a part, although it may be painful to us as
individuals, or it tends to develop and· make predominant what
is specifically human in us as opposed to these other elements
in our natura which we share with other animals.
Occasionally soma man has had so overwhelming a sensa of
the importance of these good or specifically human elements
in our nature and so clear an insight into their meaning and
character as to be able to impress his conviction regarding
our. situation and needs upon a whole nation or group of nations.
But these are not obvious matters, and we are peculiarly liable
to make mistakes about them. In this direction we are pioneers
feeling our way. towards the opening up of a wholly new path,
And evan the wisest man, or rather any man just in proportion
as he is wise, if he ventures to talk to others, is limited by
.what they can be made to understand. Consequently new standards
or ideals are the mora likely to be overlaid with falsehood
and superstition the more widely they are received. They are
supported with blind and indiscriminate zeal, or with the wrong
reasons, or they are clothed in symbolic language which itself
~ecomes sacred and inviolable, though actually it was intended
only as a makeshift whose usefulness depended on its relevance
to the environmental conditions of those for whom it was framed,
Nor is this all, for concrete applications of standards ·and
ideals become similarly sacred and inviolable. Yet.environmental oonditions are constantly changing and so demanding what
never takes place soon enough--the equally constant revision
of the language in which standards and ideals are stated and
suppo:ted, and of the codes of conduct which embody their
pract1cal applications.
.
Hence there have always been periods when it has bean
extremely easy for a self-confident man of sensuous temperament
and limited insight to conclude that the religious sanctions of
good conduct are mere hoc~pocus, and thus far even religious
man may perforce have agreed with him, because they could not
help seeing that the current·raligion was an outworn shall a
relic of the formalism of a past age, preservinP' beliefs a~d
practices which actually did violence to the mo~al sensa. But
of course the self-confident man would not stop here. Revoltino-0
from palpably superstitious beliefs, he concludes that the conduct connected wi.th them is harmful also as indeed in some
respects it may be,. t~ou~h the original ;ea·sons for it rna~· have
been wholly good. Th1s, however, is a subtlB distinction
requiring extreme pains and patience to elucidate· while the
rebel against pious usages has no motives impelli~g him to such
a task, On the contrary, he has powerful reasons for denying
the distinction or remaining oblivious to it.
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dualism of human nature and.longs to do away with it while he
has little either inside himself or around him to aiJ ~im in
understanding its character •. Hence he concludes that this
troublesome and dark conflict within our members is not
inherent in human nature, but is imposed by some men on others
for interested reasons; --our fears and scruples are played upon
by priests for the sake of maintaining and enhancing their own
power and welfare. Thus he appears as the true friend and
liberator of mankind when he proceeds to announce that men's
il:rat ional beliefs and the painful or, as we say, unnatural
conduct accompanying them are not good, but absurd and injurious.
Human nature, he says, is one, not dual, and we are all members
of one body; our only goddess is our ancient mother, Nature
herself, the kindly nurse of all her children great and small
and she has given us in our natural impulses all we need in o;der
to our welfare. Can she have dona less for us than she has for
the cattle of the field and the beasts of the forest? Surely
not~ . We ought, then, to trust our strongest, universal
impulses, forsaking all mare man-made laws, and,· so doing, we,
shall return to the good heart of things from which we have
strayed, and shall regain that golden unity of nature which it
is unalloyed happiness to possess.--a happiness only known to us
hitberto in tragically brief, stolen moments of elemental
ecstasy, in which the voice of conscience was hushed ~nd the
weary battle forgotten.

.

.

To very many in the latter half of the nineteenth century
the discoveries of science, and particularly those bearing on
evolution, seemed imperatively to call for this nat.uralistic
con.clusion, and Mr. Hardy was among them. In one of his infrequent assays he stated that his purpose in tis novels was
the handling of tragic motives in terms of modern knowledge,
and that he sought "to show Nature's unconsciousness, not of
esse~tial laws, but those laws framed merely as social expedients by human.i ty without a bas is i.n the neart of things •" *
In Tass of the D'Urbervilles, after Tass's irregula~ union
with Alec D1Urbarville and the birthof their child, he at. tempad to make credible her continuing puri tyof' ~haracter by
pointing out that what she had more or less will1ngly done
done was not unnatural, was indeed. simply what in the world of
natura would be taken as a matter of course, and that she was
'guilty' only of violating man-ma.de laws 'fra~ed as so~ial
expedients and without a basis in the heart of things.
Even in this book however, and at a heavy expense in
congruity, Mr. Hardy showed. that he could not rest in this
position. Impressively as contemporary discoveries and thought
seamed to point to the basic unity not only of all organic
creatures but of the whole universe of phenomena, still,
evolutionary doctrine also exhibited the processes of nature
as full of savage cruelty and ruthlessness. Nature was, in
fact, 'red in tooth and claw,' and to return to her bosom was
to return to something.worse than b~rbarism, to a world
dehumanized, necessitated in all its workings by forces whol~y
indifferent to, if not at all points opposed to, eve:ything.ln
life valued by human ~eings. This Mr. Hardy, with h1s sens1 tive

For the rebel is, like the rest of us, troubled by the
*Life arid Art
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of these natural wants of ours. A grievous outraO'e has been
i~flicted upon us if we have been .given these wants only to
f1nd that th~y a:e not.to be satisfied. Nor is there any
ground for d1scr1minat1ng between our various feelings and
desires, terming some good and soma bad. The only thing to
be considered is the fact that they are all equally real,. and
hence all equally deserving of satisfaction.

feelinBs, could not help perceiving, and Tess accordingly
contains a number of passages which make up-a bitter indictment
of the fair-seeming natural world, Portions of the same indictment are repeated elsewhere in his works, as in the poem
entitled In a Wood.
One might suppose that a man who had made this discovery,
who had the courage to face it, and who was honestly seeking
the truth, would have come to the obvious conclusion that after
all naturalism was in the .wrong of it. Naturalism, one might
think he would have seen, was merely one more attemp~ to comprehend the universe .in a generalization basad on man's vary
limited experience and, moreover, based on only an arbitrarily
selected portion of it, illegitimately leavinCl' out of the account
as it did the data of experience which pointed to a fundamental
divergence between man and the natural world. And consequently
he might have been forced back on the conclusion that human
nature was inherently dual in character; man was .an animal, .
certainly, and in his animality was firmly linked to the world
of phenomena, and so far was wholly one with beasts, or even with
the beech-tree and the pine-tree; but man was at the same time
something other than an animal, extending his being to the
experience of something beyond the phenomenal world, to the .
experience of something no less real to him in the world of values.

Th~s k~nd of reasoning, which issues legitimately and
indeed 1nev1tably from Hr. Hardy's naturalistic premises of
course opens up a profound basis for endless complaint a~ainst
the universe, of which he has taken full advantage. Moreover,
since he admits no qualitative standard of judgement, ~ut only
the quantitative one of intensity, it follows that he values
chiefly those impulses and desires which arise from our
~nimal nature.
To whc,t most men call the higher values of
·life he has remained almost, if not completely, blin~; and
thare is no indication that it h~s ever Jnterad his head to
inquire whether or not the very condi tio1w of' life which he so
deplores rni~ht. favour th·:J realization of those higher values.
His idea of Paradise, were he to permit himself to play with
the idea at all, would be very Llahometan. He in fact, in a
poem which gathers together the implicatiom~ of many oth~rs., .
explicitly exalts a group of plea~ures which is closely related
to the traditional sacred trinity of the sensual man. They '
are wine, dancing, and love, which he terms "great things."

Actually, however, Mr. Hardy did nothing of this sort.
Nat~ralism he had espoused and to it he still gave his undi ~1ded allegiance, even though this .now caused him extraordinary
difficulties~ His insight and honesty forced him to repudiate
the optimist1cal cosmic· dreams of many of his· contemporaries
but could not force him to forgo the vanity of cosmic dreams'
themselves. A monistic universe he was boundto have whatever
the cost, and his formulation of his experience was ~ccordingly
subject to this prejudice. He concluded, as has been shown
that· the phenomenal world, including oursel vas, is a non-mo;al,
P~rposeless, meaningless complex of. appearances exhibiting a
s1ngle gross anomaly, probably the result of blunderin~ accident
!n. human consciousness. The inner world revealed by con'
wClOUSness--the WOrld of feeling, Values, and purpose--he pronounced unreal. It is unreal, not in the. sense that we do not
actually have feelings and desires an~ aims, but in the sense
that these are me:ely subjective excitations not corresponding
to ~bjective rea 11 ty, so that they are doomed to be violated and
f rustrated at the hands of the indifferent world.

But these great things of lite are Ul:lually denied us or,
if they a~a given, are given grudgingly, in~ufficiently,
capriciously. If we do succeed in getting what we want it is
straightway snatched from us; and if by chance we regain it
we are only led to the discovery that what charmed us once
charms us no longer. vr e ce.n command n,:! i ther things around us
nor our own moods. rrhough we chase the most corporeal delights,
the most intensely felt .pleasure8, still, even these we find
·are will-o'-the-wisps, and thi~ is Life.
Coomb-Firtrees say that Life is a moan,
And Clyffe-hill Clump says 'Yea!'
But Yell 'ham says a thing of its own:
It's not 'Grey, grey
Is Life alway~'
That Yell'ham says, ·
Nor that Life is for ends unknown.
11

"It says t·hat Life V.'ould signify
A thwarted purposing;
That we come to live, and are called to die.
Yes, that's tbe thing
In fall, in spring,
That Yell'ham says:-. 'Life offers--to deny!'"

In A Conversation at Dawn Mr. Hardy makes one. of the
characters exclaim,
"No God intends
To thwart the yearning He's father tol"
He means, of course, that no god should do this, that if it
is done, from whatever cause, it is wronQ', We are made with
ce~t~in fee~ings and desires; we are not~responsibla.f'or their
ex s ence Wlthin.us, but so we are fashioned without our advice
~~ ~onsent; hence ~f w~ are to discern any goodness in the world
n the nature of th1ngs it must be through the satisfaction

Mr. Hardy's hedonism is intagr:.-:1 to his natur~lisr~,and,
though he has clung to bo~h, in his ~tter disi~lus1onmen~ he
has t·ound only emptiness in both. H1s conclu~1on ~hat l1fa
offers what.he seeks only to deny it is, I th1nk, urafutable,
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and I should wish not to combat it, but to emphasize it. For
most people, I should suppose, life is not really much happier
or more joyful than Mr. Hardy would have us believe. Certainly
there must be few who share his unrelieved, profound despair;
and there are probably also few who, though they find life worth
living, do not value it chiefly for the enjoyment o~ happiness
which they hope to obtain. At any rate it seems av1dent that
the number of people who frankly make earthly or temporal happiness their life's aim is far great.er than it has been in soma
preceding ages, or perhaps in any preceding age of which we
know anything. It does not follow, however, that these people
are succeeding in their pursuit. This is a peculiarly difficult
question, about which a great deal of' nonsense has bean written
and spoken, and about which there is much self-deception, both
unconscious and, strangely enough at first sight, conscious
and deliberate. This deliberate self-deception ia not really
so strange, however, in the light of the undoubted fact that
very many people of this age have coma to the conclusion that
temporal happiness is all that life can offer them. Belief in
it& possibility is with them a counsel of despair.
It should be evident, however, that the multiplication of
mechanical contrivances designed for comfort or distraction has
no bearing on the answer to this question, since desires
multiply and fluctuate at least as fast, and since in general
both multiply faster than our incomes. And probably the general
prosperity of a community or a nation has very little bearing
on it. Certainly the American business men who are excitedly
telling the labouring classes, the ignorant foreigners, and
some college professors how un-American they are in refusing to
be contented with their lot, are not an illustration of the
doctrine they preach, since they are obviously actuated by an
acute, nervous anxiety which knows few scr.uplas and occasdonally
approaches insanity. The boat which cannot ba.rockad is hardly
a vary sea-worthy craft, and I do not think that many examples
of secure and unalloyed happiness are to be found amongst its
higher officers.
Happiness, moreover, being subjective, can never be unmistakably inferred from any of the external conditions of life.
Our least doubtful information on the subject comes from ourselves, and when each of us consults that oracle he is vary likely
to discover that he cannot at present call himself happy, though
he sees many other people who are, and he still hopes that
presently he will be. As far as careful observation of others
can take us, it appears that in general the happiest people are
the most bovine and stupid. If ona:is able to learn from experience, if one is sensitive, imaginative, and reflective
t
one I s chances of happiness are lessened. A man of sense cannot
continua blindly to indulge a .hope.perpatually deferred· and if
a man's lot does happen to be fortunate he must be sing~larly
blind and callous to &void uneasiness for his own future, and
distress over the multitude of loathsome social and personal
ills which surround him and form the background enabling him
to call himself fortunate. Such a man, too,must be equally
somnolent in order to rest contentedly in his present state
whatever that may appear,to be in the ayes of others. Furthermore,
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the !oluma of palpable, unmist~kable human distress and suffer~ng lS s~ great that we are in the habit of attributing good
fortune to others on very slight and often entirely negative
grounds.
I should not think of suggesting, of course--and no more
does Mr. Hardy--that the great majority do not hare moments of
happiness, but they are generally paid for at a high rate. I
do not wish to suggest, either, th':. t genuine and permanent
happine·ss is impossible of achievement but it is I fancy
very rare, and it is no't likely to be ;ecognized for what' it is
by any ·one save him who is achieving it. For the truth is that
happiness is a by-product, never to be won by him who deliberately seeks it for its own sake. It is a mood of satisfaction
which comas with the successful pursuit of some purpose or and
which the subject regards as worthy in itself, and its quality
and permanence depend upon the character of the end one is
pursuing. If one's end is ephemeral or is· found to be valueless
as soon as it is attained, one's happiness is bound to be equally
fleeting, and will look back upon one's deeds and their rewards
as alike vain and delusory.
How common this experience is need hardly be asked. Only·
he who has never done anything can have wholly escaped it,
and it is Mr. Hardy's greatness that he has thus far seen life
truly and has had the courage and skill to picture it honestly
as he has seen it, despite all misunderstanding and· sneers and
abuse from his public. The creations of his sympathetic and
powerful imagination live and will lon_:; continue to li va ir'1
the minds of men because, even against our will, they force
home to our saddened consciousness the .tragic necessities in
which we are enmeshed, the vanity and emptiness of our little
lives, the uttar indiffar~nce of the vast ~henomenal universe
to all our concerns, the malignity of hum~n natura itself,
which shows that our &nemy flourishes evan within our most
retired strongholds, and the impl~cable if not completely
hopeless warfare we wage for our souls' safety, attempting to
conquer outer nature to our purposes while, failing to examine
those purposes themselves, we leave the subtler enemy within
•to entrench himself aver more and more firmly. Mr. Hardy has
also shown deep and true insight in insisting that life's tragic
aspect is not touched, and cannot be touched, by any of ?ur
material progress, which at the most changes only the fr1ngas
and appearances of our lives, while their substance remains
what it has bean •. And he has succeeded, too, in achieving
~wha. t .nei thar Sophocles nor Shakespeare aver attempted or, as
far as one knows, would have thought of attempting, For he
has written of the common lives of common men; he has brought
tragedy. down from the princes and t'ht~ir courts of e.lder days
to live amon~ the i~norant
the obscure, and the mediocre. I
0
hope r ·need ~ot say it is ~ot my meaning th::::.t he has been the
discoverer of the sufferings of the lowlier sons of earth, or
that' he he:.s been the "first 'to feal them sympathetic~lly; I
mean only that he has, most notably amongst modern ~~glish
wri tars succeeded in doing ·Nhat long had been thou:1nt
impossible, in giving them tragic significance.
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In thus making his humble figures and their elemental
passions symbolic ·of the drama of all existence he has, however,
robbed that drama of a. meaning which alone gave it, not merely
dignity but worth. For in robbing man of freedom he has
robbed iife of meaning, He has so managed to contrive a new
thing, what one may term a· cosmic tragedy, And. this,. be.cause
it is s0mething new in kind, it is profoundly ~1slead1ng to
link as he himself has ventured to link it, w1th the theme
of G;aek tragedy and of the Christian Gospels. And this, if
I may say so, is Mr, Hardy's own tragedy, His naturalistic
philosophy has conspired to re-inforce a native tendency, so
that he has steadfastly even truculently, remained blind to
life's higher values. Attempting an original ~reatment, in
terms of modern thought and knowledge, of life s fundamental
issues he has been misled by pretentious hypotheses into the
creati~n not of protagonists of humanity, but of mere helple~s
puppets ~nd mannikins. Confusing the primitive.and elemental
with the real, he has been l~d to concentrate h1s attention
upon those aspects of life. wherein we are most com~letely the
creatures of instinct and circumstance. Despite h1s insight
and honesty he has bei:m led into hopeless contradiction by his
effort at any cost to force the fruit of human experience into
the narrow mould of a deterministic monism. Faithfully
obedient to this unlovely guess--a guess WJde in the light,
not of human, but of physical data--he has in effect resigned
his humanity.
He remains, indeed, at one with the highest wisdom ~like
of Greece and of Christianity in insisting upon the immitigable
evil inherent in·our divided, phenomenal existence. But he is a
whole world apart from those venerable authorities, invoked in
his Preface to Late LSrrcs and Earlier, in·his failure to grasp
the significance of t at deep division in man's nature which has
led him to his own bitter and rebellious condemnation of the
universe and which has lP-d him, despite the complete contradiction of his philosophy which it implies, to conceive his own
work as a plea for increased charity between men, F~r through
this division within ourselves a new world is opened up to us,
a world not phenomenal in its nature but.timeless and changeless,
·
a world of qualitative values, whose existence is as real in
our experience as that of the phenomenal world in which we also
live, and a world which we can and do make progressively more
and more our own in proportion as we learn the ·true lessons of
experience. Much in our lives is hopelessly beyond our control,
in many directions we are helpless in the clutch of circumstance,
but here there is a region of freedom which all men may win.
We are born wi'th nothing that is ultimately valuable for its own
sake except a fighting chance, not for honour or reputation or
earthly power, whether over nature or other men, nor for enjoyment, but a fighting chance to ere ate ·a free human spirit. This
it is alone which gives meaning and dignity and imperishable
worth e·ven to such existences as ours, And, we know not why,
we know only from experience that so it is that as we go into
life OU'l' hardships, our crosses and disappointments and sufferings do actually open up to us the pathway to eternity.
Mr. Hardy has felt· this no less than the rest of us--all of his
writings is the expression of it--yet in persisting in his
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blindness to its .meaning he has completely failed to give an
even intelligible account of the same enduring facts of life
which have stood before his predecessors in tragic art and
which they have turned to noble use.
.Hobert Shafer
"PRUE AND I"
MARCH 21 I 1925

(WITH

A:POLOGI~S)

c.

WOOD WALTER

Prue and I are (usually) "happy though married." I
shrink from entrusting such an intimate and tender admission
to the hard and steely click of the unimpassioned typewriter.
I shrink further from the utterance of that sentimental secret
before the cynical ears of the bachelor minority of the
t·i terary Club. However if this paper is to get born at all-t am afraid its birth processes will have to be rather intimate
in character, and its precarious existence continued by the
use of the first personal pronoun,
Frue and I have often speculated about our persisting
It is not because we are illustrative of the
commonly accepted formula assuring a happy mating of souls-- ,
for we are certainly not complementary of each other. Indeed
we are just the opposite of that, Regarding all fundamental
things we seem to think and feel alike. Some people say we
even l~ok alike. '.lie seem to like the s'ama people, the same
books, the same songs, the same pictures. We seem tofuink
very much .alike about religion, about life--about death. A
deadly monotony of sameness, some would say~ but somehow Frue
and I seem to glory in that same sameness.
happiness~

There are some differences, of course ( just to add the
requisite spice) and one of these I am about to relate,
We ware discussing a summer holiday and hugging to our
hearts the pungent joy of anticipation. ','/e have always been
fa.iily good reading-chair tourist.s, and have made many
journeys in the safe harbor of our library. By the exercise
of a little imagination, all times and all places repeat themselves in our experiences.
The time had come however for a real excursion, for Prue
and I were somewhat jaded. The question was.where to go--and
in what kind of g place to find that recre~t1onof body ~nd
spirit which wa were seeking. Now Frue was altogether for .
sinking into the somnolent lap of nature, far fro~ the madd1ng
crowd. The lass human contact the better. Prue lS a social.
being, but of a rather restricted type and slightly old t
fashioned a nonconformist indeed, even to the point of no
smokin~ cigarettes, and not bobbing her hair. Vhacatiion, i~
~
t
11 and secluded island, somew ere n m
her, sugghes siam~mg~t be tolerated as the sole other representaocean, w ere o maid~ in all her changing
tive of the race. Nature, 0 Yd t
d diverting companionship.
summer moods affords most abun an an
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She might tolerate a person who hatas scenery," but she could
never forgive that particular aversion. Vacation to her means
largely escape from people and the social amenities.
11

Now I am somewhat gregarious. Nature lures me by her
manifold charms, but human nature enthralls me. I would rather
explore people than the tropics or the arctics. I like to
discover what they think and what they feel, and by what
particular art they have wrought the warp and woof of their
lives. I was anxious that wherever we might go we should be
sure to find some interesting people--and thus diversion and
relaxation. So Prue and 1--like all good matrimonial noncombatants--sought compromise.
A good Providence finally brought us to Lacomia, where
Nature is most prodigal of her bounty, mountain, lake and ocean
making a delightful panorama. The blue gleaming surface of the
inner harbor is dotted with the whitesails of water craft of
every variety. Along the shore, the village (or shall I call
it town) curves itsalf in a white crescent about the harbor.
Several hundred years ago whan·an English sailing vassal
(Archangel by name) threaded its way through the nearby
islands and finally dropped anchor in this same harbor, the
voya~ers set up the first habitations in these regions--and
thus began our Lacomia. Prue declares that the name has in
it the phonetic sug~estion of lake, ocean and mountain,--but
Prue is nothing if not imaginative.
Shipbuilding was the town's first industry and this is
true today except for the recent intrusion of several woolen
mills, attracted by the unusual water power.facilities. No
railroad binds Lacomia to the rest of the world, Now as a
century ago, all men and all things arrive and depart ' by way
of the harbor.
Somewhat above the town and at the foot of the mountains
(the natives call them hills) stands The Inn, and it was
thither that Frue and 1 repaired. (Prue says that I ought to
say simply that "we want" .to The Inn, but ''repaired" ia
supposed to add literary flavor,)
There ware the first hours of unpacking and that happy
thrill of novelty that comes through new environment. Than
came days of sailing, fishing, mountain climbing, and long
lazy afternoons on the shore watching the boats coma and go-while we read and talked and talked and read, Prue is a
collector and I am not, It is amazing how many things Prue
can collect--specimens of everything. sea weed and shells
shells, shells, until 1 called her "my poor shell-shocked'
Prue."
While Prue was lost in her.favorite sport of classifying
nature I began to make a few studies in the genus homo
species "sumrn~r people" (according to the natives) as found
at The Inn, ~nd first I must tell you of the Professor.· Of
lean and scholarly aspect there was a certain tang of individuality and unlikeness, a freshness of viewpoint which it is dif-
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ficult for me to convey in retrospect. And this in spite
of the conventionalizing influence of twenty one successive
years spent in hammering the rules of English as she should be
spoken and written into the rebellious mind of American youth
Teaching first at Princeton. under Bliss Perry, he had publish~d
a number of .text books. In spite of this the Professor was
no worshiper of the mere technique of literature. "Almost
any person could write, 11 said the Professor "nrovided he
had lived and thought and felt, and had som~ r~al content of
soul. II
The Professor loved hiking but was innocent of games.
both indoor and outdoor. He had even led a "bridgeless"
existence and this isolation from the devotees at The Inn
formed a bond of union between us. Strangely enough however
we fell victim to that passing pestilence Mah Jong~-to the
extent. that in the raillery of. comment that followed, the
P~ofessor become "Pung 11 and I moved and had my oriental
being as 11 Chow. 11
It was MahJong with its brightly colored tiles that gave
the Professor an apt characterization for a certain poignant
personage who one day descended upon The Inn with all her
paraphernalia of learning and culture. She was a mannish
creature square of shoulder and of jaw, and. with an always
audible pursuing footstep. While she had passed the full glo~
of youth in years, she still retained much of its heat and was
by no means a dying ember. She had undeniably red hair that
rose stiffly and pompadour-like from a high forehead. She
steadily shadowed the Professor, proclaiming him a kindred
spirit, intriguing him into what she called conversation.
Ever and anon. the Professor would glance furtively over his
shoulder, declaring. that he had premonitions of the approach
of "The Red Dragon." (You remember the ugly red tile that
doubles your score once.)
The Dragon read Greei in the mornings, French in the
:
afternoons, and condescended to late Enblish in, the evenings.
With such encyclopedic information at her tongue's end, imparting manifold forms of knowledge, efficiency, no doubt, led
her to choose the lecture or monologue form of conversation.
Now the Professor had been lecturing to long suffering youth
for lo, these many years, and I ventured to suggest that The
Dragon was only bringing upon him just retribution. He said
that he could bear. that but justice should .be tempered with
mercy. He contended that when The Dragon fixed him with her
particular for of·conversation, she should at least make
some distinction between time and eternity. Prue defendingly
said that the Dragon, after all, had her fine points. The
Professor said "Well, that's true. I've felt them a good
many times." The Professor, under provocation, lacked
chivalry at times.
But when Sylvia came all persecutions wer~ forgotten, I
need a Shelly or a Keats to make Sylvia live for you, so
elusive was her charm and loveliness. Such youthful grace
and beauty was hers, such witchery, such ardors in her eyes,
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with a smile that banished darkness anc. death from the world.
But it was Sylvia's voice above all else, that held the
Professor and the little bachelor world at The Inn in complete
tpralldom. Sylvia had mind and personality--but she really
did not need them with such a voice. Words had unaffected
beauty when she spoke them (so the Profe.ssor said)· But it
was when she sang that Prue would often squeeze my hand and at
the end of the song (which might have no sadness it in, but
only sheer beauty of feeling and spirit) we would shamefacedly
brush aside an unexpected tear and look sidelong across the
hall to catch other weak sentimentalists doing the same guilty
thing.
While the Professor and I was tramping, Prue true .to her
nature-love spent long afternoons at The Point (as we called
it)--a long narrow finger o:J:' land, pointing out to sea, heavily
wooded with cathedral-like pines. The bell buoy without,
ceaselessly rocking upon the waves, sent landward its solemn
chime. Did I tell you that Prue is a minor poet~-at least
she is illi minor poet. One day after she had returned from
The Point I found certain lines scribbled on the flyleaf of
the book which she had carried. I shocked her that night by
reading them aloud to the Professor:
Oh, the Sun on the Pines!
The hot Sun on the Pines
Flooding with incense
The sea-swept air.
Where the path packs down
With needles brown
Soft to our feet,
The living Past and Present meet.
Oh, the Sun on the Pines!
The hot Sun on the Pines
Faint spirit voices
Everywhere.
Pillared trunks lift high
A sapphire sky
Darkly the trees
Swaying-sing age old melodies.
Whatevf'r the Professor may have thought o:t' these lines-his face showed only adoration of them when Sylvia, later,
sang them to an improvised melody of her own. Poe try, music,
and Sylvia made an irresistible trinity.
Do you wonder tbat as the months have passed we still
think and talk of Sylvia and speculate as to what heights of
fame and indescribable beauty. of that voice will waft her?
Sometimes we wonder whether the little common happinesses of
life will be hers--home, husband, children, books,. or will
she achieve "just a career." You see Prue and I are hopelessly
capable of saying "just a career. u
11

Do you suppose the Professor has ever met her since?"
said Prue the other night as we sat before our log fire. n Those
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are two lives that really need each other I believe •"
. "Foolish Prue," I said, "they are both p~operly wedded
to careers. It would be a crime to waste Sylvia upon any
one man, and as to dear old Fung, he is married to thousands
OT"boys past and an army of eager boys still to come,"

"You like it cut. round in the back or straight down?"
"Straight down, faa ther edge," I replied,
This was the self same question asked by barbers young
and barbers old and the self same reply, given ever since the
time that my hair luxuriantly covered all of my head, until
now when it had basely deserted a certain conspicuous part of
it. Urged by Prue who said that I was beginning to rival
Pad.erewski in appearance, I hs.d gone down to the. town to seek
a hair cut. I had detected a barber pole on the skyline--and
had climb~d up to the third floor front of the most substantial
looking building on the main street, It was a large room with
two of the customary tilting chairs, but ouly one barber (the
proprietor) and only one customer, myself. There was a sofa
and some other un-barber-like pieces of furniture, a large
stove in the middle of the room (veteran of many a fierce
battle with the chill of winter) with a smoke pipe lea.dillg to
the side wall a coal oil lamp burning under a small cylinder
whose faucet provided the hot water--all primitive enough
but everything spotlessly clean.
Having made these observations by clever~y rol~~ng my
eyeballs from side to side while holding my neck st1ff to
the snipping assault of the scissors, I waited for the usual
flood gates of barber-talk to be opened,.upon m~ unoffen~ing
head. But much to my astonishment the s1lent f1gure beh1nd
me said not a word. Was it· possible th8.t I could get an
artistic hair cut from a barber who would not or could not
talk! I visualized Prue complaining of the shocking res~lt.
Presently the silent wielder of the sht3~rs c~me to ?ne ~1da
of the chair which gave me the opportun1ty of study1ng nim.
He was surely past sixty--close to seventy, I decided~ tall
an~ sinewy with a slight stoop. His eyes w~re wond~riully
cleor and alert for a man of thut age, and 1nvited 1nterest,
Bla~k crinkled hair streaked with gray, with apparently little
baldness: a strong firm mouth and chin an aquiline nose.
Thera was a deep soar in his forehead. Altogether a certain
dignity about t6e fact I should say and if ~ had a~cos~ed
him elsewhere in non-tonsorial garb I shoula have ~uassad
him to be, perhaps, a professional man.
It seamed certainly most surpr~sing to have to force
a barber to talk, but finally I dac1ded to do so.
"Bean in this town long?" I asked.
"Yes," he answered,
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"How long?"

Now I was able to identify the disappearing accent.

"Fifty years.''

11

"How long have you been a ·barber?"
"Fifty years and more."
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You must have come to America a long time ago."

"Yes--in 1868. In the American saili~g vessel Gazelle
under Captain Cole. It took fifty-four days to cross. I
returned many years later to Italy in the steamer Adriatic-in~ days."

I looked up quickly which necessitated his bringing the

assiduous scissors to a sudden stop.
I said with some doubt in my voice,

"Why, how old are you?"

· I made a mental calculation and said "You must have been
about twenty eight when you left Italy." '

"Eighty four" he answered, and proceeded to set the
scissors to work again.

"Yes, but I had lived much by that time. n
"I couldn't see his face but I felt a note of sadness in his

.

"Eighty four~" I ejaculated with unconcealed astonishment. I immediately decided th&t I would omit the shave.
Even a· safety razor, not to apeak of the o!d:raahioned
hazardous blade, might not be safe in the hands of "Eighty
Four," At the same time I perceived that those hands were
exceedingly steady in the manipulation of the scissors. He
wore no glasses as he worked-and once on·a later visit I
found him reading a newspaper without them,

"I fo~ght under Garibaldi for six years in the Sicilian
revolt aga1nst Ferdinand the Second. That war resulted i·n the
establishment of a constitutional governlllent Ul)der Victor
Emmanuel. I enlisted at the age of twenty as second Lieutenant
You know Garibaldi, the G~eat Liberator?"
· ·'

Silence again, except for the steady snipping of the
scissors.

The old man stopped working, dropped his hands to his sides,
looked me in the eyes while his shoulders seemed to straighten
up as if he were coming to "Attention." I said I knew something about Garibaldi but not very much.

"Have you occupied this room long?"
"Yes, twenty years."
"Do you lease it?"
"No."
"Just rent it by the month?"
"No.'~'

Then after a long pause

"!

own this building."

I began to get really interested in my barber capitalist.

I seemed to notice a slight foreign accent in his speech, so
slight that I could not .readily classify it. I felt certain
that this ~an I?ust ha~e an interesting life background if only
I might .ga1n h1s conf1dence sufficiently to lead him to tell
me of it,

I began to. talk about myself by way of presenting satiaf~ctory credent1als and gradually he became less taciturn and
f1nally reasonably communicative--but not without promptings
which were almost proddings from myself, one of which waa:
"Where were you born?"
"Italy."

VOice.

I hoped that he would continue and presently he did.

"He was a great man," continued my barber soldier.
Memory seemed to kindle a trembling youthful 'light in his eyes.
11
He gave his sword to the cause of liuerty not only in Italy
but also in South America--in Uruguay and Brazil--where he
shed his first blood fighting for the freedom of those.countries.
His last campaign was with.tne army of the Vosges in France in
her struggle against Prussia. He wa.s afterward elected a member
of the French Parliament in recognition of his services. Do
you know that President Lincoln invited Garibaldi to lend his
name, his genius and his sword to the northern cause at the
opening of our Civil War?~
I confessed ignorance and surprise, and looking at the
scar in his forehead asked if he.had been wounded.
0h yes, three times. That (pointing to bis torehead)
was a shell at the·battle of Milazzo •. In another engagement
I received a sabre cut in the back of my head, and in another
I was shot through.the ankle. 11 The scissors were again commanding his attention.
11

·"I received two medals for bravery.in action and was twice
promoted. Once when I was.given one Jf these decorations,
General Garibaldi himself was present."
(Subsequently when I visited my barber 1 s home at my
request he showed me these medals and also his several officer's
commissions.)
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In·the meantime no other customers had entered the shop
and we continued to be alone, I learned afterward that hie
patrons one.by one were deserting him at the call of co~peti~g
youth and efficiency. I asked him to tell me more of hls life
before his coming to America. I had all along been s~rprised
at my bar~er's good use of English and that surpr~se lncreased
as he proceeded. He worked while he talked, paus1ng oocassionally
to emphasize some episode or description while I, at times,
interrupted with further questions, ana later when he was about
to dismiss me I told him I had decided to take a shave also. I
will transcribe some of his talk omitting my encouraging
interruptions.
"Well," sa.id he after a hesitating pause, "there are some
things about that early life that you will not be inclined to
believe, I was born in Messina, Sicily. My mother was Countess
Lucina, daughter of Count Sylvester Lucina of Naples. My mother
named me Sylvester after her Father. My Father was the son of
Baron Ara.u of Messina. The. title descended to my Uncle and
continued in the elder branch of the family until after the great
.earthquake which destroyed Messina in 1908. The Arau family was
swept away by the earthquake. This left me then as now the
eldest living member of the family. So you see I might return
to Italy and become Baron Arau if I did not choose rather to be
just a plain American barber." For the first time he smiled.
I experienced two sensations--first, surprise, second embarrassment as towhat I should do about the customary tip. Should
I run the risk of affronting an officer of Garibaldi's army,
and an American representative of early Italian nobility? He
ceased speaking as if he had finished this brief autobiography,
but it seemed to me there might be sometning more to tell.
11

Mr. Arau," I said, 11 I do not wish to intrude upon your
personal life but will you tell me why as a young man 'born to
the purple' as we say, you turned your back upon Italy and came
to America? 11
"I will tell you something, but not all," he said, 11 I was
educated at the college of San Nicola. My parents intended me
for the priesthood. I was about to graduate when the Great
Revolt came, when, as I told you, I joined the army under
Garibaldi, the Great Liberator. The war was over in 1866. I
was twenty six then. I fell deeply in love with Josephine,
daughter of Duca. di Giovanni. W.e were married. She was a
beautiful and lovely girl •. I loved her more than my own life
and all the world beside. We were very happy for two years:
Then trouble came. It was not of our making. It was the evil
influence of others. Black shadows fell across the path of my
life. Then came a separation. I cared no longer to live. I
decided to forget Italy. I came to America to help me to forget.
I had toearn a living in a new world. I had never been
educated to work. I knew.no trade and no profession. One day
in desperation I walked into a barber shop in New York City.
and I asked for a job. They gave it to me and I have be en a
barber ever since, for more than fifty years." He paused for
some moments and then he said abruptly, "But next week I sell
out and retire. I have held on for years afraid to drop my work
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I have forgotten."

Before I left Lacomia I called to say good bye to my
Barber Baron. I left him sitting on the terrace of his I
icturesque home overlooking the ocean. I see him now as
~aw him then--gazing steadily out to_sea, lookin~ eastward
across tlle Atlantic--toward Italy ana toward Gar1baldi.

As I had anticipated Prue was not pleased with my haird
cut She said that it was unnecessarily short. ,I expla;ne d
t0 {
that if I had stopped the hair cut I woula have s oppe
~~~ • and when I told her the story, assuring he~ of its
~r:thf~iness, she became graciously tolerant of my snorn
appearance.

-

-.-

Seve:r:al ~ights later we were talking of poetis and potetr~-env ronmen • •
how much they were or were no t the product of
li ·ible the
The Professor said t~at environ~~ntt~~~g~e~hegpoet~' immediate
imagination created 1 ~~ .. ~wnt~~~ 'Prue -the nature lover,
world were the prover a. a
• th 'Lake Country. She
dissented and cited Word~worth a~d ou~d not escape inspirational
maintained that even a, mlnor tpo~ ~ch magical beauty as r.acomia
quickenings in an environmen o s hanced to be motoring through
for instance. Some days.later w:k~
country and curiously enough
the nearby inland mountaln_ ~n~ 1 1. ted itself to this discussion.
happened upon an episode wnlc re a
t
ur whereabouts, since apparentWe had stopped.to ask as oat was a small cottage hung
ly we had gotten off the route. dI fronted a beautiful vista
upon a hillside whose rear ver~n ae waited entrance we heard
of mountain, lake ~nd ocean. 8 within. The door opened.
the steady click of a typewrite~ ~ our questions, leading us
Courteous and smiling she ans~erewhere we might enjoy the view~
at the same time to the v~ran a~n our hostess, a small woman of
Ml. eyes however were restl~g up
s about the face' with deep
plain features yet a cer~aln finenes
.
grey eyes of compelling lnterest.
.. terchanging experiences, disSoon we were seated ana ln traduction. Imagine our
pensing with th~ formalities ~f ined in the talk that followed
surprise and delight when we e:~~ the mother of Edna
that the little womanbefore ~~· was wnere Miss Millay had
St. Vincent Millay ~nd t~~!ide~sher best work. We had,quite
done what many critlCS c
Arthur Symons IIMiss Millay s
recently read a.n article by i by Margaret Widdemer of her
Kinship to Keats" and a "rev ~:r Weaver' u in which she says
latest volume of poems Th~ t ~hat she wills them to. She
"Words do for Miss Mallay JU~ n in its fullest .freedom. She
has the gift of self ~~P~~~s~~otion so effortlessly., that one
marries tech~~ca.lbs~i the perfect result."
realizes notlllng .u
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And novt--strange coincidence--we had happened upon
Miss Millay's mother and upon her home here, in our own
blessed Lacomia. As we talked we learned that there were
two other daughters both of whom had achieved distinction in
the art world.· Kathleen a writer whose first novel "Other
Places" was about to be published, and Norma a member of the
Provincetown Players and-the Greenwich Village Theatre.
Certainly three such talented daughters constituted a
vicarious achievement of which this modest little mother
might well be proud. But she seemed quite unconscious of any
sort of achievement of her own. It was notably 11 vicarious 11
however as was evident from the life story of sacrifice and
suffering which gradually unfolded itself to our sympathetio
questioning. A long stDuggle against stark poverty with no
husba.nd and father to stand between, in order that the three
daughters might be cared for and given an education. Her
small body looked somewhat bent and worn as she told·of her
hard single ha.nded battle to wrest a livlihood from the
world for the three little ones and herself. As I listened,
I thought--whatever debt the world may owe to the .genius of
Edna St. Vincent Millay is doubly owed to this mother. As I
looked into those grey eyes I recalled Miss Millay's
"The Little Tavern."
I'll keep a little tavern
Balow the high hill~s crest,
Wherein all gray-eyed people
May set them down and rest.
There shall be playes a-plenty,
And mugs to melt the chill
0±' all the gray-eyed people
Who happen up the hill.
There sound will sleep the traveler
And dream his journey's end,
But I will rouse at midnight
The failing fire to tend.
Aye, 'tis a curious fancy-But all the good I know
Was taught me out of .two gray eyes
A long time ago.
As we were leaving, quite incidentally I said, "Mrs. Millay,
as we came in I heard the click of a typewriter. Did we disturb
you at work? n
"Oh no, 11 quite gaily she replied, with the merriest twinkle
in her eyes, "You see after trying to live myself into the lives
of my daughters for so many years, I am now getting my first
opportunity (at the vigorous age of sixty) to enter into my own
long r~pressed art--expression. I am writing a play, set in-rhe
time of Cromwell. Some people who have looked it over say it will
be a success. However that may be, I am having a most wonderful
time with it--like a chi·ld with 1 ts first toy. Imagine the joy
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of self-expression in art, after waiting half a century for the
opportunity." And she laughed the full-throated laugh of
youth. ·
As we departed,- waving farewell, the brave little figure
stood out silhouetted against the blue background of the
mountain. I felt as if I had received another benediction of
that ~ft recurring miracle in human life--Mother-love.
That night the Professor read to us Miss Millay's
"Renascence." I am tempted to repeat a few lines from that
remarkable poetic utterance of this girl at the immature age
of seventeen.
"O God, I cried, give me new birth,
And put me back upon the earth!
Upset each cloud.' s gigantic gourd
And let the heavy rain, down-poured
In one big torrent, set me free,
Washing my grave away from mel
I ceased; and, through the breathless hush
That answered me, the far-off rush
Of herald wings came whispering
Like music down the vibrant string
Of' my ascending prayer, a.nd--crash!
Before the wild wind's Whistling lash
The startled storm-clouds reared on high
And plunged in terror down the sky,
And the big rain in one black wave
Fell from the sky and struck my gra.ve •
I know ~ot how such things can be
I only know there came to me
A fragrance such as never clings
To aught save happy living things;
A sound as of some joyous elf
Singing sweet songs to pleas~ himself,
And through and over everytning,
A s~nse of glad awakening.
The grass a tiptoe at my ear,
Whisperin~ to me I could.h~ar;
I felt the iain's cool flnger-tips
. Brushed tenderly across my lips
Laid gently on my sealed si~ht,
And all at once the l~eavy n1gh t
Fell from my eyes anu I could see-A drenched and dripping apple-tree,
A last long line of silver rain,
A sky grown clear and blue again.
And as I looked a quicK~ning gust
Of wind blew up to me ala thrust
Into my face a miracle
Of orchard-breath, and with tl1e s~ell,-I know not how such things can be.-1 breathed my soul back into me •
I
Ah! Up then from the ground sprang
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And hailed the earth with such a cry
As i~ not heard save from a man
Who has been dead, and lives again.
About the trees my arms I wound;
Like one gone mad I hugged the ground;
I raised my quivering arms on high;
I laughed and laughed into the sky,
Till. at my throat a strangling sob
caught fiercely, and a great heart-throb
Sent instant tears into my eyes;
0 God, I cried, no dark disguise
Can e'er hereafter hide f~om me·
Thy radiant identity!
Thou canst not move across the grass
But my quick eyes will see Thee pass,
Nor speak, however silently,
But my hushed voice will answer Thee.
I know the path that tells Thy wa.y
Through the cool eve of every day;
God, I can push the grass apart
And lay my finger on Thy heart!

"Well," said the Professor smilingly, "I am willing to
compromise in this instance and accord an infinitesimal
port ion of cre1i t to--environmen.t. 11

-

-·

- - -

Amy Lowell

2.

Dr. Hir 1 em DeStill-

- -

A few days later we were obliged to say our farewells.
As you may well imagine, parting with the Professor was
difficult except for the pledges to meet again.
As we were on the homeward journey and viewing the
picture in retrospect, Prue said, 11 Lacomia was just the right
place for us. Surely Nature was at her very best."
Yes, 11 I replied with a reminiscent smile, "and so was
Human Nature.n
11

0.. Wood Walter

-

-

4.

An Idle Moment

5.

The Dead Floor -

1.

ttprofe ssor, 11 said Prue, 11 don 1 t you think the beauty of
Lacomia entered into the very breath and spirit of 'Renascence'
11
and had much to do with the mystical beauty of 1ts lines?

Alfred M. Cressler

1.

3 • Beauty -

When he had finished reading, the Professor closed the
book and gazing intothe red embers of the wood fire, said
musingly "There's a touch of Old Omar in it. From out of
the dim past, throughout the centuries and even to the cry
of this child, we find the human soul ever yearningly trying
to utter its faint p€rceptions and intimations of the infinite
beauty and mystery of life, and of the universe i~ which we
live. It is just this yearning and the effort to cry it forth
in human language which for me, sets man peculiarly apart from
the rest of creation, making him peculiarly divine. 11

-
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Amy Lowell

It is very easy to be mildly hwnorous on the subject of
Amy Lowell. Especially does she appeal to the risibilities
of the occasional readers of poetry, who pick up a stray verse
now and then in the Literary Digest or Current Opinion. Or
they will come upon a popular essay, in which her personal
characteristics are stressed, with a few bits of mutilated
verse to expose her literary idiosyncrasies. And
they wax
11
hi"'hly censorious and not a little satirical.
Such presumpti~n, trying to introduce new forms of poetry when the old
kinds were perfec.tly good enough for far better verse makerst
What horrible taste in subjects: --Thomson 1 s Lunch Room, a .
carpenter shingling a roof, reflections of water in her bath
wobbling on the ceilingt She should know b~tter, with her.
brother President of Harvard~ What would James Russell Lowell
think of her? And of course any one can write poetry like
thatt You just take any topic at all, say any. thing you like
about it, and make your lines any length you want--the more·
chopped up the better. Nb rhyme, no rhythm, no
sense.
11
cousin Julia does it beautifully, poor thing.
There is no
doubt but that Amy Lowell is, as one of her despairin~ admirers
has said, a great help to little wits and little vers1fiers.
These cantious critics and aspiring poets should rea)ly
read Amy ;r.,oweil. If that is askin~ too much, they might at
least try that one poem in which she. te~ls what poetry me~ns.
to her. Then let her detractors cav1l.1f they can, let h~r
imitators give up hope. Tbi s declarat1on of her poetic ideal
·bears·the enigmatic title sword Blades and Poppy Seeds. ~t ~ells
of a young poet who wanders through the streets in t~e dr1ft1ng
twil1 ht after a laborous day in which all his thoughts have
lain ~s dead. A bent old man. overtakes the dishe~ened youth,
and takes him to a curious, fire-lit room, whose walls are
ranged with rowe and rows of goblets and chalices, pitchers and
jugs and lacquered cannisters of black and g?ld. d"Ah,T~ou deal
tt
11
he remarks His host shakes h1s hea •
en
~~r~~ghe~h~ wavering half light thrown by the crackli~g pined
h th th poet sees 'in streams and po1nts an
~~~~: ~~ ~~~e' e:rma~vel~us collection of glittering swords and
tl es claymores and scimiters, a creese
knives:--sabres, cu ats~ t'.ongue , yataghans, dirks and stilettos;
'like a lickingbright
serpenedged
s blade., "A dealer in arms, as well
Of
d
ki n
every
.
"St op, " ores
i hi s
as
a connoiseur
in porcelain," he th1nks.
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have a word of her writings published. Ever since she first
began to write, says one of her most sympathetic critics .
poetry has been her entire existance. To obtain the pro~er
atmosphere for a single poem .she has been known to read over
a hund7ed books of reference. She has one of the m~st beautiful pr1vate libraries in the world ru1d most of her waking
hours are spent in it. A collecti~n of the. manuscripts of
John Keats is one of i~s adornments, but is for use not show;
for Miss Lowell says tnat much of what she knows about poetry
has come fro~ a study of their erasures and corrections,
adding. ruefu.Lly 1 unlike as my work is .to that of Keat 8 • •
One th1ng she can not endure is slovenly workmanship particularly when a fine idea is urged in its extenuation. '

companion, ."I sell no tools for murderer. a here. 11 Going. to the
shelves he takes down a crock of finest delf, pours from it a
little heap of black, smooth grains, and offers them to his
guest
" What you see is poppy seed
Lethan dreams for those in need.
Visions for those too tired to sleep,
These· seeds cast a film over eyes wnich weep.
No single soul in the world could dwell
~ithout these poppy seeds I sell"
Then he pulls a shagreen letter case from his pocket, hands the
poet a card on which is printed 1 Ephraim Bard, Dealer in Words',
a.nd thus explai.ns his curious traffic.
All books are either dreams or swords,
You can cut or you can drug with words.
My firm i a a very anci.ent house,
. The entries on my books would rouse
··Your wonder, perhaps incredulity.
I inherited from an ancestry
.stretching. remotely back and far,
This business, and my clients are
As they were in my grandfathers days,
Writers of books and poems and plays • 11
11

As any good merchant would, he proceeds to extol the virtues of his
wears. The qualities of each blade are detailed: among them heavy.
swords to hew down old abuses, rapiers tempered for fencing wit,
poisoned daggers for stabbing society's heel, scalpels to dissect
hearts and brains. Then turning to the other half of his business,
he tells the merits of his different kinds of poppy seeds:--those
from India, filled with opium and distilling the weirdest dreams;
others holding a lighter kind of bright conceit; some in which lie
sleeping every kind of air castle; seods of every romance and every
fancy. The poet, not un-naturally, is more than anxious to buy, and
asks for prices; only to learn that the clever dealer demands nothing
less than all his strength, his every hour, all ease, all hindering
love, all which could hold or bind; in short, hi-s life.
· This is the cost of Amy Lowell's sword blades and poppy seeds.
How ·inconsiderable appear the 'little wit£,' the 'little versifiers,'
who think. she writes vers libre because it is easy\ That she is
really paying the price demanded appears not only from the perfection, her work is attaining; but f.rom her prose writings in explanation of her poetic principles. She is perfectly convinced
that ver~es do not buret of themselves from the poet's overflowing
heart. "No one would expect a man to make a chair without knowing
how, 11 she says, ·"Tne poet must learn his trade in the same manner,
and with the. same painstaking care as the cabinet mak.er." This,
by the way, is a thoroughly good example of her blunt, undeviating
prose style, which she has used in her recent life of John Keats
and in those essays on contemporary French poets whose poetic method
has had a major influence on her owrt. And when she ~peaks of a poet
learning hie' trade she means it; for we are told that she spent
eight years in study, effort an~ practice before
. . she was willing to
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In the face of all ~his effort, it seems fair to ask why
Amy Lowell usas, along w1th imagism which is conceeded to be
. 'difficult, such forms as vera libre and polyphonic prose
'
popularly supposed to be the favorite media of those who' seek
to become poets without undue labor. Of course Miss. Lowell
does employ continually the standard English meters, and bas
more technically soumd sonnets to her credit than many a
Victorian. It is, however, as an 'Aristocrat turned Liberal 1
to use a Phelp sian phrase, that she is known to most of' her '
readers. She is a Liberal because she recorrnizes .the exceu-·
tional vividness of the.newer prosody, and ~he(employs it ·,
unhesitatingly .and with devotion whenever it oest ·suits her
purpose. "The poet with originality and power, 11 she says 11 is
always seeking to give his readers the same poignant feelings
which he himself has. To do this he must constantly find new
and striking images, delightful and unexpected forms.••• He
must be constantly seeking new pictures to make his readers
feel the vitality of his thought. 11 As we· come to recognize the
keenness of Amy Lowell's mind, her force and originality, which
only a reading of her work as a wnole makes possible, it becomes
evident that vera libre and pol~Jbonic prose are the most suitable means for their tr·ansmission. Concurrently comes the
realization that the.se forms, far from being easy to use, are
most exacting and difficult, -and not by any manner of means a
mere chopping of prose lines into varying lengths.
Vera libre is not free verse, but unrhymed cadence,
"built upon the rhythm of the speaking voice, with its
necessity for breathing, ra.ther than upon a strict metrical
system." Here 1 s an example which may serve to show the
principle.
"The neighboT sits at hio window and plays the flute,
From my bed I can hear him,
And the round notes flutter and tap aboQt the room,
And hit against each other,
Blurring to unexpected chords.
It is very beautiful
With the little flute notes all about me
In the darkness."
That is, of course, a ROPPY seed. But here is a sword blade,
with a subtle poison. It is from a group of verses entitled
The Dinner Party •
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"They sat in a circle· with their coffee cups,
One dropped in a lump of sugar,
One stirred with a spoon.
I saw them as a circle of ghosts
Sipping blackness out of beautiful china,
.And mildly protesting against my coarseness
In being alive."

It all seems particularly simple, and very easy to do; . just a
plain prose statement, in very plain, wholly unpoetical language
such as any·one would use. But try to write some tning like it.
Polyphonic prose--The many-voiced form--is even more complex,
being built as Miss Lowell explains, 11 on certain fundamental
principles, the chief of which is an insistance on the absolute
adequacy of the manner to the thought it imbodies. It follows,
at will, all and any of the rules which govern other forms,
going from one to the other in the same poem without any sense of
incongruity. Ita only touch~tone is the taste and feeling of its
author. 11 It does seem not a little complicated, and to have somewhat the same relation to vera libre that a sweeping canvas of
Veronese has to an etching by Whistler. Grand histrionic incidents, colourful and gleaming with pageantry appear to be ita
best subjects. No better example of its adequacy can be. had
than Amy Lowell 1 s(poem The Bronze Horses--the four horses of
Venice, which in two thousB~d years trotted from Rome to
Constantinople, to Venice and back to Rome, and finally have
returned to Venice again. Miss Lowell is noted for h.er courage.
It required courage to attempt this prodigious Odyssey. The
changing scenes and varying shores on which the bronze borees
have looked down, the marveleoue happenings which passed
before them--Titus, in triumph,· the fall of Byzantium, Venice
at. the carntval and under the heel of Bonaparte, German Taubes
dropping bombs above St. Marks, --would be impossible in any
other poetical form than this, the most flexible of them all.
The poem furnishes an interesting example of Amy Lowell's
power of visualization, enabling us to compare her ability to
transmit ~·picture which she has herself seen, with her skill
in making seem real one that can be only imagined. It is no
excessivily difficult thing for a poet of her training and experience to depict the familiar horses over the doors of
St. Marks. To project her fancy back to the days of Titus and
tq show thexr, just as vividly in Imperial Rome, is quite another
.
matter. But look at the two pictures.
"St. Marks church--and over the chief arch, among the .
capitals of foaming leaves; and bent grasses, trample four
great horses. They are of gold, of gilding so fine that
it has not faded. They are tarnished here and there, but
their fair colour overcomes the green corroding and is a
blinding to the eyes in sun-shine. Four magnificent,
muscular horses, lightly stepping upon(traceried columns,
one forefoot raised to lance them forward. They stand
over .the high. door, caught back a moment before springing, held an 1nstant to th.e perfection of a movement
about to begin, and the pigeons circle· round them
brushing against their sides like wind."
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Even one who has never stood before the portals of
St. Marks, looking up at the four horses, can say, as
Browning did on hearing a toccata of Gallupi, 11 I was never
out of England--1 t s as if I saw it all. 11 Now turn to the
picture which no .one ha.s ever seen,
The blue sky of Italy; the blue sky of Rome. Sunlight
pouring wnite and cl~ar from the wide stretched sky * •
The sky stripes Rome with sun and shadow: stripes of
yellow, stripes of blue, pepper-dots of purple and
.orange. It whip-lashes the four great horses of gilded
bronze, harnessed to the bronze quadriga on the Arch of
Nero, and they trot slowly forward without moving •. The
horses tread the marbles of qome beneath their feet.
Their golden flanks quiver in the sunlight. One foot
paws .the air. A step and they will lance into the air;
Pegasus-like, stepping the wind. But they do not take
the step. They wait--poised, treading Rome as they trod
Alexandria, as they trod the narrow island of Cos. • • •
The horses poise over Rome, r.elentlessly spurning the
hot dust of Rome. * • • Dust is nothing, a mere smoke
of disappearing hours. Slowly they trot forward, without
moving, and time passes and passes them, brusr1ing along.
their sides like wind."
.
.
11

Poppy seeds. Yes, .only poppy seeds; but worth the high price
which Am~ Lowell is paying to Enhriam Bard.
It may be maintained, by those who hold that true poetry ·
cannot be written except by those who look into their hearts
and give to the world all that tney find there, that amy Lowell·
is too objective, too much of an 1 externalist,' to use a phrase
of her own coining, ever to be considered· a great poet. They
will find her too much occupied with experiments in poetic
form, too greatly concerned with tLe search for the exact word,
and perfect phrase, too anxious to transmit her impressions
rather than her inmost·feelings. She may be·thought by them
to be merely an amature in words. But Amy Lowell is a ~atrician.
Her traditions make for reticience. We know little of ner
heart and should be .content with the beauty of the images her
· fancy' sees and passes on so freely to us. For those who care
for such things, there is however a sin~le personal trait--and
that the most important--which may poss1bly be deduced from her
writings. It is an intense loneliness. Time and again appears
her sympathy for women who are lonely. Frau Concert Meister
Altselt in the cremona Violin is •alone, always alone, the
t end of all ner thinking brought her back to that she wished
t~ banish.' The lovely Eunice of Pickthorn Manor ~s "a la~y
in a Manor-house alone • * * anc: grown too apethet1c even t.o
rebuke her idleness. n In Malmaieon, Josephine the Empress
llsita alone, and the clock ticks, one after one. The clock
nicks off the edges of her life. 11 Then there are those stark
New En land p.ictures of The Overgrown Pasture. All but one
fell ~ith terrible realism, of lonely women. In an earlier
oem'Mise Loweli writes of loneliness, 1~ ~he first p~rson.
~robably it is no more fair to take her I ~iterally, than.
it would beto think that Tennyson was depict1ng himself in the
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They sat in a circle· with their coffee cups,
One dropped in a lump of sugar,
One stirred with a spoon.
I saw them as a circle of ghosts
Sipping blackness out of beautiful china,
And mildly protesting against my coarseness
In being alive.u

II

It all seems particularly simple, and very easy to do;. just a
plain prose statement, in very plain, wholly unpoetical language
such as any·one would use. But try to write some tning like it.
. Polyphon-ic prose--The many-voiced form--is even more complex,
being built as Miss Lowell explains, 11 on certain fundamental
principles, the chief of which is an insistance on the absolute
adequacy of the manner to the thought it imbodies. It follows,
at will, all and any of the rules which govern other forms,
going from one to the other in the same poem without any sense of
incongruity. Its only touchstone is the taste and feeling of its
author." It does seem not a little complicated, and to have somewhat the same relation to vers libre that a sweeping canvas of
Veronese has to an etching by Whistler. Grand histrionic incidents, colourful and gleaming with pageantry appear to be its
best subjects. No better example of its adequacy can be- had
than Amy Lowell's~oem The Bronze Horses--the four horses of
Venice, which in two thousand years trotted from Rome to
Constantinople, to Venice and back to Rome, and finally have
returned to Venice again. Miss Lowell is noted for h.er courage.
It required courage to attempt this prodigious Odyssey. The
changing scenes and varying shores on which the bronze horses
have looked down, the marveleoue happenings which passed
before them--Titus, in triumph,. the fall of Byzantium, Venice
at the carni-val and under the heel of Bonaparte, German Taubes
dropping bombs above St. Marks, --would be impossible in any
other poetical form than this, the most flexible of them all.
The poem furnishes an i.nteresting- example of Amy Lowell's
power of visualization, enabling us to compare her ability to
transmit a· picture which she has l1erself seen, with her skill
in making seem real one tllat can be only imagined. It is no
excessivily difficult thing for a poet of her training and experience to depict the familiar horses over the doors of
St. Marks. To project her fancy back to the days of Titus and
tq show therr, just as vividly in Imperial Rome, is quite another
matter. But look at the two pictures.
.
11

St. Marks church--and over the chief arch, among the .
capitals of foaming leaves, and bent grasses, trample four
great horses. They are of gold, of gilding so fine that
it has not faded. They are tarnished here and there, but
their.fair colour overcomes the green corroding and is a
blincllng to the eyes in sun-shine. Four magnificent,
muscular horses, lightly stepping upon(traceried columns,
one forefoot raised to lance them forward. They stand
over _the high door, caught back a moment before springing, held an instant to thB perfection of a movement
about to begin, and the pigeons circle· round them
brushing against their sides like wind. 11
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Even one who has never stood before the portals of
St. Marks, looking up at the four horses, can say, as
Browning did on hearing a toccata of Gallupi, 11 I was never
out of England--its as if I saw it all. 11 Now turn to the
picture wnich no one has ever seen.
The blue sky of Italy; the blue sky of Rome. Sunlight
pouring wnite and clear from tne wide stretched sky ~ •
The sky stripes Rome with sun and shadow: stripes of
yellow, stripes of blue, pepper-dots of purple and
.orange. It whip-lashes the four great horses of gilded
bronze, harnessed to the bronze quadriga on the Arch of
Nero, and they trot slowly forward without moving •. The
horses tread the marbles of Rome beneath their feet.
Their golden flanks quiver in tne sunlight. One foot
paws .the air. A step and they will lance into the air;
Pegasus-like, stepping the wind. But they do not take
the step. They wait--poised, treading Rome as they trod
Alexandria, as they trod the narrow island of Cos. * • •
The horses poise over Rome, r.elent le ssl y spurning the
bot dust of Rome. * • • Dust is nothing, a mere smoke
of di sappearine; hours. Slowly they trot forward, without
moving, and time passes anct passes them, brusning along,
their sides like wind. 11
•
11

Poppy seeds. Yes, .only poppy seeds; but wortn the high price
which Amy. Lowell is paying to Enhriam Bard.
It may be maintained, by those wno hold that true poetry
cannot be written except by t11ose who look into their hP.art s
and give to the world all that tney find there, thnt ~my Lowell·
is too objective, too much of an 1 externali st,' to use a phra.se
of her own coining, ever to be considered· a great poet . . They
will find her too much occupied with experiments in poetlc
form too greatly concerned wi tlJ tLe search for the exact word,
and perfect unrase too anxious to transmit her impressions
rather than her in~ost. feeline;s. She may be· thought by them
to be merely an amature in words. But Amy Low~ll is a Patrician.
Her traditions make for reticience. '.~e know 11 ttle of ner
heart, and should be .content with tne beauty of the images her
fancy sees and passes on so freely to us. For those who care
for such things, there is however a sin~le personal trait--and
that the most important--which may posnbly be deduced from her
writings. It is an intense lonel1ness. T1me and again appears
her sympathy for women who are lonely. Frau Concert Meister
Altselt in the cremona .Violin is 'alone, always alone, the
t end of all ner thinking brought her back to that she11 wished
t~ banish.' The level y Eunice of Pi ckthorn Manor ~ s a la~y
in a Manor-house alone • * * anc: grown too apethet 1c even t.o
rebuke her idleness. n In Malmai eon, Josephine the Empress
llsite alone and the clock ticks, one after one. The clock
nicks off t~e edges of her life." Then there are those stark
New En land pictures of ThR Overgrown Pasture. All but one
tell ~ith terrible realism, of lonely women. In an earlier
poem'Miss Loweli writes of loneliness, in tne first p~rs~n.
Probably it is no more fair to talce her 'I' ~iterally, t an.
it would beta think that Tennyson was depictlng himself in the

.
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romantic lover of Locksley Hall. But some degree of personal
loneliness must have coloured the retelling of that old
.
nursery rhyme in which the unbidden Christening guest 'curses
the child and leaves it bitterness.' For the curse is, that
on the road of life she must .go always alone, with no other
soul to bear her company. If there is even a semblence of
truth in our surmise, it may do much to explain those idiosyncrasies which characterize Amy Lowell's personality, and
on which the 'little wits' so delight to dwell. The theory
may serve too, as an explanation of her willingness to pay
the high price which Ephriam Bard, dealer in words, .exacts.
For it is certain that Amy Lowell has found, in the poppy
seeds she purchased at so great a cost, an anodyne for
loneliness.
Alfred M. Cressler

Dr. Hir 1 em DeStill
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Dr. Hir 1 em DeStill, C.P.,
Cellarsville,
State of Merryland.
lAy dear Sir:

Re: Method and Apparatus .for
Denaturalizing Fruit Juices.

You have submitted to us for lega.l advice, a very unique
and original conception f.or reclaiming the innocuous components of perishable fruit juices by separating therefrom
certain elements of potential hazard, with the outline of your
treatment. process which renders it possible to quickly and
effectually remove all traces of contamination.
We have investigated your disclosure with more than
usual interest and we believe that we understand the under. lying principles involved, though we find ourselves unable to
properly digest the entire subject matter in the absence of
appropriate specimens of your buy-products.
IS IT PATEN rABLE?
1

An invention is aome.thing which solves a problem, .and
your project it seems to us provides a very acceptable and
potent solution of a recognized problem. The particular
problem with which you deal has been one of great perplexity
to the average citizen for a long, long time; in fact,. since
1918.
The peculiar property which inheres in certain juices of
taking o.n eccentric characteristics when carelessly left to
their own initiati~e is one of familiar experience. This
perversity of natu~e has proved very difficult of correction
a.nd in consequence it has resulted that immense quantities
of neglected fruit1 juices become automatically debauched in
course of time so as to only be suitable, at best, for certain
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ceremonial rituals, social or otherwise. That is to say,
juices, and grape juice in particu!'ar, would aupear to
instinctively become outlawed in the hands of absentminded
persons who thereby become guilty of contributory negligence
and liable to suffer imprisonment as a result of such depraved
reactions set up by corrupt l.aws of nature.
These laws of nature, unfortunately are not subject to
repeal, recall or referendum.
·The Supreme Court, having in its wisdom and discretion
declared that th.ese laws of nature are unconsti tutiona.l, it
becomes the duty of every good citizen to lend hie efforts to
defeat these and other iniquitous operations of nature's laws.
Various ·dietingui shed botanis.ts have repeatedly tried
to culture a wineless grape, and have industriously et.ored
away huge quantities of the juice, only to experience complete
. 'failure and be forced to swallow their scientific disappointment
as best they might.
You have discovered that thP-se juices or extracts may be
purged of all corruption and that the operation of the foolish
laws of nature may be circumvented by a relatively inexpensive
but efficacious treatment of grape juice administered through
the instrumentality of a very elemental form of apparatus
happily within the reach of all, and guaranteed to produce an
alleged beverage which will be strictly within the dead letter
of . the constitution.
(Show Drawing)
.
MODUS OPP ERENDI

Your drawing discloses an ordinary form of bucket con- .
taining a solution of NaCl to be heated by any fprm of spirit
lamp in order to induce a temperature approx~mating the co~
efficient of vaporization of the specific ju1ce to be corrected.
Within the bucket·is placed a copner vessel, which in form
and structure is suggestive of an ordinary fire.extinguisher, in
which is placed the offensive graoe j~ic~s. Th1s copper utensil
is provided with a sealed top for adm1tt1ng the supplY. of perishable graue juices and when this intake is sealed the aforesaid
copper u~ens~l is provided with a single outlet tube for the
condensation of the morally relaxed vapors. This vapor tube
has a form and arrangement of spiral contour which is technically
known to the art as a "worm, 11 and it is coiled in a snake-like
or helical manner .•
The wast~ by-products, which of course are highly poisonous, are permitted. to flow.through this snake-like tube during
bich transit theY are subJected to a qondensation temperature,
~he'va or being converted into l~qui~ form and permitted to drop
or aoc~muiate in various forms of obsolete containers, bottles,
casks or the like, which when properly filled can readily be
disposed of without additional expense.
Th purged juices from which the virus has been expelled,
remaini~g.in the copper vessel, may be shipped to Kansas, or
it may be given to senators or Congressmen who profess great
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partiality for this

be~erage.

In detailing the steps constituting your process, we note
your suggestion as to the advantage of operating in a secluded
environment and that best results are obtained by a complete
exclusion of the ultra violet rays.

IS IT NEW?
We have examined the prior art and find some earlier
patents which have a superficial resemblance to your process
but which are clearly distinguishable therefrom.
We direct your attention therefore to the prior British
Patent to Gordon, the Scotch Patent to Haig, et al., fhe
French Patent to Hennessey No. 5 , and the Kentucky Patent
to Pepper.
These patents on obsolete processes, however, are concerned mainly with the manufacture of cattle feed, technically
called "mash," by expelling therefrom the poison
which our
11
forefathers were accustomed to call 11 wh.i skey •
We do not consider, however, that this prior patent art
is anticipatory of your invention in any true sense, because
these processes of antiquity and their respective apparati do
not disclose, (as compared to your revelatlon, your apparatus
and your product,) that identity of purpose and effect which
constitutes sameness in the sense of the patent law. No one
would seriously urge that a lawful, palatable, wholesome
beverage of medicinal value is the equivalent of your byproducts which are unlawful as a beverage and deadly in their
action on the human system as many people will testify,
mostly coroners.
Bearing in mi~d that in all such new discoveries as yours,
all doubts are to oe resolved favorably to the one who first
makes a real contribution to the human knowledge and art we
must conclude that your method and apparatus are distinctly
novel and highly useful .since they obviously supply a long
felt want. It 1s indeed one of those inventions highly
significant of the spirit of the age, or vice versa.
The Supreme Court in the classical Barbed Wire case has
defined invention as the "last step" in a highly developed
art, or as, 11 a step in the dark, 11 as where the inventor
blindly reaches out to satisfy some human need·.
So also invention of even the simplest nature has been
upheld where the results of the inventive act, as in the
instant case, may be truly characterized as a "Happy Thought "
(See Kentucky Distilling Co. vs. Tennessee Moonshiners, Inc.)
Of course an invention may be either patented or
maintained as a trade secret, although some secrets are very
hard to keep.
In giving mature consideration to your enterprise,

however, many good reasons occur to us, some of which are
confiden~ial, as to why it might be to your best interests
and proflt to maintain this discovery and the operation thereof as a personal and confidential matter.
The filing of the application for patent for such a
discovery as yours, accompanied with the full details of
working data, might possibly demoralize the United States
Patent Office Examiners who would demand strict proof of your
alleged improvement and opportunity to verify your representations as to the character of the by-products.
Even should you succeed in patenting your new method,
such a patent would present constantly increasing difficulties
of maintaining an effective monopoly, whereas the task of
. detecting infringers and bringing them to justice is one which
is difficult of enforcement. (See Annual Report of Revenue
Service, Liber 1001, page, 1,000,004, Statistical Digest).
In short, we believe· the discovery to be of too great
importance to pass to the public just now in any shape, and
we therefore recommend that you avail yourself to the fullest
extent of a strictly private operation in the practice of the
process.
We admonish you to exercise the utmost conservativeness
in sharing with others anytbing which pertains to this process
or apparatus.
You have made a scientific achievement of no mean ~agnitude,
but we are forced to the conclusion that it is impossible to
obtain on your behalf the effective monopoly which should flow
from the grafit of a patent.
Very respectfully yours,
I

OLDS

&

SOAKS
William R. wood

Beauty
3.
We talk of beauty, when its Joy we mean
And as we're trained so are our senses keen.
some seek with eyes for beauty.
A valley left by nature clear of trees
Fringed by green cedars, brooded o'er by bees
Patches of daffodils and iris blue.
Bits of the sun and sky, refreshed w1th dew,
And tiny bluets hiding in the grass,
To tempt the hands of lad and lass
Whose sturdy forms, light clad, are seen
Chubby, yet graceful, romping on the green.
While there behind the trees with upward sweep
The verdure nobly climbs the steep
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Till the precipices bar the way
Whos~ snow caps give first herald of t~e day.
.
such beauty brings some mento JOyful tears.
While others find it with their ears.
Oh music caused by humming strings
On mellowed wood which resinously sings
With melodies now deep with soberness
Now streaming upwardly with piercing loveliness.
Oh majesty of organ's deep, breathed harmonies
Now tremulant as with celestial rapsodies,
Now steady chords with a resounding roll
To draw the curtains up and bare the soul
Oh sound from living creatures, born of love
Heard in the quiet cooing of the dove
Or when the song birds whistle to rejoice
But best when ·humans give emotion voice.
Some think that beauty is of oral kind
While others find their beauty in the mind.
To them the outward senses find subservient place
Their joy not limited to time or space.
Expression or conceution of a noble thought
Or doubt by vigorous reasoning put to naught
They love, and poetry is beauty true,
To them. And when they're safe and quiet by the fire
Or chs.rmed wi tb wit of type that they admire,
Or lifted from themselves by dazzling gleam
Of faith in things as yet to man unseen,
Then find they life complete.

-------------------

We talk of Beauty when its Joy we mean
And whence comes JOY? Unthought, unheard, unseen,
It comes from in ourselves. Not Nature's Gift
But our beatitude.
Marston Allen

An Idle Moment

4.

Dear Mr. Editor:
You might entitle this paper "An Idle Moment." It was
conceived in idle thought or at least in idle speculation
over a question that has often presented itself to me during
moments of reverie. or meditation. I have wond~red why in
so many cases young children show a decided tendency to
express their inner thoughts iij poetic verse, only later
to·give it up completely and live the rest of their lives
without a spark of this form of creative imagination. Is
the poetic impulse a kind of play which the child puts
behind him, as he does other childish things? . Is the real
poet he who preserves his youthful naive impulses and continues to play with the wor~d and all that it contains, and
by hard work transpos~s his play impulse in~o an art?
Recently my attention has been called to Max Eastman's
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theory of the poetic impulse which may furnish a pos8ible
answer to my question. He says that the world is made up·
of two kinds of people --the practical a11d the poetic. Four,
he says, a crowd of people into a ferry boat--some are
interested in crossing the river and some are interested only
in getting across. By the time the boat has swung into the
(river you will find a certain proportion have taken the
trouble to climb upstairs in order to be out on deck and see
what is to be seen as they cross over. The rest have settled
indoors to think over what they will do upon reaching the
other side. So it is with the world at large. Some of us
are chiefly occupied in attaining ends and some of us are
interested in receiving and enjoying experiences. The former
are the practical people of the world and the latter are the
poetic--poetic in the sense that they are keenly sensitive
to the qualities of things about them. Practical men are not
intArested primarily in things unless they serve some definite
end. The poetic on the other hand are lovers of the qualities
of things, They sense the changing colors on the meadow's .
wide expanse and listen joyfully to the sounds of the running
brook. I think I would agree with Eastman in the statement
that the poetic attitude has its beginning in the naive ,
impulses of the child. The world stimulates the child to
wonder and he wants to touch, taste, see, hear and handle
everything about him. There is joy in the noise of falling
blocks and crumpling paper. He turns towards the wo!ld for
the mere experience itself. Unhampered by practical ends,
this naive poetic irnpulse is free in the child. The world
for him is something to play with, something to experience and
enjoy, not something to barter and trade.
The lover of the poetic has not lost the childlike
impulse to create t6n~ues in trees, to sea books in running
brooks, snrmons in stones and good in everyt n ing •. 1~ he has
left it behind him, he can perhaps comfort himself w1th the
thought that he has become more scientific and practical, but
"Great God, I'd rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn
so might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would mate me less forlorn,
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea,
or hear:;) old Triton blow his wreathed horn."
It seems a pity that ths drab practicability of life, the
mere business of getting f'ood and. shelter aud_,.. raiment, or
indeed of getting a modern educ~t1~n sh~uld c.ush out of the
fresh young mind the naive poet1c 1mpulse.
· the old school readers 1 remember a picture
Somewhere ln
d ld
urls
of little Margery with big blue ayes an go en c
'
perched on the window sill, saying as she looked out on the
world before her:
"Great, wide, wonder.Lul, beautiful world,
With the wonderful water about you curled,
And the wonderful grass upon your breast-World, you are beautifully dressed!
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The wonderful air is over me,
And the wonderful wind is shaking the tree;
It walks on the water and whirls the mills,
And talks to itself on the tops of the hills.
You friendly earth, how far do you go,
With the wheat fields that nod and the rivers that flow,
With cities and gardens, and cliffs, and isles,
And people upon you for thousands of miles?"
I happen to ~now a real Margery, who at the age of eight
looked out on the great wide wonderful world and wondered and
wrote down many of her thoughts in verse. But in two brief
years, our modern methods of education had so strangled her
financiful poetic impulse that she ceased to wonder. After
ten, there was no indication of its survival. She is now a
practical well-poised and efficient young woman just entering
college. So far as I know she has not given exureseion to a
single poetic thought for the last seven or eight years. r'
append a few of her attempts at poetic expression before she
became educated.
Here is her first~ entitled "Life's Qcean," written at
eight years of age:
"Out on life's Ocean vast
With the current sailing fast
It is often dreary
It is all unknown to me
Life's hard way, it's hard to see.
First one thing and then another
Then a joy and then a sorrow
It is very strange
It's all unknown to me
Life's hard way, i~ 1 s hard to see.
Tears and smiles come in their turn
For we must life's lesson learn
We are sailing fast
It's dll unknown to me
Life's hard way, it's hard to see."
Another one:
Thoughts
"When at night the fire
grows 'low
Thoughts like shadows come
and go
Some are happy, some
are sad
Some are weary, some
are glad
And when I rise to go
to bed
I see the stars shine
overhead
And tell that God is near."
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Tiger Lily
"My dress is made of orange
red
My legs are clothed in
green
Among the hillsides and
the plains
I often can be seen
I'm sometimes wild and
sometimes tame
And everybody knows
my name."
Sun and Shadow
"When at noon the sun rose
high
Like an orange in the
sky
Not a shadow could be
seen
'Cept beneath the trees
so green.
In the afternoon it
flew
Towards the west that was so
blue
Changing shadows in its
flight
1 Till it settled down at
ni~ht."

To a LilY
0h Lily white and fresh
and fair
Your pure sweet fragrance
scents the air
So like an angel pure
and white
You st&nd forth in the
morning light
And then there is your stem
of green
You'd make a scepter for
a queen
11
Oh LilY.
My idle moment has now passed, but it leaves me still
wondering if life would not be fuller a.nd happier if there
were more of the spirit bf poetry and play,and less sordid
practicabilitY in the world.
Burtis B. Breese
11
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The Dead Floor

This title has a gruesome sound. It suggests Poe; but
Poe never heard the sounds I heard or felt my sensations. There
was only a floor between us. The agent said it was dead. I have
ever since demanded floors in the prime of life. The agent told
me that the flat was modern in all respects. If so, I wish the
fundamentalists good luck in their flight on Modernism; me for a
tent or a cave. It is truethere was steam heat; you could hear
it a block· from a ladylike tic tic tic, to a riotous clack clack;
sometimes the soft pedal was one, sometimes the loud. The tempo
was anything up to that of a machine gun. Of course, this was
cnly sometimes; mainly while it was waking up and before it got
down to business. When once stripped for action it gave out a
steady hiss or a brish rattle like a ~awn mower, or a sustained
resonant peal as of a train on the Elevated.
I lived on the second floor in flat 13. Above me in number
23 lived a lady whom I never saw. Nor had I known anyone else
who ever saw her or her apartment. She was 50 years old, under
medium height, I might say stout, but I mean solid rather than
fat. Old fashioned in a way, but from choice rather than ignorance.
Systematic; a good housekeeper; disposed to severity but with a
woman's heart for coildren. All this I learned thru the dead
floor.
My education began on the second morning. I had wakened
early and was laboring with doubtful success to reduce myself
to sleep for another hour. Midway of my efforts there came a
thumping over my head, the way people used to pound beefsteaks
only faster. I must have been more successful than I thought
with my efforts to sleep, for I did not at first realize that
the thumping rapidly shifted across the ceiling. It stopped
abruptly with the beginning of loud aquaks, like a hen caught
by the tail, but one after the other in quick succession. They
might be imitated by turning the valve bf a rusty radiator. By
this time my sleep was over. If I still had any doubts that a
radiator was being turned on they vanished when the battle began,
first with random rifle shots irregularly spaced, then "nearer,
clearer, deadlier than before" as the machine guns came into
action. Amid the growing tumult the steak-pounding shifted again
across the ceiling, this time in the reverse direction.

If there was any question about the correctness of my observations there was amp1e opportunity to check up on the
mornings tha.t followed. Each morning at 6:31 the thumps
traversed the ceiling both ways, the hen squaked, and the battle
began in the same order. I soon wakened automatically with the
first thump and with further practice began to waken at 6:29
which I have done ever since.

"!.
I
I

I

i

Ky training in Psychology caused me at first to attribute
the pounding to ghosts, but the connection with the radiator
caused me to suspect a human agency. If the floor had not been
I measured the distance
11 dead 11 I might have come to this sooner.
across the ceiling and found it 19 ft. 6 inches. I counted the
thumps and found thirteen eacp way. ·This meant they were
eighteen inches apart. If made by human footfalls they were
rather close together. No person that looked like me would have
made more than half that number. The length of the step and the
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force of the impact were two of the factors which later were
combined with others to make calculations by which it was
determined that the lady who owned the feet was some 5 ft.
2 inches tall and weighed between 153 and 165 pounds. It is
unnecessary to say that the data thus far mentioned were insufficient for such accuracy.
Bedtime was, of course, radiator time again, but such
observations at 'that hour added less to my education. The
hour. was slightly less uniform than in the morning, generally
not before 10:30 and more often 11. The hen must of course
be caught again, with just as much fright and pain. and
equaking as in the morning, but the approach and departure
were by ordinary footsteps in heels, leaving no doubt of the
.avoirdupois as stated above.
It was after. this that the evenin~ doings of evidential
value began. There were sundry goings and comings which
required much crossing of the room, or rather rooms. A carelese housekeeper, a man for example, may hit the hay within
two minute.s after work is stopped and the radiator turned off.
But the careful and artistic housekeeper in a small flat has,
many things to arrange. Sundry articles of furniture and
or.nament present one face in the daytime and another at night.
Often they are put to different uses, or at least are. kept in
different places. A lot o.f little economies and deceptions go
with making a small flat homelike. So I didn't hold it against
her .that she took some time in this exercise, tho I thot~ght
sometimes of writing her a polite note asking that she take
off her shoes before th~ traveling began instead of when it
was over.
Had. she done this, however, my knm'Vledge would have b~en
lese clear on one impor.tant point, the size and location o.. her
rugs also to some extent their quality, or at least their
thic,neas. After once getting acquainted with the various
rugs and knowing what to expect, she surprised me sometimes
by shifting them around, put ~ing. a larger one where a ~m~ller
one had been or a thin one 1nstead of a hr.avy mat. I m sure
there was on~ fur about the size of a wolf that she kep.t part
of the time before the grate and at other times before the
dresser. such changes, of co~~se, would not be commendable
in a man who is suuposed to 11nd the one best place for an
article ~nd keep~ there; but they are natural to the less
. · d often go with othr;r qualities that make for
logica1 .woman, an
did the same with pictures
good housekeeping. I supposedsh~ this came thru the floor it
on the wall, but if any recor o
was too complex to decipher.
Tlle traveling over, a period of quiet ensued dui}n1 which

ble to recall my mind to wor~ or compose royse
or
I h d
had not retired. After some
I was a ,
sleep accordingia~ fa i~~ ~as invariably interrupted by the
minutes the per o o .qu 1 e ever fell like a shoe. ! have
fall of a shoe. Nothlng ~ g dropning a hairbrush or a watch,
tried to im~tate the ~~un t 1 be misled. No guest in a hotel
but no one lS so stup . as. o curt and under oath that it was
would hesitate ~o teat lfY 1 ~ ~he man above oim dropped on the
a shoe and nothlng else tha d not the"person" for shoes t'hat
floor • I saY "man" above' an
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fall on the floor are distinctly male and female. If the man
himself fell, the guest below might be in some doubt as to what
had fallen, or whether it was the man or his wife, but no one
ever went wrong on the gender of a shoe.

.
•'

.,.

Of course, in time another shoe fell; but the time was too
long to reconcile with the styles of the day. This was not a
woman to dawdle; and if delay were caused by knots it would not
occur always, and the delays would not be of equal length every
night. There was only one explanation; she wore high shoes. I
have told you she was old fashioned. And I told you too that
she was stout. A woman of her culture would normally have set
a shoe down in a way that could not be hea.rd. And so would she,
had she been slender; but to a stout person the onning and offing
of shoes puts culture to the test. Let tne man who always finds
an ash tray and always puts hie overcoat uu on the hanger throw
the first stone at a tired school teacher 5 ft. 2 inches high
and weighing 165 pounds who drops a shoe on a dead floor.
Soon after the sho~dropping came another course of steakpounding; this time shifting to a window well removed. The
blind rattled viciously as it was let up rapidly from bottom to
top, and the window was thrown up full height. The floor was
then thumped once more at intervals of 18 inches from the window
to the be·d. No one not well brought up would have had so much
fresh air every night thru the winter.
I have thus far omitted a certain element of annoyance. It
occurred each morning soon after her radiator had been given
orders to charge and mine was returning the fire. I think.! told
you of my custom of waking in advance as my nerves form.ed the
habit of bracing themselves against the shock. So it came about
that our morning programs had a tendency to synchronize. At this
time in the morning I devoutly wished that she were lese systematic.
She had a habit of filling the bathtub with hot water; and I like
to use water myself at that time of day, tho not all h.ot. The
single hot water pipe would fill only one tub at a time or
dribble pusilanimously into two. I dare say she cussed me too
but as I did not walk on the ceiling she probably knew very liitle
about me. Anyway, we fought over the water. Sometimes I let her
have it just to see how much she would take. She let it run eight
minutes. When I let it run eight minutes there wasn't r.oom for
me in the tub. I made a mathematical calculation, based, of
course, on the assumption that the two tubs were of the same
size since the flats seemed alike in all other respects. The
space left after running the water eight minut.es was a little
less than two and three-fourths cubic feet. This left just room
for a ~chool te~cher having a specific gravity of 95 hundredths
and we1gh~ng 155 pounds.not counting the head. As these figures
checked w1th those obta1ned by different methods I placed ·
confidence in their accuracy.
It occurs to me that I have not yet established the fact
that she really was a teacher. This will be clear when I tell
you that o~ Saturday mornings I had the water to myself.
Once in a while a child came in to visi·t.

Not a specially
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attractive child, at least not to me. She romned down the long
hall in a way that showed no originality. But' nerbaps she was
not allowed to romp at home. Her mott1er may have be-en cruel,
and spanked her, as I would have done. You must remember it
was my head she was running over. I thought it strange at
first that this hardened old teacher should permit such a breach
of. proprietY, but many things have convinced me tha.t tl1e average
woman. of 50 wa~t s a ci1i ld to be kind to, more than she wants
anyth1ng else 1n this world, whatever she may have t:-wught at
25. Then too, I forgot to say that hers was the top floor.
There was no one over her brad, so she bad no means of knowing
that the floor under her feet was only in a kind of trance and
not really dead.
She had a fairly decent niano, and once in a w:lile she
played a little, especially on Saturdays and Sundays. She
even tried to sing sometimes in the broken and wistful way
that a teacher of fifty must sing. Of course I could not
understand the words but a piano will come thru a floor as
dead as Tut Ank Aman. The son~ were those one learns at
seventeen, the same as my old girls sanr, when I was in my teens.
There was Danube River, and. the Blue Alsatian Mountains, and
Twickenham Ferry, and Love's Old Sweet Song, and Under the
Daisies, and one I used to sing myself, Tb e Spani sl1 Cavalier.
No one song fixed the date of h8r girlhood. It was like
digging old coins and pottery from a ruin, some fixed the
earliest possible date; some the latest. Among them all it
was clear that her age differed from mine by less than two
years. As I was then fifty two, she wasfifty too.
The curious feature of the wnole affair was her probable
ignorance of me. As stated before, I never walked on the
ceiling, and with constant warning overhead I trod cautiously
on the floor beneath~ There was somett·,ing almost uncanny
about her unconscious self revelation to a person whose existence she barely knew. I wonder if someone knows me, all
about me; someone I know nothing of; not even his existence,
or hers. What if all the petty little acts withmich I think
to conceal my soul are all the time serving the opposite purpose?
It's worth pondering anyway, isn't it?
With such musings I was ill prepared for the shock that
was in store. You know already that the flats, above an~
below were alike, and so were the stairs and h~lls byw11Ch
they ~ere r·eached. Deli very boys do not fll ways count stairs
carefully and are more apt to take too few than too many. So
it tul'ned out that one day a large package marked Flat 23 was
left at the door of number 13. That was near e~ough right
for a messenger boy in a hurry .. The~e was noth1ng to do but
take it up to the owner. I carr1ed 1t up, frang the bell of
number 23 and began to compose my speech,-- Madam, this
.
arcel was left at my door, presumably by mistake, I see it
ls marked"--Just then the door opened, and what. do you think
she was like? · I went right down tbru the dead floor.
Nevin M. Fenneman
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This is not to be a learned paper on Modern Poetry, or
Present Day Tendencies in Verse, a Defence of Vers Libra, or
even APlea for Classic Form. Rather I intend it merely as
an informal account of my own Recent wanderings among the
Highways and Byways of American Verse. Especially the Byways,
for I am more likely to snatch a few moments rest in the
comparative quiet of a Byway than in the humming activities
of a great Highway. This, I suppose, is why a minor poet so
frequently makes an instant appeal to readers of his own day
while the major poet, as frequently, has to be satisfied at
first with the approval of the discerning few. Compare, for
instance, the size of Edgar Guest's audience with that of
Robert Frost.

My own choice falls, as it were, between these two extremes.
I am the average reader of poetry, too sensitive to endure
technique that is plainly slip-shod or matter that is obviously
commonplace or sentimental.

The world is divided into two classes of readers: those
to whom reading is the serious matter of life, and those to whom
it is a pastime. Frankly I belong to the second class as do
most people whose lives are passed in the crowded routine of
an active business or profession.
The truth is we, eternally bueied as we are with. many things,
have reality enough in the moment to moment life we live; we are
in fact immersed in reality all our waking hours. Reality is too
much with us. What we want for a change is an escape from reality.
We get this escape, most of us, in the movies, iti short stories,
in comedies. In exactly the same way some of us enjoy modern
poetry.

vra take our poetry, than, not as a duty, not as a study, but
as a pleasure. We pause over what gives us instant enjoyment,
but are apt to pass by anything that needs patience or thought
even when we know such patience would have its reward finally,
Sometime I may make a serious study of the work of Robert Frost
and Edwin Arlington Robinson. I know I should enjoy doing it.
Up to the present I have only nibbled at them as it were for
I haven't had the leisure to do more. Nibbli;g doesn't g~t one
very.far with great poetry. The first thing that great poetry
requ1res of any reader is that he give himself ·up to it. utterly.
Since for most of us poetry must be that kind of poetry
which we ~an read as we run, it follows that our greatest pleasure
is.in lyr1c poetry. We have time for the short lyric with its
qu1ck emotional climax but for little else. The long narrative
poem, like the long descriptive poem, makes little appeal to the
modern reader. But the true lyric is as beloved now as in the
days of Elizabeth.
In America .the most finished practictioners of the lyric are
among the women. One thiu~ instantly of Edna st. Vincent Millay
and Sara Teasdale. Sara Teasdale's work is limited in scope, but
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within its own bo.unds it reaches a rare perfection of form.
Take this:
When I am dead and over me bright April
Shakes out ha.r rain-drenched hair,
Though you should lean above me broken-hearted,
I shall not care.
I shall have peace, as leafy trees are peaceful
When rain bends down their boughs;
And I shall be mora silent and cold-hearted
Than you are now.
(From Love Songs)
And this
Wood Song
I heard a wood thrush in the dusk
·
Twirl three notes and make a star-My heart that walked with bitterness
Came back from very far.
Three shining notes were all he had,
And yet they made a starry call-I caught life back against my breast
And kissed it, scars and all.
(Braithwaite, 1917)
Edna st. Vincent Millay, with a greater ro.nge of subject,
and a mora fluid technique is much the most important figure
among American women poets. In fact she is so important that
she stands practically alone. Her friends and admirers and
many people who are not either friends or admirers call her
the modern Sappho.
Here is a lovely lyric written in high ecstacy:
0 world I cannot hold thee close enough!
Thyt winds, thy wide grey skY•I
Thy mists that roll and rise~
Thy woods, this autunm day, that ache :mc1 sag
And all but cry with color! That gaunt crag
To crushl To lift the lean of that black bluff~!
world, vyorld, I cannot get thea close enough~
Long have I known a glory in it all,
But never knew I this;
Here such a passion is
.
As stretcheth me apart--Lord, I do fear.
Thou'st made the world too beautif~l th1s year;
My soul is all but out of me--let ~all
No burning leaf; prithee, let no b1rd call.
And here in another sonnet she records her many light o'
loves with a frankness which custom at least has heretofore
accorded only to men poets:
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What lips have kissed, and where, and why,
I have forgotten, and what arms have lain
Under my head till morning; but the rain
Is full of ghosts tonight, that tap and sigh
Upon the glass and listen for reply.
And in my heart there stirs a quiet pain
For unremembered lads that not again
Will turn to me at midnight with a cry.
Thus in the winter stands the lonely tree,
Nor knows what birds have vanished one by one,
Yet knows its boughs more silent than before:
I cannot say what loves have come and gone,
I only know what summer sang in me
A little while that in me sings no more.
(From The Harp-Weaver and
Other Poems
For those ~unremembered lads that not again Will turn to me at .
midnight with a cry," Miss Millay has won mighty applause on
the one hand and on the other a silent disapproval that is
positively aeafening.
,j
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Jessie Rittenhouse, more widely known as a lecturer and
an anthologist than as a poet in her own right, is a sort of
lesser Sara Teasdale. Here she is in a little poem entitled
Debt
My debt to you, Beloved,
Is one I cannot pay
In any coin of any realm
On any reckoning day.
For where is he shall figure
The debt, when all is said,
To one who makes you dream again
When all the dreams were dead?
Or where is the appraiser
Who shall the claim compute,
Of one who makes you sing again
Vlhen all the songs were rnute?
As a group such women poets as I have named, with the
exception always of Miss. Millay, have done for American verse
much the same thing the.t Miss Wilkins did for the American
short story. They have produced a body of beautiful work, most
carefully executed. One has only praise for it as poetry. But
one has.nevertheless to ask, as the British critic is always
asking 1n regard to any expression of art in America: just what
relation has it to American life and American manners and
American thought? Practically none. Moreover in spite of its
u·sual theme of love and passion, it remains always curiously
spinster-like. ~iemember, I ex9ept Miss Millay.
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. ~he~e are to be sura among our women poets, some of whom
th1s ;sn t tru~. It isn't true of 1.!argaret Vfiddamer.
Miss Widdemer 1s much the most prolific of them all. She
pours out prose and verse with amazing facility Her prose
is, most of it, third class and vastly pop~lar. • Her poetry,
too, is popul~r and some of it also is third class. Much of
it, however, 1s lovely. ln her ease of expression in her ·
great variety of ~ubject, in.une~enness of quality: and even
in stray tr~ces of scholarsh1p, ld~s \Hddemer is more closely
related to 1J.rs.• Browning than she 1s to her contemporaries.
There is a free carelessness in much of her verse that is
anyt~ing but spinster-like, and a musical cadence. that is very
dist1nctly her own. At her worst :.:iss 1.'/iddemer is careless in
technique an~ sentimental in thought, but at her best she is
very lovely 1ndeed. Here is a lyric which she calls a
Greek Folksong:
dusky laurel leaf,
Scarlet leaf of rose,
I lie prone, who have known
All a woman knows--

Und~r

Love and grief and motherhood,
Fame and mirth and scorn;
.These are all shall befall
Any woman born.
Jewel~laden

are my hands,
Tall my stone above;
Do not weep that 1 sleep
~ho was wise in love;
Where I walk a shadow gray
Through gray asphodel,
I am glad, who have had
All that life can tell.
Miss v/iddemer can take a social theme, too, and tre~:.t it
as feelingly and spontaneously as Mrs. Browning. Here is her
famous poem.
The Fact.ories
I have shut my little sister in from life and light
(For a rose for a ribbon, for a wreath across my hair),
I have made he; restless feet still until the night,
Locked from sweets of summer and from wild spring air:
I who ranged the meadowiands, free from sun to sun,
Free to sing and pull the buds and watch the far wings fly,
I have bound my sister till her playing time was done-Oh, my little siste~, was it I? was it I?
I have robbed my sister of her day of maide~ood
(For a robe, for a feather, for a trinkets restless spark),
Shut from love till dusk shall fall, how shall she know good,
How shall she go scathe+ess throu5h the sun-lit dark?
I who could be innocent, I who could be gay,
I who could have. love and mirth before the light w~nt by,

'1
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I have put my sister in her mating-ti!Ile away-Sister, .my young sister, was it I? Was it I?
I have robbed my· sister of the lips against her breast,
fFor a coin, for the weaving of my children's lacs and lawn),
Feat that pace beside the loom, hands that cannot rest-How can she know motherhood, whose strength is gone?
I who took no heed of her, starved and labor-worn,
I, against whose placid heart my sleepy gold-heads lie;
Round· my path they cry to me, little souls unborn-God of Life~ Creator~ It was It It was It
(From Factories)
Amy Lowell likewise is not, artistically speaking, a
spinster. She is, of course best known as the High Priestess
of Free Verse, yet that title alo~ does scant justice to her
restless intelligence and her vigorous personality. She was
practiced in the classic forms before ever she assayed free
verse and she has done notable, if not great verse, in both
forms. I shall read Patterns, familiar as it is for its
glowing color and the beauty of its design.
'
In spite o~ her vigorous mentality, Amy Lowell remains
always as femin1ne as the more clinging .of her sisters. She's
not in the least clinging, to be sure, but she's feminine
nevertheless in spite.of her famous black cigars, just as the
g~eat ladies of the e1ghteenth century were feminine in spite
of their oaths.
There is, however, one woman poet lately arisen among us
who is, artistically speaking, not so much a woman as a poe·t.
This is Elinor Wylie who carves her poems now in ebony now in
ivory. Sometimes she casts them in ringing bronze. She is an
intellectual, she is an aristocrat. Me and the countless
readers of whom I am representative, she dismisses as unworthy
of a moment's thought. We simply don't exist for her. VIi th
the fierceness of a falcon she screams:
·
Avoid the reeking herd
Shun the polluted flock,
Live like that stoic bird
The eagle of the rock.
'
The huddled warmth of crowds
Begets and fosters hate·
'
He keeps, above the clouds
His cliff inviolate. .
'
When flocks are folded warm
And herds to shelter run . '
He sails above the storm'
He stares into the sun. '
If in the eagle's track
Your sinews cannot leap,
Avoid the lathered pack,
Turn from the steaming sheep.
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If you would keep your soul
From spotted sight and sound
Live like the velvet mole· '
Go burrow underground.
'
And there hold intercourse
With roots of trees and stones
With rivers at their source
'
And disembodied bones.
'
Here is a little thing she calls Parting Gift, with turns
as unexpected as the conceits in a Ben Jonson lyric:
I cannot give you the Metropolitan rower;
I cannot give you heaven;
Nor the nine Visigoth crowns in the Cluny Museum·
Nor happiness, even.
'
But I can give you a very small purse
Made out of field-mouse skin
With a painted picture of the' universe
And seven blue tears therein.
I cannot give youths island of Capri;
I cannot give you beauty;
Nor bake you marvellous crusty cherry pies
With love and duty.
But I can give you a very little locket
Made out of wildcat hide:
Put it into your left-hand pocket.
And never look inside.
lf.I have spoken up to this time of the women poets only,
it is· because there are so many of them. I couldn't very well
have made my list shorter, but I might easilY have made it
longer with names such as ~annie stearns Davis,
Katherine Lee Bates, Aline Kilmer, and Eunice Tietjens. But
there are a few men poets in America and although few, comparatively speaking, they more than make up in the quality of their
work what they lack in numbers. Between the work of the women
and the men there are more differences than that of sex. In
spite of an intellectual like Elinor Wylie, or an experimentalist like Amy Lowell, it ·is correct enough to say that the
women poets have sung of one subject and one only--love. In
spite of Miss Millay in her moments of abandon, it is also
fair to say that the love they treat of generally is that
spinster-like passion that animates so many of Miss Wilkins'
gentle heroines.
That the men write on any and every subject is the first
difference to note. Moreover, generally speaking, their work
is more likely to be objec.tive, even when it is offered subjectively, because it has been pr~perly sublimated. Evan as
great a poet as Miss Millay is gu1lty of turning an experience
into a poem-before the resulting emotion has in the least been
sublimated. Which among them, I wonder, could have found in
that market scene in a town in southern .Qh~o the in~piration
which Ridgely· ~orrance found for his poignant little poem
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The son
I heard an
Selling
Mingle her
And the

old farm-wife,
some barley,
life with life
name "Charley."

Saying: "The crop's all in,
We're about through now;
Long nights will soon begin,
We're just us two now.
"Twelve bushels at sixty cents,
It's all I carried-He sickened making fence;
He was to be married--"It feels like frost was near-His hair was curly.
The spring was late that year,
But the harvest early."
(FrcmHarriet Monroe's
The New Foetry1
But that great American poet, the one the Brit ish critic
is always looking for--where is he? Not among the women
surely. Is he among the men--that modern Walt Whitman who
besides being Walt, the idol of a cult, is also the widely
read of the masses.
There's Sandburg. He is, in a sense, a modern Walt. He
sees the American scene much as the British critic wants us
to see it, in all its vastness and its crudity. But Sandbu'l'g
while he sees what he sees fails utterly in sublimation and
his Stockyards remain stockyards, moving us no more than
stockyards ·usually move us.
Then there is Edgar Lee Masters, one of the most prolific
of present day writers whose first volume of poetry was a bestsellar. This, the S~oon River Anthology, still remains his
most important contribution to letters. Much of it is grim
and stark and essentially unlovely. I am reading one of the
few of the poems there that has no bitterness in it. In
retrospect one forgets that Spoon River really had a few poems
like this one, as sweat and sound as a winter apple:
Luncinda Matlock
I went to the dances at .Chandlerville,
And played snap-out at Winchester.
One time we changed partners,
Driving home in the midnight of middle June,
And then I found Davis.
.
We were married and lived together for seventy years,
Enjoying, working, raising the twelve children,
Eight of whom we lost
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Ere I had reached the age of sixty,
I .spun, I wove, I kept the house, I nursed the sick,
I made the garden, and for holiday
Rambled over the fields where sang- the larks '
And by Spoon River gathering many a shell,
And many a flower and medicinal weed-Shouting to the wooded hills, singing to the green valleys.
At ninety-six 1 had lived enough, that is all,
And passed t·o a sweet repose.
What is this I hear of sorrow and weariness,
Anger, discontent and drooping hopes? ·
Degenerate sons and daughters,
· Life is too strong for you-It takes life to love life.
Vachel Lindsat has attained something infinitely more
arresting, with ma erial 'strictly American, than either Masters
or Sandburg. Lindsay has actually seized upon characteristic
phases of American Life that all other poets have passed over
or taken for gran tad·. He has found in the American' negro, for
instance, in the camp-meeting, or the Sal vat ion Army, or the
political rally, subjects for rhapsodies. He is himself a
cross between an old-time revivalist and an old-time spell- ,
binder--he has apparently the mentality of both--united with
a gift for improvisation like that of an anciel~ bard, To
hear him deliver The Congo, or General William Booth Enters
Heaven, The Calliope, or The Fireman's Ball is amos~ en~ertain
ing and even a thr1lling experience. The poems in cold print
are not so thrilling. Lindsay is a bard r_ather than a poet.
Most of us remember a delightful evening at the club a
few years'ago when Sam Allen had a paper on Lindsay and read
many selections. Here is one 1 think he did not read;
General William Booth Enters Heaven.
Vachel Lindsay comes pretty near f~lfilling the Bri~ish
demand of what an American -poet should oe. But even. so 1n
England they don't take him too seriously as a poet: to them
he is first of· all a showman and a most amusing one • · They.
hail him as they hailed Buffalo Bill. He makes the same k1nd
of success in a'London drawing-room with his Calliope ye11 as
Juoaquin Miller made when he kept on his broad-brimmed
sombrero.
After sandburg with his sweat and smoke and Vachel Lindsay
with all his noise, Robert Frost is as refreshing as a glass
of cold water.
Great poets are not common to this age or for that matter it
to any age and yet we have among us one poet at least to whom
is pretty ~afe to apply the epithet great. He is, it is true,
something of a disappointment to the Britishers beca~~e h~
resents none of 'the crudities which they expect to f1nd and
p
t'
out in the work of Americans. Yet they are just
1
en~o!op~;~ ~~mit that Edwin Arlington Robinson is carrying on
~~ AmericaY.the great tradition of English letter~. Tfey ~ai~er
prefer Jrost because he is local and smacks so s rang Y o
e
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soil, but they acknowledge the greater breadth of Robinson's
gift and the increasing importance of his accomplishment.
Like all the masters of English verse Robinson has
perfected his technique until he gives the impression of
being able to say anything exactly as he wishes to say it.
11e is a poet who uses the old 'forms axclusi vely.: the sonnet,
the quatrain · the rhyming ·couplet, blank verse, but he uses
them all so ~uch in his own way that he is as modern as the
latest vers lib~est.
The volume of Robinson's' work is now very considerable.
He has books of short poems, long philosophical poems hung
on the Arthurian legends--these use old themes but with a
modern emphasis wholly of our own day--long strange narrative
poems, and at least two plays in prose.

,···

It is for his shorter poems that he is best known and
most popular. These are, for the most part, character
studies. For all their brevity they are more like finished
paintings than sketches. To describe the beauty and finish
of the individual lines· one has to borrow further from a
sister art and say that they are sculpturesque.
I shall close by reading one of Robinson's poems, not
so well known as many because it is of comparatively recent
composition. I select it because it seems to me to be
representative of Hobinson•s·point of view. Here is
Robinson with a subject that has always enlisted his deepest
sympathy--a human being who is counted a failure. nobinson
neither emphasizes nor denies the old man's weaknesses.
He is as he is and that is enough to arouse the poet's
brooding sympathy. Recall the lack of sublimation so common
in the work of contemporary poets and then listen to this
poem in which matter and manner are so perfectly fused that
for a moment the reader looks at life with the detachment of
a Sophocles, and his emotions experience the cleansing
catharsis which only a very great poet can effect.
Mr. Flood's Party (Peterborough Anthology P• 14~)
Martin H. Urner

.,
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riiCHARD S. AUSTIN

It is sometimes remarked that the "Battle of Science
and Religion" which raged with such violence in the nineteenth
century has developed into constant skirmishing. Did just
such a battle ever take place? That philosophies pretending
to a scientific foundation were put in oppoaition to dogmas and
doctrines of religious systems is true beyond a doubt. That a
kind of educated opinion became developed which was hostile to
religious opinion and in return received the latter's hostility
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cannot be gainsaid. Continuing from that time to the present
day there have bean, speaking generally, two principal theories
as to the world, on the bases of which_reflecting men have
interpreted their experiences. Neither of these preconceptions
uninfluenced by the other has often bean held by an intelligent
individual and yet the two are essentially antagonistic. The
two theories may be named, and are often so called, "Naturalistic" and "Religious." The former may be considered to
include much philosophic theories as Agnosticism, Empiricism,
Materialism and perhaps Positivism. It may be that a better
term thail "Religious" would be "Spiritualistic" but this to
many suggests other meanings. Few thinking men can be considered to be quite free from the influence of Religious
conceptions and yet, on the other hand, few have not had their
interpretations of the world and of themselves affected in
some degree by the apparent implications of modern scientific
knowledge.
It is the purpose here to make some examination into· the
effects of ~he modern Naturalistic scheme of thought, su~posedly
derived from Science, on religious and ethical beliefs • For
the conviction is often expressed that Religion and Ethics have
been weaked as human beliefs and are in danger of losing their
old~time influence on human conduct, with disastrous .results
for the individual and for society. 3cience, or more properly
Naturalism, is held responsi bla. ·.rher~ is no concern in the~e
paragraphs with the possible fate of special creeds or doctr1nes
of any particular religious system or sect. The interest.here
in Reli~ion is in the subject in a broader meaning--Relig1on
in the ~ansa of that common belief of mankind, in all ages and
among all peoples, that there exists. a rational supreme Power
in the Universe exercising guidance 1n the changes which taka
place in it. This simple conception has usually been o~erlaid
with masses of transient secondary beliefs but is itself the
common property of all religions. Intelligent beli~f as
affected by naturalistic conceptions is emphasized oecause it
so happens that changes in human beliefs often occur first
with the intelligent portion of mantind and later become
adopted by the mass. Whether graat changes ever take place in
·the fundamental beliefs of men remains to be seen. Ylhen the
undoubted effect of religious and ethi~al bel~efs on the activity
and behavior of the human race is cons1dered 1t.would seem
evident that it were desirable to make some est1mate of the
ower of any schema of thought which is suspected of threatenlng the existence of these hitherto constant and powerful
influences.
such an inquiry as here propos~~ ~~s~o~~;no~~li~~sco~;e~~ed
with the validity of th~se comp~ra~~e~ ln justification'of them,
examination into the evldence a.nv:orne study of what has been
but must also .become invol~ed fiB lief's" in' order that a better
called the "Natura.~ Hi~~~~~ ~han~es this newer scheme of thought
estimate may be ma etho ldar religious and ethical beliefs,
has for displacing e o
·
.
.
ht which has been called "Naturalism, "
This sc~ema of thougd tr'ne that knowledge can be obtained
presents as 1ts primary oc 1 ·

.

.
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only from the Natural Sciences, that by no other means· than
through perception can there be any understanding of the
Universe. On this basis, utilizing the supposed "facts"
discovered by scientific activity, Naturalism has been built.
It is important to distinguish between· Science, the field of
which is the observation and recording of "natural" phenomena
and the-study of their relations and of the laws governing
them, and Naturalism, which attempts to p~esent a consistent
explanation of .the Universe founded on scientific knowledge.
It is perhaps not unnatural that the revelations of
Science, as to the immensities of time and space and the
existence of tremendous energies and physical powers outside
of man himself, should have impressed many thinking men with
the utter insignificance and unimportance of their race, a
very minor incident of fleeting existence in a minute corner
of the Universe. This conception of mankind, the Naturalistic
conception, is perhaps a possible one to hold on the evidence
presented by the natural sciences alone. What, then, are its
implications as regards such human feelings as those connected
with Ethics and Heligion? ~'urther, if man .shares with all
other matter complete subjection to a natural law of cause and
effect how can there exist any real freedom for the human mind,
any personal responsibility .or any reason for intellectual or
other effort? Naturalism, recognizing the existence of beliefs
in these things, explains them as devices for the perpetuation
of the spe·cies, developed as protective measures. Ethics and
Religion are so seen to be only two of the many expedients for
race preservation. Possessing no freedom man can have no
responsibility; there is no place for any liioral Law and Morals
are an illusion; incapable of making any real change in h~s
relations to the Universe man has no need of Religion which
can be for him no more than an abstraction.
It is not pretended that the doctrines of Naturalism in
their entirety have any wide acceptance, but their effect in
some degree can be demonstrated in almost every field of modern
thought • Por example , the 1 it era ture and drama of the past few
decades show the impress of ·these doctrines, ·and literature and
drama usually reflect the thought of a period,

1

At this point two questions naturally arise: First, is
Naturalism as a philosophy founded on sound premises and
second, is it likely to find general acceptance? science is
not bound to give an account of its first principles but
Naturalism, being a philosophy, should give a reasoned justification of itself. Naturalism claims to be founded on Reason
and therefore asserts that it should not be judged on sentiment.
But what is the place of Reason in the Naturalistic scheme'?
W}lile Religion holds Reason to be the Primary Cause and Underlying Principle of the ~terial Universe, Naturalism considers
Reason to be the product of this Universe, a product 'of non:ati?nal causes, a local accident, of less importance than
1nst1nct as a device for prolonging the life' of the human race.
At bottom Naturalistic philosophy is based on experiences, the
most important of which are those given by what is called "the
immediate judgments of the senses," or vision especially.
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Science itself, however, demonstrates the essentially
mendacious character of many sense impressions, mora
particularly perhaps those of vision. Furthermore, isolated
experiences alone cannot go into the building up of any
sc~entific beliefs; there must also be general principles by
wh1ch experiences may be c?rrelated •. No theory, apparently,
can be founded on reason w1thout assumption8, at least no
purely empirical theory has as yet been obtained. It might
be, and often has been, observed that in no system of modern
thought can there be found a scheme possessing the coherence
~o satisfy the critical faculties.
Although consistency
might therefore demand the sacrifice of beliefs not harmonious
with a rational system, with rational foundations, it would
seem to be a gr~ss violation of the principles of consistency
to attempt to use them in the defense of an essentially selfcontradictory system such as Naturalism.
. The other question now presents itself--areNaturalistic
beliefs, more or less in their entirety, likely to find
general acceptance? It is evident that if they ~hould there
would take place a profound change in fundamental human •
beliefs which could have no other effect than to produce a
great variation from the standards of the past in human conduct.
An attempted answer ~o this question may be introduced by an
inquiry as to the role of Reason in human thought an~ activity,
This possibly is the more pertinent in this present time
because Reason has perhaps never been so highly considered,
never more adored, than today. The so-called material progress
of modern society is generally ascribed in large measure to
~he operations of Reason and this may be one important cause
for Reason's high position in human esteem. The power of
Reason has even affected the religious-minded in their consideration of religious beliefs. Illustrations are common
of adherents of narrow religious doctrines fearing the effect
of the Reason they profe~s to believe cannot affect their
dogm~s. Of egual interest is the not infreauent spectacle of
religionists attempting to justify by rleason doctrines and
dogmas which do not claim to rest on neason. Yet this is no
more of an unreas enable effort than that of the Materialist
in pushing Reason to absurd limits on insufficient premises.
To determine the role of reason in the formation of
fundamental beliefs it noVJ becomes necessary to enter upon
the second portion of the inquiry proposed early in these
pao-es namely: some study of what has been called the
"N;tu;al History of Beliefs." For genuine be lief's determine
human conduct and standards of conduct, and in the present
day 'with its intensification of social contacts the problem
of human conduct is su'rely no lass a problem than of old • The
part played by reason in devising changes in man's rela tiona
to his physical env.ironment, a part unquestionably of importance, is not germane to the present inquiry • A study of
the Natural History of Beliefs is a study o~ how beliefs.come
to exist·· it is not an examination into the1r validity. Such
a study 'prosecuted in as objective a manner as possible,
yields the information that, while reasoning unquestionably
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only from the Natural Sciences, that by no other means than
through perception can there be any understanding of the
Universe. On this basis, utilizing the supposed "facts"
discovered by scientific activity, Naturalism has been built.
It is important to distinguish between· Science, the field of
which is the observation and recording of "natural" phenomena
and the study of their relations and of the laws governing .
them, and Naturalism, which attempts to plesent a consistent
explanation of the Universe founded on scientific knowledge.
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It is perhaps not unnatural that the revelations of
Science, as to the immensities of time and space and the
existence of tremendous energies and physical powers outside
of man himself, should have impressed many thinking man with
the uttar insignificance and unimportance of their race, a
very minor incident of fleeting existence in a minute corner
of the Universe. This conception of mankind, the Naturalistic
conception, is perhaps a possible one to hold on the evidence
presented by the natural sciences alone. What, then, are its
implications as regards such human feelings as those connected
with Ethics and Heligion? l~'urthel:', if man ·Shares with all
other matter complete subjection to a natural law of cause and
affect how can there exist any real freedom for the human mind,
any personal responsibility or any reason for intellectual or
other effort? Naturalism, recognizing the existence of beliefs
in these things, explains them as devices for the perpetuation
of the species, developed as protective measures. Ethics and
Religion al:'e so seen to be only two of the many expedients for
race preservation. :Possessing no freedom man can have no
responsibility; there is no place for any Eoral Law and Morals
are an illusion; incapable of making any real change in h~s
relations to the Universe man has no need of Religion which
can be for him no more than an abstraction.
It is not pretended that the doctrines of Naturalism in
their entirety have any wide acceptance, but their effect in
some degree can be demonstrated in almost ~very field of modern
thought. E,or example, the literature and drama of the past few
decades show the impress of these doctrines, ·and literature and
drama usually reflect the thought of a period •
At this point two questions naturally arise; First, is
Naturalism as a philosophy founded on sound premises and
second, is it likely to find general acceptance? science is
not bound to give an account of its first principles but
N~tur~lism, being a philosophy, should give a reasoned justif1cat1on of itself. Naturalism claims to be founded on Reason
and therefore asserts that it should not be judged on sentiment.
But what is the place of Reason in the Naturalistic scheme'?
W}1ile Religion holds Reason to be the Primary Cause and Underlying Principle of the material Universe, Naturalism considers
Reason to be the product of this Universe, a product 'of non:ati?nal causes, a local accident, of less importance than
1nst1nct as a device for prolonging the life' of the human race.
At bottom Naturalistic philosophy is based on experiences, the
most important of which are those given by what is called "the
immediate judgments of the senses," or vision especially.
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Science itself, howeve~, demonstrat~s the essentially
mendacious character of many sense 1mpressions, more
particularly perhaps those of vision. Furthermore, isolated
experien~es alone cannot go into the building up of any
sc~entif1c beliefs; there must also be general principles by
wh1ch experiences may be c?rrelated •. No theory, apparently,
can be founded on reason w1 thout assumptions, at least no
purely empirical theory has as yet been obtained. It might
be, and often has been, observed that in no system of modern
thought can there be found a scheme possessin~ the coherence
~o satisfy the critical faculties. Although ~onsistency
might therefore demand the sacrifice of beliefs not harmonious
with a rational system, with rational foundations it would
seem to be a gr~ss violation of the principles of'consistency
to attempt to use them in the defense of an esse11tially selfcontradictory system such as Naturalism.
The other question now presents itself--areNaturalistic
beliefs, more or less in their entirety, likely to find
general acceptance? It is evident that if they should there
would take place a profound change in fundamental human •
beliefs which could have no other effect than to produce a
great variation from the standards of the past in human conduct.
An attempted answer ~o this question may be introduced by an
inquiry as to the role of Reason in human thought and activity.
This possibly is the more pertinent in this present time
because Reason has perhaps never been so highly considered,
never more adored, than today. The so-called material progress
of modern society is generally ascribed in large measure to
the operations of Reason and this may be one important cause
tor Reason's high position in human esteem. The power of
Reason has evan affected the religious-minded in their consideration of religious beliefs. Illustrations are co~non
of adherents of narrow religious doctrines fearing the effect
of the Reason they profess to believe cannot affect their
dogmas. Of equal interest is the not infreouent spectacle of
religionists attempting to justify by rleason doctrines and
dogmas which do not claim to rest on neason. Yet this is no
more of an unreasonable effort than that of the Materialist
in pushing Reason to absurd limits on insufficient premises.
To determine the role of reason in the formation of
fundamental beliefs it now becomes necessary to enter upon
the second portion of the inquiry proposed early in these
pa::res namely; some study of what has been called the
"N~tu;al History of Beliefs." For genuine beliefs determine
human conduct and standards of conduct, and in the present
day ·with its intensifies. tion of social contacts the problem
of human conduct is surely no less a problem than of old. The
part played by reas.on in devising changes i~ man's re.l~tions
to his physical environment, a part unqu~st1onably of lmportance, is not germane to the present 1nquiry. A study of
the Natural History of Beliefs is a study o~ how beliefs· come
to exist·· it is not an examination into the1r validity. Such
a study 'prosecuted in as objective a manner as poes ible,
yields the information that, while reasoning unquestionably
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plays a role in the formation and also in the destruction of
beliefs this role is relatively small compared to that
played by a great number of physiologic force~ in m~n themselves and psychological and physical powers 1n men s surroundings, all of an essentially non-rational nature in their
action in causing beliefs. Men live in a psychologic environment, their beliefs are influenced by their environment (the
action of mind on mind) more often and far more powerfully
in non-rational than in rational ways. rr.he human mind does
not usually come to conclusions on the basis of adequ~te
evidence especially when predjudices or desires are concerned.
So, the most fundamental beliefs trace their origin to nonrational causes. The psychologic atmosphere surrounding men
varies in some of' its aualities from age to age, and among
different human groups-in the same age, and changes are often
brought about in some degree by reasoning, but on the whole
the great collection of beliefs which make possible for mankind more than an existence of mere physiologic coordination,
enjoyed by the so-called· lower animals, is derived from nonrational causes. Human society probably could not exist were
reasoning alone necessary for the formation of fundamental
beliefs, for it is rather evident that the data on which
reasoning would be based are not, and do not seem likely to
be, in the possession of human intelligence.
Reasoning, then, plays an apparently conspicuous but
not greatly effective role on the basis of fundamental beliefs
which, however, have their foundations in quite non-rational
causes; Reason directly has little-to do with modifying these
beliefs although exerting indirect action in changing in some
degree the psychologic atmospheres whfch determine such beliefs.
Now, it is not only in the case of fundamental beliefs in
Religion and Ethics that there are to be found non-rational
causes; the essential elements in the fundamental beliefs of
Science also possess non-rational roots. There is, however,
one unouestionable difference. The beliefs on which Science
rests are based on judgments pocsessing an inescapable
character which is not found in the judgments of the root of
Religion or of Ethics. There is, however, no rational element
in these primary Scientific judgments; they compel beliefs,
they do not justify them. There can apparently be no theory
founded on Reason without primary assunptions, so the question
arises: Why is Science mora to be accepted than Religion or
Ethics?
It follows from the foregoing that beliefs are often
justified because of their usefulness, or fancied usefulness,
from a human point of view, in other words, according to what
men think they want. Have men's fundamental desires so changed,
principally because of scientific discoveries, that men no
longer have the desires which have helped to produce Religious
and Ethical beliefs? The evidence does not seem to be available
from which to conclude that men now, for the first time, wish
to consider themselves pas~:?ive puppets acted upon but incapable
of even partially independent acti'on. Until the necessity for
believing this to be so is forced upon them there 'is no reason
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to think they will belief it. Men have usually modified their
beliefs from necessity or from desire sometimes with the
assistance of reasoning, but what rev~lations of Science have
there b~en which co~pal the giving up of ~eligious or Ethical
aspirat1ons, on rat1onal or non-rational ~rounds, such
revelations are not as yet evident.
The non-rational assumptions of Science about the material
Universe are accepted as more certain than any reasons which
can be found to confirm them; the primary assumptions of
Religion and Ethics are quite as improvable but would seem to
have as much validity in so far as they contribute to the
needs of mankind. It begins to appear that the "Battle of
Science and Religio~' does not, perhaps cannot, exist
(remembering the sense in which the word "Religion" is used
in these pages). Contradictions in numbers are to be found
within the sphere of' each, but no very valid cause for conflict between the two-caTI be easily deduced in the light of
present day ;mowledge. In fact, Science and ~:eligion are
found to borrow support from each other. 'rhe religious assumption of a Supreme ~ower has contributing evidence brought
to its support by the discoveries_ of Science. On the other
hand, Science is virtually forced to borrow from ~eligion the
assumption of a ~ational Cause of the Universe in order that
the Uni versa may be und~rstandable. Naturalistic doctrine
would avoid this assumption but in analyzing such a doctrine
it is found that on its own evidence it must derive all beliefs
from non-rational causes; such a conception makes any theory
of knowledge impossible. Hence, Science and rteligion alike
(and Ethics) are obliged to postulate a ~ational Cause of the
Uniyerse. It may be impossible for men ever completely to
understand the relation of this cause to the Universe but the
obstacles to such understanding are found in both Science and
Religion. They present themselves whenever a man attempts to
comprehend his relation to the world about him.
Now besides the assumption of a Rational Cause of the
Universe there is another fundamental belief common to all
religions, and included in the m~aning of th~ word ."Religion"
as used in these pages. '1'he .-.at1onal, that 1s to say
"Spiritual," Cause of all that exist~ exercises_ w~a t has b~en
called "preferential action," a port1on of th? Un1verse be1ng
favored at the expense of other portions notw1thstanding
'that the entire Universe is the product of the One supreme
cause, This appears to be paradoxical bu~ ~t is evident
that it is a necessary assumption for :·.el1g1 on with its
belief in riCJ'hteousnass
and sin, its conviction of man's
importance. 0 Not l.ess evident is it that. gthics m~st poss~ss
this assumption on which to base its bel1ef in th~ essent1al
desirability of morality, a belief share~ by m~st sc~emes of
thou~ht whatever the various reasons ass1gned fo: br1nging it
about. Must Science, also, in order to explain 1~ 6 discoveries in order to render the most understandable acco~nt
of its s~bject matter, assume the existence of "p7eferent1al
action" operatincr in the Universe? Once postul~t,1ng. at 11
Supreme Power th~ scientific doctrine of ~volut1on Vl~0 ~a Y
obliges Science to attribute purpose to that Power.
c ence
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can scarcely escape from the assumption of a national suprema
Fower in the universe acting by dtsit~ if scientific .knowledge
is to be presented in the.most in e 1gible form. ~f Science
be allowed such assumptions, why should they be den1ed to
Ethics and Religion?
It might be suggested that the Law of the Uniformity of
Nature is discredited by these assumptions which have been
made for Science. But this Law, supposed to be one of the
important concepts of Science, is not damaged by assuming
n preferential action " on the part of a Supreme Power •
It is
sometimes forgotten that the "Uniformity of Natura" together
with "Natural Laws" in general are really abstractions which
are of value, and of immense value, in unravelling the puzzling
information obtained through the senses; they are convenient
and reliable human contrivances helping to an understanding
of the material Universe, hypotheses, be it remembered, which
have undergone and will undergo modification when new evidence
to which they cannot be made to apply is discovered.
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The development of the discussion up to this point has
indicated that there is little, if any, more justification for
scientific than for religious and ethical beliefs and that all
of these beliefs are more congruous against a background of
"Theism" than against one of "Naturalism." For what has been
said about a rational Supreme fower guiding the events
occurring in the Universe can refer to nothing less than the
central concept of Theism. Naturalism provides no place for
a belief in the Deity, the essence of Theism. Naturalism
claims to be the product of "unaided Reasonn but the· existence
of such a thing as "unaided Reason" appears to be impossible.
Further the rationality of Naturalism is seriously called into
questio~ in its attempt to extend the conclusions of Science
into fields where, certainly as yet, scientific methods lack
the bases on which they can operate. On the other hand, it is
not demonstrably irrational to hold to the conclusions of
Science and yet subscribe to fundamental religious and ethical
beliefs which cannot be the subject of complete scientific
analysis, at least not at present.
It will be noted that no specific mention has· been made of
Christian beliefs. What has been said of Religion in general,
and its essential Theism, must, of course, refer to Christ'ianity,
but the doctrines and dogmas peculiar to this particular
religious system or to any of its sects are not the immediate
concern of the. present discussion. The emphasis here is laid
on those fundamental and hitherto enduring religious and ethical
beliefs which have, on the whole, continuously.exerted powerful
influences on the conduct and behaviour of men of all races and
in all ages. These beliefs have had a variety of expressions
and have again and again been overlaid, sometimes almost to the
point of burial, with more or less temporary and secondary
beliefs of many kinds, but the fundamental convictions, that
there is an interested Deity· and that Morality possesses an
intrinsic worth, have persisted throughout man's history. They
have been profound influences on what is called the ,progress,
or evolution, or development of mankind. Thera is e~idance to
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to suggest that mankind could not have attained its present
state of development without their assistance. Even in the
theories of Naturalism they are admitted to have bean powerful factors in race perpetuation.
While remarking the persistence through the ages of
religious belief it should not be forgotten what a 11 dependable
instinct'' is the Moral Law, varying in details from time to
time and from place to place, but in its essential principles
.displaying a decided vitality and permanence in human affairs.
With new discoveries about man's material environment and
and with the introduction of novel ways of
inqu1ry 1nto the problems here involved, it is to be expected
that old beliefs will be modified, that they will be ra~arded
in a different light, that something will be added and ~omething
subtracted from them. This undoubtedly is what is happening
in the present age to religious beliefs, with the loss or
imperilment of much doctrine and dogma of secondary importance.
Such losses cause the less distress when their relative unimportance is appreciated--a mtter of enlightenment.

abou~ hi~self',

Although there is no denying the. decided influence whfch
modern scientific methods and discoveries have had on human
thought in the fields of Ethics and Religion it were well to
take note of the fact that without the existence of Religion
and Ethics, by means of which men have been able to live
together and to share and stimulate one another's thinking,
the development of Science would have been impossible. Despite
all the instincts and passions which tend to keep men apart,
religious and ethical be lief's have supported the opposing
desires and instincts, perhaps having birth largely in them,
so that the human society can exist in which Science may
flourish. If' this be so, the continued development of
scientific knowledge would as well seem to be dependent on
the existence of such beliefs. Here, th~ are more reasons
why these are not likely to be dispensed with or essentially
altered.
Rooted as fundamental religious and ethical beliefs are
in powerful non-rational physiologic, physical and social
causes principally beyond the control of Heason, bearing as
these ~eliefs do a record of profound and constant influence
on human activity, necessary as such convictions are to the
' continued existence of scientific effort and to the most
intelligible interpretation of the discoveries and basic
assumptions of science, contributing as these beliefs most
evidently do to the ·apparent social needs of mankind--there
is very little probability that religious and ethical beliefs
will be discarded or even greatly modified in.essence because
of the influence of faultily reasoned conclUSlons of any
attempted ordered scheme of Lnowledge based on ~he scanty,
insufficient evidence offered by the natural sc1encas.
Furthermore, it is doubtful if philosophic systems have
greatly altered the opinions or beliefs of mankind; rather
have these systems been built up by spe~ulation on newly
modified beliefs, the modifications hav1ng been caused by
non-rational agencies as a rule.
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True science, working in its proper field, not only makes
no pretense of having done more than gain a most superficial
and-exceedingly incomplete knowledge of the material Universe
but whatever some of the over.enthusiastic devotees of so-called
phiiosophies of science in the nineteenth century may have
believed, it does not consider such problems as the Fundamental
Cause of the Universe and the nature and behaviour of this
Primary cause are strictly subjects with which it is, for the
present anyway, concerned. Hot that individuals working in the
field of Science are not interested in these problems. In fact,
while some still maintain the nineteenth century attitude of
mind that from scientific demonstrations alone can all truth be
drawn many others postulate a Primary Cause in the Universe and
often unite with this the assumption of "preferential action"
of one kind or another. As already stated, the theory of
Evolution virtually presupposes preferential action. In this
connection it is of interest to note how the professed adherents
of philosophic systems like Naturalism, with their evident
pessimism from the human point of view, distasteful as their
doctrines are to that human quality variously called vanity,
conceit and. self respect, mitigate their unhappiness by exercising that faculty which, as it has been stated by a keen
observer of human behaviour, "the human race enjoys of quietly
ignoring the logical consequences of their own accepted theories."
After all, it is difficult for men to believe what they do not
want to believe and if Reason appears to force distasteful
conclusions upon them they usually give little more than lip
service to such conclusions so that, in fact, tney do not become
true beliefs determining conduct. Reason fails time and again
to win men away from the beliefs founded on those powerful nonrational causes already referred to; such beliefs possess a moat
stubborn resistance to Reason. The role which Reason most
commonly plays in connection with beliefs is to supply reasons
for established beliefs. The changing intellectual temper .of
a period non-rationally modifies certain existing beliefs;
reasons are then found .to justify the changed beliefs or the
new way of looking at them. Logical conclusions can properly
be considered as the result of Reason but hardly can con~lusions
resulting from non-rational causes however many reasons may be
devised for justifying such conclusions. Often for the same
essential fundamental belief. different reasons justifying it
are given, by different men and at different times. An example
of this has beengiven in the case of Morality, generally assumed
as of intrinsic value but justified by a great variety of reasons.
In such matters it would seem that there is more permanence in
conclusions than in premises. As one writer on the subject has
expressed it, "Certitude is the child !!£! of Reason but of Custom."
That old beliefs have a hold on men even when new evidence
should dictate some modification or revaluation of such beliefs
is not questioned. Examples are to be found not only in Religion
but lik~wise in Science. Scientific systems develop their
"Ecclesiast~sm" as do religious ones.
Intolerance, obscurantism,
persecution for heresy are not peculiar to so-called religious
gro~ps that are also to be fqund in supposedly scientific circles.
Man1festations as such things are of man's incompletely developed
capacity for living with his fellows the~r might be expected to
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exist in some degree when men come together for any purpose.

* * * * * * * * ¥ * * *
The question of whether there exists causes compelling
religious or ethical beliefs which do not operate in the case
of scientific beliefs is not strictly pertinent to the present
discussion. As has been indicated the interest here lies in
an examination into the chances of r.eligious and ethical
beliefs being imperilled by the influence of scientific conceptions. That these conceptions have placed, or can place,
such beliefs in danger of' extinction has not appeared to be
at all likely. By changing the "psychologic atmosphere" in
some regards, by creating some change in 11 intellectual temper,"
modern scientific thought is, without doubt, in a non-rational
way causing more or less modification of religious, and
perhaps ethical, beliefs. These beliefs, while probably not
greatly changed in essence, are being viewed in new lights
and are receiving new interpretations. In other words new
reasons are being found for the old beliefs.
Consid~ring

how changing are the explanations of' human
experiences in contrast to tha relatively abiding character
of the experiences themselves it might appear the part of ·
wisdom to substitute working hypotheses for beliefs. So '
little of the truth about the universe is known to human
intelligence and this small fraction is increased so slowlY
_
through the ages. Working hypotheses, hm'!ever, do not
satisfy the evident human craving for uel1e~ and, al~hough
starting as hypotheses, have a way of becom1ng b~lie~s qu~te
irrationally. Science is in the same category w1th rteliglon
and Ethics in this matter, nor is it demonstrable that all
of the minute fraction of the trvth avai~a~le to, human
intelligence is to be obtained by scient1f1c metnods or
from scientific knowledge.

* * * * * * * ~ * •

+

*

Although dcience cannot properly be made responsible for
imperilling religious or ethical beliefs, the present day
does seem to be witnessing a weakenin~ of such belief~ But
is this more than the apparent weaken1ng of beliefs,. and
accompanying disturbances of Fiuman thought and behav1our, which
always occur in periods of politic;l uph~avals, economic read~ustments and social readaptationsr In fact it may well be
found that the principal cause for much of t~e. present day
unrest like the unrest of mankind's past, w1t~ its so-called
''lowering of standards," resides in the age-ola human problem,
"living together." It has beon said that the ultimate ?pr~blem
· ce is· how can men stand one another. Len
of human exper1en
•
·
t
· dulge in associa
h
demonstrate two conflicting tendencles, ? _111 1
t.
.1 tb other men and to indulge in strlfe Hi th t em.
Clan· ~
ly and instinctively a great deal of effort has been
d~~:~t~~sto the solution of the;~~~;~~~;~~~ ~~~e~a~c~!~:s
together. fo~it~c~l, e~~~~~i~g greatergsocial stability and
have been dev1se
or P
·t for conflict. Yet very
discouraging the humani;ro~~n~~dyethical beliefs have on the
likely fundamental rel o 0
to hold men together to
whole done more than anything 8 1se
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make possible their intelligent and well disposed interest ~n
one another, and this despite the so-called religious confl1cts
of human history which have been in fact conflicts of secondary
and transient opinion.
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It is usually taken for granted that great progress has been
made in this matter of getting along together and a casual survey
of selected human groups would seem to support this ~ssumption.
However the test of this apparent fellowship comas 1n times of
stress ~nd than all too frequently the forces binding man to man
exert their influence only within groups of human beings and
conflict rages be tween groups. This, to be sure , is some improvemant on the infancy of mankind when every man's hand was against
his fellows but it has taken ages .to make privata murder relatively infr~quent. Without the existence of fundamental religious
and ethical beliefs could evan the progress that. has taken place
have bean made?
At this point a return is to be made to the influence of
modern scientific discoveries, an indirect influence, on human
behaviour or conduct, Many of the so-called practical applications
of scientific knowledge, perhaps especially the development of
modern machinery and certain chemical processes, have directly
or indirectly resulted in throwing more individuals into contact
of some kind with one another than ever before in human history •
It is commonplace to speak of how modern methods of communication
and the development of modern human material demands have brought
the human world into one great group, At the same time, all this
has, in a rather short span of time, greatly aggravated the old
problem of living together; it has sometimes put a very severe
strain on the adaptabilityof human natura.
Furthermore, other applications of scientific knowledge have
placed at the disposal of men's antisocial instincts unprecedented
weapons of efficiency for the destruction of other men. Nor have
the possibilities of scientific development, in ppysics, chemistry,
biology, along this line by any means been exhausted. Taking
these possibilities into consideration with the material knitting
together of mankind as a whole, it appears that for the first
time in its history the human race possesses the power to commit
suicide, The very bringing together of the peoples of the world,
with thai~ variations in attitude toward life and differences of
intellectual development, it may be, cannot but result in some
degree of hostility when so little time is available to prepare
for the necessary adjustments to prevent conflict in one form or
ano.ther. It has ever bean men's faculty to uncover more or le sa
unsuspected problems in attempting to solve those which they
recognize.
These. then are indirect ways in which scientific discoveries
have exerted an influence on human behaviour, not by p~ofoundly
affecting fundamental beliefs but by aggravating the old human
problem of living together. On the other side it should be noted
that Science also offers knowledge which can be applied to the
development of human adjustment to human surroundings, Human
history, incomplete as even the scientific account of it may be,
psychology, biology and other departments of.8cience present
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evidences of man's nature. which can be, and to some extant
are, used toward the solution of the problem. But can
Science alone supply the forces nace~sary to prevent the
human race from using the weapons it now possesses for its
own destruction and to bring about the necessary adjustments
permitting the members of the race to get along together?
For man is but imperfectly adapted to a hum~n environment.
Assuming that self-prese~vation is a dependable instinct
and. that the problem of "living together" is one to which man
really desires soma solution--neither of which assumptions
can be proved but for both of which much valid evidence may
be adduced--then, if man has been able to make his urge to
mix with his-re!lows overcome his older urge to mft {P with
tnim only by the assistance of his fundamental re g ous and
ethical beliefs there would seem to be little likelihood
of his relinquishing those beliefs, utiliza as he may whatever aid he can obtain from Science and justifying as bast be
can his selfconferred, "courtesy" title of." spaiens •"
"The new· world needs the older commandments."
Richard

s.
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Mrs. Fiske

The recent appearance of Mrs. Fiske in "The Rivals" wahs a
·
d i
Ald it was plesant also to one w o
delight to her a m retrs.s M1rs FisY.e has had definite limitations
thinks that as an ac res . •
·
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Mrs. Fiske
Mrs. Fiske
these many years. For, in "The Rivals," Mrs. Fiske enunciated·
better than she has in a couple of decades. At that, her
·
elocution was nona too good. You had to lean forward to gat the
sense of her lines. And when you have to do that, the acting is
not really efficient. Words should come to the auditor. The
auditor should not have to meet the words half-way, or part of
the way.
Now, in adversely criticizing Mrs. Fiske, one should differentiate Mrs. Fiske, the producer, from Mrs. Fiske, the actress.
There have bean few women as intellectual as Mrs. Fiske on the
American stage. And it was an intellect that could infect the
stupid actor or actress with intelligence. I have met personally
some of the men and women who were in Mrs. Fiske's company. Ten
minutes' talk with them proclaimed them silly egotists, who,
however, had long bean trained to do as they were told on the
stage. They had achieved a modicum of success under other
producers. But under Mrs. Fiske they became educated ladies and
gentlemen, apparently. They would give performances that made
you wonder. And then the wonder as to them ceased, when you
realized how it had been done, and your wonder as to Mrs. Fiske
began. The performers would pass from under Mrs. Fiske's intellectual aegis and become again ham-fatters of the better class.
The next time you saw them, they would be strutting the stage in
a manner but faintly reminiscent of the innonations and gestures and the living thought that Mrs. Fiske had imparted to their
work. And then Mrs. Fiske must be remembered for the valiant
work she did for Ibsen. Unpopular though the great Scandinavian
is to American audiences, his influence has been enormous at
the sources of our drama, the playwrights. No serious play
given today .on the American stage is without Ibsen's influence.
Evan the playwrights who have not read Ibsen follow the canons
he imposed on the dramaturgic art. And the best performance we
ever saw of an Ibsen play was Mrs. Fiske' a "Pillars of Society •"
But foT ~any years Mrs. Fiske's elocution has been atrocious.
For all ac.oustic purposes, the theater has consisted of about
ten rows. The reason is hard to give. When Mrs. Fiske first
played "Tess" her enunciation had a clarity that was beautiful.·
As "Becky Sharp" her enunciation was not so good. Than with
each year the lines· of an author seemed to become mora confidential,
with Mrs. Fiske scrupulously keeping the confidence. You felt
like writing on the programme, "Recited, but not heard," as the
stenographers of business men in a hurry put "Dictated, but not
read" at the end of a letter. And the worst of it, that
Mrs. Fiske's mumbling is just as infectious as her intellectuality. In "The Rivals" there were two young women of strong voices
and aggressive mien who might as well have been talking in a
language other than English. Naturally you accused Mrs. Fiske of
setting a bad example. Unable to imitate Mrs. Fiske's histrionic
virtues, the two actresses had imitat$d ner great histrionic sin.
But good acting means getting every syllable to an audience.
An actor may not be able to give the golden intonation of
Forbes-Robertson to a dramatist's words. But he can and should

give the words. we don't have to go to the theater to hear
mumbling. It is all about us. We go to the theater partly
to get away frpm it.
Russell Wilson

When The President Dies

2.

Only a little while ago the President died and the
Vice Fresident succeeded him.

.

The man who want from life and power was gentle, and
greatly loved by the people; .their eyes followed the funeral
train fr6m San Francisco to Washington, and from washington to
Marion; their hearts went out to the lonely woman on that train,
and their thoughts were not at all concerned with the form of
the change in the presidency as an incident in constitutional
government.
It is true the attention of the country was challenged
and held for a moment by the newspaper accounts of how the oath
of office was administered in the night to the man who had.been
Vice President, by a Vermont Notary Public who happened to. be
his father. Nobody questioned the succession, the transfer of
power was orderly,· marked by a simple ceremony, and the Vice
President had become the President in a farm house in a
Vermont village, while the thoughts of all the world, including
doubtless his own, were centered on the death chamber t:~.cross
the continent.
But had the Vice President ceased to be Vice President,
had he become President and was the oath of office necessary
or of any importance? The Constitution seams to give a negative
·answer to each of these questions, while precedent, the common
understanding, and the actual practice of the country all say yea.
The provision of the Constitution which deals with the
death of the President reads as follows:
"In case of the Removal of the President from
Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability
to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said
Office the same shall devolve on the. Vice :President,
and th~.Congress may by taw, provide f?r.tha Case
of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inablllty, both
of the President and Vice President, declaring what
Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer
shall act accordingly, until the Disabili~y be
removed, or a President shall be elected.
Another provision which throws some light on the auaation
is found in that portion of the constitution treating of the
Senate, ·as follows:
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"The Vice Pres idant of the Uni tad state'S
shall be President of the Senate, but shall
have no vote, unless they be equally divided."
"The Senate shall chuse their other officers,
and also a President pro tempore, in the Absence
of the Vice President, or when he shall exercise
the Office of :President of the United states •"

The constitution does not declare that upon the President's
death the Vice President becomes President, although that
would have been easy to say and plain and simple to construe.
It does provide that in such event the powers and duties of the
office of the President shall devolve on the Vice President,
and it does refer to a time when he, the Vice President, shall
exercise the office of President of the United States.
If the Vice President ever becomes President, then surely
he ceases to be Vice President, and there is no need for the
provision for a President pro tempore of the Senate in the
absence of the Vice President or when he shall exercise the
office of President of the United States.
The first eight presidents lived to serve out the thirteen
terms to which they were elected, and so for the first fiftytwo years of government under the Constitution, no occasion
arose for the operation of its provisions under which the VicePresident succeeds to the duties of the presidency.
On April 4th, 1841, William Henry Harrison- died, after
having been President fo~ one month. John Tyler, of Virginia,
who was Vice President, was certainly entitled and obligated to
assume and exercise the powers and duties of the presidency,
and no question was raised by anyone concerning this fact. But
whether Tyler continued to be Vice President, acting as President,
or whether he became President in law and fact, presented a
,question which was gravely considered and finally settled for all
time.
As we have sean, the words of the Constitution in one place
leave it a fair question for interpretation whether the "same"
which shall devolve upon the Vioe President arethe powers and
duties or the office of the President, and in another they
indicate that he remains Vice President while he is exercising
the offi.ce of President.
·
Recall that Tyler was not e. member of long standing, or even
of good standing, in the party which had just triumphed in the
election, and to which the government had been entrusted by the
·
people.
Recall, also, that then the Constitution was an object of
study and debate and veneration, and at that time the people
did not concentrate their attention upon any one amendment, as
now.
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Recall, also, that Webster, Calhoun, Clay, Quincy Adams
and a host of others, including editors of the very political
journals of the day, stood r.ea.dy to study the qua stion and
apply to its solution the tests of what does the Constitution
say and what does it mean?
Recall, also, that now for the first time arose that
curious suggestion that the Vice President who succeeds is
not acting in his own right, but that he is a. sort of Regent
or Conservator for the office for the tima being whatever
that may mean under the circumstances that he wa~ elected
by the people at the same time as the deceased President,· and
for the sole and only purpose of succeeding him in such a
contingency.
Recalling these things, let us see what was said and
done by the men who were confronted with the situation
presented by the death of Harrison.
. Tyler was at his home in Virginia. All of the members
of the Cabinet but one were in ~ashington, and they united in
two official announcements of the President's death--one
addressed to Tyler as the Vice President, and the other tb
the country.
Tyler hastened from Williamsburg, making the journey in
twenty-one hours, and on his arrival in Washington took the
oath of office before Chief Justice Cranch of the Suprema
Court of the District of Columbia. Now Tyler was of 'the
Virginia school of Constitutional theorists or experts, and
he reserved the question presented by the ~ergency. Naturally
enough he wanted. to be called President, to be President, but
he did not intend to pass over so pretty a question in silence
or to admit that any other formality, such as an oath (whose
omission might be fatal), was necessary before he could
exercise ~o the full the rights and duties which were now his
from the a impla fact that he was the Vice President, duly
elected, qualified, and sworn as such~ The new oath which he
took contains the certificate of Chief Justice Cranch that
Tyler deemed himself qualified to perform the duties and
exercise the powers and office of President on the death of
Harrison the lata President, without any other oath than
that· whi~h he had taken as Vice President, yet, as doubts
might arise and for greater caution, he took and subscribed
the new oa t·h.
A sensible, although not tactful, e~itor reminded Tyler
that the people never intended to make h1m Chief Magistrate, and
then urged him not to be deluded by any insinuating suggestion
that he migh_t "catch the mantle of Elisha," but to put on his
own vestments.
The political press of the day debated Tyler's exact title
and the right of the members of the Harrison Cabinet to continue
to exercise their offices. The old American fear of usurpation
of power promptly arose, and the heads of departments were
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solemnly warned t.hat their. power.s ceased with the daath of
the President. One editor said he hoped the transfer of
power would be orderly and peaceful, and that a just and safe
precedent would be established to guide the country on future
occasions.
Henry Clay took the remarkable position that Tyler was a
sort of Regent. This seems incomprehensible. Granted that
the people elected Harrison president, he was dead; he was not
111 for a time or temporarily absent, he was dead. No regency
could preserve the status for him or in his right until his
return.
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When the Vice President is exercising the office of President
because of the inability of the President to discharge them, there
might be some reason for the suggestion of a.parallel to a Regency.
Such an occasion has never arisen, or, to speak more accurately
if such occasion did arise a few years ago, it was ignored. He;e
lurks the possibility of confusion, trouble, and evan tumult in
our usually orderly and peaceable transfer of executive power •
What is Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the
President? Who declares its existence, its beginning, or its
termination? These questions are not answered by the Constitution itself, and there is no precedent. We can only hope that
no one of these questions will arise, and if it doest, that the
solution will be peaceful, orderly and definite.
John Quincy Adams took the position apparently borne out
by the letter of the Constitution, probably right and certainly
awkward, as many positions taken by him were. He'said that Tyler
was Vice President, acting as President, and he wanted the Senate
to so address him. It would seem that this would have been
strictly and precisely correct, and sufficiently awkward to
annoy the "Acting President" every day and stimulate and strengthen
that determination that was present then and has never been
absent in sim~lar circumstances since, to be elected President
at the next election and serve at least one full term in what is
illogically called his own right.

'·',:

Tyler assumed the title of President, moved into the
Executive Mansion, drew the President's salary and was in fact
President for three years and eleven months. '
Whatever question may be suggested by the mere language
of the Constitution, the doctrine now, established by the Tyler
precedent and acquiesced in .on each of the four similar occasions
~nee, i~ found in the declaration of Wise of Virginia, that upon
rrison s death Tyler was "by the Constitution by election
and by the Act of God, President of the United States."
'
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Human actions and reactions are s~ interwoven our lives
are eo dependent upon the lives and interests of others that
absolute independence can be said to be impossible. Even a
hermit can be free from some obligations to his fellowmen.
A group of American students were seated in a cafe in
Vienna. This was the Vienna of 1909, the gay, cordial Vienna
of the Prater, the Volksgarten, the Hofoper, and the cafes,
the Vienna whose charm and fascination cast a spell over all
whose good forture it has been to have sojourned within her
gates. All of us loved.her, with a love which has survived in
spite of her heresy, more sinned against than sinning.
No court in Europe was more reactionary than that of
Franz Josef. The principles of Mettarnicb had prevailed and
the glitter and pomp of monarchy, the worship of ceremony and
rank was a national religion •. It was a matter of common
knowledge to us that a fellow-student, an American, had struck
an Austrian officer for insulting his wife and had been forced
to flee the country the same day; the act of striking an
officer in uniform constituting majestats beleidigugn, or
lese majesta. Our ambassador was powerless to protect him.
The figure of Franz Josef was a familiar one to us, a'
kindly looking old gentleman whom everyone loved and pitied
for .the tragedy of his life, Probably no monarch in history
has suffered such bitter calamities within his own family
since the curse of the Countess Karolyi was pronounced·upon
him. Others of his family, however, were not so popular, and
it was common gossip in Vienna and Buda-rasth that, upon his
death, Hungary w.ould revolt, rather than accept Franz Ferdinand
as Emperor. The Arch Duke was a bigoted Catholic, stern and
antagonistic to the more liberal minded Hungarians, who would
gladly have accepted the more popular and broad minded
Arch Duke Joseph. Even the Austrians themselves disliked
the repellant ~ charmle as frigidity of Franz ~·erdinand.
It is necessary to understand perfectly the Vienna of that
period to explain what now occurred. It could have happened
nowhere else. Evan Germany laughed at the cobbler's practical
joke on the army.
A storm was gathering and the clouds were threatening to
break any moment in a torrent of rain. outside the cafe in a
neighboring square some troops were being reviewed. This was
a very common occurrence and did not interrupt our conversation
or interest us. Suddenly, however, the storm broke and rain
came down in sheets. I left our group at the table, stepped
to the door of the cafe to watch the downpour, standing under
the awning next to an Austrian officer.
Down the street the review had come to a sudden halt. The
external application of water is unknown to most Austrians, and
the unknown is always terrifying. From a well-ordered manoevre
the retreat became a panic, and the "sauva qui peut" was raised
as the troops dashed for the neighboring awnings. It was
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eminently fitting that this military demonstration should be
lad by the reviewing officer in ~arson. He was wall to t~e front
and going strong. If we had not known that he was an Au~trian
general his vary speed would have betrayed him. As Virgll once
remarked "By her gait itself the goddess stood revealed." He
stood not on the order of his going, but went at once. Earnest
endeavor sternly gleamed from his ayes, and the numerous medals,
evidently won in many track meats., jangled on his heaving breast •
A tall, gangling, lanky, dark man, bu~lt for speed, he dashed
towards us. His athletic style was reminiscent of that of a
camel or of a contestant in a sack race, but the essential
attribute of efficiency, cold deadly efficiency, was strongly
to the fora. His onward rush was checked in soma degree by the
wind-resistance offered by his huge bear-skin hat, but in spite
of this he was sublime. After him lumbered what the·newspap~rs
refer to as "his glittering staff," Distinctly outclassed they
still ware no disgrace to the army.
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Standing at the curb almost opposite to us was a small
calecha with a very low top, drawn by one horse. This was evidently
the sine qua non, the cherished goal of the general's glorious
burst.of speed. He arrived at this ha~en, triumphant but winded,
and prepared to dashwithin. But once again his bear-skin busby .
offered a piece de resistance to his anbition. He mi.scalculated
the height of the offending garment and it struck against the low
canopy of the oalache, rolling ignominiously into the gutter. At
this inspired moment one of his aides dashed up and, bending
rapidly forward, triad to pick up the bear-skin. Although kindly
meant and dictated by sound military principles, this action was
tactically unsound, for the genera 1 conceived the same idea at
the same moment, and for him to think. was to act. A dull impact
was heard, as o~ two heads that beat as one, and two busbies
rolled where only one had rolled before.
Straightening rapidly the aide saluted gravely, while the
general, not to be outdone, saluted in return, alth0ugh it was
evident that mayhem was passing through his mind. He stoo~d to
recover his hat, but the aide, zealously trying to get back again
into cordial diplomatic relations, made a furious dash for it also.
Consonance of action is essential in military operations, and the
manoavre was carried out without a hitch. The previous rehearsal
had made them latter perfect and the two heads again effected a
liaison, and the resulting nota, although marred by the musical
patter of the rain upon each head, was more resonant and fuller in
tone than before. They ware undoubtedly improving.
Once again the aida stiffened into a salute, and on his face
was a flush of. red which was not that of bound-ing health. A
conviction was growing within him that all was not well with his
world. The general, in his.funeral oration, which for conciseness
was brevity of expression I never heard excelled, dwelt affectionately on the deceased's character, spoke of his parents, and
indicated in passing, his destination. It was a glowing and
beautiful tribute, splendidly worded, and sincer&y spoken. After
the last ringing notes of the requiem were hushed he clambered
into the caleche,.leaving the late lamented in full possession
of the field and monarch of the busbies.
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In the deathly silence which followed this tour de force,
I heard a course vulgar chuckle of mirth. I looked hurriedly
around and found that it ca.me from myself. At this moment
the Austrian officer standing next to me made the same discovery and sternly remarked, "You must not do that, that is
majestats bele1d1gungt 11 He was getting himself worked up
into a burst of military indignation. Fully aware of what I
had done, I told him in my poor German that I was a.n American,
that I had laughed not at the man, for I had never seen him
before and did not know who he was, but at the situation itself,
which was funny no matter who had done it. Didn't he think so
himself?
I was emboldened to this latter question because I had
noted a gleam of amusement in his eyes before I emitted my
chuckle. Looking around furtively to assure himself t~at he 111
was not overheard he said 11 Ya, das war sehr komisch, w1rklich.
"Yes it certainly was funny! 11 And he added certain bits of
info;mation for the good of my soul and explained a grea.t deal.
Upon rejoining the group at the table I made my report of
the episode, which provoked considerable argument. O~r rights
as Americans, international law, and diplomacy were d1scuseed
with the emphasis and finality peculia.r to a group of men ·
who know nothing of the subject under discussion.
I contended that we American s.tudErlis, residing in Vienna
for only a 'few months would not be held responsible before a
Viennese court for so slight an infraction of laws unknown to
us and foreign to our mode of thought. "This general \vhom I
have been accused of insulting, 11 I added, "is nothing to me'
can have no possible· influence on my life, nor mine on his.
We live, as it were, on two different planets, and our lives
cannot touch anywhere."
was wron very wrong. Little did I know at that time
the i;fluence t~~t man would have on my life and on the lives
of millions of other Americans.
. Hie death, five years later, wasc;~s;u~~~:hi~h~h:P~~~Yfo~f
that. holocaust whichtwasthto dhr~~em~e~or of my life for two
its backdraft and al er e w
.
years. He was the Arch Duke Franz Ferdlna.nd •
Goodrich B. Rhodes

How Shall I ClassifY My Books?
. 'shed' I have been unpacking
My new book-shelves are~; 1 n~nd !·experience a thrill such
my books, long s~ored inl~oxnd'dear friend after years of
as comes on meetlng an o a
absence.
I put the books on the shelves as I take them out of the
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boxes, and survey them--a motley assortment, mostly old but
some in fresh-looking shiny bindings. Many are in old brown
sheep-skin and a few nf these are a bit the worse for age and
wear;, but I love 'em all. The sizes vary all the way from a
quarto at last to a 32mo Mil ton in Pearl type; and the subjects,
from Fox's "Christian Martyrs" to 11 Dere Mable" which some
kinsperson bestowed on me .either as a joke or because of a
mistaken idea of my sense of humor. I believe I will give that
book away to the cook 1 s daughter, who might apprecia.te it; that
will simplify my problem. Yes, I have a Problem. It has been
haunting me ever since I got my book-shelves done--H.2!. shall
I classify my books?
There are so many ways it might be done that, being inexperienced, I am bewildered. The simplest way seemed to be to put
the books of similar size together, big books on the tall shelves,
little books on the low shelves. I began that method but it
didn't work out quite as I had hoped. The books are of so many
different colors that the result had a mottled appearance which
I didn't like, and besides the authors and subjects got terribly
mixed up. I never realized before how many different-sized
books the sam~ man can write1 You see I want my library to look
well, both for my own aesthetic enjoyment and so that I can show
it with pride to persons who are interested in the outside of a
book rather than the inside. For that reason I must consider
appearance as well as convenience, tho my material is not easy
to deal with "aesthetically."
I might try sorting the books according to their colore;
red books on one shelf, blue on another, green, black, yellow
books separate and sheepskin eom~ place elee;--I do believe it
would look nice. Trying this method, however, I get discouraged.
It mixes up authors and subjects worse than the size scheme.
Victor Hugo, for instance, wrote a green book, a-criam-colored
book, and a whole row of red books. Of course, one doesn't expect
a novelist to be very methodical, but really I suppose it is the
publishers' fault, and they ought to have more sense.
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Encountering Victor Hugo reminds me that I ought perhaps a.s
a start to segregate groupe of books according to language. It
looks as if that was going to help in the color-scheme too,
Those old Latin books are mostly sheep-skin (tho there some
troublesome new ones), quite a lot of the French books have
bind i.ngs all alike a.nd some are still in their unregenerate
condition. with paper covers which are uniformly yellow eave where
age has faded them. Yes, I think the French books will fill four
or five shelves with excellent effect:--I am making progresst
True, I should like to put Guizot with the histories, and Taine
really ought to be over there next to Saintsbury and those other
fellows who seem to know eo much about Literature but one must
make some sacrifices to uniformity. Coming to th~ German books,
I find them of all sizes and all colors and even if I lea~out
those Reclam things in pink paper (they look awfully cheap anyway)
that doesn't help much. I might as well mix 1he whole lot up
with the English books which are as bad as they can be already in
size and color.
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I have a growing conviction tijat I shall be forced to
classify my books in soma manner according to .their titles or
content~, but there are so many wa~JS of dealing with these
very th1ngs. I will try arranging titles alphabetically-Arab ian Nights, Alice in Wonder land, Arl' hi tacture in Medieval
Europe, Abraham Lincoln (maybe I ought to put that under "L")
that seams reasonable enough tho the association are a bit
'
incongruous. I wonder how it will work with soma other
letters--Culture and Anarchy, Creative Chemistry, the Christian
Care and feeding of Children, that is o K; Ivanhoe, Influence '
. of Jesus, Ingersoll ~Life and Works), Impregnable Rock of
Holy Scripture---No~ there are incongruities which cannot
be tolerated evan in a library. Who, I ask you, having any
sense of delicacy could make shelf-mates, of Gladstone's
"Impregnable Rook" and anything whatever related to
'Bob Ingersoll who poked fun at everything which the Grand Old
Man held.sacred, Huxley fortunately belongs on another shalf,
but I can perceive the impending clash of antagonisms further
down the line and I realize that my latest schema will not
work1 1
So I have got back to just where I was when I started I
believe I sha 11 be wiser if I spend my time reading such b~oks
as I may pick out at random. Before I have read all of them
I may find the answer to my question, "How shall I classify my
books.
Arthur H. Morae
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The Accusing Star

On a country road in the middle of the night a man was
walking. Long had he been on the way as was shown by his slow
step and his bowed head. He stepped aside now and then to
allow belated motor ears coming toward him to pass, and he
left the road entirely and sought tho darkness when he heard
one coming behind him. He had no desire to ba seen. He had
chosen this road because here he would be lass likely to be
sought, and he felt a sensa of superiority over an ordinary
fugitive in that he had adopted the.least expected means of
getting away--his own lags. Thus he had laft the city. Thus
he had journeyed two nights, hiding by day.
Fortune favored him, too, he told himself, because his
was no everyday case. Of course, if the mere fact that he had
taken a life ware known without all the circumstances, he would
have an uncomfortable time of it--he would be treated as a
murderer. But he knew he was not that. Vfhat he had done had
been carefully thought out and he knew he was doing a proper
thing before ha did it. He half regretted he had evangone
away because he could have made anybody understand how necessary
a thing it was. He should have gone to police headquarters
and explained how and why it had happened.
"Why, certainly, Chief, I put this man out of the way.

So
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would you have done yourself. He had defrauded me and was planning
to defraud others. He was even plotting to taka another's life;
and for what he did to me and was going to do to others I choked
the life out of him. What's that? Why didn't I report the case
and let the law take care of him? Yes, I know that ia a natural
question vary· but you overlook one or two points. I could not
have pro~an th~t he had wronged me nor that he was going to kill
somebody. He couldn't have been held for killing somebody he hadn't
yet killed, and he would have bean -allowed to go his way and would
have cheated and killed as he intended, and I would have been
laughed at as a fool. Oh, he was a very fiendish devil of a man.
So you see, don't you, that I had to do it?· I am glad you look
at it the way I do. Thank you."
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Yes, that would have bean the way of it. On the o_ther hand,
to have remained there would have reminded him of the devil he
had killed and it was probably just as well he had left. Now he
was putting it all behind him and was going to start his life all
over again in new surroundings as a man of his type could easily
do. He knew he could get along anywhere, because of his good
birth and his education. He had studied hard, and learned easily,
an unusual combination. His father, too, had taught him many
things. Even on this night he had but to look at the starlit
9ky andbe reminded of his father'.s lifelong and continued interest
in astronomy.. The planets and stars and constellations ware old
friends and they seamed to blink down on him encouragingly;
There were Orion and Cassiopeia's Chair and the Great Bear and,
yes, there it was, the North Star, straight ahead of him, just
as though the road might lead directly t.o it, or to a spot
directly under it. He had noticed it there soma hours before,
in the same place, and now remembered that it was always there,·
seemed never to move.
It was comfortir,g to recall these things he had learned
from his father. His father would be glad of his progress thus
far in life if he could know. He would have approved of everything he had .. done and he--but there came back to him with a
shock the memory of what he was going away for? would his father
have entirely understood and approved of that? He had always
required the utmost of rectitude, and he had a complete and
thorough belief in hie own standards of right and wrong. He
had made his son promise to measure any important contemplated
action by the rigid standard of what his father would have done
in the same circumstances. With all his careful thought he
hadn't so measured .this thing that he was running away ,from,
and now he began to wonder how he could excus-e his failure to do
so if his fa.ther were there. He recalled that his father had
once told him of his fancy that when we leave this life we go
in spirit to some other planet or star and that he was going
to the North Star because, baing always visible from this part
of the earth, he could look down· and see what his son was doing.
Instinctively he looked up at the North star. Was the father
looking down on his eon--his son running away? His face grew
hot and hie heart sank •. Qf couree, anybody would tell him he
was foolish to think of a departed soul watching him from a
star, b-q.t it was not beyond t.he extent of his belief to think
that the father he had venerated and who had .loved him might be
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right there with him in spirit as he trudged along, and if that
were possible why wasn't it just as possible that his father
might be watching him from a star? It made him uncomfortable
even to imagine such .things.
. So occupied was he with his thoughts that suddenly the
bright glare of two l:Lghts bounced up over the top of a little
hill just ahead of him and frightened him almost into senselessness. It was only instinct that pulled him aside as the
speeding motor car rushed past. He turned and looked after it,
trembling and weak. He was so weak that he decided he must
rest, and, after stumbling a little farther along, he left
the road and made for a dim shape in a field which he thought
might be a straw stack. It was, and he approached it looking
for a place in which he might find shelter. The near side
showed such a strong trace of stock feeding that he rounded
the stack to the other side where he easily made ahole into .
which he could crawl. He half sat, half reclined, burrowed in,
but leaving a clear view so that he could see but not be seen
should he remain until day break. He began to recover from
his panic, mental.and physical, and as he grew warmer and
more confortable he became somewhat drowsy, and began to fancy
hQw he would explain to his father, his kind father up there
in his star, with a long, shining ladder reachin~ down to ~im,
and all the other fathers who had sons left on earth looking
down from their stars, while soma of them that couldn't find
stars for themselves as his father did, crowded each other a
good deal on their stars, and looked so funny trying to hold
on and not fall off and still keep looking down at their sons
with their scared eyes until some strong, manly spirit claimed
proprietorship and pushed the other spirits off his star just
as he knew his strong minded and strong bodied father would do.
And he laughed to himself and opened his eyes so that he could
see it all the better. Then the long, liquid-like ladder of
light disappeared and· one star alone seemed to be looking
straight aown at him--never wavering, scarcely spark1ing,
steadily striking him with a thin spear of brilliance until
it seemed somehow familiar and--wait! What star could it be?
He was wide awake with a jump. Yes, it was. There was the
Great Dipper. He had gone around the stack and crawled in at
a place where that haunting, pursuing North star could look
right down upon him again. With his wakening came a remembering. A great heaviness sank down on him and he had difficulty
in getting his breath. It was all because of a. star, too.
Why should that star hunt him out? He felt anger at the star
and an animosity which personified it in his uneasy mind.
Grumbling to himself, and full now of resentment rather than
the panic of a while ago, he crawled out of his burrow and
took to the road again, doggedly determi~ed not to let himself be bluffed by a star and faoing a.ga1n squarely to the
north. But he pulled his hat a little mora over his eyes and
looked down at the road as he trudged on.
After tramping for some time and losing some of his anger
he noticed a faint, greenish tinge in the east and soon ~he
star seamed not .to shine so brightly. He knew that dayl1ght
c
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would soon find him, but he kept plodding along, and as the day
approached and the star dimmed, he gathered courage. Soon there
came up behind him a motor truck laden with boxes and baskets of
produce for market. It quickly passed him, but he promised himself that if another came along and he was asked to ride he would
do so. Soon one did come by, and stopping just ahead. of him, the
driver mdt ioned him to hurry and climb in. This he d1d, and,
his spirits rising with the sun, he was not long in becoming an
agreeable companion, and the farmer who was driving the truck
had soon hired him as a "hand" to go on with him to the town
ahead to help him unload his produce, load some farm implements
in turn and then go back with him to work on the farm.. It. was
just to'his liking. Nowhere would he be safer. He could work
by day and sleep in a bed at nignt and when it suited him he
could go on, perfectly safe, he felt, from all pursuit. Even
when, on the homeward journey, as they turned into the big farm
gate, he recognized across the road the same straw stack into
which he burrowed the night b~fore, his cheerfulness did not leave
him.
An afternoon spent in steady,work, a good, satisfying evening
meal, and the thickening night saw him shown to an upper room
in the house, small and rather b.a.re, but comfortable and olean.
He prepared to retire, blew out the lamp and then looked out of
the ~ndow. It was a. clear and starlit night of spring. A real
sensa of peace and safety came to him as the cool, fragrant air
soothed his face and filled hie nostrils. His gaze wondered from
the orchard, dim in the star light, to the fields stretching away
beyond and than to the stars in the heavens. Suddenly he drew
back a.s though he had seen the eye of a demon, for there directly
out of his window before him was the Big Dipper and looking
straight at him--the North Star. In a panic he grabbed the
curtain down and turning, stood a moment irresolutely, then got
into bed. But the mocking, leering star beyond, seemed to his
,yes to pierce the curtain and find him out as he lay on the bed.
He tried to compose his mind, tried to go to sleep, but in the
twilight between waking and slumber, the star kept on glaring
at him, now with the fact of,his father, now with the face of
the man he had killed, but always accusing him, and betrawing
him by a look that all the world must understand, When he could
bear it no longer he got up and sat on the edge of the bed,
undetermined that to do. Finally he reached for his cloth :es
and began to dress in the dark, and when dressed stole out of
the roo~ and down ·the stairs, opened the fro.nt door a oft ly,
crossed the porch, then the yard and then to the road --the same
road he had been tramping and riding along for two ni~hts and a
day. Bat·tar to keep on walking than stay in that little cell of
a room with that damned star pointing its finger at him and
shrieking "Murderl" But which way should he go? He stopped for
a full minute thinking or trying to think, and than far off in
the quiet night he heard the .rumbling and roar of a train. He
remembered that about a half a mile ahead the railroad crossed
the highway and there was·a little country station and a siding
near the road. If the train were a freight train it might stop
and by hurrying he might get a chance to steal a ride away from
the place which had become hateful to him •.. He ran. The train
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was approaching. It was freight and as he neared the crossing
it slowed down and stopped. It could not have been better
timed. He had never before, as he <;!OUld recall, "hopped a
train." An experienced ride stealer would have done it
differently. But he, when the train started again after son~
small freight was unloaded,merely climbed up between two cars
and clung to the rungs by which one climbs to the top of the
oar. It was hard for him to hang on and as the train increased
its speed the wind was cold and the cinders and smoke were
unoo~ortable.

The excitement of running to head off the train had
relieved his mind for the time of tho oppressing burden of
remembrance and the panic of fleeing from the star • Now it
began to come back to him but he recalled that he was no longer
going toward the star as the r&lroad crossed the highway at
right angles. Soon, however, this momentary sense of satisfaction was lost when he realized that he could look out to
the north and see the star from between the cars. But he
vowed to himself that he would not do so, and for a time he
hun?. on lookin(1 at the v1hite letters on the end of the.car
ahe~d of him. o still the feeling began to take possass1~n of.
him that the star was out there looking at him just as 1t
did before and soon in spite of all his a!fort .his ayes looked
up to meet its gaze. Clear and bright, tnere 1t was,, as
n'cely fixed in the space of sky to be seen between tne two
o!rs as if it ha·d been sighted in the finder of a great
teles~ope. It raced along with the train smooth~y and evenly
as though it were some great distant flyin~ machlne, now id
apparently shooting through the branches of tr~~s alo~~ ~eh~nd
the railroad now hidden for a few seconds as l passe
a 11 ttle hili now obscured by the swirl of smoke and steam
from the loco~otive, but always, mile aft~r mile, silently
k aping up with the rumbling train and sa1ling steadily along
i~ the velvety sky, with the persistence and relentlessness
of an accusing conscience.
The h s i cal discomfort of harging on for how 1ong a time
he could ~ 0 ~ tell added to the mental ag~~~a~ft~h~e:;~t~~~ty
0
of pursuit by a supe~~at~Ia~tve~~:~nc!:fter a whistle for a
fugitive to give up e g '·
it became apparent that
crossing or an~the~ sm~ll sta~~~n;alief' was so great that sobs
r~lled down his cheeks.
the train was slow1ng own.
escaped from. his throat and tears
· able to let himself
When.tne train stopped he was s~~~e~~side the track to the
down to the ground and as he wa the trainmen he began to ask
highway, careful to. avoid any of sohard to g~t aw~y, not from
himself, what ~ext? He h~d tria~tar that persisted in following
the scene of h1s act but r~m ad pointed him out for the world
him and looked into his sou an t
·n it left him in the
to see. When the train pulled ou !~:\o think it out.
shadow by· the road, irres~l~teti~~~iv~ly he again turned his
Insensibly he star~ed, a~i ~n~e had fled, but when he had
back on the place from wl ck d up to see that in a general
proceeded a few rod~ ~ef ~~ !ing the star. A feeling of
direction he was stll lot ohelplessness came over him,
great weakness and comp a e
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nauseating him and when he thought of his father and his own
innocent childhood he was engulfed in·a depth of self pity and
wept with paroxysms of grief, At length he looked up into the
heavens and than throwing out his arms in a gestura of despair
he turned to the south, his back to the star and started
walking briskly and with a steady step as though determined
and full of purpose.
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Back in the city when he went to the police they ware slow
to believe him. No suspicion had been directed toward him~
He had not even been missed. He had difficulty in conv inc1ng .
them that he had done the crime and had to prove himself guilty
as other man tr;v to prove the meal vas innocent. It was all the
more difficult by reason of hie reiteration that it was th~
accusing star that had sent him back. Nevertheless, evan 1f
he ware only crazy he must be put away, and eo the door of a
call opened and then closed behind him. He was not ·put
alongiide the ordinary prisoners but in one of a row of cells
with solid walla with only a little window, wall barred, at
the rear and, just higher than his head, and a little grating
in the solid door in front through which the attendants might
look. And so they left him •

';'

'l

It was about two o'clock in the morning that the guard
passing his cell slid backthe lid that covered the front grating
and looked within. Something seamed to be wrong. He called
another guard and together they opened the call and entered.
The body was stripped to the waist, the upper clothing having
been made into a rag rope, one end of which was around the neck,
and the other end tied to the upper part of a long legged stool
that in some way had remained where he had placed it upright
on the iron cot. He was half reclining on the floor, his head
held up by the noose, so that he seemed to be·looking straight
ahead,
"I never saw a dead man look scared before," explained the
guard later. ''He was half way sitting down and facing toward
the little window and he looked for all the world as though he
had seen a ghost or a devil or something terrible, or maybe
somebody playing off as a ghost. But there couldn't have been
anything for him to see because that window is 20 feet off the
ground outside and there's no building opposite it. All you
can see out of that window is a little ~atch of blue sky or
white clouds in the day time. It's a curious thing though, and
sometimes I think it must have been dona on purpose though I
never heard of anybody that knew it and I only found it out
myself when I had been there a good many years, but it's a·
fact that at night if you'll look out that little window you
can always see the North star,"
Walter A. Draper
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JAMES G. STEWART

Aside from baseball, -the most imuortant and popular of
America's games are the Presidential Conventions ~md
elections which occur every four years, When there are no
political issues which arouse the nassions or divide the real
sentiments of the people, artificial noise and uproar are
imported into the convention halls for the delectation not
only of the immediate audience, but of those who are following
proceedings in the newspapers or over the radio. Thus, we are
certain, that if the naming of Mr. A is cheered for thirty
minutes, when Mr. B is placed in nomination there will be at
least thirty-three minutes of clatter and noise.
These political conventions always witness a contest of
the resources of able politicians and many a candidate has
been named by a lucky chance or successful trick rather than
by the call of destiny or the real demand of the people.
It is a characteristic of human nature for people to
believe that in the old days things were better, purer a~d
more righteous tha.n in the degenerate present times, and as
time has gone on an almost deified halo has very properly
surrounded the head of Abraham Lincoln, and we have come to
believe in a way that his nomination and election to.the
Presidency was the result of providential interference and in
no way brought about by the work of himself or his friends.
It is the purpose of this paper to show that while be, by his
work and life, very properly expresses the highest and truest
ideal of America.n institutions, that nevertheless he was a
very human, material and practical noliticia.n, and that his
nomination and election to the Presidency, while most fortunate
for the country, was secured by the same practical methods as
are used in the present day for the same purpose.
We are, of course, all familiar with the early life and
ro ress of the Great President, and as to how, through
~ar~ous vicissitudes he finally became a. lawyer and politician
in Snringfield, llli~ois, of his service in the State Legislature- and his one term in Congress during the Mexican War, and,
of h~w after his Congressional experience he sought to get a
job in' the ·land office at Wastington as a reward forfhis
etum in the country and narticularly New England, or
· i
,
in which effort he was unsuccessfull,
P lgT
Genera ay 1or, n 18 48 ,
·
ff d him the
and as to the fact that· Millard Fillmore 0 . ere
i
it ry of Oregon wh1ch he was nf t t
Governorship o t!e err ho ht 't might lead to a Senatorship
clined to accept, as he t oug d ~tted~to the Union, but which
from that .state after it was a minsistence of his wife, who
he was induced to reject attt~el'ef from the time she promised
had never lost the confidenld b~ ~resident of the United States.
to be hie wife that he wou
Thereafter he devoted.himise~!rtoh~;~n~e~~;c~~~~ii~e and
became a leader of the Illlno a
'
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abandoned politics until after the repeal of the Missouri
Compromise in 1854, when be once more became an eager
politician, attempting to go to the Senate in 1855, when he was
defeated by Lyman Trumbull, and again becoming a candidate in
1858 a.gainst Senator Douglas, when occurred that series of
debates which brought him into national prominence.
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When Lincoln reentered politics, he supposed that he was
still a Whig, because neither he nor the country at large
realized that the Whig Party was dead. That party had been
organized in 1834 of a heterogeneous mass, manyof whom believed
in slavery and many of whom were Abolitionists., and without
principles that. were at all cohesive. It had carried the
election of 1840 with Harrison and Tyler, lost the campaign of
1844, when its idol Harry Clay was defeated, and had won again
in 1848 with Taylor and Fillmore. Its experience in winning
victories with soldiers ca.used it to name Winfield Scott over
Daniel Webster in 1852, but it was so overwhelmingly beaten,
having carried only four states, that it never raised its head
again.
In 1854, at Jackson, Michigan, a group of people had
gathered and formed the Republican Party, and in the following
two years it grew to· such proportions tbat a national convention was held in Phila.delphia, which nominated Fremont and
Dayton on a national ticket. They were beaten by Buchanan and
Breckenridge, who had been nominated in Cincinnati.
In 1856, Lincoln had realized that the Whig Party was dead,
and had made campaign speeches for Fremont and Dayton, and a.fter
his debates with Douglas in Fifty-Eight, he and his friends set
about to gain the Republice,n nomination in 1860 for himself.
He had always realized the power of the press, and the
editorial columns of the State Journal were open to him and he
wrote many of the items for that newspaper. In 1850, Illinois
contained about 30,000 Germans who were opposed to slavery and
whose support was keenly desired by Mr. Lincoln, and in 1859 he
purchased the Statts-Anzeiger, a German paper owned by Dr. Canisius.
The Chicago Tribune had declared for Lincoln and many of the down
state papers were committed to him. In Illinois, the Chicago
Statts-Zeitung was for Seward, and he knew that it would advance
his interests if a well edited German newspaper could be depended
upon to stand for the Republican Party, and in due time to announce
itself for Lincoln. He was its sole owner from May 30, 1859, to
December 6th, 1860, and after his election he gave Dr. Canisius a
cGnsulate in Somoa and he continued in the consular service of
the United States in various posts from 1861 to 1885,
In the latter part of 1859 the name of Lincoln came to be
.prominently mentioned as that of an available candidate for the
Presidency of the United States. Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,
conducted a lecture course, and in the fall of 1859 Lincoln
was invited to deliver a lecture there. He replied accepting
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the invitation provided be might be able to deliver a
political address. The condition was accented but in the
~egoti~ti?ns between the Plymouth Lecture Committee and the
oung en s Central Republican Union of New York City the
place ~nd management were changed. Lincoln went east'still
expeci~ng to speak in Plymouth Church, but a larger opportunity
even an t~at which Henry Ward Beecher could have given him
in Brooklyn, awaited his arrival in New York. He attended
Plymouth Church on Sunday, heard Beecher preach and learned
the details of the modified plan.
·
On Monday evening, February 27th, 1860, Mr. Lincoln
delivered what was in some respects the greatest of hie
political orations. He spoke at Cooper Institute in the City
of New York, an~ Horace Greeley, who in 1858 had advised the
Illinois Republ1cans not to oppose Douglas in his ca.nvass for
re-election, said, 11 No man has been welcome by such an audience
of the intellect and mental culture of our city since the days
of Clay and Webster."
William Cullen Brya.nt presided and with him on the platform were the foremost men of New York. The address ~as
printed in the papers the nrxt day and afterwards issued in
pamphlet form and read throughout the country, and it had
much to do with Lincoln's nomination for the Presidency.
Robert T. Lincoln, the President's eldest eon, who is
very reticent and for the most part declines to speak for
publication, modestly affirms that he made his father President.
In the autumn of 1859, . he went to Cambridge expecting to enter
Harvard, but he failed in fifteen of the sixteen subjects in
which he was required to take his examinations. His father
wrote him not to return, but to enter Phillips Academy at
Exeter, New Hampshire, which he did, and at tbe end of the year
.was able to enter Harvard. But his father was anxious about
Robert's studies and one of tbe reasons he accepted the
New York invitation to speak was that he could. thus visit
Robert and see how he was getting on. Tbe latter believes that
had· he failed in less than fifteen studies his father might
have been less solicitous and might not have delivered the
Cooper Union Speech, or at any rate, might ha.ve returned direct
from New York to Springfield. As it was, he determined to
visit Robert and makes a few speeches in New England.
As a matter of fact, he spoke in moat of the New England
cities and was enthusiastically received. At Concord,
New Hamushire he was introduced by Governor Frederick Smith,
who referred
him as 11 the next President of the United
States 11 and at Norwich Connecticutt, Daniel
P. Tyler, who
spoke ~efore Lincoln, m~ntioned him as 11 the next Vice-President,"
have mo doubt Sewa.rd in mind as the head of the ticket •

to

There is no doubt that the Cooper Union speech and the
New England addresses. were the events that made Lincoln a
factor in the Republican Convention, and caused people to

realize that Senator Seward of New York was not to gain the
prize without struggle.

a

When Lincoln returned to Springfield after the Cooper
Union speech he felt sure that he had a chance to be nominated,
Senator· Seward, of New York, was the most likely nominee, and
Salmon P. Chase, of Cincinnati, the next, but Lincoln calculated
that Seward and Chase and the other leading candidates might
kill each other off and leave him as the winning candidate.
He began to lose interest in his law practice, and devoted
himself to promoting his campaign. He wrote an enormous number
of letters to influential party workers everywhere and was
vigilant, ambitious and watchful. He had no. money with which
to maintain a political bureau and no personal organization,
but he was more adroit and untiring in pursuit of his ambition
than any of the other candidates whose names would be presented
to the Convention.
,.
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The Republican State Convention was held at Decatur on
May 9th and lOth, 1860, and Lincoln wrote to his friend
Norman B. Judd, as follows:
I am·not in a position where it would burt muob
for me to not be nominated on the national ticket,
but I am where it would hurt some for me to not get
the Illinois delegates. Can you help me a little in
your end of the vineyard?u
11

It was in that end of the vineyard that Lincoln needed
help, for northern Illinois was strong for Seward. Judd
accomplished far.more for Lincoln than the swinging of the
Illinois delegates, because he managed as the Illinois member
of the National Committee to secure the Republican Convention
for the City of Chicago.
Lincoln attended the State Convention and a great demonstration was staged for him. Richard J. Oglesby, a resident
of Decatur, discovered old John Hanks, who had worked with
Lincoln, and took him to a spot ten miles west of Decatur,
where Lincoln had'first spl~ rails and where they found an
old fence still in service after thirty years. Hanks identified
the rails which Lincoln had s~lit and they brought two of them
with them, and at the proper time in the State Convention they
were carried down the aisles, bearing the legend, "Abrah~ Lincoln,
the Rail Candidate for. President in 1860." The Convention went
wild and instructed all of its delegates for Lincoln and from
that episode he was destined to go down to fame as the "railsplitter."
When Chicago invited the Republican Convention of 1860 to
meet within its gates, it promised to ereot a building adequate
for the gathering and the ·convention was the first to meet in a
building erected for its own requirements; The famous old
Wigwam was built and it was heralded everywhere as a gigantic
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~~r~~~~~e an~ the largest audience room in the United States.
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very small as compared with present day
colosseums, but it held the four hundred and sixty-six
delegates to the Convention and about sixty newspaner correspondents upon an elevated platform with Committee rooms
at either en~, and the rest of the stfucture was open to the
public, who Jammed it to the number of a.bout ten thousand
people. Chicago at that time ha.d forty-two hotels all
~perated on the American plan, the rates being fro~ $1.50 to
· <W2 ·50 per d~y for room and board, a.nd everywhere was heard
the accuaat1on of extortion by hotel proprietors which is
s~ill the popular refrain whenever conventions m~et in large
01ties. However, the hotels were entirely inadequate to house
the thousands of visitors who came to the city and hundreds of
private homes were opened to strangers for that purpose.
The railroads granted cheap round trip rates and took
straw votes on the trains coming into Chicago. On a Michigan
Central train, Seward had 210 votes, for all other cand-idates,
30. On a Chicago a.nd Northwestern train, Seward had 127 and a.ll
others 44, and on a. Chicago and Rock Island train Seward had
112, while the others totaled 41. On these three'trains there
was not a single vote for Lincoln, but on a Chicago and
Milwaukee train, Seward had 368, Lincoln 93, and all others
46, while on a New Albany a.nd Salem, Indiana, trair1, Lincoln
had 51, Seward 43, and other candidates totaled 131.
The Convention met on May 16th and as has been said more
than ten thousand people crowded inside and more than twenty
thousand with hardly less enthusiasm on the outside. Four
years before at the Philadelphia Republican Convention, a hall
seat.ing 2000 had been ample for both delegatee and spectators.
The day the Convention assembled was Senator's Seward's
fifty-ninth birthday and it was confidently expected that he
would receive the nomination as a birthday nresent. He had
been Governor and was United States Senator from New York.
His campaign was managed by Thurlow Weed, of Albany, perhaps
the shrewdest uolitician this country has produced. The man
who was to place him in nomination was William M. Evarts, a
great lawyer and orator from New York, who was afterwards to
be chief counsel for Andrew Johnson in the impeachment trial,
Secretary' of State in Haye 1 s Cabinet, and United States
Senator from his native state. It is said that the crowds in
Chicago prior to the opening of the Convention followed him
from one hall to anothP.r hanging on to the charm of his words.
Among the New York delegates also was the leading prizefighter of the country, who had been a bartender and who freely
dispersed such hospitality to all delecates and visitors as
would be prohibited by law.
The Ohio delegation came instructed for Salmo~ P. Chase,
of Cincinnati, Governor, United States Senator, and. who
afterwards was to be the great Secretary of the Treasury and
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
The Pennsylvania delegation was instructed for
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Simon Cameron and many delegatee came pledgedto Edwin Bates,
of Missouri, who was the choice of Horace Greeley. · Greeley at
that time was the editor of the New York Tribune and through
its columns probably was more influential in molding public
opinion, particularly in the rural districts than any other man
in the nation. He had formerly been a warm supporter of both
Weed and Seward, but after Seward's election to the Governorship
of New York in 1854, Greeley had broken ~ith his former associates and. he came to the Chicago Convention determined to
nominate Bates, if he could, but in all events to defeat Sew.ard.
He was not a member of the New York delegation, but held the
proxy of a delegate from Oregon. If Greeley had not broken
with Seward, Lincoln would never have been nominated for.
President.

fl.
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The Convention was called to order by Governor Morgan, of
New York, and David Wilmot, of Pennsylvania, author of the
famous Wilmot Proviso, was made temporary chairman and delivered
the key-note speech and was a poor presiding officer and after
his speech and the appointment of some committees, the Convention adjourned until five o'clock, at which session, the
Hon. George Ashmun, of Massachusetts, was elected permanent
chairman. He had a good voice and was decisive, and his
presiding was a relief after the feeble efforts of Wilmot.
The Platform Committee was appointed and the Convention
adjourned until Thursday morning at ten o'clock. On that
morning the Seward men, with banners and a great band, marched
from th~ir hotel to the Convention, expecting to nominate their
candidate that day. The Platform Committee reported, but it
adopted a tame exposition of principles in order to attract
everybody who was opposed to the Democratic administration.
It, therefore, had' omitted most of the pronounced utterances
of the platform ·of 1856, particularly the one quoted from the
Declaration of Independence, "That all men were created free
and equal," whereupon Joshua R. Giddings, of Ohio, a white-haired
veteran of the anti-slavery welfare, moved its re-insertion but
was voted down and Giddings arose and started to leave the Wigwam,
when George William Curtis, one of the youngest of New York's
delegates, rose, and in an earnest and tactful speech renewed
Giddings' motion, and the amendment was adopted and Giddings
returned, and then the whole platform was adopted amid
tremendous enthusiasm.
.
.
Nominations for President were then called for, but it was
discovered that the printers had not yet delivered the tally
shee~s, wh~reupon some unknown delegate moved that the·Oonventlon adJourn until the following morning at ten o'clock
which motion prevailed. This unknown man probably had no '
other motive than a desire for free~ air or for a drink, and yet
his was the voice of destiny, for had the balloting proceeded
at that time, nothing could have kept Seward from the nomination.
That night schemes were laid which called the First
American to the Whi~e House •. Horace Greeley telegraphed his
paper on Thursday n1ght that the opposition to Seward had failed
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PRESIDENT

and that his nomination the next day was inevitable but the
supporters of Lincoln were busy and practical. They went to
the ~ennsylvania delegation and though Lincoln had told them
to make no bargain in his behalf, they promised Pennsylvania
that Simon Cameron should have a place in the Cabinet if they
would support Lincoln for the nomination, which bargain was
afterwards kept. They also had printed an enormous amount of
d~plicate or fake tickets to the Convention and distributed
them among the leather lunged shouters from'the prairies with
instructions to gat into the Wigwam the next morning bef~re
anybody else could be there to shout for Lincoln. They also
approached Greeley and showed him the impossibility of defeating Seward with anyone except Lincoln and promised him that
Bates should have a place in the Cabinet if Lincoln were
nominated, which promise was also kept.
On Thursday afternoon, Lincoln's agent, Delahay had
wired him that his .nomination appeared hopeless and asked him
if he would accept the nomination for Vice-President if seward
were chosen, and Lincoln had replied that he would accept
provided that his friends thought it was wise for him to do so
It is certain that Lincoln forbade his friends to make any
•
bargains on his behalf and also that he was entirely without
knowledge of the printing of the duplicate tickets to the
Convention, but it is certain that when Saward's brass brand
and ·his cohort of followers arrived at the Wigwam it was
already jammed with Lincoln's shoutera and the Saward men
could not get in.
The crowd outside stretched for two blocks away when the
Convention was assembled at ten o'clock and the nominations
were begun~ Thera ware then no nominating speeches such as
now sometimes thrill and more often weary a Convention.
William M. Evarts first obtained the floor and presented the
name of Seward in these words:
"I taka the liberty to name as a candidate
to be nominated by this Convention for the
office of Fresident of the United ~tates,
William H. Seward."
He was immediately followed by Norman D. Judd, of
Illinois, with these words:
"I desire: on behalf of the delegation from Illinois,
to put in nomination as a candidate for President
of the United States, Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois."
The other nominations ware equally brief and there ware
few seconds, the only attempt at oratory being that of
Mr. Columbus Delano·, of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, seconding the
nomination of Abraham Lincoln, as the man who can split rails
and maul Democrats, which little speech sat the Convention
on fire.
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In calling the roll of the states, it was not done
alphabetically then as now, but they were called in geographical order, beginning with New England and moving wastwardly.
233 votes were necessary to a choice and on the first ballot
Seward had 173t, Lincoln 102, and Cameron 50f, with the rest
scattering. On the second ballot, the name of Cameron was
withdrawn and Seward had 1B4t, a gain of 11, and Lincoln 181,
a gain of 79. Chase, of Ohio, now stood third, with 42! votes.
On the third ballot, Seward had 180, a loss of 4t, while
Lincoln had 23lt, lacking only 1t of the required number to
nominata. Before the vote was announced, Mr. Carter, of Ohio,
sprang upon his feet and announced a change of five votes from
Chase to Lincoln.

A cannon had been placed on the Wigwam but the confusion
was such that for a moment or two the man in charge could not
be made to understand what had happened. When he did understand, it could hardly be heard in the Wigwam. The Chicago
Tribune declared that earth had heard no such tumult since the
walls of Jericho fell down. Other states hurried to get into
the band wagon and when the vote was finally announced Lincoln
had 364.
The Convention then adjourned until five o'clock, when it
reconvened and nominated Hanibal Hamlin, of Maine, for Vice
President. It then gave cheers for the nominees the platform
and the ladies of Chicago, and adjourned to meet'at the White
House on the 4th of the following March.
Just as there were no long nominating speeches in those
days, so the letters of acceptance were likewise brief and
Lincoln's was as follows:
'
"Springfield, Illinois,
June 3, 1860.
Sir: I a.ccept the nomination tendered me by
the Convention over which you presided, of which
1 am formally apprised in a letter of yourself
and others, acting as a Committes of the Convention
. for the purpose. The declaration of principles
which accompanies your letter meets my approval
and it shall be my care not to violate it or disregard it in any part. Imploring the assistance
of Divine Providence, and with due regard to the
views and feelings of all who were represented in
the Convention, to the rights of all the states
and territories and people of the nation to the
inviolability of the Constitution, and the perpetual
~ion, prosperity and harmony of all, I am m·ost
appy to cooperate for the practical· success of
the principles declared by the· Convention.
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Abraham Lincoln.
To Hon. George Ashmun."
The Dei?ocratic National Convention met at Charleston
South Carol1na, and the leading candidate for the nomination
was Lincoln's antagonist in the famous debates senator
.stephen A. Douglas, of Illinois. He was a man'of great influence and power, and since the death of webster and Clay
had probably been the leading man in the country.
However, prior to the second Lincoln-Douglas debate
which occurred at Freeport, Illinois, on August 27, 1858:
Lincoln had propounded the following query to Douglas:

..

·

,..,
'

·''
'.'t

''dan the people of a United States territory
in any lawful way, against the wish of any
citizen of the United States, exclude slavery
from its limits, prior to the formation of a.'
state constitution?"
Lincoln's friends had counselled him against asking
that question, telling him that Douglas would answer it in
such a way that it would re-elect him Senator of Illinois
and defeat Lincolr1, but the latter with his usual shrewdness
replied that Douglas could not answer it in such a way as to
elect him both Senator and President.
The Dred Scott decision had legalized slavery in all the
territories and Douglas was troubled for an answer to Lincoln's
query, but he replied in substance that in spite of any court
decision the local legislature of a territory could pass unfriendly police legislation which would effectually pre~ent
the introduction of slavery into its midst. This answer satisfied the Democrats of Illinois and the North, and Douglas
gained the Senatorial prize, but it was a great stumbling
block to him in the National Convention of his party and the
division there made cost him the Presidency.
Practically the whole mass of the northern Democrats
were for Dougias for the nomination, but the South was solidly
against him, although formerly they had baen his warm supporters. He and his managers offered the Convention the
Cincinnati platform of 1856, with the addition of a.demand
for the annexation of Cuba, an endorsement of the Dred Scott
Decision, and of any future decisions of the Supreme Court.
But the Southern delegates would not accept the platform
or the candidate. The rule had been adopted in the Democratic
National Convention that nominated Van :Buren, tha. t it should
reouire a two-thirds vote of the delegates to nominate candidaies for President and Vice President. While Douglas had a

I,'
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majority vote in the Charleston Convention, he was never able
to get sufficient to give him the two-thirds necessary to a
choice, and after ceaseless balloting, it was apparent that
no choice could be made and the Convention, on motion, adjourned to meet in Baltimore.
In the interval between the adjournment and the reconvening of the Convention, Douglas got into an acrimonious
debate with Jefferson Davis, who was a Senator from Mississippi,
and that further estranged the controlling element in the south,
who, by this time, had determined to make the legality of
slavery accepted everywhere.

.

b

Therefore, shortly after the Baltimore Convention met it
split and one division of it nominated Senator Douglas for
President and Hershel B. Johnson, of Georgia, for Vice
President. It adopted a platform, the basis of which was
popular sovereignty, which was a great tenet of Douglas and
which simply meant that each state or territory should be
allowed to choose for itself as to whether it should be slave
or free.
The 'pro-slavery wing of the party nominated John C.
Breckinridge, of Kentucky, who was serving as Vice Fresident
with Buchanan, for President, and Joseph Lane, of Oregon, for
Vice President.

'

··.1

To further obstruct the path of Douglas to the White House,
a party calling itself the Constitutional Union Fartu, and
which consisted of the remnant of the old Whigs and some
Democrats, nominated Senator John Bell of Tennessee for President and Edward Everett of Massachusetts, who was later to
make the sat oration at the Gettysburg Dedication, at the
time Lincoln made his famous Gettysburg speech, for Vice
President.
I ~

1!

. I
'

:1

It is said that. Senator George E. Pugh, of Cincim1ati,
father of Robert c. Pugh, of this city, was the man who was
most instrumental in splitting the Democratic Convention and
thus unwittingly contributing to Lincoln's election.
As the campaign progressed both Lincoln and his party
became absolutely sure of success. The Republican nominee made
no speeches, but to the everlasting honor of Lincoln's rivals
before the Republican Convention, they supported him loyally,
Bates, Seward, Chase and Cameron, going on the stump for him.
Charles Francis Adams made a speech in the House of Representatives ~dvocating the Republican Party and its platform, but he
did not mention the name of Abraham Lincoln. The campaign,
however, progressed with tremendous enthusiasm, oratory,
marshal music, torchlight processions and sonsswere every day
spectacles over the nation.
:Poets of wide reputati-on wrote campaign· songs for the
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marching clubs. William Cullen Bryant wrote one and
Edmund Clarence Stedman rewrote the Star Spangled Baru1er
in praise of Honest Abe of the West:
·
"He's the Chief in whose rule all
the land shall be blest,
"Is our noble Old Abe, Honest Abe
of the west~"
Evan Horace Greeley dropped into poetry,
of ridicule for both Lincoln and Douglas were
typical one was to the tune of Old Uncle Ned,
of which was a recognition of the predestined

while the songs
a legion. A
the sentiment
fate of Douglas:

"There was a little man and his name
was Stevy Doug
"To the White House he longed for to go;
"But he ha.dn' t any votes in the vbole
· of the South,
"In the place where his votes ought to
grow.

'

"His lags ware short, but his speeches
they were long,
"And nothing but himself he could see;
"His principles were weak, but his
spirits they were strong,
"For a thirsty little soul was ha,n
The last two lines were an allusion to Douglas' rather
intemperate habits, because he was far from being a forerunner
of Andrew Volstead either in principle or in his personal life.

'

.

Douglas stumped the entire country and was everywhere in
the North greeted with tremendous enthusiasm,but the spli~
in his party was too much for him to overcome and he was foredoomed to lose his long cherished ambition to be President.
He was only forty-one years of age and had bean a le~ding
candidate at the age of thirty-seven before the Cinc1nnati
.
Convention. He was not to long outlive the el~ction, and almost his last public appearance was at Lincoln s inauguration,
when he grac~ously held the hat of the new President.
At that time Ohio, Fennsylvania and Indiana all held their
elections in October, and they all voted for Lincoln, which
made his success more certain. .When the states had all voted
in November Lincoln received 180 electoral votes and a popu1
t of'l 866 452• Douglas 12 electoral votes and a popu1:~ :~t: of 1'375:157; Breckenridge 72 electoral votes and a
'f 847 953· Bell 3~ electoral votes and a popupopu 1ar vo t e O
•
•
db t
t te out .. i~ht
1 r vote of 570 631. Douglas carrie u one s a
o
•
b~t had some sc~ttaring votes, Breckenridge carried the.entire
th B
the border states, but Lincoln had the sol1d
~~~th' ~n11the popular vote Douglas was a close second to
Lincoin and it was only by the cleavage in his own party over
L

'•,,•
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majority vote in the Charleston Convention, he was never able
to get sufficient to give him the two-thirds necessary to a
choice and after ceaseless balloting, it was apparent that
no cholce could be made and the Convention, on motion, adjourned to meet in Baltimore.
·
In the interval between the adjournment and the reconvening of the Convention, Douglas got into an acrimonious
debate with Jefferson Davia, who was a Senator from Mississippi,
and that further estranged the controlling element in the south,
who, by this time, had determined to make the legality of
slavery accepted everywhere.
Therefore, shortly after the Bal timor a Convent·ion met it
split and one. division of it nominated Senator Douglas for
President and Hershel B. Johnson, of Georgia, for Vice
President. It adopted a platform, the basis of which was
popular sovereignty, which was a great tenet of Douglas and
which simply meant that each state or territory should be
allowed to choose for itself as to whether it should be slave
or free.
The'pro-slavery wing of the party nominated John c.
Breckinridge, of Kentucky, who was serving as Vice Fresident
with Buchanan, for President, and Joseph Lane, of Oregon, for
Vice President.
To further obstruct the path of Douglas to the White House,
a party calling itself the Constitutional Union Farl¥, and
which consisted of the remnant of the old Whigs and some
Democrats, nominated Senator John Bell of Tennessee for President and Edward Everett of Massachusetts, who was later to
make the set oration at the Gettysburg Dedication, at the
time Lincoln made his famous Gettysburg speech, for Vice
President.
It is said that. Senator George E. Pugh, of Cincimlati,
father of Robart c. Pugh, of this city, was the man who was
most instrumental in splitting the Democratic Convention and
thus unwittingly contributing to Lincoln's election.
As the campaign progressed both Lincoln and his party .
became absolutely sure of success. The Republican nominee made
no speeches, but to the everlasting honor of Lincoln's rivals
before the Republican Convention, they supported him loyally,
Bates, Seward, Chase and Cameron, going on the stump for him.
Charles Francis Adams made a speech in -the House of Representatives ~dvocating the Republican Party and its platform, but he
did not mention the name of Abraham Lincoln. The campaign,
however, progressed with tremendous enthusiasm, oratory,
marshal music, torchlight processions and song,swere every day
spectacles over the nation.
Poets of wide reputati-on wrote campaign· songs for the
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marching clubs. William Cullen Bryant wrote one and
Edmund Clarence Stedman rewrote the Star Spangled Baru1er
in praise of Hone at Abe of the west:
·
"He's the Chief in whose rule all
the land shall be blest,
"Is our noble Old Abe, Honest Abe
of the westl"
Evan Horace Greeley dropped into poetry,
of ridicule for both Lincoln and Douglas were
typical one was to the tune of Old Uncle Ned,
of which was a recognition of the predestined

while the songs
a legion. A
the sentiment
fate of Douglas:

"Thera was a little man and his nama
was Stevy Doug
"To the White House he longed for to go;
"But he ha.dn' t any votes in the mole
· of the South,
"In the 'place where his votes ought to
grow.
"His legs were short, but his speeches
they were long,
"And nothing but himself he could sea;
"His principles were weak, but his
spirits they ~are strong,
"For a thirsty little soul was he."
The las't two lines were an allusion to Douglas' rather
intemperate habits, because he was far from being a forerunner
of Andrew Volstead, either in principle or in his personal life.
Douglas stumped the entire country and was everywhere in
the North greeted with tremendous enthusiasm,but the split
in his party was too much for him to overcome and he was foredoomed to lose his long cherished ambition to be President.
He was only forty-one years of age and had bean a le~ding
candidate at the age of thirty-seven before the Cinc1nnati
.
convention. He was not to long outlive the el~ction, and almost his last public appearance was at Lincoln s inauguration,
when he grac~ously held the hat of the new President.
At that time Ohio, Fennsylvania and Indiana all held ~heir
elections in October, and they all voted for Lincoln, which
made his success more certain. When the states had all voted
in November Lincoln received 180 electoral votes and a popular vote of'1,866,452; Douglas 12 electoral votes and a popular vote of 1 375,157; Breckenridge 72 electora~ votes and a
1
te ~f 847 953· Bell 39 electoral votes and a popui~~u v~~e v~f 570,6:31: D~uglas carried but one state outright,
but had some scattering votes, Breckenridge carried the entire
th B
the border states, but Lincoln had the solid
~~~th' ~n11 the popular vote Douglas was a clo~e second to
Lincoin and it was only by the cleavage in his own party over
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the slavery question that he was prevented from b'aing President
of the United States.
It is not the purpose of this paper to describe or discuss
the administration of Fresident Lincoln, but simply to show
that his nomination and election ware secured by the application
of practical politics and in practically the same way as has
bean avery national election since the· early days of theRepublic. It, however, is interesting to note that ~he prize
for which Lincoln and his friends had striven in h1s behalf
was one attended by great difficulty and distraction from the
start.
The President-elect remained in Springfield from the time
he was elected until he left for Washington to be inaugurated,
with the exception of one visit made to Chicago to meet
Hannibal Hamlin, Vice President-elect, and his wife, and another
visit to Chicago to meet Joshua F· Speed and his wife, who were
probably the moat intimate friends that Lincoln had.
Mrs. Lincoln accompanied him on both of these trlps to Chicago
to shop in the great metropolis.
Just before he left for Washington, Lincoln went to
Coles County, Illinois, to say good~bye to his aged stepmother,
to whom he had always bean devoted, and who had herself given
to him a mother's love and tenderness. She was destined to
outlive her stepson, although she was never to sea him again.
On the night before the family left Springfield, Mr. Lincoln
roped the trunks with his own hands, took soma of the hotel cards,
and wrote upon them "Lincoln, Executive Mansion, Washington,"
'and tacked them on the trunks.· .On Monday, February 11th, 1861, he
and his family departed. The day dawned dark, cold and drizzly.
His friends and neighbors gathered in and about the Wabash station,
where a spacial train stood waiting. At half past seven the
Lincoln family entered the dilapidated hotel bus and rode down
to tha.station and held a short farewell recaPtion in the waiting room. The leave-taking was very solemn, as though there
was a pr6monition that the next time he came to Springfield would
be in his casket.
Mr. Lincoln went into the front end of the rear oar, but soon
re-appeared on the back platform and in a voice choked with emotion
and with his ayes filled with tears, he delivered this tbuohing
last address:
"My friends:

No one, not in my situation,
can appreciate my feeling of sadness at·
this parting. To this place, and the
kindness of these people, I owe everything.
Here I have lived a quarter of a century;
and have passed from a young· man to an old
man. Here my children have been born,
and one is buried. I now leave not know-
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ing.when or whether ever I may return,
with a task before me greater than that
which rested upon Washington. Without
the assistance of that Divine Being who
ever attended him, I cannot succeed. With
that assistance, I cannot fail. Trusting
in, Him, who can go with me, and remain
with you, and be everywhere for good, let
us confidently hope that ali will yet be
wall. To His care commending you as I
hope in your prayers you will commend me,
I bid .YoU an affectionate farewell."
The journey to Washi~gton occupied almost two weeks with
scheduled stops at a number of important cities, including
five state capitols, where the Legislatures were in session.
The first halt was at Indianapolis, where Lincoln spoke
to a large assembly and the next morning Tuesday, February 12th,
was Lincoln's fifty-second birthday. His special trairi left
Indianapolis at eleven o'clock.that morning and accompliehed
the run to Cincinnati in five hours and fifteen minutes.
The weather was fine and there was a procession along
decorated streets, leading ultimately to the Burnet House,
where the Lincoln family spent the night. In his address that
evening, he recalled the fact that he .had spoken just once
before in Cincinnati, and that in the year 1856, when he was
on the stump for Fremont, and on that occasion he had addressed
no' small portion of his remarks to the people of Kentucky, and
being now at the southermost point of his journey he spoke
again quite as much to the people south of the river as he did
to those of Cincinnati.
From Cincinnati he want to Columbus, then to Pittsburgh,
to Cleveland, and to Buffalo, Albany and New York. His speeches
en route were a disappointment to the country because he seemed
so earnestly to want to avoid admitting even to himself that
there was d~nger of a break-up of the Union •. While he was in
Albany Jefferson Davis was inaugurated .Pres1dent of the
Confed~rata states at Montgomery, Alabama, and the papers ware
either criticizing Lincoln for failing to grasp the issue of
disunion or were demanding of him that he patch up peace with
the seceded states. The reading of these ac?ounts and his ,
rather cold reception in New York must have deepened Lincoln a
sense of the solemnity of his undertaking, be causa in his
speech at Independence Hall in Philadelphia, he made a flat
declaration that rather than give up the principle of saving
the country he would be assassinated on the spot. But it is
evident fr~~ the fact that most of the speeches across the
country were platitudinous that he was reserving his real
message to the people in his inaugural address. He was yet to
submit that to seward and other influential friends and his
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habitual caution prevented him from saying anything which he
might have cause to modify or change.
After leaving Philadelphia he went to Harrisburg, where
he made his last speech·en route to the Legislature of
Pennsylvania and where he received confirmation of the rumors
that there w~s a plot on to assassinate him in Baltimore.
Acting on the advice of friends, he left his family and the
~residential Party and made a secret night journey to Washington,
his only companions being Colonel Lamon and Allan Pinkerton.
His family came on.afterwards encountering no sign of any
danger or incivility as they passed through Baltimore. Many
of Lincoln's associates think that he greatly regretted entering the Capitol in the way that he did.
.More than a week intervened between Lincoln's arrival in
washington and the inauguration, and it was a week of great
gravity. Secession was an accomplished fact and war was about
to begin, and the whole country was asking what training had
Abraham Lincoln to fit him to cope with so desperate a situation.
stephen A. Douglas was in Washington at that time and he was
unqualifiedly loyal to Lincoln and the Government, but now and
then the oddity and sense of absurdity of the election of Lincoln
to the Presidency over himself came ovei him, and he shortly took
a trip, returning to Washington, however, for the inauguration.
In the days of hie debates with Lincoln he had traveled on a
special tra1n with a flat car attached carrying a brass cannon.
Now Lincoln was traveling in state, while Douglas wa,a on the
regular train, but as an associate has reported, he had some
luxury, because he had the comfort of a berth in a sleeping car,
then a new and crude affair, and he also had a bottle of liquor,
and one night, lying in his berth, half awake, and thinking over
the incongruity of the situation, he burst out into uproarious
laughter and said, "Abe Lincoln, President of the United Statesl
Good Lordl Abe Lincoln, President of the United States~"
How little does contemporary man appreciate the workings
of destiny and Divine Providence.
James G. Stewart
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Oh, we're back to the Balkans again
Back to the joy and the pain-- '
What if it burns or it blows or it snows
We're back to the Balkans again
Back where tomorrow the quick may be dead
With a hole in his heart or a ball in his head-Back, where the passions are rapid and red-Oh, we're back to the Balkans again.
This old song of the Balkan Peninsula has that touch of
wild romance and that nearness to nature and the primative in
man which first attracted me to that little known part of
Europe. Travel in Portugal, Spain and Italy where one studies
the people, the art and the architecture of those countries so
rich in history and tradition has a real fascination to it.
The lure of the unusual, the outlandish, the primative in
travel is ouite another appeal, but equally strong for some.
The difficulties to be encountered only make one more eager
to try if the lure of the unusual is on him. The peace of.
Bucharest which ended the second Balkan war opened the way
and my brother and I decided to leavethe fascination of Latin
Europe for the lure of the Balkan Peninsula.
Things had, in two years time, been turned topsy turvy
in the Balkans. In 1912 Servia, Greece, r.rontenegro a.11d
Bulgaria had jointly attacked Turkey with the avowed purpose
of liberating the peoples of the Balkan·Peninsula who were
~till under Turkish domination. Now in the summer of 1913,
having disastrously defeated the Turk, they were fighting
among themselves over the spoils of victory. The liberation
of the oppr~ssed peoples was a just and proper cause, but with
it went the selfish desire for aggrandizement of territory
which disregarded all wishes of the inhabitants of the lands
as to who should rule them. The cooperation of the Balkan
allies during the first war had been of a peculiar nature.
It must be remembered that each of them bore 9.n hereditary
hatred one to another which was only equalled by its hatred
for the Turk. The fact of their getting together sufficiently
to join against the Turk simultaneously was remarkable. It is
probable that this unity was possible only because each feared
lest the other would gain too largely should the Turk be defeated; so the union was based on suspicion of the allies for
each other as much as ontheir common hatred for the Turk.
As soon as war was declared each of the Allies invaded and
captured that part of Turkish territory it most desired. The
Montenegrin captured Northern Albania, the Serb eastern Albania
and the western part of Macedonia, lying immediately South of
Serbia, the Greek marched into Epirus and southern A~bania, and
into Macedonia, the Bulgar into Macedonia. All went well until
two of the allies joined forces. Then the old jealousies
crooped out and the fight was as likely to be between the
Allies as between them and the Turks. During the first war
there were many olashas between the Bulgars and Greeks especially,
and ·many a time when the two raced to see who could occupy a
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town first,
At the end of the war each Ally held onto the land it
bad occupied and each demanded a little more, a little of the
territory occupied by one of the others. Bulgaria was the
most rapacious; so servia, Greece and Montenegro joined forces,
Romania later joining these three on the pretext of enforcing
peace. The peace of Bucharest signed August 12, 1913, put an
and to the second Balkan war. The results were of tremendous
importance to the Balkans as wall as to the world at large.
The map of the Balkan Peninsula was entirely changed. To Turkey
only the small peninsula west of Constantinople was left,
Servia and.Montanegro were nearly doubled in size, Greece was
more than doubled, Romania took a slice of Bulgaria's most
fertile farming district as he~ share, Bulgaria gai~ed a large
slice of Macedonia to compensate for her loss to Romania, and
Albania was declared autonomous and independent.

'.•',.

;
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The new boundaries ware largely upon an ethnological basis,
the only basis which will aver bring anything like peace to
the Balkans. They ware not perfect by any means, however.
The door for future trouble was left open. The map of the
Balkans except for the expansion of Romania and Serbia to the
north and the union of Serbia and Montenegro with the Jugo
Slavic former provinces of Austria is much the same as it was
after the Peace of Bucharest.
The door for trouble is still open. Albania has bean the
storm center of conflicting interest since the formal recognition of. its independence by the treaty of London, May 30th, 1913.
The Balkan allies had, in their preliminary agreements, intended
dividing Albania between them. Greece was to have the southern
part, Montenegro the northern, and Servia the central. Bulgaria
was to have a slice of the eastern part and a large share of
Macedonia, They considered all parts of Turkey an Europe as
legitimate conquest. There were a number of factors in the
Albanian situation, however, the importance of which they had
apparently failed to recognize.
·
In the first place, Albania was inhabited by a vary compact
race of people, all speaking the same language, or rather
dialects, of the same language, and in spite of never having
been an independent people and divided by religion, possessing
a strong spirit of unity and pat~iotism. In the second place
the Albanian's hatred of their oppressors, the Turks, was only
surpassed by their hatred for their hereditary enemies the Serbs
and this, of course, included the Montenegrins. In th; third
•
place, there were the ambitions of Austria and Italy the former
fearing the growth of Serbia, the.latter the growth ~f Greece
and both wishing to keep the Adr-iatic to themselves.
'
Albania to me is the heart of Balkans. Romania does not
belong properly to the Balkans. It is for the moat part a
fertile plain and the people with abundance about them and a
comparatively easy existence are soft and peaceable. Greece
is largely mountainous, but it is almost surrounded by the sea
with its ready contact with the rest of the world and the people
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are traders not fighta
Th
·
imposed his'will on thar~.lk a Turk was an Asiatic invader who
,,as he could keep their ha~re an peoples and held it only so long
their hatred for him Th Sd one for another as strong as
are the real Balkan peopl:o e~bt the Bulgar and the Albanian
is the original Balkan--th;'re~t most of all the Albanian. He
are now agreed that the Albani are all usurpers. Ethnologists
Ayrian races to migrate t ., an was __ one of the first of the
Greek and settled in th 0 ~urope. rta came evan before the
The Albanian language ~h~~g~ part of the Balkan peninsula.
decades, has preserved. 1ts
n~ver written till the past few
construction. wor~s of 0 re~~ig~n~~ character and grammatical
'bean introduced during c~nturiesaofn an~ S~rbian origin have
Romans and Serbians but the bod f ~~n ac with the Greeks,
Thraco-Illyrican ori in--the Y o ~ e language is of
as far back ·as histo~ians
l~nguaoas spoken in the same region
the Albanian language affo~~~ t~ace ihe 1record. It is said that
the meaning of the names of th 8 ~ onky~ ogical explanation of
of the mytholor.:ical
.
ree Jods as well as the rest
the faculties ~ttrib~~:~t~~n~he~~ ~:i~~:~t~; ~~ cgrra~pond with
indicating that the Albanian language is oldern!ndr~~ s, thus
7

~i:~~~~co; 1~~~a~~~t~!~~!"~a~~r~~ 1 {h! 0 r{~~i~~·~ing~~: ~~~fiaat

~~fy o} ~f ~~ich was Scutari, the .present capitol and'chief
,
~
or ern Albania. It comprised all the east coast of
tne Adriatic, There was a large contingent of Ill · t
headed by the king of Illyria in the Army of Alexa~~~nth:oops
Great when ha.mada his conquest of Persia. The Illyr!an
kingdom was f1nally conquered by the Roman armies in 167 B c
~nd from that day until May 30th, 1913 the people of Albania '
although preserving their own language and many traditions a~d
customs and a mora or less individual appearance, have never
bean independent. They have bean conquered by one invader
after another, but never thoroly subdued. In their mountain
homes they have always remained much the same as they had
always been a bold, independent race of fighters, too conta~tious among themselves ever to offer a concerted front in
ga1ning independence and too formidable by nature and by reason
of their natur~l ~trongholds to be ever completely subdued or
annihilated. The1r country was over run by the Goths then
. later by the Serbians, than the Bulgarians and finally the
Turk. The Goths departed from the Balkan Peninsula. The Serbs
and the Bulgarians in turn over-ran the greater part of it and
established tha.Sarbian and Bulgarian Empires which grew or
shrunk, depending upon the ability of their leaders. The feudal
system of western Europe spread into the Balkans and from the
lOth to the 15th centuries Albania was split up into small
parcels ruled over by Normans, French or other foraign leaders
of a more adventurous nature, their tranquility baing disturbed
from time to time by the invasions of the Serbs and Bulgarians.
Early in the Fifteenth Century the Turk crossed over from
Asia Minor and in less than fifty years had subjugated the entire
Peninsula with the notable exception of Montenegro and a strip
along the Dalmatian Coast hald by the 3epublic of Venice.
Turkish rule has always been one of exploitation in the worst
sense. The Turks were always in the minority wherever they
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dominated in Europe. They retained their hold over the
peoples they conquered by stifling all national progress and
education and playing the various peoples one against the other.
In this way they held the flimsy structure of their troublesoma empire together.
It· was not until outside assistance came· to the oppressed
peoples that any were able to gain their independence. The
Balkans had not been peaceful within, but no definite steps
toward independence had been accomplished. Finally in 1832
after a twenty years' struggle, Greece with the backing of
England and Russia managed to secure complete independence.
This was the beginning of the disintegration of Turkey in the
Balkans. It fired the Serbians, Bulgarians and Roumanians with
hopes. It showed them the light. It was not however, till the
Pan-Slav movement started by Russia in opposition to Bismarks
Pan-German movement brought Russia to the aid of the Slavs of
the Balkans that any further inroads ware made on Turkish
domination.
In 1878 after Russia in a rather desperate struggle finally
disastrously defeated Turkey, the complete independence of
servia and Romania was established and Bulgaria was mad.a an
autonomous principality. They had had autonomy before, but ware
under the suzerainty and complete domination of the Sultan.
From 1878 to 1g12 there ware a number of wars in the Balkans,
but none of any great consequence. Greece and Bulgaria had
each taken a slice of Turkish territory and Austria had taken
complete possession of Bosnia and Hertzogovina which had been
placed under her administration by the treaty of Berlin in 1878,
All that was left of Turkey in Europe was Albania, a land
inhabited by one people and with a growing national ambition
which the Turks had been forced to recognize by granting autonomy
in 1g12 and Macedonia, the cross-roads of the Balkans inhabited
by small groups of all the various Balkan nationalities.
Albania, however, had begun some yes.rs before to acquire
some friends on the outside.
Austria had no particular love for AlbaniEt, or the Albanians
but she shared with the Albanians their hatred and feat of the
'
Serbs. Serbia was the stumbling block in the path of great
ambitions of Austria and Germany in the near asst. It lay across
the path to Turkey and the Northern terminus of the Bagdad railroad. In addition to this there was the large Slavic population
of Croatia, Bosnia and Hertzogovina with which the Serbs were
very closely related and among whom they were constantly sewing
seeds of discontent against the Austrians and Hungarians.
Serbia could be handled as long as she had no seaport and could
not expand. The only direction in which she could expand was
to the south in Turkish Territory and the only available seaports were along the coast of Albania. Austria prepared years
before the Balkan War of 1912 to prevent this expansion and
development of Serbia. She made a secret agreement with Italy
to the effect that if Turkey were eliminated from the Balkans,
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Albania should be set
obvious that neither A~~t~~ an independent state. It was
as that would destroy the balnor Italy could hope to acquire it
which would be fataJ' to fria adlnce of power in the Adriatic
·
en Y relations.
.
Italy was ambitious to bee
the Mediterranean • If Gree
orne the leading naval power of
Albania it would give her ~etacquired the southern part of
would be a constant thorn r~rlutall ~ontrol of the Adriatic which
a Y s side.
.
ltalyi~a~:st~~~st~~a~h!~eiselfish interests of Austria and
0

1

~~~d;~ ~~camber 1912 per~u~~:a {h! ~:~!!~ad~~?~ ~~~~e;~~c~o~~rs
the ones w~~c~~;i!~e~ri~cip~e t~edindependence of Albania and
the Treaty of London Maya30t~~ ~~l~:endence be recognized by

The establishment of Albania as a separate state was th
of many causes of the second Balkan War as it threw e
apple of discord among the Balkan Allies whos~ prelirninar an
~greem~~t~ had not contemplated such a contingency, It c~amped
e an c1pated size and value of the spoils of victory.

~hief

The Second Balkan War was brought to a close by the· Treaty
of Bucharest the 12th of August 1~14. It was one month•later
.that ~V brother and I accompanied by another American first set
foot on Albania soil.
Toward evening the little steamer that plied from end to
end of Lake Scutari dropped anchor a mile or so from the southeast end of the Lake. The picture before us was strangely
beautiful. To the right and left rose high purple-black
mountains, rough and inhospitable-~in front, beyond a stretch
of the pale green water which one who has seen Lake scutari
will always remember, lay the city of Scutari--a rambling town
of white walls, red tile roofs and pointed minarets, nestled
among cyprus and olive trees.
The southeast end of the late is so shallow that the little
steamer had to deposit all of its cargo in small boats quite a
distance from the shore. The passen,~ers were &.11 placed in
one flat·bottom John boat with no seats and three oarsman who
stood in the stern and al tarna te 1.y poled and swUilg their oars
from side to side, slowly but agreeably propelling their craft
toward the landing. The passengers all sat flat on the .bot tom
and as the capacity of the boat was filled to its limit each
was forced to sit very nearly on the lap of the one behind him.
It was a motley crowd of Montenegrins with their baggy blue
trousers, tight fitting red and black embroidered vasts, .high
boots and flat, round, red-topped, black caps, Albanians with
their low white fezs, sheep skin coats, long white trousers
and tassle toed slippers, Turks with red fezs, white big
sleeved shirts, and big red sashes--an Austrian or two in
normal European costume and three Americans. Everyone was
jolly and the Albanian and Montenegrin women seemed particularly
amused at the close proximity of the strangely .dressed American~.
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soutari had for centuries been accustomed to foreign
domination~, but never before or since had it had such thorough
domination as it had in September 1913. At the outbreak of the
first Balkan war it will be remembered that Montenegro was the
first to attack Turkey. She had covetous eyes on Scutari and
the mountain districts of Northern Albania. It is small wonder.
cetinje, the capitol of Montenegro had but slightly over 5000
people and Podgoritza the largest city in the kingdom, had leas
than 13,000. soutari'had over 30,000--an eighth as many people
as lived in all Montenegro. It was the metropolis of the
district and had been from time immemorial. The Montenagrins
attacked from the west side of the lake and after a six months'
siege captured the city. There has always bean talk of treachery
in connection with the surrender of the town, as the Turkish
armies composed chiefly of Albanians marched out of scutari
leaving ammunition and provisions, when they were apparently
not particularly hard pressed. There is no doubt but what
Essad Pasha, the General in charge of the Albanian forces, had
political ambitions which were forwarded by this move. However,
that is anotner story. The Conference of Ambassadors of the
six great powers had decreed that Albania should be a separate
state and· scutari was an integral part of Albania. They informed
Montenegro that she could not retain possession of the city.
The Powers decreed a gre£-tt many things during the Balkan Wars
which were successfully disregarded by the belligerents. The
retention of Scuta.ri by Montenegro and the domination of
Northern Albania by the Serbs and Montenegrin~ was fraught .with
so much danger to Austria and Italy that the .rowers had to step
in and enforo~ their edict. A show fleet of the Powers had been
cruising in the Adriatic to impress upon the Balkan Allies the
sincerity of their iritentions toward freedom and independence
for the Albanians. Russia. was the only one who refused. to take
part, as the creation of Albania was a decided obstacle in the
progress of the Pan-Slav movement. After repeated refusals by
the Montenegrins to evacuate the city they eo much desired, the
Powers landed a force of 2000 men--200 English, 300 French,
500 Austrians, 500 Italians and 500 Germans, ·and occupied
Soutari and the immediate surrounding country.
This was the Scutari that we found. We were greeted as we
stepped out at the landing by English an~ Austrian Officers
who demanded our passports and our business. They, were entirely
out of keeping with the atmosphere of the place. Although they
did shock ones aesthetic sense they did add to .ones sense of
security,
scutari in its general lay out reminded one of a western
boom town gone to seed, one of those towns where they laid out
streets, .built a few commercial houses close together and then
built a few at each corner in t.he hopes that the gaps would be
filled in as the boom progressed. And then .it didn't. The
bazaar was a compa.c.t mass of one-story b.uildinga all along one
street which was very narrow and seemed more so by reason of
the overhanging roofs. which protected the shoppers in rainy
weather. Like most oriental bazaars the customers did not go
1nside the stores, but transacted their business from the side
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walks. The shopkeeper would display his wares along a little
counter nex~ to the side walk while he sat back with ~is legs
crossed, ta1lor fashion and smoked and waited for trade. There
was none ?f that noise and insistent urgings to buy which
prevails 1n every other oriental bazaar I have seen. These
. were sile~t, proud mountaineers by nature and shopkeepers
merely by accident. A great many of the articles sold were
manufactured on the spot. Cigarettes were not sold by the pack
but by the cig~rette and rolled and licked in your presence so '
you could see JUSt how perfectly they were made and how
sanitary.
The rest of the town rambled all over the plain with no
apparent plan or reason. There were no buildings more than
three stories high and no apparent order or logic about ~hair
location, There were a great many open spaces and vacant lots
which came in very handy when walking about parts· of the town
which had not as yet been cleaned up by the international
troop•· The streets were the dumping places for all refuse and
filth. gverything looked shabby and unkempt. There were some
houses and walls which showed the results of the Montenegrin
artillery fire when they bombarded the city. This only .a~ded
to the general appearance of poverty •
One rather expects these unpleasant features in the out of
the way places of Europe and becomes accustomed to overlooking
or ignoring them. What is filth and shabbiness when there is
romance and tradition and the charrn of the unusual. They
usually go hand in hand, so if you would enjoy the one you
must forget the other. This was Scutar.i, the ancient capitol
of the kingdom of' lllyria, a constant source of trouble during
ita possession by the 3omans, an important city in the Venetian
Republic, a sought after prize in ev~ry conquest of the
Balkan Peninsula and since time i~nemorial the metropolis for
the bold, fighting mountaineers t)f Northern Albania. There
was the old castle on the hill back of the bazaar, there ware
the dainty minarets of the mosques and hast of all the people,
The town was inhabited chiefly by Roman Catholic and Moslem
Albanians and a few Turks. At that ti!ne there were a great
number of Montenegrins, some no doubt bent on proper busine sa,
but most of them carrying on propaganda among the soldiers and
townspeople. Then there were the soldiers and officers of the
army of occupation. Everyone in the citJ could be identified
by the costume he wore.
our vi~it to Scutati was necessarily li~ited, as ~e had
left instructions at cattaro to put our baggage on the next
south bound boat and we would catch it wherever we could. '!fa
had no bao-gage with us. In the cold gray dawn of the second
morning w~ piled into an ancient victoria andT'bade farewell
to the anxious hotel proprietor of the Hotel ~uropa. The next
boat was due at san Gi'ovanni di Medu~, the nearest seaport, at
,
k one of our party was s1ck and our bags ware on
1
~~=tob~a~cs; the trip had to be made in spite of the alleged
d
hi h the Hotel proprietor insisted we were running.
T~~g~~t:rn~tional army patrolled the roads .five miies from
Scutari. Beyond that was Albania, a land without aw or
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government. On the road to the sea the patrol stopped at the
River Drin where there was a ferry of the kind one sees occasionally in out of the way places in the Southern states. A
cable was stretched across the river, to this was fastened a
smaller cable which slid along the first one by means of a
pulley. At the end of the smaller cable was a ~arga.made of
two long row boats with boards across them. This was carried
across the river by turning it at an angle to the current. Our
driver managed to get the Victoria with its three little horses
on board and than a native with an ox cart and a few pedestrians
crowded on. The upper end of the fer-ry was turned across the
current and we slid out into the stream. The Drin was high and
muddy and running like a mill race. In mid-stream the cable
broke and off we sailed toward the sea. Thera was great excitement, but no great harm done. After a swift and thrilling
cruise of a mile or so and much gesticulating and shouting the
barge was brought to a safe landing and all the passengers helped
to get the cab and the ox cart up the high clay bank and back
onthe road again. From there on we were in real Albania. · The
road was irt fine shape for the first few miles, across a fertile
plain which appeared to be eminently suited for intensive
agriculture, but was ·lying waste and for the most part grown
rank with weeds and bushes. There were a few tumble down stone
houses, apparently unoccuppied. We made our lunch off luscious
black berries which grew in abundance along the road side. For
some time the road led in the direction of a mountain which rose
abruptly from the plain. We finally reached its base and for
several miles the road was so rough that it hardly seemed
possible that the old, rickety Victoria would hold together.
We followed the base of the mountain where 'apparently all the
boulders that had rolled down for centuries past had lodged and
been left undisturbed. It was said to be an old Roman road and
if so had not been repaired certainly sincB the time of Au~ustus
We finally rounded the end of the mountain opposite the little •
white town of Allessio and turned back along tha farthjr side
t? San Giovanni di Medua, a little seaport of twelve houses
~l th a barren rock of a mountain behind it and an open harbor
1n front.

The road from Scutari had been fairly crowded with people.
Whether they were from the tribes who live in the Mountains
back of Allessio on their way to Scutari, or some of the wilder
tribes from the high mountain district east of Scutari on their
annual migration to winter feeding grounds for their herds in
the river plains we did not know. They were remarkably
picturesque travelling in groups of from half a dozen to twenty
or thirty men, women and children, some mounted and some on
foot. The men were tall and then with sharp, striking features.
Some of the women were remarkably beautiful in spite of their
rather mascu~ine appearance. Most ware dark haired and dark
eyed •. The men, women and ·children were all garbed more or less
alike with lon~, white baggy trousers brought in tight on the
lower calf, wh1te vests embroidered with black, broad sashes
tassl~ toad slippers, sheep skin coats and white fezs often '
gnoircled with a turban. All the men and older boys were armed
with new mauser rifles in addition to lesser artillery stuck
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in their sashes. Some had b
, .
their waists, but most had: e~t filleu w1th cartridges about
shoulder. They were the t palr of them, one across each
Albania, a people with habliical mountaineers of Northern
ization centuries old untoush 9 ~u~toms and political organc
Y the progress of their
neighbors. Duri 0' th'
maintained pract~al !u~~~~m;a~tu~~s~
of Turkish rule they had
81
homes. They are divided i t ln
r i~accessible mountain
of which has its own distr~c~ a ~u~~er of large tribes each
They have a coda of law, the 1:~ Duk!j ~~~ t tr!~a;af~:~rn~~nt •
its r:p~ted a~t~or, which is u~ritten, buf respected :it:r
more ha~ rel1g1ous reverence. Thera are only three punish~~n;~· flnes,.burning of property and expulsion from the clan.
a as dist7nct from raids and brigandage is universall
despised and lS very infreQuent. The most heinous offenc~
of all is the murder of a guest friend or the violation of
the laws of hospitality which are such that a stranger has
always bean able to travel in the most remote part of the
mountains with comparative safety. Murder is not a crime
according to this code, which gives its sanction to the blood
feud, the.curse of the country. When one man kills another
his relat1ves owe him blood and until the blood has been paid
the relatives are in disgrace. These feuds between families
go on for generations till often the cause which may have
been very trivial, is quite forgotten. In'addition to tHe
feuds between families there are feuds between tribes which
often wipe out large percentages of the male populations.
Not long ago an unfulfilled promise of four cartridges in the
Pulati district resulted in the death of 132 person:. The
average killed in blood feuds in recent years has been .
estimated at as high as 19 percent of adult males. There is
one custom as strong as the blood feud which serve somewhat
to mitigate the horror of it. rrhis is the "beas~ or pledge
of faith which is as inviolable as the debt of blood. Under
the bessa a man cannot be killed in his own house, or when a
guest at the house of a friend, or when attending a religious
festival. Some times enemies may declare a bessa for business
reasons to allow each for a specified ti~e to be in the same
town at the same time unmolested. Another form of the "bessa"
is a pledge of brotherhood often taken between young men.
They become blood brothers by law and cannot marry into each
others families and must accept the duties of the blood feud.
11

Th.e tribes for the most part are governed by an assembly
called the "Kuvent! which is made up of representatives of each
family group within the tribe. The leader or head man is the
rtbairaktar" sometimes elected by the assembly and sometimes
inheriting his position. Each family group has its chief or
"jobar." The organization is very complete and both as a
governing body and as a fighting machine in gorilla warfare
is ouite effective. A few of the tribes are under the domination
of a ruling family which conducts itself in mediaeval feudal
style.
women do not occupy a very high position generally. They
do all the hard manual labor. They are purchased by their
prospective husbands, sometimes when mere infants. A great
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many of the blood feuds are caused by the marriage custom.
If the girl on reaching maturity refuses to go to the man to
whom she ·has been sold the prospective husband is insulted and
iwnediately murders her father, If she cannot bear children or
in some other way proves unsatisfactory to the purchaser and he
returns her to her father, har father is insulted and at the
first opportunity murders the husband. One peculiar custom
which indicates a certain inherent respect for women kind is
that of allowing a woman who wishes to avoid a disagreeable
marriage to take the oath of virginity. She then dresses like
a man, carries arms, may own property and on rare occasions
takas part in blood feuds. For the most part only the male
members of the family are included in the debt of blood.
They may, however, be mere children. The native law is vary
particular concerning the marriage of relatives. A man ca~n?t
marry his cousin even to the eighth or tenth generation. Th1a
applies, however, only thru the male lin~. He may marr~ his
mother' a sister or her daughter. There 1s no relationship on
the female side,

Most of these northern mountain tribes are Roman Catholic.
A large number, however, in the more accessible localities have
become Moslems in order to be able to bear arms without interference by the Turkish authorities. Numerous attempts were made
by the Turks to disarm the Christian tribes but the task was each
time found to be impossible. Observers are unanimous in their
opinion ·that the Moslems of Albania are Moslems for practica~ .
reasons and are not in the least fanatical. Both the Cathol1cs
and Moslems are Albanians first. Their country is their chief
religion. Some tribes are part Moslem and part Christian and
even members of the same household in some sections are divided
in their religious allegiance. It has evan been said that in
some parts the children are baptized as Catholics in the morning
and the same afternoon circu.mcised as Moslems in order to be sure
of saving their souls and at the same time avoiding any possibility
of their being prevented from bearing arms.
The ancient tribal organization belongs to the high mountainous section of Northern Albania of which Scutari is the capitol.
The blood feud tho' much more intense in the North occurs thruout the country and has gone on for centuri~in spite of all
efforts of the Turks to stop it. Southern Albania where there are
fertile valleys and gentle rolling country was unable to maintain
the degree of independence enjoyed by the northern tribes. The
Albanians who inhabit this section, though speaking the same
language and having the same general racial characteristers are
of a milder and more sociable nature. They are called Tosks and
those in the North, Ghegs. They differ from the Castilliana of
the central and northern plateau. Just as the Andalusians. submitted more readily to the rule of the Moor so did the Tosk
submit to the rule of the Turk. It became a land of large estates,
feudal in character, where the people lived as vassals paying
tribute to their overlord. The rich Beys of Southern Albania were
as often Albanisns who had won wealth and position in the service
of the Sultan as they ware Turks. Between the Toeks of the south
and the mountaineer Ghegs of the North is Central Albania inhabited
by Ghegs, who live under a social system rather between the two
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extremes. There is a certain degree of tribal organization,
but ~uled over by hereditary feudal lords who have their armed
reta1ners and dependent cultivators.
The whole country in 1913 was no f~her advanced than
the middle ages. In addition to their antiquated social sy~tem
there wa~ not a native or public school in the country and the
rate ~f llliteracy was nearly 100 percent. Thera was not a mila
of ra1lroad and only one road which was passab la for any distance
except on horseback.
This was the land which was suddenly declared an autonomous
and independent state by the Great Powers in 1~13 and was-expected henceforth to conduct itself like a mature and well
reared member of the family of nations. A weak and inexperienced
Austrian Prince named William of Vlied was sent to •rule over it.
Revolution broke out immediately and in Septe·mber 1914 he was
forced to beat a hasty retreat. Durin~ the Great War the
country had no government. Naturally it remained neutral. After
the war its boundaries were revamped by the Peace Conference so
~hat it contained, as before, about half of the land inhabited
by Albanians, a provisional government was recognized a~d
Albania was admitted to the League of nations, li'or about five
years comparative quiet reigned and some progress was made
toward the establishment 'of an effective governmental organization. It must be remembered that the various tribal and feudal
divisions of the country were accustomed to self-government and
within themselves had always preserved a fair degree of law and
order. Things went well u~l the Central government began to
tread on the pre~ogatives of the trib~l chieftans and land
owning Beys. In March 1 ':124 the land owners of Central and
Southern Albania gained control of the state and a revolution
broke out which has kept things in a turmoil ever since. There
is a certain movement for agrarian reform opposed to the
mediaeval system of overlordship, involved in the revolution.
It seams largely, however, to be of the South American rather
than the Russian variety, a case of bne group fighting the
other iri an effort to secure the official positions of the
government. The returned Americans of Southern and Central
Albania have taken a vary active part in the affairs of the
state--the last premier being Fan Noli, the head of the Greek
Orthodox Church and a Harvard graduate. In some sections the
so-called Amar'icans are said to form as much as 50 percent of
the male population. No dou:,t some of the difficulties arise
from the attempt of these semi-Americanized Albanians to impose
ideals of American liberty and democracy on apeople just coming
out of the Dark Ages.
In spite of these outward signs of instability close
observers of the situation in recent months are unanimous in
their opinion that Albania has done remarkably well, considering the handicaps under which she started, and that
eventually she will move forward rapidly along the path ?f
progress in education, culture and orderly government. rhe
Albanian has remarkable natural intelligence and a passion
for the education which has been denied him ~n past centuries.
As a race they are the most ancient and pers1stent in Southern
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Europe and though, on account of the natural limitations of
their country both by size and economic wealth, they will
never create any great stir in the world,--if given a little
time and sufficient opportunity they will show themselves
capable of real progress.
In conclusion I want to express one thoug~to the credit
of the Balkans genarally. It is certain that they are little
understood. Even the student of history is likely to taka a
look at this tangle of race jealousies and hatreds, local
diplomacy all mixed up with world diplomacy, constant religious
strife and endless strtiggle for existence and turn aside to
problems more easily solved and in turning cast a slur of
thoughtless criticism at the whole mesa as an impQssible part
of the world, inhabi tad by impossible people and possessing no
~irtue whatsoever. ~his is all wrong. It must be remembered
that the Balkan :Peninsula has just emerged from 400 ye.ara of
the worst kind of tyranny, from 400 years of that retrograde
inertia. whichms so invariably characterized Turkish Imperialism.
The other B~lkan states were but a few decades ago in practically
the same condition as the Albania of HH3. Since their independence they have built fine cities, have constru·cted efficient
systems·of communication and transportation and have all established good systems of public schools. For the moat part, Greece
in the last few years being a notable axoaption, they have had
stable and satisfactory governments. rt is my opinion that
during the past fifty years, considering the point from which
they started, they have made mora real progress in civilization
and education than any other part of the world. ·
Robert M. Green
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Despite the somewhat precarious situation of the royal
fortunes the private life of Louis XIV, the grand monarque,
cont inuad to be, as indeed it had· always been, one of luxury
and licentiousness. Though the astute and brilliant Madame
de Maintanon still swayed Louis' intellectual activities, time
had loosened her hold uoon his affections and his intimate
favors ware mora or lass promiscuously ba~towed among the
favorites of his court circle. Consequently, when the young
and beautiful countess of Montmorenci gava·birth to a son the
child's royal parentage was hardly questioned,
·
As the story goes, la bella Montmorenci had Protestant
leanings, and realizing that her son would be brought up in
the Church of Rome, she reluctantly determined to send him
abroad.
Accordingly he was carefully packed in a basket of
flowers and spirited away to land eventually in Ireland under
the nama of Louis Drelincourt le Jauna. Thera he grew up in
protestant piety, changed his name to Young, and became, in

due time, a rector in the Anglican Church.
Year~ passed, his family prospered, and the Bourbon
irregular1ty that had resulted in his appearance in the world
was forgotten, cloaked in the veil of propriety; but the pearshaped Bourbon head continued to crop out at intervals for
four or five generations.
'
'

•

•

•

On March nineteenth, 1821, there was born at Torquay 1
Ireland, a baby boy with fiery red hair and a pear-shaped head.
The father, Joseph Netterville Burton was the third son of
one Rev. Edward Burton, Rector of Tua~, scion of an old English
family in whose veins flowed a stron~ stream of rtomany blood,
and Maria Margaretta Campbell, granddauahter of Louis le Jeune
The child's mother, Maria Beckworth Bak~r was a lineal descendant
of the Scoth marauder Rob Roy. In due ti~e the boy was baptised
in the Parish Church at Elstree and named aichard Francis Burton.
Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Netterville Burton, who had been
invalided from the army some years before, was a sufferer from
bronchial asthma and his life was spent travelling abnut Europe
in search of climates that afforded temporary relief from his
trouble. After Richard's birth he settled for u few yba.rs at
Tours, in the Chateau de Beausejour, overlooking the Loive, and
here ware born a brother and sister, Y.atherine Eliza in 1823,
and Edward Joseph Netterville in 1824.
;

The children gr~w up with little education and no discipline, and after an unsuccessful attempt to pl~tce them in a.
boarding school at Richmond Green, tha:J resumed the nomadic
continental life of their father, under the tutelage of a.
bull-necked and stolid individual named DuPre.
Their wanderings now took them to Italy, and the boys
ranged over the country much as they pleased, They learned to
know and to love its monuments, its language and its people, but
they ware growing mora unruly day by day. They were continually
getting into difficulties and Du Pre could no longer do anything
with them. Both big strapping youngsters, they were perpetually
playing tricks on their unfortunate tutor, who, as he could not
manage them, fell in with their ways and learned to·anjoy
cockfighting as much as his pupils.
The roving life continued until 1840, but it was suddenly
brought to a close when the two young miscreants were ca.u~ht in
an unsavory amorous adventure. They were soundly horse wni pped,
but Col. Burton was made at last to realize that it was ~ime
for his sons to enter college and prepare for their life s work.
After due consideration it was decided that they would study
for the clergy. To this they both objected violently, as their
hearts were set on Army careers, but the Colonel was adamant
and off they·wara sent, Richard to enter Oxford and Edward to
Cambridge.
Richard was just nineteen, a. tall well built fellow, his
red hair now turned jet black, and with a. huge drooping moustache
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of which he was inordinately proud, Though he spoke French,
Italian and modern Greek, it must be admitted that his education had bean hardly suitable for one contemplating holy orders.
He did not know what was meant by the apostles creed and it is
probable that he had never heard of the thirty-nine articles.
But he was determined not to be worsted by the examinations,
and after three or four months of coaching and hard work, he
was able to enter Trinity· Collage in October, 1840.
As might be expected he detested Oxford life arid found
the smug Dons and the tedious lectures almost unendurable. The
only lecturer to whom he would listen was Newman, then
Vicar at st. Mary's, and afterwards Cardinal.
Though possessed of a brilliant mind Burton had no interest
in his studies, and only the relaxation afforded by sports and
athletics enabled him to continue· with what, to him, was a dreary
grind. He made a reputation for himself as an expert fencer
and broadswordsman, and learned to wield the quarter staff with
deadly effect. He was possessed of Herculean strength, and a
quick and ungovernable temper, a combination which got him
into innumerable broils, but eventually made him-· both feared
and respected,
For the rest, he got drunk often, be came the owner of a
beautiful bull dog, and fell in love with Selina, a pretty
gypsy girl who told fortunes in Bagley Wood. From her he
gleaned a smattering of the Romany tongues and thus began
an interest in her race that lasted throughout his life, As
a sort of anodyne to his detested ecclesiastical studies
Richard now decided to taka up Arabic. He mat with littia
encouragement from the authorities, for though there was a
Raguis professor in the subject, that gentleman haughtily informed him that he was there to teach a ·class and not an
individual. Burton baing the only one who .had applied for
the course was forced to learn for himself, which he did with
considerable success, and before he left college he had labored
through most of the texts available to his hand.
For a year and a half Richard struggled on with his studies
but in April 1842, he felt that he had stood it as lOng as he
'
could. As Colonel Burton was still obstinate in his determination to make churchmen of his sons, the two of them took
matters into their own hands and had themselves simultaneously
rusticated for deliberate infraction of college rules.
. Gre~t was Colonel Burton's disappointment on hearing of
h1s sons conduct, but realizing that there was no further hope
of t~eir entering the service of the Church, he resigned himself
to h1s fate and purchased them commissions in the Army. Richard
was assigned to the 18th Bombay Infantry, and Edward, at his
own request was sent to study medicine.
On June
bull terrier
w~ich lasted
h1s studies,

18th, 1840 Burton set sail from Greenwich·with his
and his Arabic text books, On the voyage out
over four months, he applied himself diligentiy to
and with the help of a native· member of the crew, he
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made considerable progress in Hi
in great confusion. Sir V'm 1 Nndustani • Affairs in India ware
and the youna officers on'b• 11 ~ aughten had just been murdered
of avenging his death to tho~r were fi~led with heroic visions
was their disappointment wh:~r t~wn ~nd d~ndgland Ia glory • Great
to learn that the u r· .
ley an e at Bombay in October,
"'itish .
. t p lSlng had been subdued and tha prestige of
B
arms res ored.
l

f

th After a stay of six weeks in Bombay which he devoted to
ur er study of Hindustani, under the guidance of an aged
Pa~sea Priest, Burton hired a brace of Goanesa servants and
em arked in a native craft to join his regiment at Baroda.
Hera he divided his time between his studies and the drill
ground, sometimes devoting twelve hours a dav to Hindustani
Except for his linguistic work, he lived the' life of the av~rage
Indian Officer. As was the custom (and one that he always
afterward defended) of his brothers in arms married or unmarried, he to~k a ~ative mistress of "bubu> No doubt he
used the relat1onsh1p to better advantage than his fallows
for from her he learned much of the lan~ua~e and customs of' the
=>
..)
people.
Languages had now become his aim in life and he devoted
himself to them with unprecedented vigor. In May 1843, 'he return~d to Bombay to he examined in Hindustani. He passed with
honor and in August was back again for examination in Gujarati
'
again receiving high commendation. He now made a study of
Hinduism, learning many of the sacred books by heart, and
passing much of his time in the temples with the native priests
who eventually permitted him to wear the Brahminical thread.
'
Naturally these studies reouired that he learn to read Sanskrit
which he promptly did.
'
Despite his accomplishments and unouestioned ability,
:Burton was never popular with the officers of his regiment,
Their mistrust of him, perhaps for his uncanny aptitude at
disguise and his ability to master the native dialects and
mannerisms, led them to dub him "the white Digger." He idolized
old Sir Charles Napier., and his violent defense of his hero
against Sir William Outram,. who at that time held t~a upper
hand, estranged him from the board of governors whom he had
grown to despise. Above all, though fair in his dealings with
everyone, he was woefully hot-headed and lacking in tact.
.
'Burton Is knowledge of native tongues now procur ad him an
interesting position as assistant to Capt. Scott, a nephew of
the novelist, on a survey of Sind. The work was trying, but
relieved by occasional hunting ~rips and periods of inactivity
occasioned by inclement weather. He used these leisure moments
to good advantage. V{i th the assistance of native acquaintances
he opened a bazaar, which h~ conducted in disguise at no great
monetary advantage to himself, as he would always give pretty
woman extra value for their money, except occasionally when he
cheated them just to make them argue with him. He even purchased
small stocks of trinkets, sweetmeats, and silks and wandered .
about from house. to house as an itinerant merchant. Sometimes
he was ·turned away, but more often admitted to observe the
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domestic manners of the people. He delved into magic of
various hues, and became versed in the mysteries of oriental
philosophy.
on one of these visits Burton came to know an olive
skinned Persian beauty of noble descent, whose "eyes were
narcissi, and whose cheeks sweat basil." Charmed with her low
musical voice and her sweet disposition, no less than by her
physical graces, he fall deeply in love with her. She was as
good as she was beautiful and he would certainly have married
her and taken her back to England, but hardly had he learned
that his passion was -reciprocated, when her tragic death put an
end to his romance. Nor does he seam ever to have forgotten her.
Despi ta his many subsequent amorous affairs and the more. sober
conjugal affection of his later days, he could never speak of
her without emotion, and to those who know the story her spirit
may still be sean wandering through the sombre stanzas of the
Kasidah.
About this time occurred an event destined to exert a
baleful influence upon Burton's entire career. Sir Charles Napier
had been informed that Karachi was a hot bed of an unnatural vice.
which seems to be indigenous to certain geographical regions, and
that, though a town of· not more than two thousands souls, it
supported at least three houses consecrated to its service •
Determined to stamp out the evil, or more likely, to satisfy his
own curiosity, the General at once cast about for some one to
make a report of conditions. Because of his unusual linguistic
·accomplishments and his skill at disguise, Burton was requested
to make the investigation. Realizing the disastrous effects
:upon his reputation, should the report reach certain high authorities, he accepted only on condition that it be not forwarded
to the Bombay government, a condition to which Sir Charles
readily agreed. Accordingly, disguised as a merchant and
accompanied by three native cronies, Burton made the required
visits and in due time rendered in writing a lurid and detailed
report of his findings. They quite surpassed all expectations,
and :for thosa·who are curious, the material gathered may be found
in the terminal essay to the Arabian Nights, published forty
years later.
·
All was wall as long as Sir Charles remained at his post,
but when he quitted Sind in 1847, he unfortunately left behind
him the ill fated report. This, together with other items,
found ita way to Bombay, where it produced the expected result.
A friend afterwards informed Burton that his summary dismissal
had bean demanded by one of Napier's successors, but official
modesty, outraged though it was, shrank from such drastic meae~res,,
and the irate puritan was not parmi t ted to have his way. However,
the report, and rumors that grew out of it, were held against
Burton throughout his official life. .
In the meantime Burton's bad temper and lack of tact had
embroiled him with nearly all of his superiors, and the ensuing
worry t·ogethar with grief over the death of his Persian enamorata
resulted in a physical breakdown. The Bombay Government, no
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doubt with a.sigh of relief at the prospect of temporarily
shelving tha1r troublesome genius, granted him two years sick
l~ave in February 1847.
As soon as he was able to be about, Burton set off for
Goa, the former haunt. of his beloved Camoena. With a copy of.
the.Lusiads in his pocket he went over the ground celebrated by
that re~rkabla Portugese Traveller in his imm.ortal poem. In
the bitterness of his early disappointments--for be was now but
tw~nty-six--Burton liked to compare himself with that unfortunate Portugal. who three hundred years before, had fallen under
the strange orient spell that· he himself felt so poignantly
and who, after mora than thirty years of wandering, had rat~rned
at length to his native land to die in poverty and obscurity.
Burton's translation of the Lusiads probably was commenced at
this period, but it did not sea print until nearly forty
years l~ter.
His leave up, Burton now returned to Sind where he passed
with highest honors in the examinations in Persian and wa~
awarded a prize of one thousand rupees, by the court of directory,
He had lately conceived the idea of some day making a pil•grimage
to Mecoah, and as his old ophthalmia prevented him f-rom continuing his surv~y work, he gave himself up to the study of Moslem
divinity, learned much of the Koran by heart, and became p-roficient at prayer. Gradually he drifted into the cult of Sufiism,
and by dint of plain living, lofty thinking and generally
stifling the impulses of· his nature he .became a masta7 Sufi,
Now came the news of the serious outbreak in Mooltan.
Burton baing already officially accredited with six oriental
languages, presented himself for the post of interpreter to the
expedition, with high hopes of success. But the luckless
Karachi report was dragged out against him, and official
·morality being more necessary than linguistic ability, a man
was appointed who knew but one language besides English.
Raga and disappointment at such treatment coupled with a
fresh onset of his old trouble resulted in a complete breakdown,
and he returned to Bombay a physical wreck. He was carried on
board the ship "Eliza," bound for.England, with his servant
Allahdad and the doctor's assurance that he would certainly
never live to sea his native land. However, th~ fresh sea air
and Allahdad·' s efficient nursing brought back h1s ebbing strength,
and whan.he landed at Plymouth in the spring of 1849, his
· health was completal;v restored.
After a brief stay in England at the home of hie aunt, he
set out with Allahdad to sea his parents who were once more
sojourning in Pisa. With them he revisited the haunts of his
boyhood, verona, Brindisi, sorrento, Florence, Raggio and
Ferrara--each recalled soma adventurous or romantic escapade
of those delightful days when he and his brother Edward had
roamed the countryside together. His pleasure was marred only
b the depraved conduct of his servant Allahdad. That worthy
E!starner bad conceived an inertadioabla hatred of all Italians,
a feeling that he took no pains to conceal. This unfortunate
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aversion culminated in a knifing affair, serious enough to
result in Allahdad'a being deported to hie native land, much
to his master's relief.
The year 1850 was passed in England in a round of amusements, flirtations, and social activities, and in 1851 found
Burton back again on the continent, this time at Boulogne,
engaged in the writing and publication of several books, grown
out of his Indian experience: "Goa and the Blue Mountains,"
"Sind," in two volumes; 11 Fa1conry in the Valley of the Indue,"
and "A System of Bayonet Exercise." This last book, it is
interesting to note, became the basis of all bayonet systems
in use in Europe up to the world War. Burton was the first to
realize the real effectiveness of the bayonet as an offensive
weapon, and the first to insist on systematic training in ita
usa. He had given the book much thought and hoped that the ;
war office would tender him some word· of acknowledgment. It
came in due time--an official looking document with much tape
and many seals--informing him that he would be permitted to draw
upon Her Majesty's Treasury for the sum of one shilling. The
evil genius of Karachi was still pursuing him.
Existence at Boulogne was a leisurely affair. The social
life was far from brilliant, but it filled in agreeably the
moments snatched from literary work and sports. Burton had
·always bean fond of sword play,·and here, undar·the tutelage
of Monsieur Constantin, Maitre d'Armas, he received his "brevet
de pointe." Indeed, he was the moat proficient swordsman of hie
day, and hie skill was afterwards to stand him in good stead.
Love of a sort mingled with literary endeavors. Flirtations
succeeded one another with no serious thoug~ of marriage. One
affair, however, seemed really to be of a more promising nature.
The young lady was progressing beautifully, until, unfortunately
for her, there hove into view a ponderous and elephantine matron,
whom she addressed as mother. The sight of this veritable
caricature and the thought that her now lovely daughter might
one day come to such a state so dampened Richard's ardor, that
when the worthy lady thought best to question him regarding hie
intentions toward her, he replied with his moat ferocious air,
"Strictly dishonorable, Madam."
Two friendships were formed in this period that were destined
to be of vital importance in Burton's life; one with F. F. Arbuthnot,
the colaborator in much of his later literary work and the closest
friend of his declining years; the other with Isabel Arundell,
hie future wife.
Miss Arundell was the descendent of an old and aristocratic
family of English Catholics. Her parents, though not wealthy,
were wall to do, and moved in the beat and most ·influential
society. Isabel herself, at the time just turned twenty, was
indeed a fine looking woman, tall and imposing, with large dark
eyes and a magnificent head of auburn hair. Her education,
however, was woefully deficient, and her devout Catholicism had
·led her into bypaths of superstition that were at times amusing.
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She believed
in all
her
girlhood da
sa sorts
. of s i gns and tokens, and once, in
had informed h Y ' gypsy fortune taller named Hagar Burton,
8
8
name, and that ~h!h:~u~~ m=~~l~i~n:f~:~ :aj~~r~e;a~to!a!~at
to ti!!c~~r~h!~~ Isla~al bhad encountered each other from time
.
wa s a out the city. He had turned to
admire her as he would any pretty woman but she in her
romantic way, had fallen in love with hlm without even knowi
who he was, and when he was finally presented to her and she ng
learned his name, tpa memory of Hagar Burton's prophec came
back to her with all its force, "That " she said to hy lf
"is the man, " an d s ha re~olved forthwith
' to marry him aorraeno ,
one at all. Though deeply in love, she never allowed herself to attempt to attract his attention, and when he left
Bo~logne, he had forgottenher completely--Not so Isabel.
Her thoughts followed him continually and she was always
f~rmly convinced that it was the powe; of her prayers that
brought him safely through the adventures and hardships of
the next few years of his life.
Nearly four years had elapsed since his return from• India
~nd Burton was beginning to grow restless. In his own words '
the power of.the hills was upon him, and he felt that he couid
not long resist their call. The long cherished desire to visit
Meccah, the aim of all.his oriental studies, now returned with
such force that he determined to make the attempt at all costa.
At length he.obtained a year's leave to "pursue his Arabic
.studies in lands where the language is· best learned," and immedi~tely began to make preparations for his journey. His final
.Plan was to.visit Al Medinah and Maccah in pilgrim guise, in
emulation o~ the great Swiss traveller, Burckhardt,
Accordingly he set out for London, where with characteristic
thoroughness, he prepared himself for the part he was to play by
reading medicine and learning to shoe horses. When all was in
readiness he left abruptly, without any farewells. This was one
of his peculiarities for in his many sided nature was an emotional streak that made it very difficult for him to say good-bye
to those dear to nim.
Space makes it impossible to describe this remarkable
journey in detail. It .may be read at length in Burton's own
book, "A Pilgrimage to Al Medinah and Meccah." Whatever one may
say of its literary value, it is a remarkable record of achievement. One fares with him--first to Alexandria, whera he lived
in an out house attached to the dwelling of a friend, as Mirza
Abdullah, a Persian dervish. Then to Cairo with Haji Wali,
where he becomes an Afghan Doctor whose rough but effective
measures soon won him a great reputation, and whoa~ prescriptions
all began "In the name of Allah, the compassionate, the merciful;
and blessings and pea~e be upon our Lord the Apostle'l--the
amusing incident of. the Abyssinian slave girls, whom he cured
of the price lowering habit of snoring and whose master, in
gratitude unfolded to him the mysteries of the slave trade.
The drinking bout with the Albanian Captain, which ended when
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the captain passed into a state of coma, and that nearly ruined
Burton's repute. tion for piety--The huge star sapphire he hung
about his neck as a talisman against ill luck and a pledge of
faith •.
And then the hurried departure for suez--The motley
pilgrim throng; Saad the Demon, black as the ace of spades,
Shaykh Hamid, dirty but. dignified and aristocratic, Mohammed
the loquacious Meccan boy, and Burton's servant the Thievish and
rascally NU.r. At last the departure on the filthy sambuk,
"Golden Wire," the fight with the Maghrabis, the almost unendurable heat and dirt of the voyage, ending after twelve
days, at Yambu, the port of Al Medinah.
And then the march of one hundred and thirty miles throigh
predatory Bedawin tribes to the Sacred City, where hangs, miaway
between heaven and earth,· the body of Mohammed. Ten days of
comparative quiet and comfort, of prayer and holy visitations.
Tan days· of tense excitement lest some insignificant slip disclose his imposture and expose him to the fanatical pilgrims as
an infidel:--and the caravan departs for Meccah.
Now it.passes the sacred Wady Laymun, where the pious
pilgrim shaves his head and.puts on clean garments. At last
the Holy City appears cradled in a valley below, greeted with
cries of "Meocah, the Sanctuary, labbayk, here am I." The
Kaabah, that weird mysterious erection, the bourne of his long
and weary pilgrimage, the place of answered prayer, above which·
sits Allah himself, drawing his pen through the sins of mankind.
With him one·visits the holy places, kisses the sacred stone,
drinks at the well of Zem-Zem, and stones the devil.--At length,
the fifty-five holy places having been duly visited, one departs
for Jeddah, the seaport of Meccah, there to pause at the tomb
of Eve. Finally abnard the English vessel Dwarka--the pilgrimage is over.
This exploit made Burton's name a household word in England.
His book was read with wonder and delight upon its appearance
and had he possessed the good sense to return to Londori immedi·
ately he might have been the lion of the hour. Instead he
remained in Cairo, resting up from his exertions and amusing himself until his leave was up, and when he eventually landed in
England his adventure was half forgotten.
Burton now enjoyed an enormous, t.hough somewhat unenviable
reputation. He had fought more enemies single handed than any
man of his time and was known in the Army as Ruffian Dick.
Like Lord Byron he delighted in shocking people and en~oyed
nothing more than reciting harrowing stories of the crimes he
had committed. He boasted openly of his descent from Louis XIV,
: and often remarked that he would· rather be the bastard of a king
than the son of an honest but mediocre man. But one is tempted
to suspect that much of his villainy was entirely fictitious and
his bragadocio a mask to cover a nature at once mystical and
the least bit sentimental.
·
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In October 1854 Burt . t
Here, with the explo;ing f~~e~es~I~~dht~ Bombay in Arab guise,
o in his veins he
obtained permission to ex
horn that juts out into the10 ~ 8 dS~maliland, that great parched
visited city of Harrar as hi e ea., with the hitherto unprotests of his old
~~ particular objective. The
the affair as a tam enemy' ulr William Outram, who regarded
he set out for Adenp!~~~ ~f p~ovidance, prove~ unavailing, and
as assistants. His 1
eutanants, Spake, Herne and stroyan,
0
then to make for Ber£e;~ :~!re t~!s;~h:~~r:~;e~;ar::!i~·a~~d
~~oduc~ a favorable effect upon the Somali, thus facilitating
s egress from Harrar, should he succeed in reaching that
c it Y•
Posing as an Arab merchant, he gathered together a party
of some thirty souls, headed by a scoundrelly Moslem priest
yclept "the end of time," and having purchased sunplies and'
pack animals he sat out bravely for the mysterious city within
whose walla no European had till then, sat foot.
'
"

A full account of this daring adventure may be read in
First Footsteps in East Africa," perhaps Burton's most
vivacious and readable book. Suffice it to say that the party
or rather that part of it that did not mutiny and desert,,
'
~ventually reached Harrar, after a wearysoma journey. Burton
walked boldly into t~e town and virtually bearded the Emir in
h~s den. They were received with civility, but were confined
within the city's walls for ten days. Though treated with
apparent courtesy, throughout their stay, they were at the
marcy of the cold-blooded and treacherous ruler and it was
with a distinct feeling of relief that they quitted Harrar,
to turntheir faces once more toward th~ Red Sea.
On their way back, the Pusilanimous ''End of Time" and most
of the deserters were retrieved, and Burton was emboldened to
head straight for Barbera. He had miscalculated the difficulties
of the march and the journey was a nightmare. Twice the water
supply gave out, ~nd the party reached the squalid seaport
exhausted and minus most of the pack animals. Here Burton found
his friends, SP.eke, Herne and stroyan anxiously awaiting him,
and the four returned together to Aden.
Unable to let well enough alone, Burton now determined to
~ke a new exploration, this time to the Nile, by way of Barbera
and Harrar. Accordingly, he returned to Barbera in April 1855
in a British'Gunboat, taking with him Spake, Herne, and Stroyan.
They proceeded to establish a base on the coast, in case it
became necessary to beat a retreat, but hardly had the work
commenced before the authorities at Aden saw fit to withdraw
'
the . gunboat.
This awe inspiring vassal had no more than disappeared when the little party was attacked in the dead of night
by a band of three hundred natives. The forty-two colored
auxilliaries promntly took to their heals leaving the four
Englishmen to defend themselves as bast they could. Spake,
Herne· and stroyan did deadlY work with their revolvers, but
Burto~ had only a sabra. stroyan fell early in the fight,
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mortally wounded; Spake received eleven body wounds from
which he took no great hurt; but Burton, in sabering hie way
to the sea, was struck in the face with a javelin, piercing
both cheeks and striking out four teeth. Eventually the
survivors bloody and exhausted, but carrying the mutillated
body of poor Stroyan, reached a native craft that brought
them back to Aden.
Burton's wounds forced him to return to England, and
when he landed, the Crimean war was occupying the public mind
to the exclusion of all elsa. Inkarmann had been fought, to
the glory of the allied arms, in November, and the tedious
siege of Sebastopol had begun. Consequently when Burton
delivered an account of hie adventures before the Royal
Geographical Society, it was accorded but scant notice.
Unwilling to be long away from the· scene of action, he
set out for the Crimea where be succeeded in obtaining a post
on General Beatson's staff. Beatson was a passionate and
tactless man, difficult to work with, but a brave and honorable
soldier of the old school. Burton had no end of trouble with
him, but he accomplished wonders with the regiment of Bashi·
Bazouks assigned to him for training. A keen observer of the
campaign, he was not long in seeing that the progress of the ·
allied arms would be materially advanced by the relief of Kare,
then held by a totally inadequate garrison. Unaware of the
secret working of high diplomacy he hastened ·to Lord Stafford
the English Ambassador, with his wall conceived plan. That '
worthy, however, flew into a towering raga, and told him he
was "the most impudent man in the Bombay service." Alas, he
had not realized that Kars was to be allowed to fall as a
peace offering to Russia. As Carlyle said of the Civil war
in America, the Crimean War was the smoking of dirty chimney.
Burton's connection with the Army of the Crimea was
suddenly ended, with the suspension of General Beatson, as a
result of the machinations of enemies at home. Tho~oughly
disgusted he resigned and returned to England.
. Burton' a prospects ware now far from bright. Malicious
gossip and unfortunate official connections had brought him
into ba~ odor. His tactlessness had estranged him from the
higher authorities, and even the undisputed facts of his
achievements failed to altar their determination to shelve him.
His personal character had assumed the blackest hue in the public
eye. Loving mothers shuddered at the manti-onraf his name and a
host of grizly stories were circulated about him. True io hie
nature, he not only made no effort to contradict them but
seemed to enjoy posing as a desperate cri;,linal and debauchee.
One·tala, however, he did take pains to refute. some one
circulated the story that he had been caught in a Fersian harem
and forced to suffer the penalty usually inflicted on those who'
thus infringed upon tha social etiquette of the Orient. That
he may have been caught in a harem is possible,--in view of
some of.his other escapades--but ample documentary proof exists,
to conv1nce evan the most biased that he· suffered no deprivation
of the nature intimated.
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While in London Burt
accident, in the Bot~nnica~nr.ag~in met Isable Arundel, quite by
frequently, quite by accidantar ana. In fact he mat her .
soldier in Camoens the vet ' and finally, like the brave
adventures "fell by a pair e~an of 80 many warlike and amorous
Burton made the actual prop~sa~yesT~' According to Isabel,
least we may give her the benefi't oflts heis doubt.
just possible, at
As might be expected old M .
her. opposition to the match Frs • Arundell waxed eloquent in
was hardly a desirable husb~nd ro~ 8 her point of view !Uchard
•
was not a Catholic, he was
a heathen· and h h d
defended him val~an~lyn~~~h~r money nor prospects. Isabel
with a medal that had been b~ no ~v~il, so she presented him
the prayers for him that sh a hesdseb
Popeforandtheredoubled
a eenY the
saying
past four
years. Richard obligingly hung the medal about his neck alon
~iih th~ star sapphire, the Brahminical thread and other rali~s
o Y an unholy, that he was accustomed to waar about his
'
person, and bided his time.

.

'

.·.
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It was now October 1856 and Burton once more felt the
power of the hills upon him. He had long dreamed of the unveiling of Isis, of opening up the mysterious sources of· the
Nile, then unknO\'ffi to 1'Ihite man. He finally secured a s,ma.ll
grant from the government and lata in the autumn he sailed
for Bombay, taking his old friend Lieutenant Spake as assistant.
From Bombay they proceeded in the sloop Elphinstone to zanzibar
Both were in high spirts at the thought of the adventure before •
them, and the perils of the march were forgotten in their
eagerness to conquer unknown lands.
1

On landing at Zanzibar, the season was found to be unsuitable for the main expedition, and it was decided to make a
preliminary trip to Pemba and Mombassa, another haunt of Burton's
beloved Camoans. The trip was successfully accomplished and the
little band was back in aanzibar by the end of May, where both
Burton and Spake were taken down with tropical fever, an event
they looked upon as a sort of necessary seasoning. During the
journey, however, they had made a valuable addition to their
party in the person of one Sudy Bombay, a native guide who
proved to be a jewel in the rough, and who many years later,
was sought out by stanley to lead his expedition ·into the ·
Dark Continent.
By the and of June all was ready, and having added a bag
of chestnuts to the medal and the star sapphire, as a precaution
against demons, Burton embarked his party on a native craft,
landing at Wale Point on June 26, 1857.
Now began a journey that for daring and personal achievement, causes ~tanlay's later expedition to pale into insignificance. Those who would follow it in detail may do so in Burton's
own book--"The Lake ·Regions of Equatorial Africa." Let it be
remembered that this man plunged alone into the unknown wilderness with but one white assistant and a little band of·
trea~herous natives. With the most meagre of funds (1200 pounds·
at most), cut off from all communication with his kind, without
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medical assistance other than his own elementary knowledge
of therapeutics, Burton successfully accomplished.a jo~ney
of twenty one months.dura.tion, th-;oough the hearts of. the tropics,
over a distance of more than two thousand mi~es.
Into the wilderness the ltttle party pushed its way,
through swamps and marshes, tropical jungles and clear uplands.
Misfortune followed misfortune. The mercenaries became unruly
and mutinied, resulting in the summary execution of two of them,
it is said by Burton's own hand, they were bitten by the deadly
Tsetze fly and tortured by verminof gargantuan proportions.
They passed tbrough Basomoyo, Ugogi, Zumgomero, districts inhabited by disease ridden black savages, to arrive at last at
the Arab oity of Kazeh in the land of Unyanyembe. Here Burton
halted for a brief rest among the hospitable and well-to-do
traders whom he found leading a sybaritic life with their troops
of slaves and concubines, taking their ease in well1atered
gardens, and drinking Arabian coffee brought up to them from
the sea.
The march had hardly been resumed when Burton was stricken
with a partial paralysis and had to.be carried; Speke became
pa.rtia.lly blind. But the worst part of the .journey was now over,
and on February 13th, 1858 upon.climbing to the top of a bit of
rising ground, a broad streak of light appeared,•before them-11Look Master," cried the faithful Sudy Bombay, "behold the great
·water:" It was Tanganyika, wonder of Central Africa~ lying like
··a brigt1t jewell in its mountain setting.
A month was spent explQring the lake, as far as Ujiji and
Uvira, its northern most extremities, but no northward flowing
stream could be found to indicate that it was a feeder of the
Nile.· Much refreshed by their rest and by tt!e healthful climate
of Tanganyika, Burton returned ·with his party to Kazeh, where he
settled down to recuperate and compile his notes and observations.
Here he committed one of the most tragic errors of his life.
It was known the..t a large body of water lay not far to the north,
and when Speke asked permission to visit it, B~rton, wh~ was enjoying himself with his Arab hosts, allowed him to make the
expedition alone. He did so, and was back in six weeks. He had
discovered Victoria Nya.nza, which he at once claimed as the headwater of the Nile. As it turned out, he was rig~t, although he
had no real grounds for his claim, as he saw only its southern
most shore. But he seems completely to have lost his head, and
over-whelmed Burton with reproaches for refusing to accept his
belief. In fact on the map which Speke presented to the Royal
Geographical Society on his return, there appeared a beautiful
range of mountains to the north of Nyanza, the mountains of the
Moon, that his own later explorations proved to be non-existent.
Burton endured his companion's abuse with rare forb~aranoe,
and when on the terrible march back to Wale, Speke fell ill with
that ghastly disease known as "little irons," he nursed him back
to life. Worn with disease and fatigue, they reached Zanzibar on
March 4th, 1859.
Again Burton erred disastrously.

Instead of returning to
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England at once, he delayed for a time in Zanzibar. Speke
landed two weeks ahead of him, and went straight to the
Geographical Society, where he immediately organized a new
expedi~ion of which he was to be the head, and in which hie
ol~ ch1ef was not even mentioned. When Burton appeared the
ground was cu~ completely from under him, and he was greeted
cooly at the society. The traitorous Speke was the lion of
the hour. To cap the climax the consul at Zanzibar actually
published the complaints of some of Burton's rascally native
followers, and he narrowly escaped a public reprimand. Broken
in ·health and spirit, he sought refuge with his family now
smaller by one, for his father had died while he lay p~ralyzed
in Unyanyembe. But in his journal he wrote: "I have built
me a monument stronger than brass ,n
Isabel Arundell, on whom he called immediately upon his
return, gives a gruesome account of his appearance. Even allowing for her genius at exageration he must have been a pitiable
spectacle. Racked with tropical fevers, worn out from
physical exertion, his spirit broken by the treachery of his
former companion, the fine d~shing specimen of manhood who
had left England three years befor~, was but the shado~ of his
forr4er self. Let it be set down to Isabel's eternal credit
that she stood by him loyally in his hour of need. Not only
did she comfort him and care for him as a lover, but she used
• all the influence she could $Uster to swing public opinion in
his favor.
Mrs. Arundell's opposition to their marriage continued
stronger than ever, and as her health was brea.king.rapidly the
unlucky_couple decided to leave the matter in abeyance for a
few months. As it was quite impossible for Burton to stay
, quiet for such a length of time, he determined to visit
Salt Lake City, and observe the Mormons, in whom he had always
shown a lively interest, in their.own surroundings. So off
he sailed for America in April, 1860, as usual, without saying
goodbye to anyone, even his fiancee.
After an uneventful voyage to New York, and an equally
conventional inland journey to St. Jo., Missouri, he struck
out over land by stagecoach and wagon to Salt Lake City. His
stay was brief but interesting as will appear in his oook
"The City of the Saints." He met Brigham Young frequently and
the two got along famously until Burton asked to be permitted
to become a Mormon. Brigham, who had already heard of the
Brahminical Thread the title of Master Sufi, and the Pilgrimage
to Meccah smilingiy shook his head and replied "I believe
you •ve do~e that sort of thing before, Captain." But Burton
came away thoroughly convinced of the efficacy of polygamy in
undeveloped regions such as Utah.
His visit over, he proceed~d by coach and rail to_'Frisco,
wh~nce he returned home via Panruna, arriving in Englana just at
Christmas.
. Is~bel, whose mind had been made up for ten years, now

.
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consented to-marriage despite her mother's objections. She
was thirty and Burton forty, and it is doubtful if many couples
have had as long and as stormy an engagement. It was ten years
since their first meeting, and five since they had plighted
their troth. uwe will have no·show" said Richard, 11 "for a grand
ceremony is a barbarous and indelicate exhibition.
So they
were quietly married in the Bavarian Catholic Church, in Warwick
St., London, January 22, 1861.
Burton bad not been without means, having inherited 16000
pounds froin his father's estate·, but his explorations and his
publishing ventures had drawn heavily upon his resources, and his
new responsibilities made it doubly necessary for·him to seek
employment •
Again his past rose up against him. The Karachi report
was not forgotten and its evil influence was swelled by a mass
of rumors and stories, some of them so ridiculous that one
wonders how they ever could have been given credence,·but his
occasional insubordination, ungovernable temper, and lack of
tact were facts not to be gainsaid. Isabel, however, waged a
valiant battle in his behalf. Though superstitious, and even
almost ignorant--throughout her entire life she never gained
more than a smattering of any knowledge--nevertheless, by dint
of unceasing effort, she eventually prevailed upon the public
to regard Burton with her own eyes. She wrote letters to_
friends, enemies, and the press, she called on everyone; she . .
wheedled, coaxed and bullied. She was sometimes woefully
indiscreet, but her love and loyalty to her husband were almost sublime. And Burton, at best scarcely a model husband,
grew increasingly grateful to her, as the years went by. He
laughed at her foibles, twitted her on her religion and poked
fun at her faulty English, but he came to value the beauty of
her disposition and the goodness of her heart even more highly
than the graQes of her person.
Despite his own extraordinary services and his wife's
blandishments, the best that Burton was able to obtain from
Lord Russell was an appointment to the consulship at
Fernando Po--commonly known as the white man' a grave. As :the
700 pounds salary involved was now badly needed he was forced
to accept. "They want me to die," he said bitterly, "but I
intend to live, just to spite the devils." The impossible
climate of Fernando Po made it impossible for Mrs. Burton to
accompany her husband, and they parted at Li~erpool in
August 1861, she returning to London, and he departing into
virtual exile.
On the eve of his departure disaster aga.in visited him, ·
in the shape of a fire at Grindleys, which destroyed his entire
collection of Oriental books and manuscripts, the fruits of
over twenty years of collecting. He bore his loss· philosophically, but it was one that he was destined to feel all his life.
Fernando Po was a disheartening sight; it was an island
in which man finds it difficult to live and easy to die. But
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Burton sought refuge at Sta Cecilia, a point 400 meters above
the sea, and here he was able to escape the killing heat o:f the
bay and pursue his literary work in comparative comfort. When
night fell he would sit down at his table with a box of strong
cigars, ·a bottle of brandy, and a bowl of water and a towel
and he would write until he fell asleep from weariness.
'
The consular duties were light, and he found time to make
frequent explorations along the Gold Coast, and on one occasion
he ventured up the Congo as far as the cataracts--to say nothing
of several hunting trips into Gorilla Land.
After a year and a half Burton went home on leave, and
while in London he founded the Anthropological Society of
London, with the assistance of his friend, Dr. James L. Hunt.
Eleven men attended the first meeting and Burton was elected
president. Two years later the society counted five hundred
members and in 1871 was merged with the Ethnological Society,
to form the Anthropological Society of Great Britain.
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Shortly after his return to Fernando Po in November 1863,
Burton was appointed commissioner to Gelele, King of Dahomey,
with the object of persuading that swarthy Monarch to 'desist
from the ·practice of human sacrifice a.nd the slave trade. This
project so fired the proselyting soul of Isabel, back in
England, that she begged to be allowed to go along. She wished
to prepare a series of magic lantern slides, depicting scenes
from the New Testament, which, she argued, would speedily convert the King and his famous band of Amazons, and turn them
from their heathenish ways; It is scarcely necessary to add
that she remained at home.
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The mission proved interesting, but of doubtful worth.
Gelele accepted the presents offered hirn, and as long as tl:le
authority of her Majesty Queen Victoria remained visible in hie
·territory he behaved moderately well. But the party had
scarcely ;ithdrawn when he held an unusually bloody massacre
of his subjects.
-Burton was writing continually and this period of .his life
saw the aooearance of' nine respectably sized volumes containing
his obser~~tions of the country and the natives of Western
Equatorial Africa. "Abeokuta and the Cameroons," "Wanderings
in west Africa," "Two Trips to Gorilla Land and the .cataracts
of the Congo " "Wit and Wisdom from West Africa," and finally
though not p~blished until later, 11 A Mission to the King of
Dahomey." one followed the ot:ber witb clock like regularity.
: In August 1864, Burton again returned to England on leave.
Durin his absence speke and Grant had returned from their
ex edftion to Victoria Nyanza. They had explored t~e lake
p
hl
d h d followed the river flowing northward from
thoroug _Y a~i tan e They claimed it to be the Nile' and
it for some s a c •
t be correct. But Burton
8
future explorations pro~;~r~~ ~ 0 ~ebate the matter with Speke
t:rJougbt otherwise and 0 t h d all been made and Burton
in public. The arrangemen s a
'

'
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was already on the platform prepared to crush his opponent
with the force of his logic, when someone rushed in and.
announced that Speke had been accidently killed that very
morning'while out hunting. Burton was overwhelmed with
emotion, and broke·down completely when he reached home. It
is a curious commentary on his character that he afterwards
circulated the story that Speke had shot himself because he
feared that the fallacy of his claims would be exposed in the·
debate.
In September 1865, Lady Burton finally succeeded in
having her husband transferred to Santos, Brazil, truly not
far superior to Fernando Po, as a post, but at lea.st blessed
with a clima.te that she could endure, if not enjoy. They
arrived in October of the same year, and found Santos to be a
swampy,unattractive place, swarming with snakes, huge hairy
spiders, and an unusually varied assortment of tropical vermin.
But a sort of alternative residence was finally located at
Sao Paulo, on an upland eight miles fDom the sea and Isabel was
not long iri converting it into a comfortable habitation.
The Burton's kept a number of slaves, but Isabel hastens
to assure us--"We paid them just as if they were free men," and
of course their spiritual needs were well looked after. The
chief convert was an inhuman coal black dwarf named Chico.
Chico had just become to all appearances a good sound Catholic
VJhen Isabel caught him roasting her fa.vori te oa.t before the
kitchen fire. Where ever she went she managed to acquire a
servant companion who eventually became an intolerable burden.
Chico was only the first of a series~
As usual, Burton had a. great deal of spare time which he
devoted to rambling about Maritime, Brazil, sometimes with his
wife; but usually alone. His longest journey was a fifteen
hundred mile canoe trip down the Sao Francisco, to the falls
of Paulo Alfonso, whose beauties are almost a match for Niagara.
He visited Rio de Janeiro; frequently and lectured before the
kindly Emperor Dom Pedro, who became much attached to him and
invited him to dinner; a re,ther gloomy affair, but one which
resulted in the Empress presenting Mrs. Burton with a diamond
necklesa.
Three years of Santos, however, were as much as Burton
could endure, and in July 1868, he resigned w1th characteristic
suddenness. Isabel set out at once for England to find him
another job, while he tarried in Rio, trying to inaugurate an
exploring expedition to the Andes. This he failed to do, but
he ·was finally appointed by the war office to make'a report
on the state of the sanguine war then raging between Brazil,
Uruguay, and Argentina on one side, and Paraguay on the other.
The report was later elaborated in his book, "The Battlefields
of Paraguay."
·
While in Rio, Burton fell in with Arthur Orton, the
notorious T~chborrie claimant, who, though he doubtless took pains
to conceal the fact, had himself grown up in Elstree, Burton's
childhood home. Burton apparently believed in him, as did everyone in Rio, and the two became close friends. The following
pa.ssage from the "Diaries" of Wilfred Sce.wen Blunt, throws an
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interesting lig·ht on the Burton of this period Blunt then
a young mnn of twenty seven or eight was attached to the
delegation at Rio de Janeiro; he recounts his impressions of
Burton and Tic~borne, whom he had met at dinner at the house
of a mutua.l fr1 end.
"They were a strange disreputable couple. Burton was at
that time, I fa.ncy, at the lowest point of' his career and in
point of respectability at his very worst. His coneui8r life
at Santos, without any interesting work to his hand had thrown
him into a habit of drink he afterw~rds cured himself of, and
he seldom went to bed sober. His dress and appearance were
those suggesting a released c~mvict, rather than anything· of
mo.re repute. He wore habitually a rusty black coat with a
crumpled black silk stock, his throat destitute of' collar; a
costume which his muscular frame and immense chest made
singularly and incqngruously hideous; above it a c~untenance
the most sinister I have ever seen, dark, cruel, treacherous,
with.eyes like a wild beasts. He reminded me-----with his
clo~e cropped poll and iron frame of that wonderful creation
of Balzac 1 s, the ex-gallerien, Va.utrin, hiding his identity
under an abbess ca.ssock. Of the two companions, Tichborne was
distinctly the less criminal in appearance. I came to know
them both well, especially Burton,-----and I have sat 'up many
nights with him, talking of all things in heaven and earth,
or rather listening while he talked, till he grew dangerous
in hie cups, and revolver in hand, would stagger home to bed."
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rrhe mission to Paraguay having been accomplished, Burton
and Tichborne set out across the Andes tor Peru. Wh~le lounging
in a cafe at Lirna Burton received word that he had been appointed
to the consulsttip at Damascus, tbe very pinnacle of hie ambition.
He set out at once for ~ngland via the Straits of Magellan.
Isabel 1 s unceasing efforts had prepared the way for him and on
his arrival in England he was greeted with the greatest
enthusiasm. He was feted and dined, and~poke be±' ore innumerable
gatherings from gay social functions to learned societies. In
one leap he had risen from the lowest ebb of his career, to what
was, as far as tte general public was concerned, its very
zenith. For the first time in his life he wa~ basking in the
sunshine of official favor.
'

After'a short stay in England, the Burtons repaired to
Vichy, to spend their few remaining weeks ta~i?g the "cure,"
in the company of Algernon Swinburne, FrederlCK Leighton and
Mrs. Sa~to~is. The· "cure" completed, Burton set out for
Damascus, via Brindisi, while his wit e returned to Lonaon to
"pay, pack and follow."
December 1870 saw Richard and Isabel settled in their
attractive quarters at El Salahiyyah, a suburb on tbe hills
above Damascus. The salary of the po.st, ~200 pounds a .year,
ermitted them to live in some style--in 1act their official
~i nity demanded it. They ke~t .a corps of,servants and an
ex~ellant stable, to say notlnng of Isabel a menagerie, which
Burton describes as consisting of goats, donkeys, lambs,
d d cks street dogs pigeons, rabbits, and other
;~~l~~a ~' T~ey ~ere· a bit of' trouble at first, but they soon
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simplified matters for themselves by eating each other.
Burton formed a close friendship with the Algerine hero
and exile, Abd el Kadir, an upright and honest man, and a truly
regal figure in his snow white garments, and·magnificently
jeweled arms; but his honesty in all official matters soon
estranged him from the iniquitous Turkish Wali, Raachid Pasha;
and the t''o were constantly at swords points.
True to form, Isabel was not long in grappling to her
bosom an undesirable female. The present object of her affections was Jane Digby el Mezrab, a truly remarkable woman, but
hardly a desirable boon companion. This lady, who began life
as Jane Digby, had made her matrimonial debut as the wife of
Lord Ellenborough. When he divorced her, she sought refuge
with Prince Schwarzenberg, with whom she lived as mistress,
until he, too, felt constrained to leave her. After that she
sojourned with various European gentry, sans benefit of clergy,
until it seemed that she had quite·exhausted the continent.
Other fields proving barren she came to Syria where she married
a gentleman whom J.sabel describes as "a dirty little black
Bedawin Shaykh. 11 She was now close on to sixty, but still a
fine looking woman, with snow white hair ·and a fine figure,
and a mind as tortuous as a corkscrew.
This amiable lady succeeded in hypnotizing Isabel
completely' but she never deceived Burton, and when on one of
the latter s trips into the desert, she tried to hand him and
his party over to her tribe for ransom, her plan was speedily
frustrated.
·
Burton made innumerable trips into the surrounding country
and succeeded in exploring practically the whole of Syria, then
little known to Europeans. He travelled much with James Tyrwhitt
Drake, a young and charming English archeologist, a.nd their
friendship lasted until Drakes tragic death a few years later.
Their· last expedition, in which Isabel took part, led them to
Jerusalem and Nazareth, where an unfortunate incident occurred
with a crowd of cowardly Greek Christians, who attacked the party
near their church. Burton's coolness and courage prevented the
affair taking a really serious turn,·but the incident was an
ugly one and figured large in the coming catastrophe.
Burton had now been in Damascus for eighteen months and
the clouds were already beginning to gather. Had he been' a
little less scrupulously honest, a little more tactful and a
trifle more inclined to let things run along as they h~ always
done, the blow might have been averted. Burton's errors were
always on the side of righteousness, and even his worst enemies
were never able to impugn his personal integrity. However, he
managed to draw upon himself, at one time or another, the·
indignation of nearly every official class in Damascus. Complaints began to pour in to London from the Protestant Missionaries
the Jewish money-lenders, the Greeks, the rascally Raschid Pasha '
and even the Shazlis, a curious offshot from orthodox Mohammedanism who had been goaded to the point of accepting
Christianity by Isabel's evangelical fervor. Many of the stories
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were obviously ridiculous, but what England wanted at that
particular moment was peace and quiet, and it was evident that
the end was near.
The.blow fell at last in a brutal and uncalled for way on
August 16, 1871. Burton was out riding in the desert when a
messenger rushed up and.handed him a note informing him that he
had been recall~d, and that his successor was awaiting him at
Beyrut. All his dreams were shattered, and the one post he had
always coveted, and learned to love, the one place where he felt
that he could, serve his country best was snatched away from
him. "After all my service, 11 wrote B~rton in his journal
'
"ignominiously dism+saed at fifty years of age. 11
That it was official apathy at home and abroad that brought
about his downfall, and not any inability to understand and to
serve the people ent~usted to his care, may be seen in the host
of letters that poured into his office when news of hi a recall
was made public. Perhaps the most touching of a.ll.i s that of
Abd el Kadir, that r;>egan as follows--It might have been taken
straight from the Arabian Nights:

·.

11 Allah favor the days of thy far famed learning and
prosper the excellence of thy~· w+i ting. 0 wader of the seas of
knowledge, 0 cistern of learning of our globe, exalted above
his age, whose exaltatio~ is above the mountains of increase
and our rising place; opener of his books of night and day,
traveller by ship and foot and horse--one whom none can equal
in travel--Thou ha.st departed leaving us the sweet perfume. of
charity and noble conduct, a. nd thy name is large on account of
what Allah has put into thy nature."

Burton returned at once to England leaving his wife, as
usual, to pay, pack and follow. V/hen s11e joined him, in London,
abe found him living in one room in a cheap hotel, in a state
of abysmal dej eotio~. He was virtually penniless and his pride
had kept him from making any defense of his conduct of affairs
a.t Damascus. The 16000 pounds inherited from his father
together with Isabel's few hundred, were entirely gone, to say
nothing of the 1200 a year that the consulship had paid.
With characteristic pluck Isabel set to work to
rehabilitate her husband. Though both of the~ were poor, they
both had influential relatives and wealthy fr1ends and
.Mrs. Burton 1 s dogged perseverance gradually began to have
its effect in official circ+es, and eventually upon the public.
Within. a short time after Burton 1 s recall from Damascus all of
his old enemies had been discomfited, and virtu~lly every
measure he had recommended had bee~put into ef~ect •. Of
course he received no credit for tnis, but it was pretty
eneraily oonceeded that he bad been f~damentally correct
rn all he had done. Gradually his sp~rltB began to revive,
d hi 8 old longing to wander to manifest itself, so when the
a~
·
e a sulphur concession in Iceland, just
1 Englishman he accepted with enthusiasm
offer cd~nbe to exeamalt~y
acquire y a w
'
the opportunity to visit Ultima Thu1e.
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simplified matters for themselves by eating each other.
Burton formed a close friendship with the Algerine hero
and exile, Abd el Kadir, an upright and honest man, and a truly
regal figure in his snow white garments, and-magnificently
jeweled arms; but his honesty in all official matters soon
estranged him from the iniquitous Turkish Wali, Raschid Pasha;
and the two were constantly at swords points.
True to form, Isabel was not long in grappling t~ her
bosom an undesirable female. The present object of her affections was Jane Digby el Mezrab, a truly remarkable woman, but
hardly a desirable boon companion. This lady, who began life
as Jane Digby, had made her matrimonial debut as the wife of
Lord Ellenborough. When he divorced her, she sought refuge
with Prince Schwarzenberg, with whom she lived as mistress,
until he, too, felt constrained to leave her. After that she
sojourned with various European gentry, sans benefit of clergy,
until it seemed that she had quite·exhausted the continent.
Other fields proving barren she came to Syria where she married
a gentleman whom .l.sabel describes as 11 a dirty little black
Bedawin Shaykh • 11 She was now close on to sixty, but still a
fine looking woma,n, with snow white hair ·and a fine figure,
and a mind as tortuous as a corkscrew.
This amiable lady succeeded in hypnotizing Isabel
completely' but she never deceived Burton, and when on one of
the latter s trips into the desert, she tried to band him and
his party over to her tribe for ransom, her plan was speedily
frustrated.
·
Burton made innumerable trips into the surrounding country
and succeeded in exploring practically the whole of Syria, then
little known to Europeans. He travelled much with James Tyrwhitt
Drake, a young and charming English archeologist, and their
friendship lasted until Drakes tragic death a few years later.
Their·last expedition, in which Isabel took part, led them to
Jerusalem and Nazareth, where an unfortunate incident occurred
with a crowd of cowardly Greek Christians, who attacked the party
near their church. Burton's coolness and courage prevented the
affair taking a really serious turn,·but the incident was an
ugly one and figured large in the coming catastrophe.
Burton had now been in Damascus for eighteen months and
the clouds were already beginning to gather. Had he been' a
little lees scrupulously honest, a little more tactful and a
trifle more inclined to let things run along as they h~ always
done, the blow might have been averted. Burton's errors were
always on the side of righteousness, and even his worst enemies
were never able to impugn his personal integrity. However, he
managed to draw upon himself, at one time or another, the·
indignation of nearly every official class in Damascus. Complaints began to pour in to London from the Protestant Missionaries
the Jewish money-lenders, the Greeks, the rascally Raschid Pasha '
and even the Shazlis, a curious offshot from orthodox Mohammedanism who had been goaded to the point of accepting
Christianity by Isabel's evangelical fervor. Many of the stories
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were obviously ridiculous, but what England wanted at that
particular moment was peace and quiet, and it was evident that
the end was near.
.
The.blow fell at last in a brutal and uncalled for way on
August 16, 1871. Burton was out riding in the desert when a
messenger rushed up and.handed him a note informing him that he
had. been recall~d, and that his successor was awaiting him at
Beyrut. All his dreams were shattered, and the one post he had
always coveted, and learned to love, the one place where he felt
that he could, serve his country b~st, was snatched away from
him. "After all my service," wrote Burton in his journal,
"ignominiously dism~ssed at fifty years of age."
That it was official apathy at home and abroad that brought
about nis downfall, and not any inability to understand and to ·
serve the people ent~usted to his care, may be seen in the bost•
of letters that poured into his office when news of his recall
was made public. Perhaps the most touching of all. is that of
Abdel Kadir, that (?egan as follows--It might have been taken
straight from the Arabian Nights:
"Allah favor the days of thy far famed learning and
prosper the excellence of thy:: writing. 0 wader of the seas of
knowledge, 0 cistern of learning of our globe, exalted above
hie age, whose exaltation is above the mountains of increase
and our rising place; opener of his books of night and day,
traveller by ship and foot and horse--one whom none can equal
in travel--Thou hast departed leaving us the sweet perfume. of
charity and noble conduct, a. nd thy name is large on account of
what Allah has put into· thy nature. 11
Burton returned at once to England leaving his wife, as
usual, to pay, pack and follow. When she joined him, in London,
she found him living in one room ina cheap hotel, in a state
of abysmal dejection. He was virtually penniless and his pride
had kept him from making any defene~ of his conduct of affairs
at Damascus. The 16000 pounds inherited from his father
together with Isabel's few hundred, were entirely gone, to say
nothing of the 1200 a year that the consulship had paid.
With characteristic pluck Isabel set to work to
rehabilitate her husband. Though both of them were poor, they
both had influential relatives and wealthy friends and
Mrs. Burton's dogged perseverance gradually began to have
its effect in official circ~es, and eventually upon the public.
Within a short time after Burton's recall from Damascus all of
his old enemies had been discomfited, and virtually every
measure be had recommended had been put into effect. Of
course, he received no credit for this, but it was pretty
generally conceeded that he had been fundamentally c9rrect
in all he ha~ done. Gradually his spirits began to revive,
and hi~ old longing to wander to manifest itself, so when the
offer o~ne to examine a.sulp~ur concession in Iceland, just
acquired by a wealthy Englishman, he accepted with enthusiasm
the opportunity to visit Ultima Thule.
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Just before departing on this expedition an event occured
that throws considerable light on Burton's eratic nature.
Everyone was now talking about Livingstone, and an attempt was
being made to raise funds to send an expedition after him.
Isabel was determined to get this post for her husband. Everything was going splendidly and a great luncheon-had been
arranged, a.t which a very illustrious personage was to o:t'fer
Captain Burton the leadership of the expedition. When soup was
being served, the important gentleman in question turned·to him
dramatically and exclaimed-- "Come, consent, and I '11 contribute
500 pounds to the expedition." But the Captain, who was in an
unusually vile hwnor, went on spooning up hie soup and mumbled-"! 1 11 save your Royal Highness that expense. "--Poor Isabel
nearly collapsed, and the expedition was eventually undertaken
by Cameron.
While Burton was in Iceland, old Mrs. Arundell, Isabel's
mother, died. To the very end she kept up her opposition to her
daughter's marriage and just before her death she was heard to
exclaim 11 Dick Burton is no relative of mine." Even in her
bereavement Isabel continued to labor for her husband, and at
last in July 1872 she succeeded in procuring from Lord Granville,
an offer of the consulate at Trieste, just vacated by the death
of Oharles Lever, the novelist. It was nothing to brag about as
a post, but it rated a vice-consul as assistant, and its salary
of 700 pounds a year was sorely needed. Burton accepted, and
returned shortly from Iceland, vastly improved both mentally and
physically. He left for his new post in October of the same
year, not without sad thoughts upon his exile. The employees
of the British Consular Service disgusted him heartily, and he
remarked ironically to his wife-- 11 Why are Egyptian donkey boys
so partial to the English?--Answer, because we employ more asses
than any other nation . 11
Trieste was a rather dismal place in those days, but it
must be admitted that the duties were light, and permitted the
consul considerable leisure. One cannot help wondering, however,
why the Brit 1 sh government could. find no better employment for
a man who was probably the most accomplished explorer of his day,
a.nd certainly the most proficient Oriental lingui-st. It is
difficult to imagine how the author of some forty volumes, some
of them monuments of observation and learning, was to serve hie
country in a post that might have been·filled successfully by a
youngster of a few years training. But British Imperial politics
had descended to depths approached only by our own abysmal,·
a.lbei t democratic, methods of today.
Now began the most important period of Burton's literary
activities.· Not that his exploring days were entirely over,
for it remained to him to make at least one more important
expedition. In 1877 he persuaded the Khedive of Egypt, always
sadly in need of funds, to send himout at the head of an exploring party in search of the lost gold mines of Midian. They
spent the better part of two years,--and 9700 pounds of the
Khedive's money, in the search, and returned wi~h thirty tons
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of samples of ore, and a host of objects of archeological
interest. That the o~es proved to be of so low a grade that
it would not have paia to mine them did not seem to disappoint
Burton. One has an idea that it was adventure he was seeking
and that gold was a minor consideration. .
In 1880 appeared the Kasidah, Burton's first effort as
an original poet. Published as e. translation from the poem
of one Haji Abdu el Yezdi, it is a curious collection of ideas
garnered in all quarters of the literary and geographical
globes:--from Plato to the .Omar of Fitzgerald, from Bombay to
Salt Lake City. As might be expected it fell foul of the
critics, although appreciative admirers were not wanting but
.its over-abundance of' archaic words and its .heavy couplets
.failed to establish his reputation as a poet. Eventually be
abandoned the translation story and admitted its authorship.
Next came the translation of the 11 Lusie.ds 11 of Camoens,
begun in 1847 when on leave in Goa, worked upon at odd times
in Somaliland, Equatorial Africa, Brazil a.nd Damascus, but not
actually completed until 1882. It was followed by a life a·n~
commentary in the same year, and two years later by the 11Lyrics"-in all a total of nine volumes. Than Burton no one was be.tt•er
equipped to translate the 11 Lusiads, 11 --he was litera.lly
saturated with them. He had visited every place mentioned by
the famous Portugese, and had read his inspiring stan~s on the
very ground of which they sang. But his passion f'or archaic
words and phrases, and his lack of real poetic instinct detract
greatly :t'rom the artistic value of his wor-k. Though vastly
more complete, and more faithfully rendered, his version lacks
the robust vigor of Mickle's eighteenth century translation.
The book was never a success as a publishing venture and
resulted in considerable pecuniary loss, but its voluminous
notes alone are sufficient to render it a work of permanent
. value.
Space forbids individual mention of all Burton's literary
work, but a word must be said concerning the Kama Shastra
Society, before proceeding to his magnum opus, the Arabian
Nights. This society whose proceedings and membership were
carefully shrouded in mystery, seems to have consisted of
Richard Burton, F.F. Arbuthnot, and Edward Rehatsek, a
Hungarian Orientalist, a sort of nineteenth century Diogenes,
who though quite well to dQ, lived by himself in a hut out&ide of Benares. The object of this &ociety was to make
available to English scholars, certain oriental erotica of
unquestioned sociological and anthropological value. In
justice to Burton and Arbuthnot, it cannot be too strongly
urged that their attitude towards these works was that of the
scholar, and that they did their best to .keep them out of the
hands of the general public. That they were afterwards pirated
by unscrupulous European, English and even American publishers,
was no fa.ult o:f .theirs. Such fraudulent editions have resulted
only in dragging the work of earnest scholars through the mire
of pornography.
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In all about fifteen books were project.ed, but only
five of them' actually appeared; the Kama. Sutra and the .Ananga.
Ranga from the Sanskrit, from the Persian the Beharistan and
the Gulistan andfrom the Arabic 11 The Perfumed" (or as it. is
usually ca,lled) the scented Garde~ •. In addition to these the
Arabian Nights bore the imprint of the society, with Be~ares
as the place of publication, though the volumes were pr1nted
and bound in England, and despatched to the subscribers, by
Burton's own hand, from Trieste. In all of them Burton had
some hand, and ip. two, the Arabian Nights and the Scented
Garden the work was entirely his own. The other ten books
were translated by Rebatsek, and exist today in manuscript, but
tpey were never published as the society ceased to function when
Burton died in 1890. ,
. Despite all his other literary output--some sixty-four
volumes--Burton's claim to immortality rests chiefly on his
translation of that gorgeous, imaginative, poetic, blood thirsty
a.nd erotic collection of tales, 11 Alf Layah wa Layah" which we
know as the Arabian Nights. Introduced to Europe by Galland,
in a form garbled and abridged to ·suit the taste of 18th Century
France, translated from French into English, "Bowdlerized 11 by
Scott, and finally re-rendered fr~m the Arabic in emasculated
form by Lane, it had never been completely translated into a
European tongue until the version of John Pa.yne, which appeared
in 1882-4. The reasons for this are obvious to anyone who is
familiar with the collection. Burton himself had once remarked
that only three fourths of the "Nights" were at all fit for
translation, and that even the most sanguine Orientalist would
ever venture to render more tha.n four-fifths of them. Yet this
1 s p.recisely what Payne did, and Burton after him, with embellishments in the form of notes that at times would make even the
divine Pietro Aretina turn over in his grave. In fact it is his
notes that make Burton's edition of superlative value; from a
purely literary point of view it is distinctly inferior to. Payne.
These notes which cover every conceivable subject, from Oriental
astronomy to :t'emale circumcision, from necromancy to certain
characteristics of Abyssinian women, from devilish rites to. the
use ·of previous stones as prophylactics--are the result of his
own observations during his long life in the Orient, and .as such
are of inestimable worth. The entire work consists of sixteen
large octavo volumes, of which six are given over to the supplemental nigilts, a sort of apochryphal collection, and yet an
organic part of the remarkable whole. The first volume appeared
in 1886, the last in 1888. The .venture was a complete success.
The edition of 1000 sets was sold out on publication and resulted
in a clear tinancial gain of 10,000 pounds.
If Payne 1 a version had been greeted with a stir, Burton's
was met by a whirlwind. On one side were admirers so enthusiastic
that they could not find words sui ta:ble to praise; on the other
the legions of comstockery, who racked their brains for epi theta
sufficiently black to express their indignation. Said one
reviewer-- 11 Capt. Burton is not content with calling a spade a
spade, --he must have 1t a dirty shovel. The edi tiona of the
Arabian Nights, 11 continued this outraged critic, "may justly be
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assigned as follows: Galland to the Nursery, Lane to the
Schools, Payne to tne Library and Burton to the sewers."
Though fearless in his every word and thought, Burton was
well aware of the consequences that might follow the publication of the 11 Nights, 11 and he had carefully prepared a Q.efense
aga.inst the possibility of prosecution. In what he called
hie black book, he had drawn up a list of so-called indecencies
in the works considered to be classics of' the English Language,
a.nd one has visions of the fiery old man, holding his accusers
at bay, in one hand a copy of the King Jrunes Bible and in the
other Sir Thomas Urguhart 1 a Rabelai s. But the prosecution
never came. For the first time in over forty years of continuous service, the sunshine of public and official favor was
full upon him. He had labored incessantly in the interests of
England and of Science, he had spent at least 20,000 pounds
:of his own money in explorations that earned him not even a
word of commendation, and he had broken down even his own iron
constitution. All his life be had been forced to watch men
of vastly inferior ability advanced over him to posts of honor,
and it is small wonder that at sixty four he was an embittered
old man.
All this was changed with the appearance of the Nights,"
and when in 1886 Queen Victoria made him Knight Commander of
St. Michael a.nd St. George, in recognition of his services,
the award was greeted with universal acclaim. Though the
government obstinately refused to retire him, he was left
strictly to his own devices, and he wandered--or rather.
charged--about Europe and the British Isles to his heart's
content. Naturally, his consular affairs.got themselves into
a hopeless muddle, and thereby hangs an anecdote that
admirably illustrates the kindly esteem in which he was held
at home.
An Englishman at Trieste who was outraged at the condition
of the consular accounts and Sir Richard's continual absence,
wrote to.the Foreign Office, demanding to know why they put
up with such inefficiency and neglect of duty, and suggesting
that since the vice consul did all the work, it would be well
to get rid of Burton and let.the vice consul have his place.
To this demand he received the following graceful reply:
"Dear Sir:- we look upon the consulship of Trieste as a gift
to Sir Richard Burton for his services to the nation, and we
must decline to interfere with him in anyway. 11
For some time· Burton had contemplated an edi t.ion of the
"Scented Garden," which he had intended to be his master piece.
The nature of this delightful treatise, a 16th century work,
may be surmised from the s1,1b-ti tle of the earlier edi tion-- 11 A
Manual of Arabian Erotology, 11 and from the remark that he made
concerning it to one of his friends--"A long side the "Scented
Ga;den 11 the"Arabian Nights" is a mere baby-book." It was
to hav~ been in two large volumes, annotated in the most lurid
Burtonian style. He began actual work on it in March 1890,
and kept at it continuously, working sometimes eighteen hours
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a day, until the very eve of his death in October of the same
year. J1:1st how much of it was completed at that time can
never be definitely known, for the manuscript perished in the
polocaust that Lady Burton held after his death, and that consumed, oh most irreparable of losses, the entire mass of his
journals. But it is probable that all of the manuscript he had
been able to obtain, was· translated, and that his own notes and
comments,--in volume nearly two thirds of the total, were
finished. It is pitiful to think of the broken old man, laboring day and night at a book that be. truly believed would make
him immortal; hastening his end by refusing to eat and even to
sleep, that he might finish a task that could not possibly have
added one iota to his glorious memory. He was obsessed with the
idea of the importance of this work, and one is almost forced
to believe that, in his last days, continued delving into
erotic literature had affected his mind with a sort of
perversio-me.nia.
The end came quite unexpectedly on October 20, 1890. Sir
Richard had been suffering from a painful heart affection for
some months past, but on this particular night he was in
excellent spirits;--he had just finished transcribing the last
page of' his beloved 11 Scented Garden." He lay in bed reading
a new French novel, and finally dozed off to sleep, looking
better than he had for many months past.
Some say that theie is a consciousness of impending
death, and that before the inward ·eye of him, who soon will
leave upon the great adventure, there passes the quick procession
of people ana scenes once known~ And so. perhaps, through the
old man's quiet sleep, there moved the phantoms of his crowded
life:--The countryside of Italy, blue hills ofGoa, the dark
beauty of a Persian maid, all vanish and he stands upon the
hills above Mohammed's sacred city. The sweat and blooa of
savages bearing down upon him at Berbera, are washed away before
the cool waters of Tanganyike.--and tl:1en the white towers and
minarets of dear Damascus, with the clear biting desert air in
his nostrils, and in his ears the sound of camel bells. And
so on through more troubled years to find at last the -oeace and
quiet of these later days, with kindly friends in England and
the.soft sunshine of Italian Hills.
"Do as thy own life bids thee do; from none but self
expect applause;
He noblest lives, and noblest dies who makes and
keeps his self made laws.
All other life is living death, a land where only
Phantoms dwell;
A breath, a wind, a sound,· a voice; a td.nkling of
the camel's bell."
•
1'owards midnight a sudden attack came ou, and despite the
frantic efforts of his attendant physician, Sir Richard died.
At six in the morning a priest arrived, and as his soul had
long since depa.rted--who knows whither--perhaps· to the bosom of
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Allah--hie body passed to the Church of Rome, It was literally
covered with the scars of his battles with mankind,
Isabel took him back to England, and he was laid to rest
in an eccentric marble tomb, shaped like an Arab tent in
Mortlaka Cemetery. Inside ware little camel-bells th~t
tinkled mournfully in the breeze until the door was sealed·
and surmounting the curious mausoleum a nine-pointed gilded
star.
Lady Burton did not long survive. Her last days were·
devoted to the preparation of a life of her husband, which
appeared in 1893--two monstrous tomes--a noble book, worthless
aa a biography, but a touching mounmant to a wife's devotion
She died in March 1896, and her earthly remains ware placed •
with Sir Richard's in the queer mausoleum at Mortlaka. When
. her body had .been laid to rest, and the pall bearers left the
tomb, the camel bells within tinkled plaint ive.ly for the last
time. The marble door was sealed; leaving them lying side by
side--the Cross of' Rome and the Crescent of Al Islam.
Davis L. James, Jr.
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HENRY HOOPER

With a review of some of his writings.
MAY 23, 1925

ROBERT RALSTON JONES

One of the most brilliant writers of'the Literary Club,
after its great re-awakening, was Henry Hooper--a member first
in 1864, and, President of the Club in 1885.
A man of pungent wit and caustic pen; a man not quite in
harmony with his age and his surroundings; a man of foreign
birth yet a resident of Cincinnati for some 67 years; a wide
reader and a translator of the works of French and German
authors; naturally shy and retiring in disposition, but holding extrema views on many subjects; a man of conflicting
temperaments;--at times the poet and nature lov~and again
the stern philosopher:--this was H~nry Hooper.
He long outlived his early personal friends and even his
name is unknown to our younger Club members, while his actual
presence is remembered only by those whose heads have Qeen
touched by the frost of passing years.
Henry Hooper was born in London, England, in the month of
January, 1830. He came to the United States and appears in
Cincinnati with his brother, John T. Hooper, as early as 1849.
At the first both brothers lived with Andrew G. Burt for whom
John T. Hooper soon became a clerk, and later (about 1856)
a partner in the firm of A• G. Burt an.d Company, of 101 Main
Street "Bankers and Dealers in Exchange." John T· Hooper
lived for some years on the North side of West Fourth between
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Smith and Park streets, but removed to Ludlow, Ky. about 1863.
Henry Hooper was employed for a time by Dillingham and Co.
but later he was a bookkeeper and afterwards teller with the
firm of A· G. Burt and Company, the firm in which his brother
John had become a partner.
What influenced Henry Hooper to leave the field of finance
for that of law is not known, but we find him mentioned as a
"Student'' at No, 3 Masonic Temple, the law office of the Hon. Henry Stanberry who was Attorney General (1866) under
President Johnson. Henry Hooper was admitted to the Bar
(probably in 1863) and in 1864 he was listed as "Attorney at
Law."
After becoming a full fledged attorney, Mr. Hooper· had an
office for several years, beginning 1864, in the Masonic Temple,
and later at Nos, 57 and 17-1/2 wast Third street. On his
appointment as Assistant United states Attorney under
GenAral Durbin Ward, about 1869, Mr. Hooper moved into the
Fost Office Building, then at the southwest corner of Fourth
and Vine streets. This building with a frontage of 80 feet on
Fourth and 150 on Vine was constructed of freestone, in the
style of the Composite Order of Classic Architecture; it
presented a dignified appearance, although even then it fell
short of the requirements as regards space--several departments of the Federal Government being of necessity housed in
outside quarters, Entrance to the main or Fourth Street front
was by a broad flight of steps and through a lofty stone
portico supported on graceful columns. One of these columns
may be seen in the Columbia Baptist Graveyard, where it was
erected as a monument to the Columbia Pioneers of 1788, The
old·Fost Office Building was razed to make room for the Chamber
of Commerce Building and this in turn, after the fire which
gutted it, gave way· to the present Union Central Life Insurance
Building.
The working force of the Post Office Department occupied
the high basement to which direct access was had from the
Vine Street front; the Fostmaster and Assistant Postmaster
Money Order, Registry and some other Sections of the Post '
Office Department occupied the West aide of the ma.infloor,
opposite the Treasury Department which occupied the Vine Street
or east side of the building. The United States Courts and the
Department of Justice in general occupied the entire second or
upper story. Here then was the habitat of Henry Hooper during
his first incumbency of the position of Assistant United States
Attorney,
The data thus far obtainable indicates that Henry Hooper
served three times (about 12 years) as Assistant United States
Attorney, and three times (about 20 years) as United states
Commissioner, making a total of 32 years, ending in 1~02; at
this time Mr. Hooper was about 72 years of age. His last
service as Assistant United States Attorney was under another
honored member of the Literary Club--John w. Herron, who had
been appointed United st·atea Attorney for the southern District
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of Ohio in 1889, Several years before this time the
Department of Justice had moved into the present Federal
Building on Fifth Street between ¥ain and Walnut,

During the periods when Mr, Hooper served as United States
Commissioner, or was engaged in privata legal practice only,
he occupied various offices on Third, Fourth and Fifth Streets
longer perhaps in the old Johnston Building on Fifth Street
'
than in most of the other locations,
Beginning in 1877, being then iisted as Attorney at Law.
and United States Commissioner, Mr. Hooper had his office for
about six years in the building at the northeast corner of
Fifth u~d Ma~n Streets. This building, a sturdy four story
brick, lS st1ll standing, with a remdiner of Olden Times in
the quaint old ~un-dial which still cling.s to its walls, .
·The sun-dial is of metal; its face which is about 18 inches
·square, stands vertically, facing Fifth street, at the
intersection of the two streets, and with its top nearly on a
level with the second story ~indow sills. The gnomon or
style of the sun-dial, projecting from its face, is so
arranged as to throw its shadow on the proper line of the
dial. This sun-dial bears the inscription:
"William Thoms
1829

"

As recalled by one who was familiar with Henry Hooper's
appearance in the late eighties, he had what is sometimes
called a dapper figure and dressed with great care. He was
very near-sighted and used aye glasses attached to a broad
bla~k ribbon. He wore a mustache somewhat inclined to bristle
at the ends, and an imperial or"goatee" as they were then
sometimes called. His manner was vary courtaous,--truly a
"gentleman of the old sc~ool."
While perhaps not a great advocate, Mr, Hooper prepared
all his legal papers with great care and could be relied on
for correct information.
One who had business relations with Mr, Hooper for soma
years, speaks of him as a shy, retiring man, somewhat of a
dreamer, very trusting w~ th those who had once gained his
confidence.
With the exception of.one year in which he had lived on
Josephine Street, Mt, Auburn, Mr. Hooper's residence for some
38 years was on west Fourth Street and in other localities .in
the West End of Cincinnati. Beginning in 1887 he resumed ..
residence on Mt, Auburn and with one or more intimate friends
established regular bachelor quarters, with a hous~-kaeper,
in Kenginston Row, Mt, Auburn.
He never married, but devoted his hours of leisure to
Literature, Music and Art. He was one of a little coterie
of music lovers who met. on Sundays--generally at Mr. Hooper's
home. He evidently had one of these we~kly musicales in mind
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when he wrote in "The Lost Model" (Quoting).
"There" said the doctor, nodding his head to the time
"notice what a beautiful conversation is now going on. First
the violin leads off with the theme, the alto answers it;
than the second violin responds and finally the bass comas
.grandly in and binds the harmony together. * * * Here a
trasto movement of the quartette, which swept through the room
ike a hurrican, and made the air throb with the rapid rhythm,
drowned the doctor's voice." Mr. Hooper loved the human-voicelike qualities of the violin and its kindred, but had no admiration for the piano; he makes one of his characters say of
the piano.
"Thera is no music in it * * I can only hear the ivory and
wire; i-t is after all, but a kind of modulated drum."
The innocent little sunday musicales appear to have bean
criticized in some quarters, if we may judge from a passage in
Mr. Hooper's novel "The Lost Modal."
"They who call themselves my friends, lecture me because I
have a quartette of fiddlers in my room on Sunday, and prefer
Beethoven to a ranting, howling Methodist; and lately because I
hinted that there was more truth in the Indian Vadas than in
the Old Testament even the old swindler, Boggs, who has failed
in business every four years, and grown richer at every alleged
bankruptcy, even he insulted me on the street for my infidelity."
It is believed that Mr. Hooper's education was largely
self-acquired; be that as it may, he was no mean linguist, very
much at home in French, German and English, tra.nslating freely
for his own pleasure and study. He is said to have collected
a library which we have been unable to trace, of the beet
authors in the languages we have named.
In the field of Art Mr. Hooper is said to have been a
collector of engravings and etchings. In "The Lost Model 11
there is much discussion of artists statuary, paintings and
engravings; even the cases in which the engravings were kept
are described; but whether they were his own engravings or
those of a friend cannot now be determined. It is said that
he was both a chess and a whist player,
Of Mr. Hooper's published works, four of which are listed
in the Club's Library, two are works of fiction and two relata
to legal matters. "The Lost Modal" which we shall review in
part, is an octavo of 386 pages, published bu J. B. Lippincott
& Co., Philadelphia, 1874. As a nota on the title page states,
the work was written by the author of "Wash Bolter of the Life
of an Orator." The scene of "The Lost ·Modal" is laid in
Boshville (Cincinnati) in the period prac&ding and during the
Civil War.
·
~a in other localities near the border states, Boshvilla·
had families which were divided in their political allegiance.
"Mrs. Denham" and her sons furnish a striking example of this
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division of sentiment. One son, George, who at the outbreak
of the War was a commissioned officer in the United states
Army, resigned to become an officer in the Rebel Army; Harry,
his brother, who had been educated in the East and in a
Garman University became a Major and later Colonel of a
local Union Regiment •
Mrs. Denham bragged that on one side of the line "our
side--the southern side--time honored slavery, ladies and
gentleman, large estates, freedom, oratory, and a martial
population of white man; on the other side a hodge-podge of
dough faces, grocery keepers, Dutchmen, Atheists political
hucksters, niggers, white trash, and penny newsp~pers."
Later Mrs. Denham was obliged to go into hiding and eventually
fled from the city.
Boshvilla echoes to the rumble of 1f!ar. Steamboats
arrive at the public landing, laden with troops whose terms
of enlistment has expired and with wounded men whose condition
makes it possible to bring them in from the field hospital.
Charming ladies prepare vast quantities of lint for the
wounded and offer their services as nurses. The city is
threatened with invasion and the usquirrel Hunters" rally
to its defence. Martial law is proclaimed. rrha enemy is
reported as only 20 miles out from Boshville and the
defenders of the city," Squirrel Hunters" and drafted ci tizans,
professional men and laborers alike, are employed in digging
trenches five miles out of Boshville and fortifying the
surrounding hills."
But what, perhaps, may awaken our greatest interest in
"The Lost Uodel" is the belief, broadly hinted by those who
should know, that many of its leading characters are only
thinly veiled portraits of prominent personages in Cincinnati.
Your historian cannot identify these characters, nor would
he if he could, believing that an historian should maintain
a decent reserve in such matters, else he becomes a mara
scandal-monger. In what follows we shall give vary full
quotations from the text of the novel, for .only by so doing
can we give an impartial presentation of Mr. Hooper's style
and sometimes peculiar opinions. To adapt a pbrase from
delightful "John O'London:" the writers "aim has been to
present not an autobiography, but a personality."
Of "The Lost Model" (a Spanish-Indian half-breed) (Quoting)
"He can do what he pleases. Since he has been hera, he
has given the Boshvillians something to talk about. He goes
every day to old Ferris, the sculptor and helps cut his
gravestones. The old Archbishop has been trying very hard to
convart. him. My neighbor's wife does her best avery day to
flirt with him, and old Dr. Knappe carries him around with
him as an inarticulate genius some way or other related to
a Greek statue."
"Andrew Jackson Ferris, as he usually wrote his nama *
had been educated in Europe,--in short had spent nearly the
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best ~art of his life in Rome, and had come back to his native
city Boshville • • • and had also furnished the Capitol with a
full-fledged figure of De Soto • • his masterpiece, however,
was the marble figure of Justice which surmounts the dome of
the State Legislative Building. • • • Ferris received twenty
thousand dollars from his delighted countrymen for his noble
work of Art."

Quoting from "The Upper Ten Amuse Themselves:"-.

.

.

"The doctor, like a thoughtful man·, stepped aside and
contemplated quite curiously the company. • • There. was old
Binney, the pork merchant, whom he saw yesterday in his shirt
sleeves rolling barrels of pork out of his warehouse, tonight
dressed like a dandy, in a black dress coat and white cravat,
a.nd with gloves on. There was Leary, too, dressed like a
French Ambassador, ''i th his two daughters in red and blue silk
stalking through the room, who had bored every man and woman in
Boshville to have their lives insured in the insurance company
of which he was the sole agent."
"Jones, the banker, was talking in a very emphatic manner to
Phipps, the retired merchant, and a young lawyer was drinking in
the wisdom with grateful looks. Barnet, the leading dry goods
merchant of Boshville was there and was the particular star of
the evening, in whatever part of the room Barnet went he was
greeted with kind words and.smiles."
"If he (the doctor) turned his attention.to the ladies of
the party, he was equally astonished at the effect wrought by
dress and the arts of the toilet. How beautiful they all look!
Pure white complexions, luxuriance of hair, graceful figures,
and all moving with the majesty of queens."
"The man who called the figures especially ·struck the
doctor. He was a tall, bright-eyed darkey, and played the
first fiddle. He beat time for the rest with his foot, and
while he bawled a.t the top of his voice 'Ladies change! 1
1 swing your partners~ '
•forward right 1 1 balancez 'etc. , he
put graceful trills and tremulandos into the screaming,
gushing melody. 11

"* • • • • .• A strong perfume.of musk heralded the young
lady's appearance. She was gorgeously dressed in blue silk,
with as much of her shoulders bare as could well be got out,
while on her fingers, her arms, her neck and ears were hung
costly jewels of all varieties, .from a diamond to a moss agate.
Her hair itself was a wonder of ingenuity and skill. This the
doctor found out, for as she turned her .ba.ck to him he had a
very good chance of observing how cunningly the various,
plaits, braids and curls were stuffed and bound together. It
was the time when it was fashionable .to have a bunch of curls
hanging from the back of the head, and every woman you met
wore huge bundles of hair--false hair--on their heads, the
whOle terminating in an avalanche of curls. 11
"Albert Redwood was the only son of what was then considered
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one of the first families in Boshville, that is to say, his
grandfather was the pioneer lawyer of the town, and the
first person elected by the people as Judge of the County
Court.. When he died he left his sons and daughters for
heritage nearly a fourth of the city, which was increasfng
daily in value. As usual, the girls married worthless men,
who drank or ate up in a few years their wives' fo.rtunes;
and the sons lived like gentlemen, kept a large stable of
horses, and a more expensive table, and died from apoplexy or
delirium tremens, leaving their children with a collegiate
education, the habits of spendthrifts, and poverty."
(Of another, the great editor--Quoting)
"The proprietor of the 'Truth-teller 1 was one of those
active, illiterate, unscrupulous, and bold men, who are not
.·only native born •hammers, 1 but have the gift of making
•anvils' out of their fellow citizens."
Passing into the editorial rooms of the 11 Truth-teller 11
the doctor and his friends were greeted by the great' editor
"Come in and take a chair. Let me introduce you to Bela Brown,
the father of Amos Brown, the President of the United States;
sir. 11
"Yes, says the father of the President • • • • Oh, my
eon, Amos was a pretty good boy, considering a11 things; and
if he don't do all I want of him now, it is not his fault
but them confounded politicians" • • "The old man paused with
indignation, and, pulling out a small square of tobacco,
wrapped in tin-foil, tore off a pretty large piece, and
crammed it into his mouth. 11
Among other characters rather prominent in Boshville is
the Rev. Mr. Maples, whose badly disguised hypocracy is the
butt of Mr. Hooper•s·biting sarcasm.
Of Mrs. Portia Bovine, the novel relates (Quoting).
"If. there was any precipice in the neighborhood of a
flirtation for a virtuous lady, Mrs. Bovine had ~anced on
the edge of it a hundred times and had never fallen over
once • • • She had a cool head and a sure foot. She had no
beauty; in fact, she was almost ugly; and so far as intellect
goes, no one had ever seen her reading a book. But she was
vivacious; she felt kindly towards the masculine sex, and
you felt this kindness in her presence; • • • But she possessed a natural gift, which had contr1buted to her name,
and added a charm to her otherwise homely person. And t~is
gift be it said sottovoce--was a small foot and a large limb
• • ; • It would be difficult to account for the fact--how
this esoteric beauty of Mrs. Bovine became known. • • •
Every man and woman in Boshville knew of it, except the
Doctor, her husband, who is said to have denied its
existence."
Mrs. Bovine was a chronic meddler and match-maker.
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aided, abetted and generally engineered the marriage of the
Rev. Theoyjl:flils Maple and a young lady whose father was bitterly
opposed to the match. After the mischief was done the father
met Mrs. Bovine: Quoting whom: 11 He came towards me, and ·said,
in his mean, brow-beating manner, 'I wish to God he had run
away with you]' What do you think of that, doctor, for a piece
of imnudence? Run a.way with me, indeed! The man isn 1 t made
that ican run away with me. 1 And she put out her little
foot and examined it with pleasure and pride,"
The author of The Lost Model takes a fling at the
aristocracy of Boshville as follows, (Quoting)
"Of course Boshville had its aristocracy, the head of which
reached back to the Revolution of 1776 or to the first settlement of 1800; it owned the greater part of the land, and it was
represented today in Boshville by dressy young men, who were
strong in clothes, if weak· bodily and mentally, and young ladies,
pale, thin, little-footed, and with a wonderful ability for
flirtations."
Of a certain art critic the novel· speaks as follows: (Quoting)
"Bishop somewhat dashed their spirits by attempting the· ·
history of sculpture, which he had lately crammed from the
pages of the Encyclopaedia Bri ttannioa, and which,· in his manner
of treating it was worse than a.n explanation of a logarithm. 11 ·
The doctor visits the home of a family possessed of money
but little else (Quoting).
·
"The house cost a quarter of a million to build • • It had
a marble colonnade; rooms twenty feet high; a staircase under
a dome like the entrance to a cathedral • • • and everywhere
rich woods, thick carpets and giant mirroTs, The furniture was
what was considered superb, although it wa.s machinery· made and
in my opinion worthless; • • • There was not a picture in the
house worthy to be looked at in daylight; not a statuette, not
a shred of anything but what tended to material comfort. And
the owner was just like the house, he wore a coat which cost a
hundred dollars, but he never in his life bought a. book which
wa.s worth more than five cents. • • • He paid two hundred
dollars for a table to eat his dinner upon, and yet he grumbled
at me and called me extrayagant because I paid one hundred
dollars for a violin. My violin, in fifty years, will sell
for five hundred dollars, and his table will be bought for ten,
and will one day light the kitchen fire. 11
Mr. Hooper·had scant sympathy for mere money getting, which,
according to the views of one of hie characters was more
distracting than War. (Quoting)
The Italians of the Fifteenth Century were knocked about
like shuttle cooks between His Holiness the Pope and their
Imperial Highnesses the German Emperor, French King, and
Italian Duke, and yet amid all the confusion of murder, sudden
11
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death, pest and inquisition Raphael painted his Madonna and
Michael Angelo cut his mighty figures. "
Music, the Sixth Sense.
"Redwood, you are right, 11 cried the doctor; 11 music is
the sixth senae, and, what 1 s more, the noblest of them all.

11

Speaking of Etinge, a local artist, who painted subjects
the Doctor did not admire:"Did you ever see that picture he painted called the
'Opera Box', w'here a woman with the expression of an idiot,
as bare as a baby, and vrith the features of an ancient Greek,
looks at you with the intelligent look of a. cow wondering
·where the rain comes from? 11
George Denham, advising his brother Harry on Marriage:
"Miss Knappe 11 ea.id George, lightly, 11 ie a very pretty girl;
but if I were Harry I should take Miss Leslie. She is
plumper and don't know much--an excellent thing in a woman."
In the Sculptor's studio {The Arohbishop):-"By the side of the sculptor sat John (as he signed
'
himself), the archbishop of Boshville. He was a small man
with an upturned face, exprest.ing confidence, zeal, faith,
and the perpetual smile of one who is lost in wonder and
admiration of the eternal fitness of things here below, 11
Parthee--·!'The Lost Model" tells Renata of the Deathless
Men:-"Oh, that story of the deathless men, who come every
. thousa.nd years to this earth, and who, as they wander through
the woods and over the mountains, sometimes lose one of the
stragplers, who stays and wanders around among we poor mortals
until-his companions come back a.nd take him away, is very
beautiful, but it isn't true • • • • there is nothin~ on tpe
earth either above or below nature; and v:hen men tal~ of tne
supernatural and spirits, and all that kind of thing, they
talk nonsense." • • • • "If you live in a land where there
are no nights and where the beings do not die, you cannot
tell what took place yesterday, for there is no such thing as
a day gone by. 1 ~
Renata to Parthee as they walk in the woods:-"I don't knovr how that comes, but some people cry at the
theatre, . others over a novel, but when I a.m in the woods, in
the free open air, with the beautiful tr~es and flowers
around me, then I could cry like a baby, And, already, an
ominous tear glittered upon her cheek. n
There.are two great tragedies involved in the plot of
the novel. The editor of the "Truth-teller" using the basest
means to hold Albert Redwood as his tool--in a. literary way--
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throws his own pretty and attractive young wife in the. way
of the young ma.n. The young man and the editor's wife become
lovers and decide to escape from the tyranny of the husband.
Discovered together, the pseudo injured husband feigns sudden
anger at what he had known for ~ lon~ time and shoots Redwood,
killing him almost instantly; the wi e is taken to a mad house
and the injured husband is acquitted of the murder.

question. Friends of his youth had crossed the "Great Divide "
Increasing i~firmities of age, and some financial embarraesme~t
as well, laiQ a heavy burden upon the questioner. Eighteen
years rolled by, .until in midwinter 1916 he was seized with
pneumonia and taken to Christ Hospital, where he died January 12
at the age of 86 years. He was interred in Spring Grove whose
sylvan beauty he had so greatly admired.
'

The second tragedy occurs during the passing of a frightful
tempest. It involves the doctor's good and beautiful daughter,
Renata, and, from the angle of psychology "The Lost Model"-the Spanish Indian half-breed for whom Renata had conceived a
strong romantic attachment. Renata first met the half-breed
in the studio of a local sculptor (Ferris) for whom both 1ere
posing--the half-breed as an angel and Renata as a Mary Magdalene.
Renata's love was pure, but she could not divest her self of it.
The Lost Model, true to his Indian ancestry, had a habit of
disappearing and returning in the mos.t unexpected manner, and
after his absence for an entire year Renata agreed'to accept a
fine young man, in. every way worthy of her love. It wa.s the
night. set for her wedding, the guests were assembled and Renata
dressed in her bridal finery, awa.i ted in her room the fateful '
hour. During the storm she goes to a window opening on a
balcony and sees there the phantom of her former lover "The
Lost Model." As she utters a wild cry of recognition a bolt
of lightning brings sudden. death to the unhappy girl,' standing
there in all her bridal array.
·

The problem he had attempted to determine in an academic
wa.y in 1898 was now definitely solved for him who presented it.

One of the char~cters
~'hom the author designates
all we know, may be as old
at least it is told in Mr.
peat it. (Quoting)

in "The Lost Model, 11 a vagrant fiddler,
a.s Franz, tells a. story, which, for
as the time of Boccaccio but since
Hooper's o~n words we v~~ture to re-

I remember that about ten years ago, on my wa.y up here
from New Orleans, I stopped to see an old friend just a few
miles out of Na.tchez. He was a jolly old bachelor lived on
his plantation, and had a hundred niggers to do wh~tever he
wanted. He was very rich, always had more money than he could
spemd. Well he was very glad to see me • • • and every night
I played to him the air from Norma:--' Take my Children • that
was his favorite melody. In fact, it was the only.one'he liked.
He would get out the whiskey--such splendid whiskey--made two
big punches; and then I would play 'Take these my children •
and he would drink punch and listen to my playing until the'
tears rolled down his cheeks. Well one morning • • • I saw
some fine* * • mint, yes mint. It' is a green herb; and I
says •see here, this is the stuff for your punch.' •I never
knew greens was good for punch, 1 he says. 'Oh, yes, • said I,
'in New York • • • everybody puts mint in their punches.' 'All
right 1 he says. 'Here Uncle Sam ' calling a big darky 'every
afternoon bring in a bunch of th~m ar greens. • •Yes, mas sa. •
That night he put some in the punch, and made me play, 'Norma,
take these children' six times over. Well, next day I leave,
promising next time I go to New Orleans to ca.ll again. Now
last year, after spending the winter in the South, I came to
aelleville, and when I gets to Natchez, I says to myself,
11
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Chance-Plays His Part

I might begin this paper with sundry caustic animadversions on Editors who go honeymooning, and while thus dawdling
about in a state of mental vacuity, bombard us with pretty
postal cards bearing text as follows: -- "Here we are"-(evidence of connubial insanity) -- "Wish you ware here"
Ievidence of lying propensity) -- "Don't forget paper for
May Budget" (evidence of reviving lucidity).
·
But I won't--! will start with an aphorism, an adage,
apothegm, old saw, whatever you prefer to call it:
'

"How often things occur by mara chance!"
Now for the stage setting of my little drama of fortuity,
the facts of which were known at the time to but few, many
of whom now sleep with their fathers.
It was two or three years after the spanish War.
~. McKinley was President and Senator Morgan of Alabama
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations. The Country
had had a painful demonstration, in the protracted voyage of
the battle-ship Oregon from California to Florida, of the
[isastrous delay which must ensue in any effort to pass our
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I will go and see my friend Brown and play him Norma again.
so 'out I goes and takes my fiddle with me. Well, when I
reaches the place I find the fence down, the roof broken
in, the windows o~t and everything in disorder. I. went in
and could not see a soul; the doors were off the h1nges,
the furniture was gone and big cobwebs blocked up the doorway,
• • • But just as I nasses the end of the garden, I sees a
very old nigger sitting· on the grass and warming his head
in the sun •Where is your Master, Uncle Sam?' says I. 'My
massa • ••Oh yah Brown; well, he's dead.' 1Dead1' said I
iWhat did he die of;' • • • 1Well, now' said the old nigger,
•he died of greens, he did; yes, sah he died of greens. A
long time ago a little fiddler came here and he showed massa
how to eat greens. And massa took greens in the morning,
and he took •em at noon, and he took •em at night; and
finally massa did nothing but took greens; and them cursed
greene ~illed him.'"

Naval Armament from one coast to the other. Everywhere there
was discussion of the advisability and feasability of constructing a canal across the Isthmus, and the respectiv.e
merits of the Fanama and Nicaraugua routes were on everybody's
tongue. The. lamentable failure of the French in Panama was
fresh in the minds of citizens and officials, and, whether
for this reason or others now forgotten, the whole. trend of
public opinion was toward Nicaraugua. In fact, under the able
leadership of Senator Morgan the Panama .route had practically
dropped out of consideration, and the necessary negotiations,
legislation, and preliminar.y plans and specifications .for a
Ni.caraugua Canal were on the Knees of the Gods. The decision
to all intents and purposes was made.

In the novel "The Lost Model" are many secondary
characters we have hardly touched upon, painters, sculptors
and musicians, not to mention average men and women. It is
believed that in many ways the novel reflects Mr. Hooper's
personal tastes in music, art ctnd literature--his love of
nature and his views, often very extreme on the philosophy
of life. A vein of cynicism, largely but not wholly confined
to questions of religious opinion runs through the entire
story of "The Lost Model."

In a Parisian Cafe, three men from Cincinnati,
Lucien Wulain., Harley Proctor and William W, Taylor s~t .down
to luncheon, with Commordore Wainwright of the Navy.. They
were old friends and were havfng a joyous re-union. A Frenchman, known to Wainwright, entered the Cafe, and, the others.
consenting, was soon a member of the party. Wainwright
introduced him, of course, but through someunaccoun~able
over~ight did not explain who he was.

We find perhaps a. truer reflection of Mr. Hooper's
versatile literary ability in the papers contributed to this
Club--70 in all--covering a period of some 34 years. Rather,
curiously, so it seems to us, all but four of the seventy
papers were contributions to budgets. Mr. Hooper appears to .
have been strongly interested in speculative philosophy, if
one may judge from papers relating to Scholenhaur, (6 in all)
Spinoza Nietzche and others. He also wrote on Early Buddism, .
and on Shakespeare and Bacon; one of his papers bore the
title "A New Member of the Society for the Suppression of
Shakespeare," from which we infer that Mr. Hooper was far
from accepting the Baconic Theory. In another he comes back
at certain Baconia.ns with a counter-thrust in a paper
entitled "Who Wrote.the Novum Organum of Francis Bacon?"
Some of these Shakesperean tracts were publishe~ in
"Shakesperiana. il One of Mr. Hooper's budget contribut~ona,
written in 1893, is entitled "A Ro~ among the Owls, or the
Echo of a. 'trial for. Heresy, 11 referring to questions growing
out of a noted ecclesiastical trial in Cincinnati. Among
other papers, in lighter vein were 11 My Dog and My Secret"
(i886); "The Book Idyl" (1889) and 11 Jim the Penman 11 (1890).
It may be recalled that on the last day of the year
1898 Mr. Hqoper presented his last paper to the Literary Club,
It was a contribution to the Budgaand bore the. title
"Is the Supernatural a Human Invention? 11
Henry Hooper was 68 years old ·when he propounded that

But diplomatic and legislative powers move slowly and
while they played pleasaptly with their little tangles of
red tape, the Jovial God of Chance took a hand in the. game.

Before the_party broke up the Frenchman explained that
by chance he was alo~e in the City, his family having laft
Jfor the Country, that he had been very lonesome_and decided.
to seek distraction in a cafe rather thari lunch in his
deserted home, and that in gratitude for the pleasure they
had given him, he wished them to dine at his home the next
evening. They accepted and he left,
.
.
Thereupon Commodore Wainwright vouchsafed the information that their char~ing acquaintance was Buneau-Varil1a,
Chief Engineer under DeLesseps, of the French Fanama Canal
enterprise. Mr. Wulsin expressed his regret that he had not
known this, as he was intensely interested in the construction of a trans-oceanic canal.
The next evening, after dinner, Mr. Wulsin introduced
the subject by asking Buneau-Vari1la how it happened that they
had selected t.he Panama ro~te, referring to the fact that the
United States was now practically committed to that across
Nicar,augua. This gave the distinguished engineer his opportunity, and whan the_ three Cincinnatians part.ed from him that
nigh~ he had made three converts, one of them, Mr. Wulsin,
pre-eminently a man of action.
Still, ther.e was work for the potent God of Chance, Our
three Americans returned to this Country and want about their
usual avocations. The scene shifts. to the Queen City Club.
In a, private room, with the doo~ closed, the Committee
on Program of the Cincinnati Commerc1al Club was in trouble.
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Its duty was to provide speakers for the club meetings two
or three months ahead--and for one of these meetings they had
nobody •.one could almost hear the .wracking of brains.
Then the door opened a crack, and the sallow, for&ignlooking faca of Lucien Wulsin appeared. "Well•-what· have you
fellows prepared for us?" They invited him in and told him
their difficulty. He thought a moment. Then he said, "I have
it, give me authority, it will cost the Club nothing and I will
b.ring Buneau-Varilla from France •" The Committee doubted his
success, but gave him leave to try. His cable was soon on the
way and within twenty-four hours received a favorable reply.
The Frenchman came, he spoke for the Panama route as the
only logical one and he conquered. The audience, including
many who were not members of the Club, was convinced by his
arguments. There was ona man present however, who decided
that immediate action was necessary if the United Stat&s was
to be saved. from a serious mistake. This was Mr. Jacob Schmidlapp,
and here, as the sequel will show, another angel., an angel with
dark wings·, takes his place beside the God of Chance, awaiting
his cue to act.
Mr. Schmidlapp.was enthusiastic. With the speaker's
permission, he ordered';the telephone operator of the Queen City
Club ·to get Mr. Myron rr, Herrick of Cleveland on the line,
wherever in the United States he might be. Fortune favored
and in a few words Mr. Schmidlapp convinced. Mr. Herrick that he
must give Buneau-Varilla hearing at which, if possible,
Mr. Mack Hanna, the power behind the throne, should be present.
Mr.·Herrick acted promptly. Buneau-Varilla was invited to come
to Cleveland and at a luncheon given by Mr. Herrick, presented
his arguments to a representative company of the leading men of
that City. Mr. Hanna was detained in washington by im~ortant
business, but wired Mr. Herrick to note carefully what the
distinguished engineer might say. Suffice it to add that all
who heard him in Cleveland were convinced.
Then at the suggestion of the Cincinnati Gomme~cial Club,
the Commercial Cl~b of Boston invited him to address it. On
this occasion Secretary Long and·Mr. Rufus Choate were present
and again the Frenchman triumphed. The snow-ball which had
started to roll at that chance meeting in the Parisian Cafe,
was now well on its way gathering speed and volume with every
revolution. Other important bodies, among them the New York
Board of Trade, listened to Buneau-Varilla'e Donvincing logic,
and in the and he reached Mr. Hanna and the work was done.
Mr. Morgan died hard, but the tide had turned, the canal was
built. across ~anama, and we have lived to· see its success.
But Chance had not finished his role, and in this scene
the angel of the darker wings receives his cue.
. Several years later Mr. Schmidlapp and hie daughter went
to France. Then came the terrible accident in which the
young girl lost her life and he was seriously injured.
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Chance had brought Mr. Ault, a member of that Program
Committee of the Commercial Club, to Paris and he took
charge of everything. Mr~ Schmidlapp, lying in the hospital
crushed and broken, desired to return to Cincinnati at once
with his daughter's body, but there were difficulties. There
were miles of red-tape to untangle; it was in the early Fall
and returning American tourists were crowding every steamer;
no reservations were obtainable.
·
In this crisis Mr. Ault thought of Buneau-Varilla and
wired him the full particulars, at his Country home. The
grateful Frenchman had not forgotten the enthusiastic
American who, after his address in Cincinnati, had p~t in a
call for Herrick "anywhere in the United States," and upon
.receipt of the telegram hastened to P~ris, leaving his wife
to wire that he .had started.
•'

Then what a slashing of red tape ensued, ·and as for
steamer accommodations--well--probably to this day certain
well-to-do Americana are wondering why their de-luxe reservations were so mysteriously cancelled. Possibly they might
not have bean so furious if they had known in what a worlddrama they were playing a minor part.
But the dr~ma is ended, Chance and the darker angel
have played their parts and left the stage. Many of the
other actors.have gone to their long rest and their liNes
are forgotten. Only the theme of the plot remains, and
that is that for the selection of the Panama route for ita
successful Trans-Oceanic Canal, the United States is, 'in
the ultimate analysis, indebted to one man, and he a
Cincinnatian--Lucien wulsin.
Frederick
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ST, FRANCIS OF ASSISI by Gilbert Chesterton

Chesterton has succeeded in this little sketch of
st. Francis of Assisi in recreating the background of that
marvelous century that so closely resembles our own. In
that thirt'eenth century, Europe wakened from its long sleep
and stretched ou.t its arms to grasp again the knowledge, the
beauty and the poetry that had belonged to it before it laid
itself down to the long sleep of the Dark Ages. There seems
to be alaw of periodicitY. in the flowering of the human mind.
About once in every half-millennium throughout history, we
find the recurrence of periods when the ship of human progress
appears to tack, to. turn in another. directio~ and to embark
upon a new course. Always preceding such movements, there
is a period of stir. The sails hang flapping from tha masts,
the ship seems to be becalmed, and then suddenly the wind
fills the sails, the boat swings around and is off in a new
direction, with the wind blowing full.
we have just passed through one of these changes in the
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direction of human thought and· are now running before the
wind in the direction of scientific progress. We can still
remember the uncertainty of direction; the· flapping of the
sails, the hesitancy of the captain, the uncertainty as to
the direction from which· the wind might be expected, the
fear that if we changed our course, the ship might be driven
upon the rooks. We can still hear faintly the voices of belated
pilgrims warning us that unless we place our sails in euO.h ··
fashion as to avoid the gales of evolution, our ship will
inevitably be driven upon the rocks.
The men of the thirteenth century passed through the same
experience. Their ship changed ita course and ·after it had
caught the full·breeze, drove forward through the wonderful
period of the Renaissance. All Europe is marked today by the
buildings erected during that wonderful century. The cathedrals
and stained glass, the stirrings of imagination in the hearts
and minds of men make that century stand forth as a beacon
light across the centuries of darkness that preceded it.
Chesterton has rendered to his readers a great service in
reminding them that the cred"it for the ship driving forward
upon its new course must properly b'e given to the pioneer who
first insisted that the sails be shifted to catch the breeze
that was beginning to blow from another quarter. The winds of
heaven drove the ship of European civilization upon its course
through the 13th, 14th and 16th centuries, and carried the
vessel on through the marvelous years of the Renaissance, but
it was St. Francis of Aseiei who was the pioneer that arranged
the sails to catch the breeze.
If.history is to be interpreted as the record of great
personalities, st. Francis of Assisi is not a mere sign poet
along the road of history. He is one of the great mountains
that have turned and. deflected the stream of civilization. He
was not merely a saint, he was a poet, a man of action, a
warrior, a man of affairs and a man of vision, "one of the few,
the immortal names that were not born to die •"
At the moment when the Christian church had· reached the
high water mark of extravagance, when the Pope at Rome was
arrogating t,o himself a power, spiritual and temporal, that
made him actually king of kings and lord of lords, and was
clothed -in regal splendor surpassing the Caesars, Francis of
Aesisi assumed the brown tunic of a peasant and discarding the
girdle, fastened it round his waist with a piece of rope and
staTted for Rome to interview the Pope. So great was the power
of his personality that as Chesterton says "Tan years later
that makeshift costume was the uniform of BOQO men; and a
hundred years l~ter, in that, for a pontifical panoply, they
laid great Dante in the grave."
·
Those who were fortunate enough to hear the oratorio of
st. Francis of Asaisi sung at the May Festival, will remember
the strange, weird thrill of the music of Pierna and the
mysticism that characterized the treatment of the stigmata, and
the death of St. Francia. They will recall the wide difference
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between this mysticism and the clear, free sweep of the hymn
of praise, the Canticle to the Sun, The oratorio 1 however
is ununderstandable i~ we think of st. Francis of Assisi a~
mer,ly a saint,
·
The great accomplishment of Gilbert Chesterton in his
biography of st. Francis of Assiai, is that he does effectively
present the picture of the man, not as the headings of his
chapters would seem to indicate, in a aerial series of
photographs--"Francis the Fighter, Francia the Builder
La Jongleur de Dieu, The Little Poor Man, The Mirror of
Christ, The Miracles and Death," but as a real artist draws
a portrait, witq all the contradictions and inconsistencies
that together make up the whole consistency we recognize as
.·the individual; a man so great, so strong, so catholic.that
he was at the same time poet and realist, revolutionist and
organ~zer, destroy~r and builder, beggar and ruler, saint
and s1nne~; a man who threw open the doors of the Renaissance
and who closed the gates upon the Dark Ages. As Chesterton
says, "While it was yet twilight, a figure appeared silently
and suddenly upon a little hill above the city~ dark against
the fading darkniss, for it was the end of a long and stern
night, a night of vigil not unvisited by stars. He stood·
with his hand.s lifted, as in eo many statues and pictures, •
and about him was a buret of birds singing: and behind him
was the break of day,"
Chesterton has succeeded in this biography in surprassing
the religious fanaticism that too often characterizes tr~e
lives of Catholic saints when written by a Roman Catholic.
Chesterton is himself a Romanist but~ to his credit, it must
be said that while in no way concealing his religious interpretation of the miracles of st. Francis, ·he does not
offensively parade his views but presents a picture of the
man's relation to his time that can be accepted by either
believer or non-believer. Chesterton makes st. Francis
understandable by fi~ing his position in history. The
chapter in which Chesterton contrasts our pre.sent speed-mad
world with the world st. Francis Found is rich in Chestertonian
wit. For instance, he says, "Modern irmovation haa·substituted
journa~ism for history, or for t.hat tradition that is the
gossip of history." Again, "Newspapers not only deal with
news but they deal ;with everything as if it were .entirely ne·w.
Tutankhamen, f.or instance, was entirely new." And finally,
:To begin the story of st. Francis with the birth of
st. Francis would be to miss the whole point of the story, or
rather, not to tell the story at all. It is necessary to
realize into what sort of a world Francis entered and what had
been the history of that world, at least, in .so far as it
affected him.~'
With this as a prelude, Chesterton enters into an
interpretation of the p1eaning of the Dark Ages and their .
relation to the pagan civilization and Christianity which is
inten~ely fascinating. It is too long an argument to be evan
summarized in the space of a Budget Paper, but I commend the
argument to avery reader,. and whether he agrees or not, he
will find·~uch food for thought in a Roman Catholic's
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interpretation of the Dark·Ages as a revolt against and a
penance for the extreme naturalism of the Greek and Roman
civilizations. The Greeks and the Romans, by their nature
worship and over emphasis upon sex, had, as Chesterton says~
"really defiled their own earth and even their own heaven. **
Nothing could purge this obsession but a religion that was
literally unearthly. It was·no good telling sueh people to
have a natural religion full of stars and flowers; there was
not a flower or even a star that had not been stained. They
had to go into the desert where they could find no flowers or
even into the cavern where they could see ne stars. Into that
desert and that cavern, the highest human intellect entered
for some four centuries, and it was the very wi~est thing it
could do,"
We must hurry over the sketch of the activities of
Francis as a·clerk in his father's warehouse, a soldier of
fortune, an enthusiast who, as a literalist might say, robbed
his father to start building a church, who deserted society and
became a recluse, who welcomed the lepers, who lived in a cave
in abject poverty, and who suddenly emerged frpm this cava of
misery and became a troubadour, singing his Canticle to the Sun.
Phe life of Francis of Assisi is so strangely woven of
inconsistencies and paradoxes, that one is really driven to
accept the Chestertonian interpretation that hie life is only
intelligible to skeptics if we assume that for st. Francis the ·
love of God was as personal as for ordinary men is the love of
a woman. If we think of the strange madnees&e that poets have
exhibited in the fervor of devotion to a woman, and can imagine
Francis with a poet's soul,. yielding his devotion as love, not
to an abstract God, but to a God that was to him personal, real
and individual, we commence to understand how st. Francis in one
aspect of his devotion, was an ascetic, in another, a troubadour
singing the praises of his love. We can then comprehend the·
intense individuality of st. Francis, and can distinguish
between what W& call pantheism and what et. Francie called love
of God's creatures.
The quality that stands out in ·Francis of Assisi, however,
is hie marvelous power over men. He was ·a true democrat. To
him, a man was always an individual and never ~arely a member
of the species. The order of friars that st. Francis instituted
was ae different from the monastic orders as was the· Salvation
Army in the conception of Booth froin the High Church of England.
The friars represented the revolt of the time against the·
orderliness of life that ha-d been imposed upon men during· the
Dark Ages. The friars were the hobos and I. w. W.'s of the
thirteenth century. They were the gypsies and troubadours, the
men who would not be bound down by material things. As
Chesterton says, "The whole point of a monk was that his economic
affairs were settled for good; he knew where he would get his
supper, though it was a very plain supper• But the whole point
of a friar was that he did not know where he would get his supper.
There was always a possibility that he might get no supper."
The high water mark of Chesterton's essay is' to be found,
despite Chesterton's own criticism of the modern nov~ as
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beginning at the last chapter, in the discussion in the last
chapter of the miracles and death of st. Francis. Here
Chesterton becomes n'ot biographical but autobiographical and
interprets his own Roman Catholic belief in miracles. The
keenness of his sarcasm is no where more perfectly revealed.
Words are shining rapiers, and over and over again a skeptic
reading the chapter is forced to admit that Chesterton has
pierced his guard and forced home the blade. Chesterton says,
"Everybody knows by this time that science ha.s had its revenge
on scepticism. A man in Voltaire's time did not know what
miracles he would next have to throw up. A man in our time
does not know what miracles he will next have to swallow. 11
We do not have to accept the Roman Catholic viewpoint,
however, to agree·with Chesterton in hie appreciation of the
_greatness of St. Francis of Assiei. Whether.he was a saint
possessed of mira.culous powers, whether he was a fanatic deprived of ordinary common sense, as we think of the tremendous
role that he played in history, we can appreciate the
description of his death as given by Chesterton: 11 What was
passing from the world was a person; a poet; an outlook on
life like a light that was.never after on sea or land; a thi~g
not to be replaced or.repeated while the earth endures. It
has been said that there was only one Christian, who died on•
the cross; it is truer to say in this sense that there was
only one Franciscan, whose name was Francis."
Henry Bentley

3.

The Flapper

.
.
It is a characteristic of age to drop into reminiscence.
But it is most particularly a mark of age to ascri~e all
virtue to times past and to find fault with the present. So
I cannot but believe that the critics of the flapper are too
old to keep up with.the times. 11 Flapper 11 as a word is unlovely.
If you look in the dictionary you will find that a flap is
anything broad and flexible hanging loosely and fastened on
one side. And a flapper.is one who flaps or a flipper. This
definition shows how quickly our language can change. It.is
also an example of a definition that does not define. The
modern flapper is neither broad nor is she fastened on one
side--I believe most of her clothes are not fastened at all-apparently they slip on and stay put. She may be flexible but
she does not hang loosely. As a rule she is trim and taut.
She is the modern young woman dressed more becomingly and
sensibly than ever young woman dressed before. Think of the
dreadful things we can remember--hoop-skirts, bustles, mutton
leg sleeves, trains that swept the dust, armor-like corsets,
starched petticoats, bodices with innumerable hooks and eyes
down the back--all hideous and more or less instrwuents. of
torture. Then look at the girl of the day in her lovely and
sensible garments. I like her in short skirts an~ I like
her in knickerbo<~kers. They seem to me to be a Vlsible
testimony of new and better things.
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Now in all ages of the world men have had women as their
main interest in life. ·We never grow too old to enjoy them.
Yet in all ages of the world certain old men and old women
have been sure that youth was hurrying along the broad road
that leads to destruction. This was never more true than
today. But the world I take it is as far from destruction as
ever.
There is in girlhood and young womanhood a divine joy of
life. There is the beauty that the flowers possess. The
young women have in a mQre abundant measure than is given to
males a spontaneous gaiety and a charm that from the time of
Eve to the dear and happy girl I met yesterday has made men
wonder, worship and adore. This charm is too subtle for
analysis or descriution. But take it away and how dreary
would be the world: If the earth were peopled Qnly by males
and were replenished not by the processes of natural selection-the love of the man for the woman and the glowing affection of
the woman for the man--who would want to live in it? To the
girl there belongs by right the privilege of a radiant youth.
She should laugh and play. She -should, as she does in fact,
scatter sunshine where ever she goes. And I believe that the
girl of today is happier than ever before. Certainly she
is freer and freedom means happiness.
The economists·tell us that we are beginning a new era when
woman is coming to her own--she votes and meets man on more or
less equal terms in the gainful professions and occupations.
That is true. We have on every hand the daily evidence of the
enlarged suhere which woman occupies. But the flapper herself
is ihe be sf answer to any eupposi tion that the woman herself
has changed. And I do not believe that the ambitions of young
women have changed. The feminine is too eternal for that. A
young man has many ambitions--he desires honor, wealth, power
and position. If you go to Women's Clubs and hear the speeches
you may be tempted to half believe the bunk youhear and to
think that woman wants her own place in the sun--that she wishes
-independence and freedom to express herself. In fact you might
even hear that there is an inbred enmity between the male and
the female and that the best which can be hoped is that the
sexes may preserve an armed neutrality. All of which is purely
false. What the woman desires is a man--a home of her own and
the dignity and joy which comes from the lawful possession of
a man.
Now the flapper looks·neckless-•she often gets herself up
so she looks more than reckless but t0 impute to her attractive
dress an undesirable state of morals-~that is an evidence· of
an unclean imagination. The young woman is so fullof the joy
of life that she bubbles over, she even everveeces. And in the
days that are gone the liquor that everveeced was esteemed the
best. But, that young people are really different from what
they have been in ages past or that there is any more wickedness
now than in previous times, I do not believe. And I rejoice in
the flapper. In my youth there were in the hotels dreary
"Lady Entrances" and still more dreary dining rooms for ladies.
The sexes were shepherded apart. · Madame Trollope, says that at
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parties in Cincinnati ninety years ago the men kept to themselves and the women to themselves. And her picture of
early Cincinnati makes one sure that America is a much.better
place to live in, than was formerly the case. A girl was kept
in seclusion and never went abroad unattended. Somehow I
suspect the virtue that had to be so ostentatiously guarded.
It may be some of the young women of today abuse their
privileges--yet I doubt it--they are more frank that is all.
Brigham Young used to say that ne had a great love for
good women--he demonstrated it. If accounts are correct
Brigham put up with a lot of the most drab drear and unattractive women imaginable. Had he lived in the age of the Flapper
he would have wished to marry them all. He once remarked
that women were the main resource of Utah which induced
.·Prentice to observe that Brigham believed in husbanding his
resources. Now I do not feel exactly as Brigham might have
felt--! have no desire to marry every flapper I see. But
I love to see them and I admire them immensely. Many of them
come from uninteresting homes. Yet they have risen superior
to their environment. Many of them are making their own way
in the world but they know how to dress--they know how to ma~e
themselves attractive, and if there is powder and paint and
hosiery very much in evidence--why find fault. That is the •
fashion and fashion with woman is supreme.
Of course, I will not admit that the girls of my f.araway
youth were lacking in grace, charm and beauty. They wera
lovely. The happiest recollections of life center about them.
But with me age cannot wither nor custom stale my admiration
for the most beautiful, the most animated and the most inspiring
thing which God has given to man and the girls of today have my
unquestioned approbation--and I wish that old Herrick, who was
so .stirred by the 11 tempestuous petticoat" might be here to
celebrate tham adequately.
James A. Green

4.

The Complete Librarian

It is doubtful whether any profession demands so many
antithetical qualities as that of the librarian. He must be
perforce a booki-sh man and .a business man, something of the
pedant with ·a dash of .·the politician, diploma tic yet simple,
yielding but inflexable, able at once to placate the patrons
of the juvenile department and savants the most abstruse.
A preference for seclusion, clositered leisure and undisturbed
meditation must be coupled with energy in the market place, a
rare knack for quick and correct decisi.ons, and a liking-or at least a tolerance--for men of all sorts. His mind must
range from first folios to card systems, from incunabula to
Dewey's decimals, from Aldus and,Elzivier to Conde Nast, from
Cynewulf to Harold Bell Wright. With all these distractions
he is continually obliged to heed that pristine injunction
of the tree librarian 11 to read unceasing,and unceasing read."
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Whether
se virtues have ever conjoined in a single
individual is question. But most of them are present in
Edmund L. Pi son, who presides over what he has described as
a cozy little library, about the size of a royal palace,
situated at the corner of Forty SecondStreet and Fifth Avenue,
in the City of New York.
. That he has so many of the qualities which go to make up the
complete librarian appears not only from his accomplishments in
his own profession, but from his writings. For in the midst of
all his activities he still transends the functions which he has
laid down for the custodian of books, and is not only guardian of
the armory but a forger of weapons as well. Unlike most other
librarians who write, he.tells not only of the books he distributes
but also of the people who use them. They are a strange and
motley crew, which ranges from those simple souls who ask vaguely
for a book, without knowing its title or author, to annotators
who scribble 'How perfectly true• on margins, scratch out oaths
and draw a pencil through every reference to strong drink, or
write extended comments on fly leaves, generally beginning
'The author of this book is a pig-headed fool.• Then there are
the snippers, who clip out paragraphs and illustrations which
please them, and are wholly unable to realize that they have
done anything in the least unusual. And of course there is the
vast horde of genealogists, mostly women, who charge upon
librarians demanding ancestors. From all of them Pierson has
suffered. He ha.s set up a pretty little hell for them, in which
the genealogists-~to give a single example--are made to entertain
at. elaborate luncheons their actual forbears. Another type of
library pest who comes in for a corresponding disregard, is the
literary bluffer. Pierson tells of one who, having received a
prize for best answering the question 1 If you were cast away on
a desert island what one hundred books would you most prefer to
have?', was actually marooned .with the books he had selected.
The unfortuna.te man went mad with nothing to read but Tasso,
Goethe, the Koran and the ninety seven other monuments of
literature he had chosen because it seemed the proper thing to
do. In the same vein he describes a device, unfortunately
mythical, something like a tiny thermometer, which when affixed
invisably to the back of a book registers the degree of real
interest with which it is read. One of its many victims is the
ponderous Mrs. Crumpet, a women·• s clubber ,· who while returning
a history of the Flemish Renaissance--mostly uncut but found
very helpful--glances over a copy of Marie Corrielli 1 s Thelma
which is lying on the receiving desk. Unfortunately 1 Thelma 1
happens to have one of the interest gauges attached; and the
indicator promptly runs up to 140 and then breaks the glass in
trying .to get higher.
eL\..

P~rson's

.

disrespect for the literary sham is one of hie
cardinal characteristics. Naturally the very modern group of
gloomy Russians, dyspeptic intellectuals, yielding pacifists
and all those other 'slightly billious young men and women
who live in constant fear of be~ng considered Mid-Victorian•
come in for his sincere disapproval. Any one who sees much of
the Menckens and Nathans, the Knophs, the Sultzers and Boni
and Liverwrights, will appreciate tlle neatness of hi.s under-
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standing. 11 There novelists" he says "hold up the slacker
the sneak and the deserter for sympathy and admiration; their
story tellers discuss their own bodily functions as if they
were old grannies gossiping in a sanatorium, or wheezy club
with disordered livers. And this senile chatter is hailed •••
as the cry of youth. 11 He takes them very cheerfully, however,
and laughs at their apparent belief that there has been a
lapse into forgetfulness about sex on the part of the human
race and that something ought to be published on the subject. ·
And they have suddenly discovered politics and economics, .and
are frightfully disturbed about them. But much of their
trouble, he. ·thinks, .is because they need exercise and a change
from eccentric food; and that.a shower bath would greatly
brighten their views on life and art and literature.
It must not be inferred that because Pierson has so
little liking for what he calls the 1 crew of little Russians,
to whom the sour stomach is a prerequisite of great literature,'
that he lacks the broad diversity of taste which is essential
to the complete librarian. On the contrary his reading is so
wide and on such a variety of subjects that it is hard to
understand how, in the forty six years of his life he bas
found time to range so many and so extensive fields. Indeed •
it seems impossible, when one considers the manifold interruptions to which his work as librarian must.have subjected
him. Often times he must have lamented with Master Enock Sneed
"I am so bepestered and bothered by persons insinuating themselves into the library to get books that frequently I am near
my wits .end. There have been days when I w~s sca.rse able to
read for two hours consecutive without some .donkey breaking in
upon my peace~" His study of Curious Books alone would have
filled most of the time of the ordinary bookman. As he carefully explains, he does not mean by Curious Books the works ·
which are listed as 'Curiosa' in the second-hand book dealers
cataloguea--ujust bad enough to invite a leer and not actually
bad enough to be prohibited." The most tiresome shelf in a
book shop, he considers to be that ~row of red and white books
which comprises the six or seven erotic classics of Italy and
France.• Curiosa means for him rather those odd and unusual
books which as he says either deal with a strange subject or
which by their manner fall into a peculiar class of their
own--not infrequently that of unintentional humour. Among
these later he mentions Farmer's Americanisms, Old and New,
published in London as late as 1889, from which is cited the
definition of 'Jag' as a slang term for an umbrella; proved
by the following quotation from the Albany Journal.
"He came in very late (after an. unsuccessful attempt
to unlock the front door with his umbrella) through
an unfastened coal-hole in the sidewalk. Coming to .
himself towa.rd daylight, he found himself--spring
overcoat, silk hat, JAG and all--stretched out in the
bath tub."
In a totally different manner are those moral little
books of the 1 30s and '40s, whose stamped covers 11 like the
cases which used to enclose daguerreotypes suggest pet
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lambs and pantalettes, forget-me-nota and maiden-reserve."
Pierson wonder.s, while smiling at their gentle though gloomy
moralizing, whether the authors of that day were probably not
as far off in their pictures of model maiden-hood as are the
.novelists of the present in showing the flapper, who is really
something very different than scott Fitzgerald and Edna Ferber
have shown her. Another curious book, which Pierson remembers
as having delighted his boyhood is the catalogue of a •certain
fi~m• which back in the 1880s used to purvey such playful
devices as explosive cigars, boutonieres which would squirt a
stream of water at the innocent beholder., fire eating outfits
and the like. How vell I remember that book1 Peck and Snyder
was the name of the • certain firm. 1 My copy disappeared, just
as did Pierson's. It was probably confiscated, as his was, by
tiresome elders who could not appreciate these 'amiable tricks, 1
which •were supposed to provide the utmost in refined entertainment and to represent a nice taste in humour.•
Equally liable to confiscation was that other class of
Curious Books, the Dime Novel of these same weird 180s. Our
perfect librarian expounds upon it at length and most sympathetically. 11 I can not sentimentalize over it," he says, 11 as I
never read a dime novel until I was thirty, owing to a trick
played upon me by my parents. They never forbade me to read
dime novels at all." But now he discusses them seriously,
considering Deadwood Dick, Old Cap Collier and The Gambler Pirate,
or Bessie the Lady of the Lagoon, as forming an interesting
By-path in the development of American literature, no less
significant than the English chap book of a century-ago. To
patronize one and neglect the other seems to him nothing short
of intellectual snobbery, a thing he cannot abide, The wonder
is that there was such an intense opposition to them on the part
of parents and teachers. For they are so moral, so reeking with
elegance and perfect rectitude as compared with many two dollar
novels of today, that Pierson finds them, for all their boasted
sensationalism, their high flown sentiments and their artificial
situations, merely pathetic. And he points out, with examples,
that in them property rights were never confused, sexual ethics
were of the strictest, and the rules of delicacy in the treatment
of elegant females we+e those of a refined seminary for young
ladies. The horror inspired by them he finds hard to understand,
and asks whethe1· it was not because. they were new and popular
and there ~be bad, on the theory that anything which is
widely enjoyed--like the cigarette and the moving picture show-is necessarily wicked.
Even those of us who, either because of the complacency or
the opposition of our parents knew Old Sleuth only from glancing
at h:tm on the news-stands, can agree with Pierson as to the dime
novel. But our acoord is even more complete when he propounds
the theory that "nothing can make us look upon a man with so
friendly an eye as the discovery that be belonged to our own
period and shared our special enthusiasims about leading in the
years tha.t lay between our sixth birthday and the sixteenth.
It is something to find a librarian so catholic in his tastes
that he can not only enjoy but quote .such verses as those about
the De .Gustibus, with his gentle, expansible smile; the
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ictheausorus who lived when the earth was all porous; and the
Aztec fragments which used to appear in st. Nicholas when we
were from six to sixteen. Only those of us who happened to be
young in 1887 ca.n get the full of savour of
A Tam-a-sha.nter dog, and a plaintive piping frog,
And a cat whose one extravagence was clothes,
Went to see a bounding bug dance a jig upon a rug,
While a beetle balanced bottles on his nose.
There are few things in all prosody like that last line.
Nonesense, Oh yes, and intended to be. But trailing what
clouds of memoryl Pierson, who is of course of the elect,
tells how he recently purchased from a noble book-seller some
twenty of the old red bound volumns, with golden morning
glories on the cover, and spent the next sunday afternoon
with three or four other doddering old men of forty renewing
his youth. In these old pages appeared first the Admiral's
Caravan and Davy and the Goblin, of fragrant memory. It is
quite the easy and general thing to quote Alice in Wonderland;
almost as much a shibboleth to culture as Ornar once was •.
But only a select few know the .Oockalorum and Ribsey the cab- .
horse and the Goblin who was not only absent minded but absent
bodied. And with what admiration do we meet a learned
librarian who recalls those amazing stories of Frank Stockton,
and the illustrations which accompanied them! He mentions
the Griffon and the Minor Canon and we remember Old .Pipes and
the Dryad; or speaks of the adventures of the Aristocrats·who
sailed away and slowly through the haze of memory rises the
stately Fragil Palm. We find ourselves at one with him in
his pity for the boys of today with their tales of aeroplanes
and radio sets. "Poor little devils, 11 he says "They hadn 1 t
the books I had. Those whose golden consulship is that of
Wilsoncnd Harding are out of luck compared with us of the
days of Cleveland and Harrison. 11
Those who .do not sympathize, who have wholly grown up,
may find this childish and trivial. Let them turn to another
enthu~iasm of this most diverse biblophile. They may prefer
him as a connoisseur of murder. For he is a fol~ower of
De Quincey in considering murder as one of the f1ne arts.
"The interest in murder" he says "is shared by almost every
,
one, except a few who think the subject is low and degrading. 11 ·
He quotes John Payn as hazarding a guess that every one person
in five hundred fs an undiscovered murderer; and adds the
comment of H. B. Irving that this gives us a real hope, almost
a certainity that we may know at least one such person among
our acquaint~nces. Personally, I have known two; a record in
which I take a pardonable pride. The comparative frequency of
~urder has inspired Pierson to a serious study of the phenomena,
considering it as a searching of the human heart of its darkest
and most strange moments. With his real hatred of sham he
waves aside all the cant and pretended lack of interest which
many assume when the first pages of the newspapers are streaming
with some deed of mystery. He hastens, however, to assure us
·
bru t a1 and stupid murders have no real
that ord1nary,
t t attraction.
nd
"To collect murders" he warns us, "requires care, as e a
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judgment. To amass an indiscriminate heap of orchids, of
Italian rapiers, or of opals, with no criterion except the
utterly absurd one of, say, size, is to fill your house with
rubbish. The great gallery of murderers has .no room for a
horde of rough and tumble slayers. 11 The true connoisseur is
more discriminating, and will not admit such crude affairs as
that which occured on the roof of Madison Square Garden some
fifteen years ago. For his guidance--Pierson gets up certain
standards. No one could more properly assume the task, nor be
considered a better authority. In fact he has written the
standard work on the subject. It is a brilliant book, with the
fascinating title Six Studies in Murder. Here are discussed
with perfect detail and nice discrimination, such mysteries as
the Borden Case,--'that flawless jewel of murders•--the unexplained doing away of the distinguished Mr. Nathan back in the
70s, and that extraordinary slaughter on the high seas ~or which
Mate Bram may or may not have been responsible. Again, in a
general essay, every really famous murder of the last .hundred
years is touched upon:--Parkman and Webster, Madaline Smith the
poisoner, the Patrick, Rice and Elwell cases and dozens of
others •. The hope is present, that some day, he will undertake a
complete analysis of all of them. Being thus qualified, we may
take seriously or at least as seriously as he wishes, the
principles which he establishes as governing pure murders;
in which he folloVTs, though in the light of later research, the
standards set up by. De Quincey. The subject is approached by
elimination. Outside of the class worthy of consideration
come political assasinations, as they contain other issues
than the problem of actual murder. In like manner are excluded
crime passionel, for jealous lovers, foresaken maidens, injured
husbands and discarded mistresses are forever killing some one
or other. Such are merely stuff for the yellow press, the folk
who dote upon them vulgarians and riff-raff. Murders committed
by mad men have no place in the study of murder, nor in general
those killings which accompany a.robbery. Such wholesale killers
as H. H. Holmes and M. Landru are also to be ignored, murder with
them not being a master stroke, but an addiction. It will be seen
that pure murders are really .very few. But in almost all of the
types enumerated Pierson discovers beautiful exceptions, each
of which was 1 that element of mystery which ought to colour
every real murder, or which possess some other feature to lift
them out of the ruck. And it is this which makes the study of
mutdere so enticing to the connoisseur, the search always to see
whether a particular specimen is worthy of being added to ones
collection or discarded as mere dross.
Of all these matters to which Pierson has turned, as a
relief it may be from the common places of library administration,
he seems to relish--next to murder--the literary hoax. Chatterton
enraging learned men with the s~rious works of T. Rowlie, Ireland's
Shakesperian forgeries, Vrain Benis Lucas selling by the hundreds
autograph le~tere of Sapho, Julius Caesar and Mary Magdelain greatly delight hlm. All these he discusses seriously and adds certain
modern instances: such as the Cruise of the Kawa· Spectra, a book
of radical verse which abolished all the rules and was acclaimed
· by the devotees of various new schools of poetry; and the
Larrovitch Centenary celebrating the famous and wholly mythical
Russian author Feodor Vladimer Larrovitch. None of these compares,
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however, with.a literary hoax which Pierson himself perpetrated
quite unconsclously he assures us. In 1909 he published a
'
little pamphlet, under the title An Old Librarian's Almanac
by Jared Bean, curator in the middle of the eighteenth
'
century of the Connecticut Society of Antiq~arians in
New Haven. We have his word that there was no int~nt in hie
min~ to deceive anybody. But the New York Sun took the book
ser1ously and reviewed it for a column and a half. Hamil ton
Mabie did the same thing in the Outlook. While Sir William Osler
declared that it took him in completely and fooled all the
members of the Colophon Club in London •. Pierson admits that he
was greatly embarrassed, and hastened to proclaim his authorship and innocent purpose. No one would believe him and for
two years he was bombarded with printed articles letters and
t.elegrams insisting that the almanac was genuine: He adds
modestly t~at the book is quite forgJtten now. But it deserves
a.reprint lf only for the following confession of faith which
m1ght well be taken to heart by every librarian.
There is none so Felicitious as the Librarian and
none with so small a cause of Ill-Content, Je~lously
or Rancour. No other profession is like his ••.•
No other is so Happy ••.. The Librarian •. ministers
to the Wisdom and Delight of Mankind, increases his
Knowledge, lives surrounded by Noble Thoughts of great
Minds, and can take no Concern of pecuniary success
foreasmuch as such a thing is not within the Boundrles
of possibility.
The Librarian, as he can not hope for Wealth (nor
fret his head about it) so he ca.n not expect to .
achieve Fame. • • • The durable Result of his labours
are not visable to the eye, and if at all he receive
Honour it is for his private character as a Man.
His Brother Librarians may know and esteem him as an
Ornament to their Profession, and that is his
sufficient Reward.
He lives protected, avericious neither for Money
nor of World Fame, and happy in the Goodliest of
all Occupations--the Pursuit of Wisdom.
This then is how Edmund L. Pierson looks at his profession.
The work he has accomplished, the position he ha.s gained, the
wide diversity of·his interests, and his development as a
. Complete Librarian indicate how perfectly he has followed
these principles.
Alfred M. Cressler
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Announcement of Radio Concert, May 30th, 2025 A.D.
Broadcast Symphonic Drama
"The Age of Unre at 11
with
.
The Razz-Jag Philharmonic Orcheatra of Cincinnati and
.
London
(With apologies .to the authors of the Symphony Programs)
Broadcaster: This justl~ famous symphonic drama, composed by
George Cohan, the founder of the Razz-Jag School, was first
rendered by the Cincinnati Symphony Or.chestra at that city
under the leadership of Fritz Reiner upon the evening of
February 29th, .1926.
This new musical form, a composite blending of the rag and
jazz schools, wa.s the first to make possible symphonic portrayal
of the Dream-Drama, in which the characters and events are
symbolically presented through a unique and f~scinating orchestral
technique.
"The Age of Unrest" is a charming phonetic picture of certain
conventional episodes in the so-ca.lled domestic life of a young
couple, joined in wedlock in accordance with the marriage institution and conventions of that period. The music, though
written strictly to program, combines a dramatic and clinical
treatment of the psychopathic material, sho~ing also theinfluence of the naturalistic interpretation of life in relation
to social institutions and customs peculiar to a neurotic
generation.
Throughout the first two movements in which the composition
is scored, a group of artists, dissociated from the orchestra
proper, render a colorful tonal background hauntingly reminiscent
of the harmonic blending of piano-~layer, phonograph and wireless
static. The sustained barking of the klaxon and the occasional
scream of the siren accentuate the rhythmic realism, creating a
vague but convincing atmosphere of unrest, which is richly
redolent of Sybaritic delinquency.

.

Russell Wilson, writing for the Cincinnati Post, said of
this masterpiece:
1 see the picturesque ruins of domestic felicity
ruthlessly hurled hither and thither in the titanic grip of a
devastating cyclone of wood-winds, brasses and strings. I see
phantom forms in a haze of blue, writhing in rhythmic abdominal
gyra tiona to .the urge of seductive but baleful jungle songs. I
see a tossing sea., and then I see no more, for my ears are
blinded with a veritable rainbow of orche stra.tion. 11
11

The first movement is written in A-flat. The bass drum
announces the theme in the first four measures. The snare-drums
then join their voices in the staccato pronouncement, which is
repeated at intervals by the kettle-drums in variant octaves.
This striking figure is given out with vigor and virility,
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the tuba joining in the play with a graceful series of joyous
trills.. The brasses and wood-winds build up an orthodox
foundat1on for the developing theme, vociferously sung by the
dr~ms in hypnotic ca~ence and repeated by the tambourines with
sor.le comment • A ser1es of brilliant cadenzas contributed by
the trombones endow the graceful, flowing therr.e with a piquancy
and flavor.dur~ng the gradual augmentation and quaint recital
of the dom1nat1ng unrest motive.
Presently the wood-winds and brasses sound a yearning
minor ?horde and the Bride, sung by the first violins, raises
her vo1ce in a syncopated aria expressive of mood the
pleasant task being supported by the second violi~s and bass
viols.
'
.
The Groom, sung by the cello, joines his rich voice
a la duet with the first violin in plaintive utterance of a
counter-mood, at first only faintly protesting the lyric
complaint, but, as the fretful moods are stressed repeated
and echoed by the wood-winds, they become stridently divergent
fina~ly developing crescendo into a fortissimo of frank dis- '
sens1on--their first quarrel--given a poignant touch by the
sobbing saxaphones.
.
But what is this we hear projecting itself .into the tonal
arena? What but the .sibilant query of the oboe, the provocative
strumming of the banJO and the pulsing throb of the tom-tom in
subdued but spirited intonation of the African motive. The
violins .continue their contentious dialogue but with decreasing vehemence. The wood-winds and brasses waver as from
indecision, but soon respond sympathetically to the call of
the festive blues, finally persuading the strings to drop
their quarrel and to join the Ethiopian dementia in a backto-the-jungle figure of passion and fervor. The glorification of this riotous rhythm by the entire orchestra, a bewildering maze of primitive Terpsichorean ecstasy, concludes the
first measure in a veritable orgy of syncopated abandon.

J
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The second movement is in B-natural. In the opening
measure one hears the tintinnabulation of the symbolic triangle
in pungent prophecy of the culminating motive. There follows
for eight measures an impressive statement of~isodical
material. 11 The Jungle Song, 11 in variation, is repeated with
unabated verve, gradually developing into more fantastic
figures which are marvels of jovial grace and melancholic
tenderness.
The theme becomes embellished with silvery diaphane and
trilling sonority into a vivid stream of liquid poetry--the
music of moonlight carressed by an amorous surf.
The second subject is of exquisite sonority and amenity,-a brief and transient episode of serenity,--the lull before
the tempest of temperament sweeps the fires of the heart.
The strings and the wood-winds have interesting antiphonal
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discourse voicing a premonitory mood of coquetry--the flutes
entone figures of intriguing advances and the violins echo
challenging rejoinders. One feels the muted approach of a
creeping subject that is full of suspense.
The .measures that follow are a combination of free fantasia
and recapitulation throughout which the ghost of the first theme
forms a sub-strata of malign enticement. The flutes· and violins
develop from fascinating discourse to a delightful unity of
thought and purpose, whilst the cello, after remonstance full of
futile pleading, enters a passionate protest terminating in a
frank confession of disillusionment and chagrin.
The wood-winds and brasses, supported by the banjo and
xylophone, soto voco, reinstate the former motto of jungle portent
in a camouflage of the eloping voices of the flute and violin,
which are now heard as from a distance in a persuasive love
passage of rare beauty and distinction, gradually subsiding into
a significant silence of gripping intensity.
The fateful triangle rings down the curtain on the dramatic
episode, announcing the fulfillment of its prophecy and the
verification of the symbolism.
.
Dr. Otto P. Geyer in his memoirs-- 11 Great Men Who Have·
Known Me, 11 thus records his reactions.
·~

~ sea-green thought
11 Descriptive PsychologY in Music.
floating on the nebulous atmosphere of the subconscious. Dual
personalities of phosphorescent aura flitting to the rhythm of
star twinkle. A titanic mirage of jungle land enveloping a
modern Babylon of contentious mood. Imagine a symposium of
moonlight fantasy revealed in the heat and passion of a mid-day
sun, and you have a f.aint formula expressing the mystery and charm
of this delicately gorgeous but withal over-powering freudian
Symphony. n
William .R. Wood

THE MID-VICTORIAN HOME

JUNE 6, 1925

WILLIAM R. WOOD

Comparisons of the World-War Generation with ita parent
generation, or the Mid-Victorian Feriod, have been so constantly
and variously presented to the reflective mind, under so many
guises and disguises that they h~ve become somewhat threadbare.
Notwithstanding, the subject matter to my thinking still
holds pregnant interest far beyond a mara academic phase when
it is realized that cart·ain visible and invis ibla tra.nsi ti ons
of our .social and economic structure within a comparativalr few
years have tremendously and vitally affected something that has
heretofore been regarded as the most basic and beautiful of
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human institutions,--the home.
The home is lese of a. personal than a family possession

~nd ~oneaquantly any substantial change in the future or

~nc ioning of the home a.s compared to that of the
~lctorian Period necessarily has some significance

'

Midas regards
he relationship of the family to organized society.

These changes, in kind and degree, have operated in such
drastic manner, directly and indirectly, upon that one-time
unit of soc.ial organization, that it is as if our ship had
d~ifted fromsa~ure and pleasant moorings to unfamiliar waters
were new sound1ngs must seek a safe anchorage.
'
· Following the trend of much of our currant literature
this paper does not purport "to get anywhere" --but meral y to
examine from a personal angle the mutable aspect ot' the home
in relation t? some o~ the governing forces. This is a large
order and it 1s therefore only possible to superficially eurve
a portion of the premises somewhat· sketchically and in a
y
purely speculative mental frame.
It is not improbable that the observable differences in
the present generation are largely in the nature of reaction
to ob~arvable differences in the home, rather than the converse,
and if the treatment of this topic involves some inconsistencies
in this regard, as it doubtless does, it is but incidental to
the nature of the examining process employed.
That the average home of today is somet.hing quite different in very important respects from the home of our fathers
needs only the ~onfirmation of casual obeervance on the part of
anyone whose mind retains the picture or impression of the
average home of the nineties, which is so commonly a.nd somewhat
superciliously referred to as the "Mid-Victorian Period."
To those of us of .the over-lapping generation, whose
ideas of home are so largely founded on earlier associations
and who have passed into maturity under the influence of
'
notions, customs and material things now as nearly obsolete
as the horse-drawn vehicle, contrast rather than comparison is
suggested.
·Economic conditions have speeded up the whole tempo of
life to such an extant that we not only think of things in
different terms, but have accepted as well different values of
life. Whenever things whi.ch are rna tters of sentiment or
tradition conflict w.i th that which we regard as the practical
it. is the practical consideration which prevails and to which:
rightly or wrongly, :we accord the controlling value.
National characteristics are largely home characteristics
so that any substantial change in the home life becomes
'
eventually reflected in a national senee.
.
A man's home is his castle in a broader sensa than a
feudal fortress. It is sanctuary spiritually as wall as

.
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physically. In both of these respects it would appear that the
home is losing some of its critical significance under powerful
influences which we accept as natural or controlling, without
complete analysis, and to a great extent without any serious
concern as to whither it is leading.

unconsciously remembering the boyhood home rather than thinking
of the modern day institution. At least an old-fashioned
.person conjures up visions and memories of faces and customs
rather than of mere places and things, though the latter to
some extant form the background of the picture.

Let us then consider the home as a product of man's brains
or a creature of his emotions, rather than as the mere fabrication of his hands, In other words, let us examine the home
primarily in its relationto that which the Mid-Vi.ctorians were
accustomed to regard as the essential values of life.

One's old home belongs to the intangible zone of memories
associations and experiences of life, rather than to the merely
corporeal, although the physical environment represents the
stage and its setting.

A distinction, therefore, must be observed between the

house which is merely a residence, and the home which is constituted and characterized by the attitude and activities of
the family in relation to the domicile. The house which is
beautiful, as well as commodious and convenient--and therefore
more desirable for living purposes tha·n one which is otherwise,
inasmuch as it offers more favorable conditions for a comfortable existence--at first blush would seem to represent the best
type of realization of a. home. The multiplication' of creature
comforts and luxuries, per sa, however., can do no more than
influence the state of mind, which determines one's relat'ive
happiness, and therefore one is as likely to find home in a true
sense in a simple or humble abode as in the most costly edifice,
and for the same reason it is quite pr·obable that one is more ·
apt to find the natural order of home in the Mid-Victorian
Period than in the present day of elaborate mechanical service.
This is because of the obvious fact that one's idea of home is
not primarily the thought of home as a mere thing of material
and design, but something much more, and quite apart from,
structure and mechanism,--an image of' experience, memory or
imagination, which probably has a slightly different significance
for each and every individual.
The vast changes in the instrumentulitias of today have
made new viewpoints as well as new habits, during which rapid
transformation mapy age-old traditions have become shattered,
so that most of us old fogies find ourselves ill-adjusted to the
new order of things, because these new conditions entail different ideas as wall as changed modes of living which are nowhere
so constantly and prominently manifest as in the home. .
·
Nowadays it is properly and severely regarded as senile when
Mid-Victorians sentimentalize in the least, since the edicts of
the World-War Generation have ostracised any mental process or
utterance which even savors of romance. But as I declare my age
upon occasion with veracity and indifference, I feel perfectly
frea to employ such words as "tender," "poignant" or the like,
without any acute misgivings, And how, pray, can any true
Mid-Victorian reflect upon the associations of boyhood and its
rich home life without an occasional lapse into sentimental
vernacular?
Therefore I proceed to strike out boldly and to assert
that when we Mid-Victorians hear that old song "Home, Sweet Home "
we are likely to become frankly emotional in our reactions. When'
we uttar the phrase--"There is no place like home"--we are

A new dwelling may become home in the physical sense in
a very short period of living when it contains one's fond and
familiar belongings, but the home in its true and full sense
cannot be conveyed in the moving van that carries the old
furniture to a new abode,
On the other hand one may remain planted for a life-time
in the same domicile until some absence or happening is
experienced which bring.s into consci9usneas the feeling, or
causes one to·utter the words--"This no longer seems like home."
Therefore horne 1s something quite composite and complex,.
a blending of the physical and metaphysical memories real or
imaginary, illusions, strokes of fate, the !nevi tabla disillusions,--and in fact something yielded from the experience of
living which in some way becomes all woven. into one indefinable
pat tarn or concept of home. In memory it may exist so vaguely
as to defy raconstruction,--something as intangible as when one
attempts to define what is meant by the term "atmosphera,"-and sti11 the notion of home remains and exists in the consciousness as something definite, or at least definite in spots,
as. wha·re there is crystallized in the memory the detail of some
personal idiosyncrasy, characteristic, habit or custom the
origin of which is lost, ru1d yet which we know existed:
So it ·iS that in attempting to recall that something which
has ceased to axist,--the Mid-Victorian home--the real to soma
extant becomes imaginary and the imaginary real, until one may
find himselt dealing with his reactions to the thing rather.
than to the thing in actuality,
My old home, its customs, conventions, and associations, the
ideas of that period, my parents and friends, the dogs, tha
books, the music, the joys and tribulations, and my point of
view at that time, are thingsthat to soma extent have made me
what I am or am not. In short~ the life we lived in the old
home as it was, although partially passed from memory, endures
and is potent in the beings which we have become,
The Mid-Victorians had a different attitude toward homeowning, and it was rather felt that one who rented was not
quite on the same plane as one who built or bought a house.
Possibly this strong sense ·of security and comfor.t in homeowning had something to do with our notion of what was necessary
to constitute a home.
It may se.em strange to the boys and girls of today, but
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it is an actual fact, that in the early nineties we did most
of our real ·living in our own hom$s and the homes of our . .
relatives and friends, and home did not have the charactar1st1c,
which so frequently obtains today, of being a mere place for
sleeping and eating.
,
Our old-fashioned father and mothers patiently and lovingly directed their efforts to making the home something that
contributed vi tally to life, to happiness and to m~rali ty •. The
home was the best and generally the only place ava1lable for ·
purposes of entertainment and recreation, a very important factor
either in family or community life, and the members of such
family or friendly groups were always meeting at one or another
of the homes of evenings or Sunday afternoons, or whenever
possible, for every home was a social canter.
It was also a very significant factor that every one of a
household had some duties to perform in the maintenance of home
life. This element of personal service, even to drudgery, instead
of making the home less, made it more dear, for· the drudgery was
for the benefit of the family unit and the entertainment of the
friends or guests was not merely a pleasure but a traditional duty.
'.Phe girls received their beaux in the family parlor or
living room. Parents met and occasionally chatted with the younger
people and they were graciously tolerated and usually appreciated
by the young visitors.
I can just see my cousin Bon and his wife spending their.
Sunday afternoon or evening at our old home. There were stor1es
and anecdotes, laughter and song, and also much serious discussion,
particularly political or philosophical. My father was an ardent
Republican and my cousin an immutable Democrat, and oh, how th~
discussion waxed and the war waged on the old issue of the tar,.-ff,
or the iniquities and blunders of the party in power. On political
topics they had only a single common ground which was summed up in
the word "mugwump." After voices had been raised to the white
pitch of cont~oversy, fists shaken and the Constitution duly
invoked on behalf of the conflicting partisan creeds, some tactitian
of the group would skillfully bring into the conversation the name
of one of those misguided personages, otherwise seemingly sana and
moral, one always seemed to be politically on the fence or in the
middle of the road. Immediately the belligerant atmosphere of
personal encounter would clear as if .bY magic, and the two c ompanions, though champions of opposing political armies, would .drop
their figurative and rhetorical weapons to unite in a ·concord of
castigation and invective directed at mugwumps in general.
My fat.her needed room to laugh properly. He had a gift of
laughter in which he freely indulged at those old gatherings. To
laugh properly he had to walk up and down the room, slap his legs,
bend double and vent his mirth in provocative roars that swelled
into one hilarious chorus as we one and all caught the infection of
joyous laughter. It almost seems like a lost art, nowadays we need
to have something concrete to laugh at, and we usually expect to
have to pay for it as a commodity or bought entertainment. Of
course the comic supplements and the films are comparatively cheap,
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but somehow I cannot contrive a proper, or at least an oldfashioned, laugh at even the funniest of these devices.
Then we would nearly always have some music or singing
at those old-fashioned home gatherings, and there were pretty
sure to be some passable voices in any group and some one who
could play the piano, and nearly every one could read music in
an elementary way suffici~nt to sing the old ballads. And the
songs we sang,--how I blush to recall the names of some of
those popular and polite lyrics of tender avowal or heartbreaking lament,--" Love' a Old Sweet Song," "Some Day,"
"Darby and Joan," "Douglas, Tender and True," and "In the
Gloaming," --utterances of love, sentiment and romance sat to
haunting melodies that could be whistled and had the trick of
taking hold of something outside of your intellect.
On Sunday evenings we sang hynms, not that we were so much
more orthodox or religious than today,but that the simplicity
and harmony of those beautiful old hymns somehow took us into
closer c6mpanionship and awakened a sense of spiritual affini~y.
It was considered quite good form for a swainto indicate'
the state of his affections in music or poetry. Fancy singing
sentimental nonsense under a girl's window at one P. M. and
considering this serenading an outdoor sport! ·As a substitute
our youngsters do a jazz in the parlor to a victrola or go out
into the country in an automobile and hunt up some public dance
hall before it is closed by the authorities •. Or fancy reciting
to a girl verses from Tom Moore's "Odes of Nea," instead of
talking eugenics or retailing some of the spicy but somewhat
suppressed incidents of the last junior prom at some of our
best and most exclusive universities~
But I must get back to that unfortunate group of MidVictorians who were wont to gather around a piano or a good old
fire in the family living room, seemingly enjoying one another's
company hugely, and quite content with this meager and curious
form of entertainment. They never dreamed that science would
bring into the home such amazing instruments of amusement and
culture as the phonograph, the automatic piano player and the
radio.
In those days the individual was likely to have some
personal resource for his own entertainment, and also to
develop where existing, such talent as might contribute to
social functions, Possibly this very dependence of the individual
upon himself for the solitary hours, or upon the family or
friendly group for social entertainment and mental stimulus was
one of the reasons why home was so much loved and soli tude so
little feared. Possible also in our present-day homesthe fact
that so much of our entertainment is delivered mechanically robs
the individual of initiative and lessens the need of personal
resource.
only the well-to-do could afford carriages, and this
paucity of conveyance as well as the slowness of travel
necessitated the formation of little local social groups,
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beyond which real personal intimacy was not widely extended.
These limited facilities, as wall as the slowness of horse
conveyance, kept people at home.where their energies ware
employed within and about the house.
But even the old-time trips to or from home and business
brought man and women, young and old, to~ether in the quaint
old horse-drawn street cars, and hera, s1tting with feat in
straw or robes over laps in winter, they gossipped on local or
political affairs in a social free-for-all, thereby cultivating
that neighborly feeling which is so great a home asset and so
essential to the tr.ua home atmosphar.a.
The automobile, 111 spite of al.l its contributions to the
necessities and luiurias of life, has robbed the home and is
depriving it increasingly of its old-fashioned power to draw
and old affection. I think the young people of today would have
manifested to a noticeable degree this so-called "restlessness of
the age" had there bean no world War, for the epoch-making
automobile has taken such a place in the lives and habits of
youngsters to whom it presents no novelty, that they accept as.a
matter of course the wonderful facilities for amusement which lS
generally obtained or sought anywhere but in the home, In
consequence the venturous children of the automobile generation
rarely consider home as a place where anyone can be reasonably
entertained. This muc~-discussed "restlessness of' the age" is.
partly dissatisfaction with home, or possibly it is partly a
matter of reaction to the kind of home of the ultra-modern type.
At any rate the attitude toward, or conception of, home is
certainly changing, breading something that for lack of a
better name we call a spirit of restlessness,
The new generation seems painfully conscious of a sense of
disillusionment and conseouent want of fa.i th in, or respect for,
the older generation and its traditions, an attitude which has
certainly bean carried to the extent of complete emancipation so
far as regards the one-time rigor of conventions. It is not,
therefore, surpris.ing that mutuality of understanding is so lacking that the present two generations have no common ground from
which to view life, and so regard each other as from opposite
sides of an impassable gulf, A few years ago I happened to see
this idea visualized in a magazine drawing revealing two precipices
between which there yawned a bridgeless chasm. On the one bank
were the parents, standing with clasped hands, wistfully gazing
across the gulf to the younger generation of sons and· daughters,
whose unsmiling eyes were fixed on some vision of their own as if
existing in a world apart.
The Mid-Victorians were definitely home products; the present
generation much less·so than a joint product of an entirely new
environment and of those reactions which in consequence are transpiring within the members of that new generation.
The home idea which so largely dominated the Mid-Victorians
does not seem to loom large in the notions of a class content to
live in five-room, steam-heated apartments, which.the business of
babies is neither sought not tolerated. The Mid-Victorian attitude
toward the duty and joy of begetting children and the
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consequent richness of life contributed by the presence of
welcome and joyous children iri the household formed the underlying concept of the home as a place suitable for and sanctified
by the rearing of children,
For the young the parlor served where the country club or
the dance hall serves today, and the horne therefore ~ained in
affection from association with the pleasures and ex~itaments
natural and necessary to youth, Instead of a golf course to
furnish relaxation or recreation for the tired business man, the
Mid-Victorian could only play or work in his yard, and therefore
this sort of a playground was a home accessory to our fathers
wherever possible. This naturally made holidays and Sundays
.the outstanding home days of the year, instead of according as
.now days made glad by the opportunity of getting away from home.
Company and entertainment for both old and young, deemed
,.
'·''
so necessary for a. proper and normal family life, rendered it
.-'·'''
highly desirable to provide homes adapted to this end. In
avery home the guest chamber was an important factor, Frequent
..
visiting of relatives and friends was the rule, not the exc.eption, ':.·
.
The Mid-Victorian had a close sense of family ties which extended
even to the cousins of the second or third order, who kept ih
touch both by visiting and through consistent correspondence,
,"'1"

,J,•'

'

Both young and old had a definite coterie of friends in
this quite local sense, and they formed various literary clubs,
debating clubs, dancing clubs and sundry other cliques and
organizations which would meet around at the different homes,
or occasionally at the town hall, but these amusement resourues
had to be initiated and maintained by the young people themselves because they did not have any pay-as-you-enter amusement
emporiums.
The book environment of the Mid-Victorian mainly comprised
the master-works of previous generations, and one was not
considered "well-read" --as the phrase went, --unless the classics
had formed the background of one's reading,
The so-called classics of that day, however, are of very
minor importance to the younger brood ~o appear to be profoundly
engrossed in a naive contemplation of their own intriguing
images as rev.ealed in the mirror of. contemporary literature. Not
that they are more vain, but that their interest centers wholly
in the problems a~d follies peculiar to present-day conditions,
The;>r would seem to be seriously and constantly searching for an
illusive something,--possibly a new technique of life, The new
gen~ration feels that it has no time to waste on a past which
can furnish no clues pertinent to the modern complex, and .in
consequence the younger writers commonly pr~sent life in a
somewhat· clinical aspect, totally disimilar to the old-time
Romanticist School wherein the Mid-Victorian mainly acquired his
culture.
Every home Mid-Victorian had a library which contained at
. least some examples of ~he then-recognized classics. Reading

....
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was for the purpose of instruction as wall as entertainment,
and we were taught that good reading not merely increased
knowledge and mental training, but that it was valuable in
avery cultural sense. Great stress was laid upon the importance
of reading books which were considered valuable only as examples
of good English prose.
We could laugh at "Pickwick" or "Tom Sawyer," or weep when
reading "Little Dorrit" or "Oliver Twist." Thackeray was
considered as approaching the high-brow, and, the author of
"Vanity Fair," was regarded as a deep-dyed cynic whose analysis
of life was so keen and realistic that it was almost dangerous
material to be placed in the hands of the unso·phisticated.
We read Wal tar Scott broadcast for the romance of narrative
and the beauty of description, and George Eliot for profound
character study, though "Adam Bade" was not considered proper
reading for the young. We read "The Spectator" for style,
Washington Irving because of provincial pride, and Hawthorne
for flexibility of axpr~ssion and delicacy of imagery, but
"The Scarlet Letter" wasn't left around where the young people
could lay hands on it.
We delightedly read deleted editions of "The Arabian Nights"
without the faintest concept of its. true meaning, and even broad
figures of speech had no double significance to most youthful
readers. A DaCameron or Rabalais was never openly found in the
library, though occasionally accidentally discovered in some
secret nook and then as now, privately devoured with avidity.
Chorus girls in tights were only tolerated in low burlesque divas,
for the legless female was an ordained institution, a constant
lure for adolescent exploration.
The vicious triangle was not so ubiquitous in literature or
drama as now, nor so eternal in society, Divorces were relatively
few and entirely scandalous,
To the Mid-Victorian the home was a fixed star, and he assumed
to resolve all external facts and ideas into a sort of planetary
system in a state of orderly revolution around this center of his
universe, The difficulty.was that his culture and his coda
involved so many inconsistencies and fallacies that he could not
put his plan into practical operation, so that the external world
grew lass and less responsive to his home ideals. This relationship
of the home to everything external to the home, therefore, has
become or at least is becoming so dissociated that it is the home
which has become re-constituted to conform increasingly to conditions
imposed by a changing environment of idea and fabrication. That is
to say, home. is rapidly becoming tht3 minor in place of the dominating
institution in relation to many of the other social institutions,
Some of the more ·brilliant and flippant of the younger writers
of today who inquire in jocular vain "What was the matter· with the
early nineties?" appear to overloo~ the fact that the original
apostles of much that these youngsters claim as their own in
philosophical thought were Mid-Victorians, though possibly rebels.
The mora conspicuous of the writers, dramatists scientists and
philosophers, who seem to have exerted such a p~tent influence on
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~~;wl~unger ganerat~on in thought and action ware Victorians,--

' Shaw, Mered1 ~h, Spance·r, William James and many others,

The Darwinian theory was widely discussed and gained many
converts, there being no laws in that unenlightened period to
prevent the spread of evolutionary teaching, Voltaire had
long bean read by venturesome and enquiring minds, Ingeraol
and Tom Paine were advancing agnostic ideas, The figurative
eloquence and incisive sarcasm of Ingersol in lecture and book
was an.active ~gency in promoting free thinking in that day,
result1ng not lnfraquently in an attitude of skepticism
toward the immutable dogma of the past. That great teacher
and philosopher, Emmerson,--with a question mark after the
word "phil?sophar"':"-was exerting a powerful influence on the
.formative l~tellectual thqught and discussion of the day,
While relig1ous bigotry was still fostered to a considerable
extent in the home, the contrast with the theological autocracy
of our grandparents was so marked as to warrant our belief that
we ware experiencing the dawn of a liberal age and that we too
had attained a high phase of tolerance, ·
'
The writings of such heretical thinkers were considered'
dangerous for the young, and not much of it was to be found
in the ordinary family library.
These considerations at firsh blush may not seem to be
germane to the topic of the Mid-Victorian Home, but the home
is to soma extent a reflection of its library as regards the
influ~nces of reading and study upon character and behavior,
Certamly the average highly proper and discriminating
library of the nineties cannot but be contrasted with the
scope and freedom of the horne library of today in the home
fortunate enough to provide space and place f'o; books.
Curiously enough it was some of these Mid-Victorians who
through research and a phase of primary invantorship worked
on those very problems the solution of which produced in its
train the startling array of modern devices and instrumentalities
that have, when put into practice, become the very agencies
productive of a different environment and habit of life,
In our Mid-Victorian day the physical horne was still
very much as it had been in the days of Pickwick, or even
going way back t.o the sort of home tha. t we picture when we
read the story of Tom Jones.
Of course the severe repression of the Victorian period
is in ma.rke d c ontr.ast wi ththa free discourse of Fielding's
day, but if we are to judge from pretty definite rumor or
from the occasional startling revelations of soma of the newer
novels, extreme youth was never before so smugly sophisticated
or so open and flippant in spaech.ooncerning what the younger
writers classify as "the facts of life," Topics of this
natura would appear to form familiar and rather popular
subjects for discussion between our broad-minded young boys
and girls who are provided with a conv.entiona.l and adequate
vocabulary through competent instruction in eugenics.
There did formerly exist a false sense of modesty of
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which the world is perhaps wholesomely rid, but many of the
shams and fictions which in the nineties.were contrived to
protect innocence were much in the natura of conve~tions.
If the banishment of these frequently absurd art~f1cea and .
makeshifts in word and dress is to be credited w1th having
made the sex relationship more sane and free among the younger
people of today, it has at the same time broug~vulgarity and
even indecency into·the drama and literature of the present
period which is voraciously and increasingly absorbed by
adolescent minds--an evil which the average person of today
seems to regard as one to be corrected and combatted by a .
volunteer army of paid censors. It is difficult to detarm1ne
which is the greater fallacy--a treatment of the yo~ng which
seems to generate a hunger for the salacious; of wh1ch there
is available such an unlimited supply, or the idea that we can
sanguinarily control public and privata morals, appetites and
tastes by police regulation.
·
The Mid-Victorians regarded the home as the place for
character building, and however curiously finicky of e1en
abnormal in attitude toward what they regarded as the indelicate,
they at least kept the vulgar and the obscene for the most part
out of the lives of their children, without recourse to police
methods.
In spite of an alert and paternalistic censorship, the
problem motive in drama, movie and fiction is ubiquitous
today. There exists a great mass of serious though questionable
reading available in a popular sense, all of comparatively
recent origin. Much of this, while sincere, and actually
scientific, i~ hardly adapted or intended for general assimilation . and not to be distinguished by the ordinary reader· from
that'graatar class of pseudo-scientific writing which is an
actual menace to the general public.
This is a golden age of research to the true scientist,
but the gullibility of the masses and the acquisitiveness of
publishers have also capitalized the opportunity into a
golden age for the faker.
The publir libraries now, which have so extraordinarily
multiplied, are crowded with popularized works on political
economy, sociology, socialism and psychology, as well as wit~
works of fiction dealing mainly with sex matters, many of wh1ch
a~pear to be frank attacks on the marriage institution.
These books, which are widely read and frankly discussed
among our boys and girls in their teens, not infrequently bear
close relationship to the status and natura of the home, and
they have spacial appeal to the minds of young people, so many
of whom are dissatisfied with the present order of society,
and many of whom are frankly skeptical regarding the marriage
obligations and the matters of sex or double standard •.
To the Mid-Victorian, home was the symbol of all that was
beautiful and good in life, just as the phrase "O-qr Heavenly
Home" symbolized the simple faith in a life everlasting.
That the home is losing something of this spiritual
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significance w~ich made it so. beneficent an influence in the
'lives of ·our fore fa there, would appear to be an almost
irresistable conclusion to one who examines the facts without
either prejudice or false alarm. There is no occasion for
the extremist view or for destructive criticism but it is
equally t.rue that there is sound reason for conducting a
judicial and constructive investigation of conditions which
appear to exert a modifying influence upon the home
institution.
In a strictly utilitarian sense, home has improved along
with everything else that is a product of man's ingenuity.
.
The Mid-Viet or ian homes in general were not as comfortable,
.sanitary or beautiful as the homes of today. They were inadequately heated, ill-lighted, poorly ventilated and architecturally not as pleasing or as varied in design. But home was
home, a place where personality, .affection and the culture of
the period expresse~ themselves mo~e individualistically than
in the homes of today where the facility of expression is
greater.
·
·
This was natural in the homes which were places of
definite association with the pleasant things of life to so
·much grea.ter an extent than now. Something beautiful and
wholesome, almost vital, is taken out of life where home
exists in function and .thought as a miniature dormitory,
however plsasi ng in appearance or excellent. in appointment.
Our fathers secured homes as large as they could afford
to possess and maintain, while today the average city man is
often forced to have recourse to one of the thousands of
apartments which are offered as homes. l:~any young people
prefer these small, cheap and compact substitutes,· particularly
where there is unfitness for or unwillingness to perform the
work of housekeeping on the part of the wife or mother.
The cost of owning or operating homes is fast becoming
prohibitive to the average wage-earner in the average city.
The servant ouestion, facilities of transportation, and the
various limi t'ations of city or suburban dwelling have to a
great extant imposed this artificial sort of home upon city
and suburban dwellers, and it is therefore not to be wondered
at that such temp'orary and exigency abodes do not enlist the
interest or engage the affections, and that we find less and
less of the true home sentiment.
A young couple have to have some place where they can

become acquainted and they quite naturally prefer Butomobiles
8nd some privacy to the ordinary apartment s ir~gle living room
where no privacy is possible and. no freedom of action.
Everything contributes to call the youth of today away
from the home, which in itself possesses no counter-urge.
Our fathers worked harder and were more frugal. They
saved in order to b"e able to put money into the home upon
which they depended for r~st and recreation. Home-owping was
a good and safe form of investment, whereas today homes are

.
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which the world is perhaps wholesomely rid, but many of the
shams and fictions which in the nineties.were contrived to
protect innocence were much in the nature of conventions.
If the banishment of these frequently absurd art~fices and
makeshifts in word and dress is to be credited w1th having
made the sex relationship more sane and free among the younger
people of today, it has at the same time broug~vulgarity and
even indecency into·the drama and literature of the present
period which is voraciously and increasingly absorbed by
adolescent minds--an evil which the average person of today
seems to regard as one to be corrected and combatted by a
volunteer army of paid censors, It is difficult to determine
which is the greater fallacy--a treatment of the young which
seems to generate a hunger for the salacious; of which there
is available such an unlimited supply, or the idea that we can
sanguinarily control public and private morals, appetites and
tastes by police regulation.
·
The Mid-Victorians regarded the home as the place for
character building, and however curiously finicky of even
abnormal in attitude toward what they regarded as the indelicate,
they at least kept the vulgar and the obscene for the most part
out of the lives of their children, without recourse to police
methods.
In spite of an alert and paternalistic censorship, the
problem motive in drama, movie and fiction is ubiquitous
today, There exists a great mass of serious though questionable
reading available in a popular sanae, all of comparatively
recent origin. Much of this, while sincere, and actually
scientific, i~ hardly adapted or intended for general assimilation, and not to be distinguished by the ordinary reader· from
that greater class of pseudo-scientific writing which is an
actual menace to the general public.
This is a golden age of research to the true scientist,
but the gullibility of the masses and the acquisitiveness of
publishers have also capitalized the opportunity into a
golden age for the faker.
The publir libraries now, which have so extraordinarily
multiplied, are crowded with popularized works on political
economy, sociology, socialism and psychology, as well as with
works of fiction dealing mainly with sax matters, many of which
a~pear to be frank attacks on the marriage institution.
These books, which are widely read and frankly discussed
among our boys and girls in their teens, not infrequently bear
close relationship to the status and nature of the home, and
they have special appeal to the minds of young people, so many
of whom are dissatisfied with the present order of society,
and many of whom are frankly skeptical regarding the marriage
obligations and the matters of sex or double standard •.
To the Mid-Victorian, home was the symbol of all that was
beautiful and good in life, just as the phrase "O-qr Heavenly
Home" symbolized the simple faith in a life everlasting.
That the home is losing something of this spiritual
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significance w~ich made it so. beneficent an influence in the
·lives of ·our forefathers, would appear to be an almost
irresistable conclusion to one who examines the facts without
either prejudice or false alarm. There is no occasion for
the extremist view or for destructive criticism but it is
equally t.rue that there is sound reason for conducting a
judicial and constructive investigation of conditions which
~ppear to exert a modifying influence upon the home
1nstitution.
In a strictly utilitarian sense, home has improved along
with everything elsa that is a product of man's ingenuity.
. . The Mid-Victorian homes in general were not as comfortable,
.san1tary or beautiful as the homes of today, They were inadequately heated, ill-lighted, poorly ventilated and architecturally not as pleasing or as varied in design. But home was
home, a place where personality, affection and the culture of
the period expresse~ themselves mo~e individualistically than
in the homes of today where the facility of expression is
greater,
·
·
This was natural in the homes which were places of
definite association with the pleasant things of life to so
·much greater an extent than now. Something beautiful and
wholesome, almost vital, is taken out of life where home
exists in function and .thought as a miniature dormitory,
however pleasing in appearance or excellent in appointment.
Our fathers secured homes as large as they could afford
to possess and maintain, while today the average city man is
often forced to have recourse to one of the thousands of
apartments which are offered as homes. Many young people
prefer these small, cheap and compact substitutes,· particularly
where there is unfitness for or unwillingness to perform the
work of housekeeping on the part of the wife or mother.
The cost of owning or operating homes is fast becbming
prohibitive to the average wage-earner in the average city.
The servant ouestion, facilities of transportation, and the
various lirrli tat ions of city or suburban dwelling have to a
great extent imposed this artificial sort of home upon city
and suburban dwellers, and it is therefore not to be wondered
at that such temp'orary and exigency abodes do not enlist the
interest or engage the affections, and that we find less and
less of the true home sentiment.
A young couple have to have
become acquainted and they quite
Bnd some privacy to the ordinary
where no privacy is possible and

some place where they can
naturally prefer automobiles
apartment sir~gle living room
no freedom of action.

Everything contributes to call the youth of today away
from the home, which in itself possesses no counter-urge.
Our fathers worked harder and were more frugal. They
saved in order to b·e able to put money into the home upon
which they depended for r~st and recreation. Home-ov~ing was
a good and safe form of investment, whereas today homes are
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which the world is perhaps wholesomely rid, but many of the
shams and fictions which in the nineties.were contrived to
protect innocence were much in the nature of conventions.
If the banishment of these frequently absurd art~fices and .
makeshifts in word and dress is to be credited w1th having
made the sex relationship more sane and free among the younger
people of today, it has at the same time broug~vulgarity and
even indecency into·the drama and literature of the present
period which is voraciously and increasingly absorbed by
adolescent minds--an evil which the average person of today
seems to regard as one to be corrected and combatted by a .
volunteer army of paid censors. It is difficult to detarm1ne
which is the greater fallacy--a treatment of the young which
seems to generate a hunger for the salacious; of which there
is available such an unlimited supply, or the idea that we can
sanguinarily control public and private morals, appetites and
tastes by police regulation.
·
The Mid-Victorians regarded the home as the place for
character building, and however curiously finicky of afen
abnormal in attitude toward what they regarded as the indelicate,
they at least kept the vulgar and the obscene for the most part
out of the lives of their children, without recourse to police
methods.
In spite of an alert and paternalistic censorship, the
problem motive in drama, movie and fiction is ubiquitous
today. There exists a great mass of serious though questionable
reading available in a popular sanae, all of comparatively
recent origin. Much of this, while sincere, and actually
scientific, i• hardly adapted or intended for general assimilation . and not to be distinguished by the ordinary reader· from
that' greater class of pseudo-scientific writing which is an
actual menace to the general public.
This is a golden age of research to the true scientist,
but the gullibility of the masses and the acquisitiveness of
publishers have also capitalized the opportunity into a
golden age for the faker.
The publin libraries now, which have so extraordinarily
multiplied, are crowded with popularized works on political
economy, sociology, socialism and psychology, as well as with
works of fiction dealing mainly with sex matters, many of which
appear to be frank attacks on the marriage institution.
These books, which are widely read and frankly discussed
among our boys and girls in their teens, not infrequently bear
close relationship to the status and nature of the home, and
they have spacial appeal to the minds of young people, so many
of whom are dissatisfied with the present order of society,
and many of whom are frankly skeptical regarding the marriage
obligations and the matters of sex or double standard •.
To the Mid-Victorian, home was the symbol of all that was
beautiful and good in life, just as the phrase "O-qr Heavenly
Home" symbolized the simple faith in a life everlasting.
That the home is losing something of this spiritual
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significance w~ich made it so. beneficent an influence in the
'li vas of ·our forefathers. would appear to be an almost
irresistab le conclusion to one who examines the facts without
either prejudice or false alarm. There is no occasion for
the extremist view or for destructive criticism but it is
equally t.rue that there is sound reason for conducting a
judicial and constructive investigation of conditions which
appear to exert a modifying influence upon the home
institution.
In a strictly utilitarian sense, home has improved along
with everything else that is a product of man's ingenuity.
.
The Mid-Victorian homes in general were not as comfortable,
.sanitary or beautiful as the homes of today. They were inadequately heated, ill-lighted, poorly ventilated and architecturally not as pleasing or as varied in design. But home was
home, a place where personality, .affection and the culture of
the period expresse~ themselves mo~e individualistically than
in the homes of today where the facility of expression is
greater.
·
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This was natural in the homes which were places of
definite association with the pleasant things of life to so
·much grea.ter an extent than now. Something beautiful and
wholesome, almost vital, is taken out of life where home
exists in function and .thought as a miniature dormitory,
however pleasing in appearance or excellent in appointment.
Our fathers secured homes as large as they could afford
to possess and maintain, while today the average city man is
often forced to have recourse to one of the thousands of
apartments which are offered as homes. Many young people
prefer these small, cheap and compact substitutes,· particularly
where there is unfitness for or unwillingness to perform the
work of housekeeping on the part of the wife or mother.
The cost of owning or operating homes is fast bec~ming
prohibitive to the average wage-earner in the average city.
The servant question, facilities of transportation, and the
various lirni tations of city or suburban dwelling have to a
great extent imposed this artificial sort of home upon city
and suburban dwellers, and it is therefore not to be wondered
at that such temporary and exigency abodes do not enlist the
interest or engage the affections, and that we find less and
less of the true home sentiment.
A young couple have to have
become acquainted and they quite
~nd some privacy to the ordinary
where no privacy is possible and

some place where they can
naturally prefer eutomobiles
apartment s ir~gle living room
no freedom of action.

Everything contributes to call the youth of today away
from the home, which in itself possesses no counter-urge.
Our fathers worked harder and were more frugal. They
saved in order to oe able to put money into the home upon
which they depended for r~st and recreation. Home-ov~ing was
a good and safe form of investment, whereas today homes are
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not so attractive from the investment standpoint.
our young people do not work so hard or for such long hours,
and in consequence they feel lass need for, or do not realize any
substantial need of, a permanent home.
There is a difference between the fatigue of hard labor and
the weariness which comes from deadly routine. Our fathers were
too tired to leave home; our youth are too restless·to remain•
standardization of fabrication produces monotony of mental
or physical application in business, and home represents to many
of our young folks just another pla-ce of monotony from which
they can so easily escape.
Thera is a joy in hard labor and a satisfaction derived
from the fashioning of something complete in itself. The artisan
was a creator and a home lover.· He belonged to a class of workman now rapidly disappearing. There is no gladness in any
tedious order of toil, or satisfaction to be found in the dreary
duplication of bolt No. 225.
The wear and tear on mind and body enforced by the intensive
production methods of today in every line of business produce a
craving for excitement and an inability for relaxation. Every
manner of artificial stimuli has been contrived and multiplied
to supply this excitement need or demand. The reaction from too
much monotony on the one hand, or from too much excitement on the
other, combine to create an increasing number of neurotics who
are the victims of a despotic economic condition from which there
seems no permanent escape, and these victims not unnaturally turn
away from, instead of to, the home for relief and forgetfulness.
Homes in the country or in small t·owns retain much more of
the Mid-Victorian chare.cteristics than urban homes, but the great
nation-wide movement from farm to town spells the relinquishment
of real homes to thousands of people, and mostly of the younger
people, every year.
In this oircumstance we again see emphasized the fact that
the most comfortable country or small town home does not exert
an attraction sufficient to out-weigh the lure of the city, notwithstanding the inadequate home life which the change necessitates.
The fact that so many young women and girls of today are
entering industrial,commercial and professional fields, and
frequently taking specialized vocational courses in collages to
that end, constitutes another momentous factor which is constantly
taking from the home the female members of the family. In consequence the woman, whose service, presence and influence in the
home and the conduct of the family life is so vi tal an element,
knows less and less about household affairs and so becomes increasingly lees interested in the home. The woman whos.e vocational
duties are of the routine order is not only unfit for doing household service, but she needs recreation and entertainment. The
younger members of both sexes join in the chase for excitement,
and the young woman is more apt to be a spur than a deterrent
in the game.
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The almost incredible growth of small colleges state
universities and the like, mostly co-educational e~list
in their ranks literally hundred of thousands of' our young
boys and girls in their teens, a period of life when the home
is vastly important as an influence in both character and
habit formation.
The average college life in dormitories, so different
from the home life in its freedom and release from household
duties or anxieties, is naturally very attractive, and I suspect
that much of the call for the "higher education" is a species
of youthful rationalization covering the urge to get away from
home.
.
This college habit of living is apt to become sufficiently
f·iXed to render the later readjustment to home life difficult
to most, and impossible to some, of these college products. It
is difficult to view this growing distaste for home life without
grave concern, and especially so since it obtains so largely
among out youth best adapted by birth and education to positions
of leadership and influence.
The higher education, if it be such, for girls at least,
in most instances is paid for very dearly at the expense of
the home.

I
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ln these almost countless higher schools, colleges and
universities, large and small, particularly the co-educational,
the young men and women organize themselves into social and
cultural groups to govern themselves insofa~ as possible in
accord with their own laws of thought and behavior.
They are instructed in eugenics, biology, sociology,
history, psychology and other cultural and ethical subjects
so closely concerned with the facts of life and the nature of
society. The great mass of this is in a sense new knowledge
since'the Mid-Victorian Period, and knowledge which necessarily
ha·s direct bearing on the relationship of toe home to society.
In the light of this new knowledge, a new generation naturally
and properly evolves new and different ideas of the manner in
which society should be organized and living ordered. From
this world of youthful ideas the Mid-Victorian parents are for
the most part excluded,--in fact regarded as incapable of
understanding, and incompetent, as well as too prone, to pass
judgment. For the' same reason the young people carefully
guard from parental knowledge much of what they think and do,
believing that in all matters of behavior they are at liberty
to govern themselves, and to be judged solely from the
premises of their own unwritten code.
The home is vitally concerned with everything that
affects the marriage relationship--this was the corner-stone
of the Mid-Victorian home. The young idea of today is undergoing significant changes in its attitude. toward the marriage
institution as well as sax relationship in general.
In fact, it is to be feared that the very name "purity,"
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which was the veritable watch-word of the Mid•Victorian
Feriod has beeome a mere by-word in the mouths of many of
the yo~thf.ul representatives of the Georgian period. If
this moral laxity is a matter of behavior as well, and not
merely a conversational looseness or a species of precocious
bravado, then it is perfectly clear that the home must bear a
large measure of responsibility for the relaxed standards.

thought to the importance of holding something of that
Mid-Victorian drawing and retaining power without which home
is but a nama. No product of higher education or scientific
attainment, and no condition resultant from greater and wider
intellectual progress in the present or future generations
can produce a completely satisfactory substitute for the
Mid-Gictorian love of homa.

The increasing difficulties of marriage between young
people combined with the increasing looseness and the decreasing sanctity of the tie, evidenced by the divorce ratio,
necessarily have profound influence upon the attitude toward
the ·home considered either in its institutional sense or as
.
a family ' utility.

Be it ever so beautiful or ever so humble, the structure
which we fashion with our hands is but a she.ll, until it has
bean touched by the labor of love, which alone is tna maker
of homes,
William H• Wood

The tend of economic conditions leads to an idea of
home as a thing only made desirable from the circumstance of
marriage and its responsibilities, some of the most vital of
which are matters of volition.
Obviously these influences reach only a few of the new
generation, for of course the transition.of the home, by and
large, is not immediately apparent or alarming. But for better
or worse, the home as an institution, and from the Mid-Victorian
view point, is drifting under the influence of economic· conditions and of a world of new knowledge and ideas.
When it is of too common occurrence for comment, that
many young people find marriage possible only under an arrangement which permits both to earn money for the support of a
cooperative menage, we are constrained to recognize the vast
departure from the Mid-Victorian need and concept of home.
The home as a family molecule is disintegrating as regards
the forces which once made for cohesion; its members no longer
constitute a religious, political or social unit, but vote,
think and act independently.
This may be and probably, is both inevitable and salutary
with regard to the nature and status of civilization at its
present point of development, but in contrast with the MidVictorian unitary aspect of home and family, we too often
observe today the picture of a house divided against itself.
For the many preceding generations the home in essentials had
remained relatively true to a constant type, something compasslike. in the course of human affairs. Perhaps the needle has
become demagnetized and the old chart is passing into
obsolescence.
We can only take some reckoning of the distance and make
speculative calculations of the direction traveled, with no
answer possible to the question of whither or how far the home
is destined to journey. We can no more turn back and reconstruct
the old order of things, and we would not do so if we could,
than we can resort to a former mode of living amidst this
radically changed environment. But we can and should give
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HOW TO DO IT

DUDLEY W. PALMER

JUNE 13, 1925

"Of all those arts in which the wise excel
•
Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well"
(Sheffield, "Essay to Poetry")
11

It is a.n art, a higher art, most artful, because
so artlese 11
(Unknown)

"There is no writer that shall not perish; but what
··,'1
his hand hath written endureth forever.
'.·,!·
write, therefore, nothing but what will please thee when
':·_\'i:
thou ehal t see it on the day of ressurect ion. "
..' \!
(Thousand and One Nights 11 The Second Roya.l Mendicant") r·.:t:
:
1

• • • • ***• •
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In this ultra. modern day when the idea, "The child is
father of the man, 1.1 is bearing its full fruition, it may not
be amiss for a would-be literary child to tell the grey-bearded
literary fathers of The Club something about the writing of a.
literary paper. Then, too, as I have watched my na.me slowly
travel un the fourth column of our Register, sta.rt again at
the bottom and ga'.in a high a.nd dignified position in the third
column, as I have watched the color of the card, bearing my
name slowly change from that of the new fallen snow to that
of the Cincinnati variety, after a week's exposure to the
chimney-pots of the city, I have felt that my "years" granted
the right of telling our more recent neophytes of a few of the
pitfalls, and to sound a few warnings to them.
Acknowledging that all productive art requires two sorts
of power one imaginative and incommunicable, the other
technicai and communicable, I must content myself to speak only
of the latter.
The feeling and appreciation of the urge, either economic
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or spiritual or otherwise, is the first essential for ~he
writing of a literary masterpiece. This force may spr1ng up
spontaneously from within one's being, or drive one from without.
our esteemed and persuasive Clerk epitomizes the ext~rnal force,
for Club mem.bers, and what a cruel, fear inspiring, and yet
irresistable force, his postal card can be, announcing that you
have been selected to read "The Paper," The fire, or the spark
may flame spontaneously, kindled and unsought, or it may require
the combt,ned friction of one 1 s family. For the professional
writer it may be a single impulse, such as hunger, worn out
shoes 'or patched trousers, the rent, a desired vacation, or it
may b~ a series of multiitudinous impulses, as ·when the .boy-scout
makes his campfire by the prolonged and repeated friction of two
sticks. The source of this stimulus, so far as our crania are
concerned, for a few ·of us, may be said to be extra-mural, and
someone has said a paper cannot grow in a vacuum,
Granting the potency of the urge, its birth and development,
don't restrain yourself merely because you may have nothing new
or old to say, and perhaps, do not know how to say it.
Sir Philip Sidney is quoted as follows: 111 Fool,' said my muse to
me, 'look in thy heart and wr~l'" Should you choose an old and
hackneyed subject, you may console yourself with the tlDught that
ideas, ideals,and .literary gems of purest ray, to be appreciated
to the fullest extent, must be driven home again and again,
redressed and re-introduced with new embellishments, or in finer,
newer clothes. Samuel Johnson says, "What b~s been longest known
has been most considered, and whatis most considered. is best
understood." Then, too, the "time teet" i.e as necessary to the
literary or the artistic evaluation as it is in the more commercial
"furniture" world, Always remember that not all of those in the
audience read the same books and magazines; therefore, it is one's
bounded.duty to aid in the dissemination, as well as repetition of
facts and opinions •. To revive the beet thoughts of others may be
better than to originate thoughts of your own, for you may have
11 too much conceit of origination."
Lowell says,.
"Though old the thought and oft exprest,
'Tis his at last who says it best. 11
and Emerson, in the essay "Quotation and Originality" says, "Next
to the originator of a good sentence is the first quoter of it,"
and again, "By neoessi ty, by prooli vi ty, and by delight we all
quote." I must acknowledge, however, the need for care against
quoting too freely, for Edward Young says in his "Love of Fame"
"Some for renown on scraps of learning dote,
And think they gro" immortal as they quote. 11
One of the recent.Budget readers referred to a book which he attributed to a fellow Club member, now absent in Europe, entitled
"Great Men Who Have Met Me;" an apt quotation ffom this book will
add distinction to any pape~.
Once upon a time, very long ago, there was mor.e liquor produced than could be safely consumed, as now there are more new
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ideas than can be assimilated. A scarcity of ideas may be of
value, for like whiskey the quality may improve with rarity.
A mulling over of a good idea may be better than the over
production of unseasoned ones. Excess consumption of indigestible material may be one source of the modern public's
mental ills, as well as the gastralgia of Nero of old, and it
seems that ma.ny books, so called heal.th foods, and motion
pictures, have as their sole purpose the. giving of a comfortable,
easily acquired, feeling of abdominal or mental distention with
n~ possibility of their being of vital use.
Perhaps the Clerk, or some Budgeteer, compliments you by an
eleventh hour request for a literary production. Rise to the
occasion boldly, manfully, and with spirit. Since chance favors
th~ prepared mind, scratch off the pot-boil:er as though it were
the 11 Gem" for wh.ich the hungry literary world has long been
watchfully waiting. An air of c.onfidence may cause success to
perch even on your pen, and eo place power behind your pen.
This generation is as ready as any other to play "Follow the
Leader," eo striv~, at least for the success of a roman-candle
or a sky-rocket •. "Modesty, and eimplici ty, and truthfulness,
are all admirable and cleansing virtues, everywhere but in the·
author. There, simplicity is construed aa hesitation, modesty.
as a want of confidence, and truth as impoliteness."
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Select the title of your paper with great care--either
before or after its writing. The early choice of a title ma.y
. aid in the crystalizing of your ideas, but that is not essential,
for many of 11 the literati" ~nd the better critics (Caldwell,
Wilby, Fenneman and others) do not feel that the title should
be chosen until the paper is written, thus permitting a free
and easy, untrammeled and unhampered style to pervade the entire
effort. Do not misunderstand the use of the word "effort;" I
refer to the finished product and not to any labor involved,
for who cares to read, or hear, a paper that bears the mar.ks of
midnight oil, or the sweat of one's brow. wno believes that
easy writing is hard reading, or hard writing may be easy .
. reading, or th2t the reward increases in proportion to the labor?
"Blot out, correct, insert a line,
Enlarge, diminish, interline,
Be mindful when invention fails
To scratch your head and bite your nailel"
.
(Unknown)
"You write with ease to s'how your breeding
But easy writing's curet hard reading"
(Protest--Life of Sheridan, Vol. 1, p. 155)
Of course your hand will be forced by that peremptory order
coming fr~m our Clerk on a yellow oar saying: Mr. Blank is
"to send to the Clerk not later than May 25, 1925, the title
of the paoer which he is to read to the Clubl" Visions of
escape vanish. Any thought, any wish, any sickly hop~ that
the Clerk may forget you, that he made a mistake in g1ving you
a date or perhaos that one of the voluminous writers of The
Cl b ~ho bas forty odd papers to his credit, has asked for an
op~o~tunity tq entertain The Club with an "original reading,"

. ·I
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are now proven false and baseless,. and eo you must at la.et commit
yourself and put in black and white, in printed words, the subject
of your essay.
Above all, do not make the ti.tle too precise; allow a little
freedom to yourself and do not let the audience know, too soon,
what you are talking about. Exercise reserve and coyness, keeping
the members in suspense. It may be a source of reassurance to
know that many successful essays have been written and read, without even the Literary Club knowing the subject of the article.
There is nothing in a title, so called, that we should regard it as
an idol to bow down to and worship, or to follow beyond the promptings
of the moment's 4esire. It is often desirable to choose some
Sibyleene or Delphic ~itle, as this will permit one to straddle the
fence and blow the assemblage alternately hot and cold, "swayed by
every tide that flows and every wind that blows." Avoid the
accusation of narrow-mindedness. Ambiguity of title will further
permi.t the writing of an article that defies classification in any
index of literary papers, thus giving you security in the feeling
tha.t you will not be too widely quoted, or, if quoted, you may
appear for the "pros" as well as for the 11 cons. 11 • All this makes
for that aloofness, which the much quoted catch-phrase, tha.t is
bandied about from mouth to mouth, cannot gain for its writer.
Frequency of ~uotation is a liberty that reflexly cheapens you as
the author, and should be resented. An exact choice of title is
bad again, for it enables the prospective Club hearer, and perhaps
too severe critic (should there be one in the Club) to choose
whether he will make the effort of a trip down town at nine P. M.
on a rainy Saturday night, a trip particularly difficult to make
when Ra.lph or Otto or Ned or Alec has not telephoned him at eightfifteen that he will call for him in his Ford-Royce limousine.
Ambiguity of title adds the interest of curiosity to the normal
anticipation of the member you hope to attract. It has t:he effect
of the quotation on the wall behind me-- 11 Here comes one with a
paper." 11 0ne] 11 Wnat one? "Pa.perJ" What paper? What's the idea
the "One with the paper." is going to put across? Allow curiosity
to serve as a fillip to the members' imagination, and stimulate
his thoughts to rove, even to ruminate upon your announced title.
Pardon my seeming egotism, but the title of this paper is a
perfect example of the principles here laid down for the choice
of a title. Ca.n you imagine one giving the author greater latitude
of subject, freer scope of thought, greater breadth of viewpoint,
or wider cho.ice in argument, than that of "How 'fo Do It? 11
Having now either decided upon your title, or leaving that
important work to a more auspicious time, you are ready to proceed
with the more simple part, the writing and composition of the essay.
It is better to write it on a Corona, whose characters are broken,
and with a much worn ri boon. If the letters are clear cut and
even, the Secretary or Editor of The Club may rightly think that
the machine is. a new one and will, therefore, conclude that the
writer is a novice. If the typewriter ribbon be a two colored
ribbon, you will no.t need to underscore words, just type them in
red, for it will aid the aforesaid Secretary in the gentle art of
seeing red, and we know, from our esteemed and long association
with certain of The Club members, the value of red, even for
neckties. Speaking of typewriting, be sure to keep the clearest
copy for your ovm reading, and send the blurred copy to the
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~~:tori~n or Librarian.

This procedure necessitates his readinfJ.·
it ~rtlcle .slowly, and so he may be the better impressed with
s rue worth. A blurred cooy on thin yellow paper, possibly
~~~ lead .to its filing in the Trustee's new safe with those
er, and reverenced papers of twenty or more years ago a
possi bill ty .not to be ignored, for the mellowing effect ~f time
· and the theory of the unearned increment, are in no way better '
demonstrated than in the increasing evaluation of literature
produced by the passage of years. Of course it is a waste of
time on the part of the author to correct a carbon cooy· let
George, or Goodrich, or Alfred do that.
· '
v

A further valuable hint is not to number the pages after
the first twenty or thirty. The use of very thin transparent
P.aper -has the doub~e advantage of requiring less postage and
discourages anyone s attempt at corrections on a paper so
easily torn. In these days of riotous living and vulga.r display
of wealth, the use of both sides of thin paper is the ·e.nviable
and undeniable sign of an admirable economy now but rarely seen
It,, too, pro~uces that atmosphere of uncertainty that goes well•
in an ul tra.-lntellectual, though non-professional and nonscientific circle, such as our Club. This atmosphere is made ·
fairly impenetrable if the pages of the essay are shaken in a
'
hat before the momentous hour of reading, so that several
minutes must be utilized by the reader in hunting for the next
page.
Should, perchance, you be but a beginner, placing a timid
tender foot on the threshold of the literary world, and care
mor.e for the personal touch of the handwritten paper, it is
very wise, for the sake of your real friends, that the article
be written in ink that fades over night. ·This gives a chance
to do what someone has said should always be done, "Learn to
write by re-writing. 11 Compos.e, and recompose, but stay always
composed. The following story may well illustrate how a paper
should be pruned, recast, pared down, recomposed, destroyed. A
man who had opened a fish shop had over the door a sign, of
which he wa.s proud: it read, "Fresh Fish for Sale Here."
"What did you put the word tfresh • in for? 11 said his
first customer. "You wouldn 1 t sell them if they weren 1 t fresh
would you?" He painted out the word, leaving just "Fish for
Sale Here."
.
"Why do you 'say 'Here 1 ? 11 asked his second customer. "You're
not selling them anywhere else are you? 11 So he rubbed out the
word 11 Here. "
"Why use 1 For Sale'? 11 asked the next custome.r. "You
wouldn't have fish here unless they were for sale would you?"
So he rubbed out everything but the word "Fish, 11 remarking:
"Well, nobody can find fa.ul t with tha.t sign now, anyway.

11

A moment later, another customer came in. "I don't see
the object in having that sign 'Fish' up there, 11 said he, "when
you can smell them a mile away. 11

"
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A decision must be made as to whethei the subject matter is
to be serious or ent~rtaining, heavy-weight or frivolous, tragic
or slapstick classic or jazz. It is much easier. to be a serious
writer. That is why I chose the subject of this essay. The big
and easy money goes to the serious writer, and Boswell said,
"No man but a blockhead ever wrote except for money." "Writings, 11
by which we ca.n live, are not the wri tinge which themselves live.,
An entertaining writer must start to entertain on the first page,
if not the first paragraph, whi_le a serious writer can devote the
first one hundred pages to the hero's ancestors, and the next
seventy-five to a description of his home and early years. Tbe
real action of the story need not start until page one hundred
and seventy-six. The entertaining writer cannot write about anything and anybody, but he. must choose a character that is sympathetic,
phyeica.lly brave, financially honest and usually virtuous. The
heroine must be virtuous and chaste; never may she be the amateur
prostitute, however permissable it ma.y be, for the s.olemn, serious
writer to affectionately and lividly depict the life of the latter.
The current novel uroves this last statement. Amusing one's
~ustomers is the h~rdest work of all, for the entertainer is not
permitted the liberties of the serious writer. Of course, if you
are a doctor, you might use .some medical title having the subject
matter compounded of Lydia Pinkham, Mrs. Winslow, Dr. Franke Crane,
or Nujol, Pepsin Chewing Gum and Vitamines. I do not understand
the derivation of this last word, for there is certainly neither
· anything vi tBl or any amines connected therewith. If of the legal
fraternity, what better material could be chosen than "Smith vs.
Brown? 11
Good writing requires a point of view and time to think. Now
a days, time to think is probably available in inverse proportion
to the use of the automo.bile. The old family doctor had plenty of
time to think when driving in a buggy with its faithful horse
attachment, that knew the way home. The 192.5 model of the Detroit
tinsmith has no attachment that knows the way home, permitting
thia desirable continuous thought. In the modern mechanical world
of predigested news and opinions, one's brains are in as great
danger o.f atrophy a.s one's legs, unless mental gymnasiums and golf
courses be built for cerebral exercise. They say the North Dakota
farmer is having to build gymnasiums to keep his hired men in trim.
It will be necessary to have a few ideas for the full development of your subject. These can be gathered from thos.e fluent and
prolific talkers gathered about our tables of a. late Sa.turday
evening, and there, on those Saturday evenings throughout the winter,
you can store up mental ammunition for your biannual foray from
this platform. This method of gathering material giv.es you the
opportunity to compliment, most subtley, your hearers by echoing
their opinio~s. No essay is ever written that has not been 11 largely
composed from the talks one has heard, and Stevenson says-- Li terature ,: in many of its branches, is no other than the shadow of good
talk." How easy it must have been to gather ideas around these
tab.les before July 1, 1919, if what Horace said is true. that "it
takes wine to stimula.te the poet" and 11 no poem written by a water
drinker lives a long time." It has been said, too, "Literature,
that is to say,the writing of good books, requires more than pen,
paper and publicity." A dash of .imagination is oi'ten needed in
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the dish of scholarship, and Horace knew that water drinking
never stimulated imagination. Speaking of ideas it is well
to reme~ber that they are delicate things and ma.y be injured
at the borning." Do not mutilate themJ Some writers'
methods may suggest an attempt to get eggs to market by shooting
them from a cannon. Do not carry soa'O bubbles in a gunny-sac
or bullets in a piece of rare old lace. Pope says in his essay
on 11 Cri ticism
11
. '
"True ease in writing comes from art not chance
As those move easiest who have learned to dane~. n
As necessary as words with punch, ere ideas that arrest,
startle, and arouse, ~o send your mind adventuringJ The story
o~ the Professor of Ll tera ture, who gave to his class as an
essential to short story-writing, the necessity of focusing the
attention of the reader promptly, is in point. He suggested
several ways to do this, as by the mention of divinity or of
royalty, or a risque reference in the opening paragraph. The
class.wa.s ask~d to write a story illustrating this principle.
To h1 s surpr1 se, one theme handed in, embodied the three
methods and began-- 11 'My God, 1 cried the Duchess, 'let go my legJ '11
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Another general rule that is wise to follow more or lesE\
implicitly, in a purely literary paper, has to dh with the
mistake the tiro so commonly makes in allowing stage fright
and embarrassment to lead ~im to say, what he has to say,
··;.
stripped of unconsequential details and unnecessary verbage. He
writes tersely, concisely, and strictly to the point which is
i
!.
crude, brusque, amateurish and childish. This method will
J'1:.
probably r~sult in a. brief article, of only ~bout an hour and
''
three quarters, a length insufficient to fully occupy the evening
l
so considerately and so generously placed at his disposal by our
Trustees and the almost century old custom of our Club. V~ile
.··:1\,
·.!.
::j ',.·:
many reasons have been given in the last half century for the
steadfa~t vote of The Club against changing the hour of meeting
... ,:.
:,
to eight or eight-thirty, undoubtedly the real reason is that
I'
just hinted at, namely, that stage fright has lead to too brief
and too terse essays, so that the necessity of more time has
not ·made us advance the hour of meeting from nine:?.-u;- Your
ideas, you~ thoughts, the dreams of your pregnant mind. should
not be nakedly brought forth and exposed to the chilling
.atmosphere of the critical in The Club audience, but they should
be pro~ected, surrounded, wa.rmed, dressed, embellished, but tre seed
and supported by .flowery, flowing sentences, pleasing phrases and
modifying adj ec ti ves. Nalcedness may be all right ii?- a whale,
but not in a thought or a. dream. Nakedness may be condoned in
biology a.nd zoology and the Follies, but not as an attribute of
.literature. Have your sentences royally clothed. Let 11 it .not
be said, 11 He did not multiply words without knowledge.
Remember
the diversity of the minds in the audience before youJ Having
expressed a thought in one way, repeat it in other simple words
several times to make sure that everyone has caught the full
intent; then one restatement in poly-syllabic words may satisfy
the mqst erudite. Should some one have the super-intellect of
a Nelson, which enables him to grasp the .first of the several
ways you hcJ.Ve chosen to express the precious thought, those
I
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few passing moments of repetition permit that super-one to catch
forty winks, and emit four or five ·faintly audible snores indicating complete content and acquiescence with the thought you
have presented.
This saying the same thing in as many different ways as
your vocabulary will allow not only permits of one's being understood by all, but prevents a misunderstanding by one. Do not
loose sight of the fact that the thing we say to our closest
friend strikes him in a way some how and somewhat differently
from that ·which we may intend. A poem of J. B. 01 Reilly expresses
this thought; it is entitled 11 At Beet. 11
The faithful helm commands the keel,
From port to port fair breezes blow;
But the ship must sail the convex sea
Now may .she straighter go.
11

So, man to man, in fair accord,
On thought and will, the winds may wait;
But the world will bend the passing word,
Though its shortest course be straight.
From soul to soul the shortest line
At best will bended be;
The ship that holds the straightest course,
Still sails the convex sea."
Should what you write have little meaning, it may be a. comforting thought to remember that Anatole Fra.nce sa.id--"No book
is worth writing if. you can completely understand it." It has
been said-- "The devils of incoherence, obscurity or incompetency,
are cast not out save by untiring striving and watching, but
may I not ask who wants to get rid of any devils these days?
They add spice to life, they stimula.te the jaded nerve, and
exhausted a.ppeti te. You must not be easily discouraged. Just
one hundred and five years ago, Keats seriously pondered whether
or not he should give up poetry and qualify as a·physician in
Edinburg, for 11 The Quarterly" had just killed his "Endymion."
"The taking·of fees" he said, 11 is not so bad as writing poems
to be hung up, and fly-blown, on the review shambles."
Be sure that what you write, says wha.t you su'9pose it says.
Be sure that you know that what you want to say, is said. This
necessitates the choice of the right words and how "forcible are
right words." Poverty of :vocabulary causes words to become
vulga.rized and hackneyed, and verbal debility makes for exhausted
thought, while verbal extravagance leaves a heap of exhausted
words. It is a wonderful commentary on the use of words, or
~mething.or other on the dry law, that congressmen bad to go to
court to find out what congressmen meant when that law was written.
However, having hit upon a word that pleases you, rolls from your
tongue, and may intrigue your hearers, how foolish it would be to
discard it for one less forceful, and, yet, when there are several
dozen synonyms, what a wasted opportunity not to use them. Take
the word "dunce" for example.· Thrill for a moment on the multitude of words at hand to use in speaking of the friend you wish
to designate, a "dunce." You may call him ignoramus, dolt, fool,
simpleton, block-head, numbskull, dullard, dunderpate, clodpole,
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dull-head, bull-head, chuckle-head, jolt-head, moon-calf,
donkey, half-wit, .booby, noodle,. nincompoop, ninny, innocent,
calf, lout, ass, Jackass, owl, goose, loon, stupid, drivelar,
dumb-bunny, dumb-boose, and so on. What.a wealth of terms to
choose fromJ Therefore,;bring variety, color, and shades of
meaning into your phrase1ng. Display your vocabulary, lay
your literary wares before your audience, and while doing
this, choose vivid, energetic, .peupy words that have the
punch. Sir Toby Belch said,
·
"Let there be gall enoug~ in thy ink;
Though thou write with a goose pen, no matter."
'

Should,perchance, your latent modesty gain the ascendency,
so that you feel a timidity in attempting to use your too
small vocabulary, you may, with but little effort, and much
joy, exercise and develop the limited vocabulary by means of
the Cross Word Puzzle. One fellow member, of whom The Club is
justly proud, and about whom our Secretary, in The Qlub
minutes, wrote a glowing tr.bute to his prowess as "Cincinnati's
Cross Word Puzzle Champion, has just recently promised to
give private lessons to a select few of The Club members need;. ·
ing ·to supplement their vocabularies. A few evenings devoted
to the squared paper will produce a work hypertropy of the
afore mentioned small, weazened, atrophic vocabulary, that
will astound your friends. A man of few words may loom up
strong everyvrhere, but in essay writing and cross-word puzzle
contests. Perhaps some of the acquired words may be Greek
even to the intelligentsia, but, nevertheles~, it gives an
impression of great learning to use an occasional obsolete
form. The cross-word puzzle may be a two edge sword; let it
not lead you to Longview. Care should be exercised to avoid
the use of words whose meaning has so changed as to leave one
in doubt as to their intention, as for example the word "ford; 11
a ford used to be the place where one crossed a stream, but
now it is every place one tries to cross a street. Just a
word of caution, too, must be given against the multiplying
of needless words. While pride of ancestry is to be commended,
let not the fact that exactly one half of your ancestors were
of the gentler sex lead you into the mistake of verbosity.
Impressive, involved sentences do not follow the old
rules· of order taught in the district school requiring unity,
mass and coherence, or subject predicate, object.· The
cultivation of a style of your own permits the avoidance of
any and all rules and prohi bi tiona, and thi!3 fact is quite in
keeping with the times and Americans •. Don't fetter your style;
• get your thoughts across; convey to The Club an impression of
spontaneity and. originality and sincerity. Avoid a waste of
time and space by too free use of punctuation and paragraphing.
The main usefulness of a period, semi-colon or comma, is for
the puroose of indicating convenient and desirable pauses for
breathing, and of a para graph as the point where you may, in
a dignified self-contained and unflustered manner, step aside
a moment for the glass of water to smooth the tremulous,
husky timorous notes of your otherv;ise calm and smooth voice.
It is'the little things that count and frequently they count
better than the beginner they caddy for.
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Do not start off abruptly as though you had a mental
"grabbing clutch," but lead up to the thought gradually,
deliberately, insidiously, 11 ride the clutch" and coast to
your position smoothly. It will ruin an essay, as well as a
Roll:e-Royce, to start off in high gear. Cock your pen on one
side and then upon the other, before you pounce down upon the
main theme. Emulate the playful cat with the mouse. Torture
your hearer for at least an hour. Do not stop when you have
said all you have to say, for it may give the impression that
you have run out of mental gas, or your cerebral engine has
stalled and died, unintentionally. Plan a grand finale eo
that the listeners may be warned, admonished, and ready for the
coming end; permit them the thrill that comes from the anticipation of that end, for it may be their only thrill of the evening.
As your essay is to be read, it will help you greatly to
spell phonetically, according to your individual preference in
the matter, and our Clerk and Editor may thereby be greatly
enlightened. The way others spell is their affair, not your's.
There is prevalent, if not generally used, the idea that
skill in writing is a. desirable, an excellent, even necessary
attribute for the professional writer, while for us, whose
opportunity to displayour wares comes but once in two years, it
is not essential, a.nd merely one of the graces with Vlhich to
be pleased, if it be possessed. It, of course, is not necessary
to master the technique of a thing so difficult. To prove this
point, pick up the first modern novel you find and see. if vulgar
sharpness, frothy flippancy, glib pertness, gross coarseness,
flaming sex and plastic youth, are not more successful than a
knowledge of rhetoric, and superior to good style in bringing in
the shekels?
someone has said that piano-playing and writing are alike,
except that the five finger exercises die in the air, while the
v.rriter gathers up his first sentences and verses to cheerfully
impose them on "The Club." His second verse he may distribute
privately, and the third he sends to the publisher. You must
have the beginner's bravery to dare to see your article in print,
for was it not Thomas Moore who said, "Though an angel should
write, still 'tis devils must print."
Undoubtedly, at some time during the writing of the essay,
the query will· be forced upon your mind--"How long shall I make
this masterpiece?" for breath is obtained more easily than
breadth in an essay. The answer will naturally depend upon one
of several possibilities. ·Are you paid for the article as a
whole, or by the page, or by the word? In the first instance,
of course, five hundred words will be sufficient, but in the
second instance, large words and wide margins will receive the
call as indica ted in ~heridan' s School for Scandal" (Act II,
scene II)
"You shall see them on a beautiful quarto page, where a neat
rivulet of text shall meander through a meadow of margin."
However, when the basis of recompense is upon so parsimonious
and sordid a plane as to be computed on the count of the words,
it is up toyou'to outdo the Century Dictionary with its two
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~~~r~~ ~h~~a~~d. I~i'is. well to bear in mind that the wise
1 tho~s=o~ ngdvocabulary of an educated man is
about three
cannot affor
n wor ~· If you claim education, you
and the sky~~ i~~niit~tdl~play ~ess than three thousand words,
hi h b
m 6 ould you desire to soar with the
g - rows, and the professional clique. Your time allowance
and ~our ooedience or disobedience of the traffic rules on
epee , are further elements in coming to a decision The
essayh should be slightly longer than the flapuer' s ~kirt long
enoug to cover the subject, but short enough.to be inte~esting.
Club custom has developed an iron bound rule, as unbreakable as the law of the Medea and Persians, that every reader
shall ~ttend the meeting immediately preceeding the one at
w~ich ?e reads his paper.
A budget paper might be written on
tis. curious custom. Is it that the seeing of someone else
read1ng may. lessen the fright when it is your turn? Is it
to insure the presence of an audience of at least one at
each meeting? Is it as a warning to be kind and considerate
to your hearers next week? Is it to insure your attendance
at least twice a year? One might speculate auite at length
and sti~l be in doubt as to the true reason for the custom,
but of 1ts real existence, the~e is no doubt, and so beware
not to transgress.
'
Now having conceived, nourished, and developed the essay;
suf~ered personally and sweated, almost bled in the bearing,
it lS t? be supposed that you will have to deliver it. "The
liberat1on of the artist is akin to the liberation of the
young mother. It is an escape, a relief."
Of delivery, a word or two ma.y not be amiss, and yet with
ninety and nine Club members, each \ri th a style and method, a
diction, a voice, a manner, an intonation all and peculiarly
his ovm, haw can I, how dare I, say the softly modulated lyric
tones of Martin are more to be praised than the ringing organ
tones of Kennon; the speed of Otto more pleasing than the
deliberate enunciation of John; the falling inflection of .Ned
more impelling than the ri.sing tones of Alec; the lack of
gesticulation of Bert, less impressive than the "daily dozen"
of Harry; the eyes of Emerson fixed upon the typewritten sheet
less persuasive than the roving, searching eyes of Russel;
the sedate and imperturable Oliver less effecti~e than the
volcani.c Frank. But .each to his 11 manner 11 born.
"Manner is all in all, what 1 er is VTrit,
The substitute for genius, sense and wit"
(Wm. Cowper--Table Talk)
Emerso.n says-..JWha.t you are stands over you the while, and
thunders so, that I cannot hear what you say to the cont'rary. "
In the acquiring of skill in delivery, "There's nothing
like l{eing used to a thing. 11 "Your valor may sneak off, and
it may ooze out the end of your finger tips." You have but to
stand and deliver. Wnile a "plethora of words" even "anemia. of
ideas" may be the result, it is to be sincerely hoped there will
be ·no "coma of enthusiasm" on the part of those in front of you,
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for"silence is the most severe criticism." Upon the other hand,
be unselfish, and so, fervently wish and pray that the ultra
refinement of literary art, your essay, ~our baby, be not wasted
unon an unappreciative audience. Should fate be unkind, console
yourself with the thought that "popular applause is no more to
be won through literary merit, than is success to be insured by
literary merit;" and in Boswell's Life of Johnson, there is this
phrase--"The·applause of a single human being is of great
consequence."
While what I have now to say has not to do with the production of your essay, still reception is so closely wrapped up with
production in the literary world, it cannot be amiss to call
attention to one method of obtaining the proper publicity. To
those of us who attended the last Christmas celebration of The
Club the exposure of the unvarnished and tarnished ideals and
methhds of our Trustees must have been a severe blow. You will
recall that our secretary openly solicited bribes. Therefore,
should you fear tha.t The Club Secretary will not give your essa.y,
your li tera.ry baby, notice in his minute, worthy the high quality
of your nroduct ion you ma.y rest assured he will accept with
avidity any gratuity which you may deposit in his palm to purchase
encomiums of satisfying magnitude. On the other hand, should he
sneak adversely of your essay, even possibly slurring it, or you
its author, the keenest punish1?ent with which to seek revenge, is
to' organize The Club vote agalnst his annual re-election.
In conclusion, let me paraphrase a trifle the last paragraph
of the "Preface to the English Dictionary," by Samuel Johnson:
"In.this essay, when it shall be found that much is
omitted, let it not be forgotten that much is said; and
though no essay was ever spared out of tenderness to the
author· yet it may gratify curiosity to inform it, that
the Es~ay was written with little assistance of the
lea.rned, and without any patronage of the grea't; not in
the soft obscurit-ies of retirement, nor under the shelter
of academic bowers, but admidst inconvenience and distraction, in sickness and in disease. I may have protra.cted
my essay till most of you, whom I wished to please, have
sunk into the oblivion of Morpheus and so success is an
empty sound."
Dudley W. Palmer

THE CENTENARY OF KENYON COLLEGE
JUNE 20, 1926

ARTHUR L, BROWN

Just a year ago last Saturday there occurred at Gambier, Ohio,
an event of international interest, and one which will stand
unique in the Annals of American Colleges and Universities.
Kenyon College formally celebrated the one hundredth anniversary
of her founding. Under the courageous leadership of the Right
Reverend Philander Chase, the first Episcopal Bishop of Ohio,
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and concerning whom I shall tell you more later, the College
was incorporated on December 29th,.l824.

Due to the fact that Bishop Chase regarded Lords Kenyon
and Gambier as the chief_donors, he named the college in
honor of the former, and gave the latter's name to the ~illage
in which Kenyon is now located. While the first students .
were received at Bishop Chase's home near worthington, Qhio,
within two years the College was moved to Gambier where it
has grown slowly, conservatively but thoroughly, hewing
closely to the lines laid down by its founder, who while his
first idea was that of founding a theological seminary, soon
realized that it w~a necessary to enlarge the plan by the
organization of a department devoted to instruction in the
Arts and Sciences. The outgrowth of that plan was Kenyon
College and Bexley Seminary.
It ·was fitting, therefore, that the close of a most
successful century of achievement should be suitably oelebrated.
· The Centenary was. a tremendous success and as three of the men
who founded the Literary Club of Cincinnati were Kenyon men
and undoubtedly acquired their love of the "Arts and Sciences"
and evan their inspiration to found the Literary Club from
their training in the Phi~omathesian and Nu Pi Kappa Literary •
Societies at Kenyon, I fel~ that the members of this Club
might enjoy a succinct statement of the program of the Kenyon
Centennial Commencement and a somewhat more detailed description of the Alumni Parade and the Centennial Pageant •.
In passing, I would say that the three .members just
referred to, are Salmon P. Chase, Stanley Matthews, Class 1840,
and Rutherford Birchard Hayes, Class 1842. And valedictorian
of his class. Hayes was especially sincere a.nd active in
love and devotion to the Cpllege. He returned to the Hi~l
frequently and in his later years he said more than once that,
· "The four years spent at Kenyon were the happiest and most
glorious in my life except the four years spent marching to
martial music under the shadow of the old flag," A bronze
tablet on the wall of the front bull's-eye room of the East
Wing of. Old Kenyon. now marks ·the room which he occupied while
in Col~ege.
The Centenary
i'

Long before saturday, June 14th, 1924, the formal opening
date of the centenary, literally hundreds of people.were busy
preparing for the event. All the alumni were const~ntly urged
to come back on the Hill with the result that they came in
reater numbers than ave; before, and in all manner of con~e;yances, from the ubi qui tioua. Ford to the commodious P~.irce
Arrow and private Pullman. Every available living place in
Gambier and the nearby town of Mt. Vernon, was commandeered,
and ·so carefully had the plans been made, that everyone was
well provided for. In addition to th~ alumni, President Pierce
had invited many men of national importance including
Atlee Pomerene, former United States Senator from.Ohio,
senator Pepper from Pennsylvania, Senator Willis from Ohio,
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and Governor Donahey of Ohio. Only the untimely death of
President Harding prevented his attendance. The Right Honorable
Lloyd Tyrrel Kenyon, Fourth Lord Kenyon, Pro-Chancellor of the
University of Wales, and Great Grandson of the Lord Kenyon
whose generosity assisted Bishop chase, came all the way from
England. With Lord Kenyon, came his cousins Colonel and
Mrs. Kenyon Slaney, the former a·Colonel in His Majesty's
Cavalry. Episcopal Bishops and Clergy ware so numerous as to
command honorable mention only,
Lord Kenyon's party was met at the picturesque Gambier
Station, ·Saturday noon, June the 14th, by a reception committee
consisting of undergraduates and many alumni. As this was
Lord Kenyon' e first vi"si t in Gambier the ·students quite properly
acknowledged their pleasure at his coming with a fitting
demonstration. Harcourt Place Seminary, the girls school in
Gambier, serves during the Kenyon Commencement as hotel.
Harcourt is situated in beautiful grounds at the north end of
·the Hill just a stone's throw from Bexley Hall. Here, therefore,
all the distinguished guests were accommodated.
The events of the afternoon were the historical tour of
the College grounds and the intercollegiate paseball game
between Kenyon and Capitol University. I understand that this
was Lord Kenyon's first baseball game.
The event which had brought back many of the alumni was
the Parade.· Starting at seven o'clock on Saturday evening, to
the accompaniment of a military band, and enlivened by the
firing of salute bombs and giant fire-crackers, the alumni took
their position by classes on the quadrangle in front of Old
Kenyon. Each class carried a standard bearing its numerals,
which ranged all the way from 1860 to 1927. The class of '60,
the Ron. Matthew Trimble lead the way. Marching from Old Kenyon
and Hanna Hall at one end of the Hill to Baxley Hall at the other,
a distance somewhat lees than a m!Ii7 the Parad' returned to ·
Rosse Hall where it passed the reviewing stand. Here was formed
the reviewing committee consisting of James N. Gamble '54,
celebrating the seventieth anniversary of his graduation,
together with the Honorable Grand ~rshall Wm. P. Elliott '70;
than whom no living graduate had given mora time, thought, and
effort to the upb~ilding of the Alumni Association, and hie
guests, Lord Kenyon and Col. Kenyon Slaney, and also
Dr. wm. F. Peirce, President of the Collage and Bishop Leonard
of Ohio, Chairman of the Board of Trustees. The alumni with
colored caps, arm-bands, streamers, umbrellas made of brilliant
class colors, and various fancy oostumes·antered into the spirit
of the occasion so that it proved a lively, rollicking procession,
conveying a lighter but none the less sincere tribute of love ·
and affection to their Alma Mater. As the Parade numbering
approximately 500 passed in review the·Glee Club sang
"Lord Kenyon Comes" "Philander Chase" and the College anthem:
"There is a Thrill." The occasion was truly inspiring and of
international significance.
The avant, however, which had required the

g~aatest
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of thought, time,and money, was the centennial Pageant
.which was first presented on Saturday night, and later
repeated on the following Tuesday evening. Mr. Joseph Lindon
Smith of Boston had been salected.aa Pageant Master. Hie
success with the Amherst and the St. Louis page.ants hae bean
nationally recognized so that the success of the Kenyon
pantomine was assured. The distinQtive and appropriate
music so necessary to the fullest enjoyment of such an
occasion was provided by the Cleveland Festival Orchestra-~
a part of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. Even the weather
which is often quite rainy and unbearably humid at this time
of June, proved most auspicious •. A full moon shone over the
spire of Old Xanyon, through the wonderful trees flanking
the Middle Path on both sides. The light of the moon helped
illuminate the stage built on the hillside .among the towering
trees to the east and rear of Ascension Hall. Behind this
wonderful old building tha setting for the Pageant was ideal
and the weather perfect.
The Pageant consisted of nine historical and allegorical
episodes. It opened with a scene representing the coming of
the white man to the forests of Ohio. ~he Maravian pioneers .
passed through toward the west, gradually but surely pushing
the red man from his ancient domain, and particularly from
the lands on which Kenyon is now situated. An excellent
chorus composed of a g~oup of Gambier men and women aided
materially toward making the whole Pageant impressive. Their
singing was particularly effective and inspiring.
The naxt tableau portrayed Bishop Chas'a ·at th.e bedside
of his sick son, where he received the inspirationto make an
appeal in England for. sympathy and .funds with which t.o found
the College.
'
A study of Bishop Chase's life reveals the fapt that his
bearing .and manna~s were tho sa of a gentleman accustomed to
ood society and perfectly at home in it. He possessed
~usual social gifts. He was distinguished and affable.
Professor John Kendrick, who knew him well, said, "It was
the verdict of w~shington soc~aty the last w~nter he spent.
th r that the Bishop excelled Henry Clay in conversation.
Itew:~ said that, lat Clay have the 'floor!·and no one could
equal him· but that in conversation among equals, in the
auickness' of speech, in the rapid question and answer, in wit,
repartee, and anecdote ~hat charallc~~r~~e ;he highe~t style
of conversation, the Bishop exce e~ m.
In addition Bishop Chase's zeal in any cause to which he
devoted himself was intense and impetuous. It was said of
hi th t "his blood was at fever heat for forty years
t m thar," He was most tenacious of purpose, could not .be
dogat: ~r intimidated could not indeed be dissuaded.
"a~~ ~ inions once mad~ up, they became principles of action~"
T:i i~flexibility of his was often called obstinacy and
s
obstinate· but this was only one side, one
ind~~d ~et~~~ of a quaiity without which none of his great
:~~om~~i:hments could have been brought to pass, Moreover,
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he was accustomed to decide and act for himself and within his
own field he felt that he knew, and if others differed with
him, then they did not know so well as he. Therefore he must
follow the light which he saw, even though to others it seemed
darkness, One other quality must be spoken of, namely, his
absolute devotion to God, and his sure trust in Him. His
nephew Salmon Portland Chase, who studied under his Uncle's
direction in the school at Worthington out of which Kenyon
grew, has stated it wall: "Thoroughly religious, he always
looked to God. His motto was, Jehovah Jireh,--God will provide.
But his faith in God only animated him to moat strenuous personal labor. It was not passive, but active. If anything.was to
be done, he felt that.he must do it, and that, if he put forth
all his energy he might cheerfully and safely leave the evant
to Divine Providence."
Such was the man who founded Kenyon College, It is,
therefore, easy to understand that during his visit to England
in October 1823, he was able to secure the financial cooperation
and in many cases life-long friendships of such men and women as
Lord Kenyon, Lord Gambier, Lord Bexley, Lord and Lady Acland,
George Wharton Marriott, Countess of Bosse, and Hannah Moore.
The third episode of the Pageant portrayed a tea given at the
home of George WhartonJiarriott in honor of the vislting
Bishop who was bidding farewell to hie loyal and generous
English friends before returning to Ohio.
The fourth tableau depicted the selection of the site for
the Bishop's College, and the first religious service held
upon the Hill. A beautiful prayer-erose of stone· now marks
the spot. Then followed the laying of the corner-stone of
Old Kenyon, with the Faculty, Bishop Chase, and Doctor Sparrow,
welcoming the first student. The Alma Mater appeared to greet
her first son. She sat enthroned upon the corner-atone laid
by the Bishop. The Lamp of Learning was lit, the young man's
name enrolled, and the other young men entered.
The close of the scene was marked by Bishop Chase's quarrel
with his Faculty and his subsequent resignation. Mounted on his
horae, "Cincinnatus," he rode away,
·
The sixth and. seventh scenes reviewed the work· of the
succeeding presidents, Bishop Mcilvaine continued the.work left
in charge of Dr. Sparrow. He was followed by Bishop Bedell,
Major Douglas, Andrews, Short, and Stone, Tappan, and Bodine,-all passed before Alma Mater, honored leaders of.her sons.
The final scene showed Alma Mater calling for the names of
her more illustrious sons. White tablets on which their names
were inscribed were being placed on the wall at her left, war
appeared, and the majority of the Kenyon undergraduates ·under
the command of President Andrews left to fight in the Civil war.
The men from "Dixie Land'' joined the confederate forces. The
War over, the Civil war veterans returned with their tattered
flag, and placed the tablet of their dead companions beside the
others. War again appeared, and Alma Mater called for service
in the Great War. From the audience came men who se~ved, and
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a tablet to those who died in service was placed with the
tablets of honor, Names of other devoted men, leaders, such
as Edwin M. Stanton '34, R, B. Hayes,. '42, s. P. Chase,
Stanley Matthews '40, David Davis '32, Henry Whiter Davia,
'37, teachers, trustees, and alumni were added. This
ceremony completed, President Peirce, the Faculty, Trustees,
and Class Presidents came upon the stage, and standing before
Alma Mater and the honored names of those who served during
the hundred years, brought the Pageant to a close with the
singing of "The Thrill."
The Pageant was a tremendous success both as an educational
object lesson and also as an inspiration to renewed faith in
the future upon such a back ground,
Immediately after the Pageant a salute of bombs directed
the assemblage to the front of Old Kenyon. According to
ancient custom the stroke of the College bell caused the
darkened windo~a to flash out in illuminated pictures. These
portrayed emblems and symbols of the various fraternities,
student organizations and classes, and the portraits of
Lord Kenyon, President Peirce, and of members of the Faculty.
To the older alumni the illumination recalled an .observance
of former years, when it. was enacted annually on the observance
of Washington Birthday, and was followed. by orations, delivered
in Rosse Hall by representatives of Philomatheeian and
Nu Pi Kappa societies.
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on sunday morning June 15th the Ordination Service took
place, Bishop Gailor of Tennessee preaching ~he sermon.
At half-past seven sunday evening, t~e Annual Baccalaureate
service was held in the Church of the Holy Spirit. At this
service President Peirce presented to Mrs. Warren G, Harding
the degree of Doctor of Laws which her late hus~and was to
hlive received.
on Mond~y June 16th the service for the dedication of
Leonard Hall was held. Bishop Leonard was assisted by
Bishop Burton and Vincent. After the service inthe College
Chapel, ~he procession walked down the path to the new building,
The Ninety-Sixth Commencement.followed the dedication
.
of Leonard Hall on Monday morning in Rosse Hall.
After the reg~lar program, President Peirce paid official
re~ognition to the members of the Kenyon family and
senator Papper delivered a short speech.
Following this the Alumni Luncheon was held in a tent
near the college commons and was attended by about six hundred
1 · 1 The writer as President of the General Kenyon Alumni
~a!:i~tion presided and the Honorable T• P. Li':r:m '72, acted
as Toastmaster.
M Linn was auite fortunate in his selections from the
arra ~f talent present, so that the occasion was one long to
be r;membared. A toast was drunk to King George and
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President coolidge, and the meeting was closed by none other
than our own fellow-townsman and member of the Literary Club
James Garfield Stewart '02.
The President and Mrs. Peirce' a reception at .cromwell .
Cottage from four to six was followed by the .fraternity and
non-fraternity banquets Monday evening. During the evening
the College Park was lighted with Japanese lanterns and a
program was rendered from the porch of Rosse Hall by'the
Cleveland Festival Orchestra. After the ·concert an historical
lecture with lantern slides was given for the further entertainment of the wives, daughters and sweethearts of those men
attending the banquete.
It is interesting to .note in passing that the first
fraternity lodge built in the United states was built by
Delta Kappa Epsilon .in 1862 at Gambier. An appropriate service
was held he~e Tuesday. It is also interesting to note that
the oldest.· fraternity lodge now standing in the United states
is the Alph Delta ¢ lodge in Gambier.
On T,uesday morning two bronze. tablets were dedicated on
the Park Gat.es. One was to David Bate·s Douglas who laid out
the Park while President of the College, the other was to
George Wharton Marriott, previously spoken of, and for whom
the Park is named.
Following the. dedication of the tablets, the Centennial
Exercises were held in Rosse Hall. Speeches were delivered in
turn by Lord Kenyon, .professor Herbert D. Foster of Dartmouth
Collage; the Right Rev. Dr. Manning, Bishop of New York,
Fre~erick C. Morehouse, and Judge Joseph· Buffington of Trinity.
The Centennial Dinner followed and the speakers-were
Governor Donahey Senator Pomerene, Samuel Mather of Cleveland
Senator Willis, (whose speech was. quite long), Professor Merriil
of the University of Ch'icago • Bishop Marming, Colonel Kenyon
Slaney, Presi~ent Bartlett of Hobart College and wm. G. Mathers.
· Undoubtedly the most effective message received during the
entire Commencement was .the letter read by President Peirce
during this dinn&r from Mr. H. G, Dalton, announcing that h~
would give a new science hall, to be named the samuel Mather
Science Hall. The cornerstone of this new building was laid
last Monday, just preced.ing the Commencement Exercises.
The activities of Centennial weak were brought to a close
with the initiation to Phi Beta Kappa Society at five thirty
Tuesday afternoon, followed Tuesday night by the Pageant and
finally the annual reception given by the funiora for the
graduating class •. Many alumni remained for. this event and the
success of the dance was in keeping with the success of the
entire Centenary.
·
Arthur L. Brown
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JUNE 271 1925

1. General Harrison's Last

JOHN
Jour~ey

- -

w. PECK

James A. Green

2. Confessions of a Mental Opium Eater - - walter A. Draper
3. The Church of st. Clement - - - - - John
4. Meet Mr. Einstein -

w.

Peck

Nevin.M. Fenneman
\·I!

1.

General Harrison's Last Journey

.

January in the year 1841 had been so warm that it was
more like a Spring than a Winter month. There was no ice in
~he Ohio River and there had been so little rain that the river
was unusually low. Ordinarily in January the River is either
almost flooded or else. is so choked with ice as to make navigation difficult--but this year navigation continued open.
All the happy circumstances that had favored General Harrison
in the Tippecanoe and Tyler Too Campaign seemed to continua.
Even the weather smiled upon him. He left North Bend on the .
afternoon of Monday January 25th--his friends and neighbors
crowding around him and the procession of carriages ·and buggie~
o~ the Lower River Road was an imposing spectacle, He stopped
at the Henry Hous.e which stood on the upper aide of Third st.
between Main ~nd Sycamore. It w~s next door to the building
where a few years later the Literary Club was born. The oJ.der
members of the Club can remember the Henry. Houae·--it was torn
down thirty years ago, From the standpoint'of architecture it
left everything to ba d~~ired for it was simply· an ugly red
brick building that looked more like a warehouse than.anything
else. But ~he traditions of ita bountiful hospitality still
survive. In its day it was the Sinton and the Gibson conbined,
And here it was that General Harrison put up for the night.
There was tremendous excitement. John Findlay Torrence in
his Diary says that the General went to bed but he did not
think he had much sleep as the noise and excitement continued
all night long--and. the next day the excitement rose 1D i~s
climax. All the country poured into the city in carriages
and wagons--on horseback and on foot, The Henry House was
crow~ed. There were no police lines, there were none of the
modern arrangements to keep back the crowd and it was with .
difficulty that the procession was formed to conduct the
General to the Steamer "Ben Franklin." It was the fashion
to present General Harrison with canes and other things
which were supposed would be useful or enjoyable and hie
"black man" had under his care a great bunQ.le of fine canes.
These had been gi vetllDUCh local celebrity and the crowd was
anxious to see them. At h~lf-past ten the start was made on
the Steamer "Ben Franklin," a side wheel boat and one of the
finest vesse~ on the river. The General made a speech from
the deck and at last the Ben Franklin "pushed out amidst
·
shouts of joy; joy beamed in every eye; a smile was on every
face. The roar of cannon and the shouts of joy were beyond
description, from my pen. It was a beautiful sight to see
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the hats, oaps, handkerchiefs streaming from every person on
the wharf, as well as from those in the windows and on the
house tops •" · He stood on the top deck and waved his tall grey
beaver hat in farewell. That was the last Cincinnati was to
see of its most distinguished citizen. There he stood with
his erect military bearing and hearts of the people surged
within them. He was going to occupy the seat of Washington.- ·
He was going to bring a new era of prosperity and happiness
to his. co~ntry. He was going to crown a great career with still
greater things. All was hope and gladness. No tragic shadow
of impending doom fell on that jubilation--and if ever a man
felt the pure joy of accomplishments in the past and of future
achievements General Harrison in t'he midst of that mighty
demonstration was the man. The Committee of Arrangements,
consisting of the foremost people in the community, together
with hundredsof others crowded the decks of the Ben Franklin
and remained on the boat to Moscow, a village on the Ohio side,
where they were met by the steamboat "Swift Shure" which took
them off and so relieved the Ben Franklin, leaving her with
only the normal number of passengers. Prior to the departure
of Ben Franklin another steamboat had left Cincinnati and as
she ·passed she distributed the news "Look out for the !'resident
of the United States on board the Franklin--she will be the
next boat." As the Franklin came along everywhere there were
crowds so that Torrence said "If we landed the boat was
crowded, but if we did not land, they would come out in skiffs,
and· some stand on shore and shout for old "Tip.,' During the
day we could see the farmers on the bank with their guns, would
fire them, th!'ow up their hats and ''huzza for Tip'' the People's
President of the West •" The Ben Franklin was not backward in
helping to add to the enthusiasm for on the Fran1~lin was a six
pounder that answered salute for salute.
The long trip up the river was one great and joyous procession--crowds waving flags and at avery important place
receptions and processions, and at Wheeling there was a battery
on the landing which roared a royal welcome. Mr. Torrance in
his graphic way said "General Harrison' a arm was almost shook
off before he arrived at Wheeling; but the people must be
pleased, therefore, he gave them the left then the right."
There was an immense reception at Wheeling so the steamer·wae
delayed six hours. The people there. had expected the General
to disembark and begin hie journey across the National Raad.
The carriages, stages and wagons were all in readiness but it
was decided to go on to Pittsburgh--and so the vehicles were
sent empty to Brownsville--there to await the party of the
President elect. Pittsburgh was reached at four o'clock in
the afternoon on Friday--January 29th. The Ben Franklin had
some· trouble twelve miles below :Pittsburgh running aground on
account of the low water--and hundreds while the boat was stuck
fast came on board to sea the General.
The arrival at Pittsburgh was a duplicate of the departure
from Cincinnati. There was a tremendous crowd. Many of the
people had been standing on the river bank since daylight
expecting the boat to arrive hours before it appeared. WheD
finally the boat was made fast to the shore it was .a. full hour
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before the committee was able to break thru the crowd. The
people were so enthusiastic and eo anxious to see General
Harri~on that they jammed every ~cease of approach and shouted
themselves hoarse. Finally the Committee made its way on
board the steamer and General Harrison was escorted to the
shore and placed in an open carriage which started for the
Pittsbu~gh House.
The procession which had been arranged was
not able to function--the crowd was too great--and the horses
and carriage and ita distinguished occupant were simply borne
as it were, on the surge of the human sea thru the streets of'
Pittsburgh, 1~. and Mrs •. Shoenburger, prominent residents of
Pittsburgh, carried away General Harrison's daughter,
Mrs. Harrison Findley, and his two grand-daughters, who were
in the party to their residence where they could get a little
sleep. But all night long the crowd ebbed and flowed about
the Pittsburgh House--singing and hurrahing and making holiday.
And on Saturday the day after the arrival General Harrison
made a speech in front of the hotel--and ·in the afternoon
there was a great reception for the ladies at Congress Hall.
Saturday night the General was entertained at Mr. Robertson's
with a large party. There was no rest on Sunday for in the
morning they went to the Episcopal Church and in the evening
at the Presbyterian Church. The shouting and tumult in the .
streets ceased on S~nday but it did not seem to occur to any
of the General's kind Pittsburgh hosts that he might enjoy a
. day of rest, On the contrary it was as strenuous a day as
had preceded it. Possibly on Monday there was an opportunity
to take things more quietly--that day was spent in going up
the Monongahela to Brownsville. It was a day of rain and
snow and fog--the first of .February and a typical February day.
Brownsville was reached at eleven o'clock at·night and
General Harrison and his party left the steamer and went to
the hotel to sleep--much fealing the need of rest. Mr. Torrence,
however, decided to stay on the boat, as he .thought the chance
for a quiet night's rest was better on the boat than otherwise, and apparently he was correct as he writes--" Those who
want up town to sleep w~re much mistaken--the noise was very
great and but li ttl a sleep above the hill."
It was in Brownsville that General Harrison began his
triumphal procession over tpe National Road to washington.
There were six stages with many carriages and many horsemen all
"formed in a string." Mrs, Findlay had br~ught her own carriage
and driver from Cincinnati--the General himself rode in one of
the stages. It was not exactly a galloping trip for the road
was bad and the procession moved very slowly, saving the horses
for the mountains.
What happened at Union Town w~s exactly what happened at
every other village and town on the road. The whole co~ntry
aide turned out to sea the General--the road was "lined with
stages and horseman"--and as his party started a spontaneous
procession was formed which accompanied him half the day's
journey. There were bonfires and there were speeches, and there
was a continuous stopping for handshaking, On the long stretches
of bad road most of the younger members of the party walked eo
as to save the horses. But there never was any rest--there
never was any quiet--there never was any seclusion. If the
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whole country had ever determined to kill a man by kindness-to literally destroy him by a show of love and affection which
continued during darkness and day it was on this occasion. The
General felt that it was his duty to see everybody who wished
to see him for he had a sincere conviction that in a Democracy
the chief officer belonged to the people. Of course on a journey
like this retirement or privacy was out of the ·question. The
stops were made at the country taverns. It is very easy to
visualize this extraordinary triumphal procession which extended
day after day as. the slow moving carriages wound up and down the
tremendous hills of the National Road. · That Road was the first
great national road improvement. It was laid out by ·the engineers
of the United States Army. They designed·its atone bridges-bridges which after more than a century of use are still as good
as ever. Over the National Road had toiled the innumerable
throngs of people that had gone out to the West; young men and
women by the thousands, filled with the high hopes of the new
land of promise, had gone over this road to find greater and
larger opportunities in the great Valley of the Ohio than there
were in their o'ld homes,--but that is a story by itself. Within
a few years from General Harrison's long triumphal march across
this road--in the eyes of the people it really was the march of
a victor entering his capital city laden with spoils--the
National Highway was to fall into desuetude, The railroads
reduced it to a mere local pike. But when the automobile came
it had a new and glorious resurrection. Its past was remembered.
The States of the Nation joined in restoring it.· It was paved
sometimes with brick and sometimes with concrete and sometimes
with asphalt. It is thronged with automobiles and it has again
b~come a road of national importance, once more connecting the
East with the West. It took General Harrison's party a long
and painful day to go from Brownsville to Union Town--yet last
· summer it· took me an hour in an automobile to pass from Union
Town to Brownsville.
Along the road every now and then the log cabins and the
coon skins and the barrels of hard cider, and all the things
that had done duty in the campaign were utilized to add to the
impressiveness of the celebration--and these sacred emblems, as
the orators called them, with General Harrison there in flesh and
blo9d,· simply set the people on fire. If at any place some kind
and considerate physician might have taken the General aside
and said "Honored Sir, you need rest"· history makes no record
of that fact. If at any place he was met by some distinguished
citizen who said "I have a bouse on the hill yonder surrounded
by fields and orchards--go there and have a quiet night's sleep,
and when I explain to the people that you are weary and need
rest, they will keep at a respectful distance" history makes no
record of any such occurrence. In fact nothing of this kind
occurred, Each town outdid itself in the noise of its reception
and each town thought it best displayed its enthusiasm by
gathering around the General and shouting itself hoarse.
General Sherman once told me that wherever he went he was
received with a brass band playing "Marching Through Georgia"
and while it was a good tune yet its everlasting re'petition
nearly drove him crazy. But the people who were receiving him
on his travels thought by playing it did him special honor and
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I suppose in somewhat the same way General Harrison must have
smiled inwardly at the everlasting repetition in the.speechee
of welcome of his nickname "Old Tip."
.
At Cumberland it seemed as if all Western Maryland had
gathered to meet the President elect. At Baltimore there was
.another great reception and this, of course, was the last stage
but one of the journey to Washington, It is to be noted as
the passing of the old era and the beginning of the new that
after Harrison and Tyler no President of the United States
made his journey to the capital by Stage coach. The Railroad
Era had begun.
James A. Green

2.

Confessions of a Mental Opium Eater

Recently there ended a life that one time gave promise of
being of unusual importance and benefit to the world. From a
position of prominence in and beyond his home city this man
suddenly dropped to be an enigma, an outcast, a recluse, 'a
mystery and finally a memory. He was formerly one of my
warmest friends, and I endeavored in every way tostop him in
his descent but was frustrated at last by his own act. After
his death, however, I became aware that he had trusted and had
affection for me to the end as shown by his making me his
executor and leaving me some remarkable documents of which the
one herewith may serve not only as an introduction but also at
the same time as the explanation of his peculiar later life,
just as he desired it to be. Of the writings left by him I
have had time to read but little, but that little has shown me
that he was of no small ability, and as I go farther I shall
not be disappointed if I find some really worthwhile productions.
It is fitting to say that in the manuscript following I have
made such changes in names, and places as to disguise the
writer, because his purpose will best be served by concealing
his indentity for a short time longer. With the exception of
these few changes I shall let George Benton.Randolph tell his
own story in the following writing in his own hand and signed
by his own name,

r.

iI
'

Feeling the near approach of the and of a long struggle
I am constrained to write down, to be read by him who shall
undertake to dispose of my few leavings, an explanation or a
confession which I hope he will communicate to those who in a
happier day were my friends. In this I am pulled by two
· opposite impulses, one the desire to explain and excuse, if I
can my strange actions and the other the fear that the mere
rel~tion of my terrible experience may open the way of temptation to some other poor soul hereafter.
(Frequently we have read of the result that has followed
the use of some pain allaying drug--taken first for relief,
rl
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then from desire, than as the result of a habit, fixed and
inexorable. We have read how the addict has attempted to break
the chains that bound him, how he has gone down into Hell and
suffered tortures of body and mind, how he has fought to get
the craved for drug and has lost friends. fortune, health. all,
because of the enslavement ·into which he has fallen. But all
this has been but natural, and the usual a·ffect following cause,
.the treading by one more unfortunate of a beaten path, rough it
is true, but one over which so many have trod that there is
sympathy and understanding for the drug addict at least. But
with me just as there was no one to offer the temptation, there
was none to warn me of the danger and consequently none to whom
I could go for sympathy after I had fallen·, because I know of
none who has ever before me had the same experience. It must
be plain, therefore, why I now hesitate to explain my queer
actions and unusual behavior, knowing that my very explanation
may be offering the temptation to others and sowing the seed of
a broken mind, lost position in society, a hell on earth and a
ruined life. But the desire to clear my name as much as may be
from the cloud that has hung over me is too strong and I must
try to explain why all these late years I have been apparently·
living out of myself, a disembodied spirit, or, as must have been
more likely the case to my friends, a spiritless body.)
Like many another my terrible habit was formed in seeking
relief from suffering. My suffering, however, was not physical
but mental, and for that reason all the more unbearable. It
began when I first suspected the awful thing that hung its dark
shadow over me for so long. When it actually faced me I found
myself already weakened in mind bJ worry and fear that it might
come, and so I had the lees strength to fight the thing and keep
it from be coming known by all my friends. The "thirJg" was the
result of my own actions, not taken deliberately or with any
desire to do wrong but more the result of an impulse and as
.strange as it may seem rather an impulse to do a good and kindly
act than a wish to do an evil one. The mistake made however I
found that whatever the natura of the impulse and ho~ever I might
attempt to explain it away if it should become public, the wrong
motive would be attributed to me and the Hack side only of the
shield would be seen. So all of my strength all of my ingenuity
all of my mind, were devoted to keeping it f~om becoming known
•
or, if it became known, to explaining it so as to keep my frie~ds
and my standing in society and in the community.
As I attended meetings of business associates in the be~inning
of the trouble I would lose all track of the matter under di~cussion
so that often when my opinion was asked I would start visibly as if
awakened and would beg to have the question repeated. As I grew
more worried I would even lose the thread of my own talk and halt
lamely in the middle of a sentence to go back and get my bearings.
I even found later that I often had said things that had but little
sense because of a lack of coherence and sustained thought and on
one occasion I actually stopped in the middle of some long discourse
and asked what it was that· I had bean talking about. surprise and
alarm and pity were shown on the faces of my associates who however
kindly insisted that the meeting adjourn and that I rest awhile and '
then go home. They wanted one of them to go with me, but to this
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I objected so strenuously that they left me alone. I did
leave my office, though not to go home. Instead I ordered
my driver to come for me and started out for a ride about
the beautiful hills whence I could get wonderful views of
other ~~lls in the distance and the peaceful valleys between.
(Such r1des have always rested me, body and mind, but on this
occasion I did not respond, for my thoughts were still always
of the "thing" and "what if'/ 11 I gave myself up to complete
and abject despair and it seemed that nothing could be worse
than the hell into which I had been plunged. No man had ever,
I told myself, been subjected to the same degree of degradation
that I would experience if 11 it 11 became known. Others, many,
many others, had done the same thing, deliberately, boastingly
even, that I had done hesitatingly and, as I told myself, with
that
a certain degree of justification, and for a moment I 11 felt
I would face the world and go through with it evenif it 11 became
known. Then I would think of the surprise and shock to my
friends that the publicity regarding 11 it 11 would bring and
back I would go tumbling into the abyss again. I tried to get
a bit of comfort from the thought that it was pure egotism to
think that I was held in such high esteem that the world would
be shocked if I were known to have made this mistake. Then·
the thought that I was egotistic, always abhorrent, to me,
would dash the little cup of relief from my hands again and
deep gloom would envelope my soul.)
I remember but little of tlle ride about the city but I do
recall that my driver stopped the motor car as was usually
the custom at my favorite spot in all the city--a point from
which curving river and rounded hill on one side stretched
away from lawns and trees and well built h.Juses on the other
and which had always pleased me as nothing else could. I sat,
scarcely realizing where I was, and I now recall distinctly
that a large sign board that I had always quarrelled with as
interfering with and spoiling the beautiful .view sat itself
down noisily .in the foreground and announced in shrieking
colors that "The American National Bank pays 4 percent on
Savings Deposits." There was notning interesting about the
statement to me but, as I looked, the big letters spelling
out the name of the bank seemed so regularly formed and so well
done· that my attention was drawn to them a second time and
lingered there. A M E R I C A N. It looked a goJd word, too.
I was an American, and although the 11 thing" might be clawing
in its bag to.be let out and a~though if it should .get out
and my reputation for business integrity, upright dealing and
right living would be lost, I might still assert my right as
an American to a hearing and explain and excuse and overcome
and live down the "thing. 11 Yes, they were good letters, and as
I looked at them I began to spell the words backward
_ N-A-0-I-R-E-M-A, Nac-i-re-ma. A queer sound, but not half
bad at that. L-A-N-0-I-T-A-N, Lan-ai-tan--sounded about as
·well as the other K-N-A-B, Knab--something like German for boy.
NAC-I-RE-MA LAN-OI-TAN KNAB. Perhaps others had spelled
words backwards before. I remembered I had at times. One of
my early sweethearts was a little girl with light hair named
Anna, and I alwa:r:·s thought it nice that her name was just the
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same forward or backward. It was mora of a game s~elling other
and longer words backward.and I thought how queer it was that
all of these three words could be spelled backward and pronounced.
All words couldn't. Taka the rest of the sign, for example.
SAVINGS - s-G-N-I-V-A-S--it was ridiculous trying to spell that
backward and pronounce. I promised myself that I would try
some others, Then I thought how foolish it would sea to my
friends and associates, and I speculated to myself' as to what ·
they would think if they knew, and what this one would say and
what that one would say and how they would all understand--but
than the "thing" came back into my mind and the darkness enveloped
me again. I tried to shake it off and thought of my backward
spelling which had given me a momentary relief from it all. I
told the driver to drive on and I decided I 1 d look for soma other
sign and see how it would work out. soon I came to several and
as we went past I tried one or two. STAR PIANO, I saw. R-A-T-sthat was funny. 0-N-A-I-P--waan•t much in that. I passed a
BARBER SHOP and I wondered what Tony would think if he knew I
was calling his place a "REB-RAB- POHS •11 Gilbert Avenue became
"TREB-LIG." A safety zone became an "yt-e-fae a-noz ," words as
quaar as Swift's Brobdinag-ian ones. I laughed to myself for
the first t-ime in days. On my way down town I recalled a business
matter that I should have written a latter about and dacfded that
I had best sand a telegram to make up for the oversight, It was
an encouraging sign to me that. my mind had beEm turned from my
black worry by so simple and childish thing as reversing the
spelling of words and directed into channels of business. again.
I reached for a blank and "telegram" spelled itself backwards
into "MAR-GE-LET •'' Where had I seen that word befor'e? And then
I recollected that it was the trade name of an addressing and
mailing concern. So my simple little device had been found by
others, had it? Wall, eo be it; it was my secret anyway. I
would let it taka me back to normal mindndness and away from a
continual brooding about the "thing." I began to think of my
trouble objectively. I weighed the possibilities of its becoming known and they didn't seem so great as· they had. Of course
I slipped back into my despair occasionally but there ware
words always before me--words waiting to be spelled backward and
many of them certain to produce groteaoue and curious results.
Often a thrill was experienced when some combination of words
spelled bac~rard made another combination at least pronounceable
even if it ware meaningless, and I never could te.ll when I started
in what result might be obtained. I formulated rules too such
as not separating the letters of a diphthong and inst;ad of
spelling faith backward as h-t-i-a-f, counting th as one letter
and getting "thiaf," pronounceable at least. I remember to have
felt that I had made a discovery when "THID OLIVER PART PAY PLAN"
became "Eth revile trap yap nalp." It was the veriest foolishness and yet it caught my fancy how these letters in their new
arrangement would fall in, just as the ever changing arrangement
of the pieces of glass in a kaleidoscope hold the a t.tention of
old as well as young by the different and wonderful affects
produced. When I began to spell "California Seedless Raisins"
.how could I foresee that "Ain-rof-i-las sseldeas snis-iar" would
result? Or· that "Hotel Matropoli tan--Fireproof, n would be
"Lat-oh Nati-lop-or-tem foorp-erif?" I smiled to myself when the
newspaper advertisement directed me to buy man's shirts or
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"shirsh snem" at "Yalbam and werac' s" instead of Mablay and
Carew's. I saw a flower garden as a "rew-olf-neg-rag'i and
a school-yard as "loochs dra~."
But why do I need to multiply the examples? It will be
best to come to the point. I soon found not merely a diversion in hunting for words that would spell backwards curiously
but a continually growing tendency to try what results would
be obtained. "The thing" itself gradually cleared up as I
shoul~ have known or.trustad it would, but not without my
apend1r1g many an anx1ous hour and sleepless night. I felt at
the time that my sanity had been preserved by my childish
arnusarnant of spelling words backward, but I then had not the
remotest idea of the penalty I was about to pay Had I known
it might have been far better if I had gone on ;orrying about'
the "thing" and it had become public which would have enabled
me to get rid of the suspense and face the "thing" and fight it
out, But it was.not to be. I found that this spelling words
backward had taken such a hold on me that insensibly I saw
avery sign or street name or advertised article not in its
proper spelling but backward. (If I went to chur~h st. Paul
became "Luap;'' St. James became ''Samaj;" Holy Trinity,
.
"Yt-i-nirt Yloh" ~nd prayer, "ray-arp,'' I couldn't throw it
off. In the street car the car cards invited the practice'
of my hobby, It was "Yrovi Paos" instead of Ivory Soap;
"Ster-ac-sac," instead of Cascarets; ''Ti-uc-aib Aaea-nu"
instead of Uneeda Biscuit. Short words a-ppeared backward to
me as clearly as for~ard, but the longer words and short
phrases required spelling ou~, letter by latter. "Tailor"
was "Rol!-·1-at" as easily as tailor. Book store was "koob erots."
Ice cream parlor was "Eci ~-arc ro~rap." But "Satisfactory
Service guaranteed," took a little time to spell out into
"Yr-ot -caf -sit-as eci-vres deet-nar-a-ug •" But I could not
shake off the spell of it.) If 1 saw some unfamiliar word or
a strange name I was not satisfied until I had spelled it out
backward and found out what it sounded like,
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While the thing threatened me I had left my books alone
because I had found that I couJ.d not concentrate on the subject
matter of any of them no mutter how simple. I would open a
bo.ok .to read and would do my utmost to drive my mind t6 follow
and understand the words. 1 could not kaap my attention on
the first sentence which 1 would read over and over, each time
telling myself that I would follow it through to the end without allowing my mind to wander a single second. B~t before I
got two lines read I would be entirely oblivious of what I was
reading with my eyes and would soon realize that I wasn't
reading with my mind. When the ''thing" was finally laid low
I remembered my books and looked forward to handling tht3m and
reading them again with great pleasure. So one evening when I
went home I took down from its shelf Lavangro. "Org-ne-val,"
it pronounced itself to me. I put it back because 1 C·)Uld not
bear to have so good a book spoiled for me by so bizarre a nama.
Sartor Resartus stood next it on the sha1f. "Rot -rus su-tras:-ar"
it became. The Canterbury Tales to my ayes spelled
"Eth Y-rub-rat-can Selat;" The Marble Faun, "Eth ~a-bram Nuaf •"
And than my aye fall on John Uri Lloyd's Etidorpha which I
recalled was Dr. Lloyd's whimsical reverse spelling of
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Aphrodite. I wondered· if he had aver followed out this idea
as I had, but quickly answered my own query that he certainly
could not have done so for he gave no sign of such a habit as
had begun to lay its tentacles about me.
Then~ was that the full truth was opened before me--that

I had as an antidote to my worry and sorrow taken on a habit
that was worse than the trouble I sought to cure. I feared I
was losing my mind. I threw down my book and rushed from the
house without my hat and without any idea of where I was going.
Down the street I almost ran. I noticed a. traffic sign "S T 0 :P,"
it read •. To me it was "P 0 T S." It made me mad, I know not why.
What had I to do with pots? And then I realized it wasn't pots
and I was sure that my mind had been turned by my indulgence in
that cursed pastime. Everywhere I ~ookad grotesque meaningless
words stared me in the face "Notice" was "Eoi-ton;" "Subway" was
"Yaw-bus;" "Drive Slow" was "wols avird."
I remembered Mark Twain's story of the awful hold taken on
people by the jingle of the rhyme:
"Punch brother, punch, punch with care,
Punch in the presence of the passen-ger,"
and I realized that while his story was an extravaganza my trouble
was real and terribly serious. I recall getting back to my house
and going to my room in the dark. In the dark I undressed lest
in the light I might aaa words that would form themselves backward. I lay down in bad and closed my eyes, but even then there
appeared before me in self p±ty the words "poor manl" but not that
way. "Roop na.m," they read. "0 God~" I cried out and there seemed
blazing before my eyes "0 dogl" I had always· a great reverence in
me for divinity and that treatment of the Holy Name by my disordered
mind sho~ked and shattered my remaining hope. I shook with sobs
and groans. I held on tightly to the bed and I tried to pray.
Finally I became quieter and must have slept some for it was gray
·dawn when 1 awoke. The dread and horror of it all came back to me
and I got up, went to my desk determined to wri ta a. brief note
and then take a revolver lying· in a drawer and and it all. I sat
down and began to write. I was amazed tofind that the words came
in order and spelled themselves regularly and without trouble.
Indeed, I found that my drifting, wandering mind found an anchor
or a mooring place in my putting thoughts on paper. Full of
thanks for my discovery I got up and tried to get a. new hold on
myself. I kept my eyes away from any prints~ words and my mind
away from spelling out any group of letters. Dressed I want down
stairs and found at my breakfast table the morning paper,
"RER-I-UQ-NE" it glared at me; and than I realized in a flash
that the trouble would never leave me but that in writing only
would I find relief from ·this new "thing" that had taken the
plac·a of the old one.
And so it has been. I had always written more or lass and
decided that as I hatt enough to live on I would give up my business
and devote myself to writing, but writing for myself alone since I
O'ould not seek a pub11sher, I did. I became a recluse, my friends
gradually coming to see me lass and less because they recognized
that while I was not dangerously mad, I was at least not my old self.
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I would. hear only part of what they would. say to me and was
able to carry on only a broken and sometimes incoherent end.
of the conversation, becaus.e I was always trying to turn
''Thomas" into "Samoth," "Samuel" into "Le-um-as," and
Charles" into "Sel-rach," or else I was spelling backward the
words of their conversation. I became quite adept and could
sa a a word backward almost equally we 11 as forward. Fortunate
it was that I had no family, having never married, and being
an only son of my father and mother who likewise had no close
relations. Two servants, a colored butler and man about the
house and a white woman to cook, remained faithful to me
because I had, I fancy, always been silent and brooding at
home and they ware not as much struck with my changed cond.i tion
because they did not have my away-from-home sociable and
business side to compare with. Little did Hannibal know,
however, that to me he was always "Lab-in-nah" and Hannah
realized. that I found exquisite pleasure in contemplating the
fact that her name was the same spelled either forward or
backward.
But to everybody else it was apparent that things were
not all right with me. I seldom went about and when I did I
was noticed by but few. I did not pretend to be absorbed .in
my own thoughts--! was. And such tlioughts1 My only purp0se
in going about was to gat exercise and this I did mostly llfter.
dark. 'rhere was a double purpose in this in that I met fewer
people and scarcely ever acquaintances, and I would see fewer
words to tempt me to the exercise of my damnable habit. It
may seem strange that I c:an write out this statement, but it
must be remembered that writing has bean the one quieting
thing that my mind has had to fall back· on. With paper and a
pan and ink before me--for I have not used a typewriting ma.chine-I have become soothed and steadied, and my mind has quicLly
rested and seemed to rna at least to be perfectly normal. I have
for years made it a practice to ·write before going to bed and
when I have become sleepy have quickly retired and slept soundly.
I have gr8atly, oh~ how greatly, missed being abl~ to read my
books and new book~, too, that for a time kind fr1ends sent to me.
I tried the experiment of copying· what I wanted to read hoping
that the writing of. it would rob the ha.b it of its power. But I
was disappointed. The printed page was too strong a temptation.
The· only thing that I could do to enjoy old book friends was to
write out what I could remember of the words of the poets or
tall on paper the story of prose as nearly as I could remember it.
'

But it has beenlahll alongitmtynowun hcombuptosii tcia.onnntohta tsayhals kh.aevpat
me mentally alive.
ave wr e m ~
written well, nor has there bedn any JUdge to pass an opinion on
it because never have I submitted it to another, nor canl read
it'ovar to myself any more than the writing of others. Perhaps
my one friend whom I love with all my soul wil~ soon judge it,
however because to him I leave it all to do w1th as he will,
Long after all others had forsaken me did he visit me, and I
know that he would have stayed with me through it all to this and.
I did not want even him to see my misery and no pale ssness, however,
and I was too proud to tell him my silly story. So one evening
when he carne just on the day I knew I was doomed I want to the
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Aphrodite, I wondered· if he had aver followed out this idea.
as I had, but quickly answered my own query that he certainly
could not have dona so for he gave no sign of such a habit a.a
had begun to lay ita tentacles about me.
Than~ was that the full truth was opened before me--that

I had as an antidote to my worry and sorrow taken on a habit
that was worse than the trouble I sought to cure. I feared I
was losing my mind, I threw down my book and rushed from the
house without my hat and without any idea of where I was going.
Down the street I almost ran. I noticed a traffic sign "S T 0 P,"
it read, . To me it was "1? 0 T s." It made me mad, I know not why.
What had I to do with pots? And then I realized it wasn't pots
and I was sure that my mind had bean turned by my indulgence in
that cursed pastime, Everywhere I ~ooked grotesque meaningless ·
words stared me in the face "Notice" was "Eoi-ton;n "Subway" was
"Yaw-bus;" "Drive Slow" was "wols evird,"
I remembered Mark Twain's story of the awful hold taken on
people by the jingle of the rhyme:
"Punch brother, punch, punch with care,
Punch in the p-resence of the passen-ger,"
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I would hear only part of what they would say to me and was
able to carry on only a broken and sometimes incoherent end
of the conversation, becaus.e I was always trying to turn
"Thomas" into "Samoth," "Samuel" into "Le-um-aa," and
Cha.rles 11 into "Sal-rach," or else I was spelling backward the
words of their conversation. I became quite adept and could
see a word backward almost equally wall as forward. Fortunate
it was that I had no family, having never married, and being
an only son of my father and mother who likewise had no close
relations. Two servants, a colored butler and man about the
house and a white woman to cook, remained faithful to me
because I had, I fancy, always bean silent and brooding at
home and they ware not as much struck with my changed con~ition
because they did not have my away-from-home sociable and
business side to compare with. Little did Hannibal know,
however, that to me he was always "Lab-in-nahu and Hannah
realized that I found exquisite pleasure in contemplating the
fact that her name was the same spelled either forward or
backward.
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But to everybody elsa it was apparent that things were
not all right with me. I seldom went about and when I did I
was noticed by but few. I did not tretend to be absorbed .in
my own thoughts--! was. And such t oughts~ My only purpose
in going about was to get exercise and this I did mostly after.
dark. 'rhere was a double purpose in this in that I met fewer
people and scarcely ever acquaintances, and I would see fewer
words to tempt me to the exercise of my damnable habit. It
may seem strange that I can write out this statement, but it
must be remembered that writing has been the one quieting
thing that my mind has had to fall back· on. With paper and a
pan and ink before me--for I have not used a typewriting machine-- ,
I have become soothed and steadied, and my mind has quicLly
:·.
rested and seamed to me~ least to be perfectly normal. I have
,':
for years made it a practice to ·write before going to bed and
when I have become sleepy have quickly retired and slept soundly,
! :
I '
I have greatly, oh~ how greatly, missed being able to read my
books and new booke, too, that for a time kind friends sent to me,
r,
I tried the experiment of copying what I wanted to read hoping
that the writing of. it would rob the habit of its .power. But I
was disappointed. The printed page was too strong a temptation.
The' only thing that I could do to enjoy old book friends was to
write out what I could remember of the words of the poets or
tell on paper the story of prose as nearly as I could remember it. , .
I

and I realized that while hie story was an extravaganza my trouble
was real and terribly serious. I recall getting back to my house
and going to my room in the dark. In the dark I undressed lest
in the light I might sea words that would form themselves backward. I lay down in bed and closed my eyes, but even then there
appeared before me in self p±ty the words "poor manl" but not that
way, "Roop nam," they read, "0 God~" I cried out and there seamed
blazing before my eyes "0 dogl" I had always a great reverence in
me for divinity and that treatment of the Holy Name by my disordered
mind sho9ked and shattered my remaining hope. I shook with sobs
and groans. I held on tightly to the bed and I tried to pray.
Finally I became quieter and must have slept soma for it was gray
·dawn when 1 awoke. The dread and horror of it all came back to me
and I got up, want to my deal~ determined to write a brief nota
and then take a revolver lying· in a drawer and and it all. I sat
down and began to write. I was amazed tofind that the words came
in order and a.pelled themsel vas regularly and without trouble.
Indeed, I found that my drifting, wandering mind found an anchor
or a mooring place in my putting thoughts on paper. Full of
thanks for my discovery I got up and tried to get a new hold on
myself. I kept my eyes away from any printe~ words and my mind
away from spelling out any group of letters. Dressed I went down
stairs and found at my breakfast table the mo-rning paper,
"RER-I-UQ-NE" it glared at me; and than I realized in a flash
that the trouble would never leave me but that in writing only
would I find relief from ·this new "thing" that had taken the
plac·e of the old one,
And so it has bean, I had always written more or less and
decided that as I hatt enough to live on I would give up my business
and devote myself to writing, but writing for myself alone since I
aould not seek a pub'lisher. I did. I became a recluse, my friends
gradually coming to see me less and less because they recognized
that while I was not dangerously mad, I was at least not my old self,
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But it has been all along my own composition that has kept
me mentally alive. I have written much but I cannot say I have
written well, nor has there bean any judge to pass an opinion on
it because never have I submitted it to another, nor cani read
it'ovar to myself any mora than the writing of others. Fer~aps
my one friend whom I love with all my soul will soon judge 1t,
however because to him I leave it all to do with as he will,
Long after all others had forsaken me did he visit me, and I
know that he would have stayed with me through it all to this end,
I did not want evan him to see my misery and bopalessness, however,
and I was too proud to tell him my silly story. So one evening
when he came just on the day I knew I was doomed I went to the
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door and seeing him there I slammed the door in his face.
His note, pleading against his dismissal I tore across once
and than once again and sent back to him by his own messenger.
Oh, my friend, forgive me. I did this not for myself but out
of my love· for you. I knew I was not a lunatic. I knew you
would know that, too, but I could not bear to have you suffer
w~ th me as I knew you would and I preferred to have you think
I was offended with you and loved you no more. Now you will
know how deeply I have loved you all along.
And so I bring this relation to a close. If my friend
receives it I ask him to let all my one time friends know the
truth. It must be clear that I have hesitated to pass on the
story of my terrible habit but the desire to explain is too
strong •. My last words will be a warning, an adjurationto all
who may read this, not to try the experiment of spelling words
backward, It is fraught with dangers and even a little beginning
may prove how insidious is the practice and how likely to lead
to disaster.
Walter A. Draper

'rhe Church of St, Clement
Romal great is the City of Rome~ To him whose Europe lies
mostly in books--who has, at college taken "ancient mediaeval
'
an d mo dern, " who has dabbled in Romanesque,
Byzantine' and
Renaissance, to him who has endeavored, as one should, to charge
his mind with the thronings and de-thronings of the biggest
kings and the marchings and counter marchings of the greatest
armies, with the master carvings and paintings of the miracle
men of art, and with the doings in general of the big, noble
and haughty--to the man, who, under his reading lamp, in college
·and out, has thrilled a bit and dozed a bit over all these things
Rome, great is the City of Rome!- London and Paris have their
'
advocates--but as f0r me,· well, I am for Rome.
We had sto?d by the fountains before st. Peters--great
gushing, founta1ns, throwing their generous streams with profusion unrestrained into the clear brilliant heat. Fountains in
Rome have a messaga. They fling defiance at the parching heat
of summa~, and laugh at the brilliant atmosphere with which they
aport their spray. We had stood under Angelo's great dome and
before his marvelous figure of the dead Christ in the lap of the
Virgin. At the Trevi Fountain we had cast our pennies into the
waters of the aqueduct that Agrippo built, as, by the tradition,
do all those who hope to return to Rome; we had walked among the
tombs of the great who rest beneath the noble dome of the
Pantheon; we had descended into the Mame.rtine Prison, that cold
dungeon in solid rock where the accomplices of Catalina ware
confined; where the Numidian king Jugurtha and Vercengetorix the
heroic chiaftan of Gual who was led in Caesar's triumph, were
strangled to death, and where also st. Pe tar and st. Paul ware
imprisoned; we had stood spellbound at the view of the Forum·
the arch of Severus Septimus, the Arch of.Titua, the brick '
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Senate Chamber where some say caesar was assassinated· certainly there is his tomb; here tradition says Romulus was'buried
there indeed is the very Rostrum from which Cicero spoke; th~
columns of the temples.of Saturn and Castor; in the distance
the Arch of Constantine and beyond the Colosseum of Rom$.
The great churches; the glories of the Vatican; the Golden
House of Nero and that most enormous of all country clubs
the Baths of Caracalla--all these had coma in for a share'of
our wonder and admirati.on. And now, on a. Roman sumrner' s day
we turned our backs upon the huge stone arches of the Colosseum
and into the Via San Giovanni in Laterno and pursued that
quaint thoroughfare of small shops and donkey carts for about
one third of its length. Upon the left hand side, the side
of the afternoon shade, which indeed is a matter of consequence,
we came to the flat stuccoed wall and shabby side door of the
chutch, which is the subject of this paper, the Church of
St. Clamant.
Once put of the brilliant heat and into the dim cool, we
found oursel vas within a beautiful basilica of an architecture
that preceded the days of Columbus, Gallileo, Michaelangelo,
Bacon and all such disturbers of the peaceful slumbers of the
Middle Ages, for this church was built at about the time when
William invaded England. It was evidently a worshipping place
of the poor. A few ill clad, but devout and sincere people of
this land of faith knelt before the alter of the Passion.
'

'

. Inasmuch as each member of the Sacred College of Cardi na.ls
must be the dignitary of some church at the City of Rome, so
it is that the priest of the Church of St. Clement is
Cardinal O'Connell of Boston. For centuries this church has
belonged to the Irish Dominican Friars and the Brother in
charge whp was good enough to show us about we.!3 a Dominican
with a soft Irish brogue and a merry Irish twinkle.

!:

We enjoyed the hush, speaking softly not to disturb the
worshippers, and we were gratefu~ for the cool, soft light.
we admired the beautiful frescoes of the Chapel of the Passion
and those within the panels of the flat ceiling--all in ancient
style, for,' as I. have said, the present church goes back to the
eleventh century. But even so this structure is m9dern when
compared to those the. t lie beneath it. For ft was built as the
Dominican told us,_ upon the ruins of an older church of
st. Clement. This predecessor had occupied the s~me spot for
soma seven hundred years until the soldiers of that bold
Norman adventurer Robert Guiscard, destroyed it during the
three days sack of Rome which they ~de in the year 1084.
The ruins of the older church lie beneath the present
surface and street level. Why or how, it is that nature
persistently buries in the earth the remains of her ancient
civilizations I do not know. Perhaps it is to a~d excitement
to archeology and to give a touch of adventur~ to classical
research. certainlY it establishes something of a bond of
sympathy between the professor and th~ prospector. I wonder
if the divining rod would band to the museum treasures that
lie hidden beneath the sunny deserts of the Orient. At any_
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rate the primal church of st. Clement is at this time well below
the surface of the land and so the good Dominican led us by a
long stone stair down into the damp of the original edifice now
re-excavated and somewhat restored. It was built in the fourth
century in the time of the great Constantine and of the triumph
of Christianity, which had but recently emerged from the
·
catacombs.
The Dominican snapped on the lights. We saw pieces of old
Roman atone carvings, caps and borders, in the walla and a
fresco in red paint of the Assumption remarkably drawn in what
we ware told was the Pompeian style of Greek Art, belonging to
the sixth century. Here also was the story of the life of
st. Alexis told in a aeries of pictures,. by very much the same
method of ~arration as that now used by the cartoonists of the
comic sheets. Alexis, high born and rich, vows not to marry;
he is married by his parents against his will; he puts aside
his great wealth; he flies; lives a hermit at Odessa; returns
incognito as a beggar to his father's house; lives there a beggar's
life seventeen years unrecognized; the Bishop alone knows his
secret; on his death bed it is disclosed to his dispa:ring father
and his affectionate wife. The Christ on the wall is of the
Eastern Church; he has no beard; he is blessing with the thumb
touching the third finger,
Here also is told in Byzantine fresco the legend of the
martyrdom of st. Clement. He was cast into the Black Sea, off
the Crimea to drown. But the angels would not let him die so.
They built him a chapel in the bottom of the sea. Once a year
the waters parted and the good Bishop of Odessa led his people
out, dry shod, there to worship. This woman had taken her son
along. But she had forgotten and left him, and the waters closed.
In despair, grief, and sorrow she waited, hour by hour, the year
around for the waters to part again that she might at least
recover his poor body. Again the Bishop at the year's end, led
the multitude between the parted waters., in which the fish swim
up and down, and see, a miracle! the body comes alive and strong
to the loving embrace of his over-joyed mother, and not only has
he grown bigger within the year as a boy should, but, as the
Dominican pointed out with a marry twinkle, his clothes have
grown as well.
He wandered about the older church of st. Clement, going
back in spirit, with our environment, to the days when
Christianity was young, until we were startled by the sight of
another great descending stone stair leading, as we were told,
to a more ancient structure.
Down we went by steps apparently cut in solid rock, and as
we descended we heard in the earth the great rushing of the
subterranean waters of Rome. Whence they come or whither they
go no one knows. By the stair was a·white marble bust of
Cardinal O'Connell, for by his grace and funds provided by the
Catholics of Boston the excavation of the house to which we now
descended was accomplished.
It was the ancestral house of the patrician Roman family of
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Clement, the paternal home of Clemens Romanus, the third
Bishop of Rome after St. Peter, and head of the Christian Church
immediately after the apostolic age, canonized St. Clement,
patron saint of the church above. It is said (and although
some sceptics say it is not sufficiently proven, I prefer to
believe it) that it was to him that st. Paul referred in his
epistle to the Phillipians (Ch. IV) when he said, "And I entreat
thee also, true yokefellow, help those women which labored with
me in the gospel, with Clement also, and with my fellow laborers,
whose names are in the book of life."
And in the very chapel of this Clement, a stuccoed chamber,
decorated with border of a square geometrical pattern, we stood.
Thence we entered another chapel, and there deep amide the
foundations of this Christian Church we saw an alter to the
pagan god Mithras. In low relief it shows the god plunging his
dagger into the sacred bull to let his blood bless the soil
with fertility; the bull is attacked by a dog, the spirit of
the evil of the world. It also shows the serpent, the symbol
of life eternal, the sun and the moon! and the crow representing
law and order. About the walls of th1s pagan chapel are the
great stone benches for the worshippers, with grooves hollowed
out for their elbows to rest in as they lay feasting.
Mithraism to which this chapel was devoted seems to pave
been a Persian religion brought to Rome by prisoners of the
soldiers of Pompey in the first century and to have spread
rapidly. It was, I learn, a spiritual fraternity, with many
points of resemblance to Christianity. Thus it held to clean,
virtuous, abstinent livi~; it taught immortality, the resurrection of the flesh, and a life of future happiness fo~ the
good· it practiced a sacrament of bread and water (or w1ne);
and it looked forward to the recoming of Mithras on earth,
to the sacrifice of the bull, the separation ?f the g~od from
the bad, the blessing of the former by the dr1nking of the
blood of the bull and the destruction of the latte~.b? fire.
The house of Clement apparently at first embraced 111 tnraism,
and later turned to Christianity. Certainly, here are the
chapels of each, side by side.
But this house of the patrician family of Clement, although
· t goes back to the days of the Roman Republic, was not the
~irst to occupy this spot, for it, in its turn,, was built upon
a still more ancient structure. Through an arcn we saw the
work of excavation going forward, and there we beheld, beneath
and supporti~g the foundations of the house of Cl~ment, now
the third structure counting from the top down, tne black tufa
stones of yet another and fourth house, which is thought to have
been built no later than the day of Tarquin t~e Proud, last
King of Rome, five hundred years before Christ.

s h

in atone upon one spot, is a broken outline of
the hi~to;; ~f Rome; the ancient l:ingdom, the glorious
ublic the patrician family, the advent of Mi thraism, the
~~lumph ~f Christianity, the sack of Rome, and ita reconstruction. Great is the City of Rome.
John Weld Peck
8
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Meet Mr. Einstein

The purpose of this paper is deliberately and shamelessly
instructional. It is not even generous, Sometimes I get
tired of the table talk of my companions; or the argument may
be going against me. Then I want to shift the subject and talk
something worthwhile or something in which my companions must
listen to me, I would like to turn to Einstein, but then I
meet the opposite trouble, that no one knows enough to listen,
let alone saying something worthwhile. So the necessary first
step is to give some preliminary instruction at· this hour when
you are helpless and have no choice but to listen.
Firat let me say that I know very little about Einstein,
and the little that I do know I have not known long. In fact,
had I not been asked to write this paper I might even now be
as ignorant as you. It is· true that I have seen and heard the
gentleman several times and have even shaken the hand that wrote
the most important formulas since Newton's time. I can't say
that I liked the hand much; oerta inly not for shaking purposes.
It had neither muscle nor bones. 1 remember it was cold. so
far as I could see, it was not connected with any source of heat.
Our conversation did not get far. To begin with he could
not talk English (this was four years ago) and as my German
limps on one foot even over common things like the weather, we
were poorly matched on Relativity, His only other interest
which the world knows muoh,about is Zionism, Here again, I was
at a disadvantage, so I dropped the subject with the hand and I
think both were glad that the interview was over.
It is worth saying a little mora about the man, partly
because I know so little of the subject, and the paper might be
too short. He is an orthodox Jew of bumble .and obscure family.
There is good reason to think that his intellect is transcendent.
He has.played the game with no advantages and won. At the age
when our boys enter college, his contributions to science were
read before learned societies in Garmany, At 30, he was contradicting Newton and commanding the respect of the world' a mathematicians. Tho born a German, he was at this time a naturalized
citizen of Switzerland and Professor of Mathematical Physics at
the Folytechnicum at Zurich. This was 20 years ago. A little
later he was called back· to Berlin and permanently endowed for
the sole purpose of thinking, a most un-American proceeding.
But America to date has produced neither a Newton nor an Einstein.
Of course, such statements mean onlywhat the man means who
makes them.
It is also worth noting that despite the fact that Einstein
is a mathematician, a Zionist, a German, and a former professor,
he is not wholly lacking in a sense of humor, In 1917, his
fortunes were at a critical stage. A total eclipse of the sun
was due and Einstein pointed out that his theories would stand
or fall by certain observations to be made at that time. The
eclipse was to be visible only in the southem hemisphere and
'<
Germans had reasons of their own in 1917 for not attending the
event. Despite the war, English astronomers, be it said to their
everlasting credit, were disposed to give Einstein his day in
court. Accordingly they prepared for the most thoro observations,
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Patriotism in England went only far enough to classify Einstein
as a Swiss, Jew, instead of a Garman scientist. While awaiting
the result, Einstein philosophized as follows: "Here in Berlin
I am a German scientist; in England I am a Swiss Jew. If the
eclipse observations go wrong, I will be a Swiss Jew in Berlin
and a German scientist in England."
My own knowledge of Relativity comes from one very thin
book,--not that I have not read others, but they brought me
nothing more. Most people make bad work of explaining Einstein.
This is due in part, no doubt, to the fact that the practical
applications of Relativity involve terrifying mathematics.
It is a .slander to say that only twelve men in the world can
follow the mathematics; the number of possible readers is not
so small• but the trouble comes in finding a man who can follow
the math~matics and who is at the same time human being enough
to state clearly what the mathematics are all about, It does
not follow that a principle should be incomprehensible merely
because its technical treatment is difficult. A good life
insurance agent may explain a policy convincingly who could
not be trusted to open the actuary's book righ\-side up.
There have always been certain small discrepancies .in
actual calculations based onthe Newtonian laws of motion.
They are for the most part too small to be important, certainly
too small to vitiate astronomical forecasts as used in the
Nautical Almanac. With distances and velocities encountered
on the earth they would be negligible. It was not these
discrepancies which led to the new theory. Most of.them would
never have been known had not the new theory of Relativity
pointed out that they were necessary and thus led ~o their
discovery. certain ones.were made test oases by f1guring out
in advance that if Einstein's theory was right, then predictions
based on pure Newton formulae should be wrong by so many
hundredths or so many thousandths of a second of time or by
a similar small fraction of a second of arc. A~ some of these
tests can be made only during a total eclipse of the sun ~hey
have received much public attention. It is due to Einste1n to
say that the Lick Observatory and some others of its rank have
announced that the tests here referred tp will not again be
made for the simple reasori that Einstein's formulae are
accepted and all future calculations will be made accordingly.
Like all other systems, Einstein's Relativity begins
with well known principles and advances by steps which other men
have taken·and which Einstein followed. There is the familiar
illustration of two trains side by side, one of them moving,
assen~er looking at one from the other may not know
b~~ !h~apmoving or whether both are moving in opposite directions,
w l~ th same direction at unequal rates. Eithertrain is in
or n e
s act to the other. One or both are in motion
motion withtr~opthe earth and all trains are moving 19 miles a
with raspec
act to the sun. So it means nothing at all
~~c~~~ ~~!~ ~e~~dy is in motion unless it be specified by what
its motion is gauged.
. It does not taLe much of a head to see this. It begins to
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beharder when he tells us that distance itself is unreliable
when mixed up with motion. For example, a yardstick, if
traveling and-on with the velocity of light, would be less than
a yard long. Of course the expression means nothing, because no
yard is equal to another unless its motion is the same both in
direction and amount; and even then it is not the same to two
observers at different points. Without such specifications it
means nothing at all to say that one distance is equal to another.
The sillier this sounds, .the more you will be impressed when you
·find that it works.
I·f you would find it easier, you might begin by thinking of
the tricks time plays when mixed up with motion. It is, of
course, hard to think of time except as connected with motion.
But it makes a great difference whether the motion is fast or slow
and in what direction. There was an old notion that a minute is
a minute. Now we know that it is no such thing. It· depends on
which way and how fast it is going. Some minutes are longer than
others. The same minute may have one length on the earth and
another on Mars. · To say that two things happened at the same
moment is a meaningless form of words. The sillier this sounds
the more you will be impressed when you find that it works.
Assuming that you understand the above, we may proceed. to
the conception of bpac!. In our childhood we thought of space
as having length, rea th, and thickness. Some simple people are
still in that state of mind. We know now that a fourth dimension
must be reckoned with, and. that dimension is time. we may
triangulate the heavens and measure oDbits and dimensions and
predict future positions, using Euclid's geometry and Newton's
laws, but when we get thru, there are certainsmall discrepancies
not attributable to instrumental errors. We have ignored the fact
that we are not dealing with a fixed system in three-dimensional
space but with a moving system in four dimensions. 'rhe length
of every line and the duration of every minute must be altered to
fit the motion. It is thus that the time element becomes a.
fourth dimension. The words sound foolish at first, but a.
dimension after all is only a. factor which ent.ers into the
computation of space.
In one more way must our childish concepts be correcte~; and
when I say childish I include Euclid and Newton. A straight line
is not always the shortest distance between two points. Parallel
.lines do meet sometimes. Where gravitation comes in, space is
strained and warped and curved. This is the last straw. The
sillier it sounds the more you will be impressed when you see that
it works.
To all objections there is but one answer,--it works. The
final test of all theory is forecast. The pre-Einstein astronomer computes that a particular star will, at a given time, appear
in such and such a place. Einstein corrects the compution and
finds the time one second toosoon or the position off by a few
seconds of arc. Observation follows and bearsout Einstein. Paul
used similar arguments to back up his preaching. He knew it was
an offense to the Jews and nonsense to the Greeks, but to him
it was the power of God for the simple reason that it worked.
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may be an offense to my prejudices and nonsense to
my 1ntellect; but what can I say v1hen the a.nsVlers come right
and the men whose practice Einstein has disturbed are the
sponsors for his work?
Mr. Haldane in his Daedalus writes, "Physical theory is in
a state of profound suspense. This is primarily due to Einstein
the greatest Jew since Jesus, I have no doubt that Einstein's '
name will be. remembered and revered when Lloyd George, Foch,
and William Hohenzollern share with Charlie Chaplin that ineluctable oblivion which awe.its the uncreative mind." To save
the rest of you embarrassment I looked up "inelucta'ule."
Of course it means inevitable; you might have guessed that.
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There is an 11 ineluctable" tendency to as}: what is to become
of Newton. A Tennessee fundamentalist would no doubt wa.~ his
sad sarcastic finger at poor old Isaac as one more derelict
overcome by the waves of time while the ark of the Covenant'
sails proudly on. (I think I have two arks mixed here beside
making them sail, which no ark ever did. But a rrermes~eean
would not mind that; the language is so pious and beautiful.)
Meantime parents who have proudly called their boys Newton
need have the boys rechristened Einstein. All of Newton' a
work stands. It was incomplete but not wrong. As all other
science is incomplete, this is not a criticism. Some day
another story will be built on top of Einstein, but such additions come centuries apart, as Newton built on Euclid, and
Einstein built on Newton.
The position of Newton in mathematical physics is much
like that of Darwin in biology. Expressions carelessly used,
even by scientific men, would seem to discredit both, Ignorant
men sometimes get the idea that Darw'in' s theories are in the
discard. Such statements go alright in Tennessee but are not
appropriate to scientific circles and literary clubs.
One more reflect ion forces itself upon the thoughtful.
There are two Germanies. In 1919 one of them was in the dust,
and rightly so, before her enemies. The other Germany was
sitting on her intellectual throne and receiving the plaudits
.of the world as the conquest of a new province was proclaimed.
No insult to selfish military Carmany was counted too harsh.
No honor was too high for the other Germany, whose victories
bring blessing to all nations alike. Einstein is hailed as a
hero in 'all the capi tala of Europe. He was race i ved in Paris
before American patriotism had subsided enough to permit his
landing at New York. It is worth asking in America--Which
Germany are we taking as our model?
Nevin M. Fenneman
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